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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
July 23, 1974 

Summary 

• The Elections and Suffrage Committee met on July 23 at 9:30 a.m. in the Com
mission offices in the Neil House. Present were committee chairman Katie Sowle, 
Richard Carter and Senator Robert Corts. Roy Nichols attended, representing the 
Secretary of State's office, and Edith Hilliker represented the League of Women 
Voters. Staff members present were Ann Eriksson, Director, and Brenda Avey. 

• Mrs. Eriksson explained the recent Ohio Supreme Court decision regarding the 
use of voting machines in general elections, and the need, in the view of the Sec
retary of State, to attempt to move the committee's proposed language for ballot 
rotation through the legislature quickly. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: The Secretary of State's office would like to have the Constitutional 
Revision Commission's support in this effort. Roy Nichols is coming to try to present 

• 

their position. A problem with that is that the Commission did not react favorably 
to making a special effort on the bedsheet ballot proposal. So it depends upon whether 
you are convinced of the necessity to convince the commission of the necessity to 
give this section priority. Putting it on the ballot even in November isn't going 
to solve the problem, because the November ballot is still going to be controlled by 
the court decision. The Secretary hopes that having the General Assembly act on it 
will assure bOirds of elections that there is relief coming, and that they only need 
to make special effort for this November election and that they don't have to buy a 
lot of new machines. Now, they may do it by combining precincts temporarily - that's 
one possibility. Where you have two precincts, each with one machine, you could con

•
 
ceivably combine those two precincts. You're still going to have a lot of problems,
 
but you could do this. So, for this November, there may be temporary solutions, if 
the boards of elections can see that ultimately the voters are going to be asked to 
vote on a constitutional amendment which will enable different kinds of legislation. 

• 
The Secretary of State originally wanted rotation by precincts, but this committee 
rejected that as having inherently unfair aspects, and that of course is what the 
court was recognizing. In addition, you wanted to avoid being that specific. But 
there could be other ways of doing it without this rigid rule of at least an even 
number of machines. And, of course, it's inherently unfair this way if you have an 
odd number of candidates for any position, having an even number of machines doesn't 
solve that problem. 

• 
Mr. Carter: The thing that scares me most about this Supreme Court decision is the 
question of each succeeding elector must be directed to a machine different from the 
machine utilized by the preceding voter. I wonder if they have any concept of what 
that's going to do. Because, you have some people taking 15 minutes at a machine. 
And that means that you can't by-pass him. In my precinct there are two machines, 
and if you have this situation, the line will just back up out to the street. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: And voters would not understand why they had to stand in a long line 
when there was a short line. 

Mr. Carter: Or when there was a machine empty. There would be chaos. ' 

Mrs. Eriksson: But the real problem is that there are not the machines available

• now in any event. 

• 
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Mr. Carter: We must remember that the Commission is an arm of the legislature, an 
advisory group to the legislature, and if the legislative members would feel that 
we should push this matter, then I think it would be very appropriate to have the 
Commission take it up as a special item. Senator Corts, would you be in favor of that? 

Sen. Corts: Absolutely. 

Mr. Carter:, Okay, do you think you could be of some help in talking to the other
 
legislative members as you get a chance on this?
 

Se~ Corts: I could do that. 

Mr. Carter: With thi,t backing, it's proper for the chair to take the position that
 
the matter is of such importance to the legislature that they would like to have us
 
give this item special treatment.
 

Mr. Nichols: Some of the boards of elections are in a state of near panic on this 
thing. We're getting calls from allover the state. Some boards are talking about 
asking the Supreme Court to stay the execution of its judgment, but 1 donlt know if 
that's a practical suggestion to make. 1 don't know if there is any way that they 
can suspend the operation of a section of the constitution, but they're grasping at 
straws - anything to avoid haVing to purchase such a tremendous quantity of machines. 
Automatic machines run over $2000 per machine. So, i£ you have a county that has to 
buy 300 additional machines, such as Franklin County, or 1100 as in Cuyahoga County, 
you can see why they're in a state of panic. Right after the suit was filed in 1972, 
we began work on a proposed constitutional amendment to anticipate the fact that the 
suit might be successful because the language of the constitution did tend to favor 
the plaintiff. We anticipated that the Supreme Court might even say that the use of 
machines is unconstitutional. In February of 1973, Mr. Brown asked the General As
sembly to consider this amendment, and on several occasions he asked that the matter 
be pursued. As he is fond of saying, sometimes the dam has to break before anyone 
really realizes that there is a problem, and that came with the court decision. He 
felt that perhaps the court was waiting to see what action would take place before 
rendering the decision, hoping that an amendment would come about tmt would make 
the decision unnecessary. The boards are faced with a major problem. If they don't 
want to buy the machines, then they have to convert some of their precincts to paper 
ballots, which will involve some expenditure but not as much as the purchase of ad
ditional machines. The decision applies to a general election, but not a primary. 
The problem will be with us this November no matter what we do - even if we get the 
issue on the November ballot, that weuld still not eliminate the fact that we're 
stuck with the decision for this election and we will have to make some kind of 
adjustment to meet it. Right now, Mr. Brown is contemplating asking the General As
sembly to possibly reimburse the counties for some of the costs. He does feel 
that, if possible, the matter should be put on the ballot this November. And if 
it's not ••• 

Mr. Carter: Next June would still do the job. That would have the same practical
 
effect as passing it in November. The only thing is that you'd have more assurance
 
if the people knew it was in the works.
 

Mr. Nichols: Yes. The decision doesn't apply to the primary. The only difference
 
is that if a resolution were passed this summer, a lot of boards might decide to
 
hold off on purchasing all of the extra machines, and wait to see what the voters
 

... decide, and will have a temporary solution. If they don't have any hopes that there 
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is goinu to be a solution, they might decide that the thing is going to be permanent 
and they might as well go ahead and buy the machines. And then if you have a reversal 
later, you've bought a lot of equipment that you don't need. 

• Mr. Carter asked Mr. Nichols to attend the Commission meeting in the afternoon to 
answer questions. 

• 

Mr. Carter: Let's see what we can do to move expeditiously on this matter. I re
viewed this last night, the language, the Supreme Court decision, the write-up and 
so forth. Really the reason for this is to prevent an abuse of the elective process, 
such as, like in California always having the incumbents' names first. Any election 
has elements of chance in it. So I think really what the objective of this is, as 

• 

far as I'm concerned, is to prevent a priori rigging of the election process to favor 
a candidate. I don't think that it's feasible to have perfect rotation. And further
more, I don't think it's all that important to try and make it that perfect. Where 
you run for office, you've got many more things that are a lot more chancy then where 
your name might be ending up on the ballot, provided that it couldn't be decided in 
advance that someone was going to have an advantage. This is just one of the many 
elements of chance that are involved in running for office. 

• 
Mr. Nichols: One of the ironies, I think, is that the constitution requires the near 
perfect rotation in a general election but not in a primary. A primary is far more 
likely to have a multiplicity of candidates. For example, at the last primary, the 
Democratic Party had 11 candidates for lieutenant governor and I would think that 
rotation would make a far more difference in that kind of a race than it would in 
a general election. 

Mr. Carter: Why is it limited to a general election? 

• Mr. Nichols: I have no idea. 

• 

Sen. Corts: My guess would be that people who vote in a primary ordinarily go to 
the primary to vote for a particular candidate or they're party people who know what's 
involved, whereas, people who vote in a general election want to vote for president, 
or they may want to vote for senator, but the rest of the things on the ballot they 
don't know much about. I think the placement of the name on the ballot, under those 

• 

circumstances, means a lot. We had this corne up in the Senate last year, where one 
of the Senators had his name first on the ballot almost 100% in one county, and the 
Supreme Court took evidence on that and they had experts who apparently know something 
about it who testified that indeed it does make a difference whose name appears, at 
least when there are two names. Maybe when there are 9 or 10 or 100 names, it may 
not make such a difference, but where there are two names, it does make quite a dif
ference. 

Mr. Carter: Why shouldn't it apply to a special election, or a primary election? 

• Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know why the section applies only to a general election ex
cept that the constitution does not and traditionally has not, dealt with primary 
elections very much. Primary elections were a newcomer to the scene and only sec
tion 7, the bedsheet ballot section, dealt with primary elections. 

Sen. Corts: It used to be done by caucus until about 10 years ago, and I think 

• there are some places that still nominate by caucus. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: There are some elections for which there is no primary, such as town
ship trustees and small municipalities. 

Mr. Nichols: The portion of the decision that's really mind-boggling is that if you 
have three or more candidates, then your rotation would not only have to take place 
within the precinct, but from one precinct to another. And that's going to make it 
almost impossible to use the solution of machines in one precinct and paper ballots 
in the next, because in paper ballot precincts, you rotate by ballot. How can you 
possibly have rotation from one precinct to another unless you were to use mechanical 
devices in every precinct? 

Mr. Carter: Are we going to reconsider section 2. before we resubmit it to the Com
mission this afternoon? 

Mrs. Eriksson: You might consider changing the word "possible" to "practical". 

Mr. Carter: First, I want to consider whether we should not drop "general". Make it 
apply to any election. Is there any reason to limit that to a general election par
ticularly since the constitution is liberalizing the things that can be put on at 
a special election, like the referendum? 

Mr. Nichols: In a primary, you have such a large number of candidates in some con
tests. In order to arrive at the lowest common denominator for ballot variations, 
you're coming up with a much larger variety of printing. For example, in a general 
election you would have to have two candidacies or three, in which case six would 
be your lowest common denominator and you would need six different ballot formats in 
order to arrive at your perfect rotation. 

Mr. Carter: But if we eliminate perfect rotation that's no longer a problem, if we 
were to take the position, which I think we are, that what you have to do is do the 
best you can, practically, to avoid giving any candidate a preferential treatment. 
And why should we limit it just to general elections? 

Mr. Nichols: I think that even with language that would suggest that you have to do 
the best you can that a court that is presented with a case would still be prone to 
say that if the rotation was less than it could have been that it's defective. 

Mr. Carter: Then let's drop this question until we've discussed the rest of it and 
then come back to it after we see what we're going to do with the rest of it. I 
really have a question whether we should limit it to general elections. 

Mr. Nichols: Any election on issues is a special election even if it's held on the 
same day as the general election. 

Sen. Corts: If you put this on next June's ballot, that would be a special election, 
too, because many areas do not have primaries. 

Mr. Nichols: The primary itself is not the special election. The primary is the elec
tion at which candidates are nominated and a special election may be held at the same 
time. 

Mr. Carter: The committee has already agreed as I understand to drop these changes 
in the parenthetical phrase. I agree with that. 

21.98 
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Mrs. Eriksson: Especially if the section is going to go on ahead of the rest of the 
Connnission's reconnnendations, since those changes relate to other proposals. 

Mr. Carter: I was very concerned in reading the Supreme Court decision, in context 

• with our phrase "wherever possible". I felt that they might go back and use the 
same kind of tortured reasoning to come up with their legislating as to how elections 
are going to be held, and I think it's a terrible mistake for a court to try and do 
that. There's no opportunity for the public to be heard and once it's done it's 

• 
bad. So I think "wherever possible" is too strong, since that is the word in the 
present constitution. I suggest, and I seem to recall we discussed this before, the 
phrase "to the extent practical" rather than "wherever possible". 

Mrs. Eriksson: Or you could just use the word "if". Maybe "to the extent" is a 
little stronger. 

• 
Mr. Carter: I want to weaken it as much as I can. And the other thought that occurred 
to me, can we drop that phrase entirely, or does that make it even stronger? 

Mrs. Eriksson: That depends upon the construction of "reasonably equal treatment" and 
I have a feeling that that ~ight strengthen it rather than weaken it if you drop the 
phrase altogether. 

• Mrs. Sowle: The important part of that sentence is "appropriate to the voting method 
used". As long as the court is reading that part of the sentence as conditioning 
the rest of it I think it's alright. In fact, I wondered if "wherever possible" is 
a problem in light of the words "appropriate to the voting method used". 

Mr. Carter and Mr. Nichols both expressed concern. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: That's the language of the present constitution - "possible". 

Mrs. Sowle: What's the difference between the word "practical" and "practicable"? 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: I prefer practical to practicable, because if they both mean the same 
thing I prefer to use the simpler word. 

?-1rs. Sowle: Then "if prac tical". 

Sen. Corts: Something seems to me to further confuse the matter. It seems to me 
that "wherever possible" is in the wrong place.

• Mr. Carter: Yes, I was just coming to that same point. 

• 

Sen. Corts: You're talking about where the rotation is possible, not where equal 
treatment is possible. We should always give reasonably equal treatment but maybe 
it doesn't have to be done by rotation. "shall give each candidate reasonably equal 
treatment by rotation, wherever possible •.• "something like that. 

Mr. Carter: Here's what I was going to suggest very similar to that. " •.• reasonably 
equal treatment by rotation or other comparable techniques practical and appropriate 
to the voting method used." 

• Mr. Nichols: I would just take out the "wherever possible" altogether, I think. Give 
each candidate reasonably equdl treabnent by rotation or other comparable techniques 
appropriate. 

• 21.99 
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:Hr. Carter: I'm afraid that taking out "wherever possible" might strengthen it. 

Mr. Nichols: If you say, "by rotation or other comparable techniques" you're presen
ting the possibility of an option other than rotation, and that's what you're seeking •to achieve. 

Mr. Carter: But on the other hand, the court might argue that reasonably equal 
means that the same kind of reasoning that they applied in this thing. How about 
"reasonably equal and practical"? •Sen. Corts: It should be equal in every case, not just where it's practical. The 
treatment has to be equal. Now where you get that equal treatment is another matter. 
You may get it by rotation, you may get it by some other method, but it's the treatment 
that has to be equal, and I would think that's what the Supreme Court held. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, it certainly was. • 
Mrs. Eriksson: Well, in that case, maybe this could say, "by rotation or other com
parable techniques practical and appropriate to the voting method used". 

Mrs. Sowle: "If practical" makes it very clear that you can give a hil?;her rank of 
priority to practicality than to absolute equality. • 
Mrs. Eriksson: Where would you put "practical" - after "rotation"? 

Mr. Carter: I still like "to the extent practical". "If" means to me that if it's 
not practical, you don't have to have any rotation, and that I don't think is what we 
wast to do. " ••• rotation or other comparable techniques to the extent practical. •• " •or "appropriate and to the extent practical. •• " 

Mrs. Avey: Why isn't practical contained in "reasonably equal"? When you talk about 
reasonably equal treatment, doesn't that imply practical? If it's not practical, 
then it's not reasonable, and vice versa, I think. •Mr. Nichols: Why not "the names of all candidates shall be alternated on the ballot 
in the manner provided by law"? Just leave it wide open and handle it by statute. 

Mr. Carter: Then you're faced with the California situation. 

Mr. Nichols: I don't think you can put the same candidate's name at the top in every •instance as long as they have to provide for some kind of alternation of names. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But on a voting machine you can't have alternation of names so what 
you're doing is alternating by machine or by precinct or however. 

Mr. Nichols: We'd like to see the general assembly have the flexibility to decide •by statute whether to permit rotation by precinct, rotation by machines, rotation by 
ballot, or combinations. 

Mr. Carter: But this mandates that they are required to give reasonably equal treat
ment. •
Se~ Corts: What does your present resolution provide? 

•2200 
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Mr. Nichols: We provided the Commission with two variations, and variation 'a' was 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 

the one provided to the General Assembly. 

Mrs. Eriksson: And that provided in the constitution for rotation by precinct, and 
this committee rejected that because they felt that that was too confining. 

Mr. Nichols: The other would have removed the reference to rotation from the con
stitution and delegated the authority completely to the General Assembly to provide 
by law for the method of alternating candidates' names on the ballot. We prefer 
variation 'b'. 

Mrs. Sowle: I still like "to the extent practical". 

Mr. Carter: Replacing "wherever possible". 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and how about its insertion after "reasonably equal treatment". 
"reasonably equal treatment, to the extent practical, by rotation or other comparable 
techniques appropriate to the voting method used." 

Mrs. Eriksson: But then you're back to Senator Corts' point that you do want to 
provide reasonably equal treatment for everybody. The only question is whether it's 
practical to do it by rotation or some other method. 

Sen. Corts: I'd put that phrase after "techniques". 

Mrs. Sowle: I see. Well then, how about "other comparable techniques to the extent 
practical and appropriate to the voting method used"? 

Sen. Corts: That sounds good. 

It was so agreed. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Then it will read, "The general assembly shall provide by law the 
means by which ballots shall give each candidate reasonably equal treatment by 
rotation or other comparable techniques to the extent practical and appropriate to 
the voting method used." 

Mr. Nichols agreed. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If we pull this out and make it a special report to the General As
sembly then it will stay as section 2a. We can't changt it to section 3 because it 
won't be tied in with the repeal of section 3. 

Mr. Carter: Now we are coming back to my question of general elections. 

Mrs. Sowle: I was going to raise the question on that. Is there some fundamental 
reason why the laws have not addressed themselves to the primary? Is it that the 
parties control the primaries, and not the state? 

Mr. Nichols: As a practical matter, rotation does occur in the primary. The only 
difference is that we've always advised the boards, don't be overly concerned if your 
rotation doesn't balance out as perfectly as you try to get it in a general election. 
Rotation still occurs. You don't go to the expense of making sure that you have 
really arrived at the lowest common denominator and have all of the possible vari4
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ties·of printing. 

Mr. Carter: This is a big change, though. We're leaving it up to the legislature. 
They no longer have to be concerned about the attempt for perfect rotation. Is it 
not also true, we're talking about three types of elections: primary, general and 
special elections. 

Sen. Corts: You don't ordinarily have candidates at a special election. 

Mr. Nichols: Except in a congressional vacancy. You have a special election for 
candidates in that case. 

Mr. Carter: Again, I go back to my example of the charter commission. 

Sen. Corts: Well, this deals only with candidates. 

Mr. Carter: The typical thing is that you have the candidates on the ballot the same 
time the question is on the ballot. As I recall, you have 15. And if you have 27 
candidates there ought to be some reasonable opportunity rather than listing them 
in'alphabetical prder. 

Mr. Nichols: If you want to strike the word "general" I don't think that we would 
have any objection because it's not really inserting a new provision in the consti 
tution but it's giving the general assembly greater latitude on what they will be 
permitted to do by statute. If the general assembly chooses to establish the same 
requirement for general elections and for primaries and special elections.	 or if 
they choose to handle them differently, they will have the latitude to make that 
determination. 

Mrs. Sowle: If we strike "general" then what does it cover? 

Mr. Carter: All elections. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There are three kinds of elections: general. special and primary. 

Mrs. Sowle: Are they all statewide? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. A local election is basically a special election •. 
Mr. Carter: I'd like to see you strike that word unless anyone has a reason to 
keep it. 

Mr. Nichols: The Code does use several different terms. and does define several dif 
ferent kinds of elections: regular state election; regular municipal election. And 
for some reason there is not uniformity of language in all of the Code sections, and 
so the Code does define what is meant by each one. But when you cross-reference them 
it comes down to primary, general and special. 

Mrs. Sowle: Is "e lee tion" by itse 1£ too broad?	 
.>0 
1 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Mrs. Eriksson: No, not if you know what it means. It would include the charter 
elections and elections of charter candidates. • 
Mr. Nichols: Yes, it's talking about the election of candidates because that's the 

2202 
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subject matter of the sentence.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: And except for the charters and the special elections to fill a
 

• 
congressional vacancy, most candidates are nominated at primaries and elected at 
general elections. 

• 

Mr. Nichols: The question you raised about why primaries were treated differently, 
one other thought occurs to me as to why they are not included in this provision. 
In a presidential primary when you are selecting convention delegates you have the 
possibility of a large number of candidates running at-large and within each district, 
and if you have a half a dozen different presidential candidates on the ballot, as 
we had in the democratic ballot in 1972, it gives you a fantastic number of varieties 
of the ballot that you have to come up with, if you had to have perfect rotation in 
a primary. 

Mr. Carter: He're talking that out. Really what we're mandating is reasonably

• equal treatment in the constitution. 

Mr. Nichols: If we had needed that kind of rotation in the 1972 primary, it would 
have been impossible to live with. 

Mrs. Sowle: But you did have some rotation. 

•
 

• Mr. Nichols: There was some rotaLion. I'm not sure to what extent it occurred on
 
the delegate listing.
 

(Mr. Carter looked up "feasible" in the dictionary as an alternative to "practical"
 
but decided to keep "practical".)
 

Mrs. Sowle: \Jhat is the heading of this article? One reason I worry about "e1ection" 
without a modifier is, for example, would there be any possibility of that being 
interpreted to apply to corporations, or something outside of governmental elections? 

• 
Mr. Nichols: The heading of the section is not part of the constitution, that's just 
something put on by the printer. But I can't imagine a court construing that to be 
something other than a governmental election. 

Mr. Carter: You can straighten it out if there is any question by saying"the names 
of any candidate for public office ... " 

• Mrs. Sowle: Do you think it would be a good idea to put the word "publiC" in that 
first sentence? 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you say that that's a possible interpretation of this section, 
then how about section 2? 

• Mrs. Sowle: "All elections shall be by ballot." 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think you have to assume that the constitutional article deals 
only with public office. 

• 
Mr. Carter: It does. It says "Article V. Elective Franchise" and it's all talking 
about public elections. So I don't think there would be any problem on it. 

• 2203
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Mr. Nichols: Have you decided to strike the word "general"? 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. One thing that occurs to me is that we might create an issue about 
whether it ought to apply to these other elections that would divert attention from 
the basic point. 

Mr. Carter: Let's submit it to the Commission and see what reactions we get. 

Mr. Nichols: We don't advocate dropping the word "general" but we were more concerned 
with the later ehanges than that one, and would not oppose that decision. 

Section 2a was agreed to. 

Mrs. Sowle: Let us look at the other matters. We agreed that the bill of rights 
approach might be very difficult and it might actually restrict the franchise. 

Mr. Carter: I agree. 

Mrs. Sowle: There are two language changes we have to look at in the initiative and 
referendum report. "Every petition shall contain a statement to the effect that any 
falsification is subject to penalties as prescribed by law". And this just puts in 
the constitution what is presently prescribed by statute. It makes it clear that 
we intended no repeal of that statute. 

Mr. Nichols: This is just a general requirement. 

Mr. Carter: Could I come back to section 7 of Article V? We had a vote, Bob, before 
you came on the Commission, of 17 in favor, and 3 opposing change in section 7. My 
question is whether or not we should resubmit the committ~e recommendation as part 
of Article V. I think we had rather overwhelming support for the thing, but we just 
didn't get enough people voting on it. Section 7 concerned the bedsheet ballot 
election of delegates to national political party conventions. 

The committee agreed that since there was no possibility of getting it on the ballot 
in November, it could be "resubmitted after the Democratic mini-convention this December. 

Mrs. Sowle: When we vote on recommendations to the general assembly we need 2/3. When 
we vote on amendments to the committee proposals, it's just those present at the 
meeting who vote on the amendment. Perhaps when the proposal goes out to the whole 
commission by mail, maybe we could present alternatives. It seems to me rather un
fortunate that a bare quorum can change a committee recommendation that has been worked 
on for quite a while and perhaps that should be voted on by the full membership. 

Mr. Carter: That's a good thought. 

Mrs. Sowle: We're back to initiative and referendum an~ the new language. 

Mr. Nichols: This new language, I think, was in response to the objections I raised 
at the last Commission meeting to the word "conclusively". 

It was so agreed. 

Mrs. Sowle: The second initiative and referendum thing we have to discuss is this: 

• 

.. 

•
 

.. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
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"The secfetary of state shall cause to be placed on the ballot the caption and the 
ballot language prepared by the ballot board for each proposal contained in a pro
perly certified petition filed with not less than the required number of signatures. 
The petition and signatures shall be presumed to be in all respects sufficient, 
unless not later than seventy-five days before the election, the petition is proved 
to be invalid or the signatures insufficient or an action challenging the validity 
of the petition or one or more signatures is pending, which action was begun not 
later than one hundred days before the election. No proposal voted on by the elec
tors shall be held unconstitutional or void after the election because of an insuf
ficiency of valid signatures or an invalid petition." 

Mr. Nichols: We were worried that the word "conclusively" might do two things: one, 
invalidate the checking process; and, two, prevent a judicial challenge, and this 
accounts for both of those and we think the cha~ge in wording overcomes the objection 
entirely. 

Mrs. Sowle: I don't think that could be any clearer. 

Mr~ Nichols: And it does specify a deadline for bringing a challenge which is con
sistent with the kind of change we made on a challenge to the ballot language on 
iss ue 113. 

Sette Corts: I'm inclined to find some objec tion to the las t phrase "or an invalid 
petition". If you're talking about an invalid petition which is invalid merely be
cause of an insufficiency of valid signatures, that's one thing. But if you're going 
to take in the whole realm of possibly invalid petitions ••• Suppose you don't have all 
of the required language in there - maybe you have a referendum petition when you mean 
an initiative petition. 

Mr. Nichols: I think the point here is that the challenge would have to be brought 
within the specified time period and that if you don't bring the challenge until 
after the election, you're too late •. 

Sen. Corts: With respect to the validity of signatures, I go along with that,but with 
respect to all possible defects, I'm not so sure. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think the theory that we have discussed before on the timing of a chal
lenge for any reason is that, once the voters of the state have voted and approved it, 
it cannot be challenged after the election for some reason which cou~d have been 
discovered before the election. Because the voters of the state have expressed them
selves. 

Sen. Corts: I would agree with the procedural aspects, and maybe to include the val
idity of signatures, which may not be procedural, but substantive defects in the 
petition I think should always be challenged both before or after elections. If 
you would strike "or invalid petition", I wouldn't see that that would defeat what 
we are trying to do. 

Mr. Nichols: You mean, stop after "signatures". 

Mr. Carter: Does the petition have any relevance once the matter is on the ballot 
and approved by the votQrs? What's on the petition doesn't mean anything at that 
point. The purpose 'of the petition is to get something on the ballot. So that once 
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it is on the ballot and approved by the voters, the fact that the petition was invalid 
is no longer relevant. 

Mr. Nichols: Senator Corts raised the possibility that something might be identified as • 
a referendum when an initiative is intended. I have difficulty imagining that if some
one drafted it that improperly, it would ever get to the ballot. 

Mr. Carter: The reason for that is that the voters aren't voting on the petition 
matter. They're voting on what was on the ballot. 

Nrs. Smile: They're voting on the substance of the issue at that point. • 
Sen. Carts: I'm not sure that my.point is well taken. Suppose it may have gotten on 
the bullot improperly? 

Mr. Carter: Even if that's so, that doesn't bother me because the voters are voting. on • 
what they see on the ballot. 

Mr. Nichols: What about the situation they had in 1973 where an issue was scheduled for 
the }fay ballot as one issue and the court said that the question had to be divided be
cause the question really dealt with two separate issues, and so they were separated 
into questions 5 and Sa. But supposing the election already took place, and then a • 
voter said he didn't realize until he showed up to vote tha t there were really two 
questions the:re and he didn't have the opportunity to voice his support on one and his 
opposition to the other and he wants to challenge it saying this should have been sub
mitted as two questions. 

Mr. Carter: That doesn't have anything to do with the petition. • 
Sen. Corts: Yes it does, it should have been two petitions instead of one. It seems to 
me you're getting at the question only of signatures in this proposed amendment and if 
that's all you want then you don't need that last phrase. 

Mr. Carter: The ballot board would have the right to split it up and put it on the • 
ballot anyway they wanted to, within reason, would they not? 

Mr. Nichols: They would have the right to draft a summary. I don't think they would 
have the latitude to split the question on their own. 

Mrs. Sowle: How would that question be resolved under the current provision? • 
Mr. Nichols: I could not cite you a precedent for whatever happening, but it seems 
to me that a person could file a suit to have the election set aside on the grounds 
that the question had been improperly submitted as one question when there were two 
issues, and I don't think that there is ever an instance where that has happened, but 
I see no reason why it couldn't happen under the present constitution. If the petition .. 
was invalid in some other respect, such as submitting two or more questions instead of 
one, that you would not want to preclude setting the election aside on something that 
basic. 

Mrs. Sowle: Take the petition that proposeS 81\ amendment to the constitution that has 
two questions. The petition is circulated; it comes to the secretary of state's office, • 
you are figuring out how to put it on the ballot. Even if the petition didn't have it 
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in two parts, don't you just divide it into two parts for the ballot? 

Mr. Nichols: We don't divide it into two separate ballot questions, no. 

• Mrs. Sowle: You put it on the ballot just as it appeared on the petition? 

• 

Mr. Nichols: Yes. We don't divide the resolution into two questions unless the resolu
tion says that the question shall be submitted in such a way ••••• This happened for example 
with one of the issues that was on the ballot last fall or this past spring, but one of 
the resolutions passed by the general assembly said that the question had to be presen
ted in a manner that the voters could vote separately on the amendment to section 20a 
and the question on section 31. And the resolution specifically provided that they could 
vote separately on thE' two questions. But the resolution provided specifically that 
they had to be submitted as two questions and that's why we did it that way. 

Mr. Carter: What is the present language?

• Mrs. Avey: It says in Article II, section 19, "No law or amendment to the constitution 
submitted to the electors by initiative and supplementary petition and receiving an 
affirmative majority of the votes cast thereon, shall be held unconstitutional or void 
on account of the insufficiency of the petitions by which such submission of the same 

• 
was procured; nor shall the rejection of any law submitted by referendum petition be 
held invalid for such insufficiency.'" 

Mr. Nichols: Is it your objective to prevent a challenge after the election for any 
cause whatsoever? 

Mrs. Sowle: That was our intention, as was my understanding.

• Mr. Carter: Why don't we pick up the same language that we have now, and say after the 
election because of an insufficiency of the petition. 

Mrs. Avey: Craig Aa1yson said that he was bothered by the present language. 

• Mr. Nichols: I think the present language is vague. This new wording makes it clear 
that you have two things you're talking about - the signatures and the petition itself. 
The present language is a little fuzzy. You don't know, when it says "insufficiency 
of the petition" you don't know whether that means insufficiency of signatures or some 
defect in the petition itself and how it's presented. So your new language is certainly 
more explicit than that of the present constitution.

• Mr. Carter: I guess the question that we're talking about is after the voters have 
approved something, do you want the .court to have the right to say that the election 
is void? 

Mr. Nichols: If it was presented in a way that made it impossible for the voters ~o

• express their will separately on each of the questions presented, it would seem to me 
tha t there is a valid reason why the court ought to set the election as~de and require 
that if it is to be submitted to the voters, it be submitted as separate questions. 

Mr. Carter: I think I disagree with that. I think I would take the position that the 
question should be raised before it gets on the ballot.


• Mr. Nichols: I wouldn't want to be construed as speaking for the office because I
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certainly don't know whether this makes any difference to Mr. Brown or not and I suspect 
that this would not be a point on which he would decide to support or oppose a. GOIlUTlission 
recommendati.on. I think this would be a matter that he would say was in the discretion 
of the Commission and I don't thi.nk he would have any particular objection either way. • 

Mr. Carter: ~Je faced the same problem when we were talking about legislatively initia
ted amendments, and at that time we faced the question and said in essence that once 
the voters have spoken it ought to be closed at that point. 

Mr. Nichols: That was dealing with the ballot question. We're not talking about a 
defect in the wording of the ballot question, explanation, or arguments. • 
It was agreed to accept the language as drafted, since any question of two amendments 
can be raised before the election. 

Mrs. Sowle: We can start on the corporation memo now. Shall we start with:section I? • 
The memorandum seems to me to be fairly persuasive that it is an important provision. 

Mr. Carter: I'm not sure it deserves a separate section though, because it seems to 
me it's covered in section 2. 

Mrs. Sowle: "No special act conferring corporate powers ••• " • 
Mr. Carter: If you look at section 2, "Corporations may be formed only under general 
laws". We've done the same thing. 

Mrs. Sowle: Are they two different things? Section 2 says corporations may be formed 
under general laws... • 

Mr. Carter: And I would add the word "only". 

Mrs. Sowle: And section I says conferring corporate powers, so section I has been 
interpreted to apply to other than just the formation of the corporation. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, good point. • 
Mrs. Sowle: Alteration of the corporate powers is under section I as well, and formation 
is a little narrower. The judicial interpretation of section I talks about interpretation 
of changes in corporate powers, even the changes in the city limits in Cincinnati have 
been covered as well. .. 

Mr. Carter: I don't know as it's important enough. I think it will depend a little bit 
on what we have in the way of discussion of some of the other provisions in this. But 
it almost seems to me th8t we could put all of the things we wanted in just a couple 
of sentences of the whole darn article, and if so, it would seem to me that one section 
could do the whole thing. One of the things I thought of is that there's quite a bite 
of confusion in my mind, and I see the courts have wrestled with this a little bit, as 
to what is a corporation? You know, does it apply to private or public corporations, 
and municipal corporations, and that sort of thing. 

Mrs. Sowle: It has been interpreted to apply to both. •Mr. Carter: I don't know how much you're familiar with corporations, but it's one of 
the greatest inventions of mankind. It's relatively recent, because before 1800 I 
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don't think there were any corporations. About that time, the very early 1800's, the 
concept of an inanimate entity that has substance to itself and yet isn't associated 
with any people was a marvelous concept. 

• Mrs. Sowle: I did work on the American Bar Foundation Study of the Model Corporation 
Act, and it's a very interesting area. There is background in this memorandum that I 
thought was interesting. The great debates about whether corporations were too much 
of a threat. I was interested in the discussion in the memorandum of the general 
provisions prohibiting the enactment of special legislation aside from corporations 
the more general provision. The Ohio law is not very broad. 

• Mr. Carter: Yes, that's in this discussion under section 1. 

Mrs. Sowle: If that were changed, section 1 of the corporation provision would not 
matter as much. What committee had Article II? 

•
 Mrs. Avey: I think it was the Legislative - Executive Committee.
 

Mrs. Sowle: Did they look at Article II, section 26? I imagine that that's something 
where we just ought to leave well enough alone. There's probably a long history of 
interpretation of that section, but apparently that was not considered to take care of 
the special acts for corporations. Let's go on to section 2. It provides for the 

• alteration or repeal of corporation laws and apparently there was a need to do that, a 
need to make that provision because of the Dartmouth College case. Is there any partic
ular difficulty with that section? 

• 
Mr. Carter: I don't think so. It seems to me that the plenary powers of the legislature 
would have all of that right if it were not so stated. I'm not really sure why it was 
stated. 

Mrs. Sowle: It was to meet specific problems of the time. 

•
 
Mrs. Avey: It says in the memorandum thet they were added to enable the legislature
 
to enact laws regulating corporate and commercial transactions because at the 1912 con

vention.;some doubt existed as to whether the legislature had this authority.
 

Mr. Carter: I have no objection to it. 

Mrs. Sowle: Section 3 concerns the liability of stockholders and that does not seem 
to present problems. And then the banking provision.

• Mr. Carter: Again, I don't think it's necessary. 

Mrs. Sowle: Do you think it's legislative material? 

Mr. Carter: Yes. The only thing that is not legislative material is that there is a 

• prohibition against any liability other than unpaid stock. That's a limitation on what 
the legislature can do. I don't have much of a problem with section 3. Again, I'm not 
sure if you were starting from scratch whether you would put it in. Section 4 is clearly 
unnecessary but, again ••• 

Mrs. Sowle: To make the property of corporations subject to taxation. 

• Mr. Carter: I don't think that's at all necessary, but on the other hand, I can just 
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see the problems if you try to put it on the ballot to take it out. 

Mrs. Sowle: It's to prevent corporate exemptions, which would not be a current issue 
but was at one time. 

Mr. Carter: It's obsolete. There's a lot of superfluous material. Is it worth it to 
try and shorten the constitution? I don't see any problems with these provisions. So 
it's kind of a clean-up matter, and is it worth the effort? Section 5 - there's no 
reason why that can't be left in. Again, I think that's statutory material. 

Mrs. Sowle: Thege are all outgrowths of particular abuses or problems, 19th century 
problems that are not getting in anybody's way. 

Mr. Carter: Section 7, I think, is a limitation. Basically, the discussion says, the 
purpose of that is to eliminate state banks from issuing money. It's been interpreted 
that way and it's not relevant today. 

Mrs. Sowle: Because of the tax clause? 

Mr. Carter: Back in the 1800's, before we had the federal currency and the federal 
reserve system and all of those things, and before we had national currency, you may 
recall, banks used to issue their own paper money, it was in circulation allover, and 
banks promised to pay - it became legal tender, that is, it became accepted tender. 
But can you imagine a bank trying to issue currency today? It's just not conceivable. 
And so that one I feel is completely obsolete. 

Mrs. Sowle: Is this causing anybody any trouble? 

Mr. Carter: The only WCo/ that I can see that it might is by putting some restriction 
on the legislation, so that we're relying on court interpretation of what it meant. 

Mrs. Sowle: Of the words "banking powers" as just meaning issuance of money. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, and it seems to me it might present some cloud over the acts of the 
general assembly with respect to banking matters generally and to me this is something 
the general assembly should have the power to do. 

Mrs. Sowle: Oh yes. 

Mr. Carter: And to have a constitutional question to submit acts of the general 
assembly authorizing associations of banking powers to the people is ridiculous. 

Mrs. Sowle: Only two other states have a requirement, and the Illinois one was deleted 
in its new constitution. 

Mr. Carter: So that would be my first preference for taking that out, that is clearly 
obsolete. Look at that section 4, it probably shouldn't be in the constitution. "The 
property of corporations now eKistin~ and hereafter created, shall be forev~r subject 
to taxation the same as property of individuals." That's completely moot. t But if you 
were to put that on the ballot to repeal it, they would think that then th~ means that 
corporations wouldn't hnve to be taxed. So that it presents a practical problem, 
whereas if you're doing a whole new constitution by a convention, then you can get by 
with dropping it. 

•
 

•
 
• 
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Mrs. Sowle: There are two other provisions of the constitution that accomplish this 
anywaYt it says in the memorandum. So section 4 looks like a good candidate for 
repeal and section 7. Section 1 probably should remain. 

• Mr. Carter: The substance of it should remain. 

Mrs. Sowle: I'm not so sure about section 2. 

Mr. Carter: This is a highly technical area. What I'd like to do is ask some out
standing corporate law firms in the state t such as Jones t DaYt Cockley &Reaves. They

•
 have offered on many occasions to work with us in any areas that they can be of help.
 
\Vhy don't I take the opportunity of submitting this to them and see of there are any 
problems or suggestions they would have in this area. 

Mrs Sowle: Another possibility, in addition to that, would be to ask the Ohio State 
Bar Association's Corporations Committee to look at it and invite their recommendations.

• Some rewriting of sections land 2 might be desirable, with repeal of the rest of it 
as the memorandum suggests. 

Mr. Carter: r'd:simply like to have one section that essentially states what we're 
considering, and repeal the rest of it on the basis that it's obsolete material. 

• Mrs. Sowle: I will take a look at the report that the American Bar Foundation issued 
on Model Corporation Acts and see if it says anything about constitutional provisions. 

Mr. Carter: I think it's a good idea not to give the legislature the authority for 
special acts. You're not only talking about private corporations, that gets into the 
local government area. One of the things you've done if you didn't have that in there

• is that the legislature could change municipal and school districts and that sort of 
thing in Columbus, by by-passing the local interests, and I don't think that's a good 
idea. I was interested in the definition of "special act" in here, which is defined 
as "laws which are temporary and local in operation". And then there are a couple of 
decisions that indicate that it has to be both. You could have a temporary act that's 
not special, like the Ohio Turnpike Commlssion.

• Mrs. Sowle: And then it doesn't come under the prohibition. 

Mr. Carter: Okay, ~et's see if we can't get any more information on this one for the 
next meeting. I wouldn't be unhappy with just leaving it the way it is. 

• Mrs. Sowle: It doesn't seem to be getting in anybody's way. 

Mr. Carter: Unless there are problems ~hat we're not aware of. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

• 

• 
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Ohio C()",lst.~tl.lt:ior.~(l J?\:vi.~~:ion COlJ::"i(:L~3s:i.(n1 

Elt'c t~;~()r13 ilnd :';u.ffr(_l,~,(;f C:JIt';ni l t:c:~~ 

Sc:ptcmhec 19, 197/; 

• 
S lJIrJll<.1 ry 

The E1ceti.ons &i.1d SuffrD;:';c Committee met on Sept.embe.r 19 at 12:30 p.m. in 
the Cn;mnission offices in the Neil House. Present ~'?Cl'e Committee ch~irman, KaLie 
50.,,11c, members Carter "nd ·.:U.son, ~:l.d linn Erilrsson "mtL Brendil lwey attended from • 
the staff. Peg Rosenf:~ld of: the Leac:;ue of :,.0;'i8n VoL~rs and Dale !3ring of th'2 Ohio 
Chamber of Commerce ',ycuo! "Iso prCScllt. 

}·);:s. Sm'Jlc O;"l:'l.leC the :neeLin", \;ith i) requ':','st tlwt 1-::es. :C~ril:sson surr:rnarit;e the 
material contained in Rcsc~rch Study No. 38 on Corpor~tions. • 

!·1rs. Er::ksson explair12<1 t1l(: staff point of vic'.,! expressed in the memo that 
th~ p=ohibition asainsL inco~porDt~cn hy specjal eet should be rct~ined, [nd 
th.?L 80:':2 provis~.()n SllOU]J ;::nd)L~ ~hc lC2,L;l:-:tlJre to <::,r.end co:tporc:t.c l~~,m, c.nd 
tIle pl.. es ...·.'ll't pJ.·ovi~)ioa C~~·l L~lG4;'" sL.o:..:.l(l Le j:.::t~i.a2d. fbc· (;xpla:in(~d that !;h.'2 hli,l 
Sf~,nt a cc,::,y ~£ t;'i.C n~c.:rC;o~·Ln.f~~~~~·. to SL:Y~:1.·61 S·C(·U;jS, oEI:i~::.~ for tllClj:' C'ln'Jncnts: 
T;.8 Sccrc l:i.l:ry of :.; ti':' t,;;,:, the Divis ien of !li;.i,ks of the De Dcr tmcn t of (;on';r:if.'rCe, • 
the Obio Stilt(~ Bc..:C AssocL.t1.on Cor~)o:ci:.~ione '::C':~,;L:';:ec, U:e O::jo 132:~)\e'LJ .AsfOc~(.I:ion, 

~:1_1 :~~'o,() J\:.il;J :fj.j~u·,~; ~:no·.\~~··;. La :-~arldlt?- l<...:_~g~: [.nt()"~E1~.~S of co~_~por~tc '\-701:"1:. ~tt~~. E'l":i.~"88on 

sn~~:..nari2cl~ t\(~ Cr:H~~li~.~nl:n r..l-J.i1t t>.;2f.;e Z'i.-OU?S :'~~~,,,,i to offc:: ,-~nd d5_stri.:"'u::ed lc~ttc;~s 

of ":(':1'1:)''' :eri.;:"J ~0i~'::' to ~l.l L:~os:.: pl" s:,:nt at: t:-..~; co·~r~11j,t:,~~e n·~(~ctin,s. Til.=; S':.::crccd .. y 
of ~; t~~ t;~ sa ill t: :.C ~~e. \';21'':~ ~1() 0 b j (::c t 1. iY'-!.S to ~.>i:~ lr.:~lnori'l:l(: L'i.l. Th'e Divis ion 0 f B~nkB 

,...-",. ~1 .,'- en" o,.~"',c> ,,··.·..,dn~ ~.,." llot· ~t"·'r.,,.. ,·;··,1 f,o" "Cf""";l'~01~ 1'" t 11Co ~r·,,"o (<C"C"~Oll q)..,,,jJD ,-"luL.o ,_~.L; ... ~~.~,_ i .... J......·v.,~~_l...'.:.I.."I.'- ..... ......Jo .......J ... ,.· ..... __ ....... J.. ..• >_ .. _ ...~ ;..,/, __ 1. •••• ll.·_lh 1..1\;'- .j~..... _ '.
p:cohibit" c:nu;lle: linbility of- Dbard101dei..:s. Th~ Supe::;::in::cn'.lc:nt s,:iJ th<~t bLlnl~inz 

1,:'~,\~S UO DL~~L"l'n:i.1: [4S£2s~;r;:;':i·lt of S:l'i-i.~(~hnJ.Jc.r!3. 'TJ1C Ohi.o State Bc::r .Assoc~_t8.tiol1 'A".snt.s to
-' 

ret<:::i.n "no li<.;bi1i::y of sh<.1J;"c:holde;:s'l prov:1_siol1 in the Cot1cti.tutio:l. T:1e Sup;~r-

int(~ndent of DenIes opened the ques tion U:Dl:. tl-r-; 8&nkin(}; s tatutes mi~ht be uncon
stitutional. • 

Mrs. Sowle asked ~Jheth'r it \JOuld be helpful to g'2.t an cp~nlon from the Attorney 
Gcnenll on the m~'tter. Ers. K~.-jJ,sson s",id thr,t., in he;' opinion, the Commission should 
not atten,pt to resolve the question of constitutionality of present la\Js, but rathE:r 
leL the h~nks do it if the situation arises. •1'11'. Carter: Hhen was the statute p2ssed? 

Hr. HUson: Section 3 mlS Cimended in 1936 to its present form (but superadded 
liability provi.sion was ren:ov(;d by ",mcnJmcn~ in lS03). 

Hrs. Sm·:le: If \\le remove the provision do ~.;e remove <: protection? • 
Hrs. Eriksson: I don't knO\J, if we remove tl:e constitutional provision, \..here it's 
goin~ to leave the comnittee. 

Mr. Carter: Let's start with section 1 snd go through it. •Mrs. Sowle: Section 1. 
\\ 

The genercll assembly shall pass no act conferring cor
pora te pmoJcrs. II
 

Hr. Carter: Does it refer to municipal corporations CIS well as private corporations?
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Hn;. Fril-:s:>an: Yes. but it is redundant (since municipal corporations are covered 

•
 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
 

in Article ~~VnI). 

Hr. C:Tcer: Should \ve make th<:l'- clear in the language? That's a substantive 
ques tion t-lhethel:." we ~,lcmt to address municipal and private. corporations. Are non
profit corporations formed under the general corporation laws? Arc public cor
porations? 

Hrs. Eriksson: The Turnpike Commission is public and non-profit. It is created 
by lmJ end has corporate pCJwers conferr~d on it. 

Mr. Carter: Is that a special act? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, it is interpreted as ge~eral law. 

Hr. Carter: Is thpre ~ny way to phrase it to exclude municipal corporations? 
I don't think it belongs in this section. 

Mrs. So;·;le: If it is nmbiguous, does it make any difference? 

n°. C,n"ter: If a valid public purpose is involved, the general assembly should 
be enDbled to a11O\v it to incorporate. (Used COHSAT as an example). 

Hr. 1!i1son felt that the general assembly could get around this when it was neces
s.:n-y to form COHSAT- type groups. 

j"~r. C~,·.cter: But: that \·Jould be relyin8 on & court inte.rpretation of this provision. 
There is the difficult question of modifying 18pecial". 

HI'S. Eriksson: The state lending credit for a public purpose would take care of the 
concept of the public corporation. 

Hr. Carter: I'd lH::e to remove the reference to municipalities, and, Ann, you're 
sayin2; that since municip&lities are covered in Article XVIII, this doesn't hurt 
thel,l. A concept I'd like is something having the effect of "no sp~cial act for 
priva te enterprise" but maybe thi,t' s opening Pundora I s box. 

~1r::;. Rosenfie Id: You meun "non-governmental" vs. "governmental". 

Mr. Carter: Yes, organized for non-governmental purposes. 

There ,·las further discussion on this question. 

HI'S. So;·!le:read Section 2. "Corporations may be formed under general law; but 
all SLlC~l. lm'!s !n."/. frem time to time, be altcrr..'.d or 1:epealed. Corporations may 
be c] pssificd. dl.1.d there may be conferred Gpon proper boards, conm~issions or 
officers such supervisory and regulatory powers over their orgunization, business 
a·,ld issue and Sille of stocks 'Jtld securi ties, and over the bus incss and sale of 
the stocks and securities of foreign corpor~tions and joint stock companies in 
this stute as may be prescribed by la~J. Laws may be passed regulating the sale 
and convcy.:l~CC of other p,:rsonal property, Hhethcr o,vned by a corporation, joint 
stock company or individual." 
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Hr. \~'ilson: 1-!hy is the l~st sentence in there? Vie have laws regulating the sale 
<lnd conveyance of person;:;.l property, so \Jhy is there a constitutional provision 
for it? 

}'f.rs. Eril~sson: There arc many unrelated things in here. I don't think there's 
any question of the G-2neral .t\ssemhly's pO\;7cr to do this, and that's argument in 
favor of repeal. TIle fi~st part should be retained. 

Hr. Carter: It doesn't hurt anything. 

Mr. Hilson: Yes. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It is misplaced, however. 

Mr. Carter: Hhat arc joint stock compenies? It says corporations, joint stock 
cowpanj.es, ..md ind.ividuals. Hmv about a change to corporation, partnership, or 
individual? 

Mrs. Sm-J1e: l1.aybe it belongs in Section 19 of Article 1 \vhich says private property 
shall forever be held inviolate but subservient to the public tvelfare. If ';vc cut 
it loose from this section, \-Jej,hclVe to lool< at the vmrd "other" \·]hich I guess is 
there because of stocks and securities. 

Mr. Carter: "Corporations may be regula Led by general law" is my suggestion for the 
first sentence. I \viLhdrut-J my CO!l'ment on attempting to change section 1. 

Hrs. SOHle: Sec tion 3. "Dues from priva te corpora tions shall be secured by such 
means as may be prescribed by law, but in no case shall any stockholder be indiv
iduCilly liable othcnlise than for the unpaid stock or,,,ned by him or her. No cor
pori1tion not or~.:mized under the Imvs of this state, or of the United States, or 
person, partnership or association shall use the ~;7ord "bank ll 

, "banker", or lIbanking", 
or words of similar meanin3 in any forcitn language as a designation or name under 
which such corporation, person, partnership or association shall submit to inspec
tion, examination and regulation as may hereafter be provided by the laws of this 
state." nle Ohio State Bar Association's Corporation Committee wanted to retain 
the first sentence of Section 3. 

Mr. Carter: I agree. 

Nr. Hilson: lIDues" bothers me. 

Mrs. SO\"le: Hhat does "dues from private corporations" mean? 

Mr. Carter: He can take it out and say tole don't know wha tit means and it is not 
relevant today. (All agreed to take it out.) Also, cross out "otherwise". 

Hr. t-:ilson: There are better t"ording available. For instance, under this language, 
if I pledge $5000 to a company, e.nd put dO\m $500, and the company goes bankrupt, 
I am liable for $4500 but not for the $500, so I could ask for the $500 back. 

Mrs. Sowle felt that a liability represented something owing and since the $500 
was already paid, he couldn't owe it. 

•
 

•
 

• 

.. 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
 
All present wanted to retain the concept of no stockholders liability, and repeal 
the rest of the section. 
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SU:::;,>'.:~t('(' jl0ssible lan:;u8::;c' • "In no Ck,:Jc Shilll ilny ":tnc::~;,)ldt'r be: i.ndividually 
lwld lL,:)l,~ other t!Wtl for th~ unp<Jid stock sUJscribcd to by him or her." 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

l'lrs. SmIle rei,d sec tion l:.. "The property of corporati.ons) now exi.sting or here. 
after created, slwll be forever subject to taxation, the same as the property of 
individunls." Couid Sl~ction 4 be repealed? 

Hr. Carter: It Hould hc very di.fficult because the question is too political. The 
sec don has no cffec f: but the people ~vould think ~le \wre trying to cxempt corpora tions 
from tl1:wtion. 

fIrs. Eri.l:sson: The sec tion is rerlundant. 

The committee azreed to leave section 4 alone. 

l"rs. SOI]le: Section S. "No right of l'lay 6h,11 be appropriated to the use of any 
corporation, until full compensation therefor be firnt pDid in money or first 
secured ~y ~ deposit of money, to the o~nerJ irrespective of any benefit from any 
i~:[Jl'')'!emcnt proposed by sucll corporation; l"hich compens&tion shall be ascertaincd 
by a jury of t<.ic:lvo !llC~) in a court or record us shall be prescribed by l':m." Is 
sec t:1.011. 5 covert}d by the bill of 1'i;311t5 '! 

i·~rs. 2rib;son: No priv3tc corpon'tion can exercise the right of eminent domain 
l\~11ess nut::.ol"i:~cd by the General aGsembly to do so. Corporations do not derive 
?o~·;,-r [rom t:1is section. Section 19 of Article I says: "Private property shall 
2V0r h'2 he 1.(,. L:,vioL.:;:c but S\liJsp.::vL':li1: to the public \·](.'If<':1'e. :.:1<en t~ken in time 
of ~,lc.~l· 0:''' o::hc:.r pu~llc t2xi;~cn~y) ih~pc!.'"acive~.y rcquirin3 i.ts imrnedic:"te soi,;ure or 
for the pur~o::::: of ~i'l~-.~:~.n~ o:~ rcpaJ.l·in:; rOE:cs, {·Jhich sh2.11 be open to the public, 
-;-:i. tl'.o'J. l:b::- r'~ ~~) ~~ c O:~.i?·~:':~": t i'~'n s il'~ 11 1J 2 ~tadc to L:hc~ O~,7nc r, in r:10ll.8Y; c.nd in all 
othc~." C(:~:::(~S, \';:'t\~::C r·;:1.v2f~e ~):-operty si1~11 be t~kcn Eot· publ5.c l!.5C, .:1 compf,..~ns.: tion 
th~,!~'~~fo::.· s~!': II flrr; t ~).~:. Ll~~r:L:~ i~1. C/)LCY) or firs l s2c~rec! by ,:1 deposit of rr:oncy; LEid 
;:;;.dt ;con':jiil5 .. ~ion [,:'c':11 :JC ;:sset~sed 1,y a jury, ~·,'ithcut deduction for bencf:Ll:s to 
:""~::.y I)::o!, ..~L:'::I o~ t:1C ()\.... ~.~:.::::." 

i~l.·t:. ;::o\'Jll2: f.c,,~·.::i.on 5 ~~'3C!l..li.·J:C0 ~-:hc C/:~ll::~ to n:fJee th,.~ det·~rmi.nationJ so a COln

ri .~~SSrO;l C(}:.lI(·, i.:.!."Il: t":~~ .~o i..:;nlpo:.!c:rc~1'4 

[.;;:. G;'l::~": "r::iclc, I, S."ction 19 cells fer & jury, too. 

Hrs. Eri!:ssot',: Sec ;~ir:m 1:; f:<.,lk~; abollt ?uLJ.i.c UG2, s ...~(; tioli. :: t.:;H~s <:bO:lt cOl"porr:f:e. 
L~~;-:;~. 'T'~.~ ~"~ ;G t·,·:: \.j,L··,::~io!1 ~.~ '.\7:1C~.~:~~_~,~ Y:)!.1 :"::~in1" l~~h~ :';2~·~·~I,:['.J i~;33crJhly i!) 2oln:::: to 
C0j~j~'(:r :,=,-'·~<·r:~·21· "';l~'iirl"~'~~L (:c',.~':.7.·~"". :,c~·~~l.·8 ()'.l.. C():~~o·r..::~.:j.C':",:; t~\\.n p~.l1'lj(..: bodic.:s h':.":"r:.:.. The 
~:C:_'.:::O~l .rOt· :·.~'_:·'.sv:;.L.;.~ i:_ i~~ i.t I·\~rcn(~s ·~1.~:o~1. ~c::io:... of the 2 f;l1(-.;r:·.:l :3~;serJ.1bly. You are 
i.··. __ yovi:,~.~ i·: ..!..~.~:~: i.:~::i cti()il O.. t t:1C. zer'.:.--':" '1. l...~ts;.,-_ ..:~~:J.y. 

In ~~C ti:'Jn 5 YOP. !~r():J r..::~:~/ c~':::' i: I If yeu tco!~ iL 0tIt, t-}oulcl tl~(.'re 

':'·.~:(:i..1 \.11·~:;:,:.~ jOlt dicln' :.: !":i.:O·,.' \;:~~...... :.:~.(. ::-j'~l~;.l:~~ of corporGtions arr?;? 

there are 
no ;;'((;j" (:.r(,::'-.~3. ~t '" 

1 

J 

•
 

•
 



5. • 
Mrs. Eri.ksson: Se~tion 5 r.r~~1lJ.y 8?pli8S to public utilities. If section 5 
\,ere dl'Cpp:~d, the general ':'~Bsembly 1.<:; stHl restricted e.s to t-lho gets eminent 
domain. There nre t':IO m..;.thods: suiek tcke - (higli~.Jays) is one of th::m. The 
general assel~ly might tell utilities that th0refore you can a~propri~te right-of •wuy and pay for it later. 

Mrs.- Sowle: Then possibly you think that section 19 limits quick take to particular 
purposes whether or not section 5 exists. 

Hrs. Eril,sson aerecd with this. • 
Hr. Carter noted th.st it \,';,5 &I'proc,ching tim~ for reconunencement of the Corrmission 
meetin2, and the m::.eU.n3 ildjourned until Tuesday, ScptembeL' 24 at 10:00 a.m. at the 
Commission offices, at ~.Jhich time the matter of corporations will be continued •. 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission
 
Elections and Suffrage'Committee
 
September 24. 1974 

• Summary 

The Elections and Suffrage Co~ittee met on September 24 at 10 a.m. in the Com
mission offices in the Neil House. Present were committee chairman Katie Sowle. 
Jack Wilson. and staff members Ann Eriksson. Director. and Brenda Avey. 

• Mrs. Sowle: Let's consider first the remaining sections in the April 22 committee 

• 

report. Sections 3 and 4 of Article III were the two sections thtt were originally 
recommended for repeal. They really have to be considered together. First of all, 
how are the official results of elections presently determined by statute - that's 
one of the things that we ought to look at since this provision of Article III is 
antiquated. Actually. how a~e the official results determined prior to this cere
monial thing happening? 

Mrs. Eriksson: They're determined by the secretary of state. 

Mrs. Sowle: And is that by statute?

• Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. Each board of elections submits to the secretary of state a 
certified result .of the canvassing of the elections in that county and it takes about 
a month before the secretary of state issues the fiDal results of the election. 

• 
Mr. Wilson: I would imagine that there is a prescribed form that each county board 
of elections fills in and returns to the general assembly. 

Mrs. Sowle: 'Then the second question. since the official way of declaring election 
results is defined by statute and is very different from this first sentence here 
is it desirable or necessary to have the method of official declaration of election 
results in the constitution? 

• 

• Mr. Wilson: If you didn't have some provision in the constitution, wouldn't you have 
the possibility of tinkering with the statutes to the point where it might become 
absurd? 

Mrs. Sowle: I guess the question is: should it be in the constitution or should it 
be left to the General Assembly? I think that was what was bothering Commission 
members. that if this isn't up to date. should it be updated. and should something 
be in this section of the constitution? Maybe the constitution ought to reflect 
the statutory method now, or maybe the constitution should say: iet's leave it to 
the General Assembly, or maybe it's alright if the constitution says nothing which 

•
 
would leave it under the implied powers of the General Assembly.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: The statutes carry forward this present constitutional method of 
the actual canvass being presented to the president of the senate. Sec. 3505.32 
provides that the board of elections of each county, not later than the fifth day 
after a general or special election, shall canvass the election results of the 

• 
precincts. In other words, what they actually do is sit down and recount because 
often there are changes in the total as a result of some error in the precinct 
count. The statute tells the e)(Olct procedure which the board follows in opening 
the tally sheets and making its count. And then the board. of elections completes •its count of the election results and submits an abstract to the secretary of state 
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in a special order and on a special form. And then, when the secretary of state 
has received the abstracts from the county boards of elections, he promptly fixes 
a time and place for canvass of such abstracts. Then he notifies the governor and 
some other people, and then he declares the results of all elections in which elec
tors of the entire state voted. Now what they hnve done in the statutes is provide 
that the county board of elections submit several different abstracts. One abstract 
contains all of the state offices: governor, It. governor, secretary of state, audi
tor of state, attorney general, treasurer of the state, chief justice of the supreme 
court, members of congress, senators. Th~t's one abstract, and that is the one 
opened by the secretary of state in the presence of the governor and other persons 
to declare the results of the elections. TIlen the boards of elections also submit a 
separate abstract just containing the results of elections for governor, lieutenant 
governor, secretary of state, treasurer of state auditor of state, attorney general, 
and that is the abstract presented during the first week of a regular session of the 
General Assembly, in order to comply with this constitutional provision. So, the 
results are declared twice for all of those offices: they're declared by the secretary 
of state as soon as the abstracts are received from all of the counties, but then they 
also submit them so they can declare the results to the General Assembly. This only 
applies to the six elective state offices. And as a result, the county boards of 
elections have to submit the results of those six elections twice. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think the question for us, then, is should we simply leave it alone 
because it's not bothering anybody? Should we take it out because it's really not 
a necessity of modern times? If we take it out, should we put something else in? 
And if s6, what? Reflect the statutes or simply say that it's up to the Genernl 
Assembly? Or.assume that it is part of the implied powers of the General Assembly 
to do in any event? It did seem to bother some members of the Commission th~t we 
were just taking it out. 

}tts. Eriksson: I think there was also feeling on the part of some that they liked 
this ceremony. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, but others said thLt you could have the ceremony by statute - you 
don't have to have it in the constitution. 

Mr. l~ilson: . It's related to the electoral college bit in that respect, being out
dated, but it hasn't been removed from the constitution. It isn't hurting anything, 
to specify a little ceremony. 

Mrs. Sowle: It isn't hurting anything. I really think that's the question. Is it 
worth trying to take it out? 

Mr. Wilson spoke of the difficulty of getting a repeal through the legislature and 
also said he thought the constitution should contain some provision for determining 
when someone is actually elected. 

Mrs. Avey: The last sentence about the tie vote means that the results are dec1ered 
in November, and in the unlikely event thet there is a tie, for two months the people 
won't know who won. There just doesn't seem to be any good reason for going two 
months with a tie and then sending it to the General Assembly to resolve it. 

Mrs. Sowle: That's a very good point. The question occurs to me, do they have to 
wait until the time specified in the first sentence. 
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.
Mr. Wilson: If they are not in session, how are they going to conduct their business? 
Unless they come back for a special session. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: In any event, this says that it has to take place during the first week 
of the session,so unless it were a special session called to being after the election, 
it couldn't be done by the General Assembly until January. You wouldn't have two 
months, because it probably would be about· three or four weeks anyway before the of
ficial results were declared. But you would have a month to six weeks. 

• Mrs. Avey: It just doesn't seem to make sense to wait and keep those two candidates 
who were tied not knowing who won. 

Mrs. Sowle: Maybe what needs to be changed is that term "the firs t week of the sess ion" I 
then it would just be determined by the General Assembly, or the president of the senate 
when this should take place.

• Mr. Wilson: You might have a house controlled by one party before the election, and 
then the house controlled by another party after the election, so it would make a dif 
ference when the tie was broken in terms of who is selected, because this is probab~ 
done by a party line vote. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: That's right. That would be a very important consideration in whether 
you had a special session or not. 

Mi. Wilson: But you couldn't really do it though, because you couldn't declare the 
results which can't be officially opened until the first week. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Couldn't it be the first week of a special session1 

Mr. Wilson: If you knew that your party was going to lose if you wait till the first 
week of the regular sessi~n, you could call a special session. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: The real thing that's bothersome about it, is that the chance of a tie 
vote is so astronomically remote. 

Mr. Wilson: We're worrying about something that probably will never happen, although 
mathematically it could. You have to give the drafters of this provision credit for 
trying to foresee the possibility of a tie. 

• Mrs. Sowle: Our recommendation had been simply to repeal, and to leave this all to 
the determination of the General Assembly. 

Mrs. Eriksson; There are three elements. One is the ceremonial function of opening 
the returns, and declaring the results. The second is the statement that the person 

•
 having the highest number of votes is elected, and the third has to do with the break

ing of tie votes.
 

Mrs. Sowle: It really does seem to me from the attitude of the Commission at the meet
ing that they would like to leave this alone because of a feeling of insecurity about 
what would happen without it. 

• Mr. Wilson: I didn't hear any of the legislative members express anything contrary to 
your s ta temen t. 
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Mrs. Sowle: Some Commiss ion members sai.d t:;ey tvould be willing to ge t rid of the firs t 
part of the section but they would like to keep the las t part. Some were concerned 
about runoff elections. But as you pointed out, I think, Ann, there is no constitutional 
provision in the primary situation ~bout runoffs. 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, that's right. I think that is unlikely to happen in Ohio. These 
runoff elections are almost always associated with states where one party is predom
inant. But, there is that possibility. 

Mr. :1ilson: Lester Maddo,: t~ould have won in this state under our interpretation. 
He get a plurality in the primary, but lost in the runoff. 

Hrs. SOI-ll(': Nml, shall tve transmit this to the other committee members, Jack? It's 
my impression that we misht as well leave this section 3, and I'm not referring to 
section 4, tlwt we might as well leave well enough alone. It's not causing amy troub Ie. 

Mr. Hilson: I would go along with that. 

Mrs. SOt-lIe: Let's see hmv the other committee members react to it. 

Mr. \lilson: I don't know how we could put any wording in here that would eliminate the 
possibility of a special session. 

1'1rs. Eriksson: That might happen, but, after all, it's only going to be when the tie 
vote comes up. Otherwise, there is nothing to it but ceremony. 

}frs. Sot,'le: Is there a constitutional provision th~t gives meaning to the words "the 
first week of the session"? Because, when you look at section 4, it says "should there 
be no session in J&nuary next after an election". Now, why does it say "the first week 
of the session" in section 3 and "the January next after an election" in section 4? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Because what they meant in section 3 was the session of the general as
sembly which convened in January. This election is always in the even-numbered year, 
and the general assembly always convenes in the odd-numbered years •. 
Mrs. Sowle: Is that by the constitution, or by statute? 

Mrs. Eriksson: That's by the ~onstitution. Originally, the general assembly met every 
year. In the early 1900's the tradition of meeting every year just stopped and they 
started meeting every other year with the session beginning in the odd-numbered year, 
and that's the way it has been until we just recently proposed an amendment to the 
constitution which now provides for a session every year. This section is intended 
to mean the session that began in January after the election because that's when the 
members of the General Assembly came into office. And this question of the first 
week of the session, although ~le Ire speculating that it could be a special session, 
and technically I think it could be, it could c&rtainly be challenged on t~e basis 
that what they really meant was the first week of the January session after the eleb
tion. 

Mrs. Sowle: And that's why section 4 says "should there be no session in January 
next after an election". 

Mr. Wilson: There have been general assemblies th~t worked only 4 or 5 months out 
of that whole term of office. 
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Mrs. Sowle: Where in the constitution are the sessions?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: It's section 8 of Article II, and it reads now, this is the new amend�
ment: "Each general assembly shall convene in first regular session on the first Monday� 
of January in the odd-numbered year, or on the succeeding day if the first Monday of� 
January is a legal holiday, and in second regular session on the same date of the folp� 
lowing year."� 

Mrs. Sowle: So we have what is called 'first and second regular sessions'. Is there� 
any reason why there are first an~ second regular sessions?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: We stipulated that so that it would not be read to interfere with� 
special session powers. The legislative leadership can call special sessions, 80 we� 
wanted to distinguish between regular and special sessions.� 

Mrs. Sowle: But why isn't each regular session just a regular session? Why are they� 
number one and number two?� 

Mrs. Eriksson:. Simply because they're seen as parts of the same general assembly.� 
There is one general assebmly every two years because the elections occur every two� 
years. The members of the senate serve four year terms, but nevertheless, a general� 
assembly is a two-year body. It's not a continuing. body.� 

Mrs. Sowle: I don't know on what basis of the policy question would be resolved, but� 
one way to make sections 3 and 4 consiLtent, indeed if there is any need for section 4,� 
or at least what you could say in section 3 is lithe first week of a regular session"� 
1f you wanted to tie that down.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you wanled to tie that down and preclude the possibility of a� 
special session in the event of a tie vote.� 

Mrs. Sowle: Well, this is an issue that maybe the Commission would want to take up.� 
Is there any reason why it should be tied to a regular session, this breaking of a tie?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: The reason would be that that was certainly the intention of the� 
original drafters.� 

Mrs. Sowle: Is there a good reason to back up their intention?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: The reason would be that when this was written, they wouldn't have had� 
the results of the votes before January, because il takes several weeks just to do� 
the counting, and so that means that back in those days it took them that much longer� 
to transmit the results, and so they probably didn't have them till then. Besides� 
which, the possibility of the General Assembly being in session following an election� 
was probably never even thought of. Because, as Jack says, in the early years they� 
never were in session two years in a row.� 

Mrs. Sowle: Okay, that was then a practical reason. Now, is there any other reason?� 
A reason of policy. For example, the officers involved in a possible tie would be� 
elected at the same election at which the members of the General Assembly who would� 
take office would be elected.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes.� 
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Mrs. Sowle: In other words, is there any reason of democracy, or any reason of con
sis tency? 

Mr. Hilson: Getting back to Brenda's point, if you tie it down to a regular session, 
you're going to have this 7 or 8 weeks without knowing who the winner is. Maybe we 
can think of another basis to settle a tie vote. 

Mrs. Sowle: Now, if we should simply eliminate section 4 and the words "the first w~ek 

of the sees ion" that probably woald permit a special session. 

Mrs. Eriksson: You see, I think thdt at the time this was written the Governor had no 
power to call a special session. The special session provision was not a pert of the 
constitution. 

Mrs. Sowle: t.;rell, it might be desirable to make this clear. To say something like 
"during the first week of the regular session" or "during the first week of a regular 
or special session". 

Mr. Wilson: Then you are c&ling attention to the fact th~t there can be a special 
session called. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Maybe you should consider the possibility of simply having another 
method of resolving tie votes, rather than trying to remove the possibility or par
ticularly permit the possibility of a special session. 

Mr. ~olilson: About the only way you can do it is to provide for a special election. 

Mrs. Avey: Would the legislature be willing to give up the power to determine tie 
votes? 

Mr. Hilson: It's probably not saleable in the first step. 

Mrs. Sowle: What we're left with is simply th~ problem of when this should be done 
and should we leave that alone or should we try to clear up what might be viewed 
as an ambiguity. 

Mr. lolilson: Since the part a1:o ut annual sessions is in the constitution now, you 
really don't need section 4. 

Mrs. Sowle: No. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think the question is should anything be done about the expression 
"the first week of the session"? 

Mrs. Sowle: Hhat does it mean, if we eliminate section 4, what does it mean "the 
first week of the session"? We know what they meant it to mean, but if we cut it 
loose, what does it mean? The first week of whatever session follows the electi?n~ 

).~rs. Eriksson: Yes. 

Mrs. Sowle: v~at if they are in session? 

.. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: It can't be a first week. At that election, people are electing six 
state officers and also members of the general assembly. If you are going to ~esolve • 
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a tie vote that way i~ probably is better to permit the tie vote to be solved by the 
members of the General Assembly who were elected at that same election. To reflect 
the wishes of the people.

•� Mrs. Sowle: That's the thing I was talking about. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't think that was the policy of the drafters. 

Mr. Wilson: If there was no such thing as a special session, then it couldn't come 
•� up. Morally, the newly elected officials should decide who the elected officers are. 

Mrs~ Sowle: As a matter of sound political approach, it probably is desirable to 
have it done by the people elected. Now that seems to me as naybe a good enough 
reason for us to recommend that it be the first week of the regular session. 

•� Mrs. Eriksson: Of a regular session. I would say "of a regular seaon'in case there 
should be a special session. In order to eliminate section 4. 

Mrs. Sowle: Does that right right, "who, during the first week of a regular seaon"? 
"The next ensuing regular session"? 

4t� Mr. Wilson: They could wait maybe a year and a half or two years to do it. It doesn't 
say which regular" session. 

Mrs. Eriksson: "The first week of the next regular session" might be better. 

That lan3uage was agreed to. 
4t 

Mrs. Eriksson: That would preclude, I think, a special session. Now th~t means thnt 
again we're back to the problem th;t you might not knot... the winner for a while, but 
I think then you're making a policy decision. 

• Mrs. Sowle:. That's right. Those would be the arguments on the two sides. One, that 
there is some sound basis for, perhaps, requiring it to be at the next regular session,but 
there is another argument on the other side thaL you have left it unresolved for a per
iod of tlme, and is that desirable? Is this something that we should perhaps present 
to the eommission, give the reasons on both sides, and say we thought it ought to be 
considered? 

•� Mrs. Eriksson: You think you would like to present it with this proposed amendment 
inserting "next regular" in there. 

•� 
Mrs. Sowle: If we repeal section 4, it seems to me th,t we are kind of turning our� 
backs on an obvious flaw in section 3, if we just leave it "the first week of the session".� 
I just don't feel that we can take out section 4 and leave that wording.� 

Mr. Wilson: By amending the language, you are pinning it down. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right. Anyone who thinks to the contrary, either that a special ses
sion should be permitted, or that it is not conscionable to permit the question to be 

• open that long could argue for a special election, sometime in November or whenever 
it's possible. 

Mrs. Sowle: What would be good language- if one were to want to permit a special ses
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sion? How would that be done? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think you just leave it alone. Just leave the question open. 

Mrs. Sowle: But if you leave in the language "the first week of the session"? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, or change "the" to "a". 

Mrs. Sowle: Then what about the question 1 raised earlier, what if they are in sea
sion? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't think it could be the first week then. 

Mrs. Sowle: But do we need "the first week"? In other words, should we permit it 1£ 
they're already in session? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Oh. If you want to do that then I would jus t leave out "directed to 
the president of the senate who shall open and publish it". Take out the whole expres
sion about the first week of the session. Then it would really be required that the 
secretary of state transmit the results as soon as he has them. That would leave the 
possibility that t~ey were in session, or a special session could be called. 

Mrs. Sowle: If that were done, wouldn't we need something like "transmitted by the 
returning officers ••• forthwith"? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know what kind of a term requirement you would write in the 
constitution. You could say "as soon as possible" or "forthwith". Anything you write 
in there is going to, by implication, incorporate statutory provisions. , 

Mrs. Sowle: It does seem to me to be logical to say that the tie should be broken by 
the General Assembly elected at that election. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Are you agreed to putting the words "next regular session" 1n there, 
and then the alternate would be just to eliminate that expression "during the first 
week of the session"? Which woul4 open up the possibility that the General Assembly 
would still be in session or that a special session would be called. 

Mrs: Sowle: I don't feel if we are taking section 4 out, that we're r~ally doing justice 
to it by leaVing the language in section 3 as is. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think if you take section 4 out and don't do anything to section 3 
you are just leaVing the question open. You're not resolving anyt~ing. 

Mrs. Sowle: That's right. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you want to re~lve the question one way or another, then you've 
got to do something to section 3. The options are~ one, leave it as is; two, put 
"next regular" in therej three, take out "first week of the session". Four, I suppose, 
would be to present the three alternatives to the Commission and let the~decide. 

'i

1 
Mrs. Sowle: I suppose we could do that. I think it would be easier parliamentary 
procedure if we did present a recommendation for discussion. And we cou1d even say 
we are presenting this motion for purposes of discussion. We feel it has to be re
solved one way or the other. It's not very important, but to leave it this way doesn't 
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seem too neat. On Article 11, Section 21 thd Comadssion agreed with us 80 we can .kip 
over that and go to Article XVII, Section 1 and Section 2, and Article III, Section 18. 
And those are the ones that are kind of difficult to juggle. Article XVII, Section 1 
really causes us no problem. The way that we have recommended it be changed is sUnply 
to move something from section 2 to section 1 when elections shall be held, and then 
we moved the term of office provision. So really the crux of our problem is Section 2. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The only.question that came up in section 1, was a question raised by 
Nolan, and whether "so prescribed" shouldn't be "prescribed by law". The language 18 
taken verbatim from section 2, so if you wanted to say "so prescribed by law" that's 
what it means. 

Mrs. Avey: The two sentences before ttB t in section 2 say "as may be prescribed by 
the general assembly". 

Mrs. Sowle: That sounds good "as may be prescribed by the general aS8embly". Shall 
we take section 2, line by line, sentence by sentence. First of all, what it does i. 
address itself to the term of office of the executive branch, This is an exact dup
lication of Article III, Section 2 except for one thing that looks to me like an er
ror in Article XVII, Section 2. Let's turn to Article III, Section 2 and if you fol
low along with the first sentence of Article XVII, Section 2, they both have about 
the term of office of the governor, that's the same. Attorney general - that's the 
seme, it's just in a different order. Secretary of state i8 the same. Treasurer of 
state is the same, but Article XVII includes Auditor of State. 

Mrs. Eriksson: So does Article III, Section 2 except that it's a different sentence. 

Mrs. Sowle: It's a different sentence but it's also a separate sentence in Article 
XVII because the next sentence goes on to say in both articles "The Auditor of State 
shall hold his office for a term of two years from the second Mond~y of January, 1961 
to the second Monday of January, 1963, and thereafter for 4 years." It seems to me 
that the intent is that they're both to operate exactly the same way. Althought 
Article XVII seems to· contradict itself. It says the auditor of state shall be four 
years, commencing on the second Monday of January, 1959 in the first sentence and then 
it goes on to say that the Auditor shall hold his office for a term of two years from 
the second Monday of January, 1961. It looks to me as if there was a mistake there. 
To include the auditor in the first sentence. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. 

Mrs. Sowle: It's of no moment anyway, since Article III is clear. We have recODlDended 
a repeal of those 2 sentences of section 2 of Article XVII because it is an exact dupli 
cation. Then we get to the term of office of judges. If we refer to the first p~rt of 
it, judges of the Supreme Court and Courts of Appeals, that's an exact duplication of 
Article IV, Section 6, subsections 1 and 2 and they both say not less than six years. 
So so far there is complete justification for repealing this. There is no point in 
having it two places. If we look at common pleas, there is a variation. Article IV, 
Section 6 (A)(3) says not less than six years. Article XVII says six years. First of 
all, Article IV was enacted later and as it would probably prevail, although Nolan wasn't 
exactly sure that he was going to agree. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Article IV was enacted in 1967. Section 2 of Article XVII ~as been 
amended later than that, but not for the purpose of defining judicial te~ And, a. 
a technical matter, section 6 of Article IV was amended in 1973 80 that that's the late.t 
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amendment, although, again, it did not d~a1 with judicial terms. 

Mrs. Sowle: That's the issue of interpretation of what it means. Now it seems to me 
thatif you look at both of them, right down the line, they all say 
years, so it does seem a little absurd to end up with only judges 
court serving six years. There doesn't seem to be much reason why 

not less than six 
of the common pleas 
all of a sudden • 

you say just for that one court six years. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Those interested in judicial politics might argue that trial judges 
should have shorter terms than appellate judges. 

Mrs. Sowle: Then the third consideration is that that's not a consideration for our • 
committee, anyway, what the terms should be. What we're concerned about is the proper 
organization of Article XVII and cleaning it up so we don't have discrepencies. It seems 
to me that what we're recommending is that it is better organization to have the terms 
treated in Article IV and they should be taken out of here anyway. So the recommendation 
for the Commission as to terms of office should be made by the Judiciary Committee. So 
we can simply recommend repeal from Article XVII, Section 2, of this provision because • 
it shouldn't be treated in Article XVII, it should be treated in Article IV and not dupli
cated. 

Mr. Wilson: One sentence that shouldn't be marked off iS,the General Assembly shall 
have the power to extend existing terms of office, which is not in Article IV, Section 6•• 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, but we transferred that to Article XVII, Section 1. You see that 
sentence was moved, as well as the sentence which says "the term of office of all county, 
township, municipal and school officers ••• " 

Mr. Wilson: This power of the General Assembly to extend existing terms of office is • 
for all state and county offices? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, in my opinion, because it says that it is to effect the purpose 
of this section which says that elections shall be held on the first Tuesday after 
the first Monday in November, and, in other words, this defines when elections are. 
And I think what this sentence is intended to do is to say that if 'the General Assembly • 
changes the term of office of any of those persons whose office it can change, that 
it can then extend terms in order to comply with when elections shall be held. 

Mr. Wilson: Okay, as long as that's still in there. 

Mrs. Sowle: Then we go from Common Pleas to Probate court, and it was pointed out .. 
that this should go because that is no longer a separate court. Then the question was 
raised in the Commission meeting about the language "that of other judges" and whether 
that ought to stay. It seems to me, our conclusion probably is that all of this 
sentence concerning the terms of office of judges ought to be in Article IV. This 
sentence should be repealed from Article XVII for purposes of organization but it's 
provisions referred to the judicial committee to consider any subst«tive considerations.- .. 
If there were any, they~would be very minor, about the language "that of other judges" 
and "not less than six years". So do you think that would be the proper way for us-
to go back to the Commission. We'd still recommend it's repeal. Any substantive 
changes should be made by the judiciary committee. ~ 

Mrs. Eriksson: Then make a specific statement that the judiciary committee take this • 
question up. 
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Mrs. Sowle: Yes. 

Mr. Wilson: It looks like when they talk about other judges they are talking about 
other judges in Article IV, Section 6. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It seems that the time to ,debate other courts is when the Judiciary 
committee makes its recommendation, and not here. 

Mrs. Sowle: So then we recommend that these be taken up by that committee. That seems 
to be easy enough. That takes us down, then, to the end of that first paragraph. Then 
we get to the term of office of elective county, township, municipal and school of
ficers and that's what we have put into section 1. Now, 1 want to raise a question about 
that. I feel that we ought not do anything different from what we've done before, but 
the question did occur to me; why should the term of office of elective county,township, 
municipal and school officers be in Article XVII. 1 looked back through the constitu
tion just for organizational purposes, and I couldn't find any other place where they 
are mentioned. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There isn't any other place. That's why this is the only place for it. 
Because Article XVIII deals specifically with municipal corporations. Article X deals 
with cGunties and townships. Article VI deals with schools. So there is one place for· 
this sentence and that's probably why it's here. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, Section XVII is entitled elections. The only other place I found was 
Article XV, which is miscellaneous. I don't see any other good place for it. And then 
the power to extend we've moved to section 1. And then the filling of vacancies by 
the governor, election of successor and when elections take place is the last paragraph. 
I had a question about that. If I may refer back to our report of April 22. The 
question that I had was a purely organizational question. Article III provides for 
the filling of vacancies in the executive branch. What we have recommended is the 
elimination of Article III, Section 18. Also, though, Article IV has an exact dupli 
cation of this about the filling of vacancies for judges. Now, my question is, should 
the filling of vacancies be provided for in Article III and IV rather than Article XVII? 

Mrs. Eriksson: The reason that I think we should keep it here is that this says "any 
elective state officer other than members of the general assembly or governor'" 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. I remember that we had discussed this. My question is, what does 
any elective state office mean? Are there any other elective 'state offices other than 
those provided for in Article III-and IV? 

Mrs. Eriksson: And, of course, the General Assembly in Article II. Judges are pro
vided for in'Article IV but the judges are the duplicate of this so it doesn't matter 
because this doesn't exclude judges. The only other elective state office that I have 
been able to come up with at the present time is the state board of education. Now, 
however, it does not preclude the possibility that the General Assembly might create 
other elective state offices in the future. The state board of education is not 
constitutionally provided for. It's provided for by the General Assembly. The con
stitution says that there shall be one but it doesn't say that they shall be elected, 
and they are elected by congressional districts according to statute. There is no 
reason why the General Assembly cannot provide for other elected state officials. 

Mrs. Sowle: But if they provide for them, can't they also provide for filling vacancie8? .. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: If they provided for them, this section would then cover the filling 
of vacancies. 

Mr. Wilson: This would be operable now, though, for filling vacancies in the state 
board of education. 

l:trs. Eriksson: The statute which provides for the state board of education doesn't 
exactly follow these terms but it's effect is the same as far as filling a vac.cy is 
concerned. It is stated differently but has the same meaning, so that it does comply 
with this section. 

Mrs. Sowle: It seems to me that just in terms of making the constitution easy to 
unders tand and putting' things in what appears to be logical places, perhaps the filling 
of vacancies ought to be provided for for judges in Article IV, for the executive of
ficers in Article III and members of the General Assembly in Article II, if there is no 
necessity for a catch-all. 

Mr. Wilson: Either it should be in every place, or it should be in a catch-all. But 
not both. But the problem is if you don't provide a catch-all, and then they come up 
with something like the board of education, and they forget to provide for the filling 
of vacancies, then it's a bit of a mess. 

Mrs. Sowle: Then I guess my question would be, should the constitution have to provide 
for the filling of vacancies for any but constitutionally created offices? 

Mr. Wilson: It probably shouldn't, but it's to take care of an oversight by the legis
lature. I don't think they ever would forget, but they might, and then this section 
would be operative. 

Mrs. Sowle: If we leave this in, then don't we have to recommend the repeal of Article 
III, Section 18, and we should also recommend tpe repeal of the provision in Article IV 
about the filling of vacancies for judges. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Or add judges in here as an exception. 

Mr. Wilson: Or put something in to the effect that if the filling of vacancies for a 
particular office is provided elsewhere in the constitution then this section is null 
and void. 

Mrs. Eriksson: In that case you ccruld say "except as otherwise provided in thU
 
constitution, a vacancy which may occur in any elective state office shall be filled
 
by appointment by the governor ••• "
 

Mrs. Sowle: And retain the other provisions, Section 18 of Article III. 

Mrs. Eriksson: You sti~l would have to consider the question of lieutenant governor. 

Mrs. Sowle: I'm looking to see what the last sentence means. "All vacancies in other 
elective state offices shall be filled for the unexpired term in such manner as may be 
prescribed by this constitution or by law." The first sente~ce really just refers to 
the executive branch, doesn't it? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, all elective state officers, and the last sentence refers to every
.. body else: county, municipal, township, e.tc.. 
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Mrs. Avey: Why don't we move this paragraph to section 11 

Mrs. Sowle: That's what I'm thinking. 

Mrs. Eriksson: That could very well be moved if you wanted to, if you were still 
thinking in terms of elective state officers. 

Mrs. Sowle: Perhaps we ought to have it as a catch-all. But it just appeals to me 
to have Article III, Section 18 wh~re it is. It makes much more sense to have it in 
Article III than in Article XVII. 

Mrs. Eriksson: And then not have the catch-all? 

Mrs. Sowle: Well, if we need a catch-all, then let's put it here as you were just 
suggesting. 

Mrs: Eriksson: Well, if you are going to have a catch-all, in view of the recommendations 
on the lieutenant governor and the succession to the governorship, I re& ly would hate to 
see any ~atch-~ll cover the lieutenant governor, because I really don't think we want 
to have that vacancy filled, the way the Commission has recommended. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, but can't we word a catch-all so ~hat it will not apply to Article III? 
It seems to me if w~ cover the filling of vacancies at the end of section 1 for counties, 
townships, municipal and school officers, I still wonder if we need a catch-all beyond 
that. As long as we've provided for everything the constitution provides for, we've 
covered all of the offices the constitution treats, couldn't we simply leave it to the 
General Assembly to take care of other offices that it creates? 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you're talking about new elective state offices created by the Gen
eral Assembly then you don't need a catch-all. If you're going to eliminate a catch
all, you really don't need that last sentence either because that's the authority the 
General Assembly would have absent any constitutional provision. 

Mrs. Sowle: Any elective state office,then, does cover Articles III and IV, Would it 
cover Article II? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, because the General Assembly is excepted and provided for in 
Article II. 

Mrs. Sowle: So the only thing that this would cover beyond what's in the constitution 
is the schools. 

Mrs. Eriksson: At the present time. 

Mrs. Sowle: I just wonder if the constitution has to cover anything else. Couldn't 
we leave it to the General Assembly? 

Mr. Wilson: This might never be used, but there is nothing in here that tells you how 
vacancies shall be filled, unless this is in here or unless the legislature provides 
for it. 

Mrs. Sowle: How might this be worded so that we still leave the others in Articles II, 
III and IV? Can you think of a way to word this so that we leave the filling of vacancies 
of the executive branch-in Article III, and the,judicial in Article IV? 
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Mr. Wilson: How about Ann's suggestion? 

Mrs. Eriksson: 1 said "except as otherwise provided in the constitution", but the problem 
with that is that Article 111 does not otherwise provide for the filling of the vacancy 
of lieutenant governor, and we don't want it to prOVide for that. 

Mrs. Sowle: Then can't we put in something about "except for ••• "? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Except for the judicial and legislative members. 

Mrs. Sowle: And the executive branch. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Executive branch almost has to be defined as Article III becaus~ the 
executive branch covers anybody not in the legislative or judicial branches. 

Mr. Wilson: Where is the section for replacement of a lieutenant governor? 

Mrs. Eriksson: There isn't any, and the recommendation of the Commission at this point 
is that if there is a vacancy in the office of governor, he would be succeeded by the 
lieutenant governor, then the president of the senate and then the speaker of the house, 
and so if you've provided for the filling of the vacancy of lieutenant governor you'd 
be eliminating that succession, except within a very short period of time. And it was 
the opinion of the Executive Committee that you shouldn't fill that vacancy because 
under those recommendations, the lieutenant governor would no longer be president of 
the senate and their recommendation provides for succession but it does not provide 
for filling that vacancy. Katie's raising the question why should this be in here at 
all. 

Mrs. Sowle: My feeling is that Article XVII is a poor place to provide for the fil 
ling of vacancies for the executive and judicial branches. It seems to me ju~t more 
logical to have it in Articles III and IV, but how we do that, without stumbling on 
the lieutenant governor, I don't know~ That is a problem. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The other problem is that the judicial branch is covered in Article 
\ 

IV 
and the legislative branch is cov~red in Article II. Article III talks about the exec
utive deparbnent. Many officers are state executive officers who are not mentioned in 
Article III. 

Mrs. Sowle: What does Article III, Section 1, say? 

Mrs. Eriksson: It says "the executive department shall consist of ••• " 

Mrs. Sowle: Maybe the except phrase or clause in Article XVII could refer to that. 

Mr. Wilson: You mean, instead of saying "or of governor or lieutenant governor" say 
"or of executive department"? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right. Maybe you should say, "any vacancy which may occur in any 
elective state office, except as provided in Articles II, III, and IV ••• " or "except 
as provided in Articles II, III and IV of this constitution, any vacancies which may 
occur in any elective state office shall be filled by appointment of the governor." 

Mrs. Sowle: We may still be tripping on the lieutenant governor. 
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Mr. Wilson: Article III doesn't provide for the governor to fill the office of lieu
tenant governor. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Then "except with respect to the officers named ••• "
 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. that does it.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: Or" ••• the officers provided for in ••• "
 

~ Mrs. Sowle: Perhaps we ought to leave the drafting if we have a sense of the objective.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: How do you feel about the last sentence? Do we want to transfer that 
to sec tion I? 

Mrs. Sowle: The end of section 1 concerns the elective officers of county. townshiP. 
•	 municipal and school. It seems to me that there would be a logical place to put that 

vacancy clause. And then a catch-all phrase like the last sentence in section 2. 

Mr. Wilson: Except that section 1 is time for holding, and section 2 is the filling 
of vacancies. 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: Right. 

Mr. Wilson: You are still going to be talking about vacancies in both of them. 

Mrs. Sowle: We will have eliminated all of section 2 if we eliminate this paragraph. 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: I thought you were thinking of retaining the catch-all in section 2. 

• 
Mrs. Sowle: Well, we could. That could be section 2, although it seems to me, you 
might even think about putting up what we have recommended in section 1, and have 
section 1 concern itself with the time of the election, section 2 may be the term of 
office of these with the vacancies on county, township, municipal and'schools, and 
have section 3 a catch-all. That separates the subject matter. 

Mr. Wilson: Maybe you should keep all comments regarding vacancies in the same section. 

•
 
Mrs. Sowle: Yes. that's a good idea. What we would be doing is not to el~inate Arti

cle III, Section 18. and take out of Article XVII provisions for vacancies of Arti 

cles II, III, and IV.
 

•
 

Mrs. Eriksson: Perhaps the better policy is to retain the catch-all because it does
 
express a policy that there shall be an election to replace an elected officer. And
 
if you just leave that to the General Assembly, you might not be expressing that policy.
 
That policy is carried out in judicial vacancies but it's no longer carried in legis

lative. There could be some feeling that because the legislature no longer holds elec

tions for their own vacancies, they might eliminate them for the other vacancies. Some
one might feel that this is a protection that the people should have an opportunity 
to replace an elected officer by an election. 

•
 Mr. Wilson: How did the legislature get to change how they filled their vacancies?
 

Mrs. Sowle: By constitutional amendment. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: I'll see what I can do about constructing a catch-all so that we 
clearly don't catch the governor and lieutenant governor in it. 

Mrs. Sowle: Okay. Then we still are going back to the Commission with the recom •mendation that the office of lieutenant governor not be filled. So we simply explain 
that by taking this out we are simply being consistent with t he policy the Ccmmh810n 
has already adopted. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, by making this section consistent with Section 18 of Article III. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think that takes care of, then, everything in that April 22 report. And 
this means that if the committee members go along with the few recommendations, the 
report can be submitted to the Commission. Should we leave a final resolution of it 
to the luncheon session of the first day? 

Mrs. Eriksson: If we are going to vote on it, it would be well to get a ccmmittee ~. 
consensus before them. We can do it by mail. 

Mrs. Sowl~: Why don't we suggest having a luncheon and dinner meeting on the first 
day of the Commission meeting, and if we have enough able, we'll have both. I suspect 
that we can get agreement on Article XVII by mail, so we can discuss corporations at 
the nex t mee ting. .' 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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Summary 

The Elections and Suffrage Committee held a dinner meeting on October 23 at 
6:00 p.m. in the Commission offices in the Neil House. Present were committee chair
man Katie Sowle, and committee members Craig Aalyson, Dick Carter, and Jack Wilson. 
Ann Eriksson, Director and Brenda Avey were present from the staff. 

Before addressing the topic of discussion for the meeting which was the con
stitutional provisions on corporations in Article XIII, Mrs. Sowle highlighted a 
few of the more difficult features of the committee's report on the initiative and 
referendum, scheduled to be presented to the full Commission on the following morning, 
October 24. No substantive changes were made during the discussion. 

Mrs. Sowle: Maybe what we ought to do, since our discussion last time on corporations 
was very preliminary, is that we ought to go section by section through this report. 
I would like to make a preliminary comment for purposes of discussion. The memoran
dum recommends a lot of repeal. However, i~ doesn't point out, really, that any of 
these sections is causing any trouble. I get the feeling that we might run into 
opposition in trying to do very much with this - that it might be nice to make it 
neat and clean it up on the one hand but on the other hand we might stir up more than 
we really want to stir up by recommending repeal. 

Mr. Carter: You're saying that there are political implications as well as logical 
implications on what we are talking about. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and it might make people just nervous to think, 'well, if it were 
repealed, might something unexpected happen?' Let's start with section 1. The 
memorandum does not recommend repeal of section 1. It points out it may be desirable 
to retain two provisior.s found in sections 1 and 2. Number 1 is to prohibit the 
genaral assembly from passing a special act conferring corporate powers. 

Mr. Carter: I think all the people agree that we should leave that in. The only 
question that came up on that in our last discussion is whether we want to make 
any attempt to try to limit corporate powers to business corporations rather than 
municipal, and I just don't feel very strongly about thal. Although, if it's a 
question that we could do it easily, we might give it some thought. 

Mrs. Eriksson: At first we were going to try to draft something and then at the end 
you said you really didn't think it was worthwhile. I gave some thought to it and 
the more I thought about it the more I became convinced that it was better to leave 
it the way it was. It doesn't create any conflict with any other section of the 
constitution. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, yes. Because you can't do it on municipal corporations, th~y must 
be subject to general laws. 

Mrs. Eriksson: When you try to write an exception, it sounds almost as if you are 
trying to do something different with respect to municipal corporations. 

Mrs. Sowle: Many of the cases seem to concern the question, 'what are corporate 
powers', but again, there doesn't seem to be any difficulty with those court decisions • 
and there is a backlog to be referred to of cases. I think the term was used today 
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with respect to home rule that there was 'stable interpretation', and I think that 
applies here. 

Mr. Carter: This article is dealing with corporations, b~t really all of it except 
this one thing is really dealing with business corporations. So it offends my sense 
of logic and order to have something in there like that. Could we change the tLtle 
of the article? 

Mr. Wilson: To what? 

Mr. Carter: Well that's the nastyque8tion~ 

Mr. Aalyson: Instead of just corporations, to a designated type of corporations? 

Mr. Carter: Yes, but then that gets difficult. 

Mr. Wilson: Well I'm not a major stockholder of ot director in banks or banking in
stituti.ons. But I wonder why they were singled out? Should they be now, in view of 
the FDIC and such? 

Mrs. Sowle: Then, I assume that the committee is agreed that we will not recommend 
any change in section 1 of Article XIII. Section 2, again, the memorandum does not 
recommend repeal. At least the concept that the general assembly has the power to 
alter and repeal general la~~s, pursuant to which corporations are formed. "Corpor
ations may be formed under general laws but all such laws may from time to time be 
altered or repealed." Now, that portion 6f it was obviously very important and nec.eSo
sary and there appears to be no reason to bother with that. "Corporations may be 
classified and there may be conferred upon proper boards, commissions or officers, 
such supervisory and regllletory powers over their oganizations, business and issue 
arid s~le of stocks and securities, and over the business and sale of the stocks and 
securities of foreign corporations and joint stock companies in this state, as may be 
prescribed by law." Now, the memorandum at the bottom of page 5 says the second and 
third sentences were the work product of the 1912 convention. These provisions were 
added to the constitution to enable the legislature to enact laws regulating corpo~· 

ate and commercial transactions. In 1912, some doubt existed as to whether or not 
the legislature had authority under the 1350 constitution. These cases h:Ive held 
that prior restrictions were unwarranted restrictions on trade which violated the 
first -article of the constitution by restricting a person's right to hold property. 
That's all kind (If ancient legal history but it stimulated the inclusion of this. 
Does anyone see any reason to take that out? 

Mr. Carter: I have a suggestion on this. I agree with your general comment. I have 
a heck of a time saying that thnt whole second paragraph should be in the constitution. 
I've read the memorandum on this. But it just seems to me that we could do all that 
by simply saying in the first sentence, "Corporations may be formed and their activ
ities regulated under general law, but all such laws may, from time to time, be altered 
or repealed." And just leave that whole second paragraph out. It's a type of clean
up thing. I don't think it's a substantive change as far as I can determine, at all. 
If we were to decide that we were going to make some other changes in the section, I 
think it might be worthwhile to go back and pick it up. But if we decide~that we're 
going to leave the rest of it alone, then I don't think it's worth going Jack and 
picking it up. ! 

--:{ 

Mrs. Sowle: It seems to me tnat the constitutional law has changed in such 8 way that 
the basis for these decisions in 1904 and 1911 no longer exist. Would you agree? 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
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Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, I tllink that is correct'. That's happened in a number of areas. 
The whole idea of the right to own property and do with it whatever you want is 
subject to the police powers of the state or the federal government, as the case may 
be. And it would be my thought that no court would decide anymore that the general 
assembly could not pass a law regulating the sale and conveyance of personal property. 
To my mind the whole last two sentences are not necessary. However, if it would open 
a question if you removed them, that I don't know. 

Mr. Wilson: I think you would have trouble selling the removal of thea. Someone might 
feel you were opening the door wide for corporations to do whatever they want without 
proper governmental control. I agree that it is superfluous. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The problem is that the last sentence clearly doesn't belong here and 
yet if you simply took that out then that would raise the question as to whether or 
not you were trying to make a substantive change. I don't really think that that 
ought to be taken out unless you take out the second sentence too. Because, I think 
if you take the whole thing out then you could simply say, 'we're cleaning up the 
constitution and we fe~l this language is no longer necessary'. But if you only take 
out the last sentence, then I think you would raise a serious question as to why you 
didn't take out this other sentence which would be even more unnecessary, I think, than 
the last sentence. If you removed the last sentence and tried to put it someplace 
else, I donlt know where you would put it, except you would put it in Article II, 
dealing with the powers of the general assembly, or in Article XII. 

Mr. Carter: I'm in favor of leaving it out because clearly, in.my view, the plenary 
powers of the legislature enable them to do that. I would like to make a motion, if 
you will, that we give consideration to eliminating the second and third sentences, 
and replacing them by this phrase~ Again, I'm not ready to say that it should be a 
committee recommendation at this point. But I'd like to record what we're t~lki~g 

about. 

Mrs. Sowle: Would you repeal that language? 

Mr. Carter: I would add, after 'horporations may be formed" ••• 'and their activities 
regulated' and then striking out everything else. 

Mr. Aalyson: I'm in favor of Dick's suggestion. I don't think we need to spell out 
what activities precisely can be regulated if we say that their activities can be 

. regulated. 

Mr. Carter: I happen to think that their activities can be regulated even if we 
didn't say that. But there is some question and for those few words I'm willing to 
put it in. I'm going to go back again to the question of business corporationr,. If 
we limit our'thinking to that, we might get trapped somewhere. Are we interfering 
with home rule powers by making this kind of en amendment after the home rule powers 
were adopted? There are all kinds of sneak paths that are involved. Once again, 
wonder if we change the title of Article XIII to "Corporations (other than municipal)". 

Mrs. Eriksson: The problem is that we don't have anything to do with the titles, un
fortunately. 

Mr. Carter: That's not part of the constitution? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. 

Mr. Carter: I see. 
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Mr. Wilson: Who attributes these titles to the constitution? 

Mr. Aalyson: It's an editorial function, I suppose. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, it's an editorial function of the secrp.tary of state. 
statutes are now written by statute by the Legislative Service Commission, 
are written after the general assembly adopts it. 

Titles to 
but they 

, 
Mr. Carte~: In other words, the constitution itself is simply Article XIII. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It may originally have h~d a title to it, but as the general assembly •adopts new constitutional amendments, it does not include titles in them. 

Mr. Carter: There is no reason why it couldn't be done though. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know whether it would go through or not. Titles to sections 
are never put in. And I would know of no way to amend the title to an article, which •is really what you are talking about. 

Mr. Carter: If it's in the constitution you surely can amend it, and if it is not in 
the constitution, you can add it, I would think. I get concerned about this business 
where we think·in terms of one kind of corporation; but what's happening on the other 
prong? • 
Mrs. Sowle: Yes, are we doing something to the other ••• 

Mr. Carter: Because clearly, I think that the activities of municipal corporations 
should not be covered in this article. They are covered elsewhere and we don't want 
conflicts and duplications. • 
Mr. Aalyson: Yes, the municiral corporations are treated as a special subject, aren't 
they, by courts attempting to interpret this section? 

Mr. C.lrter: No, you see that's the problem. The courts have interpreted some of 
these as applicable to municipal. • 
~k. Aalyson: But how recently1 

rlrs. Eriksson: Most of the cases are before the adoption of Article XVIII, because in 
1851 they had this problem of the special and the general laws and it was at that point 
that they adopted this provision and the uniform rule. And those are the sections thal • 
were interpreted to prohibit any special legislation for municipal corporations. And 
then in 1912 it was specially written in and at that time. 

Mr. Carter: Ann, you may not like my terminology, but let me take a crack back at 
this sec tion l. Let's suppose you were to say in sec tion l, "Wi th respec t to corpor
ations other than municipal. •• " I know this isn't satisfactory for a number of reasons • 
but I'm just trying to get, "the General Assembly shall pass no special acts confer
ring corporate pOt~ers." No, that's bad, too. That's the same trap you were talking 
about, Ann. 

Mr. Aalyson: What is the municipal corporpation article? •Mrs. Eriksson: Article XVIII. 

Nr. Aalyson: "Except as provided in Article XVIII. •• "? 
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Mrs. Eriksson: No, but then that sounds as if the general assembly can pass specia~ 

laws for municipal corporations, as if it isn't provided in Article XVIII. 

•
 Mr. Aalyson: Doesn't Article XVIII provide it cannot?
 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. 

Mr. Carter: But if this were passed later, you see, you get a mess. 

•
 Mrs. Sowle: This is just like the filling of vacancy problem.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: It is the same. 

Mr. Carter: The problem is that 'corporation' has two entirely•••What we need is a 
word of	 definition of a corporation for the purposes ot this section.

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: Maybe the simplest thing to do is to define corporations. 

Mrs. Sowle: What does 'business corporation' mean? Are non-profit corporations under 
the business corporation act? 

•	 Mr. Carter: That's a problem of definition. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There are two statues; one is a corporations statute and another is 
a non-profit corporations statute and I think if you use the term "business corpor
ation;'it wouldn't be clear that you included both.	 . 

• Mr. Wilson: The terminology 'municipal corporations' actually describes the activities 
of municipal organizations is wrong - it's not a corporation as such - it would be 
better described as a municipal entity. And then you could go ahead with corporations. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But we can't change that now. 

•	 Mr. Wilson: But now that we've got this municipal corporations to align with our 
thinking, youlre go~ng to have to come up with something else to define 'other than'. 

• 
Mr. Carter: Could we add a new section of essentially definitions? Start out with a 
new section - one that says this article is concerned with corporations other than 
municipal and putting in a definition? 

Mrs. Sowle: The WOrd "corporations" as used in this section means ••• 

Mrs. Eriksson: Constitutional purists will say that definitions should not be put into 
the constitutio~, although it is done •. 

.,	 Mr. Wilson and Mr. Carter agreed. 

Mr. Wilson: Normally you rely upon its cur~ent usage and that's one of 'our problems. 

Mr. Carter: You see, that's not really a definition, what I was talking about, Ann. 

•
 It's really saying that this is what we're talking about in this section.
 

Mr. Wilson: I like the idea of "except as concerning municipal corporations" or "ex
cept as concerning section such and so, this section shall apply ••• 11 Now, how you get 
that in the proper phraseology is something else. 
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Mr. Carter: Suppose you were to say something like "for municipal things ••. see 
section XVIII". You see, you'd have to change this whole language here, "shall pass 
no special acts". You really need a statement in here of what you are talking about. 

Mr. ~-lilson: liThe general assembly shall pass no special act conferring non-municipal 
corpora te powersl!. Tha t 's about as short and succinct:, as I can figure out to get 
where you want to go. 

Mr. <\alyson: That still implies that in the case of corporations they might be able 
to do it. 

(All agreed). 

Mr. \'lilson: I dis like the use of the word I!nonl! anyhow - I wish the word had never 
been invented. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The entire corporation provlslon of the Illinois Constitution reads as 
follows: "Corporate charters shall be granted, amended, dissolved, or extended only 
pursuant to general laws." That's it. 

Mr. \~ilson: Do they have a provision regarding municipal corporations in their con
s ti tution? 

Nrs. Eriksson: They :refer only to municipalities. They define "municipalities" 
means cities, villages, and incorporated towns. 

Mr. Carter: The Hodel Const.itution simply assumes that itls within the plenary powers 
of the legislature. 

Mrs. Sowle: Th~t is certainly a road that we could take. Highly defensible. And then 
\ole would have a selling job to do to say, I!look, the rest of this isn't necessary". 
Then, they're going to come back and say, I!but the general assembly would then have 
the po\ver to do various things, which the general assemb ly doesn I t have the power to 
do nO\v". I ' m jus t wonder Lng \vhe the r they will buy it. I think it would be grea t to 
have a provision like that and throw out the rest of it. 

Nrs. Eriksson: Well, this only permits by general laws, so the general assembly woulu 
still not have the power to confer corporate charters specially. 

Nrs. Sowle: No, but they could increase the liability of shareholders, for example. 
They could make otheT changes that they cannot make now. 

Mr. Carter: If you take such an approach as that, we might be able to delete some 
of these obsolete things, like section 4, which, if you tackle by themselves, there 
is no way. I'm speakbg from a political staadpoint. 

Hr. Aalyson: How about "subject to the provisions of Article XVI!I Hhich shall con~ 

trol (or govern) the formation and regulation of municipal corpor~tions, the general 
assembly shalL •• " 

Nr. Carter: Or just "govern municipal corporations". 

Hr. Aalyson: "The general assembly shall pass no law or special act conferring cor
pora te powers ••• II 

•
 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Hr. Carter: " ••• other corporate powers l !? No, that's the same dilemna. 
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Mr. Aalyson: I think "corporate pmvers" is enough. It seems to me that gets rid of 
the problem that you are implying that you can do it in corporate cases and it gets 
rid of the idea that the l2st enacted might take preference because you are referring 
municipal corporations to its own article. And at the same time it seems to limit 
the thing to corporations other than municipal corporations. 

Mrs. Sowle: Now, if we went to a provision such as Illinois', we really wouldn't 
even have to worry about that now, would we? I think that's a very good way to 
accomplish it. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, how about this use of the phrase "corporate charters"? Does that 
help us at all? Is a municipal corporation a charter? That's an interesting dis
tinction. 

Mr. Aalyson: Do we have corporate charters when we form a corporation? 

Mr. Carter: Yes, very definitely.
 

Mrs. Sowle: Articles of incorporation.
 

Mr. Aalyson: Is it called a charter?
 

Mr. Carter: Yes.
 

Mrs. Sowle: And a city does not have articles of incorporation?r a charter.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, Mr. Wilson says a city does have a charter.
 

Mr. Wilson: I found the local historian who has ours and it belongs to the city and
 
I'm trying to get it back. There is &n actual piece of paper incorporating the city'
 
of Piqua, Ohio.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: Issued by the secretary of state?
 

Mr. Wilson: In 1823.
 

Mr. Carter: But this says "corporate charters", you see. I thin!:. the use of the word
 
'corporate' is a distinction between municipal corporation •••.
 

Mr. Aalyson: If that's so, then there is no need to change it.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, because this probably says that the city of Piqua •••
 

Mr. Wilson: Piqua was incorporated, and has a corporate charter as a city in the
 
state of Ohio.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: And it was a special act then by the legislature.
 

Mrs. Sowle: But, of course, if we take the constitution simply out of the whole bus

iness of corporations, except for one limited provision, we don't have to worry 
about it. I don't know if you want to do that . 

Mr. Aalyson: You mean make section 2 the single section? "Corporations may be formed 
and their activities regulated under general laws"? 

Mrs. Sowle: Well, we might have to combine the ideas of sections 1 and 2. 
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Mr. Aa1yson: Only under general laws. Yes. "Corporations may be formed and their 
activities regulated only under general laws"? 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. Does the Illinois Constitution say any more than that? 

Mr. Crrter: No, it says less than that. It just talks about corporate charters. 
Granted, amended, dissolved, or extended. It doesn't talk about any more than that. 

Mr. Wilson: Does it talk about taxation of corporations?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: It doesn't talk about regulating their activities, which is why the� 
question would come up if this applied to municipal corporations.� 

Mr. Aalyson: Do we have to get the general assembly in there?� 

Mr. Carter: No.� 

Mrs. Sowle: Looking at the Illinois provisions, several words correspond: 'granted: 
that would be ~ormed'; 'amended' - 'altered'; 'dissolved'- 'repealed'; 'extended' 
well, that's altering it, isn't it? 

Mr. Carter: They're talking about charters, you see. Everything is qualified by 
charters in that one. 

Mrs. Sowle: I'm not sure the meaning is any diffe~ent, though. 

~lr. Carter: Yes, I think it is. Corporate charters are a little different. 

Nrs. Smvle: Corporate charter is a rule of 1a~v. It's the grant of power that makes 
it an entity. I think th<:t the meaning of this is the same. 

Hr. Carter: I TJaS looking to section 2 t-1hich goes a little further than the formation. 
Tilat's the present intention of section 2. It talks about certain regulations of their 
activities: classification, regulatory powers, and that sort of thing. 

Nrs. Sowle: Yes, and your words would cover that "and their activities ... " 

Mr. Carter: Yes, except for this problem of applying it to municipal corporations, 
which bugs me.� 

Mr. Aalyson: \-Ihy not a combination of section land 2 \'1ith that proviso - "subject� 
to the provisions of Article XVIII which 8h<11l govern municipal corporations, corpor�
ations may be formed and thei.r activities regulated only onder general l~ws".
 

Hrs. Eriksson: And then eliminate section 17� 

Nr. Aalyson: Yes. I don't know "lhether you need the word 'only'.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, if you are going to eliminate section 1, I think you do.� 

Mrs. Sowle: But if that's all it says, the same thing is true in the article on muni
cipal corporations. So would it make any difference whether it was distinguished or 
not? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Municipal corporations' activities are not necessarily regulated only 
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under general law if the municipal corporati'on is exercising the power of local self
governmen t. 

•� 

• 

•� 

•� 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

Mr. Aalyson: We don't want municipal corporations to be formed by special acts and 
the implicat.ion might be here that since this is later enacted, and it says 'corpor
ations' it may apply to municipal corporations. 

Mrs. Sowle: I was thinking that you could say the same thing of a business corpor
ation in the sense that you have a board of directors, and there is a process of self
government and their activities are regulated. Maybe we ought to go with the Illinois 
concept ••• 

Mr. Carter: Maybe we don't need that phrase, and in essence, say that corporations 
may be ••• 

Mr. Aalyson: • ••may be formed and regulated ••• 

Mr. Carter: ••• only under general laws • 

Mrs. Sowle: Also, we may not have to say anything about the regulation of activities 
in the constitution. There isn't any longer any constitutional question about that 
kind of thing. Constitutional law has changed since these early decisions. 

Mr. Aalyson: Well, would there be if we repealed it, though? In view of the old 
supreme court decisions. 

Mrs. Sowle: You're right, that's a problem. 

Mr. Carter: How about a disclaimer stating what we want to do, in the Illinois style 
or however we modify it, and then say that this provision shall not apply to municipal 
corporations covered elsewhere in this constitution, or under A~ticle XVIII or what
ever. 

Mr. Aalyson: ••• subject to ••• 

Mr. Carter: I'm a little uneasy about subject to, which gives us this problem about 
are we excepting municipal corporations from this, which we are not trying to say. 
l~hat we are really trying to say is the that's governed elsewhere. So if we can make 
a statement for what we are talking about for business corporations, and then have 
a disclaimer that this shall not apply to municipal corporations, covered under Ar
ticle XVIII. Now, let's see if we can struggle with a little bit of l<lnguage then. 
How does the Illinois provision start out? 

Mrs. Eriksson: That starts out with the words "corporate charters". 

Mr. Carter: And what we are trying to say is that corporate powers ••• No. "The for
mation of corporations, their powers, and the regulation thereof,shall be in accor
dance Qnly with general laws, (something like that )in accordance. 

Mr. Aalyson: I was using really the expression there that "corporations may be formed 
and regulated only under general laws". 

Mr. Carter: No, does that cover the power? Corporations may be formed ••• 

Mr. Aalyson: " ••• empowered and regulated". 
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Mr. Carter: Yes. I think there is some concern about their powers not being special 
acts. That was a burning issue at one time·- with that canal business and all that 
sort of thing. 

Mr. A:-Iyson: I' •••may be formed, granted powers, and regulated ••• " • 
Mr. Carter: "Corporations may be formed, empowered, and regulated only under general 
laws"? (All liked that). Then "the provisions of this section are not appl:ialble to 
municipal corporations which are covered under Article XVIII (or governed by)." 

Hrs. Eriksson: I still would like to find a word to describe, rather than saying that • 
this does not apply to some thing, I think we would be much better off if we could 
find a word to describe what it applies to. 

Mr. Carter: If you could do it "See Article XVIII for municipal corporations" it 
would be nice. 

Mr. i~i1son: I told you tha t the bes t you could ge t is I non-municipal', and s top right • 
there. It won't work either. lid like to back up a few thoughts. 

Mr. Cart:!r: That's not so bad in context with this now. If we say that non-municipal 
corporations can be formed, empowered, and regulated only under general laws, be
cause there are some ex-:eptions in Article XVIII, home-rule and th8t sort of thing, • 
that are applicable to municipal corporations. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There could still be a problem with respect to formation, because 
municipal corporations are still subject to general laws as far as incorporation is 
concerned. 

Mr. C·;rter: But we are specifically sayiJ;lg non-municipal corporations. • 
Hrs. Eriksson: •••1jlay be formed only under general lm-Js, therefore municipal cor
porations may be formed under special InolS. 

Mr. Carter: Except that that's covered elsewhere. • 
Hrs. i-::riksson: But I don't think that your language here is going to be· referrin 
to that, would it. 

Mr. Carter: No, but it is covered elsewhere. 

Mr. Aa1yson: But in the article dealing with municipal corporations, it says they • 
mus t be under general laws. Do we s till have the problem of this later enac ted sec
tion conflicting? 

Mr. Carter: We are simply saying that we're talking about non-municlpal corporctions. ..
Mr. Aalyson: I'll try another stab. ·'Corporations other than municip~l corporations, 
which are governed by the prc>visions of Article XVIII, may be formed .•• " 

Mr. Carter: Yes, how about that? 

Mrs. Eriksson: How about using the words in the code, saying "profit and non-profit 
corporations? • 
Mr. Aalyson: What is a municipal corporation? 
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Mrs:. Eriksson: A third category of corporations. 

Mr. Carter: That's an interesting approach. 

•� Mrs. Eriksson: There are two kinds of corporations - profit and non-profit.� 

Mr. Wilson: Currently, yes. 

M~s. Eriksson: Currently. Now that would be the immediate problem. 

•� Mr. Wilson: It seems there could conceivably be some other type of corporation.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know what! other type there could be. 

• 
Mr. Wilson: The Ohio Turnpike Commission is not necessarily a ~orporation for profit 
or for non-profit. They are supposed to break even and pay for the road. 

Mrs. Sowle: But hasn't the court said that th~t is not a corppration? 

Mr. Wilson: I don't know whether they have or not but it is a corporation. 

•� 
Mrs. Eriksson: It's a public corporation.� 

Mr. Wilson: That's what I'm gettingat. There may be other classificati.ons other thon 
profit and non-profit. 

Mr. Aalyson: How about II private corporations ll ? 

• Mr. Carter: Well. we talked about that, and then we got into this question of public 

• 

and then you get into the securities aspect. So thnt again, you get into the problem 
of the definition of what words mean when they're used in a variety of contexts. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, This is part of the provision - the turnpike commission also 
came under the uniform law, and even if you took public corporations out here, I 
suspect they would still be governed by section 26 of Article II, which would prohtbit 
passing a special act for something that was of general application. But that's 
worded a little bit differently. 

Mr. Aalyson: Well. "other than municipal corporations ll would satisfy that. 

• Mr. Carter: But then that gives into the inference again. Corporations other than 
these cannot ••• The inference is that municipals can. 

Mr. Wilson: I was going to back up to the start of this discussion and say, why are 
we recommending changes in these as they stand now anyway? 

• Mr. Carter: ...Alright, it is kind of a circular argument. 

Mr. Aalyson: One other suggestion. IICorporations not governed by Article XVIII II with
out saying municipal corporations. 

•� Mr. Carter: How about that?� 

Mr. Wilson: Article XVIII says IImunicipal corporations ll period. If we don't change 
the title on it, which we have no control over, alright. 
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Mr. Carter: Let's try that. I kind of like that. "Corporations not governed (or 
not covered) ••• 

Mrs. Eriksson: Even if you could change the title, though, how would you change it? 

Mr. Wilson: Article XVIII, or this one? 

Mrs. Eriksson: This one. If we could decide on that, we would solve our problems. 

Mr. Carter: How about "corporations not governed under Article XVIII"? Not as a 
title. 

Nr. Aalyson: I don't know why we need to change the tiLle. 

Mr. W~lson: If we could write the title, we could say Article XIII - Corporations, 
Article XVIII - Municipal corporations. 

Mrs. Sowle: Whilt if we just went to the language of the Illinois Constitution. Would 
we be running into problems of home rule charters there? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Hell, \l1e might because they don't use the expression "municipal cor
porations" and I don'.: think they have the same home rule provisions that we do. 

Mr. Wilson: Do they have a provision for municipal corporations anywhere in their 
constitution? 

~lrs. Eriksson: They just call them municipalities, not municipal corporations. 

Mr. Carter: ! thin!~ this comes out pretty goon. "Corporations not governed under 
Article XVIII mat be formed, empml1ered, and rcgulaLed only under general laws. 1I 

Nrs. Eriksson: Hell, that might be better. I like that better than saying "other th<'!l 
municipal corporations ll 

• 

Hr. Carter: This is pretty good I think. "Corporations not governed under .\rticle 
XVIII. •• " which, in essence says we are excluding them from this. Now, what I'm. 
suggesting is the reason I think this has some relevance i!'; that we might very well 
say that we could eliminate practically all of this Article and replace it just by 
this one sentence. 

Mrs. SO\~le: Hould you repeat that? 

Hr. Carter: I have here in Craig's words (I'm piggy-backing), "Corporations not gov
erned under Article XV!!I" or "not covered under Article XVIII. •• " 

Nr. Aalyson: " ••• of this constitution" I suppose we have to say. 

Mr. Carter: "Not covered"? Hould that be better? 

Hrs. Eriksson: IINot covered by Article XVIII II • 

Mr. Carter: " •••not covered by Article XVIII of this constitution, may be formed, em
powered and regulated, only under general laws." 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think it would be well to continue with the rest of that sentence 
"but all such laws may from time to time be altered 01' rC(lealed". So tha~ you don't 

I 
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go back to the Dartmouth College case. 

•� 
Mr. Carter: We might even eliminate the whole article, and just make it a miscel~
 

laneous provision. It renlly doesn't deserve an article.� 

Mr. Wilson: There is no more reason for treating corporations separately than there 
is partnerships or joint ventures, or anything else. 

• 
Mr. Aalyson: Ann, I recall your penchant for keeping as much as you ~an of anything 
in the same language, but it seems to me that that shollld read " under general laws 
which may from time to time be altered or repealed." 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. 

•� 
Mrs. Sowle: Well, that takes care, at least for the time being, of sections land 2,� 
doesn't it?� 

All agreed. 

Mrs. Sowle: Ann, is it your feeling that that last sentence of section 2 then can be 
eliminated without any complications?

• Mrs. Eriksson: That's my opinion. 

Mrs. Sowle: Because it's simply antiquated - we don't need it.'· Section 3. I don't 
even know what this first part means. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Well, we looked into that because the question was raised at the last 
meeting. 

Mr. Carter: What are dues from private corporations? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Apparently they mean "debts."

• Mr. Wilson: Debts of private corporations, or amounts owed to? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, debts from private corporations. Because what it's saying is 
that if a private corporation gets into debt, it cannot assess its stockholders, and 
that's what it is prohibiting.

• Mr. Carter: In other words, if we were to use "moneys owed by". 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: The debts from private corporations may be secured by such means as 
may be prescribed by law. In other words, they can mortgage their property, they can 
sell bonds. But the stockholder will not be individually liable for the debts of the 
corporation. That's what it was really intended to say. And why they used the word 
"dues" rather than "debts" apparently wasn't clear. 

Mr. Carter: It probably was the word used at the time. 

•� 
Mrs. Eriksson: But it definitely was used in that sense.� 

Mrs. Sowle: Well, that makes sense. I gather that we are agreed that there is no 
problem with doing away with this requirement. The statules so provide. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Except that this is the one that the Bar Association said that they 
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really wanted to keep that prohibition against stockholder liability in the consti
tution. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think it would be a good idea to keep it in there for the implication 
that at least you can go to the shareholder for his subscribed but unpaid for stock. 

Mr. Carter: I might read from this letter from the representative of the Ohio Bar. 
"Although the matter of stockholder liability might be dealt with either in the con
stitution or the statutes, the matter is too fundamental to be left to implied stat
utory construction if it is not covered in the constitution." One of the things that 
concerns me, if you take it out of the constitution after it has been in, it's kind 
of an implied approval of a double indemnity sort of thing. 

Nr. Wilson: HOt-1 did this ge t tied in wi th banks? I know that they had doub Ie lia
bility. But the first part, amounts due from or by a private corporation shall be 
secured up to the amount of the unpaid stock - that could be any corporation. It 
could apply to the Fostoria Higget Company, and if the comp~ny goes bankrupt, the 
stock~lolder is going tp have to p~y up part of ~vhat he subscribed to. But the banks, 
I doni t think, are deserving of any special treatment. 

Nr. Carter: They're not getting it, I don't think. 

Mr. Hilson: No, but they are given specific mention in here. 

Nr. Carter: Hell, tha t's to prohibit the use of the word "bankII • 

Mr. ~Jilson: Yes, well, why put that in there? 

t1rs. Eriksson: I think the banking languilge today is unnecessary. 

~r. ~lilson: These are two different things to me. A stockholder owes money he's sub
scribed to for stock. 

Mr. Carter: We can h~ndlo that just by leaving in that phrase "In no case shall 
any shareholder be i.ndividually liable otherwise than for unpaid stock owned by him 
or her ll 

• 

Mr. \Jilson: Yes, and I have no objection to that. 

Mr. Carter: And this is one of those cases where, if it weren't already in there, 
you'd never put it in. But the fact that it's in introduces some complications. All 
we have left, if He omit "dues from private corporations, etc ••• 11 is "in no case, shall 
any stockholder be i.ndividually liable for unpaid stock owned by him or her." 

Nrs. Sowle: Fro-n ;lim. 

Mrs. Avey: At the last meeting when we discussed this, you said, "In no case shall 
any stockholder be individually held liable other than for the unpaid stock subscribed 
to by hi.m or her." Do you s till prefer tha t? 

Mr. Carter: Oh, yes. 

Mr. Wilson: The reason I brought that up is that technically, it's not owned by you 
until you've paid for it. Subscription doesn't necessarily give you voting rights 
0-1." anything else. The question is: when is it otvned by you? Normally, it is not 
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owned by you until you 've pa~.d for it. 

Mr. Aalyson: Subscribed to or subscribed for? 

• Mr. Carter: I think technically, it should be subscribed for. Would you read that 
again? 

Mrs. Avey: In no case shall any stockholder be individually held liable other than 
for the unpaid stock subscribed to by him or her .11 

•� Mr. Aa1yson: Individually held liable?� 

• 

Mrs. Eriksson: I wonder why we want the word "held".� 

Mr. Aa1yson: Yes, what does that add?� 

It was agreed to omit the word "held".� 

Mr. Carter: Other than for unpaid stocks subscribed for.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: You don't need the "by him or her".� 

• Mrs. Sowle: You don't want to end the sentence with a preposition.� 

Mr. Cflrter: Yes, I agree.� 

• 
Mr. Aalyson: "In no case shall any stockholder be liable to secure the debts of a 
corpora tions "? 

Mrs. Sowle: Right. 

Mr. Carter: Well. suppose the corporation is sued for something. The point is that 
the shareholders don't have any responsibility other than their investment. 

• Mrs. Sowle: In no case shai1 be individually liable for corporate debts. 

Mr. Carter: Maybe we can just cut out that "in no case".� 

Mrs. Sowle: I don't think that answers Craig's objection.� 

• l!r. Aalyson: I don't either. We want to limit the stockholders liability to his� 
subscription. in cases where the corporation becomes indebted and he might have to� 
stand good. That's what we want to do.� 

Mrs. Sowle: You want to define what he is liable for.� 

• Mr. Aalyson: Yes. ~n no case shall he be individually liable - in what kind of a� 
case? It means in case of a debt involving a corporation to whose stock he subscribed. 
I think we should say that. Otherwise. it's kind of a raw, bare thing. 

• 
Mrs. Sowle: He's worried about the ridiculous construction that I go out ~nd buy 
stock and from thereon I can't be liable for anything. I 

Mr. Carter: Incidentally. it's interesting to me. this is the first time I caught 
this, they used the term "private corporations". 
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Mr. Aalyson: Yes. As opposed to public or munic~pa1••• or? 

Mrs. Sowle: "Private corporationll is a term used this way, I think, in corporation 
law. It means a non-municipal.� 

Mr. Carter: Privately held, that is.� 

Mrs. Sowle: No, it can be a non-profit and it can be publicly or privately held.� 
You can have a private corporation publicly held. It simply means, as I understand� 
it's use in corporate law it means non-municipal corporation.� 

Mr. Carter: Hell, that goes back to what we had started with. Naybe we can just� 
use "private corporations".� 

Mrs. Sowle: And private corporation means a non-public corporation. It has nothing� 
to do with who owns the stock. Wouldn't you agree with that, Ann?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think that maybe that was a good expression, but I don't think that� 
would explain the turnpike commi~ sion.� 

}Irs. So~.;rlc: But I don't think that's a corporation. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, I think it is. It has corporate powers. A lot of public bodies� 
are s~ecifical1y given corporate powers.� 

Mrs. Sowle: Okay.� 

1'11'. Carter: The context of vlh"lt \'Ie are talking about here is strictly a private cor�
proation as you have described it.� 

Mr. Aalyson: A development corporation miBht be owned by the state, and it could be� 
a public corporation in the sense that the state owns it.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: That's what th2 Turnpike Commi~sion is.� 

Hr. Carter: That's ~.;rhat the Port Authority is in New York. So I think that's right.� 

~!rs. Erik~son: Some institutions have corpor~te powers, like Ohio State University.� 
That's ~vhy I don't think you t·}ant to use that expression.� 

Hr. \lilson: Just to thrm-J another slight monkey-wrench in the \-Jorks, this sentence� 
as i.t nov} stands is in conflict with one portion of federal la'-'. Corporate officers� 
are personally liable for debts owed to the federal government for wi.thhe1d taxes.� 

Mr. Carter: Yes, that's in their capacity as management.� 

~rr. Wilson: As individuals, not necessarily in their capncity as stockholders; they� 
may be stockholders.� 

Mr. Aalyson: How about "for the payment of corporate debts, in no case shall any� 
stockholder be individually liable ••• "?� 

Mrs. Sowle: Other than for the unpaid stock subscribed to. I think that's good.� 

Mr. A.lyson: "In the discharge of corporate obligation, or, for the payment of corporate� 
obligations, in no case shall any stockholder be individuafly liable other than for the� 
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unpaid stock subscribed for by ••• " 

Mrs. Sowle: I see no problems with that. Does anybody? 

• Mr. Wilson: That basically is what we are trying to say. Whether th<lt is the exact 
phraseology or not is another question. 

Mr. Carter: I have essentiDlly a little different language here which is, I kind of 
like, the same thing: "Stockholdcn in a private corpora tion shall not be helq 
liable for corporate obligations in excess of the amount· for which he has subscribed."

• Mr. Aalyson: And not paid. 

Mr. Carter: That's right. " ••• in excess of the amount subscribed for but not paid." 

•� 
Mrs. Avey: How about "unpaid subscriptions".� 

rrr. Carter: That's a thought. In excess of any unpaid subscription. 

Mr. Aalyson: That's fine. I guess you don't have to say his unpaid subscription. 
guess that is implied, of course. In excess of his unpaid subscription? 

• Mr. Wilson: I like "unpaid stock subscription". 

Mrs. Sowle: I like keeping the word "stock" in there too. 

• 
Mr. Carter: " ••• in excess of any unpaid stock subscription". Let me read you what 
I've got as I listen to this. "A stockholder in a private corporation shall not be 
held liable for corporate obligations in excess of any unpaid stock subscription." 

Mr. Aalyson: You've got to say whose. 

• 
Mr. Carter: His unpaid stock subscription. Actually, a stockholder doesn't have to 
be a person, either. 

Mr. Wilson: It could be a corporation owning stock. 

• 
Mr. Carter: In excess of that stockholder's unpaid stock subscription. That will do 
it. I'll try it again. "A stockhol~er in a private corporation shall not be held 
liable for corporate obligations in excess of that stockholder's unpaid stock sub
scription." 

Mr. Aalyson: I don't like "heldl!. 

•� 
Mr. Carter: That's right. 'Shall not be liable. "A stockholder in a private cor�
poration shall not be liable for corporate obligations in excess of any unpaid stock� 
subscription by that stockholder."� 

Mr. Wilson: Wouldn't you want to keep the word "individually"? 

Mr. Carter: No, I don't think so. 

• Mr. Aalyson: What do we have so far? 

Mr. C21rter: "A stockholder in a private corporation shall not be liable for corporate 
obligations in excess of that s.tockholder's unpaid stock subscription." So it doesn't 
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-18- •sound like a magazine subscription. 

Mrs. Sowle: I have Jack's question, to~. The term "individually liable" is often 
used. If we don't use 'individually' are we alright. What does that mean? How can 
you i>e liable other than individually? •Mr. Carter: Collectively. 

Mr. Aalyson: Jointly. 

Mrs. Sowle: Do we need the word or are ~ye alright without it? •Mr. Aalyson: If you say "individually" you imply that collective ly, you might be, 
I think. 

}lrs. Eriksson: Collectively, as a corporation, he is liable, as a corporation. So 
maybe you should keep that word 'individually' in there. •Hr. Aalyson: You think you do? 

Nrs. Eriksson: Yes. So that you can say thut he sh<lll not be individually liable. 
But as the collective of the corporation the corporation is liable. 

All agreed. .. 

Hrs. Eriksson: And I think if you take that word out, there might be a question about 
it. 

Hr. Carter: NOIv, I have, "A stockholder in a private corporation shall not be individ
ually liable for corporate obligations in excess of that stockholde~s unpaid stock .. 
subscriptions." That certainly is something that's understandable. 

Hr. Wilson: It's much more explicit than what we have got in here now. 

Hr. Aalyson: Hh~1t are we going to do with that last sentence? I think it ought not 
be in this sec tion myse If. • 

!-irs. Sowle: Should it be anywhere? 

Mr. Carter: I don't think you need it. The Division of Banks said that repeal of 
section 3, which is what we're talking about, would leave the statute intact, which 
is sufficient. • 

Mrs. Eriksson: Historically, this goes back to a time when private banks were pos
sible, and they aren't any more. 

Hr. Carter: Yes. It used to be thc::t I could set up the Carter Bank, and write my 
mm currency. A lot of people did that. All you had to have was a reputation in the • 
community. A lot of people lost a lot of money that way. 

Mr. Wilson: That's probably why banks and banking got into this section. 

Mrs. Sowle: The reasons for deleting that last sentence are thet it's covered by 
stLtute and it's not properly consti.tutional material. • 

Mr. Aalyson: And you cannot form a private bank now anyway. 
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Mrs. Sowle: Right. 8.0 that takes care of section 3. \ole're on section 4: "The 
property of corporations now existing or hereafter created shall be forever subjec t 
to taxation the SBr'° as the property of individuals." 

• Mrs. Eriksson: The discussion about thtlt section was that it was unnecessary but 
that it would be politically unwise to take it out. 

Mr. Carter: Unless it's a pDrt of a whole th~ng. In other words, one of the things 
I'd Rind of like about what we are doing is that we can say we are going to eliminate 

• 
Article XIII and have one section. \.Je can put this stockholder thing into the section 
we already have written. And if that's all we end up with, we can then propose the 
abolition of Article XIII. and just put it in the miscellaneous section. 

Mr. Wilson: We could also go back to thnt first sentence we wrote to take care of 
section 1 and 2, talking about corporations may be formed, Bnd the powers regulated, 
and taxed. 

• Mr. Carter: Yes, that's an interesting political gambit, though. 

Mr. Wilson: It's already in there. All you would be doing would be including it in 
this cumulative sentence you've come up with to replace a lot of sections. 

• Mrs. Sowle: Section 2 of Article XIII covers existing and future corporations and 
double-property taxation. So this is merely a duplication of something else in the 
constitution, and (1 1m reading from page 10 of the memo) if double property taxation 
is already covered there. can we reconunend the elimination of this on that basis:7', 

Mr. Aalyson: If it is so covered, '1 would think there would be ample reaSon to elim

•� inate it.� 

Mr. Wilson: I could think that lye would not necessarily elim1hnate it, but we could 
cover it with my suggested insertion of the word "taxed" in that first cumulative 
sertence. 

• Mr. Carter: Clearly it is a political strategy. It doesn't mean anything. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, it doesn't mean the same thing that this does, if you just add 
taxation to that section. That talks about special as opposed to general laws. 

•� 
Mr. Aalyson: This is being sure that the general assembly can tax corporations.� 

Mr. Carter: Well, 1 think that it would take the sting out of repealing it. 

Mr. Wilson: I don't think that you could come up with the repeal of this without 
coming up with something .•• 

• Mr. Aalyson: If we say it's in Article XII, and if it is, and I accept the analysis� 
of the author of this memo.� 

•� 
Mrs. Eriksson: Of course, it's not specific. It's just that section 2 of Article� 
XII clearly covers property taxation, but it doesn't specifically talk about corpor�
ations.� 

Mr. Carter: But if we were to use Jack's term in context with Article XII. 

Mr. Aalyson: The section presently prOVides against excluding a corporation from tax
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ation in any different form than an individual's tax. 

Mrs. Sowle: It's the special privilege problem, I think, that section 4 is addressed to. 

Mr. Aalyson: Right, they are trying to avoid giving a corporation a special privilege. 

Mrs. Smvle: Because of the abuse of a special grant of privilege where you tax in
dividuals but you exempted corpora tions. Now, to add taxation to that earlier arti

cle would simply mean you have to tax by general law but you could still exempt cor
porations from a generally applied tax. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But section 2 has to do with property taxation generally. 

Mr. Aalyson: This does too, with the property of corporations. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right, and you see, land a....d imprOV€lr.e:nt;: thereon can be ta:<ed by 
uniform rule according to value. You can't classify and say we're not going to tax 

corporations' propc:rty. That's another method of classificdl::ion of property and any 
classification of property taxation has to meet the reouirements of reasonableness 
under ()qual protection, anyway. So that's \olhat this means when it says that under 
sec tion 2 of Article XII you couldn't say we're not going to tax corporate property. 
Unless you made an exception in sec tion 2 of Article XII. 

Mr. Carter: As we have for homesteads and that sort of thing. 

!-lrs. Sow1.e: That's property taxation. What about income taxation? 

Hrs. Eriksson: This is only talking about property taxation. That's why we 
rca~hed the conclusion that sect~on 2 of Article XII covers it. 

H-cs. SOHle: Then I ha,,~ no objection to adding taxation to the earlier section, as 
long as this special exemption is taken care of also. 

Hr. Carter: Let's go back and pick up what langu.age \ve have. I want t,: make sure 
\"C Ive got this toIhat t'le I re talking aboat now. I heve "Corporations not governed under 
Article XVIII may be 
Ulxed" , "only under 
Is that right, Ann? 

formed, 
general laws, 

empm'lered, 
but a

taxed, 
lL ..• " 

and regulated" 
that phraseolo

or 
gy 

"regulated and 
that we have on that. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. 

Nrs. SOto,lle: Section 5. "No right of way shall be appropriated ••• " 

Hrs. Eriksson: At the last meeting we discussed this, and our original recommendation 
in here is that this can be repealed. Then, as we_ talked about it at the last meeting,' 
the question came up whether if this section t-lere repealed it would permit the general 
nsselnbly to confer upon corporations greater powers of eminent domain than under sec
tion 19 of Article II, the state itself can exercise. Because the state and anybody 
who deri.ves its power from section 19 of Article II, all political subdivisions, can 
only use quick-take procedures in particular instances, otherwise compensation must 
be paid before you take the property. And it was my original opinion that even if 
you repea led thi.s, no corporn te po\ver could ever rise higher than the pub lic pOtver from 
t"hich it is derived. And that is still my opinion. But I find, in getting into it, 
that I want to have somebody really look into the eminent domain section and make sure 
that's a correct opinion before we would recommend repealing it. Because there are 
many other ramifications to the whole question of eminent domain. I think it is very 
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clear that the general assembly could not confer upon anybody eminent domain power 
except as it would be for a public purpose. aut whether there cuuld be any quick~ 

take given to a private utility that the public itself could not use, I want to make 
sure before this section would be repealed. So I would be happy if you would postpone 

• any decision on this section until after I have a proper paper prepared on that. 

Mr. Carter: In other words, this prevents quick-take. Because it says "until full 
compensation therefore ••• " 

•� 
Mrs. Eriksson: Right. And essentially that's the only difference between this sec�
tion and section 19 of Article I.� 

Mr. Carter: I remember the rath2r involved discussion we had on this the last time. 

Mrs. Sowle: Okay. Then we will postpone any furt~r discussion of the eminent domain 
question until that's done. 

• Mr. Aalyson: \vhen you are working on it, Ann, I wonder why was this restricted to a 
right-af-way? 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: It's interesting that, under the· cases, it's not restricted to right
of-way. And thatls why I think that there can be no greater power than th"t conferred 
under the other section anyway, Because one of the leading cases under this section 
had to do with a railroad, and they were trYing to appropriate property for a depot. 
And somebody said that this section only talks about right-of-way and the court~said 

no, because the general ass0mbly has conferred power on the railroad to appropriale 
property for its purposes under section 19 of Article I. Therefore, it can acquire 
a depot, and it doesn't have to be a right-af-way. In other words, this section

• doesn't confer power ir ttself. It only restricts it that compensation be paid 
ahead of time. 

Mr. Carter: And jury protection. 

•� 
Mr. Wilson: Actually, that belongs in the eminent domain section, anyhow.� 

Mr. Aalyson: I'd like to change "no right of way" to anothe:..- t~rm, anyhow. It would 
sound better. 

Mr. Carter: Has anyone tackled section 19 of Article I? 

• Mrs. Eriksson: ~hat is really part of the bill of rights, and I do have a memo on 
that section. It hasn't been sent to anybody yet because after I started reading it 
and started reading this arrl started reading the cases myself, I decided we really 
needed to put it all together. 

• 
Mr. Carter: Alright, so at any event, section 5 should be considered in context with 
Article I, Section 19. Maybe we could dispose of it, take it out of here and refer 

• 

it to the Bill of Rights Committee as a part of Article I, Section 19. It doesn't 
belong here. 

Mr. Wilson: It doesn't necessarily have to be a corporation that goes someplace with 
a.right-of-way. It's all under eminent domain, rather than specifically corporations. 

Mrs. Sowle: So in effect, do you think it would be appropriate for this committee 
simply to take the action of recommending its removal from Article XIII and that further 
consideration be given by the Bill of Rights Committee. 
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-22 •Mrs. Eriksson: I don't see any particular reason to have it here. As you say, if 
the legislature determined that it's a proper public purpose for a partnership to 
be given the power of eminent domain that would be apprcpriate. There is no magic 
about a corporation exercising that power. 

Mr. Wilson: People didn't trust corporations earlier - big business. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But it was only corporations generally that were the utilities and 
thatls really what this is talking about, of course. 

Mrs. Sowle: So this committee recommends deletion of section 5 from Article XIII 
and consideration of the provisions of section 5 by the Bill of Rights Committee. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I would just recommend section 5 to the Bill of Rights Committee 
rather than making a recommendation to delete it, because I t'eally don't know what 
we're 00ing to find out. 

Hr. Carter: We can make a recommendation to transfer the subject. 

Mrs. Sowle: Okay. Now, that takes us to section 7. Where is section 61 

Hrs. Eriksson: Section 6 hllS to do with the municipal corporations and it clearly 
belongs in conjunction with that. It was part of the Local Government Committee 
report. 

Mr. t~ilson: This is the only attempt I can see in this article to delineate between 
so-called business corporations and municipalities. 

:!'Irs. Sot-lLe: Section 7 looks fairly simple. fiNo act of the General Assembly, author
izing associations wi.th banking pOtJCrs shall take effect, until it shall be submitted 
to the people, at the general election next succeeding the passage thereof, and be 
approved by G majority of all the electors, voting at such election." This is limited 
to laws involving banks of issue and that's controlled by federal law, anyway, in ef
fect, so this section, the memorandum says, is not necessary. 

Mr. Carter: I couldn't agree more. 

Mrs. Sowle: Do you all feel that it's obsolete and should be r~pealed? 

Mr. Hilson: If we are going to eliminate reference to "banks, bankers and banking" 
in Section 3, I'm in favor of eliminating this section by repealing it. 

Mr. Carter: I'd like to bring up the ~uestion again; since we're left with so little 
whether we shouldn't eliminate Article XIII. 

Hrs. Sowle: Yes. tole are back to where we put what we are left with. 

Mr. Aalyson: And make it just a section in a miscell~neous? The only objection I 
have to tha~ is that it does deal with corporations, and if you are looking for some
thing, trying to find something in the constitution, I always like to be pointed to 
an area where I feel that I czn find most of what I'm looking for. I don't know 
whether anyone would even think to look under miscellaneous for corporations. 

Mr. Wilson: That's where it is in the index. 

Mr. Carter: It doesn't deserve an article. 
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Mr. Aalyson: Well, probnbly you're right. 

Hr. Carter: And there is a :1trong argurrent, there shouldn't be anything in here about 
corporations. I~ just doesn't deserve the status of an article. 

Hr. ~nlson: It would be interesting to hear some of the arguments when this was first 
put into the constitution. 

Mr. Carter: Corporations were a bitterly controversial idea back in 1851. There was 
a tremendous argument as to \vheLhcr tlwt should be a permissible form 0: organization. 
I would like to suggest th;,t we eliminate Article XIII and put it in Article XV, the 
miscellaneous article. 

Mrs. Eri.ksson: There are other instances ",here we're going to be left \olith very little 
in an article, and one of those \.Jas voted on today \vhich is Article },.'VII which is going 
to be left with two rather short sections in it. It only has two sections in it now. 

Mr. Carter: What is the article? 

Mrs. Eriksson: That is the elections. 

Mr. Carter: I feel that that's an appropriate subject for a constitution, and corpor
a tions is not. 

Mrs. SOI·Jle: There is one other question, just in the matter of research, suppose, on 
the history of the liability of shareholders. Now you go to a volume and you find 
the provision under section 3 and its under Article XIII and all the annotations are 
there. Now if we move this to miscellaneous, these annotations are still going to 
be in what used to be Article XIII? 

Mr. Aalyson: But it makes a difficult job for someone who is doing research or writing. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It's a difficult job for the publishers and they're the ones that com
plain about this sort of thing, but you've just transferred all of initiative and ref
erendum from Article II to Article XIV. We1re making a lot of changes like that. 
t-Je're shifting all those sections in Article XVIII around and changing the numbering 
and it's going to be the same problem. I don't think that that should be a major con
sideration. 

Mr. Carter: I see that Article XIV on jurisprudence doesn't have anything in it anymore. 

Mrs. Eriksson: That's where we are puttJ~3 the initiative and referendum. 

Mr. Carter: Yes. That's right. I remember that now. This is more than just a tech
nical point in my mind. I just don't feel that corporations, business corporations, 
have much of a place in any constitution. Modern day c9nstitutions - you ~on't need 
anything in it because it is a legislative matter. And it just seems to me the sooner 
we can get them back in the background, a better constitution we are going to have and 
hopefully sometime the next step will be to drop the whole thing. 

Mr. Wilson: I don't have the legalistic background some of you have, but from an ac
counting standpoint, a corporation is simply a business entity, like a partnership 
or a sole" proprietorship. And in our mind, it doesn't merit a full article or special 
treatment, so I can see your point. Although, obviously, at the time it was put in 
the~e, people felt that it deserved speci~l treatment. 
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Mr. Carter: At that tirne~ 

Mrs. Sowle: The reasons are mostly historical now. Well, I have no objection to 
putting it in miscellaneous. 

Mr. Carter: There are only ten items in miscellaneous, and a couple of those have •
been repealed, so itls not a big deal. Another thing, I think, is that you are going 
to have an easier time getting this thing by if you take this approach, too. 

All agreed. 

Mr. Carter: The next step is to make a draft of a report of the committee, and send •it out to our missing members and give them a chance to reflect on some of these 
questions. I really feel this has been a good change. One of our functions is to 
clean up the constitution of archaic and non-applicable matter, and thalls what this. 
is.� 

It was announced that Mr. Aalyson would assume� 

The meeting was adjourned.� 
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Oilio Constitutional Revision Commission 
E1ec tions and Suffrage Corrulli ttee 
Novenilier 26, 1Y74 

Summary 

The Elections and Suffrage Conuni ttee me t on November 26 at 9: 30 a .m. in the Com
miss ion offices of the Neil House. Present 'vel"C cmrnni t tee chairman Craig Aalyson, 
committee members Katie 50\vle, Dick Carter, Jack IH1son, and Robert Huston; RussHerrold, 
an attorney 'vith Vorys, Suter, Seymour and Pease and legal representative of the Ohio 
Manufacturers Association; Mi~inm Hilliker of the Ohio Lea~ue of Women Voters; Brenda 
Avey was present from the staff. 

Mr. Herrold stated thnt his firm represents the Ohio Manufacturers Association 
and has an interest in \vorkmen's compensation. 

Hr. Carter we1col11ed Bob Huston, a ne,v member, to the Commission. 

Mr. Aalyson: The meeting this morning is for the purpose of discussing whether there 
sllould be any change in the constitutional provision which deals with workmen's compen
saHon. I vJrote <l letter addressed to a nu..'uber of people, most of "Ihom I felt 'Jere marc 
aligned "Iith the employers' position in workmen's compensation, since I am primarily 
<lli2,ncd with the claimants' position. I addressed the letter to Russ, John C.::ntlon and 
Associutes, Inc., ~;'ho are actuaries in this field, Hr. lJilliDm HartmDn, member of Snu:il'e, 
Sanders & Dempsey in Cleveland, who represents employers, Robin Obetz, who I've alre1dy 
described as having been a past chairman of the Columbus Regional Board of Revie~v and 
also affilbtec.l "Jith a firm that handles employer clients in this field and Hr. James 
L. Young vJllO is presently director of tl:c Ohio Legal Center Institute but ~,'ho formerly 
was the chief of the "iOrkmen's compensation section in tlk attorney gtner"l's office Dnd 
also administrDtol" of the Bureau of: ',:orkmen's Compensacion at one time who has vJritten 
a book dea li.n;:; \,i til workwen' s C011ipcns v L.on in Oit io, u 11 of ,vhorn I fe 1 t migh t be ab le 
to give us the adv3ilta6c of their thoughts. I've had some response. John Cantlon is 
intendin;:; to send a representntive, Robin Obetz hopes to appear, and of course, Russ 
told me he \vQuld be here and is here. I have h2d no rcspo;lse by \Jay of v,Jritten com
m,~Gl.:s on p-;:,opos.:,ls for changes except from the Ohi.o Academy of Trial Lc:;'vyers \vhich 
hDs a \vor101H::n's cOll1pcns<llion cor.U1tittee on it and they h<;ve submitted to me some proposed 
chanGe:s \·,11 icb I \'Jill pass out in a f12w minutes, I had asked Russ and the other members 
to whom I have written if they wished to make \'iritten responses, and I hDve received 
none from any of those persons. So, Russ, if you have anything you would like to say 
before ,ve start, ,ve v]Quld ]le most happy to heDr from you. This is our first discussion 
of \vorkmen's compensation. 

Nr. Herrold: Hay I ask, you are expec ting to have another day for people wi th the labor 
organizations coming in and sayin[; ,vhat they h<1ve to say? 

Mr. Aa1yson: nrenda wrote to the labor people Dud none of them responded. We had hoped 
they would be here today. I had hoped that perhaps we could dispose of this in one 
meeting. There is no plan presently to have a meeting where labor would appear DS op
posed to effiployers. 

Nr. Carter: N<Jy I comment on that? All of the meetings of the connnittee are public 
so that anyone can attend ,my session of a committee or of the connnission and 've have 
invited. He then have to have a public heDring if the matter passes the committee and 
goes to the full Commission, then it is again open for public he~ring. So there are 
opportunities for any member of the public to appear at dny commitlp.e meeting or at 
the con~ission meeting. I'm sULprised we haven't had any response 
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Mr. Aalyson: I didn't \vrite because, to my knowledge, Brenda was writing, and they've 
had <in opportunity, as I unJ.arst;::lld it, to knmv that \·]c are hAving a meeting and to 
appea: if they wish0d. This draft that I have just passed out is a draft proposing 
changes from the Oh~.o Academy of Trial La\vyel·s l Hork1T!\en's Compensation Conunittee. 1 
have h~ld the opportunity to see it last evening, and I think I understand everything that 
they \v<.lnt to do, and we will comment upon it during the cCourse of tlw meeting. Russ, if 
you care to read it and make comments, fine, or if you have anything independent of this 
suggesti0n th<lt you \vant to propose, we would be glad to listen to that. The Ohio Academy 
of Trial La\vyers is on the side of the injured employees. 

•, 
Mr. Herrold: This mi.lkes an enormous number of changes in the Ohio law. 

Hr. Aalyson: I believe thClt befo re we proceed to discussion of this particular item 
th.'ll: \JC should give RuSS the opportunity to b.e li.c.:;rd on anything that you might have 
\wnteJ to spcuk to int.:cp:::nJcnt of this particular thing. I heard from Steve Tedrick 
~·]Lh John Cantlon's firm, and he had the impression that someone was going to submit a 
proposal that tre self-insuring pr'J'lisions of t:,e Ohio statutes be restricted consti
tutionally. Notl, I have heard nothi.ng beyond ~yl:.at I heard in that conversation. 1 have 
seen nothing in writing from anyone. I just thought I would mention it. 

lir. Herrold: I have previously been furnished with a research memorandum on the subject, 
unci I \vill respon.d to thnt in a moment. First, let me say that I am an attorney for 
the Ohio !'Lnufac tU1:'.::rs l\ssocic~ tion which represents mas t Qf the manufac turers in Ohio 
a.1d us such, thdx o1:i(~nt<ltiol.1 is tO~lard manufacturers rather than employers generally. 
Over the years, tht·· Ohio !-!anufac turers Association, more Len any othe.: group of employ
ers lIas spoken ror employers generally in the field of workmen's compensation. For three 
rl-~aScrlS. Their interests J\rc mULe homogeneous than perhaps employers generally because 
th:·y ",':C all erl;...uG-':J. :i.n the Pl"OCCSS of r:lanufacturin:;. And as manufacturers, 88 opposed 
to :::etail pC~'sonnel or sor:,c other c"te,:;ol:L;s of employers, gener;;\lly they hElve a higher 
r>8yrol1. \'Jhich in turn subjects them IriOl:~ to greater costs of injuries than some other 
lo,·::::!" p",i.c:. c ..~i:cJ()rics of. en!ploy:nent. h~ld thi.rdly, manufacturing is probably a more 
hc..~ar;;;ous typ.:; of c:r:,pJ.oYl;;~::t than some others \ibich also contr ibutes to their being 
li,O:ce (lL:cctly ",ffccted 1.>y the costs of compcnsc:':ion a~..d the effects of workmen's compen
,;<:t:i011. Ny olm o~:ientution snl: bc;.ckground might be of some interest to you, a.lso. A 
2,ood bi. t of my pruc t:Lcc in lcm i!l re?resentinJ ec!ployer s in \<Jorkrr.en' s compensation rna tters. 
I huv:.: doae i.t [or .::.Lout 23 years, and a good bit of tilat has been in fri.endly opposition 
to ~:r.Ac;.lyson in court cases. I have served as the chairmun of the Ohio Bar Associa
ti.on's \.;0 rkmcn 's compcn::;ction con~nittee for ttvo years in succession and I served as an 
em:1Ioy::l" rilf~mber Oll the \·wrkmen's compensation advisory council, And 1 now serve as vice
chc:.innnil of tile im,c1.'ican Bar Association's y]orkmcn's compensa::ion cornmittee. But I'm 
here. tod;;;y as a representative of the Ohio Mantlfacturers~ Association. I came to react 
to the rescurch memorandum \vhich ~vas distributed earlier. I think employers generally 
\vould G0 opposed to amendment in the present constitution and I had two basic reasons. 
The memorandum sug:;ests that the one percent limitation now in the constitution should 
perhaps he l."cn:oved. That language is as fo11m';8, "such board shall set aside as a sep
arate fund such portion of the contributions paid by employers as in its judgment may 
be necessary, not to exceed one per centum thereof in any year, and so as to equalize, 
in so far as possible, the burden thereof to be expended by such board in such manner 
as may 00 provided by 1;-\v for the invcs tiga tion and prevention of indus trial accidents 
and diseases." So, in effect our constituLion contains ~ provision permitting the as
s~ssnient 8 08in5 t employ~rs generally of one percent of payroll for the purpose of in- I 

',esti~atiau and prevention of indus trial accidents. Thi.s, of course, goes back to the 
enactment of t:iC constitution. And before that constitutional provision was enacted, 
there was no workmen's compensation. The injured claimant entirely depend£d on his 
right-s .at common law to whi~~h the common law defense applied. And when the constitution 
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Mr. HEson: That's of the contribution, not of the payroll, isn't it? 

Mr. Herrold: Yc,s, it \)ollld be of the contribution. You are very right. And, of course, 
the hi[)iCr the risk the more you contribute therefor. The riskiest employment we have is 
coal miners and it varies down to the office personnel at the botton.. Now, this limi
tation of one percent \o1aS pf:rt of the compromise Ivhich Ivas arrived at Hhen employers 
gave up their COlmnon law defenses which they, before that time, were permitted to have 
in defending against these cases. So, in effect, if you were to change it, you would be 
changing the quid pro quo given by employers whek1. they gave up their defenses. This is 
no little matter because in workmen's comperwation nO~·1 there are very few defenses ex
cept that the inddent didn't happen. None of the CO;llIHon 1mv defenses Ivhich you'd have 
in a sui t of COIT'JTIon Imv arc nm,l availab Ie to Lhe employer. The only defenses '·Ihich are 
available are: it didn't happen, the disability is not related to the event of inj0ry. 
Everybody in the state is interested in the prevention of accidents. And yet, this one 
percent premium tax is levied <1i3sinst the employer. It would seem to me that if any 
change, any increase, in that amount is to be made, everybody in the state should bear it, 
and not just the cn:ploycr. This seems to be vJ!wt the research memorandum overlooked. 

Hr. C<1rlcr: As I read the memorandum, it doesn't recomJllcnd a change in the one percent, 
but rather it rc::ises the question as to \Ihether this is a matter for the legislature 
rather thun a mEtter for the constitution. 

Hr. Herrold: I I'JQuld say "noll. The reason it is here "las part of the agreement arrived 
at when employers gave up their defenses, and by putting it in the constitution it was 
meant to makp it a thing that wasn't to be subject to the whims of political change. I 
would lilce to nwke the po in t Lh,; t this \IClS the bargain struck D t the time and tha tit 
should be a thing not easy to be chan~ed, therefore it should be in the cor.stltuti.on. 

Hr. Aalyson: 1\ couple of questions please Russ. Frankly, I don't kno\,' hO\~ this one 
percent is hundled, hut is it one percent in addition to the premium or one percent of 
the premium or contri")ution made? 

Hr. Herrold: It's in additi.on. 

1·11'. Aalyson: The way the langua:;e is v!ritten it seems as though the industrial commission 
would set aside one percent of the contributions paid. 

Hr •.Herrold: I had thought it \.Jas extra but someone from the industrial commission would 
be able to say. 

Mr. Huston: Is there any limit3tion (~1 the "mounts of the contributions? You mean the 
one percent is figured in sf tel' they establish the contribution to be ~ade. 1s there 
any limitation on the amount of the contribution? There isn't any in here. So really, 
you rlnn't have a lim~tation on the one percent, tech~icallv. 

Mr. Herrold: The one per.cent: really is a configllrat~on at the amount thnt is assessed 
against the employer. 

Mr. Adyson: Russ, \vould your attitude be different if the one percent were in addition 
as opposed to being one percent of the contribution that is already nmde? 

Hr. Herrold: My concern is ttwt it be limited to oue percent and the,t it should be a 
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constitutional thing, not a legislative thing. 

Hr. Huston: Any additional cost is something the employers don't need. 

Mr. Aulyson: I assume that employers customarily, in computing costGtakeworkmen's com
pensation premiums into account. Am I correct in that or would you know? 

Nr. Herrold:! ~yould assume thrt they take all costs into account, but I guess there are 
as many variances as there are employers. 

Nr. ALl1yson: When you sugges.t that perhaps if there is an increase in this cost for 
safety investi~ation~ that it should be shared by perhaps everyone in the state - wouldn't 
it be fair to say that in most instances, at least, the employer would have a method of 
passing along this cost, and therefor couldn't recover it. 

l·ir.lIAn'rold: That assumes, I think, that the employe!.' can just keep ra~s~ng prices vlith
out end, t~hich I wish vJcre true, I suppose, whereas texes can be raised to1ithout the limi
tations of the constitution. 

Hr. Aalyson: l\l'e you proposing that if there is to be an increase, it should be some
t·]ha t in th~ na ture of a tax th(~ t would be imposed on a 11 the res iden ts of the 0 ta te? 

Hr. Harrol.: I'm not proposing any changes. 

Kr. Aalyson: I see. But if there were to be a change you would think that a tax of 
som0. sort· a general tax ~ might be more appropriate. 

Nr.Berrold: It seems to me th3t the matter of health and safety concerns everbody, not 
just em[lloye':s. 

~~. AQlyson: I agt~c with you on that. I'm just wondering what your idea is as to how 
the cost should be distributed. 

Hr. Herrold: I'm just proposing that it should: be left the way it is. I'm objecting 
that there shadd be any elimination of the limitation. 

Hr. Hus..:on: Russ, I had a question. Hhat do you think is the impact of the .occupational 
Safety nnd Health l\ct 1m·]s in connection with this type of activity? Hasn't that some
~'Jhat put the responsibility for safety in anoth<>.r area? 

Mr. Her~014: That is a very excellent question because of what happened in the last year 
in Ohio. S!~:.:lJon Samuels, the head of the AFL-CIO Ind.ustrial Divisio.l out of tolashington, 
has been quoted as pointing out that during the Gilligan adminis tration, labor was very 
pleased in that they hm! been able to put a lot of things together in favor of their 
members. One of those things has.been, and it is not generally realized, a tapping of 
this one percent fund for purposes, the legality of ~~hich is very questionable. Ohio 
did not enter into agreement tvith the OSHA people by ~vhich the OSHA people would have 
tak~n ov<;r administration of the Ohio safety and hewth programs. Instead, it elected 
to develop its own, and it entered into a contract wich the federal government by which 
certain functions of the federal government would be pp-rformed by state people. It's 
my understanding that Ohio employees are enforcing federnl la~lS tvith funds paid from 
this one percent. I have grave legal problems concerning this. To me, Ohio tax dollars 
should enforce Ohio programs, not federal prosrams, and yet that's not what is happening 
nOtl. I don't think the fund should be increased or 1i.mi ta tions should be removed from 
the" "one percent that is estQblished in the: constitution to permit this sort of thing, to 
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happen. I do not like the U~ie 01 these fUllrl dolldrs tn enforce federal progrnms.� 
hilc ::hCJ: t1)(' pro~~r'::lil::: <.;.l:"C good or b.:cl i~; irre levan t, it SeCl'lS to me, for purposes of� 
copsU.tuU.(l'1;11 (~Ljcu~:si.()n. i\:~d I suspc:ct the vul:i.dit)' of \;11[:1: h2s been clone \vill be dis�
posed of at a later elaLe.� 

Mr. lI,-,lyso:1: ;;oulJ LL1t. be cL.:.n(;(,tl by \~l~at's in the c0112tituti.on? Th~t sc(..:ms to Le� 
SOl:i2 thin;;; thD t happ2JlS indepcJ1(:cnt, ~-:lw ther this vhlS a one percent figure or a ten. per�
cent fiZllre.� 

}!r. Herrold: I think my point is \·}hatovcr \'Ws done v)as limited to one pClcent. T"king� 
off tha t limi t<.: Lion \joulcl mu;n the sky is the limi t.� 

Hr. Hu.ston: It just [;~Cer;lS to llie to a dCL;ree tlwt ci.rcumstances h,we cl~<:;nzcd since the� 
consLiLlltion \-,u.s \-irittcn and t:lis provision ,'idS put in there. Inc-:smuch <18 t 1w [edcr"l� 
gover.m::cnt, La " ccrt.:::in exte·i1.L, hcs prcempt(>cl this field, even thou:::;h they Iwvc left to� 
the stu tl: some of the ri::;11 t:, t:leY have thEl t a s ta te 1135 th~ e lec t ion to go one way or 
the other. 

Mr. Herrold: I \-JOuld '~~\'e to suy a couple of things. First of all, the federal govern
ment h"s noL preempted in Ohio. 

Hr. Huston: 11o, t.hot'5 \·}hnt I suy. They have not. 

Hr. Herrold: In some states, they did, Labor here fDvors state control 1"&the1' thc:n fed
eral. he hu.cl t:w OSEA hill co:,]" alo'lg, I t:,ial~ i.n 1970, mid in tlll l£lst scssi.oa of con
gress, there \].:;;; tl1'_' so-called J,ivitz bi.ll \'::Jich chdn't p,lSS but D.oonL \'7hich <: ;;reat 
de:;l oJ.. coaccrn a;lu activity \niS happcnin;. :,11 o[ "::1C stiltCS, in their '<iorkrrenIF com
pens:1 lion rro;:;:CL~:11S, ',>iCrll very concerned about fe<1er<::.l r>l"(;'-;emption, \-londe:inr, ~JIII:: thcr 
it \;as on the \-) ..~y or Cdl 'de: keep stale cOiltrol by upgr ..,dLlg our syst,,;n-.s. Ohio h2s done 
thCit so they nov meet so-caU.cu fedcrDl mhli;;,L;m st.::mdan:s. One of the £O,,} states \}hich 
had. All state &clministratn~s seck to avoirl federal control end are urging uP3rEdjn~ 

of thei;: m-m SystCE1S to c.;ct '.:llis. So I have to say tlla t this is the battleGround ric;ht 
nOlv <rS to \lhich ~.;ay it \-}ill 80. I \-JOulcl ho:)e th ....:t u stal.e cOi1L"nission such as yourselves 
would lc&n toward state control and not take any action which would letin toward federal 
pJ:c-emp tion. 

Hr. Car ter: If you \~ere a member of this commi t tee \'JQuld you recon;mend no clwnge in the 
present provision? 

Hr.. Herrold: I \vou~d.\ Nm, unless there arc further qucf'tions on the one pCLcent, I 
tvould like to shift to another portion of the research memo. 

Hr. A,,:lyson: If the COlT.mittce \-]erc to consider changing the one percent ~.imitation, 

you wOllld still fD.vor a limitation in the constitution? For ex[:mpl~, if ~.!: ~70uld go 
from one to t\-JO percent, you \>}ould favor tlwt ns opposed to removal entirely. 

Ny. Herrold: Yes, I cert<:Jinly \vould, and let me say the reason. It comes from many 
years warkins in the legislative field of ,~orkmen's compensation, [md it is a battle
ground in \dlic;l labor and inJ;.lstry ere pitted hE'[id on. In the past, Democrats have 
generally lined up behind Lhe i.nterest of labor- nnd th8 Republicans the sides of in
dustry. When the Republicans win, legislation fnvorable to employers generally gets 
adopted. When the Democrats control by D substantial majority, legislation favorable 
to the vim,'s of labor is .::dopted. It seems to me it's not a good thing to have the 
pendulum in D. field such as this s~,'ing back "ncl forth. It ought to be moderated in the 
middle by legislative maud.::tc rdther than subject to \vide changes. 
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Hr. Carter: I think you could sny thnt nbout almost any legislative program. 

Mr. Aalyson: Bnt I don't think you see it as clearly as you do in this field. I agree 
\~ith what Russ is saying. 

Mr. Herrold: It seems to ine thnt it is desirable, at least in ~l1orkmen's compensation, to 
have a stelHly cour~jC ch.:lrted in the legislation rather than one marked by wj.dc s~l1ings 

favoring one side or the other. ,I think it is bad t'lhen it happens. And so I would like 
to see a bolance wheel such as the constitutional one we have preserved to the good of 
th(; over.:lll system. I'm delighted to hear Nr. Aalyson say he concurs. 

l'!r. Aalyson: I might suy, for the benefit of the other members, that I h£lve ah~ays felt 
th<\t i~ l<::.bor <:lnd E13nagement's representatives could get to:,;ether and draft something that 
\olaS agrcciible to bOel it ~vould be better than h~vin13 this wide pendulum-liko swing that 
we do h.:l\·~ cvsr.y fe~'l ye.:-xs in Ohio. I t seems tho t we go frou one extre.me to the 0 ther, 
and I G3roe with RUSS, in principle, thet if we could chart a middle course, we would be 
much better for both lr:bor and mana2.~ment. 

1'1r. Hilson: I'd like to raise a question that to me is basically in back of this. I 
m~y be \J1'on('1, but I hud information at one time that indicated th~t Ohio was one of seven 
states \ihich bur a ct<lte monopoly on industrial accident insurance. Other states, I 
understalld, provide r~quircmcnts that in effect this type of insurance be carried, and 
so states h<:1'/C a chotec bc::'\veen the state fund and carnmercial insurance. I object to 
c t ..... t.:e :~'ono?()lics in &ny field. I am \vondcring wbether there would be any r.vortlmhile 
merJ. t in cOl'sidcrin:; li~)cralizin;; this to the point of t-Jhere we could provide some 
competition for the state fund if that is the way you want to look at it. 

}ir. Carter: You mean, no t prohibit it. 

Mr. Wilson: Yes, to mc, social security can be pointed at as a stupid arrangement as 
fGr ~s rct:1,rf.!ment for::,:s are concerned. It was sold to the public on account of its 
1:~vi··16 r~:t:~rencl1t be~1(;fits \'lhich arc not there. It may not be bankrupt but it's close 
:':0 it. r',,1 not say.Lrg this fund is in bad shape but I'm saying that a governmental mono
poly, dd.ch is I.Jhat this is, does not necessarily lend itsdf to the most efficient 
:Gcthou of: opc:::C:ltion. I'm not an insurance agent and I don't represent insurance companc; 
ies, bt:t: I feel thr>t perl-.aps \.;c are overlooking something by not considering whether we 
\lant to do som~thin3 about this Ghio monopoly on industrial insurance. I don't know how 
th~ res t of you feel or t-:hcther you have given it any thought or not, but ~JhEnwe agreed 
to study t'lorknl'~a's cOlllpcnsction, this was one of the things i.n the back of my mind, ~.,hether 

~e shouldn't consiGcr opening this up to allow private enterprise to compete with gov
ernmcntul enterprise. 

~rr. Aalyson: I'm sure Russ might have &ome comments to make about that, Jack. Period
ically there 1.s such a movement in Ohio. 

Hr. Herrold: The last one in 1967. 

1'1r. A~lyson: To permit insurance carriers to come into Ohio and enter into the workmen's 
compensation field, and I have never heard that there is a constitutional objection to 
th~t. Either the thing fails in the legislature or from lack of support. Now, I might 
say this uS a claimnnts representative thDt when we hear about insurance carriers coming 
into the stat(~ that this is a fearsome idea. And yet, ~l1hen we as claimants represen
tatives talk to people in other states which h"ve insurance carriers they say, "t'le wouldn't 
think of having a state fund", and so I guess our fear is of the unknown. I don't 
t:hink~·hm',ever, that anyone has ever raised the point that it might be unconstitutional 
to have private carriers in the state so I don't know that it is necessary that we do 
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anythin~ with the constitution. I'm not prepared to argue one sjde or the other except 
that the legisl<lture seems to take the attitude that it would be constitutional if they 
could pass it. 

Hr. I·Jilson: 1·;orkmen's compensation is now required on your baby-sitter and your dish
,~asher and your house.c le.:mer. I carry liability insurance on my home and everything in 
there for people who are there for any reason ,."hatsoever, and if I have a housecleaner 
in and she gets hurt, my personal insurance will no 10n3er cover it, and I am nO\." re
quired to p.:..y into this. If I'm already cover-ed by private insurance, ~Jhy should I 
h<lve to put into this fund too~ \·Je could allow anybody .:0 insure anybody in the state 
of Ohio as long as their benefits are comparable to what the state would provide. 

Hr. Carter: Jack, as far as the constitution is concerned, "lhat we arc concerned with, 
it says "lD'~s may be poBsed". Hm·, , that indicates to me that if the legislaLure "in 
its ,visdom" dctenlined tlwt private enterprise could do this job that there is no con
stitutional prohibition. So I would be inclined to go along with what Craig says that it 
is a lcgi.s 1<1 tive lila ttcr ta tiler then ••• 

l1r. Hilson: It 1.1ay "1·211 be, but I think you've got this roadblock in here now, it's a 
firmly cnL:renched governmental operation, und itls difficult to get it s\.,litched around. 
1 1m not saying uhf-olutely that it should be, but I thinlc ".'e're payin3 a pc.nalty.j through 
inefficient gove.:nn:ental administration. 

Hr. Curt'3r: The thrus t of this cons ti tution as I unders tood the memorandum ''o1es to remove 
any doubt, [rom a h~al stcndpoint, that such laws were, if passed by the lC3is1at~re, in 
£;;:<:.t valid 1[1\1s llnclcr the: constitution, and I tl1~.nk that's th'2 thrust of this. NOTd, if 
the lc::;isL:.:tur·· d:;cidcd tl12t it ,:nnted to terminate the state compensation operution, I 
see no reaso~ why they couldn't do so. 

Mr. t,'ilson: Could they <1lso 01110:; competition? 

Lr. C.::.r~:er: I thinlc so, because it only S&;TS "1m,s m&y be pcssed". 

Mr. i\alyson: Russ is noddin:; his head yes, and I <:l::;ree. I think it has ahvays been the 
idc'<l t;.a t t!~c lo::;is h: ture coule: do this if the votes \·,ere there. 

Hr •.Herrold: I \';8S involved in the last time or the lDst t\'10 times that' this ~~ent through 
the lezisldture und if t 1,c h:;;islatur:c. ~':::'t" fit, I think th0Y could allm·} private insur
ance. Labor and industry are both opposed to Qllowing private insurance cnd there ar~ 

tHO rc:~so'Cl~: in. the first plt.ce tll.::;rc is no t-1::"Y for priv,~te enterprise to compete with 
fO:1: the simple re<.\son - the stote fund is rOUGhly t,."o billion dollars at the moment. This 
genet-ates 8~~ on that, or $150 million <l year. And so fm~ every premium dollar paid, $1.08 
gets paid out in benefits. There is no way anybody in private industry could compcte 
with that bccLuse he has his taxes, his payroll, his profits, his cost of operation. 

Mr. C.. rter: So does the state. 

Nr. Herrold; RiGht, but nobody else is ever going to get up above the premiums tha tare 
pilid out. So you won't have th.:ct reserve, the income from \'Jhich is allocated tmllard 
benefi ts. 

Mr. Carter: I understand what you are saying. It is a start-up problemi 

Nr. Hilson: That may \'o1c11 be a current financial status. It's just the con:.;ept th~t here 
I am paying private insurance for coverage and nmv I'm going to have to pay the st<lte for 
the same thing. 
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~:r. Herrold: I agt'ce t,]ith you. I think it's ridiculous and the renson th;:t it happene-d 
is th,~:·. it: I·JuS r:wnuated by the .reds. Tile f"cis said "Thou &h<.tlt have coverng~ to be an 
ccceptcble system I·]hich covers one or more cmployee~." Everyone egrces thal this is a 
t~rrible rCbult. The s;,;cond reason tin the insur<.:nce question t~hy in~ustry and lobar are 
opposcl1 to it is tb:t if private finns came in they t·/ould Ivant the good risks whtch have 
10\-1 losses. If you had a state fund lcft, you'd end up with all the bad ones, which 
hus obvious, disasterous results for the state fund. 

Hr. :'lilsol1: It can't be doing that badly if it has that kind of reserve. 

Nr.llerrold-: \Jell, it's been therc sixty years. 

Mr. ;:l1son: r'd say t1L,::y'vc overtaxed the cl':lployers is \~hat they've done. 

Nt" • lIttn'old.:: Tha .. may very we1.1 be. 

t'r. HUf;i:on: Gcttins buck to this one percent, Russ, do you have any reason to k:\CN 

17hy they put u one percent factor in here to be used for investigation or prevention of 
iD~~G~~i~J_ ~cci.~cnts? 

~rl'. Herrold: No, I cc:n' t claim to knm·] about thDt, it W,lS before my time, but it' 5 \wrked 
Ollt <111.'i:.;ht'· I think it's not <:n excessive one u"d in the most recent years I've known 
<lbout they haven't been using the full one percent for the program so the figure can't 
be too far off as far cs need goes. 

11r. EW~Lon: Do you think thet, perhaps, the fact that the employees waived any right 
':0 Sl\C the errlp10yer uld there i.s a limiLation on the amount an employee can recover I 
lie:!.icve, even if tll';: er.:[)loycr has violated the st",te standard, that it was to prOVide an 
(;ql!~li~<H:ioI1 so t:18L tLc statC! could go to the cmploy(~r <.~nd establish criteria or safety 
stanJ.:):ds t11&t t;10 cuployers had to meet in o:(c12t' to counterbalance the fact that: the 
employee. Has t<ndvil1g his gen2rnl common law rights in the case of negligence1 

l'lr.llarrol,l: The..:. sounds reasonable. You mentioned the penalties against employers. 
Th0 meraor:mdlli"';l SU32£S CS removi.ns the fifty percent penalty, and obviously, tllis is a 
thin~ lJhich the Lmploycrs feel is B protection and it should be borne in mind that this 
is pur.:;1.y [l si.mply a p2nalty and the courts have so indicntcd. To take any maximl,I11\ off 
'·}Quld L,::;ain leave the de:;ree of penalty or tbe percentage of penalty bein3 assessed 
subject to the Hide swings which you got when you h~vc changes of administration in 
various politic~l administrations DS they come and go. This 50% penalty, as it exist~ 

no\,~, can be disesterous to a small employer becaase it comes 100% out of his pocket. 
Let IS sny tIl::. t under present 1m} you hove death claims of an 18 year-old leaving an 
13 ye.:tr,'old 1-I1.do;·'. She could receive $112 from age 18 until she died at age 80 Nhich 
~':ould r:l~.ke 0. bil]; risk to an er.:pJ.oycr, if she doesn't remarry. If she remarries, it 
l:ill ternin;.1te. ,And an employer I,-,ould have to p,,-y 50% of \<lhatever that cost is. under 
present Iml1. Tc11dng the roof off would banhrupt any small employer to whom this hap
pens, ,-;:hich is bad. I deplore the concentration of large employers. I hate to see it 
h<'lppcn but it is h~ppeninG, a;1.d I dO.l' t want to contribute to anything that is going to 
squecz.3 out tL€: sr.lall employer. 

~:r. A::lyson: I think that us the claimants' representative, I'm in general agreement 
I'lith 1'1h:"t Russ s<.lys in that regard. I think tlVlt the threat of the penalty in these 
C6ses h2S worked wonders in cleaning up industry so far a~ 53£Oty hazards is concerned. 
I knoN it lws had e n'ill"ked financi~l im?Jct, especially :,,!p{)~'l. tne small employers. I 
suppose there are some small employers Idl0 totally disregard safety, who ought teD be 
run out of busincss, bUl: the removal of the limitations tl10uld cause me some concern. 
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I SUP[)03C Gettin~ hac~{ to the federal income tax Ivhere thCT,; ',HIS 1,0 1i.mit imposed Dnd 
no\-) I·JI,' have to live Idth Ivll.::ltever I'le hc::ve to pay. It m41kes me very skeptical about 
Ycmoving l~nitctions in dIe constitution. 

Hr. Carter: \-Ihat it seems to me is that all I've heard here is to s<l.y "Don't monkey 
~vith it - leLivc thin;:;[; t10ne." 

1'1r. 11'21)'son: There is on the table for discussion a fairly major chance as Russ has 
indicntcd. 

Hr. C<1rtcr: \~el1, from a constitution3.1 \'lriting standpoint, it does seem to me that 
this is statutory lC1: te:.:i..:l. And on the other hcmd I c;m persuaded by the nrguments 
that htlve been pn,scnted tha~ this is one of these things that trying to monkey tolith is 
going to cause a lot of problems. 

Hr. A~lyson: I think that if no one has anything m01."e to say about ~Ihat has already been 
proposed t11.:1 L I should go through the \on:-; tten propos:'ll th[:t is on the table because I 
think I unden; tc:nd \·,11:1t motivated it and I am perhaps in agreement ~yith some of the 
things that are in it. 

~r. C<crter: Before He do thit, first of all I would like to say that the staff memoran
dulU (kd not r.ecou'J.Lc~d any thin;;. The function of our staff, and they have done a be~uti
fill job over the yeers, is to brin;; up matters ~vhich should receive the [.l ttention of 
the cOf:1I:1ittec, so thDt I don't ~-i[lnt you to consider that as a recofi1!nendation. The second 
thin;; I'd lih;: to say is in c!;C) mer,~orandL1m is discllssed the role of these t~vo entities, 
the Burcnu of .hrkmen' s Compensa::ion <:md the Indus trial Co:mniss ion, and I vlOuld be cur
ious to knO\; whether there is <my comment on the structure tl1i't is provided. 

~1r.Herrold: Yes. The: lust par:l:':;X'tiph refers to the comments of Nr. Stringer vlho is 
no lonGer adrainistrator of th~ Bureau of \·:orkmen's Compensation and I interpreted his 
comments ns being more perso;1.::ll than othenvise. Over the YC81·S, the probL~tns thi.,t he 
referred to and have been referred to in some degree in the public press haven't been 
as pressin;:; as they miGht seem to indicate. I Believe, over the years tlley have \vorked 
out satisfactorily. 

Mr. Cdrter: You do not see a problem in this area, then? 

Mr. Herrold: I don't see why there should be a problem, but if there is one, it's more 
legis In tive. 

Mr. Aalyson: I agree. I think \')e can turn to the proposal then. The first thing you 
see clS a proposed change is the adcli tion of the ~JOrd IIdisease ll to the other types of 
ailment th"t mi;;ht be covered by Iwrkmen'::; compensation. I would be opposed to th~ 

conuni ttee Ddop ting the addition or t~le wo::~ lid isease ll I can te 11 you, as Russ can also,• 

\lIhy it cane <J~out I':::, sure. Presently in Ohio if an indivic.iua1 is a Horkrnan in the 
out of doors and his nctivities outdoors fnll on a day when it is 100 below should lead 
to pneumonia, be could not be compensated for that condition because the Supreme Court 
has held th~t under the present statutes this is a disease which is not contemplated 
either in the statutes or in the cO:l~titution and t:le:cefore he is not entitled. NOH, 
I might have S0mc reservations about the Supreme Court's interpret:tion but J do believe 
that this would be a legislative matter and if the legislature wants to include diseases, 
the legif:lDture ought to do it. I don't t~ink its place is in the constitution. Russ, 
do you have any thin;; to say about that, or the other members might have some questions. 

Mr. Herrold: I \·.lOuld agree ~yith you cmd I \vould further say that distinction is drawn 
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between disease nnd occupational disease. 

Nr. A.'llyson: Yc~, disease being a germ-induced problem. 

Nr. C"rter: This is somcthin~ th.:~t the private insur.:mce carriers are handling very 
well. I~'s not for th( stRte ut all. 

1fr. 1.;11s(':1: I think you are openin::; a horrib 1y big Pandora's box if you put th~t ,~ord 

'disease' in there. 

Hr. Aalyson: lIe 11 , as I say, it's motivated by a couple of Supreme Court decisions. My 
0,';0 po:~~_t}_on is t:lt~t i':: 011'.:; does contrect pneun:onV, as a result of ex?osure to the ele
rl\~£.1t!; in !'ti[; \'lork he prohably Ol.!ciht to get compensation, but I lIon' t think it's a con
s ~l tu t :Lana 1. pra:~ lam. 

r·Il'" 8. S O~\., 1(: : Cr<:i~, if "cli..s~<1SCIf ,JcrC\ put in here <is opposed to occupotional disease, 
<:ie; i.d~: £::::om pncwn0nia cont~acted outdoors, toJha t ahout some thi:n;; contrac ted from a fello''.! 
c·!t'p 10y8(; • ~oulJ thrt also b~ a diseQs~? 

nr. Ac.1yoon: HIS been my e~~p(;lrience t!Hlt the Industrial Commission treats that as a 
eomp~:m:;~::llL. sittk'1tion, and I don't thinl~ anybody ob~cct:s too st:.:enuously. For example, 
~.~opJ.e \}11O arc cl1r:;r,:.?;ed in leb ~vo'l:k, t'iho, by virtue of a scratch from a broken glass or 
nr,cdle o~ somcthin;j, or even nLlrs~s who arc infected as a result of exposure in a hos
pi.U-l ••. I'm llf)t sure of a measles C<lSG, but· a staphylococcus infection, the Indus
t:::ia1 Cormnission and the bureau generally tre.:.t as compensable. 

'r!:-. HetTolc!: No problem. 

Hr. li,-.lysol1: I thi~1k it's le<;islatLre. I don't think ,.;Ie need it in the constitution. 

1"11:5 • .1,:·).y: Do yo'! thinl( that by using the vlords "occupational disease" it's so spec
Lie as La prec~l\de t.he kind of thing that you think ought to be covered? 

~·1r. 11:.1.ysorl: \';el1, I think thr: t' s the rCC80n the Supreme Court reached the decision 
it did .;:hen they 5[;1 occupc:\tional diseases, I think, the Supreme Court interprets 
.tlL.t &$ 30mctldn~ othe::: than a germ-induced diseese <:lnd perhnps if the questi.on of, 
for i~ftance, a staphylococcus infection which can be spread 6nyplace as opposed to a 
hospit&l but more lik~ly in a hospital, should get before the Supreme Court. they 
might ~dort the same rul~. I don't knm'l. I t·]ould hope tll:'t they would find some means 
of distinguishing, but they might adopt the same rule. 

}1r. Carte~: In any eventii isn't any thins that anyoue has any sentiment for changing 
in the constitution. 

Mr. A.:;lyson: No, I don't think so. You don't see enough of these cases to merit con
stitutional change. I think il: is a statutory thing. 

Mr. Wilson: It could be thnt the common cold becomes a disease. 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes, it does indeed. As does nearly anything. The Supreme Court has had 
dlfficuFy with permitting a germ-induced comrnon type of thi.ng such as a cold or pneumonia 
from bein3 compensated. The word "disease" appears a second time in the draft. "Zxcept 
for a (lccis:i.on involving the numerical evaluation of the percentage of disability, the 
cL.dmc:nt or the employer may appeal any adverse decision in any case to the court of 
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COl1m:on pleas \·Illicll shnll be prescribed by le\.) h hLre the trial shall be hy jury, unless'
waived, vlith Lite appellant hD.\'ing the burden of proaL" I'd like to stop right there 
because it rrwl:es fOF easier discussion. Nm.J, \.)h"t this says in plain language, I thinl" 
is th,·t except £0r d~cisions involVing the extent: if disability, either party is guaran
teed a trja! by jury in the county \.)hich the legi.slature prescribes, ,md presently, that's 
in the county of injury. And, either p;rty may waive the right to jury, but if you go 
to tri",l, the person Ot· thL' party \oJhich lost c::t the Industrial Commission level shall 
hove Lb:~ burden of proof. Presently there i.s the right to trir 1 by jury in the county 
'oJhcre the injury occurred, or,in some installces \oJhC.:re the contr<:ct of employment 'oJas 
entered into by either party in cases otlv'r than cases involvinG extent of disClbility. 
In tile p(jst, there hi.s not oeen the r,[;lit of appeal to the jury by the employer. And 
presently there is. And l;wt ll:s held to bc: constituti.onal - the GlbSCllCe of t:1C right lJy 
the eGploy,~r. So th.l t this \,,~.)Uld bu<,rantec t(~ the employer as well 1.1S to the L1jurCGl em
ployee tr::~ ri/;hL to tria 1 by jury. The big chan3e from the pr ef:cnt, as I see it, in 
th5.s particubr sentence, is t1l11t t:,e appellant shall have the bureen of proof. Presently, 
the St~ltutes, ,1:' interpreted hy the courts, provide Lit.':t th2 c'ain,&nt sholl have the 
burden of proof even tllOu::.;h he: may htlVC won at tiw Industrial CC:l,mission leveL In other 
'·lords, the C1Tl;J loyer C<in <:p:-'i:" 1 ,mel t:1f:,n tlw c 18 inl,mt hcs to go 1.ihead in caur t and re
prove his casco New, l~Y pcrsoaal opinion is that this is unfEi.r to make the claimant go 
alw2d ,,\nd re-Trove 'his case; once he ~l<1S won 3n<.; yet there is a very valid argument thc.t 
c"n he lL\dc on t"(, other side, 01.' ilt least itls em argument \"hich is often o.dvc-:nced, 
thnl th0 eIil,)l.oyer sboullin' l have to prove a negative. In other \lOrG.s, this has been said 
to be difficult, and I'm SUrE: Russ can prob3.bly expound on that much better than 1. have. 

Hr. Herrold: I don't think "lhy this isn't purely a legi.slative ITtc:tter - the procedure 
that sllould be followed in appeal or not appeal to court. The technical trial lawyers' 
procedural b~rden of proof type m&tter which to me would be hard 0nough to explain in 
the lesis 1", tun~. I don I t l~nO\-l hm,l you '·)OU ld ever exp laL1 it to the pc;op Ie. Now, to 
get to the merits 02: it. To try and do \.;!lc,t I j~:st said is lwrd. The proving of a neg
ative i.e: a pretty tough thing. But it beCOE1l'S even more unreasonable, it seems to me, 
\oJh2n you consider th: t the burden of proof tJ do this ';vould be put on the employer, in 
the Inn:;l1t1:;e propoped, \oJhien is not the p;lrty 'oJho \oJould be getting the money. It would 
seem to 1,~e tl11.~t if you 'oJent so;neth1ng, i.e. money, you should bear the burden of proving 
thot you are entitled to it. I guess th2t's the simplest way to say it. Now, there is 
much more in this sentence th,m just that - the burden of p:coof thing. Up in the third 
line of the cctpit:dli~ed languL1:;e it t<::lks about "mny opp::oal any ad'J'erse decisi.on". 
That's a chc:.n2,c of present lelw n~. And before I expl(~in ,;·,'hot's involved in it, let me 
say thct, ag1.iin, I think it's a lc:;isla:.ive matter. Now, under the present statl,te 'oJhich 
has been in effect since 1959, the only thing th"t can go to COllrt is 3. decision other 
than to the extent of disability which is what this language says. Which means you can't 
appeal to court percenta;~e evaluations, specific violation cases, occupational disease 
cases, and th(rc relaY he some others. This would change all that. Now, ,.,hether those 
should or SbOllld HoL be appenl.:1ble to court, I'm not sure I know the anS\oJ€T to. It de
pends on what or who 1 1 m representing. But, to me, that again, is a legis~ tive matter, 
not a constitt.ti.onal matter, and certainly it's a1\oJoys been a very hotly contested one 
,",'hene-vcr it comes up, ~\)hich :.~ every t,,10 years. 

Mr. Carter: I don't disagree with the thrust of what you are saying but it seems to me 
that \\'hat you are sC1ying is that some thin:;s sbould be in the consti tution, and we shaul': 
not trust the le~islaturc, to a70id this zig-zB2Cing back and forth as it has been de
scribed, but some of these other thinGS, it's best to let them zig-zag back and forth. 
Is that right? It's kind of a jGdgn~nt question as to which should be? 

Mr.Herrold: If they are going to zig-zag, I would rather that the letiislature was in 
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ciwrge of Llwt then the generd electorate, yes. 

:Nr. e,rter: On this specific thing. 

Nt". Herrold: liell, I don't know. I just don't want to tinker t-7iththe constituU.on at 
all for dn,)ther l·Ci'son. i,~(>lve had it for almost fifty years in its present form since 
there lias ~n amenUw021t in 1924, and o\'cr those 50 years the Suprl.me Court has Iwd to 
anSl-ler all' of these questions and we knol-} w!lt:re we stand. \\'c can live with it. Hhy" 
3tart all over a~ain? 

~~. Carter: You lcwyers don't went to h~ve a new set of rules to live with. 

~;r. Herrold: I su[>"ose it m<:}-es Ir.oney, but is the public t-7ell served by it and I don't 
th.lnk they are. 

~tr. !-1ufton: Isn't this point generally that when th;' constitution is Hritt~n or amended, 
ct:;u.::l1y til" ?i.:oviS:.O:l~ i:1 t~), i:C :lttcmt't to t~\~ cc.;n: of tll," quid pro quo for v~riol1s as
~cts in ::Lc com;ti.t:u.:!.01~. Th;~y t~~y to c,wis:Lon '~vcrythi.n0 to protect bo~h sirles becClllsc 
:.:1\(;.1' ~1;'V2 l:1_::L.2~: 7:('.(:I~ced t:l': ::i~hL or increascc ':11.:: rl;,;.llt or sm:letl:ins of that tyr~, and 
1ec,',e til: ir:::,lc,r,,::n:.:-.: UCl1 of t:1,; t. up to t:1e 1,";;::"5]a tU!:,Q. But if the cons ti tution does not 
:1'-' t.2:.. fcre: '.ii :'~l L.ny l' ~:~)l ts as S UC:1 tl:a 1: thc.y nc,,,d to b,d.ancG, they leave tlla t to the leg·· 
is lilturc ~l::,o. Isn't this t;crE:r .. lly t:1C principle of the constitutional prOVision? 

l~r. C~~t:c,:: I t:link I ~,;o'Jh; put it <l li.:::tle dif£(~rently. I thinl, ttst the f'_Inction ,of 
th2 constitution ~~ ona to b~sic~lly say how f~r the legislature can go. WhDt things 
~',;e r(~i~CrVC to the ci:ccct vc;:.::. of t:,e people ':L\U v:;ll,t things tile entrust to our elected 
n:pl:..(~s(:nt.2U:vcs. T,'n' theory of plcn::lry po:vcr" theL the legislatun ean do all those 
i..U.l'<;s t:1.'(: .;\rC': ;10:: p:C'hi'i:i.t2d b; the constitutio:-... There ere cases like this t.d1ere it 
is L:n..::,le.:,:'~' GO t;lut t~:c cOl\·titut!.on docs ZC:t involved sayi.ng "Lat'lS r,ll.ly be passed to do 
t:,us and se'" '..;hi.e!'. l,-<.\).Cs it C1C<l1' that t~H~ le~islcii:urc hus l:he pOt·H~r. I don't think 
~lut'G in conflict with ~hal you tire sayin~, it's just a little different way of looking 
c;t it. Iibo sugg8steJ thiiJ mnendn1cnt? 

~·';r. ,i\Lllyson: The Ohio AcaG,"my of Trial Lm-;ycrs ha.s a workmen's compensation committee.; 

Lrs. Smile: And thi.s propol::.:lJ. came from that corrunittee? 

Nr::;. Avcy:. r'm not sure I understand somethip.g. The fant th2t the claimant now has the 
hurdcn of proof, that dcesn'c arise directly from the old constitutional languBJe, does it? 

~·:r. Aalyson: It arises from statutes. 

l~s. Avey: So that by including the appellants' having the burden of proof, you're, in 
effect, pi"e-Cr1pti.ng uhat the statutes may provide. 

Nr. Aalyson: Yes, that's correct. I'd like to respond now to tvhat Russ says, speaking 
froITI a claimnnt's standpoint. I reiterate - I am claimant oriented in these cases. I 
helieve that there w:y be Gomethin:; desirable i.n this langl13;.je in an attempt to prevent 
the sec-si:'.'..Jinc; tvhich does ::;0 back and forth in the legi: lature. One thing which I did 
no" cover Lnld I only got this (dr;t:ft) yesterdc..:y Dnd had an opportunity to look at it 
last ni::.;ht ..md Russ has caur;ht me on it and it is true. I believe thtl.t this provision 
as it presently stands, wc.uld guarantee to an injured employee, and maybe the guarc:ntee 
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is m~lch more signific<'1Ht to hil.l than it \Yluld be to tlle em~loyC'rt but .:1180 to the em
ployer, the rl::,ht to uPpcCil to a COlIunon pleas cOllrl: froel all adverse decision ~.;hich in

•
 
volves en occup<,lional dioease. lIS SOirlCOne \l1ho represents claiu1<.mts before th~ Indus

triol CO!1nllission, I C<ln see no reason \'Jhy there should be <lny differentiation in the
 
right of ilPP'2<11 bc:t\~een. an injury and ':111 occupational di.sease.
 

l'1rs. Sowle: Craig, are you saying that under the present statutes there is thvt difference? 

l'jr. Aalyson: There is that difference under current statutes. 

•
 Mrs. Sowle: And this would chan~e th~t.
 

•
 

Mr. Aalyson: A clD~nant who is injured is entitled to appeal an adverse decision to
 
court os opposE~d to the claimant '.'ho contracts an occupation;]l disease. He cannot appeal.
 
Nov.], I can sec no ranson to di.fferentiate bet'o','e~'n these t'.vo. I ':11 not eveh sure that •••
 
l';cl] , the cL.ffcrcntic:tion comes by ~vay of court decision, primarily, \vhich s;:;ys t.h:;t be

Ciluse of the ,..'iJy the cons ti tution is \,lorded there is c:. dis tine tion be t\')een inj ury end
 
OCc 1 lpD.tional disca~c. 

Nrs. SOv,1le: They eeL th,;t from section 35? 

• 
Mr. llalyson: Yes Dec(jllsc' the constitution mentions both death or injuries Dnd occupation;]l 
discDse, the court l1<:s SHiel thr.t this n::~<.ms t!lr,l t11"'rc must be a distincti.on between the 
t,,1O. In ny judgment., tlv; d,afters of the conntitution, ,md I have no basis for saying 
this except a perso~al feclin3, n~~ut to eularnc the concept by using occupationd disease 
i.p.. the constLutinn rather t[-;<1n to make it restrictive by riluking a difference. They 
wanted to cover both injuries and occupational disease. 

•	 Hr. Carter: But this says that the lC:.iislature may pass Imn3. 

Nr. A.• lyson: Yes, "'ell the lcsislatllre has not suid, as far as I can see, that occu
pational diseases ID&y not be appealed. 

Hr. Carter: They have not? 

• Mr. A ,lyson: No. The Supreme Court has said thot occupational diseases may not be ap

pealed. Am I correct, Russ?
 

•
 
Hr. Herrold: Thilt's ri::;ht. It's based on the statutory interpretntion of the 1959 amend

ments or th3 !S63 amendments.
 

Mr. Carter: But the remedy is legislative. thouZh. 

l'':r.Herrold: Conlplc,.ely so. t\nd this argument comes up every time the legislature con
siders \wr1~menIS compensi:.ltion. 

•	 Hr. Aa~ys(ln: I Jisilzree just a little bit. I tbi.nl~ that th~ Supreme Court has gone 
bac~ to the constitution and said that because the con8titut~on differentiates between 
injury and llisease, ViC r.1USt diffcrentiate. And because the 5 tatutes allow appeal for 
injury, and don't allow for disease, we think there is a distinction. 

•
 
}jrs. SOIvlc: Rut the statutes in fact say "injury" \\lhen they arediscussin.; appeals.
 

Mr. Aalyson: Ritht. 
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l·!rs. SO\vlc: l.nd the [;cncr",l ass~:nbly could add occupational disease? 

Hr. llulyson: Yes, I thi::tk so. BL.t:r. also thinl~ that the constitution aLIght to guarantee 
t:Le d:;hl: of jury tt'i~l for eilher injLl1:y or disease. I don't thi.nk thi.s shaulL! be left 
to the lc;~jslaturc. If there is a jury trial, this should be guaranteed by the consti 
tui:i.on .:mJ there should be no distinction r.woe between injury and disease. 

t~rs. 50".-.'1(': At present". !:r..:.s says nothing about appeal dl1les it? It does permit doing 
aw~y with trial by jury, doesn't it? 

Hr • .I\',11y30n: The p~:esent act docs not talk about trial by jury. 

M~s. SOI:.,;le: 11m I right in saying tha t sec tion 35 does not require trial by jury in 
thc!;c cases? 

~;r. Aalyson: Section 3S docs nor. even mention it. 

1·11:. HerrolC1;: And many s ta tes don't hnve trid by jury. 

Mt•• Sawl.:~ Yes, but isn't it because section 35 could be interpreted to permit no trial 
by jury? 

}:r. Anlyson: It could. 

Mr. Herrold: I believe it could. In fact, if you go back to YO!'.r theory of workmen's 
c.or'1[kns;;:tion) it ill to have an expert administrctive agency which decides these things 
£od their decision is final. Now, we've eroded that in Ohio) and what he proposes would 
~ro~c it further. 

~Ar ••:'. .. lysrm: The idea of Ii: or1-':ll1en 's com!?ensa tion is that you ~.]Ould have an expert admin
istrative jody and they would toke care of these things, But in Ohio this just hasn't 
hi.i Ppd1(;d • Po1it it: 3 has been I:.:-te key f ac tor, itse:ems to me) in the adminis tra t ion 0 f 
'.:ol:bncn's ccmpensc.tion. You not only set a cha:1ge in legislature but you get a change in 
~;ovc.;:no:rs and ~]hcn you zc t a .:.bc:mg~ in <jovcrnors you ge t a change in the makeup of the 
Inuu;3Cl.-ial Comrr.iGsi.on and thi.::; is something tLat should not be. I think that \ole should 
try a:.; closely as \ie can to restrict thts thin3 an.d spell out what can and cannot be done 
unu what !:ights 511£111 &nO shall not e~~i~t, ilnd I don't think you can leave it to the leg:' 
isl~ture. Post experi~nce says you cannot. 

Hl."s. 80\:le: I think I heve Dick's problem with all of this and that is, so much 0f it 
sou::J.ds lib:; legisl<3tivc material and hm} do you decide which sort of legislative material 
ought to be i.n the consdtution and which kind shouldn't. 

1'ir • .<-\.:...ly50:': It's the sal,~e thi1l8 we had in the elections and suffrage. the initiative and 
refcrcllttu!:'.. l;hat are you goinZ to rcs~rvc to the people? What are you going to guarantee 
an.d \Jh&t ere you not. It's B mdtter of policy, I guess, a:--d judgment, 

Mr. Wilson: How far do you trust the legislature. 

Nr. Aelyson: Yes, and in this field, I think He agr.ee thrt you can't trust the legisla
ture. I ""ish you could. I \l1ish you could st J{: this pendulum Soling. as Russ does. I 
think it \)ould be better for both sides,_.b.u.t it hasn't stoPP8d in the eHtire history of the 
\vorkmen's compensatioll act and ~vhethcr you want 1:.0 put: particulal' things in the consti 
tution;- of course, is going to be a matter of judgment. But I think we ought to 
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uy to	 s top the pendulum here. 

N:rs. 50\11.(': lIas <'ny C<lse evc;r been In"ou[;ht claiming :m equal protection of the lal'] problem 
,,,iLh pen-;,L:tin..; trial by jury io tho:: case of injl'.rlJ:~s 2nd not in the case of occupatiol1Dl 

•
 discC1se?
 

f.lr. Aa1yson: To the hest of my knm,)ledge, no, and it mny t~ell come up some ti.me. 

l<rs. Sm"le: lin; not sure ho~] good th.:..t ;:.r6u:,!~nt viould be. 

•
 Hr. j.alyson: Y()u :::,;ct ~)ack then to the ~upn;.~t;~2 Court inter~retition of the constitution.
 
YOllln.: tnlkLl':' ;:,;bou.:. the fou-:tcC.:nth <..;\;1C:1dl,;,::nt to the £C'c\,~rt11 constitution.
 

Hr. C':'J:tC]~: I "ouIe; S!.lSpC~'.:t thaL this cl<:.:'sificCiU.on '·)QuId not he unr'':i~;onub1.e th,:~ 

\..l:'~Y tL(, [) La tOl ~c is. 

• Yr. L<'ilyso:l: I t!d"l'. Uvt t':e point t·le !lave here emJ c:;bout tdd.ch \ole are discussing 
p!~c:; ',;'n t ly :l:;, S:ljLll(~ tb.:::c he <.:, diff(;l"entir, t';.on be t\.'(',~n t~!C 1'i<;h t~: 0 f r»'w 'd~o is inlJY cd , 
\·]~:_crc	 1>~~ r~.~ ~~~ n£ L", l()[l<.li.;'~ (;('-:;1<, \j~'; r::!~)or;(>:l to one. I.'c~r1 i.e: ps '-: ~ h i.:}l O~~· L i.shf:.'1- c1 is·· 
L~hj J tty b(..'CLt'.tf:.~ L~= t>~·s b1··(_~thc(i i:·t iJ1..jl~l'·iotls G~J~~ ts. opinio~ there shoul~ be ~o 

d .~,[-; t -Lr: c 1.: i.on. 

• 1:1~~. C... :-~·t·._1r: ~j'.':_::l. I:C I ·:.~C!~:: tQ ~~C'.c.c.pt thrt prc:-:li('c, ~nC. r l n1 5.nclic.cd to t1;:Lnt it's ~t 

1~C~:~O~1:.-blc 0:"1;':'.) i.snf'L~ :;Le ~·,!.',,),"·;;·2I;'L sti.lI in [~_~OI:t of L:S '"~: to t.;hethQr tlH?t i.s statutory 
or c0nstjtu~icn~1? 

J-!j'. A lySOil: 2(~L[;r)s, l',n}c,;,; you :i;';'::IL to look at:: le...;id.ative history. It's political, 
it-'tl 110t l(.~~l;:.~lr::.t:L"v~_·.) it .sCC!'i:S to ~T:G, ri~hL i1C·,J. 

• l';r.Herrold: The lq;islc,turc is poli.tic<.:l body.[J 

l~j:. ~IuEton: runcLa:",nt;:-~lly, your constitut.ion;}1 f>r'ovisiol1 in b~,,'e I~,<S m:::rely to elim
inat::: tllc r..f):~'::::ou ld",l ri3hts of tilE.: t:1";\)loyc.r (.~l',d rhe t2r~"1ploycc~ or to J i.n1i t thcrn.. Th&i.: \\l~S 

thc purpose of .Lt, rat.ilCT tll:~,to s,)cl1. out t1:e (~eutils of T,v:12t hLpnens c:f(:er tl,o,:;e l'i~,hts

• huvc b,;en \·}[:i.;c;:';. T: you loc1,. &t the cons ::i:':lltio;~Cll provjsion, this 2ctuc.11y 3D,ve the 
le[,5.sLtllj~c tl'.<.: d Gilt to C:1<.lcl 1;1<,'S tha" diJ pro'ii-de fo,,' these ricihts, did it not? 

• 
Hr. Ad.ysan: I su;;pose it do, but the idea, I tl;.i.nl:, ci:f the constitution IJes not only 
to do this but it \JJS t.o p~ov:dt! t::l2t persons ",:10 I,,'e::e injured by their erf',ploy:nent \vollld 
receive cninpcnsc:,tion, i:lUc1 ynu don' L provide tr:ct if you lenve it. up to the leL;islatun~ 

to 3D)' t:1.:Jl tt.e pcrSOI1 Hho h;:;s en ()c._~upr,tLOlli,l clj.seas(; cc::nnot be: compcnsc:ted except under 
very stl'ict rt!le~·'. F()j: c;wmple., [,n inliv:Ldual I,ho is 9:1'/0 disc::blcJ bec~usc of silicosis, 
p1"es(~Etly, in C:lio, L-; nol: entitled to 1 pe:n:1Y of con~pe:;.s<.ltion. The person \o.'ho has one 7" 

•
 
disc::biU.ty l)y \,'o.y of injur'y is entitled. rio,,' the purpose: of tIle constitution I think viClS
 
to provide thilt eve::y person ""ho was dis;:.;blcd by rC.:1son of occupational exposm:e or in

jury W&S entitled.
 

Mr. C~rter: I don't agree with thet. 

!'Irs. Sowle: It just says that 1;;W8 may be p"ssed. 

1'1r. Aalyson: Ye's, hut the ffiOVemel1 t i tse 1 f v.'us to ge t ElVJay from the idea of employee 
•	 suin0 employer and to get it into a situation "here, i.f \)8 beli('w~ \vhat they say, ir.c1us

try \'JOuld ~(ssume the burden of tI,e cost of this type of thing .. 
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Ft:. Hus Lon: But re.ally. doesn't iL ;;0 on to say tha t law: may be passed establishing a 
:.jO~ rd h'hl(:.~1 may be c'mro"~(~l:cd to classi:Cy occl:ralions accordiuiJ to hazard, to fix rCltE.·s. to 
cC1 11ec l: and to dcten:lil1"~ all rights of cl<.1imants thereto. 

l'~l. A.:.:lyson: I don't question \olhat the constitution says. I'm questioning whether what 
ic k:P? ..~!.d.n.:; ~ias vJ"n.. t;w cons Li tu tion in tended, wha t the lU()VCmen t intended. 

r:ir', Uilso;1: Tl.;,ls is <1 throwback to the arr;lIment I hnd back in the Taxation Committee 
that we ll~ve a devious legislature that they interpret this the best way to suit whatever 
ne.:ds they have. 1 f m i.:[;l~dn[\ nm,} about corporate income tax being called a franchise tax, 
so ti1r.t it ,:or2St1't meet the requirement tlwt i.t must go back to the county of origin. Do 
,·}e est~:jli~;h jllSt ~~encr<11. pri.nciples in the constitution <:ll1d leave every thine up to the 
1e<~isl<ll.u::e or (20 \Jctry to spell out a lot more than tve should? 

~~::. i\id.T;c:l: I thin!: thnt if I·Je 100k at this historically. t·JC find thClt employers Ivou1d 
h;::vC' prcL~l":"'~J. L) st·i.lY in th2 :;;.tuution ',;hich they '.J2rC il1. The majority of the populace 
du~ idCll 1:>" t it \1..l$ D. bad situ;: tion c:nd dec ided tha t indus t1:Y should pick up the tab for 
i~jury and/or occupational disease. 

t<'r, .\r1.yson: Yes. And l/hcn ::'his constitutional p.rov~s~on was enacted. I think it I-Has 
the intent: t!V'L there should be a pr.ovision for compensf'ti.on for injury or occupctional 
di~~~~:. ~s it happcacd th~rc is a provision for injury but there is a1m0st none for 
c~cllp3i.:i.on",l di3'~i1H:. At leas t the serious occup" tional diseases. 

l-;r. Herrold: lieU. that's overstating it. 

~r. Aalyson: (~less you arc tot~lly disabled by reason of the occupational disease. 

!'1r. r;p.rlcr: Cr<:i.C;, I still thi.nl<. too t the thrust of this constitutional amc'ldment toJas to 
S;lY t!1;;L t::r,:tc is no quest:ion that lm"s can be passed to do these thin:3s. I think that 
,:J;, J.:sdJ.y the thrust of it in 1912. There waS a big question whether the laws <,vere 
valiJ tl,,; t \·lllr", passed. 

~r. HusLan: Actuully, the courts had held them invalid. 

Y:,·. i\(ilysO;l: Yes thClt vl[;'[' G'ne t~lin6 but I think that the basis of the thing vJ8S to provide 
th:~t t~lC::'~ tJould he. 

Vr. C..:r':cr: No, the.t's \·;lwn: I part company ,dth you. I think that the constitutional 
am·:':lLI:i:(.'at sc:y~; th·->t th: le;;is].Clture h ..,s the right to do these things. I think~~that Has 

t;".: th::~;:;t of t:::is constitution"iL (If!;endlr,~nL:. Now, if ,ole do \'7hat you're talking about, 
~:'~':;:,: (~::LJ'1;~;La.;::'t, I',:, not s~)':''1g it isn't u vnlid argument. BLlt "e're then saying that 
ele CCT18titlltion sholl n,~mJa,.c this I-Ihich I don't think i.s what the amendment hed in mind. 

I':1:"5. SOI·;le: Yes I agree \Jith you Dick. I thi.uk the historical perspecti.ve on it is 
?::oL';;')]y thao.: dH: nlC'vcr,:cnts in favor of !.olorkmcn's compensation and to ch~n;;c the COW1r.on 1a\v 
j::.lle; t,'"S silcceL0.in;; on <.1 lc:;islative levC'J_ <mc then the courts tJer-.: cominci i.n and saying 
the J.c:,;i;; 1<1 tm.:es can't do tha t. end then tlw changes in the can!'; ti tu tion were to change 
the courl inL.07·r>ret;;tion of the lC3islut:ion. It \·}[.s the same movement that resulted in 
the lc~~~lati6~ an~ the ccns(it~tional ch~n~csJ hut different things were done in the 
c(;m;ti.~:JLion. I do h",ve ;:rollblc' ",i.t.h ;;.11 0':: th.is If:gislative material in it. I understand 
t!l'.; ;Jrollc.u of the shift from O:1e general assel~lbl.y \:0 elC next. 
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il2,rel2in;j on \-.lh.:Jt the LmguClS;c should Le. 

11r • .<\a1Y50n: Cne of the reasons tha t you \·12rc Dble toa:..;ree is th.:\t you had <l split 
gencr.! c:.~;s('mbly) yOll sec) so it behoow'd c,ve:-yboc1y to get the best they eQuId. My m.m 
feeling is theH VIC ought to try to civoid this shift. Too often \Je don't have a split, \\Ie 
have one side or the other controlling anll \vhnn you do, the pendulum takes off. 

Nr. ~errold Everybody deplores it i.n the practice cnd everyone \\Iho is on the commissi.on 
deplores it. If enough people keep doin3 that maybe we'll be able to slow it down. 

Hr. A•.!lyson: In fifty years they haven't done it. 

Hr. Herrold: On the question of jury gUD.rantees, many stntes have no jury trials in this 
SOi"t r£ thinr;. 

}tr. Carter: Do they have the right of appeal, dlough? 

Nr. Herrold: On questions of law) only, in r,~,my states. Here ~ve have law and fact. But 
if you ..Ire goin:; to do thu t) this doc-3rt' t even ZO far enough. It goes as fer &s cl<1:i.mrmts 
would ";ant , hut not all tLc \\10)'. There <lrc ~vays you coulcl go further. You could appeal 
to couet on pcrcenla~c of dis~bility. And I ~U=~8St you have utter chaos if you did that, 
to hav~ the jury decide - is this ~an, beeDI se he has a crooked finger, 3% or 5% dis
abled. Certainly yOll don' t \v~n t that. 

Hrs. SOI-,Ie: The t:r:ial by jury is a trial de novo? 

Br. Herrold: Yes. I think V1C: \nuld bE' much be. tter off i.f wc ',;ent to court on a record 
for the jury to consider rtither lh.~:n lettin;; the fC1ctS shift [ot each of the hLarings. 
We used to do this in Ohio, but in 1955 we went ~way from it. By legislature) a~~n. 

Hr. Carter: This is a very difficult problem nnd it comes up. ~n many areas of the right 
of an appeal from an administrative decision. Itls a tough one. 

Hr. Herrold: I suhmit it's better decided by the legislo:ture than by the electorate, 
who could hnve h(O~1t'inbs and argue back and forth) c::nd be subject to chcmges if it dOE.'sn't 
Vlork out. That's one function th[,t the pendulum shifts serve, correcting thin3s that prove 
not to be 300d. Whereas you do cast it for 50 yeers worth of stone in the constitution. 

Mr~'. SOtJlc: That's vcry true. lIm" was it that injury and not occup.;tional disease got 
into the statute? 

Mr. A~lyrn~: T ~on't know but I would have to guess that a very strong lobby from the 
employers kept it 0Ut:. They don't ~v.::lnt appeal to a jury probably as much as the clsimc;nts 
\vnnt it. E::C(~pt in the present dby, thcreare more appeals going to the jury by employers 
riJht now because oE the makeup of the Indus trinl Commission than there: are by claimants. 
You see) it's one of those t.hings that depends on vJhose ox is being gored. 

Nrs. Sm"le: And the t~vo sides do not alv,ays have confidence in the objectivity of that 
bO<lrd. 

Mr. Aalyson: And widl good reason. 

Hrs. SOIvlc: I'm not really proposing this) bl.lt nlnybe your objecti.on ~vould be t<ken care 
of in the constitution if there \,'cre some kind of constitutionail. provision requi.ring that 
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\,\" ... ·:·cvor ':!"c~:L:!L.>:1l of ~l[)P(~.:;i L: 1l,,:de by ;:tc:l:L1Ll~ muf.;( be Jone by statute must l:e dot.1e ;}c
1."O~.~) t.r·.(~ oO.:l 1.:<.1 :c.Jr ulJ. 0;. Lhc0C: tbin2,s til-:''i:: o-:,... c covr~reJ by lh0 COIaSi.tttutiOil. 

• 
M~. Aalyson: Except o~cupationa rl~bC88CS, she's talking about. 

•:.:::. 1\':11Y~;(}l: 'kt aot t':l a jc:ry. ~TcLtb::r side fi:Dy i.ppeal occupational disease to a jury 
riLht nml. 

t·:r. Herrold: Ri~h i:. 

~,_:,,~. 6:'\u1)' }~i on: 1il" ina ndi..:i:~1US L~C t :Lon '~\'h i.e il rt~S ul ts in 99~~ of thE. cas ~~ J if there i.B any •·~Vi.llL:;;<·c L0 ~·;'J.2:~Ol"t th·2 lo\':el.~ bo2y's C~(··,:;is:.o::, y(~~t le,i've it is ct stcrlds b(;cuuse t~._l' 

C:)I.': ~ do::::::'.':: 1!~;n:': ::0 .>~.::. :bvolv·.~d.. You c,n ~... ::>[>(',d. unythinz if yOll ~':Ln:: to, but it : 
not L(~ .~" :)l:w~:'::Lc~~l r::'2~:1:')\'1 of Ch<'-:·i]~ino it. 

1',':-. So'."': ~;hi.lt 1'1:, :;L,..:<,c:sth'l.~j is th;~t the cons:itution noL deal \-lith \·.'hethcr ot' not 
th",t':: i;>,()~tlcl:)i'. d?:l::>al, t;.-:Jll lJy jlt,'-y, but provide that whenever statutory &trangemcnts • 
i.!r~~ l·••Z.I~:. f-Tl t:~·.. i: l:;';~~Pl.~~~'~: :::~l.lst c(p."cr C:c£..~:h, injury, or cL:cl1pnti.oncl diser:sc. 

~:l~. t\;;.J.y;:·;on: You ,1l~r:~ :):tti:1 c> ;'.ni::o <.in ,'rca that I h;;d ori;:;inDlly sU6:.:;~st·ed t,~ this com
L::,i:;':'>; d:,t;s ::.~, l:::, C;:Lo 'I'-:~.:;l L':\.;ye::·s J\:3sod.ation but ~.;hich they apr>3ren t '," f·;:l~ ~~as 

I:Ct: ::;:).f':Lc:i.cnt:. I ;"l ..~:><;;::~,_l th<.>t tllL':Y co:r;,": up \·.'::'th son:e L:mzueze ~\'hich f,.1Ould provide 
l::,·~t t:lc:re ~}0~.il'~l b(; G.C ':;l.[fi;rent~_~IL:i.on in tLe la\~ be(:l','2(!11 tCH' h"ndlin::; of injury <lnd • 
r)·:c. ?<.iL.on.,i Cl.LSe~::;c eJ.dms. 1'10>.7, h':,ether they hrcl di:::ficulty ,·Jith t:12 language cr' 
u\<1t) I <.10'1.' t b10;:. But: ie seer:·:;d t'1 me th~t if yo'J. provide [or no discrirdnation be-
L')c~~n lLc! t',,;o, ,:llich I i.::i!lk tho; consti.tution iutenc1ed ·originally, thc:n I ti:ink thct 
'.:Ok1J.c; !),~ s<1l.:isfc"Cloi"Y. I think tllc1t V.:::"m they o::ddec: occupatiorw.l diseases, they meant 
tn ~e ~[re that occup~li0n21 discases wouldn't be overlooked and the Suprewe Court has 
:,,,Lzi::~ -,PO;l ocCUp"tiOllill <:L.:,;ease Deind, lisLcd .:It' a Sep02ratc entity to make a distinction • 
>~t~.'('cn injury .::;nc Occu~.:3.ti'::n&} ciis(:(1se in som,' arees of dte right or apperl) for example. 
So I thin1-': dwL h'ikt you <11'e sUGgesting ~\'ould proL~bly be a £ood L:,thod or C1i::r~V~nt; at 
t;lL if som(~ lan:;tl["';<~ could oe re8chccl. i.nd I couJ.dn't. I sat down maybe 6 months ago 
to t:'y ::0 come up oi.th SOll~e lan~ua~e und it's difficult. 

:C'::-. lI'l~;(:nn: T'r.l not too famili<:lr \"ith this \~hole a1.'''" but, generally spc3king, apper-Is • 
fJ:om ..cirt:ini:3tradve Clj;en;;ies t ge.1erc:lly, <:n:~ not to a jury. Is that not riGht? 

~<r • .Aa lyson: I don' l: ~m()w. 

Er. Herrold: That I s right. This is one of the fe~.; exceptions to that. 

•~;r. Huston: Yes, this is one of the f~w exceptions. Normally, it's an appead directly 
to bie court. 

Mr. Garter: Because they are generally highly technical. 

M~. Huston: :~~ause the administrative a,~~ncy has been created by the legislature as an 
nrrn,9f the legislature to deal with the technical orcas that they have felt the courts • 
and jriries are noL really c0L~etent to deal with. Do you think that, by, you might say, 
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eliminating th<ll conc:c!'t yon arc really going beyond Yihat the administrative agency has 
been created for? 

l':r. i •.1yson: I think that the .cdI:1inistrative azency YJas created to m,ke it easier for a 
clairi,unt, C.m injured employee, to get compensation to ~'ihich he YJas entitled. Hell, it 
hasn't t."orkcd out that tvay. And, YJe keep advel:ting to the idea that the admin:is tl:ative 
agency uecomcs a political animal, and it does. Russ can probably cite equal numb~rs of 
cases YJith we uhere you rl'8ch a bad decision, and it seems to become political. If that 
I'Jere the intenti.on of the cons Litution ori,;inally, it hasn It t-lorked out. And I don't 
know how to change it except by amendment to the constitution to restrict not only YJhat 
the legisluturc CB11 do but what tile administr<:ltive agency can do too. 

Mr. Huston: Appeal directly to the court without a trial de novo before a jury. You 
appeal on the record to the court on ques tions of l8lv and fac t. 

Mr. Herrold: I don't see how it can be any eas ier f.or the c lnimant to tvin than it is now 
if you are going to have any rules. I suppose whenever you have rules, somebody is going 
to be on the wrong side of them. 

Nr. Aalyson: Speaking from the other side, I don't see how it is Dny easier for the em
ployer to \17in thnn ie is nm·). I think thaL the right to a trial by jury is not something 
that should be left to the lvgislature, in 1·lOrk.'T,Cn 1 s co:npcmsation or in anything else. I 
think tlwt ,>'11cn YOll m:e cond.ng dmm to a very h.:1sic right, the right of a mC:ln or of a 
I-IOIK:n to be cD::.ipensi.lted for an injury \'Jhich he has receive.d in his Y]ork, and I think it 
is a basic ri.ght: - there is a conE:titlltion that permits it, that you've got to give them 
alon~ with that the correspond{ng right of a trial by their peers. 

Mr. Huston: Not to put tvords in your mouth, but do you feel that (lue to the fact that 
the constitution<1] provisioa elimin<1ted c:my riGht that a \-lorkman and on employer h,;ve under 
the connnon law that a right to a trial by jury is something that Ivou1d h,we existed by 
the constltution? 

:Hr • .<\a1yson: This constitutional prOV1Slon car.1C nbout, I think, because it: hc:'d been dete:::
mined from laDS experience that the right Jhich the claimant h~d to the employer was, in 
fact. no r:i.;;ht at all. lIe had the dpfenses th~:L t-Jere imposed &0ainst him t·/hlch cut him 
out on nllm'~rous occasio,ns cmd he certainly didn't have the financi&l resources to go in 
aga.inst tile eDployer GIld so t:12.Y felt th&.t it YJ3Sn't a right. This is an abstract prop
osition. 

Hr. C,rter.: ~,rh<il I think this was is to give the legislature the right to make that 
detel~ination. 

Hr. Aalyson: Yes, this may be true, Dick. I follow your logic completely, except that 
I think thr't htiG the legisLlture not done anythir.;;, \vc I,ould hnve gotten a constitutional 
provis ion 3nyhO'.v. The mover::en:.: \',,,:5 to provide compensa t ion but to Ie t the legis la ture 
say how it is going to be done, as is nearly always the case. But the legislature, I 
don't thin~<" has responded to y;lwt the inwnt toJa" or the motive for this constitutional 
amendment \.;>hich was to mal<e indus try bea!:" the burden. 

}1r. C2r tel': 'i.fua t is the thrus t of the second sentence? 

Hr. Aalyson: "No latv may be passed YJhich makes the right to receive compeRs.ation de
pendent upon the interval between injury •••• " 

Mr. Carter: ~~t's the probl~m? 
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~r. ALlysou: The prohJ~m th~r8 is thrL, cgain, we're gettins into an occupational diqease 
,ore:,. 1n til,., oCCUpkitioaill d:i.se[\sc statutes. tbere arc' limitations us to. in some instances 
~·,:)t ah;:Jys, ;.:nd t!l:'fC deal nosLly ~,]ith l:;h<Jl;jtion of inju!'ious substances, th2reare some 
limi tD l:J.oas ~s to hO\1 lon~ th~ crr:ploYl~rj stl.,ll have heen exposed be for..: lie is ep.ti Lled to 
~eceiv(-! compensation for un occupat5.oncl disease contr,:l.cted. NOt"', a lot could be said a
;)C"t tl'c lo;:,ic of ti,at situ<ltion. I think it's fairly loJell medically accepted that people 
ere diff~rcnt in their responnes to exposur~ to injurious elements. I, for example, can 
~,)aue thl'o~l~;ll poi.son ivy, but several of lay l~ids cen't even talk ubout it Hithout Jetting 
it. Some i)Q~)ple can lneathe in sor.1C injul'ioLtS substances and not be affected substan
tidlly; sO":e p(~orle can breath.; the:l:l in and he affected right now. Imposing a length 
of t.i.n~·~ ~·:llj.ch they nmst be cxpo~':e<1 before they can recover even if they contract the dis
0QSC s~cn2 to ITa is illoZicul. 1~ese Occ~?&tional diseuse statutes are so invol~ed th~t 

i L is c.::U Lic:ll L for me to remember then" li1i::ybe lluss can help. I believe tha t in some in
,;t,::nC28 I::.C e.t.B.:Jbility ,n:lSL Cissert itself ,,:ithin a certain period of time after exposure, 
or ehc tl:cr~ is P.o r '2covcl-y. !Iou, the ghoflt that clairr.~intsr representatives parade in 
front: of rh.'O!)1.,~ \Jhcl1 t'·.r::y t<:.lk [,bout this is berylliosis. ~;e 11.,."e a case in our office 
ri~:ht 11m} Vi,lcrc an indi~idual \o;as exposed to berylliosis some 18 years a~;o. He h<ld no 
DfLer-cf[ec~:s, until I think it t-Jas l"st ye;:"r Vlhen it was discovered that he is suffering 
f::om bu·yUi.c::; is: und he is goin::; to die \\Jithin the next year. And yet, because of the 
t;o::dinZ of th" s t<ltlltes tId.s n~<;', C<innot recover because there is ~, limitation from the 
eta. tc he v,'ilS Loxposed to the date be~.as diagnosed - something over which he has no control. 

Mr. C~rter: Like 0 statute of limitction. 

t~· A~lyson: Yes, but in reverse. It says you've got to show evidence of your disability 
,·;ithin b. ccrtr,in period of time ,"ftel' you arc exposed or you can l t recover. So I think 
i::~is is ';.'he t ~his lan;;!JD ge is il1tendcd to dQ<ll '..ith. 

~-;r. \1i.:;',;0:1: T:1is could ~'!Gck in the opposite di.rcction .also, for the self-employed lum
i;cr j i.icl:. ..-:;,0 q '11. cs l:1 i[, t bus ines S i1 nd :;oes to \'1Jl:k i::1 the mines and the nex t Y)eek he is 
(~i<.:;!lCS(~\; as h:lvir'L ,;i1icosis or bla~:l< lung disease or something l.ike that. Are you 
i.,ri;"<; to ,.::I~ll·d hit,l dc:ma:;es from his prese:Lt employer? 

~r. Aalyson: You still have the problem of p~oof. 

~:-.:. 1..:i lson: This S~Y3 nothing ahout it. You are going 1.:0 remove the requirement of ti me 
i,,~1 h(";l~2. 

Fr. C;.;!'t·':~7:: It seems to me the constitution cannot deal t'lith this kind of mnterial. 

t·'l:. Herrold-: This is mostly d8tCiiJ.. This w>Uld rip OU!. of the st8tute 8 or 10 sections 
(·.<lidl hi;lV'~ be,on lal)ol'iously a7l'.€'nded over th.J years i:o deal \,;ith Ule. ~uatters as .:.h~y arose. 
::'0 f.;·c 1.t's '" J.ct;islctive l·".::tV.lT of the most detoiled type. TI1ere i.s mue:, 001'''' to it, other 
t:::.l_2i~l,:.n.::f: i·..1.'Jol~.'ccl. r~'OlG t:1C cn1ploY2r'2 poir~t of vie':'J, the s~c.:tutc of lir:li.tetions is cle~r
1.y ::t":L~:L':;:l ,:11 over :Lt. T:,.c: ~:~'::',. '.,:::0 ~·;or~«;0. fO:1: yr)l! 30 year.s ;:;;':'0. You destroyed your 
records after 10 years. He says "you know I got", ,:hiff of snm<: thing out in the XYZ 
Ji~?;:;rtr1(.:n'.: 30 y~,:rs .:lJ,0 ~'lh'2:1 I t;:);.:kcd for you." Eo'.'] i.n the ,·;orJ..;! do you defer.d yourself 

Y;:. Ac.1.ysol1: ':.lle enS".lCr is, you nwkt: him pnove his ca:k. 

11r-. llerrold.: A'.::.-i,;ht. You h<:.ve no [.nets to defend ~.'Lth. H(;: just says "Eey, this happened 
to r1.~ItJ ho") do you diEipl'ove t~lilt a.:·:ter th~rty yc:ar~7 
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v~:. A..lyso::l: By the 5 "iln(, ~(incl of argument you <.ire givins today. 
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lL. Herrold: l.nd yet he ~J<.:.n.ts to lwve this submitted to a jury in every unlimited C<lse. 
lIe pL.ys tile vio}jn to the jury, he 'AJ3ives the bloody shirt. Hlwt does the poor em
ployer tlo? 

• 
t'1r. Huston: ~3~'s:ically, Cltio hue: c;. ~'1Orlanen's compensation statute before the consti 
tuLtonal Dilron<:mcnt .,nd it ~J.:ls dccl::.red uI1constitut:icnal and the amendment really just 
entitled U·1C lc<..;iGl~ture to E:stLlblish whet the.y hid established before to a certain ex
tent, ~-.nd nw,-:e it constitution,,!. Hasn't that the actual import of the constitutional 
amcndr.lcnt in 1912? It \:41s a forezonc cOl:clu::Jion t~al: the legislature would e'nact some"" 
thing because they had a stut'lte on the books. I'm just asking a question. 

• Nr. Aalyso:l: Yes, there Has a move<ncnt afoot to compensate pe,ople for an injury suffered
 
in industry. NOT::, if yo\l. could do tilis by. statute, fine. The courts say you couldn't 

you do it by consUtutional [,lnendment. The fact remains thnt tiw conscitutional amend

ment \Jas &do~t,~<l to ?rovi.uc to compensa te peop Ie for tlwir :i,.nj uries.
 

•
 l·1rs. SOHle: To permit.
 

Nr. Huston: It permits compensation. 

Hr. Ci.1rter: To !,h.. rmi t the legislature. 

• Nr. Anlyson: i\lri:~ht, to· permit the legislature which ~-lClS responding to a movement of 
the people th:t snid "this is ~'lhat \vc ~"ant". 

• 
}lrs. Sm... lc: You knmv, this all CClH.e aoout at the same time th,"t things li.ke protective 
L:i;).slt<tion for chilclren cmd ;.'0;ncn and all the rest of it, at a til:--c \vhen the court: wa. 
scqi.ng thc~:e economic chaa:::;l::s tho t are a produc t of social and economic movertents are 
unconstitutional. A lot of the constitutions were amended to allow for this movement 
of reform <It th~it time. But it SCCf;.lS to me that there is a real dan:scr in freezing the 
specifics into 2 constitution. Just as tl18 ~.;orn2ns' movement h3S been saji.nz, "Look, all 
of this protcctiv; stuff is r':::.:111y standing in the ~'JaY of ~~omen r,f;;tting all kinds of po
sition::;". W12t is a reform at one time 50 ye.srs later isn't. It seems to me it's ~ 

political pr;)blem, and tlv~ t the solution may lie in something like Bar Associiltion \>lOrk 

• where ~_~yc~s on both sid2S get to~ethcr and decide that these things could :ct to~ether 

and E'c.1Y "Look, these swings are very undesirablet~ Is theT3 any such thing as a Model 
~'!orkmen's CO~llpensa tion LiJ\v? 

l·!r. HerreId: They have one they call a model but I wouldn't agree it ~oJas a model. 

•	 Hr.I\alyson: Is that the federal? 

Br5. Sm-:lc: After all, you t.:.lk about the s~]ings from one generc:l assembly to another. 
It seems to me very dangerous if Juring one of the periods of swing you get it frozen 
into the constitution. 

•	 Hr. Herrold: Isn't that t:,e beauty of our federal constitution - it deals not in s pec
iiies \vhich are frozen in stone, but in ~;'ords ~'lbich can be interpreted as the times re
quire by legis 1a tllrcs. Obvious J.y, this is the bas is for a 11 your work here, but to me 
this (draft) goes as far away from that as you can ge~ in an area which is not a fun
damentcl right. It's a statutory right to begin with. 

•	 Mr. Aalyson: I ask you when you pose that question, ~\lhat are you freezing? You are 
freezing the risht to a trial by jury, you are freezing the right to be compensated to 
the extent that you are disabled by a condition ~vhich you got at work, either injury or 
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OCClJ;::'.l:i,.;'l~l diseDi;c. 'l'lwt:'s ~ll, so far. There isn't a great chnnge. Thc:c,e are the 
t,,·;o Lhil1c',:: ycu1vc [l'o;:;en so L1C the ri..:,ht to ,1 trial bj ju:-y, from both sides ••• 

}{r.Herrold: Do you HG.\t <l riGht to <l tri.a:: by jury in worlor.cn's compensation? 

Mr. Aalyson: The legislature says no. 

!'~r. Herrold: This <..;0'_'8 '='3:·lins t the princi.ple in mas t other states thot we ::;hould h' ve an 
cx~c~~ body whose decision is final. 

nrs. $n\)'p: Ti,crc <:In' a lot i.f different kinds of solutions, it seems to m~, to the prob
10111. For ",x.::.n,p 1e, you \iouldn' t have as r.lllch of: a neet: for rc lianc\:l on tric.: 1 by jury if you 
had [. bo,jt';,~ Ll'.iii: ~\i(:l:ybody felt ',1f,S an expert board that ~'iould render ~m objective decision. 

F\.". ,\<.:1:';30n: all ttwt \J'JUld be ~reat. Or a legislature that tv<:lS an expert lezislaturc. 

H1's. ~;O\:lc: I knov]. But the que.5tio~1 isn't just trial by jury, here, it's the n.;tUrf' 
of t:.e bor rd. 

~lC. 11 lysou: y(:~>, that's ~Jhrt it amounts to. You're trying to get rid of the v<:garies, 
?:.;:rh<.lp;, d,c.re yOll go to t,.E. COl1s_itllticn instc:~d of the legislature, I don't know. 

Yrz. So~~a: On the policy st~ndpointc, I couldn't agree with you more. On where it 
L~lon~J, in th~ co~stit~tion, O~ the lc0 islztion, I h&vc s lot more trouble uith that. 

?~:::J. l'Iill~~:.;~:r: '.~'!';":."(~ :i"':','t ,my probuJly perfect uor~<mcn's compensation, bUl I think there 
i.;' iWl'i3 <::;;:.:ce,,;:::..1<: ()i;' ~,':',,~t ~.s a rr.ou01 c-J:13titutic.n. I think <:: lot of these things don't 
f~:ll ';,].t[;:',:1 thelL. Abo, I'm a little disturbed by everybody's jumping on the legislature. 
1 e,;,-.~: .i.t';; locally L:~e pl;blic thLlt is c.t L::.:\l:: &1>'1 caUiSes this perdl'liT1 s~ing. Tli~ rc('son 
~, ,-I·· .~ •. '''. - . ., ,.,.\." -.. ~·ll: ..·· ~~.,··l~ .. ·,.L~ ~:s ~,~~c· ..~U ..·-1 ,,1 1 )' 1 '1.'0" 'lo,v" c"rt·.. ..:·'l cor:·no~J.·'__· .".to... """ t ..... ~~J_ •..1 c... 4., _ i-....~. ..:.o ;. t '.· \., .\oh,.l oJ ... ......~J.:;a L u~._ i.)l,: '" [ •.~~_ J ..... J. (.;<. ...: <-1 ..... ....:.01..4 Hi:" ~ ",,1.0n 111 

,:::e: J.r.\.::,~~1..,:i.:l\r~; or iI: tL, ,:c!pi;l:Lstc<:tion, you SO to the L:C;is1<1l:0rs or acministrntion 
<::ld S':J' , "1 ,)();:B til:Q to h,:vc this so-,:t: of thing. 1I Or you lobby for it when it comes 
~? ':'>He: it is rCi.dly th~. public ar.<l not t1:e lc6 islature itself. 

Fr. Ai":J.yscn: ';';:.:11, mc.yhe ~·]C sL1ouldn't indict t:,c :.)t~b.lic, muybe I'Je should indict l~bor 

;l71d ,:·t..:\n~<;;';j,:Ci.lt, 1)";CGlW;~ I don't think thl;:' public shot.;s any attention to this now. 

'<i". :::f.1sQ;.1:IT'his is t.he poi.nt I '..1a5 going to bring up. If l,,':)()r, or tbe lDbor factor 
'.'lId.ell i.s cx?,~r ienc iW; the ace I. pc. tiona 1 d isc.:lses fp.e 1 th:::y have been put upon, they are 
frC(; to 'noi.ng Pt"L~ssu:""e'upon the le::::ltsL.turc to get the thing cho.nged statutorily, not 
consti~ul:ionally. 

~·ir. Aalyson: Yes, but thc;t seems to be the problem. If I were able to freez2 this tbing, 
I'd El~ost be wil1in~ to freeze it for bad o~ good rather than let it swing bach and forth 
t!1C :.'::..y. It coes. And it docs s\·Jing. They do bring pressure to bear. 

Nr. ';Jilson': But they never got occupational disease given the same treatment as injury? 

Hr • .i\dyson: Aptx\rently not. 

Nr. Herrold: This is a very insi~nificant number of cases he's speaking of. 

Mr. Aalyson: Ocoupational dise~se? 

Er. Herrold: Hhat are there, 8,000,000 active cases over there? Either of us could dream 
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up horror c~ses <1l1d any system is going to have somebody on the other side of the line. 

Mr. Wilson: Let's go back another step to the Model ConsLitution, which I've seen in the 
past but I doalt h;Ne a copy t'lith me. Docs it enco,npass anything on YlOrkmen's compensation? 

Mrs. Lvey: It Lus no provision on ,,'orkmen's compensation that I can see. 

11r. C~;rter: If I had my druthers and \,]as stClrtinG from scratch, what I would do in the con
stitution \,1Quld be sirnply make it clear that the legislature h<Jd the pOyler to enact la\vs 
in this area, period. 

Mr. Hilson: lihich I think has been done. 

I;lr. Carter: Hell, they have added a lot more stuff. My feeling is that we are really 
tilting at windmills here. Obviously we don't havc enough support of l~bor to sponsor 
some change:,:. 'rhey arc WJt even l1el"C~. I'm certain th.1t \·w are not zoin;; to get [lny sup
port from employers to change \'lhut \·]e've got here. So it s.eer.ls to me that it's proaably 
an ex~rcise in futility to try and talk nbout doin..; n'.ything from a realistic standpoil'li;; 
I reTcr:l~)er '.+~': '.."'~ started this co;,Jnission, \,'e had Dr. Harvey Halker, \.,1ho has since passed 
CHvny, giving, us an overall vim'] of t:le cons U. tu tion. And \,]h.:;n he c<::me to this. workmen 1 s 
compensation thing he sai, this is a ridiculous thi!l6 to have in the constitution - it ought 
to be taken out. A!lcl Frank King sot up <Jnd s<1id "over my dead body". Nm.] , my point is 
that L:')or, I'm ~!ure, \iould be nDsolutely adcrJ<:!nt 2bout takin::; anything out r<:Jatin:;; to 
work~cnlG COlli?eU3ation out of the constitution. And they obviously aren't sufficiently 

. intcn~s ted in liwLing any clwngcs to make an appl!arance. 

Hr. A~~lyson: The only :;hangc I recommend would be that there be no distinction between
 
the handling of injuries ~nd diseases.
 

Hr. Herrold: Notl1in:3 ll.1s been said as to \J11y tha t dis tine cLan is there. Perhaps it should 
be. Tll&t is thce it is felt that t:lCre ;:;re a myri::.d of occupation.::l ~iseasGs. I,et's take 
oue - p<:lrrot fever. You \;ork in a store 'Jhere tl:cy have P2;:YOts from Sout:1 :.rr:eric& and 
you get parrot fever. That's a terribly complicated dic2~SC whic~ is very h~rd to distin
:3uif.:' fro,:: pneu;'.:ol:,i.::, but if yaLI t::c~t it 1),1:" ?n::;uj,~oni<.;, the putL,'nt cics. I hed a CDse 
once. J:: tc~'I.':; ;; YC~:y 81d.n.(:~ physid.un to l:i<l::;nose and trent it. And there are any 
number of occup.:;tio71al dise.:::::e" equcllly cOiT,plicatcd. It ,:as felt that since this is such 
a pr~"~)l(Jrn in,."olviTl~ hi~il dC 0l"'ecs of '2x!,ertiL~e (.;..r::on.; doctors, it's sOlTicthin6 t:18t r."8 shouldn't 
be prcscnti~G to th~ &V~rD~C juror. Just terribly cornplicDtcd and ~e orc going to keep 
it to th:o ,..1m:bis t.r;; tive 8ijC:1Cy \';~l::re the :?2ople \·J110 cleve lop the expertise can denl \.,1ith 
it. Tha l: 's ,:,?lly tl:-i~';Y 1 r~ u. iffercn t. 

Nr. \;ilson: Do you feel, Cr.:li;;, t'.<,t back. "hen this \vae orisinally written if the wordage
 
heel o(:en 11[01' the pur?ose of provh::;:IG cor.'?2aS" tion to \Jor!T.\cn and eleir dependents, for
 
de.~. th, inj l.\ri2s, ",nc.!or occ up;:: dono1 d isc;::s cs ," tlw t you \\'0 uldn' t be in the s i tun t ion
 
you' r:~ in no\·];
 

Hr. .1\ aly::; 071: I think we'd be closer to the situntion. Does the fact thct ie is difficult
 
to treat wnd di;:;:;nose oS particular Occup.:itionnl disease '.",hieh might cnuse somebody's death
 
meen that he shouldn't get compc:ns~,tion? And rizht now, blat's \,lhat it c.,nounts to.
 

Mr. Carter: You mean, because of the board? 

1'~:r. /l3l)'son: Because of the lack of skill, he talked abollt, in treating them. No, I think
 
because (If the court. I think the court thinks that they must distinguish bet\Jeen occupa

tional diseClse. I don't know t,'hy the legi.slature docs it, except that I think the 1egis
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L~tllr.:: h,;c, been r:llbjcctcd to ::. st.l~on:; lobby. ~Iou, why.l~,bor hcs never been able to :;et 
;·:.:,o,t·/\: OCC\l'):;~i;lr1d disc~.sc:, I Jell.l't l,r~o\), e;~ccpl: t11:.:1: maybe t!lCy IH.:ven't pn:~ss'ad it, 
>c:~C.r;l1~~l:, <.lS Russ snYG, tl:~;re "l:r~n't; ~:~at m<lny C~,St:S out of 41 total number, althou~;h th02Y 
::ot u cO;ll min\.'1';'; I di.seuse th:i."ough. You knotv, the unions are interested in th(~ir specific • 
Hr. C,a-l:cr: Tile cOilstLtution do~sn't deny the claimant any rights undee this. 

~'1r. Jl0.1yson: Url~ler Supreme Cou:rt interpret,l tion, I think it does. 

11::-. Herrold: I 11111St disagree. I \'I1."otc the b:"·~.~f for th;'t case for the cmploye":". 'md it •
,.;025 on point 36. The constitutio:i. hid almost 1l0thi.nJ to do \'lith it in that in the case 
yoq'rc npc"lkin;; of. 

Nr:. Ad.yson: Except they say in the cOl1atitution they mention injury and occupational 
(·.:If)e~se • •I-:r.Herrold: But th;:t's not \I,lh<:ll: the Supreme Court hangs it on. It's on the language in 
specific 9t~tutCS. Point 36 in the key one. 

l·;1.'s. SOvile: l,nd the court mus t have said th:~ t th~ s tatL. te \vas cons ti tutional, but nothing 
i.n 35 prohibited the legis1tltnre ••• •
!·~r. Herrold: i.-lobody argucd ~bol1t the constitutionality of it. 

Yr. k~lYGon: Th2::Ol1rt mcntiona the constitution as distinguishing, they mention disease 
::.'Ed iTl~'~::·J ',atl:., :..:nd ::0 tl:cy say, "\';c're :;oinz to distinguish bec~uee of t~lat"; 

r -yo ,:-.")~...r·I~." • ,' .... , ~ ... '..- J.. • Then the l£ws doinz so are valid then. • 
Hl:. 1><.;lY5011: That's never been tested, that's \vhat Katie asked ... 

('>:8. [;o'.'le: l3ut I &ssume thi't H th~t's loJhat the court said the court would also say if 
the gcnc;:nl 8.sscrrJJly provided t;le sallie kind of trial by jury anc appeal de novo and all for 
i.njuril'·:; ",nd oc;cupaU.orlal disease, th.::t \o1Ou1d certainly be constitutional, too. • 

i';-=.". j'<lJ.yson: I th:i.n!{ so. All I say is th.st I th:Lnk the two ought to be treated the same. 
1/ you I·:ent: to set d.d of LA jury trial, you get ::1.0 Cl it for both of them. But if you 
l:ave il, yOIl h~:'lC iL .lOl:" both of 'them. And if you arc going to compensate, you compensate 
for bot~l. You don't put sope restricti.on on the extent of dise,bility. A man 11ith si1i
'.:osi5 is not entitled to compensation :::oight nOH, unless he is totally disabled. • 
2-1:-8. SOh~lQ: I couldn't Clgi~ce 't,]ith you More on the merits, but I question whether prac
t~c311y ~ny of this belon~s he~e. 

}i1:. cl~:lyson: If t:e do l~Ot pe:;:mit a distinction bcttoleen the tHO then \'lC provide for the 
silicotic disew3e to be compensated. Now, I would be glad to try to come up with 50mething • 
uhich would just eliminate any distinction, cny discrimination between the handling of 
one as opposed tc the other, and let all of this other sLuff go. 

i':r. :1i1:;on: Constitution311y, there is no discrimination, as ~ve read the constitution. 

Hr. Adyson: Hell, I think tolC ou;;ht to makc that clear, if that's \oJhaL you think. • 
Hr. C~ rtcr: I'm ~}ith Katie. I think the problems that exist in this field are not well 
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dealt ;·'ith in th(~ constitution. T~lct's my conclusion. That they nrc marc properly dealt 
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\Ji.th in the lc:.:;isL:Lllre. l'r;\ rC'<llly tlisL;~~Dointcd thrt l'le h;:vc so much already in here,
 
but I eliGpair of nd~in:; ;:uy c:wflEcS, as u rr<.lctical motter.
 

l1rs. 8m'lle: The \d101c mD.'1D.semc:nt-li.lbor area, it se,,;TI1S to me, presents this, not just
 
\]orkmen's compens;;tion. It \·.'Quld be lil~e mcking the Taft-Hartley act p"rt of the constitution.
 

Hr. Herrold: l\s its tands todny. 

11r5. SO\'llc: Yes. 

Hr. Cartcl": I I-JOuld be dclishte:<!, Craig, to consider any language that you \vould wm'lt to
 
propose in t:,is r:H!8.
 

Hr. M,lyson: I think \vc should try ta cut off the thin;;. I Ivill try to bring up some
thin.;;. "';0'11 Lah~ <.1 ql1ic1~ leak nt it next t~rnc. If lie c<:.n't vc'll lcnve it ;;s it is. 
I think it I.oul,] be difficult to COr.!8 up wit;, s0mething ,,·,hich liil:'.. <10 \'I~at I feel otg ht 
to bc done without Jetting statutory in char2ctcr. 

}lrs. So~)]e: You kllCl<I, this is perfectly gratuitous and not part of the cOl1'mittee's rcspon
sihiHty, but try to thin]: \!here the soluti.on to t'1is l<dnd of r;hiftin8 may lic:, the only 
r.nalo~;:!(':3 lh-.~ I C<.ill sec arc .Jrc<:;s in \v'ld.ch B< r Asr.;ocation 1.\)ork lws corLe up '.dth, by 
gctU.l1g l.:;lyc:cs from <.d.l of th..; <!:;.ffc:rcnt disciplLll:8 to.:;ctLcr on it, because I don't see 
[. Bahltinn £::om l;'~Lnr, as such, or wcn<:j;l<,cnt, [S such. But L:myers Ivho arc consti.lntly 
dealing with th~sc &rcas perhcps can get together. 

Hr. 1> <:; 1y::: on: 11y fcclin3 has <Ill-Jays been that claimants' l.::l'."jers and er:lployers' lmvye£'s 
ShOlllr.l Gi.t dm·:n and try to draft one. But tiwre doesn't seem to be a whole lot 0:': incen
tivc to UO th.:' t. 

)\[r. Herrold: If you nnd I wen~ to dri1ft it, unless 1<:liJor agreed with it or mana~ement 

a;;recd \'litll it, therc loJollld still be the SOIDe old fight. It miSh t no t be a 11 bc::d be t the 
pendulum s'.oJinss. That may be the Ivay oue system \vor1::5. 

Mr. Ccrter: That's of course, the fundamental q~estion. 

Nr.. Herrold: Thil t 's rig:l t • 

H.t". Carter: ~!h2 t do Y0U i.ezve up [Q the le:;islature Ivhich reflec ts the changes in times 
and \ih<1t do yOll freeze in the constivltion? If in doubt, I like to leave it out of the 
constitution. 

Hr. Hilson: Until such time as Ive've come up 1'I-:t!, th2t happy rnillenium ••• het~veen lubor
 
and mana~ement:, \)l"'d better leave the constituLion able to GI-Jing with it.
 

Mr. Carter.: As I\'c'look back to the his!:ory of our constitution, with one exception, of 
the initiBtil1e i.ind referendum, ~nd th rc arlO vnUd re,lsons for t1lat exception because really 
what you are doing thpre is taking aw~y things t~Dt the legislature doesn't want to see hap
pen, ways of introducing new le:gislation outside of the legislature. So you've got to 

'spell it out. But with that one exce~tion it scems to me tha~we'rc very wise not to do so 
many things tlwt Ive see in the consj~itution today tlrat ",ere put in of a statutory nature 
and once they're in they're hell to get out, ~nd they cause all kinds of mischief in the 
years to come. Agdn, I say, if in doubt, le<.lvc it out. I think thDt's a good rule to follow. 

There Il7aS discussion about a nell! name for the committee. 

The mee ting \vc.:s c>djollrned. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Comnlittee 
December 18, 1974 

Summary 

The Elections end Suffrage Committee, also to be concerned with miscellaneous matters 
met on December 18, 1974 at 10 a.m. in the Comnlission offices of the Neil House. Present 
were committee members Craig Aalyson, chairman, Senator Corts, Messrs. Carter and Huston, 
and Mrs. Sowle. Russ Herrold of Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease, and Robin Obetz with 
Williams, ~1urray, Deeg & Ketcham attended the meeting. Ann Eriksson was present from the 
staff. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I prepared a redraft of the statutory initiative proposal to take to the 
Com.nission. 

11rs. Sowle: The significant change in it is the removal of the direct initiative, and that 
is the only real change in it, isn't it? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. The direct initiative could be presented separately. I would assume 
that if you do that, the direct initiative would probably not secure enough votes. The 
whole section was voted on at the last meeting and didn't get enough votes, presumably be
cause of the direct initi.ative provision. But I think, as a conrnittee, if you are still 
in favor of the direct initiative, then this is a way of presenting it separately to the 
comnission, and then it still might be defeated. On the olher hand, if you as a committee, 
prefer simply to delete the direct, and just present the indirect, we can do so. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think the committee's feeling was favorable to the direct initiative. But 
1 wonder whether Dick will have anything to say about the policy of presenting it again 
to the commission. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think it was his suggestion that we submit it in two separate sections so 
as to secure approval of the indirect, without having the whole thing fail because the 
direct was included. 

Mrs. Sowle: I realize that we were expected to come back with the indirect. I would favor 
sending both back. I just wonder if he will have any comments about s~nding the direct 
back when that seemed to be the thing that was defeated. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There were four negative 
I 
votes, three of which were clearly be~ause of the 

direct initiative and the fourth opposition on the basis of the numbers rather than a 
percentage, so that there were 3 negative votes to the direct initiative. 

Mr. Aalyson: And how many in the affirmative~ 

Mrs. Eriksson: Not sufficient - 18, I believe.· We need 22 votes. 

Mr. Aalyson: And the rest of the people haven't voted by mail, or otherwise? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. We had to close the roll call because it had already been teld over 
from one meeting. 

Mr. Carter.: I had a chance to look at this ~ew Article XIV, Section 2 and 2Sh and 1 
th~~ght it was alright. 
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Mr. Aalyson: I think so too. What is the status with regard to the voting? When this 
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comes in, do we start a new voting procedure? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. 

Mr. Carter: Hopefully, if both of those pass, we might recombine them. But then I got 
to thiny.ing, you've got the same problem going to the legislature, you've got the same 
problem going to the ballot. So maybe its beat to leave the two separate. I was the 
one who wanted to.avoid the duplication the first time around. That wasn't so wise, 
guess. 

Mrs. Eriksson: We need 22 votes now because we are now a full commission. 

Mr. Carter: I don't know whether Mr. Huston is clear on the background of this or not. 

(Mr. Huston commented that he had heard the commission discussion and some of the objec
tions to the direct initiative.) 

Mr. Garter: I might review for a few minut~what the position of the committee is. It 
would be helpful to Bob and maybe sha~pen up Ol.r insights for the presentation to the com
mission. When we. started out, I was against the direct initiative which is one of the 
tt"O questions. Much for the same reason that Don Montgomery advanced - that we've gotten 
along pretty ~ell without it and it is kind of a tricky business opening up Pandora's 
box to voters writing legislation. But shortly after getting into it, I became persuaded 
that it is a mistake not to have it. One reason is this question that Linda brought up 
that we never discussed in committee - it's a safety valve for the people when they are 
frustt'ated. The second thing, which our chairman has brought: up on numerous occasions, 
is that not having the direct initiative encourages constitutional amendments by initiative 
which is a very bad thing. And then Craig feels, and many members of the Commission feel, 
that the direct initiative is something that the people should have a right to - there is 
an inherent right, which is important. A~d, of course, we had the recommendation from 
the Secretary of State, that we should have a direct initiative. He wanted to get rid 
of the indirect initiative because of the procedural problems. It was a messy business 
as far as the Secretary of State was concerned. 

(The committee welcomed Senator Corts). 

Mrs. Sowle: Senator, we are simply going back over some oc the discussion th3t we had 
before about direct and indirect initiative. The staff has prepared a new submission to 
the commission so that we can present the proposal for direct and indirect initiative 
separatL.ly. He felt as if the _propcsal failed the commission primarily, because of the 
direct initiative. I think those are the major reasons. The only other reasonthat~c
curs to me you could put under the constitutional amendment, under number 2, or make it 
a separate one, and that is that there are issues where members of the public might feel 
the general asse~bly is simply not going to pass and it is pointless to present them 
to the gener~l assem~ly. Just trying to think of one, I mentioned at the commission 
meeting, perhaps a problem of salaries of legislators. The margarine issue 1s often 
given as an example, and I think you may have mentioned that, Dick, where voters know 
the general assembly is not going to pass this, so why put them through that long pro

cedure? 

Mr. Carter: Let I s call it the sensitive issues question. Now, I think we ought to also 
list the disadvantages. 

MI. Aalyson: It bypasses the deliberati~e legislative process. 

Mr. Carter: That's the major one. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: And not only the deliberative but the drafting skills that are located 
in the legislative process that are not available to others. 

Mr. Carter: Actually, I would be very happy if the commission went along with section 
2 and we didn't get 2a. I would prefer to have 2a. • 
Mr. Aalyson: Have we not provided with regard to direct initiative that the ballot board 
will playa part? 

Mrs. Eriksson: The ballot board will playa part in all of the processes, yes. • 
Mr. Aalyson: I was thinking of the drafting problem you mentioned before. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Well, that won't have to do with the drafting of the legislation, only 
the explanation and what's on the ballot. 

.lrs. Sowle: .In the direct initiative, the ballot board does not playa part;,does it? • 
Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. The ballot board would play' a part in the explanation and the ballot 
language for all initiative and referendum matters. 

Mrs. Sowle: That's in that long procedural provision and that did pass. Everything has tt 
passed except the initiative section. 

Mr. Carter: We'd have a very poor recommendation to present if we didn't have anything 
on the initiative. 

Mrs. Eriksson: What it would mean is that the existing section would stay there. Which 
would mean that there would be some conflicts. • 
Mr. Carter: We've changed section numbers, the whole procedure. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, it would be in a different place in the constitution. 

Mrs. Sowle: That's principally what we have to say in presenting section 2 then, that •we simply have to have this because what we have presented is a total reorganization. 
The present provision is very poorly drafted. 

Mr. Carter: Section 2 really doesn't make any change over what we have now. It's merely 
a clarification - a cleaning up of the -procedural aspects of it. And I think the Secretary 
of State's office supports this. I think we could then present the direct initiative '.and get that passed, and then submit the indirect and have a little bit of debate on 
the pros and cons of that. Let's get 2 before the commission beiore we argue about the 
direct initiative. . 

Mrs. Sowle: So there would be two separate motions. •Mr. Carter: That would be my feeling. I will make a motion that the committee adopt 
this revised recommendation. 

Mrs. Sowle called for those in favor to vote 'aye'; those opposed, 'nay'. There were 
no 'nays'. •
Mr~.• Sowle: The only other thing that we had remaining in my area is the corporations 
issue that Nolan Carson raised towards the end of the meeting. He desired assurance 
that our proposal covers foreign corporations. 
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Mr. Carter: To make sure that we have the power to classify non-profit. I have taken 
some languge. Have you got anything from Nolan? 
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Mrs. Eriksson: No. 

Mr. Carter: I spent several hours on this. It turned out to be a rather difficult 
drllfting job. "General laws may be passed, altered and repealed for the formation of, 
the granting of p~ers to and classification of domestic corporations not governed under 
Article XVIII of this Constitution and far the regulation, and taxation of corporations 
generally, both domestic and foreign." The second sentence would not change. 

Mrs. Sowle: So you have separated the domestic and the foreign and what powers the 
general assembly needs with respect to each one. That sounds very good. 

Mr. Carter: Now, the rationale.. Basically, I took the present sentence. You remember 
we wanted to get the concept of general laws and we wanted to leave in that they could be 
altered and repealed because of the Dartmouth case, so that I have started out by saying 
"general laws may be passed, altered and repealed ••• " It's the Dartmouth case. " ••• for 
the formation of, the granting of powers to and classification of nomestic c~rpDrations••• 1I 

NorLe of those functions, as I see it, apply to foreign cor.porations. " ••• not governed 
under Article XVIII ••• 11 The definition is here. " ... and for theregulation and taxa
tion of corporations generally, both domestic and foreign." 

Mrs. Sowle: And classification would apply only to corporations that are formed under 
the laws of the State of Ohio. 

Hr. Carter: Classification would be only for domestic corporations. I don't think the 
state would have any power to classify foreign corporations. 

Nrs. Eriksson: By going to a statement that says Ilgeneral laws may be passed" you have 
not quite negatived the idea that you cannot have special laws. 

Mr. Carter: I thought that was pretty clear. I agree it weakens it. The present lan
guage is "only general laws may be passed ••• " And this just says "general laws may be 
passed.' •• " 

Nrs. Sowle: And was it the committee's conclusion that there wasn't another provision 
that prohibited special ~~ts with regard to corporations? 

Mr::. Eriksson~ Only the general provision with respect to uniforwity and that, because 
it is worded a little bit differently in the Ohio Constitution, is perhaps, not quite 
as satisfactorj as it otherwise might be. 

Mr. Aalyson: If you say "general laws may be passed" I'm not so sure that that may not 
exclude special. 

Mr. Carter: How about if you added the word "only"? 

Mr. Aalyson: Of course there would be no question about it then. 1 1 m not so sure that 
you need the word "only". By saying "general laws", I think the rules of statutory con
struction might, particularly when we take them together with the committee's minutes, 
indicate that we intend to exclude special laws. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Under the statement that we already had it would be very simple to cure 
the classification problem "by simply addi,.I!~ the word "classify". I just didn't think too 
much more about the foreign corporation problem~ 
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Mr. Carter: You could argue that corporations not governed under Article XVIII in
clude both foreign and domestic corporations. I think that's valid argument. 

Mrs. Sowle: I don't see that as a problem. 

Mr. Carter: Nolan was so concerned about it. He is involved in corporate law. You 
might argue that this exclusion could apply really only to domestic corporations because 
it's a state constitution and the exclusion is for state municipalities. Yes, the 'classi 
fied' is easy to handle. It's the other one that gets sticky. 

}~s. Eriksson: If you're going to include foreign corporations, perhaps you need also 
to give them powers. You don't give them general corporate powers. But you may give them 
powers to do certain things. For instance, you might license a foreign corporation to 
conduct a certain business or activity in Ohio. And aren't you giving powers by doing 
that? 

Mr. Carter: I would think that would be under the area of regulations. To me the powers 
are granted by charters, and of course, the charter is the thing that the state has no 
role to play in of a foreign corporation. One of my alternatives was "Laws of a general 
nature may be passed". But that's the same problem - it doesn't prohibit special laws 
which is really the thrust of the present words. 

Mrs. Eriksson agreed. 

Mr. Carter: You might say for the chartering and classification of domestic corporations. 
Now the chartering, because that's what we are talking about in the granting of po~ers 

to and formation of is really the chartering of corporations. 

Mr. Aalyson: Nolan's problem is classification and regulation of foreign corporations? 

Mr. Carter: He wants to make sure that there is no question that the state has the right 
to control securities laws, you know, the business activities of foreign corporations doing 
business in the state. 

Mr. Aalyson: How about all corporations doing business in Ohio •••• 

Mr. Huston: Why don't we just put in all corporations not governed under Article XVIII? 

Mr. Aalyson: The word 'all' 

Mr. Carter: The problem with that.is •.•••• "all corporations may be formed, empowered and 
classified" when the state doesn't have any power to do that. I have some logic problems 
with that. 

Mr. Aalyson: What's your problem with the corporations doing business in Ohio? 

Mr. Carter: Then it's a question of the definition of 'doing business in the state' and 
that's a very stic~-area. You know, foreign corporations might argue then that selling 
securities in the state is not doing business. 
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Mr. Aalyson: How about "corporations doing business in the state or selling securities in • 
the state ••• " 

•
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Mr. Carter: That's getting back, pretty much, to the language we have now which tries 
to spell it out. This doing business in the state is a very controversial thing as 
you well know in the telephone situation. We ought to stay away from that without hav
ing any definition of it. 

•
 Mr. Aalyson:
 

•
 

Mr. Carter:
 

Mr. Aalyson:
 

Mr. Huston:
 

Mr. Carter: 
are engaged 

How about "corporations engaged in any activity within the state"? 

You might get into some tricky business of someone sending a representative ••• 

That's an activity within the state, I would think. 

The present law doesn't cover that. 

You're getting into a very sensitive area here as to when corporations 
in activities in a state and to what extent they are subject to regulations 

by the state. I really think we ough~ to stay mvay from that in the constitution. 

•
 Mrs. Sowle: And your proposal does avoid those kinds of things?
 

Mr. Carter: It says "laws may be passed". And then it's up to the courts to determine 
whether or not the law is constitutional; of course, many of these are federal questions 
rather than state questions. There is a tremendous argument on who has to pay income 
tax & franchise taxes. 

• ~tts. Sowle: Really, the only problem at all that I can see with your proposal, Dick,is 
the problem of the special legislation. 

~~. Aalyson: Adding the word 'onlyl would take care of it. 

Hrs. Sm\Tle: Another way to do that, I don't have yours in front of me, would be to say 

e· "General laws, and no special laws, ••• " The simplest way would be to say "only". 

~rr. Carter: We certainly don't want to get in a position where we take away any of the 
state's pOHer to regJlate securities transactions by foreign corporations. 

• 
}trs. Sowle: It might be a nice thing if we could discuss this very briefly with Nolpu 
before the meeting. One problem is making sure that that first part on domestic cor.
purations not contain anything that has to apply to foreign. I see no problem with it. 
How does everybody like the idea of putting 11 only" in front of 'laws I? 

~tt. Aalyson: It would certainly make it specific but I think that the rules of constru~
tion would require that if the tenn 'general laws' is used you exclude special laws. 

• fuse Sowle: You mean "expressio unius est exclusio alterius"? 

~tr. Aalyson: How do you feel about that Ann? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I agree. 

• Mr. Aalyson: The addition .of the word 'only' is certainly not going to detract I think. 

'k Grammatically, I'd hate to start out a constitutional section with the}trs. Er~ sson:
 
\vord 'only'.
 

Mr. Aalyson: You could say 'general laws only may be passed'. I don't see any need for
 
e it myself •
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Mr. Carter.thought that "general laws only' was not a bad idea. 

Mr. Carter: Another suggestion "Laws of a general nature may be passed or "Laws 
of a general application may be passed ••• " • 
Mrs. Eriksson: I think the more usual expression in the constitution is 'general 
laws I. 

(Mr. Carter asked Mrs. Eriksson to take a copy of the proposal Mr. Carson to see if 
he had any thoughts on it). • 

Mrs. Sowle: What would you think of possible adding a sentence on special laws at 
the end of this? 

Mr. Aalyson: Prohibiting the passage of special laws. • 
Mrs. Sowle: "No special legislation shall be passed for these purposes". I'm sure 
it could be worded better than that. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think we would accomplish our purpose better if we feel that it is 
necessary by saying "general laws only". • 
Mrs. Eriksson: I'm inclined to think that Craig's correct. If you say 'general 
laws' the implication is certainly that you can not pass special legislation. 

Mr. Aalyson: And too, 1 assume that the minutes of these meetings are going to be 
available to whomever might have to interpret this. • 
Mrs. Eriksson: The report of the commission to the general assembly would contain 
it. 

Mr. Aalyson: And its clear that we do not intend that special legislation shall be 
passed. • 
Mrs. Sowle: Am I right,though, that in construing const~tutional provisions they do 
not look for legislative opinion, under the theory that the words speak for themselves? 

Mr. Aalyson: I should think they would look to the drafters of the provision the in
tent to see what was meant. • 
Mr. Hust0n: I've looked that up many times--This history of the constitutional pro
vision. The debates on the existing constitution. 

Mr. Aalyson: I'd certainly feel that if the Supreme Court or any court ever got that 
question they would, particularly if it was available .. Oftentimes, of course, things 
are not available, but here it will be available. Is this intended to be the entire • 
section? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, you'd add the provisions about the stockholders - the second 
sentence. 

• 
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Mr. Carter: I move that we modify our report to the Commission to change the first 
sentence to this one. 

Mr. Aalyson: I'll second. 

A vote was taken. All voted 'aye'; none voted 'nay'. 

Mrs. Sowle: We will resubmit it with that modification but we'll try to show this 
to Nolan before the meeting. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The Superintendent of Banks commented that he thought we ought to take 
some kind of position on that banking statute which apparently flies in the face of 
the constitutional provision abollt superadded liability. But I don't know that really 
that's our responsibility. I think this Committee and the Commission then would be 
expressing the position that there should not be liability beyond the purchase price 
of the stock. And I would assume that it is your intention that that would apply to 
all corporations, banking corporations as well as other corporations. But I don't 
thiru< we need to go so far as to say that we think a statute is constitutional. I 
believe that that's not our role. And I think that we would simply express our opinion 
that the provision should remain in the constitution essentially as it is. I'm sure 
that nothing is ever going to happen to it until there are some bank failures and some 
court tests on it and that may not happen. 

(Mrs. Eriksson invited Mr. Russ Herrold to join them at the table) 

Mr. Aalyson: I think everyone was here last meeting except Sen. Corts on our dis
cussion of workmen's compensation, at 'vhich time }lr. Herrold, who is a member of the 
Iavl firm of Vorys, Sater, Seym0ur & Pease, and which firm represents the Ohio Nanufac
turers Assn., appeared. I think that the gist of his opening remarks were that he did 
not see any reason for changing the specifications of the amount of a premium which 
could be charged for the purpose of promoting the health, safety, and welfare under 
this provision of ctle constitution. I don't think that there was any adverse reaction 
to his position from the members of the cmmnittee. It 'vas generally felt that that 
would be left as it presently is. Then there was presented a document framed by the 
n~embers of the Horkmen' s Compensation Committee of the Ohio Association of Trial Law
yers who are primarily claimants' representatives in workmen's compensation, which 
would have made very substantial changes in the constitution. For the most part, the 
committee as well as }rr. Herrold were opposed to these suggested changes because they 
were felt to be fairly statutory in character and should not be a part of the consti 
tution. At the end of the meeting I did suggest that I might attempt to draft a pro
posal which would serve to seek equal treatment in some areas of workmen's compensation 
where I think it probably does not now exist. - the handling of injury cases as opposed 
to occupational disease cases. One area where there is a difference is that there is 
no right of appeal to a court for a jury trial from an adverse decision involving an 
occupational disease claim. That may be the most significant area. There.is another 
which I personally feel should receive treatment in the constitution. In occupational 
diseases which involve the respiratory tract, one has to be totally disabled before one 
is entitled to crnl~ensation. I think this is not what was intended in the original 
drafting of the constitution, but again, it may be a statutory element. Before I pre
sent the draft that I have prepared, I'd like to have the sense of the committee as 
to whether they feel any change should be made at all. If that's the sense of the 
committee, I don't see any point in arguing a position which I might think matters. 
On the other hand, I would be glad to submit to the committee for reference and possible 
discussion what I have prepared.By way of background let me say that in the last 
committee meeting there was some discussion as to why there is differentiation in the 
right of appeal to court between occupational disease and injury claims. I mentioned 
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a case <lnd have it with me. Quoting from the case, the Supreme Court says; "as point
ed out in Johnson vs. the Industrial Commission, Sec. 35 of Art II of the Ohio Con~ti
tution differentiates between injury and disease and the word 'injury' as used in our 
workmen's compensation statutes does not ordinarily include a disease ••• " Now, they 
are talking about the right of appeal to court in this case. So they feel that the 
constitution makes a distinction between injury and disease. My personal position, as 
I stated earlier, is that there should be no such distinction between injury and dis
ease in the constitution if, in fact, there is some. I,have prepared and will distri 
bute a suggested change which the committee may 'oJell feel is statutory in nature and 
if they do feel that way there is a very good reason why they would. This same case 
which I have referred to has a dissenting opinion in it in which Judge Herbert who 
then was a member of the court says"the statutes attempt to provide that there shall 
be no distinction between occupational disease cases and injury, and yet the Supreme 
Court in the majority opinion has said that there is." So what I have done, in 
essence, is take the statute which Judge Herbert referred to as attempting to equate 
the two ty?es of disabling conditions and embodied it as a part of the const~.tution~ 

so that the Supreme Court could have no ~uestion as to whether it was intended that 
those should be treated on an equal basis. 

}trs. Sowle: May I ask why the court decided one situation was appealable and the other 
not? 

Mr. Aalyson: This is very simple. The statute reads that appeal may be taken in every 
i~jury case. And there is a second statute which reads almost as this change in the 
constitution which says the rights, liabilities, benefits, hrumunities, and what not 
pertaining to injury cases shall apply to occupational disease cases. And yet the Su
preme Court says that in the constitution there is a differantiation, therefore, we are 
going to say there is a differentiation in the right of appeal. I made one other changp 
which is not significant which was suggested by Jack at the last meeting. I changed the 
word 'orl to the word 'and' earlier on because the word 'or' seems to imply some differ
ence whereas 'and' puts it in the conjunctive sense. 

}tr. Carter: The remedy could be statutory. 

Mr. Aalyson: Clearly. 

}tr. Carter: The question that comes to my mind then as to whether or not it should be 
a matter for the constitution rather than for the legislature. 

Mr. Aalyson: There is some question as to whether it can be statutory in view of the 
statute which exists and which was upon in this decision. In the Code, Section 4123.68 
is that section which deals with occupational disease. The next section, Section 
4123.69 says "Every employee mentioned in 4123.68 of the Revised Code and the dependents 
and the employer or employers of such employee shall be entitled to all the rights, 
benefits, and immunities, and shall be subject to all the liabilities penalties, and 
regulations provided for injured employees and their employers by Sections 4123.01 to 
4123.94, inclusive," which is the whole code. Judge Herbert in commenting on this 
says, in his minority opinion, that one of the rights which the claimant shall have is 
the appeal to court and since this says that occupational disease clabnants shall have 
the same rights as other clrimants, obviously they have an appeal, but the Supreme 
Court says no ••• 
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~lr. Herrold: Craig, if you look at that case, it doesn't turn in any way on the consti 
tution. It would have been very easy for the general assembly to provide for such an 
appeal if it intended to do so. 

Mr. Aalyson: Of course, Judge Herbert says this is what they intended by the enact
ment of .69. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, I understand. But it is, nevertheless, true, is it not, Craig, that 
the General Assembly could expressly provide for this in the following section on occupa
tional disease. 

Mr. Aalyson: You mean could they specifically say there shall be a right of appeal in 
occ ura Lit>lwl d iaease? 

Mr. Carter: Yes. 

Mr. Aalyson: Of r.ourse I think they can. 

Nr. Carter: So that in that CDse there wouldn't be any question about the c·:)nstitutionalitv 

Mr. Aalysoll: That's probably true, yes. I don't think there would be any question. 

Mr. Herrold: It would have been very easy for the general assembly to provide for such 
an C'fJpeal if it intended to do so, by either eliminatine the word "injury" before the 
\·/ord "c3se" in a eertain secti.on, or by adding the words "or occupational disease" after 
the ',!Ord Ilinjllry" in other sections. 

Sen8tOl:" Corts: Could I ask a question? Does this committee believe that there should be 
the ri?ht to 3::>pcal ill those cases? Has there been em argument 'submitted that there should 
not be a right of Llppeal'? 

Hr. k~rrold: The .argum:=nt is thClt in an OCcup,'1tional disease case i.t is peculiarly a 
r",edi.cal. qh~5 r Hm, [l,ld u~u;:lly a pretty complex type of condition. The argument is, and 
it he';; a h]2\'~ be~n i.!rlop ted "J!ien i c's 1'1Clde in the legis la ture, and it comes u!>every ses
sion, really, th;:l: thi.s is a matter best decided fj~ro<.llly by an expert board which the 
co,':;1\1i",:;1.0ll i.8 supposed to be, having before it: the expert testimony of letters of physi
ciAns who specialize in these areas. And that to put that sort of Question befor~ a 
jury is contru=y to prompt adjudication, for one, and expert adjudication, secondly. 

Hr. Carter: Ny posiUon on this matter is that I really don't kn"w enough about it to 
take a stand on that question, on that issue. Ny feeling was that this is something that 
is more appropriately the kind of thing that I would like to have our elected representa
tives r:w,ke judgments on. And these judgments change as people learn more about these 
thi.ngs, r1:1tller than fr.eezing something into the constitution. So I didn't have any posi
tion on it one way or the other. 

Senator Corts: I just wondered if there is a feeling between the commission that a right 
to appeal on any matter is a constitutional right. 

Nr. ;\Blyson: I ch,::nnpioned the cause last !i'~eting that both the employer and the claimant 
should be gUDrante~J a right to appcDl to B courc from any adverse decision of the Indus
trial Comnission except extent of disability, by constitutional guarantee. 

Senator Carts: Is anybody prepared to, in some fashion, say what rights are not appeal
able other thon these? 

Mr. Aalyson: Preseatly, as I understand it, there are two areas where an appeal is not 
'1 bi One 1.'8 extent of disability. Do you have 40 or 60 or 70% disability. Youaval. a e. 
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could argue this forever t so I agree that this is a so'.llutory type of provision. Second t 
would be in occup::ltional diseas(~s :3S opposed to injury. Those are the only t~70 instances 
I know of where there c~nnot be an appeal to jury. Now t the denial of the right of appeal 
in the extent of disability is ~pecifically by statute. The denial of the right of appeal 
in occupational dis~ascs is by inference because nothing is said about the appeal and • 
the suprelne court in this decision has said there is a distinction and therefore there 
is no right. 

Mrs. Sowle: And there is no appeal in the traditional sense t an appeal on questions 
of lmv?
 

Mr. Aalyson: It's an appeal on law and fnct. It's a trial de novo.
 

Mrs. Erih;son: In the occupation;ll disease cases t is there not t nevertheless t the
 
righ t oi appcI11 to the court of appeals on law? 

Mr. A<:llyson: Yes. 

Mrs. Eriksson: So that presumably that meets the due process argument. Because I 
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no administrative agency would adjudicate finally.
 

Mr. Herrold: I don't think a due process argument has ever been asserted.
 

• Mr. Aalyson: live never heard or one. 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, but I think these arguments are being asserted more and mare now in 
administrative agency decisions. 

• 
Mr. Herrold: Thar argument has never been asserted in any workmen's compensation case 
to my knowledge. Upon the b<:sis that Article II, Section 35 has not been felt to be 
subject to rhe due process arguments. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But it is a potential argument. Many of these things are changing today 
as far as administrative agencies are concerned. 

• Hr. Herrold: Yes, that's true. There are four steps at which this matter can be recon
sidered on law or fact before the decision of the Industrial Commission becomes final 
under present law in occupational diseases, plus the fifth, more limited stell of mandamus. 
In injury cases you have a statutory right of appeal. 

Mr. Carter: There is nothi~in the constitution that prohibits the right of appeal. 

• Hr. Herrold: Nothing. 

Hr. Carter: .And, to me, thatls where we ought to stop. That's my feeling. 

Hr. Aalyson: Ny feeling is tlwt the Constitution not only should not prohibit, but it 
shouhl zuarrmtee th.:: right of aPPi.:al • 

Hrs. Smile: But your provision doesn 1 t really guarantee the right of appeal either, 
Craig, does it, because if the general assembly decided to remove the provision for appeal 
in iujdry cases ••• 

• 
Hr. ~\a.lyson: 'Yes, it doesn I t guarantee it. Ac tually, I ",ould prefer to rer,'ord this to say 
that the riZhL of appeal shall be guaranteed, but that WES felt to be too statutory last 
time in the way th3t the other people had iramed it. So I didn! t come back Hith that. 

Mrs. Sowle: And really what you are talking about is maybe not as well described by 
s2ying.ri~ht of appeal. It 1 s ~rial by jury that you are really t~lking about. 

• Mr. Aalyson: Yes, thatls right. 

• 

Xr Herrold: Our different position is a question of, should we have an expert, supposedly, 
administrative body whose decision is final or should everything in this area be ultimately 
dispos~J of by jury? Certainly. there would be many employers who would like to, at least 
in the last four years, have been cble to Rp~e&l their cases to a jury and had no worse 
of a chclHce. So I non' t think you can (1r;,~) this line on employer - labor. 

l'lr. Aalyson: That's a valid argument. I thi.nk it's a question: should there be a right 
to hove a jury decide or should there not, in this case? As we both said, the political 
compcxion oi tJl(~ Inc.il1strial Commission seems to chm'.ge the nature of the orders that 
come Ollt and therefore it seems to h~~ that maybe a jury of one's peers is the last best 

• hope of either side, in this case or in these cases. 

Hr. Herrold: B;.lt \vhen you have 9,000,000 open pending cases, contemplate the possibility 
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of appeal in 10% of those to a jury is horrendous, isn't it? 

Senator Corts: Could I hear the statutory language which permits appeal?
 

Mr. L\alyson: The statute reads liThe claimant or the employer may appeal a decision of
 • 
the Industrial Commission in any injury case other than a decision as to the extent of 
disability to the court of common pleas,etc ••• " 

Senator Corts: Where does it guarantee the right to trial by jury? •Mr. Aalyson: It goes on later to say that the case shall be turned to a jury. liThe 
court or a jury under the instructions of a court, if a jury is demanded, shall deter
mine the right of the claimant to participate or to continue to participate." 

Senator Corts: Really what the statute is giving is not a right to appeal but a right 
to a trial de novo. • 
Mr. Aalyson: Right. 

Senator Corts: And does either party have the ri.ght to appeal on questions of law or 
abuse of discretion or any of that thing on the part of the board? 

•Mr. Aalyson: Only by mandamus. 

Mr. I"'errold: Only in those t~¥o limited categories that you spoke of. And then, in a 
very difficult way, of mandamus in which the only way that could be upset is to show a 
gross abuse of discretion. 

l1r. Aalyson: And ''lha t it amounts to is that if there is any evidence to support the • 
admiilistrative agency's finding, then the court will not upset it. 

Mrs. Sowle: In mandamus, the scope of review would be very limited. 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes, very narrow. You must find that, essentially as I understand it, there • 
is no evidence to support the decision below. I'm sure Russ can think of cases that in~ 

volve an employer. One that comes to my mind just happens to be an occupational disease 
case where there was an autopsy which disclosed without question that death was due to 
silicosis, and yet there were other medical opinions in the case which did not have the 
benefit of the autopsy which said it is not due to silicosis and the board decided that 
it \'188 not due, ami the Commission said. that there was evidence to support their position, • 
therefore the court did not upset it. A factual situation which is almost unbelievable 
because of the autopsy. 

Mrs. Sowle: Did that go upon mandamus? 

Mr. Aalyson: It went upon mandamus. 

~~s. Sowle: And it was affirmed? 

Mr. Aalyson: It was affirmed on the basis that there was medical evidence to support 
the position of the Industrial Commission even though that medical evidence as judged 
by you and I sitting here may have fallen in the face of the autopsy. This happens on 
both sides. It doesn't only happen on the claimant's side. Although it's a remedy, • 
it~s not a practical remedy in that many instances. 
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Senator Corts: ~~at is there in the constitution which gives one the right to appeal? 

Mr. Aalyson: There is nothing in the constitution • 

• Senator Corts: It's all statutory?
 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes.
 

Senator Corts: The right of appeal in every type of case?
 

e Mr. Aalyson: Yes.
 

Mr. Herrold: And to be consistent, if you were going to write this in the constitution,
 
shouldn't	 it apply to all other agencies too? Why workmen's compensation? 

Senator Corts: 1 wondered why t.he statutory provisions do not apply to administrative 
e	 nppeals generally? I presume the reason it doesn't is becalse the legislature acted 

specifically on this one subject. 

~1r. Aalyson: I think workreen's compensation has always tended to be treated specially 
because of d~ enabling section of the constitution. 

•	 Senator Corts: You say there are 9,000,000 cases pending? 

Hr. Herrold: Yes. Let's say I'm injured and I draw some money today, my case would re
1,1~Jin suhject to being reopened for 10 years. That's how the hzure is built up so high. 
It nw.y be morc than 9,000,000 now. It was 9 three or four years ago in Ohio. 

l·fr. Curter: I cert:i:.nly don't want to take the position that I am i1gainst treatlng oce· cup<ltional dh1Ci.1SeS on the same basis as injur-y. 1 1 m not taking that position at all. 
I just don It Immy enou;:;h abcut it to take: th<lt kind of a position. But I somehO\y or 
a,lGther have ,1 hnrc1 l:ime co:r..ing to the conclusion that this is a proper matter to be 
h;:mdl,~d i.::l the: constitution. .\s a matter of fact, I stated at the last meeting, that 
r:lY reeling i.s that the \vhole \;orkrnen's compensation area has no place in the constitution. 

• Senator Corte: I agree with you there, but the fact that it is in here might ••• 

Hr. Aalyson :md HI'S. Sowle: Haybe we ought to repeal it. 

Hr. Hcr:old: I think you'd be deluged Hith phone-caUs. Certainly it would create a 
1e t of prob lems • 

e 
Senator Corts: That's another right to work situation. 

• 
~~r. Carter: Yes, that's one of the problems \Jith ••• That's 'Yhy I feel so strongly about 
this di~-:cct ir.itiative thing is that so often ,.;hat happens is that Tll<>.terial gets in the 
conscitution lnJt has no place in the constitution but once it's there, you've got a 
different oall-gan,,-: getting it out than a(;over putting it in to start with, and it leads 
to-a lot'of bad things in the constituti.on as things that shouldn't be there. 1 ' m not 
saying that they're bad in fact. 

clr. Aalyson: I thi~lk there can be aot much question if one looks .':It this entire article 
that it is eSGcntially, at this point, ,vithout a change, legislative in ch..lracter, the 
\"ho1e thing. That is, pe.rhaps, the only valid argument for saying that something whiche is also legislntive in character might well be placed therei~. 
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Mrs. So,11e: So I can see how something ended up in the constitution. But whether that 
means you want to add le3i:>1ative material in another question. I agree that I don't 
think \ve wnnt ~tly more stat.utor.y type of material in here than is essential. And I 
think the problem that you pl~esent, Craig, it certainly sounds to me as if it can be cor
rected i.n the general assembly without having to change anything here. 

Hr. Aalyson: I assume that the sense of the committee now i.s that there should be no 
modification with the exception of the possible modification at 'and' or 'or'. Does 
anybody lHive a feeling about that? That was Jack's suggestion. To tell you the truth, 
I hadn!t really thought about it. I throw it in there becallse he had suggested it. 

Mr. Huston asked "'lhether he thought that was significant enough to put the whole section 
before the voters? 

Mr. Aalyson: 1 don't know w~ether it is or not. Jack suggested that this might be a 
means of accomplishing the entire purpose. 

Mr. Herrold: I'm not sure I knO\'1 "'lhat effect it has, but I'm a little troubled by the 
fact that we have· ·.."juries and occupational di.seases which, in the case law and the 
way they are handled are events which happen at work. And yet death is something that 
happens outside of work. So I wonder if they should all be connected by an 'and'. 

Mr. Huston: In your second sentence you have the same thing - damages for such death, 
injut'ies, or occupational disease - you have the 'or' in there too. 

Mr. Herrold: This may be a w~y-out argument, but I don't know whether this would mean 
since in order to be compensable the injury has to be connected to your work, or hap
pened at your work, really, or in the scope of your employment, and so is the occupational 
disease. Would this have the effect of ruling out a death that happened 20 yeam later 
as a result of something that happened at \vork. But it didn't happen at work, it hap
pened in bed. This is the kind of semantic problem that first occurs to me. 

Mr. Cc"rter: One of the things that we were cautioned as commission members way back at 
day one was· that anytime we make a change in the constitution, even son~ kind of very 
frivolous change, i.t tends to upset the whole apple cart - all of the decisions must be 
relitigated in view of that change. 

Nr. Huston: I feel with regard to this 'or' or 'and', that this is such an insignifj.cant 
change that if we are not contemplating changing the intent of the section, I would just 
leave it the way it is. I agree that the suggest~d change in this new draft is a matter 
that should be left to the legislature to deal with. That was the intent of the section 
of the constitution to begin with, to enable the legi~ture to pass the law. 

Mr. Carter: Verifying their authority. 

Mr. Huston: Verifying their authority. That was the only reason the constitutional pro
vision was enacted. 

Senator Corts: It offends me that there aren't rights of appeal in certain kinds of 
cases where there are in others. I would think that if the legislature failed to act, 
and if this group thought it should be in, that would be where it should be. My inclin
ation without knowing a lot about the law would be that it should be in here. 

Mr. Carter: You are not persuaded by the fact that there are other remedies, such as 
the right of initiative or legislative remedies. 
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Senator Corts: Of course, we could say that about everything we do. We could use that 
as a reason not to do anything, I suppose. 

Mr. Carter: I wasn't thinking of a constitutional amendment. 1 was thinking of a 
statutory remedy. 

Senator Corts: The very fact that you have indicated, as I say, I hnven't had experience 
in this field, but the very fact that you indicated that there are political considera
tions in the make-up of the board, make the conclusion stronger that there ought to be 
the right of appeal, and i.f the legislature won't provide, then I think we should. 

Mr. n~ston: Generally, isn't the right of appeal from an administrative agency through 
the court and not to a jury? Administrative agency appeals are generally to a court 
\\'hich purportedly has some expertise in the application of the law. 

Mr.1\:lly50n: I don't know much about administrative agenc:y to.'ork but: isn't it true also 
that administrative agencies generally are concerned with a fact finding situation such 
as is peculiar to a jury? 

Nr. Huston: :\11 administrative a;;;encies are that ~"ay. Because actually the only thing 
you'r~ doin~. you're going before an administrative agency rather than a court, that's 
the first step - going before your administrative agency, such as PUCO. They have to 
make f inll ings of L,iC t. and COlle ius ions of law. 

Hr. r\.11yson: 1 understand, but facts are of a different type. This is so similar, for 
eXd.,plc; :':'0 cl perso'c;:l inj'n:ycase, where yOll said: did this accident happen this way 
3nd '·'<.IS til;: ti).;]".hi d.l:y produced by the occm:tencc'! Which is traditi.onally a jury type 
o£ fl;nl.'.ti.o'[1 D:, OP~)osi.~d to rate-making or things of that sort which are involvt'd in 
arir"inis trn Live agency <l ppc81s • 

hr. Husten: In thi~ particular tyoe of cns. you are actually, you might say, doing away 
~.;ith tile C\);~J,\8n l<l\~ l"ights. You 1 re e linin<1ting the right of t.ht: employer to introduce 
evidence 0; n.:,r,ligen.::e on the pbt" of the indi'ilidudl. The individual \~aiVeH his right 
o[ negli~8D~u agaioJt the employe~. You're reducing it to a set of rules and regula
UO:iS by ~iilich the !~igl ts of both p.:Jrties are elirlinated, which does give you a little 
cii'Lercnt perspective. And it isn't something that tile legislature has deemed necessary 
tu regulaLe, becaus~ there is no other ffieans for accomplishing a result, such as in con
necti,on ~dt(l your ri:onopolistic-type services. I·ll-,ere you have a FUCO regulation, that's 
in lieu 01' a cOtilpeLtivE; effort. In connection ~·)ith SEC wurk, you do not have an appli 
cfLion or aright of appeal to a jury. This is the only one I kn0w of where you have a 
trial de novo in a lower court. 

Hr. Mllyson: lind yet the legislature hps felt that this is necessary in injury cases, 
.end 0;W has ~ifficu.tty I think, (l(lspite Nr. Herrold's 3r~ument, in saying that there 
Silould be n different type of apDaal in nn occupational disease case. One might say 
th':lt these involve a tredicnl que. !:i.on but, altwHt invari.Jhly, so does the injury case. 
The m('re [net that there hUG to be n,r~dicaJ. evidence does,,'t seem to me to be a justifi 
3;)le DCl3is for denying the appeal ::0 the p~rson vho is just as sevetcly disabled even 
though it might be by a disease as opposed to an injury. 

Nr. Herrold: The Lmzu.1ge you have twre really goes much further thun just guaranteeing 
appeal. It covers everything you could think of vis a vis the two categories. 

[-ir. ACllyson: II d be glad to ffiodify the Innguage to mere ly guarantee the right of appeal. 
As I say, according to Judge Herbert at least, and my own interpretation, what 1 feel 
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ought 1:0 bl~ done. Rut the court said it doesn't do it. It's (HfH'tult for me to sit 
here and say the legislature can do this if the courts can disregard it. 

Mr. Herrold: This amendment has been introduced every year in the last twenty while 
1 have been p:lrticipating. I ~.,lould be ~\dazed if it were not introduced again this time. 

Hr. Acd.yson: 01C might hav(~ been a little more confident in his prediction if the gover
norship hadn't: ch;mged. But that again creates a problem,. you see. It shifts back and 
forth as we both indicated. 

~~enator Cortfi: The arz,nment that this thing was heard before a board of experts, that 
they're more o:p(,rt th.:m the jury doesn't persuade mCo'. at all. Hm·H.~ver I can see why 
you OUgllt not h~ve ~wo trials - why you shouldn't have a trial before the board and 
then be guaranteed th0 right to retrial before a court. I can see that. 

Hr. Aalyson: That used to he the case under rehearings. I don't know why that was 
changed. 

Senator Corts: Under the administrative appeals-act, you go off on appeal of the record 
bclorc~ tllc honni,md I s up~o,;e thn t ~Jha t I would [avor, if I f3vor any thing, is tha t tlw t 
kind of appcJl would be granted in these cases. 

Nr. Aal.yson: Th.:1t u;;ed to be the situation as to in.jury cases. There \l1as a record mnde 
o:Jf the aJministr<lt.i.v~ DEeney which ~'ient up and you considered the record. 

Mr. Herrold: I Houldn' t be against that legi.slative chc:,nge either. I/ve operated under 
bo th sys terns. I prefer it a~ a matter of e&se and simplicity to go lip on record. The 
reason i t ~vas chan.ged, I think, was you put a lot of jurors to sleep when you rest on 
record. 

Senator Corts: lVhen I think of an out and out appeal, I think of it from the court of 
con~non pleas to the court of appeals on questions of law. 

Mr. Herrold: I "Quld prefer to see it on the basis of 1m"! only, although employers would 
have had a hard time the last four years - out that's a legislative matter, it seems to 
me. 

Senator Corts: Yes, it is. 

Mrs. So~le: It seems to me the only concern of the constitution legitimately is to make 
sure that the legislature has the power to enact workmen's compensation legislation and 
that was ~riginally the prohlem. But the details of that and how it should work, seems 
to me those things ought to be subject to change from time to time on the basis of ex
perience. All the constitution should do is to permit the general assembly to legislate 
in this c:rea. 

Mr. Aalyson: Even though I admit to being strongly pro-plaintiff and claimant, I thought 
maybe we ought to modify this very drastically simply by saying the legislature or 
the general assembly may enact laws. 

Mrs. Sowle: Do the same thing we did in the corporation area., 
Mr._.Aalyson agreed. 

Mr. Carter: We discussed this at the last committee meeting and that's where we got into 
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this discu~sion of the ball bouncing back and forth and I had trouble at the last com
mittee meeting on some things. The arguments were we got the constitution - let's not 
change it. On other things, we should make changes because of the political shifts. 

•
 Mrs. Sowle: It seems to me it would be pretty hard to boil down those first two sentences.
 

Mr. Huston: Thatls the essential part of it. 

Mr. Carter: That was the original in 1912, as I recall. The balance was added ~ter. 

•
 
Mr. Herrold: You are not proposing deleting the rest of the present section, I gather.
 

Mrs. Sowle: No, that isn't what I was suggesting. 

Mr. Herrold: I meant Craig in his draft. 

Mr. Aalyson: No, I wonder if it's necessary. \vhen I looked at it, I thought somcthi.ng

• might be "The General Assembly may enact lC',ws providing for to1orkmen's compensation for 
p,!t"sons who suffe-::- injury or occupational disease or death". I don't think you need 
"death". I think "death" is nothing more than the ultimate injury. 

t-~r. Herrold: That's t'lhat the first sentence says. 

•
 Nrs. Sm'lle: Yes.
 

Sf.:n'Jtor Cort:::: Hhat <Ire the hatch-marks on page 2, " ••• the decision shall be finaP'? 

Hr. "'.niy:;on: I den't think ~o1e ever got to <1 discussion of that. That would be consis
tent \lith the right of. ,lp!,cal to COL:rt in cases involving violation of specific safety 
reoll:,n'iTI"'nts. \']e never got to a d~scussiol1 of that last tim~ or this time • 

~r. Herrold: This oould have another effect - that hatch-mark on the earlier draft. 
1':1::'; .i.s the S.:ntEollce reL"lti.!lg to the violation of specific safety requir~ments, which 
pre:'!";,,..'l\.' iy tlJis was ill lOWl:d to b~ repenled. 

•
 Hr. ;\.;llyscm: Yes, that1s ~"hat I say. This Hould be consistent with the right of appeal.
 
It would br:ln~7, it in there as \-Jell.
 

• 

(·Jy'. ikrrold: This is t"her.e the commLssio!' has al'larded a penalty, and of course it 80 

c",llul it hec<l!lse th::; employer d:i.dn l t comply I.;ith some specific safety requirement such as 
"Thou sh::llt guard your band-3mJ" and the en'ployer didn't and the employee lost his hand. 
R!.lt th~ Cor;':uission now h2s discretion to a 110\,1 if they find the injury uas cille to such 
violation, thf~Y Ci.!n allm~ 3 penalty of .trom 15 to 50/ additional compensation which comes0 

directly frc'lU the el;lplo:ler's pocket. And this ~'JDuld put that in the ha~ds of tre jury 
and subject to the motions th2t would flow trom it. 

t:r. 8~lyson: If no one has any further discussion, the chair will entertain a motion if 
anyone care~ to make one.

• Yrs. Sowle: Do you need a motion not to change something? 

Hr. Carter: I think tildt we're going to present this matter to th~ connnission as to what 
the co:m,litl:ee judg;m"r; tis, ilnd of course, you always have the ri(rht of filing more than 
one report to U1C commission. 

• 
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t>lr. Anlynon: Is i.t a propos for the chair to make the motion? 

Nr. Carter: I would like to make a motion that we am::md the prescnt provision solely to 
prov!uc io~ the "~·.;.:),ht to triAl by jury iLl. nny case involving an adverse decision, except 
ext.ent of di.sability) <;;d of course I ,umt that right to ob tain to the employer or the 
employee. 

Mrs. Sowle: r'll second it for purposes of discussion. 

Hr. t\<ll:n~on: J. have nothing further: to say i.n discussion. It's simply a fet!ling I have 
that the right should be glli:lranteed in the c,ms ti.tution. The gentleman who has not 
been int::od~lced;-:o the cowmi.ttee if. l·:r. Robin Obctz. Robin was form~rly chairman or 
the i.~01l4;lLllS R<.~gi,)n<ll Bo~.r<l of RcviE'H and prc::;ently is a member of the lllW firm that 
handles primarily employer's work. 

l·!r. Hl;StOll: In such a sHuation, do you put the claimant in a real difficult position 
by virtue of the fact tl\at your employer has the wherewithal! to appeal practically 
every cas(;~. 

Hr. Ad.ysor.: Not invol"ving extent of disability. As far as I am concerned, he really 
has tlwt ;101-1. Except occupational disease cases. t~ha t I'm trying to brt'ng in is occupa
tional dis~ase cases. 

Mr. Huston: I'm just raising this as a question. Do you think that puts the employee 
ct a disadvantage? 

Mr. Aalyson: Speaking as an employee's representative, no. 

Senator Carts: Let me see if I understand. Under the decision of the board, injuries 
mllY be now appealed in a tri.al de novo. 

Mr. Aalyson: Correct.
 

Senator Corts: Under the authority of the statute and not the constitution.
 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes.
 

Senator Corts: And your motion would then make it a constitutional guarantee of appeal
 
for both injury and occupational disease.
 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes, from an adverse decision not involving extent of disability.
 

Mr. Obetz: Taking the reverse, why don't you eliminate trial by jury in every case?
 

Mr. Herrold: Yes, why not. That would be more consistent with the theory of workmen's
 
compensation.
 

Mr. Obetz: And I'm not convincted that isn't the answer.
 

Mr. Herrold: Most states have it that way. OhiQ is one of the fairly few that allow
 
jury consideration. 

Mr. Aalyson: First of all, as I've indicated earlier, I think that you cannot permit 
political judgment in these cases as now is· the situa tion. Second, I think if you try 
to eliminate trial by jury, you'd have another right to work situation on your hands in 
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Ohio, just as surely as the other proposition which was mentioned this morning which 
I've forgotten. Every workman in the state would rise up and get rid of not only the 
legislature, but maybe the Constitutional Revision Commission by shotgun approach. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

e. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Mr. Obetz: I disagree. I think if they had the intenL originally on occupational dis
ease cases, and there really in my opinion is very little difference, the converse is 
\~hy not disallow for injury? Or the same position is why not have allowed for occupa
tional disease cases as they do in injuries. I think you want to be consistent maybe. 

Mr. Aalyson: That's what 1 1m saying. 

Hr. Obetz: Hhy not the reverse? I think there is a lot of merit to the reverse for 
claimants and employers. 

Hr. Aalyson: This is a matter of judgment. 

Mr. Herrold: There is one consideration that maybe ought to be tossed in and that is in 
your court :>ystem the biggest single category of cases is workmen's compensation cases. 
There ar~ more of those than any others now. 

Hr. Aalyson: I have no means of challenging that. You mea.n the largest number of cases 
in Cl singl.e category. But you are not saying that there are more workmen's compensation 
C.1ses than all other cases. 

loir. Herrold: No. The court has categories: workmen's compensation, personal injury, 
contract, approprintion, and so on. 

}!r. Anlyscn: The sotion is to amend the present article to guarantee a right to trial by 
ju,-y frw' <tny adverse decision by either party, from the Industrial Commission, not in
volving extent of disability. It's been seconded. 

Q1r. Aalyson voteJ '&ye' and all others voled 'nay'.) 

M~. Carter: I would like to say that I voted no because I think this is a statutory 
11:" t ter. 

Hr. A::ll.yson: The motion fails. The ch[lir will entertain a motion \·!ith regard to submit
tLlg the f,wtter to the cou;;nission ~~ith a recounne:.(~u,;:\.on [or no change. And I don't know 
that ,'Je n,;(;d such a motion. 

Nr. Carter: I think we do as a procedural lU3.tter, and I will make that motion, that we 
recommend to the comr'lission tha t there be no chanije in the sec tion. 

Hn;. Sm:le seconded the motion. 

':-:r. A(!lyso;l called for di.scussion. There being no discussion he called for a vote. The 
cOlmli t tee va ted unanimous ly 'aye I The motion carried.• 

E~. Carter: You arc entirely at liberty to file a minority report if you choose to do 
so Cr<.:ig, and I have a great deal of em;Hitlty for your p'?itlon in this thing. 

}~rs. SO~'ll(':'ls a legislative matter J. Wil very sympathetic. 

Hr. Aolyson: I con;;e3s to the feelin:; that it is a legislative matter. I think we 
pn"':faced our remarks initially \"hen ,-'C opened discussion of this section that if there 
\,'Qrc: some WilY We could keep it frem becoming;) cyclical thing) a bouncing ball thing. 
Every legislature that comes up something ~ets in there and mRybe there is no way to i 
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do th<.lt. 

Hr. Carter: ,~.h~ight. l'h3t Lakes care of that matter. Do you have any other matters 
that hu'V8 to be brOll,;ht up Defore th(.~ commi.t tee'? • 
Hr. AI11y::,on: I don.' t bcHqve there are cmy m:3tters presentl.y pending. Ann h88 submit
teu some mat(~rial on other. nl<:,tters - public ;'1e1fare and of e:r.ployees such a'> ~·}ages and 
hours am; t:hi.n:~s of that sort but uc've j!.l~;t gotten the resear.ch reports, and it is 
not: sr;;r,ething t.hat could he t<1ken up by the C011'Illittce at this time. 

Nr. Aalyson tbnnkcd Russ Herrold and Robin Obetz for comi.ng in. Robin Gbetz commented • 
that Cr<li.g mizht put his <ipp(;:.aranc(~ also {·lith the Ohio Self-Insur<lnce Assocation. 

~{'hc cOi'i',;nittce \\li.11 Iaeot at the call of the chairman. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
•	 Elections and Suffrage Committee: Miscellaneous' 

January 23, 1975 

SUDIl18ry 

•
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• 
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The Elections and Suffrage Committee met on January 23 at 10 a.m. in the Commission 
offices in the Neil House. Present were committee members Craig Aalyson, Chairman, Richard 
C~rter,_ and Jack Wilson. Ann Eriksson, Director, and Brendl. Avey attended from the ataff. 
Liz Brownell attended for the Ohio League of Women Voters. 

The meeting opened with a continuation of the discussion of the language on corpor
'ations, presently Article XIII. Ann Eriksson commented that Katie Sowle had no further 
comments or changes to recommend regarding the language pu~ forth by Mr. Carter. She 
had two	 questions. One, whether it was really necessary to include the language exclud
ing the	 coverage of municipal corporations. 

In view of the history of Article XVIII, all agreed that it probably should be inclu
ded, so	 that the words "classified" and "regulated" don't apply to municipal corporations. 
Since they were included in there originally in Article XIII, it i8 well worth trying to 
excl!1de	 them. 

Mr. Carter: You remember when we had this problem of trying to define what a corporation 
was in context with our constitution. I think we ought to leave it in. 

Mr. Wilson: 1 think it's an improvement. 

Mr. Carter: I would flip a coin as between "A" and lIB II of my proposals. liB" is a couple 
of words shorter and I think it re'ads better. I like "formed in this state and elsewhere" 
better than "domestic and fCllreign". Foreign is a word that I think requires definition. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It keeps with the basic format that the committee had originally designed. 

Mr. Carter: I think it's a good sentence. It is a little different than what Nolan had.
 
Do you see any substantive difference?
 

Mr. Aulyson: I don't know that I have ever understood precisely,what Nolan's problem was? 

Mr. Carter: He was very concerned of the possibility that the committee's proposal might 
be construed as not applicable to foreign corporations. Our argument was that the legis
lature has the plenary power and there is no reason to spell it out. Nolan was concerned 
about dropping the clause. He wanted to make sure that the state had the authority for 
the governing 6fforeign corporations - who ,sold securities in the state, et cetera. The 
second thing he felt is that the legislature could clearly have the power to classify 
foreign corporations, as well as domestic corporations. For ~xample, as non-profit or 
profit. I think he has probably got a good point there. I think what we had was per- J" 
fectly alright, but since Nolan was cor.~ernJP that L~might have some limitations, it's 
easy enough to change. 

Mr. Wilson: The first paragraph suggested would cover all corporations ot~ than munici

pal corporations, whether formed in Ohio, 1imbucktoo, or Saudi Arabia.
 

Mr. Carter agreed. 

Mr. Carter: I move to adopt the language: in the last paragraph liB" language in the ' 
January	 13 memorandum. 

•	 
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Mr. Carter: I do think it is a tre~us improvement over what we have in the const~ •tution from an English, editorial,~_.simplifi~ationpoint of view, even though it \/ 
doesn't represent any substantive change. -Now we need somebody to present the ~eport to 
the Commission because Katie is not going to be there. . 

. . 
Mr. Wilson: Now that I have just reread there is one point on a word that is in here. 
"Supervise". Does "regulated" encompass "supervise"? • 
All agreed that it did. 

Mr. Aalyson volunteered to present the revised recommendation to the Commission at this 
afternoon's meeting. •Mrs. Eriksson: The total recommendation of the committee involves the substitution of 
this language for everything in Article XIII, except that we would refer son~ of the pro
visions in there to another committee-the eminent domain provision. You remember we had 
discussion about that. 

Mr. Aalysoll: That's already been presented to the eommission though - the fact that we were • 
going to refer that. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The whole report was presented to the Commission, but we took no action on 
-it., . ~__~.--==-------------------. 

• 
.. 

• 
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I '(\f<-I f\!iC:Ni OF MENTAL HYGIEr-JE AND COFH~ECTION 

• DIVISION OF CORRECTION 

1211 STATE OFFICE BUILDING 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 

• July I, 1971 

• Mrs. Ann M. Ericksson, Director 
Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
20 South Third Street, Room 212 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 

Dear Mrs. Ericksson: 

John J. Gilligan 
Governor 

James T. Welsh 
Acting Director 

Bennett J. Cooper 
Commissioner 

JUL B 1971 

• This is in reply to your correspondence of June 8, 1971.
 
We appreciate your consideration of soliciting our opinions and
 
suggestions as problem areas that your various study ·committee may
 
chose to review.
 

•
 
In my present position I am of course aware of those sec


tions of the Ohio Constitution that have effect on the responsibili 


• 

ties of this office and the Division of Correction. Their significance 
have been especially noteworthy due to their effect in limiting or re
stricting development of new and innovative programing in adult correc
tions. 

Due to the obvious failure of the traditional penal institu
tion and programs to provide meaningful rehabilitation of offenders by 
isolating them from all community involvement the field of corrections 
has recently a new mandate to emphasize the positive aspects of the 
offender. Traditional punitive procedures are being replaced with 
treatment and training. Work release and early community placement is 

• being substituted for institutional isolation. Finally, the social 
and moralistic ostracism of the felon is now being replaced with the 
objectivity and understanding of the pragmatic behavorial sciences. 

• 
Therefore, in offering our suggestions we not only solicit 

the analysis of your study committees but also some measure of public 
opinion or reaction to changing the traditional legal restrictions set 
on offenders. 

Our suggestions pertain to the following sections of the Ohio 
Constitution. 

•
 A. Article I Sec. 12 provides in part
 

"No person shall be transported out of the State for 
any offense committed within the same; ••• " 
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Ann N. Ericksson 
July 1, 1971 

The existance of this constitutional provision would obviously
 
bar any attempt to establish multi-state regional correctional facilities.
 • 
In order to permit Ohio to participate in any such program that may be
 
established in the future, this constitutional provision must either be
 
extensively amended or eliminated (Note: the U. S. Department of Justice,
 
through its Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has offered funds
 
for this multi-state cooperation among various states but we (Ohio) have
 
not been able to respond to such a proposal.)
 • 
B. Article II Sec. 41Abolishing prison contract labor ••• 

"No person in any ••• penal institution or reformatory while 
under sentence thereto, shall ••• be allowed to work at any 
trade, industry, or occupation, wherein or whereby his work • 
or the product or profit of his work shall be sold, farmed 
out, contracted or given away ••• " 

We suggest that this Section be revised in order to permit
 
"work-release", "work Furlough" which has proven to be effective elsewhere
 
in the nation. If its version can emphasize the rehabilitative role in
 • 
insuring skilled training and stable, meaningful employment rather than
 
cheap convict labor for exploration which the present section guards
 
against we feel that it would be more compatible for all concerned.
 

Also, the restriction of the use and sale of "prison-made"
 
goods to political sub-divisions solely, perhaps could be expanded to
 • 
include any tax exempt organization. With this revision we could develop
 
full and meaningful production in our industries, increase inmate com

pensation above a few pennies a day to a scale capable of creating in

centive without using funds of the hard pressed general revenue resource.
 
This could be implemented without greatly increasing the ire of either
 
private industry or labor unions.
 • 
C. Article V Sec."4 provides 

"The General Assembly shall have power to exclude from the 
privilege of voting, or of being eligible to office any per
son convicted of bribery, perjury or other infamous crime." • 
If the rehabilitation of offenders is commensurate with foster


ing citizenship and social responsibility then this Section of the Ohio
 
Constitution should be perhaps re-evaluated.
 

The majority of convicted felons are not sentenced to penal • 
institutions. The eA~anded use of probation and also parole indicates
 
that supervision in a community setting is adequate for the majority
 

.. of offenders. 

They continue to be taA~ayers and live in their locale rather
 
than being in a distant institution.
 • 
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Ann N. Ericksson 
July 1, 1971 

• Federal parolees are entitled to vote in Ohio elections yet 
State parolees are prohibited by law. 

Since community re-integration and socialization is being 
proported as being essential and desirable it would seem logical that those 
laws which hinder total participation should be re-assessed as to their

• original significance in today's concept of handling offenders. 

This concludes our suggestion. In conclusion I would like to 
repeat our original purpose in proposing them, namely, to garner a re
action to them as much as offering reasons for-their consideration. 

• We would appreciate being placed on your mailing list so that 
we may keep abreast of your interesting and challaging work. 

Respectfully submitted, 

• 

• BJC:MJK:cs 

•
 

• 

• r 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 23 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
June 14, 1973 

Federal and Ohio Constitutional Provisinns 
concerning elections, and law and cases 
affecting voting rights under such provisions 

This paper briefly describes provisions of the United States Constitution� 
relating to elections, and the substantive provisions of federal law affecting� 
voting rights. It then discusses a number of recent cases which set forth� 
rights of voters and candidates in light of federal constitutional requirements.� 

The paper then lists in outline the Ohio Constitutional provisions relating to 
elections, and selects from this outline those provisions which have been invali
dated by federal law or cases, or concerning which the law or cases raise questions. 

This paper examines only questions concerning voting rights and the related 
rights of elective candidates; it does not discuss apportionment, procedural fairne.. 
concerning political parties, or election procedu~es. 

United States Constitution 

The U. S. Constitution requires members of the Senate and the House of Repre�
sentatives to be chosen by the electors of each state, and requires that they have� 
the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the state� 
legislature. (Sec. 2 of Article I and 17th Amendment)� 

Remarks: This provision has been held to create a right to vote for repre
sentatives derived from the Federal Constitution, a right which is secured against 
the actions of individuals as well as of states. It embraces the right to cast a 
ballot and to have it counted honestly. Where a primary election is an integral 
part of the procedure of choice, the Constitution safeguards the rights of qualified 
electors to participate therein. Congress may protect these rights by legislation. 
A state may not add to the qualifications required by the Constitution. 

The times, places and manner of holding elections for these offices shall be� 
prescribed by each state legislature, but the Congress may at any time by law� 
make or alter such regulations, except as to the places of choosing Senators.� 
(Sec. 4 of Article I)� 

Remarks: It is under this section that the original federal laws guarantee�
ing the elective franchise were enacted. (Below) It is also under this section� 
that the states apportion federal legislative districts. (Sec. 2 of the 14th� 
Amendment reguires apportionment.)� 

Each house is the judge of its elections, returns, and qualifications of� 
its own members. (Sec. 5 of Article I)� 

Remarks: Under this authority Congress has overriden state laws purporting� 
to disqualify candidates on various grounds.� 

The President is to be chosen by an electoral college, the members of which 
are to be appointed as the state legislature directs, equal in number to the num

-ber of Senators and Representatives to which the state is entitled in Congress. 
Procedures of the electoral college are prescribed in the Constitution. (Sec. 1 
of Article II, and 12th Amendment) 
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The requirement of apportionment of the members of the House of Representatives 
according to population, and the principle of equal protection of the laws, are 
contained in the 14th Amendment. That amendment also prohibits any person from 
holding office who, having once taken an oath of office as a member of Congress, 
officer of the United States, member of a state legislature, or as an executive 
or judicial officer of a state, has engaged in insurrection or rebellion against 
the United States. 

Remarks: The "equal protection" clause of this amendment is the basis for 
the "one man, one vote" cases under which the federal courts have invalidated 
many state apportionment plans, or has given aid or comfort to its enemies. 

Specific protections of the franchise which appear in the Constitution are: 

Race, color. The right of citizens to vote shall not be denied or abridged by 
the United States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous condition 
of servitude. (15th Amendment) 

Sex. The right of citizens to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the 
United States or by any state on account of sex. (19th Amendment) 

Poll Tax. The right of citizens to vote in any primary or other election for 
President, Vice President, electors therefor, or for Senator or Representative in 
Congress, shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any state by 
reason of failure to pay any poll tax or other tax. (24th Amendment) 

Age. The right of citizens who are 18 years of age or older to vote shall 
not be denied or abridged by the United States or any state on account of age. 
(26th Amendment) 

Federal voting laws 

The original federal laws guaranteeing the elective franchise were civil rights 
laws directed at prohibiting racial discrimination. 

The law states that all citizens of the United States who are otherwise quali
fied by law to vote at any election by the people in any state, county (et~)or 

other territorial subdivision shall be entitled and allowed to vote at all such 
elections without distinction of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. 
(42 U.S.f.A. 1971) 

The law then states specific prohibitions, first for persons acting under 
color of law: 

A. In determining whether any individual is qualified to vote, from applying 
a standard, practice, or procedure different from those applied to other individuals 
within the same county or other political subdivision who have been found by state 
officials to be qualified to vote. 

B. Denying the right to vote because of an error or omission on any record 
or paper relating to an application, registration, or other act or requisite to 
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voting, if the error or omission is not material in determining whether the individual • 
is qualified under state law to vote in the election. 

C. Employing any literacy test al a qualification for voting unless the test 
is administered to everyone and is conducted wholly in writing, and a certified copy 
of the test and the answers given by the individual is furnished to him within 25 
days of his requesting it. • 

The law prohibits a person, whether acting under color of law 2£ otherwise, 
from: intimidating, threatening, coercing, or attempting to do 80, any other person 
for the purpose of interfering with the right of such person to vote or to vote as 
he may choose, or to cause him to vote for, or not vote for, any candidate !2t~
£!:!l office. • 

Another of the early laws which is still in effect, prohibits a m~litary officer 
from prescribing or attempting to prescribe the qualifications of voters in any 
state, or interfering with the freedom of any election, or with the exercise of the 
free right of suffrage in any state. (42 U.S.C.A. 1972) •The Voting Rights Act of 1965 added provisions to cure some of the inadequacies 
of the foregoing provisions. Substantive additions included: 

Sec. 1973. No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting, or standard, 
practice, or procedure shall be imposed or applied by any state or political subdi
vision to deny or abridge the right of any citizen to vote on account of race or •color. 

Sec. 1973b. No citizen shall be denied the right to vote in any federal, state, 
or local election because of his failure to comply with any test or device. (How
ever, this applies only to certain states, measured by the following test: the 
Attorney General must find that the state required a test or device as a prerequisite •for voting either on November 1, 1964, or November 1, 1968, and less than 50% of 
persons of voting age residing in the state were registered on those dates or le.s 
than 50% of such persons voted in the presidential elections in those years. 

Sec. 1973h. Although containing substantive prohibitions in addition to the 
prohibition against poll taxes in the 24th Amendment, the law contains prOVision. for •enforcing the prohibition. This applies to elections for both federal and local of
ficers. 

Sec. 1973i. (a) No person acting under color of law shall fail or refuse to 
permit any person to vote who is entitled to vote under federal law, 0' is otherwise 
qualified to vote, and no person shall willfully fail or refuse to tabylate such •person's vote. ! . 

(b) No person shall intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or attempt to do so, any 
person for voting or attempting to vote or for urging or aiding any person to vote, 
or for exercising any powers or duties under federal law (e.g. prOVisions for poll 
watchers and examiners). • 

The Voting Rights Act of 1970 broadened the IItest or deVice" prohibition and 
added residence and age to the subjects to which the federal Elections Franchise law 
addressed itself. (42 U.S.P.A. 1913aa) That Act contained the following: 
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Sec. 1973aa. Test or device. The law applied the prohibition against use of 
tests or devices to states ~ than those "problem' states to which the 1965 law .. 
applied, and defined IItest or device" as: any requirements that a person as a pre
requisite for voting or registration for voting (1) demonstrate the ability to read" 
write, understand, or interpret any matter, (2) demonstrate any educational achieve
ment or his knowledge of any particular subject, (3) possess good moral. character, 
or (4) prove his qualifications by the voucher of registered voters or members of 
any other class. This part of the law applies to !!l elections.Oregon v. Mitchell 
400 U. S. 112 (1970) 91 S. Ct. 260. 

Sec. 1973aa-1. Durational residence, absentee ballots for presidential elec
tions only, the Congress made a finding that the imposition and application of the 
durationa1 residence requirement as a precondition to voting, and the lack of suf.. 
ficient opportunities for absentee registration and absentee balloting in presidential 
elections: 

(1) denies or abridges the inherent constitutional right of citizens to vote 
for their President and Vice President; 

(2) denies or abridges the inherent constitutional right of citizens to enjoy 
their free movement across state lines; 

(3) denies or abridges the privileges and immunities guaranteed under Article 
IV, Sec. 2, Clause 1 of the Constitution; 

(4) in some instances has the impermissible purpose or effect of denying citi
zens the right to vote for such officers because of the way they may vote; 

(5) has the effect of denying to citizens the equality of civil rights and 
due process and equal protection of the laws that are guaranteed to them under the 
14th Amendment; 

(6) does not bear a reasonable relationship to any compelling state interest 
in the conduct of presidential elections. 

On the basis of these findings, the law states that Congress declares it neces
sary to completely abolish the durational residency requirement for presidential 
elections, and to establish nationwide, uniform standards relative to absentee 
registration and absentee balloting in presidential elections. 

The law then prohibits denial of the right to vote on the basis of a durational 
residency requirement, or because the person is not physically present at the time 
of the election if he complies with state or local law for the casting of absentee 
ballots. 

The law requires each state to provide by law for registration or other quali
fication of residents who apply to vote, not later than 30 days prior to any presi.. 
dentisl election; and requires each state to provide for absentee voting for anyone 
who applies not later than 7 days prior to the election) and who retut'~8 the ballots 
not later than the time for closing the polls on the day of the election. 

1973bb-l. Age. The same law requires states to allow 18·year-olds to vote. 
The U. S. Supreme Court found the provision unconstitutional in U. S. v. State of 
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Arizona. 400 U. s. 112 J 91 S. Ct. 260 (1970). The 26th Amendment, allowing 18-year •
olds to" vote in all electionS, was adopted by the states in the following year. 

In addition to the provisions of federal law setting forth substantive riahts, 
the law contains various provisions for enforcement, to which this memorandum 
does not address itself. •Some pertinent cases 

For many years the states imposed various residential requirements a8 a pre
requisite to voting under authority of Pope v. l~illiams, 193 U. S. 621, 24 S. Ct. 
573 (1907), which held that the states had power to impose reasonable residence 
restrictions on the availability of the ballot. • 

In 1965, however, the Supreme Court applied the Equal Protection clause to 
state laws governing qualifications of voters. In Carrington v. Rash, 380 U. S. 
89, 85 S. Ct. 775 the Court held that the state of Texas could not disenfranchise 
military men. •The Texas Constitution prohibited any member of the armed forces of the 
United States who moves his home to Texas, during the course of his military duty 
from ever voting in any election in Texas so long as he is a member of the armed 
forces. 

The state claimed that this was necessary in order to immunize its elections •from the concentrated balloting of military personnel, whose collective voice may 
overwhelm a small local civilian community; and to protect the franchise from in
filtration by transients. 

The Court stated the following as the background for its holding: •"Texas has unquestioned power to Lmpose reasonable residence restrictions 
of the availability of the ballot. Pope v. Williams, 193 U.S. 621, 24 S. Ct. 
5~. There can be no doubt either of the historic function of the States 
to establish, on a nondiscriminatory basis, and in accordance with the / 
Constitution, other qualifications for the exercise of the franchise. 
Indeed, :'the States have long been held to have broad powers to determine. •the conditions under which the right of suffrage may be exercised." 
Lassiter v. Northampton County Bd. of Elections, 360 U.S. 45, 50, 79 
S. Ct. 985. In other words, the privilege to vote in a state is within� 
the jurisdiction of the state itself, to be exercised as the state may� 
direct, and upon such terms as to it may seem proper, provided, of� 
course, no discrimination is made beb~een individuals, in violation of� •the Federal Constitution.:1 

The court found the Texas constitutional provision an invidious discrUnination 
in violation of the 14th Amendment, and said that if a military man is in fact a 
resident, with intention of making Texas his home indefinitely, as other qualified 
residents he has a right to equal opportunity for political representation. The •court pointed out that other transient classes in Texas, such as student., patients 
in hospitals, and civilian employees of the U. S. Government, were given an oppor
tunity to show that they were bona fide residents. Conversely, in the case of 
military personnel, the Constitutional presumption was conclusive, incapable of 
being overcome. 
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Dunn v. Blumstein 
-.;;-...;...:-.,.;;;,.::;.;:--~-

Two years after Congress enacted the prohibition against durational residency 
requirements in pres1dential elections, the U. S. Supreme Court in effect made 
this provision applicable to state and local elections in Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 
U. S. 330, 92 S. Ct. 995 (1972). 

Tennessee. under the law invalidated by the court, closed its registration 
30 days before election, but required residence in the state for one year, and in 
the county for three months as a prerequisite for registration. 

The Court. observing that strict review of statutes distributing the franchise 
is called for. because such statutes "constitute the foundation of our representa
tive society:'. cited the test of Kramer v. Union Free School Dist. No. 15, 395 
U.S. 621, 89 S. Ct. 1836 (1969) whether the exclusions are necessary to promote a 
compelling state interest. (This emphasis was supplied by the Court in the ~ 

case.) Another reason for the need to cite such a compelling state interest, said 
the Court, is that the durational residence requiremEnt directly impinges on the 
exercise of a second fundamental personal right, the right to travel. 

The Court referred to the Voting Rights Act of 1970 as an example of what is 
reasonable. That Act prohibits durational residence requirements and allows 
registration to close 30 days prior to a Presidential election, the reasonability 
of which was upheld in Oregon v. ~litchell. supra. The court in that case had found 
"no explanation why the 30-day period between the closing of new registrations and 
the date of the election would not provide. in light of modern communications, 
adequate time to insure against frauds". 

The Court rejected the idea that a person needs a year of residency in a state 
to develop ;'a common interest in all matters pertaining to the cotllllUnity's govera" 

•aent1l Quoting its opinion in Carrington v. Rash (supra) the Court said 1IFencing 
out from the franchise a sector of the population because of the way they may vote 
is constitutionally impermissible." 

Justice Blackmun, dissenting. observed that the Court has in the ~ case 
overturned its 1904 decision in Pope v. Hi11iams (supra). 

The holding in Dunn v. Blumstein was applied directly to the Ohio law in' 1972 
in Schwartz v. Brown. Civil Action 72-118 of the federal District Court for the 
Southern District of Ohio. The Court found the Ohio Constitution's six-month 
residency requirement to be violative of:"theEqual Protection Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment. 

Other lower federal courts have held a number of other state residential 
requirements invalid, including one enacted by Florida after the Dunn decision, 
creating a 60-day residence requirement. with 3D-day closing of r;g!;tration. In 
Hinnan v. Sebesta, 346 F. Supp. 913 (1972), the Federal District Court held the 
requirement invalid. saying that if a so-day deadline for registration is sufficient 
to assure that registration by other residen~s had been done properly, it was also 
a sufficient period to check on new residents. 

Other applications of the ~ decision: 

• Residency requirement for candidates. In Green v. McKeon. 468 F. 2d 883 (1972), 
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the U. S. Court of Appeals for the 6th Circuit held a b~o-year residence requirement 
for candidates for office under a city ordinance invalid, on the ground that although 
the requirement applied to candidates, it was in the interest of the voters to have 
a choice of candidates without impediments that could not be justified as nece'Sfry 
to promote a compelling governmental interest. 

In Mancuso v. Taft, 341 F. Supp. 574 (1972) a federal district court invalidated 
a city ordinance under which a police officer was required to give up his job in 
order to run for the state general assembly. 

In this case, as in a number of cases which have followed the Carrington and 
~ cases) the emphasis of the court uas on the broadness or "crudeness" of the 
statute or ordinance, implying that a more selective approach to achieve the intended 
objective might have been upheld. (See the following esse.) 

Students. in Wilson v. Syrom, 341 F. Supp. 8 (1972) a federal district court 
held to be ~ a procedure followed by a local registrar under Texas law, whereby 
the registrar required college students to fill out a questionnaire in order to 
rebut a presumption established by state law that a college student is a non-resident. 
The registrar had all~~ed married students, and students whose parents were residents, 
to register without filling out the questionnaire. 

The Court cited the Carrington cas as controlling, saying that the Court in 
that case had found the irrebuttable presumption too crude, and thus that determina
tion by this more discriminating method was acceptable. 

In N~1burger v. Peterson, 344 F. Supp 559 (1972), the federal district court 
found "too crude a blunderbuss" the New Hamp",hire rule that a student in order to 
acquire residence must have the intention to stay permanently. In that case, the 
student had admitted that upon graduation, he planned to leave the state. The court 
said the only intent required was a present intent to be a resident. 

An Ohio statute on voting residence of students was found contrary to the Equal 
Protection Clause by a federal district court in Anderson v. Brown, 332 f. Supp. 
1195 (1971). For persons over 18 the test for obtaining the right to vote was "res
idence l !; for students it was residence plus "the establishment of or acquisition of 
a home for permanent residence." 
the classification and any legiti
effective 1972). 

The court found 
mate state purpose. 

no rational relationship between 
(Sec. 3505.05, R. C. repealed 

Federal enclaves 

States have attempted to declare that a person living in a federal enclave c!D
not establish a voting residence in that state. The U. S. Supreme Court in Bv.nsjv. 
Cornman, 398 U. S. 419, 90 S. Ct. 1752 (1970) held this to be contrary to the Equcl 
protection Clause of the 14th Amendment. In that case, the persons who were refused 
the right to register lived on the grounds of the National Institute of Health in 
l-laryland. 

In a similar case in Ohio, Section 5 of Article V of the Ohio Constitution was 
held"unconstitutional insofar as it denies a person the right to register because 
he lives on the grounds of a federal enclave. (Stencel v. Brown, Civil Action 72
331, u.s. Dist. Ct. for the Southern District of Ohio, Eastern Division, June 4, 
1973) In that case, the plaintiff was an Air Force officer liVing in a federal 
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enela'VQ j~. ~tont:Bomery County. The Court found the facts indistinguishable from 
those in the Cornman case. 

• (The Ohio Constitutional provision involved was: IINo person in the military.� 
navel, or marine service of the United States, shall, by being stationed in any� 
garrison, or military, or naval station, within the state, be considered a resident� 
of this state. H 

)� 

•� Other� 

•� 

Federal district courts have found invalid a state requirement that two succes�
sive primaries elapse before a voter can change his party affiliation. (Nagler v.� 
Stiles, 343 F. Supp. 415 (1972) ); and a Detroit city ordinance that a member of� 
council must be at least 25 years of age Q~nson v. Edwards. 345 F. Supp. 719 (1972).� 
In each case, the court said it could find no compelling state interest to require� 
these qualifications.� 

In a New York case, a Federal District Court held that a state is not required 
to provide absentee balloting for a primary election, because it was not practical. 
Fidell v. Board of Elections, 343 F. Supp. 915 (1972) ).

• Ohio Constitution 

Electoral franchise. Ohio constitutional prov1s10ns relating to the electoral 
franchise are found primarily in Article V. These include: 

• Sec. 1. Who may vote 

• 

Sec. 3. Voters, when privileged from arrest.� 

Sec. 4. Forfeiture of elective franchise.� 

Sec. 5. Persons on military station not resident.� 

Sec.� 6. Idiots or insane persons. 

In addition� Sec. 1 of Article XII prohibits a poll tax. 

•� Eligibility for office 

A number of constitutional provisions relate to eligibility to hold office. 
These� are:� 

Article II:� 

• 

• Sec. 2. Election of representatives and senators.� 

Sec. 3. Residence requirements.� 

Sec. 4. Eligibility to hold office.� 

Sec.� 5. vfuo may not hold office. 

Article IV: 

Sec.� 6(C). Election of judges
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Article XV: • 
Sec. 4. Person elected must have 4Ua11fications of elector.� 

Sec. 5. Duelists ineligible.� 

Sec. 7. Oath of office.� • 
Procedures 

Provisions concerning procedures for election of officers are found in: 

Article II: Sec. 6. Each house judge of its election returns. • 
Sec. 11. Filling of vacancies in General Assembly.� 

Sec. 21. Trial of contested elections.� 

Sec. 27. Election of officers to be provided by law.� • 
Article III:� 

Sec. 1. When executive officers to be elected.� 

Sec. 3. Election returns.� • 
Sec. 4. Election returns.� 

Secl 18. Election of successors to certain state offices.� 

Article IV:� • 
Sec. 6. Election of judges.� 

Sec. 13. Election to fill judicial vacancies.� 

Article V:� • 
Sec. 2. By ballot� 

Sec. 22. Office-type ballot� 

Sec. 7. Direct primaries� • 
Article X:� 

Sec. 2. Election of township officers� 

Article XVII:� •-'. Sec. 1. When elections held 

~. Other constitutional prOVisions which relate to electioDs or which 
contain election requirements are: 
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Article II:� 

Sees. 1 ~rough 18. Initiative and referendum.� 

Article X:� 

Sec. 1. Referendum when municipality transfers powers to county.� 

• Sec. 3. Initiative and referendum on county charters.� 

Sec. 4. Vote on county charter commission.� 

Article XI:� 

• Secs. I through 14. Apportionment.� 

Article XVI:� 

Sec. 1. Amendment of constitution by ballot.� 

• Sec. 2. Vote on constitutional convention.� 

Sec. 3. Convention to be placed on ballot every 20 years.� 

Article XVIII:� 

• Sec. 5. Public utilities referendum.� 

Sec. 8. Referendum on municipal charter commission.� 

Sec. 9. Amendments to charter.� 

• Sec~ 14. Election requirements.� 

• 

As discussed below, a few of these provisions are evidently invalid under fed
eral law or federal court interpretations of U. S. Constitutional provisions. In a 
number of cases, also, while there appears to be no case authority upon which to 
base a conclusion of invalidity, in applying the principles enunciated by the recent 
cases or federal law, questions arise. The following material includes reference to 
the provisions of the Ohio Constitution which are invalid, and those whose status 
may merit consideration because of some of the rules set forth in recent federal 
law and cases. 

• Voting age. six months residence 

Section 1 of Article V, allowing 2l-year-olds to vote was invalidated by the 
adoption of the 26th Amendment to the U. S. Constitution in 1971. 

•� 
The requirement of six months' residence was invalidated by Schwartz v. Brown� 

(supra) the Federal District Court case which specifically applied thepunn.v. Blum�
stein rule to the Ohio law.� 
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Forfeiture of franchi.e because of conviction 

Section 4 of Article V states: 

"The General Assembly shall have power to exclude from the privilege of voUnS, 
or of being eligible to office, any person convicted of bribery, perjury, or other 
infamous crime." 

The Second Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a slmUar New York provision in 
1967, in Green v. Board of Election., ·380 F 2d. 445, cert. d....i.d 389 U.S. 1048, 88 
s. Ct. 767. The court relied on Trop y. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86,78 S. Ct. 590 wbich 
held that depriving convicted felons of the franchise is not 8 puni8h-.nt but r.th.r 
a nonpenal exercise of the power to regulate the franchi.e. 

The court said that it was adhering to the following principle: 

fill statutory discrimination will not be set adde .s the denial of equal 
protection of the laws if .ny state of facts reasonably 1II8Y be conceived to justify 
it. ll (Citing Metropolitan Casualty Insurance Cp. v, Brgwpell, 294 U.S. 580, S5 S. 
Ct. 538 (1935).) 

~fuere the elective franchi.e 1. concerned, however, it would appear that the 
burden of proof has switched since the announcement of the rule relled upon by that 
court. Since the franchise is a "fundamental rightll , the state is no looser given 
such a presumptioD; rather, the question is whether the state can Ihow that this 
burden on the right to vote is necelsary to promote a cgppel1ipi state interest. 

An additional element tending to support validity of the Ohio prov1siOll is the 
reference in Section 2 of the 14th P.m.endment to the U.S. Constitution; which provides 
that when the right to vote at any election for federal officer. or the executiw 
or judicial officers or legislative members of a state is denied or abridged, the 
basis of representation of that state i8 to be reduced proportionately to the number 
of people disenfranchised--unlesl the dbenfranchisement il for"participattoG in 
rebelUon or other crime"'. This has been cited as implied approval of state provi
sions disenfranchising convicted felons. 

Person on military station pot a resident 

Section 5 of Article V states: 

"No person in the Military, Naval, or Mar ine service of the Uaited States, 
shan, by being stationed in any garrison. or mllital'Y, or naval statton, within the 
State, be consiclered a resident of this State." 

This provision would appear to be invalid under the rule of Evans v. Cot9!!p 
(supra) (see discussion above'. The U. S. District Court for the Southern District 
of Ohio, Eastern Division, on June 4 of this year found that case apacifically ap~ 

plicable to the Ohio pravislon. 

ldlit•• insane perlons.......� 

Section 6 of Article V states: 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•~ 

• 

/ •� 

•� 

• 
"No idiot, or insane person, shall be enUt1ed to the privileges of all elector." •2316 
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While at fir~t glance it may appear facetious to include this section among 
Ohio constitutional provisions which may be subject to question, again one must refer 
to the !hm!l, Carrington, and other cases which have attacited the IIcrudeness" of 
broad rules denying the franchise to citizens. Also, the Voting Rights Act of 1970 
prohibits a state from requiring, as a prerequisite for voting in !eI election, that 
the voter demonstrate the ability to read. write, understand, or interpret any matter. 

Residence of members of General Assembly 

Section 3 of Article II states: 

"Senators and representatives shall have resided in their respective districts 
one year next preceding their election, unless they shall have been absent on the 
public business of the United States or of this State. 11 

Under the rule of Green v. McKeon, 468 F. 2d 883 (1972), U. S. Court of Appeals 
for the Sixth Circuit (supra), this requirement of the Ohio Constitution would be 
invalid. 

The Green case involved the city charter of Plymouth, Michigan, which required 
that in order to be a city commissioner, one had to have resided in the city for two 
years. The court held that a durational residential requirement penalizes the exer
cise of the basic constitutional right to travel. In answer to the city's argument 
that a residential requirement tends to assure that a candidate will become familiar 
with local problems. the court replied that the city's charter requirement was un
necessarily broad. The court cited the following language from Dunn v. Blumstein 
(supra) : 

lilt is not sufficient for the State to show that durational residence 
requirements further a very substantial state interest. In pursuing that 
important interest, the State cannot choose means which unnecessarily 
burden or restrict constitutionally protected activity. Statutes affecting 
constitutional rights must be drawn with 'precision,' ••• and must be 
I tailored' to serve their legitimate objectives ••• And if there are other, 
reasonable ways to achieve those goals with a lesser burden on constitutionally 
protected activity, a State may not choose the way of greater interference. 
If it acts at all. it must choose 'less drastic means' 'I 

Although the ~ case concerned a voter, not a candidate, the Green court 
quoted the U. S. Supreme Court in saying that the rights of voters and the rights 
of candidates do not lend themselves to neat separation; laws that affect candidates 
always have at least some theoretical, correlative effect on voters. (Bullock v. 
Carter 405 U. S. 134, 92 S. Ct. 849 (1972) ) 

Later a federal district court in Delauare came to the opposite conclusion 
concerning that state's three-year residential requirement for candidates for state 
legislature. The court said that it refused to submit all durational residency re
quirements to the l'compelling state interest': test, and that to do so misconstrued 
the holdings of the Supreme Court in this regard. The ;;compelling interest ll test 
would apply, the court said, only if a Ilfundamental right" were involved, or t):le 
state's classification was "suspect". neither of which was the case with the Delaware 
statute. The Bullock case, it said, involved a discrete minority group, because by 
requiring a large filing fee for candidates, it related to the resources of the 
voters supporting a particular candidate, and thus discriminated against impecunious 
groups. 
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A dissen~ing judge of the three-Judge court said he found the three-year resi~ •dency requirement excessive, and too "crude;' in relation to the legitimate objective, 
of the statute. 

MoVing of residence follOWing apportionment 

Section 13 of Article XI requires the Apportionment Board to allow 30 days for •persons to change residence in order to be eligible for election in a new district. 

Since Section 1 of that article requires the plan to be published by October 5 
of the year preceding the year in which the election occurs (in 1971, 1981, etc.), . 
the section in effect requires that the candidate for a seat in the General Assembly 
have resided in the new district approximately one year before his election. • 

Questions are applicable to this requirement, similar to those applicable to 
the requirement of Section 3, Article II, above (one-year residence requirement). 

Also, since the apportionment process offers opportunities for discriminating 
against minority groups, this section may be more vulnerable to constitutional attack •than the simple state residence requirement. The possibility of discrimination 
against a discrete minory, lacking in the facts before it, was the basis upon which 
the court in the Walker case refused to find invalidity based upon the holding in 
the Bullock case. 

The operation of this prOVision may also be seen to have wore of an effect •upon the voter, because the objective of the majority party on the Apportionment 
J 

Board is to separate effective members of the opposition from their voting support; 
the brevity of the 30-day requirement may be seen to make it unnecessarily difficult 
for an incumbent to cope with the action of the Board, with no "compelling state 
interest" to insist upon so short a period. 

•Age of judges 

Section 6 of Article IV prohibits election or appointment of a person as 'judge 
if he is 70 years of age or older. 

Although we can allude to no cases in this connection, one's attention turns to 
it when reading some of the recent cases concerning qualifications of voters and • 
candidates. If a court is willing to apply the ;'compelling state interest" yule to 
this situation is this requirement "tailored·: to serve the state l s legitimate objec
tive under the ~ rule? Are there other, reasonable ways to achieve those goals 
with a lesser burden on constitutionally protected activity? Is it discriminatory 
to limit the age of judges, but not the age of members of the other two branche8 
of government? • 
Duelists ineligible 

Section 5 of Article XV states: 

"No person who shall hereafter fight a duel, assist in the same as second, or • 
send;- accept or knowingly carry a challenge therefor, shall hold any office in this 
State. II 

The question here is similar to that in forfeiture of franchise because of 
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conviction of crime, above. although one step removed because it applies to office
holders and not voters. Also applicable would be the considerations discussed under 

• residence of members of the General Assembly above. 
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June 19, 1973 

Secretary of State Ted W. Brown 

CONDENSED DESCRIPTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS PROPOSED 
TO THE COV~~ITTEE ON ELECTIONS I~~D SUFFRAGE • 

l.� Creation of a three-member committee, one member of whom is the Secretary of 
State, to prescribe the form of the ballot for proposed Constitutional 
amendments, which prescribed form would not be SUbject to judicial review Ol 

veto. The purpoae of this amendment is to couch ballot laneuage in simpler •
non-legalistic terms to promote better voter understanding. 

2.� To"provide an election for the unexpired term for the office of Governor 
silnilar to the election now req~ired far other offices and to require all 
such elections to be held at the first general election occurring after the 
vacancy instead of being deferred to the next even-year election. The pur • 
pose of this amendment is to provide the people with a voice in filling the 
vacancy in the office of Governor and to provide a more immediate election 
for the unexpired term ~fter any vacancy occurs in a statewide office. 

To eliminate the Constitutional requirement for perfect ballot rotation and 
to permit the General Assem11y to establish cuch ballot rotation by statute •
The purpose of this amendment is to eliminate a challenge which has been 
raised in court as to the constitutionality of mechanical voting equipmen'~ 

and to eliminate the necessity for a board of elections which uses mechan
ical equipment to equalize precinct size in order for their precinct-by•. 
precinct rotat~nal patte~n not to be fOUlld unconstitutional. •4.� To make the Ohio Constitution reflect the 18 year old voting age and the 
minimum 30 day residence period which are m~~dated by the United St~tcs Con· 
stitution and by other Federal law. Ohio Constitution presently contains 
provisions for a 21 year voting age and for a six month state durational 
residence period, both of which are unconstitutional. •
To repeal� a section of the Ohio Constitution which denies members of the 
armed cervice from acquirinB a voting residence from a residence situated 
on a military installation. This provision Was found unconstitutional by 
the United States District Court. 

•
U # # U # 

•� 

•� 
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• 1hio COh&~itutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
July 23, 1973 
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Voter Information About Constitutional Amendments 

, The committee has discussed two matters concerning the placing of proposals to� 
amend the Constitution before the voters: how to determine the best time or t~e8
 

for seeking voter approval, and how to inform voters about the content, meaning, and� 
source of the proposal.� 

Questions of timing involve such considerations as: should constitutional amend
ments be placed on the general election ballot in November (in even-numbered or odd
numbered years; to coincide with presidential or nonpresidential elections?); on the 
p~imary election ballot in even-numbered or odd-numbered years; or at a special elec
t~on called for that purpose? Should CRe proposals appear on the ballot with other 
proposals? Is voter reaction likely to be positive or negative when a large number 
of constitutional amendments appear at the same time? 

Most of the questions regarding timing are not researchable, and are presented� 
for discussion, and to weigh the pros and cons on each.� 

How voters are officially informed about proposed constitutional amendments is 
resear=hable, however, since all states except Delaware require voter approval in 
order to amend the state Constitution and, therefore, each of the 49 states has pro
cedures for placing amendments on the ballot, and most states have procedures for in
forming voters about the proposals. 

This memorandum discusses official voter information procedures for initiated 
constitutional amendments, which are permitted in approximately 14 states, and legis
latively-proposed amendments. Amendments or new constitutions proposed by conventions 
ar~ not included. 

Summary 

Voters receive official information about proposed constitutional amendments in 
two ways: (1) the question on the ballot on \'1hich they are asked to vote:yes;1 or 
:no" \'lhen they enter the voting booth; and (2) whatever method is employed by the 
state to inform voters about the proposal prior to election day. Many states also 
require the posting of certain information about amendments in the polling places on 
election day, but this information is generally either the same information that was 
published, or mailed to voters, or some lesser information than either of these. We 
have not located any surveys indicating the extent to which voters read or ask to see 

'the information posted in the polling place, and this memorandum does not describe 
in any detail the state variations on this point. 

I. The alternative possibilities for providing for the preparation of the ballot� 
language would seem to be:� 

A. If a legislative proposal: 

1. By the General Assembly 

2. By the Secretary of State 

3. By the L'ttorney General 
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4.� By a committee appointed by one of the foregoing, or appointed by the •Governor 

5.� By a committee specifically designated as consisting of one or more of 
these officials: Secretary of State, legislative leaders or legislative 
proponents of the measure, Attorney General, Governor •B.� If an initiated measure: 

1.� Any of the above 

2.� The proponents of the measure •If the provision for the preparation of the language, whether in the Constitution 
or in the statutes, is silent on the question of court review, it is assumed that a 
method can be found to take the issue to court by someone who is dissatisfied with 
the language. If court review is to be prohibited, it would have to be specified 
in the Constitution. Another possibility is to provide for court review, but to pro
vide time limits ~1ithin which a challenge to the language can be taken to court, and •within wh~ch the cou~t must act in order to timely prevent the issue being validly 
placed before the voters. 

II. The possibilities for official pre-election voter information would seem to be 
(either or both): •A.� Newspaper publication (now used by Ohio for both initiated and legislative� 

proposed amendments)� 

1.� Consisting of one or more of the foll~1ing 

a.� Text of amendment • 
b.� Summary or explanation ("fair and impartial ':) 

c.� Arguments for and against 

d.� Fiscal implications • 
e.� Text of how the measure will appear on· the ballot 

f.� How it will change existing provisions 

2.� State or local expense • 
3.� Number of times, and in hm~ many or what kind of newspapers 

4.� How close to election 

5.� Query: how effective is newspaper publication? • 
B;� Voter Information Pamphlets 

1.� Consisting of one or more of the above, plus expansion on some of these 
items such as the detailed analysis by the legislative counsel and re
buttal to the arguments (both in California) 
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2.� Nay also contain information about candidates 

3.� Primary, general, and/or special elections 

4.� State or local expense 

5.� Distribution 

a.� Mail to voters 

Secretary of State,or Secretary of State mails to local boards of 
elections which are respo~sible for mailing to voters 

b.� Other distribution: .A.vailable at local boards of elections, a lo
cation in each precinct, polling places, other public places such 
as schools 

Note: The Model State Constitution does not provide for either publication or voter 
information pamphlets. The tentative draft of the new N~odel Election System, under 
preparation by the National lfunicipal League, provides that the chief election of
ficer (Secretary of State in Ohio) should provide and disseminate voter information 
or explanations of state offices and state issues. However, the tentative draft 
does not specify details about carrying out this duty. 

I.� Ballot Language 

In Ohio, the Secretary of State prepares the ballot language for initiated con
stitutional amendments, although the statute (section 3519.21 of the Revised Code) 
permits the person or committee proposing the amendment to submit to the Secre~ary 

of State a suggested ballot "titlell (apparently synonymous with ballot "question" 
that which the voter sees and upon which he is asked to express approval or disap
proval) and the Secretary is to give full consideration to such suggestion. The 
statute requires that the ballot title give "a true and impartial statement of the 
measures in such language that the ballot title shall not be likely to create 
prejudice for or against the measure." 

The Attorney General is required, in Ohio, to approve a summary submitted by 
the initiators of a constitutional amendment before the Secretary of State supplies 
petitions to the persons who will solicit signatures. This summary is required to 
be fair and truthful, and its purpose is to insure that persons signing the petitions 
have understanding of the purpose and intent of the proposed amendment. The summary 
does not have an official function, however, after the petitions are filed. 

In the case of constitutional amendments submitted by the General Assembly, in 
Ohio, the Secretary of State is authorized, by statute, to prepare a "condensed test" 
which will properly describe the question, issue, or amendment. The full text is 
then required to be posted in each polling place. (Section 3505.06 of the Revised 
Code). As a matter of practice, the General Assembly frequently prOVides suggested 
ballot language (the :'condensed text") in the resolution adopting the proposed con
stitutional amendment, and the Secretary of State generally uses such language for 
the ballot when it is supplied by the General Assembly. Some doubt has been cast 
upon this practice because the Constitution (Section 1 of Article XVI) does not pro
vide for it and it would appear that the Secretary of State is not bound to use the 
legislature's language. No contest on this point has ever been litigated. As a 
matteT of fact, the Ohio Constitution is silent on the question of precisely what 
goe~ on the ballot in the case of a le:!!l~:1vely-prOPOsed constitutional amendment. 



•� 
~. 

The language on the ballot for constitutional amendments, whether submitted by 
an initiative petition or by the legislature, has frequently been scrutinized by 
the courts. An examination of the cases leads to the conclusion that, in order to 
meet possible court challenges, the tendency in Ohio is to make such language in
creasingly technical, for complete accuracy; such accuracy may tend to obscure the 
major issues involved because the issue is difficult to read. An early Ohio Supreme 
Court case, involving an initiated constitutional amendment (the statute merely re
quired the language on the ballot to ':designate the issue) held that the language 
on the ballot is not all-important, so long as it does not deceive or defraud voters, 
because voters should study the issues before entering the voting booth. (Thrailkill 
v. Smith, 106 Ohio St. 1, 1~22). However, cases since that time, involvinz both 
state constitutional amendments and municipal questions, have tended to quibble mor¢ 
and more with the language on the ballot, when that issue is raised. 

For this reason, and to insure certainty in the method of preparing the ballot 
language for legislative proposals, the Secretary of State has prepared a proposed 
amendment to Section 1 of Article ~{VI which would provide for a ballot commission 
consisting of the Secretary of State and two other persons to be designated as pro
vided by law to provide the form of the ballot at least 75 days before the election. 
~eventy-five days is the current statutory time before an election when the Secretary 
of State is required to submit the official ballot language to local boards of elec~ 
tion for ballot printing. 

One of the Secretary of State's proposals, preferred by him, provides that the 
ballot as prescribed by the ballot commission shall be final and not subject to 
appeal to or reviel~ by any other body. The other proposal is silent on this point. 

The Model State Constitution, in a provision applying both to initiated con
stitutional amendments and legislative constitutional amendments, provides for "a 
ballot title which shall be descriptive but not argumentative or prejudicial, and 
which shall be prepared by the legal department of the state, subject to review by 
the courts." (Section 12.02~ 

Since one of the Secretary of State's problems is the necessity to certify con
stitutional amendments to local boards of elections in time to have the ballot 
printed to mail to absent voters (and to have the necessary publication, but that 
does not ta~~e 75 d~ys), if it is felt desirable not to preclude court review of the 
ballot language, a special time sequence could be established either in the Consti
tution or by law pursuant to constitutional permission. The proposed ballot languase, 
however prepared, could be available for examination by any person for a limited 
period of tim~, or published, or notice of its availability published, another 
limited period of time designated for filing court challenges, and another limited 
period given for court decision. If the Supreme Court were designated the court in 
which to file such challenges (as is the case in legislative apportionment cases), 
no appeal time would be needed. 

Varying procedures are used in other states for the preparation of the ballot 
language and, in some cases, it is not possible to distinguish, from reading the 
laws or the Constitution, between the question which confronts the voter in the vot· 
ing,booth and the summary or explanation of the amendment which may be prepared for 
pre-election publication, either in newspapers or by n~ans of a voter information 
pamphlet. However, a summary of the methods used would seem to be as follows: 
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1.� Ballot language prepared by the Secretary of State 

2.� Ballot language prepared by the Attorney General (or chief legal officer) 

3.� Ballot language prepared by ~e General Assembly or legislative body 

4.� Ballot language prepared by a committee composed of some or all of the 
foregoing, or by persons appointed by one of the foregoing officials, or 
appointed by the Governor. 

II. Other Official Voter Information: ~ublication and Pamphlets 

Until 1971, the ~hio Constitution and implementing laws provided different 
methods for publicizing constitutional amendments depending upon whether they were 
elector-initiated or le3islatively-proposed. Section 19 of Article II (initiated 
measures) required that the Secretary of State publish a pamphlet containing the 
text of the proposed amendment and arguments pro and con, limited to 300 words each. 
The pamphlet \~as required to be mailed or otherwise distributed to each voter. Leg
islative proposals, on the other hand, (Section 1 of i\rticle XVI) are published 
once a \1eek for five consecutive weeks preceding the elction in at least one news
paper in each county \~here a n~1spaper is published without benefit of explanation 
or arguments. 

In 1971, by constitutional amendment (although the relevant statutes have not 
yet been changed) Section 19 of Article II was changed to omit the requirement of 
mailing or othe~1ise distributing to each voter, and, in its place, is now a pub
lication requirement similar to that applying to legislatively-proposed amendments. 
As a result, the only difference between initiated and legislative proposals in 
Ohio is that the publication of initiated proposals carries with it arguments and 
the publication of legislative proposals does not. 

The Secretary of State is suggesting that the method of informing voters about 
legislative proposals be altered by including in the publication "an explanation 
of the proposed amendments, or arguments for or against the same)" which shall be 
prepared in a manner provided by law. ~fuereas the Constitution specifies the manner 
of naming persons to prepare arguments against a proposed initiated constitutional 
amendment (the initiators prepare the arguments for the measure), the persons to 
prepare both pro and con statements on legislative proposals would be provided by 
law. The Secretary of State further suggests adding: ;'The Secretary of State may 
cause to be published and distributed pamphlets or other publications for the pur
pose of further informing the electors concerning such proposed amendments. if This 
language would authorize, but not require, the Secretary to distribute additional 
information and would leave the nature of such information to the Secretary of State 
or, possibly, to the General Assembly which might implement this provision by law 
(although the authority to do so might be questioned:. 

As shown on Appendix A. a number of states which provide for initiated consti
tutional amendments also provide for explanations or arguments to be prepared and 
published or mailed to the voters. The information about Ohio, of course) is not 
up to date since the provision for mailing has been removed from the Constitution; 
Illinois should also be added to the list of states permitting initiated constitu
tional amendment (for limited purposes, ho~ever) but the Illinois provision says 
nothing about voter information. 

Following is a brief explanation of the initiative process in Ohio in order to 
clarify who prepares what, followed by an examination of the laws and constitutional 
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provisions of all the states regarding voter information by publication or by pamphlet. 

I. Initiated constitutional amendments in Ohio 

To understand the provisions of the Ohio Constitution relating to proposing 
constitutional amendments by the initiative method. it must be understood that 
those provisions are generally considered "directive»; Le. the setting forth the 
method for submitting petitions» the number of signatures required, and the method 
of publicity» all considered mandatory by the courts. 

In 1927 the Attorney General in lS27 OAG le73 State v. ~ulton 99 Ohio St. 168, 
124 N.E. 172 (1919) stated that Ohio Constitution .I\rticle II. Section 19 placed a 
mandatory duty on the Secretary of State to obey the constitutional commands for 
the printing of proposals by initiative regardless of the fact that neither the Con
stitution nor the laws of the state specifically provide in detail the manner and 
method for so doing. The Ohio Supreme Court in State v. Hildebrant 93 Ohio St. 1» 
112 N.E. 138 (1915) reaffirmed this position by declaring that Ohio Constitution 
Article II, Section 19 ordering the Secretary of State to print and disseminate 
(now publish) an argument against any proposed amendment must be obeyed by the Sec
retary of State. 

,< rticle II, Section 19 grants the power to the. General Assembly. but does not 
direct that this power be used. to pass laws to facilitate the operation of the 
provisions of the section, but in no way to limit or restrict either the provisions 
or powers reserved therein. The General Assembly enacted Chapter 3519. of the Ohio 
Revised Code under this authority. 

II. Constitutional amendments by initiative are provided for in Ohio Constitution 
Article II, Sections la, lb, and Ig and are codified and embellished in Ohio Revised 
Code Chapter 3519. 

The first step is the submission to the Attorney General of a petition. in 
writing signed by 100 electors stating the proposed constitutional amendment under 
Ohio Revised Code section 3519.01, the i'ttorney General reviews such petition for 
the sufficiency of the signatures, 72 OAG 82. and to determine that the statement 
of the proposed amendment is a true and fair one, Ohio Revised Code section 3519.01. 

If the statement is found to be fair and true» the Attorney General shall 
certify it as such, Ohio Revised Code section 3519.01. If the Attorney General» 
upon the finding as to the truthfulness and fairness of the statement. fails to cer
tify the statement, he is subject to an action on a writ of mandamus. Such was the 
case in State v. Brown 29 Ohio St. 2d 235, 58 ahio Op. 2d 489. 281 N.E. 2d 187 (1972) 
ap.d the /\ttorney General was mandated to certify the statement. 

Once the statement has been certified, a verified copy of the original petition 
and a summary of the fttorney General certification are filed with the Secretary of 
State. The Secretary of State establishes the form and appearance of the initiative 
petition. Ohio Revised Code section 3519.01. 

The petitioners designate a committee,_Ohio Revised Code section 3519.02. of 
three to five persons who will represent the petitioners in all matters and who will 
prepare the arguments or explanations in favor of the proposal, Ohio Revised Code 
section 3519.03. 
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The initiative petition is then circulated for purposes of signing and the 
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signed petition is then filed again with the Secretary of State. After this filing, 
but before the election on the proposal, arguments and explanations for and against 
the proposal are filed, Ohio Revised Code section 3519.03, and the proposed consti
tutional amendment is publicized, Ohio Revised Code section 3519.19. 

Although the statutes still reqUire a publication mailed or otherwise dis
tributed to each voter, the Constitution was amended in 1971 to eliminate reference 
to distribution and to require, instead, newspaper publication. 

The Secretary of State prepares the ballot title and an impartial statement� 
of the measure. Ohio Revised Code section 3519.21.� 

Thus, both the '~ttorney General and the Secretary of State have certain duties 
within the initiative process. The Attorney General receives the original petition, 
examines it for the sufficiency of signatures and the fairness and truthfulness of 
the sUlTIIaary statement, and if found to be fair and truthful, the t..ttorney General 

. certifies the statement. 

The Secretary of State publishes the proposed amendment and the arguments� 
and explanations for and against it and prepares the ballot title.� 

~II. Voter information on proposed constitutional amendments in other states. 

Voter information may be provided for in one or both of two ways. First, the 
state constitution may specifically establish the mode of publication, if there is 
~ne, as is done in Ohio, and in the Colorado Constitution Article XXII and Florida 
Constitution Article 11 section 3. The second method is that the state legislature 
may enact laws to supplement the constitutionally proVided method of publication, 
qr may enact statutes prOViding the only method of publication, as in Hest Virginia. 
Such state statutes may apply to all proposed constitutional amendments, whenever 
they occur, or may be re-enacted each time a constitutional amendment is proposed, 
as in New Jersey and Rhode Island. 

Some states have no methods for publication of proposed constitutional amend
ments as in Ne\., Hampshire, South Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Alaska. 

A unique approach to voter information is that taken in Georgia which provides 
that the duty of publicizing a proposed constitutional amendment resides in the 
Constitutional Amendments Revision Board, established by Acts, 1970, p. 640. This 
Board is composed of ·the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and Speaker of the House of 
Representatives. 

In the states that do have a requirement of publicizing proposed constitional 
amendments, such publicity is usually done through newspaper publication or a voter 
information pamphlet. 

A. Voter information through ne\'1spaper publication. 

Hhere voter information is publicized by \'lay of ne\-1spaper publication,the 
format of that published notice is established by the state constitution or~statute. 

In Florida, Florida Constitution Article 11 section 5(b), the proposed amendment 
is published with the date of election in one ne\~spaper of general circulation in 
each county in which a newspaper is published. In Illinois, Illinois Constitution 
~\rtic1e XIV, section 2. the proposals of ti.le General l.ssembly are published in ne'r1s;" 
papers with an official explanation. In i·laine, H.R.S.A. Title 1, section 353, the 
proposal is published in the daily newspapers l~ith an explanation describing the 
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intent and content of the constitutional amendment, as proposed. The t.ttorney Gen
eral prepares the explanation. In Michigan. Michigan Constitution Article 12 section 
2, the newspaper publication includes the proposed amendment in full, the existing 
constitutional provision, and the question as it will appear on the ballot. 

Hhen the proposed amendments are to be published in the newspaper, some length 
of time is usually established for its publication. In most states that require 
newspaper publication, that time is usually stated in terms of a period preceding 
the election date. In Ohio, Constitution Article XVI, section 1 that period is once 
a week for five consecutive wee~s preceding the election. The question is raised 
as to whether this period is the minimum period before the election or whether this 
can mean any block of five consecutive weeks, say, three months before the election. 
The shortest length of time in any state requiring newspaper publication is in 
Florida Constitution Article 11 section 5(b) ~~hich requires publication only twice, 
once in the tenth wee~ and once in the sixth week immediately preceding the election. 

The longest period is three months, twelve weeks, or 90 consecutiue .days im
mediately preceding the election. This time period is used in Arizona Constitution 
Article XXI, section 1, Arkansas Constitution Lrticle XIII section I, Kansas Con
stitution Article 14 section l, Hisconsin Constitution f.rticle XII section I, and 
Hyoming Constitution Article XX section 1. 

There are some special provisions for newspaper publication that are worthy 
of note. Colorado Constitution t.rticle XXIII section 1 and Indiana, Burns Ind. 
Stat. Anno. section 29-4201 require that initiated constitutional amendments be 
published in two issues of t~~o newspapers of opposite political faith in each county 
of the state. Maine, lLR.S.A. ~itle 1 section 353 prOVides for publication in 
each daily newspaper of the state. South Dakota S.D.C.L. section 12-13-1 requires 
that amendments proposed by the general assembly be published in legal newspapers 
of general circulation. 

New Mexico has the only provision for publication in a foreign language. New 
Mexico Constitution Article ;~L~ section 1 prOVides that proposed constitutional 
amendments may be published in both English and Spanish when there are newspapers 
in both languages in the county. 

B. Voter information by voter information pamphlets. 

Voter information pamphlets are used for election information for familiarizing 
voters with candidates, issues, proposed constitutional amendments, or all three. 
This discussion is limited to voter information pamphlets only as they are used to 
publicize proposed constitutional amendments. 

The states which have specifically adopted voter information pamphlets for the 
purpose of publicizing proposed constitutional amendments are Arizona, California, 
Illinois, Oregon, and ~!ashington. In California, Illinois, Ohio and Oregon the 
states, among others, that provide the initiative method for use in proposing con
stitutional amendments, adopt voter information pamphlets as the means by which to 
publicize those proposals •. 

Horth Dat-.ota and Hontana had provlslons in statutes for voter information pam
phlets l1hich l~ere repealed in 1965 and 1S69, respectively. 

The content of the voter information pamphlet varies in each state but certain 
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items may be common to more than one state. The items ~~ich are included and the 
states which include them are: 

1. The exact copy of the existing constitutional provision. California 
~lection Code section 3570 and Illinois S.H.A. Ch. 7~ section 2. 

2. The form in which the proposed amendment ~ill appear on the ballot. 
l'..rizona It. S. section 19-123 (I:.) (2), Illinois S .H.A. Ch. 712 section 2, Oregon R.S. 
section 255.410, and Hashington R.C.H.A. section 29-31-010 (f) (5). 

3. The official ballot title, ~rizona R. S. section 19-123 (A) (2), Cali
fornia Election Code section 3571 and Hashington R.C.H.A. section 29-31-010 (b). 

4. A description title prepared by the Secretary of State. f.rizona R.S. 
section 19-123 (A) (2). 

5. The number by t-rhich the issue ~.,ill be designated on the ballot. Arizona 
R.S. section 19-123 (A) (2), Oregon R.S. section 255.410, and Hashington R.C.H.A. 
section 29-81-010 (8). 

6. L\. copy of the measure submitted to the voter. Hhere the proposal is 
made by the state legislature, as in California, Illinois, Oregon, and t~ashington, 

the form is that submitted by the General Assembly, California Election Code section 
3568, Illinois S.H.A. Ch. 7~ section 2, Oregon R.S. section 255.410, and tlashington 
R.C.l1.~. section 29-81-010 (f) (5). 

7. Arguments for and acainst the measure. Arizona R.S. sections 19-123 (B) 
and 19-124 (t) permits these arguments to be filed by any person who also deposits 
with the secretary of state the amount of money needed to cover the cost of includin~ 

the argument in the pamphlet. f .• R.S. section 19-124(B). In California, the ar8ument~ 

favoring the initiative proposal are prepared by the dauthor of the measure and one . 
member of the same house ~1ho voted with the majority on the submission of the measure 
••• 11, California Election Code section 3555. The argument opposing the measure 
is drafted by :lone member of that house "1ho voted against it,L;;hg/ shall be appointep 
by the presiding officer of that house ••• ':, California Election Code section 3556. 

In Illinois, the General Assembly prepares the argument in favor of the proposed 
amendment and the minority of the General Assembly may prepare the argument in opposi
tion. S.H.A. Ch. 7~ section 2. 

Oregon permits the argument in favor of the proposal to be written by the persop 
or organization filing the initiative petition and the argument opposing the measure 
to be filed by any person or organization a.r..s. section 255.421 or any other person~ 

or organizations subject to filing fees, O.R.S. section 255.450 (2). 

llashington statutes provide that arguments favoring the passage or rejection of 
the proposal be submitted by COmIJittees for and against, composed of 2 members of 
the legislature that favored or opposed the measure in their houses and may include ' 
a public member. R.C.P .•'-. sections 29-rn-030 and 29-81-040. 

3. Explanation of the proposed amendment. In Illinois, this explanation 
is prepared by the General Assembly, S.H.A. Ch. 7~ section 2. Oregon R.S. section 
254.220 provides for an explanatory statement prepared by a committee of three citi
zens, two of which are appointed by the secretary of state and who appoint the third 
member, O,R.S. section 254.210. 
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Hashington R.C.H J .. section 29-81-020 provides that the explanatory statement 
is to be prepared by the Attorney General and \lUIy be appealed from, ,~ithin ten days • 
prior to the filin2 with the secretary general, in the superior court of Thurston 
county (Olympia is the capitol of HashingtOft state and county seat for Thurston 
county). The decision of tho court is final. 

9. Explanation of the existing la'('1. T:ashington is the only state that 
requires the inclusion of this explanation. The explanation is prepared by the • 
attorney general and may be appealed in accordance with r..C.W.A. section 29-81-020 
referred to above. 

Once the voter information is cO!D:Jiled, it must be distributed. Arizona r.. S. 
sections 19-123 (B) and (C) require distribution by the secretary of state delivering 
a quantity of pamphlets equal to the number of registered voters in the county to • 
the board of supervisors of each county. The election board thereafter offers one 
copy of the publicity pamphlet to each elector applying to vote at the primary 
election, the votino on the proposed constitutional amendment taking place at the 
next general election. Any persons registering to vote in the general election 
be~·1een the primary and general elections are offered a copy by the county recorder. • 

In Oregon r..S. section 255.241 and Fashington h.C.H.i\.. section 29-81-140, the 
secretary of state mails a copy of the pamphlet directly to each elector. 

In California Election Code section 3573, the secretary of state delivers copies 
of the pamphlet to the county clerks 'Jho mail them to the electors. 

In Illinois, S.H.~. Ch. 7~~ section 2, the secretary of state furnishes boards 
of elections sufficient copies of the pamphlet for them to supply a copy to each 
elector. The boards, impliedly, are to mail the copies as the :'secretary of state 
shall reimburse each county for postage and other mailing expenses incurred by the 
county clerk in making such distribution ••• " S.R.A. Ch. 7Ji section 2. • 

• 

• 

• 
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States Using Initiative to Amend Constitutions--Legal Requirements 
for Furnishing Information on Issues to Voters 

• 1. !.rizona--Secretary of State prepares a publicity pamphlet containing text of 
the proposal and pros and cons. 

2.� i~rkansas--Abstracts of proposals to be posted at election places, plus press 
publication. 

• 3. Ca1ifornia--Text of proposal and pros and cons printed in a publicity pamphlet 
and mailed to all voters. 

4.� Colorado--Pub1ication of texts in newspapers. 

• 5. Massachusetts--Fu11 information on proposal, legislative action and reports, 
and pros and cons sent to every voter. 

6.� ~Iichigan--Ppblicationof purpose of proposal in newspapers; ballot on constitu
tional amendments shall contain statement of purpose. 

• 7. Hissouri--Publication of amendments in newspapers. 

6.� Nebraska--Texts of proposals and pros and cons published (place not specified). 

9.� Nevada--Proposals of constitutional amendments published. 

• 10. North Dakota--Advertisement of a proposed constitutional amendment shall be 
published by the Secretary of State in any newspaper or pamphlet. 

11. Ohio--Text of proposal and pros and cons mailed to each voter. 

• 
12. Oregon--Publication of voters pamphlet with pros and cons, and distribution by 

mail to each voter. 

13. Ol~lahoma--Publication of proposals in newspapers together with explanations. 

• 
Source: Initiative and Referendum, A Resume of State Brovisions. 

Congressional Research Service, December, 1970. 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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August 7, 1973 
Elections and Suffrage Committee • 

Voter Registration 

Introduction • 
Voter registration and the potential and actual effects it has on voter turn

out in elections have been the focus of much discussion. Citizens' groups and 

legislators alike have suggested changes in current registration procedures. • 
Thirty-three state constitutions contain registration provisions; 26 states man

date the legislature to provide for registration and seven states permit regis

tration laws. Ohio is in the minority of states whose constitutions do not mention • 
registration. This paper reviews the current discussion and the provisions in 

other state constitutions, so that the committee, should it feel some provision 

for registration should go into the Ohio Constitution, will have the necessary • 
background. 

Registration: ~ro and Con 

The pros and cons of voter registration have led to heated debates in many • 
groups interested in maximizing voter participation in Federal, State and local 

elections. A study of reports of U.S. Senate Committees, the League of Women 

Voters, political analysts and other students of the problem indicate many ineq • 
uities in current registration procedures. These reports also raise important 

questions about the constitutionality, validity, and general usefulness of voter 

registration practices in America today. One observation endorsed by the vast • 
majority of reports on this issue is that current voter registration provisions 

are a major obstacle to voters and representative government alike. 

The need which gave r~se to registration laws in the early 1900's may in • 
fact be present in America today, but it appears that the process by which that 

purpose £s served is defective. Voter registration became fashionable around the 
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turn of the century. when corrupt political machines ._a.- in New York, were stuffing 

• ballot boxes with fraudulent votes of unqualified or non-existent voters. Much 

legislation had been adopted between 1896 and 1927, and by 1940 practically all 

populous urban states, excluding the South, had enacted permanent registration laws

permanent'in that re-registration was accomplished by voting at least once in a• 
specified number of elections. Another kind of registration employed was periodic 

registration where, in Texas, for example, annual registration provisions required 

that each year's new registration by mail invalidated information on the previous 

year's registration lists. The National Municipal League's book, Model Voter Reg

istration System states that "the basic purpose in requiring voters to register

• prior to the election is to assure that only those who are qualified shall be per

mitted to vote." But, as Randall Wood, former Director of Elections for Texas, re

ported, the poll tax was a 'qualification' that prevented and discouraged many from

• voting because a lot of people couldn't afford to pay the tax. Prerequisites to 

registration have been seen in retrospect and are currently viewed as deterrents 

or barriers for certain groups to vote. In the Senate Hearings on Voter Registration,

• Senator Kennedy refers to the cost of transportation to the board of elections or 

wherever registration is done as a 'de facto poll tax'. In Senate Bill 2457, spon

• 
Bored by Senator Kennedy, which was a subject of the hearings, the following was 

.

included under "Declaration and Findings": 

"Section 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds and declares that the administration 

of voter registration procedures by the various States as a precondition to 

voting in Federal elections- (1) denies or abridges the constitutional right 

of citizens to vote in Federal elections; (2) denies or abridges the constitu

tional right of citizens to enjoy free movement across State lines; (3) denies 

or abridges the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States, de

prives tht'm of due process of law, Rud denies them the equal protection of the 
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laws, in violation of the fourteenth amendment; (4) denies or abridges the right • 
to vote on account of race or color in violation of the fifteenth amendment; 

(5) denies or abridges the right to vote on account of sex in violation of the� 

nineteenth amendment; (6) denies or abridges the right to vote on account of� • 
age in violation of the twenty-sixth amendment; (7) in some instances has the� 

impermissible effect of denying citizens the right to vote because of the way� 

they may vote; and (8) does not bear a reasonable relationship to any compelling� • 
State interest in the conduct of Federal elect:l:ons. 1I 

The rationale behind registration laws is on the one hand honorable, in that it 

seeks to prevent voting fraud. On the other hand, procedures which, statistics bear • 
out, have eliminated or retarded the registration of certain social and economic 

groups, and implicitly their participation in the democratic process, smack of the 

corruptness that voter registration should eliminate. As Senator Kennedy said in 

the Senate Hearings on Voter Registration in 1971, " ••• I agree with the point made 

by Senator Humphrey earlier. The real election fraud today is the fraud being per

petrated on those who are unable to vote because of unreasonable registration re • 
gistration requirements. 1I 

Opinion concurs on the fact that most fraud is institutionalized rather than 

on the individual level, and that the most stringent voter requirements won~t stop • 
ballot stuffing if 'a collusion of local officials' is bent on it. As a matter of 

fact, it becomes apparent that any relaxation or change in registration laws which 

creates greater participation of voters will reduce rather than perpetrate fraudulent • 
voting and its results, for two reasons: (1) If more people can represent themselves 

at the polls, there will be fewer fraudulent votes cast in their names, and (2) If 

&~eater representation is effected, fraudulent votes will carry leas weight in the • 
p.lections because they will be a smaller percent~ge of the total vote•• 

What are the major 1.11s.whi.ch ~w registration laws are trying to cure! The 
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paramount issue is the low voter turnout in U.S. elections, on Federal, State 

• and local levels. compared with the turnouts in other democratic countries where 

percentages range from a 'low' of 70% to a high of over 90% where compulsory 

voting is not required. According to the President's Report on Registration and 

• Voting Participation in 1963, Italy has topped 92% in each of the four national 

elections preceding that report. West Germany's turnout ~anged between 78.5% 

and 87.8% during the preceding 15 years. Italy and West Germany are similar in 

• that 'municipal and communal officials compile lists of electors resulting in the 

automatic registration of nearly all eligible persons. There are no literacy or 

property requirements.' Italians vote on Sunday and until noon on Monday. In 

• West Germany, elections are held on Sunday. In Canada, where election turnout 

has been about 80%, 'enumerators must visit each dwelling in the country and re

gister every possible voter.' In the Scandanavian Countries. local government

• units initiate enrollment of all potential voters, with high voter turnouts. 

That registration procedures are a significant factor in voter turnout is 

borne out by history. Voter turnout was consistently high in the late 1800's with

• a peak of 85.6% in the 1876 election. Of course, fraudulent voting could have 

accounted in part, for this high turnout. In the early 1900's. when the bulk 

of registration laws were passed, participation declined steadily until 1920

• when it reached a low of 44.2%. Since then it has climbed to and hovered around 

60% reaching a high of 63.3% in the 1952 presidential election. Many factors 

can account for the rise in spite of registration laws. The vote was given to

• women, and if women turned out in disproportionately large numbers, this could 

account for the increased turnout. Many states repealed their periodic registration 

provisions, and citizens' groups became involved in registration drives. In 1968. 

in the United States, 89% of all the registered voters, 61% of all the qualified 

voters participated in the presidential election. Of the 39% who did not vote, 
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81% were not registered. In 1972, less than 55% of thoae eligible for the franchise, • 

voted. 

Why? In the Senate Hearings in 1973, Senator Fong offered the following 

evidence: In 1968, the Bureau of the Census surveyed 50,000 households. Of • 
these people, 26,942 did not register to vote. The question asked them was "What 

was the main reason that you did not vote or register to vote?" and the answers 

were the following: "lO.6~ said they did not vote because they were not citizens • 
of the United States and had not lived here long enough to be qualified to vote. 

There were 11.2% saying they did not like politics, or never got around to re

gister and were not interested. 53.3% said they were just not interested in the • 
elections or that they never liked politics. Others gave other reasons, saying 

they were unable to register because they were without transportation or could 

not take time off from work, and these were 13%, 9.5% gave other reasons for • 
failing to register; and 2% answered *1 do not know"" It is worth noting at 

this point that those factors frequently referred to as obstacles affect a small 

number of the households sampled. The wide-spread dislike for p~litics could be • 
contingent on registration procedures, but specific evidence on this contingency 

was not available. As a matter of fact, it is curious that so little research has 

been done among the non-regis tered portion of society. TJtose problems which are • 
cited as major obstacles may in fact be problems which could be obstacles, but they 

really haven't been shown to be obstacles as some of the reports purport. 

In their report. Administrative Obstacles to Voting. the League of Women • 
Vot~rs illustrate many of the specific problems inherent in current registration 

laws. The obstacles which confront the person who wants to register are numerous. 

In a nationwide study of 251 communities, 77% had no Saturday registration, and • 
75~ had no evening registration in non-election months. In the 30 days prior to 

the close of registration, 384 had no additional hours. In 52% of the registration 
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•� 
places the offices were hard to find because they were not clearly marked. Bi�

lingual assistance was not available in 30% of the communities where it was needed.� 

Local officials are given power by state authorities to conduct elections, but� 

the report shows that there is no adequate administrative mechanism to gauge how� 

• and if they comply with election law provisions. Election officials were seen as� 

an obstacle to outreach groups, those citizens' groups who take the initiative� 

regarding voter registration drives. Organizations must deal with innacurate� 

• registration lists. financial charges for lists supposedly available to the� 

public. In addition, where authorization to appoint deputy registrars was re�

quested, the League of Women Voters reports it "was not granted 25% of the time,� 

• 31% were limited as to the number of deputies allowed, and 10% reported a limit� 

to the number of forms a deputy registrar could obtain at anyone time, an ef�

fective way of limiting the number of citizens registered."� 

• To what extent do these obstacles exist in Ohio2 Although six areas in Ohio� 

were among the communities studied by the League of Women Voters, the report does� 

not specify which states are guilty of what. Some information is given in the� 

• "Summary of Voting and Elections Questionnaire" put out by the League of Women� 

Voters of Ohio. Thirty-eight of the 50 counties which were studied reported.� 

Although 27 of the counties reported opening the county office before 9:00 (us�

• ually 8:30) none of them were open past 5:00. Six had regular Saturday hours, and� 

eight had special hours at the end of the registration period. Thirty-one of the� 

38 boards of elections conduct area registration, two in high schools, 21 on an� 

annual basis, eight biennially and two irregularly. Twenty-nine of the 38 boards�• 
do .not conduct precinct registration. Ten of the boards make special efforts to 

register disabled voters, and 21 do this on request. Four of the counties studied 

• do not yet have registration. Another interesting observation is that it does 

not appear that any corr~lation exists between the percent of registrants and 
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registration opportunities. The top three of the 88 counties regarding percent • 
of eligible voters registered: 81.3, 80.4, and 78.41 did not have any greater 

registration opportunities than did counties with only 52 or 541 participation. 

The counties with low voter turnout often offered additional houra, and extensive • 
temporary registration programs in 1972, the year of the report. One fact which 

supports the thesis that registration procedures reduce voter turnout is that in 

the nine counties where no registration exists, the average turnout was 661, which • 
is higher than the average of 60% for counties where registration is required. 

Other obstacles include a lack of uniformity of residency requirements for 

State, County and local elections. Absentee registration procedures differ from • 
state to state, as do procedures for absentee voting. In some states, mere ab

sence is sufficient to obtain an absentee ballot, in other states only certain 

reasons for absence suffice. Special forms, authorization procedures and vary

ing deadlines clog the statutes which potential absentee voters must deal with. 

In 1963, a candidate for Cincinnati council was hospitalized a few days before 

an election, and was unable to go to the polls. He lost the election by one vote. • 
In all but 32 states, registration closes more than 30 days before the election. 

In the interim, election interest reaches its peak, and many qualified voters are 

disfranchised. One of the most blatant examples of this obstacle concerns the • 
18 year-olds in Mississippi who were given the right to vote by the 26th Amendment 

two days before registration closed on July 2nd. Thousands of people waiting on 

line to register were denied their vote by the prompt closing of registration • 
places. Others who reside in states where re-registration is accomplished by 

voting, or where cancellation of registration occurs by not voting in a certain 

number of consecutive election~went to the polls to vote and were unable ~o be • 
cause they had not been notified of their ineligibility, or had erroneously been 

purged from election lists, with no redr~s~_ 
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Disproportionately low voting occurs among certain groups of people. Income 

• level, occupation, educational level, and college attendance (for youths between 

18-24) a~e shown as significant factors in registration. Mr. Ben Wattenberg, of 

the Coalition for a Democratic Majority which 1s currently investigating the problem 

• of broadening the base of political participation, observed, 

" ••• largely because of the archaic and complicated registration laws throughout 

the States, it 1s Americans of the lower socio-economic classes who are vastly

• underrepresented in the political process. Demographically our voters are dis

proportionately drawn from the ranks of the well-to-do, the highly educated and 

those in the higher occupational categories. Politically it is the activist and 

• the militant who are disproportionately registered. Conversely, it is the poor, 

the black, the least educated, the blue-collar citizens who are disproportion

ately less likely to be registered. They are far less likely to be registered

• than are the cause-oriented militants and activists from either end of the party."� 

Statistics which were presented by Mr. Wattenberg at the 1973 Senate Hearings on� 

Voter Registration indicate that: (1) Of the percent of eligible voters that were� 

•� 

• registered to vote by educational level in 1968, 71.7% of elementary school graduates� 

were registered, 77.8% of those with high school degrees were registered, and 87.9%� 

of those with five or more years of college were registered; (2) Of the percentage� 

•� 

of eligible voters who are registered to vote by family income level in 1968, 65.4%� 

of those with incomes under $3000 were registered, 78.3% of those with incomes be�

tween $7500-9999 were registered, and 87.8% of those with incomes of $15,000+ re�

•� 

gistered; (3) Of the eligible youths (18-24 who registered to vote) 80% of the� 

college youth registered and only 55% of the non-college youth did so; (4) Of the� 

eligible workers who registered to vote by occupational classification, 70% of the� 

blue-collar workers were registered and 84% of the white-collar workers registered 

to vote. 
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Can this disproportionate representation be explained entirely or to a large • 
extent by obstacles to registration? As the previously cited Census Study indi

cates, only 13% of the households cited those obstacles as reason. for not regis

tering or voting. The 53% who were not interested or did not like politics could • 
include large numbers of members from these underrepresented groups, but evidence 

to support this is scarce. There are also no statistics in support of the thesis 

that of those 13% who were hindered from registering by obstacles, a large majority • 
were members of these underrepresented groups. The whole question of why some 

people vote and others don't is so complex, that to make registration procedures 

a panecea for all ills can cloud the issue. For example, of the lower income clal', • 
how many non-registered are welfare or social security recipients for whom non

voting must be explained by factors other than not haVing time to register? Of the 

youths who don't attend college, can their low representation be accounted for by ,•
time consuming registration, or are there other factors of greater significance, 

such as their not being exposed to electioneering and election issues as much as 

those who attend college are? These and other questions must be answered to give' • 
present arguments against registration greater validity. 

The alternatives to the present registration system that have been discussed 

range from creating a registration system on a national level, to the elimination • 
of ~egistration entirely. Every proposal that has been made to rectify the ineq

uities of the present registration system has two prominent features; (1) That the 

responsibility for registration must be placed with the government rather than • 
with the individual, and (2) That greater uniformity in registration procedures 

must be created. 

In 1971, four bills were presented to the U.S. Senate Committee on Post Office •
" 

and Civil Service. The first bill, entitled "Universal Enrollment Act of 1971" 

recommended doo~-t('-dnC'~ enrollJJJent on a national level under the direction of the 
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Bureau of Census. This would be done every 4 years in the three-week period im

• mediately preceding the week of the Federal election, whereby each elector would 

be given an enrollment certificate to attest to his qualifications. Senate Bill 

2445, "National Federal Voter Enrollment Act", advocated mailing two copies of a 

• standard enrollment form with Income Tax forms under the auspices of the Internal 

Revenue Service. Copies of the form would be available at post offices for qualified 

voters who don't pay taxes. Senate Bill 2457 establishes a Universal Voter Regis

• tration Administration to create data processing centers for lists of registrants, 

and create registration forms available to be scanned by computer and mailed pos

tage free. Senate Bill 2574 required pre-addressed postcards to be sent to every

• household in a jurisdiction where registration exists, and for additional registration 

forms to be available at post offices. 

What do these bills have in common? All of them attempt to take the responsi

• bility for registration out of the hands of the voter and place it in the hands of 

some Federal Agency. Several of the bills use resources of some existing agency 

which already has on file the names and addresses of most households, as would the

• Bureau of Census, or of most persons over l8,the Internal Revenue Service. This 

would allow an enrollment agency to reach more people initially whether by mail or 

by door-to-door canvass. Minimal energy and time would be required of the voter 

to register. 

• 
In February and March of 1973, Senate Bills 352 and 472 were introduced before 

the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service. These bills contain the gist of 

• 

the 1971 bills with refinements in response to the preliminary problems of the ini

tial proposals. Senate Bill 352 establishes a Voter Registration Administration to 

prepare and mail voter registration forms, and the forms to notify the voter of the 

acceptance or rejection of his registration application within 30 to 45 days prior 

to the close of registration. The bill also provides for financial assistance to 
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the states for the cost of this registration for federal elections plus additional • 
payments for states which adopt this system for all elections. State laws retain 

their status under the bill because the proposal states that 'an individual who i8 

eligible to vote under state law and who is registered to vote under the provision • 
of 8.352 is entitled to vote in Federal elections in that state.' 

One of the paramount issues in evaluating Senate Bill 352 is its susceptibility 

to fraudulent voting. The bill provides that the registration form include the • 
state law as well as an affidavit, which, if signed, attests to the cognizance of 

these laws on the part of the voter. In addition, persons are designated to inves· 

tigate any allegations of fraudulent behaVior. The penalty is stated as Inot less • 
than $5000 or 5 years in jail, or both.' Randall Wood, former Director of Elections 

in Texas, testified that Texas now uses mail registration and that in the 30 years 

in use, it was shown no more susceptible to fraud than personal registration was. • 
Mail registration was necessitated by Texas' annual registration system, until 1971 

when re-registration was accomplished by voting. Other speakers questioned the time 

alloted between the mailing and the elections, but it was decided that with the co • 
operation of those parties charged with conducting and aiding in such investigatioDs, 

these improprieties could be dealt with efficiently. 

Looking at Texas' low voting record - in the 40% range· casts doubt as to the 

efficacy of mail registration. Randall Wood claims that the system was not as ef

fective as it could have been because no provision was made for deputy registrars. 

As he and other point out, there are many persons who don't have mailing addresses, • 
persons such as traveling salesmen could be away from home during the months prior 

to the election, and in tenements mail boxes are often ripped off the wall. This 

seems to indicate that mail registration alone cannot maxiaize voter participation • 
as 

.. 

well as mail registration with other registration procedures could. The major 

advantage of the senate bill is that it creates a uniform procedure for all states, 
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at least in Federal elections. Even if other methods were used to augment the 

• results of mail registration, those qualified voters with mailing addresses who are 

at home 30 to 45 days before the close of registration could count on being able 

to register by mail. Another problem with the provisions of Senate Bill 352 is 

• with states whose primary determines the outcome of the November election. It was 

noted that if the mailing occurs before the November election in these states, max

imum participation would not occur. The bulk mailing must occur before the primary

• to achieve these results. Of course, two mailings would be most desirable in these 

cases, but would the cost be prohibitive? It could be left up to each state to 

decide when they wanted their mailing. This possibility was not explored to any

• degree in the Senate Hearings. 

Senate Bill 472 authorizes grants for diversified programs: expanded registra

tion hours and facilities; mobile registration; door-to-door registration; re-reg

• istration drives; and post-card registration. The intended advantage is to con

sider the needs of each state or locality and gauge registration practices to meet 

those needs. However, in addition to the lack of uniformity, this is pretty much

• the way states or localities are operating now, with make-shift registration drives. 

• 

• 
The one thing Senate Bill 472 offers is a Federal subsidy to support these drives, 

which is an answer to numerous complaints that registration drives lose efficiency 

because of poorly paid and poorly trained workers. 

The question arises as to how wise are these drives? Statistics bear out that 

in states where contests were held as to which city could register the most people, 

99% of eligible voters were registered in some cases. In Idaho, where door-to-door 

canvassing was authorized, in the 1960 election there was an 80.7% turnout at the 

• 
polls. In New York, in 1972, volunteer mobile registration drives succeeded in 

registering 453,000 persons, more than twice the number of people who registered 

that year under ordinary registration procedures, and obviously at very little cost. 
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What are the pitfalls, if any, to these kinds of ~gistration efforts? A 

statement by David Dinkins, Board of Blections of New York City pointed out some of 

the problems with various forms of registration in his city. State laws require 

bi-partisan registrars which limited volunteer participation since one-tenth as 

many Republicans volunteered as did Democrats. He noted that registration drive., 

out of necessity, employ temporary part-time and voluntary registrars. Without 

sufficient training, they often did not transcribe material correctly or transmit 

completed registration forms to the Board of Elections in time for those forms to 

be valid. One political analyst noted a foible of door-to-door canvassing. In 

a survey he conducted, he found that more people were registered on the lower floors 

of apartment buildings than on the higher floors, observing that canvassers sometimes 

run out of steam between the second and third floors. Some noted that registration 

drives take on a partisan flavor, and are used by candidates of one party or another 

in speeches to tell of how they are reaching out to this group or that group. 

It was maintained by sponsors of this bill that it is not any more susceptible 

to fraud than present systems. This is probably true. But it would appear that 

Senate Bill 352 is more likely to prevent fraud, as the l••st complicated and most 

uniform system will offer the least number of loopholes for those intent on fraud

ulent voting behavior. 

An alternative to procedures to simplify registration in order to increase 

voter participation is to eliminate registration entirely. In 1951, North Dakota 

repealed the registration laws in effect since 1895. City officials, given the 

power to invoke registration as they see fit, have not reinstated registration in 

anyone of the 40 elections held in North Dakota since 1951. The system works as 

follows: if an elector has voted before, his name is on a poll list. If he is a 

new voter, a qualified voter can vouch for him at the polls. It is not specified 

whether a voter who is new to a precinct in North Dakota but has voted before in 
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another precinct can transfer his name to the poll list of his new precinct. If 

• the voucher is not sufficient to satisfy an official, he must sign an affidavit at

testing to the truth of vital statistics about him, and he is guilty of perjury if 

he misrepresents information. Present at every election are party challengers who 

• can question any 'suspicious' voter. Llloyds B. Omdahl, author of Fraud Free Elections 

are Possible Without Voter Registration· A Report on North Dakota's Experience, ob

serves that party challengers are so little needed to challenge the veracity of the 

• voter, that most of them help out in the administration of election day affairs. He 

reports that the present system is widely supported. 76% of election officials res

ponded to surveys conducted by the Bureau of Governmental Affairs of the University 

• of North Dakota. They concluded: (1) The number of new voters appearing to be qual

ified on election day is not large; (2) In almost every precinct, election officials 

feel satisfied that voter qualification can be established at voting places on elec

• tion day; (3) In the opinion of election officials, very few fraudulent votes are 

cast; (4) On the basis of voter prosecution, fraud is virtually non-existent in 

North Dakota elections; (5) Motivation for fraudulent voting is as great in competi

• tive North Dakota elections as in competitive elections elsewhere. It is notable� 

that the turnout in North Dakota elections has been high, as high as 78.5% in the� 

years since 1951.� 

•� 

• The advantages to eliminating registration are numerous. In addition to elim�

inating all the 'theoretical' obstacles to voting which are inherent in complex reg�

istration procedures, large sums of money now spent on administering registration� 

could be saved. North Dakota's experience is evidence that fraud-free elections are 

possible without registration - in lorth Dakota at least. But what about the poli

tical machines such as Tammany Hall which ruled New York, and the Daley machine w~ich

• thrives in Chicago today? Would fraudulent practices flourish in even greater ex

tremes if registration was eliminated? 
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Mike Royko, author of !2!! sheds much light on politics in Cook County, Mayor • 
Daley's jurisdiction. Election fraud is best seen a. an element of the whole pol

itical spectrum. Election results are frequently challenged in Cook County, but 

not as often as they might be if the expense was not borne by the challenger. • 
Royko says "The machine never misses a chance to steal a certain number of votes 

and trample allover the voting law••" He notes that in some wards, politically 

obligated doctors slgn stacks of blank affidavits attesting to the illness of people • 
they have never seen, thus permitting the precinct captain to vote the people in 

their homes as absentee voters for reasons of illness. In an election recount in 

1960, the rechecks revealed a switch of 10,000 votes in the 900 precincts where • 
paper ballots were used. It would seem that many of the city's hierarchy are in

debted to Mayor Daley for where they are. And their politics are, or have got to 

be, a function of their indebtedness if they want to stay where they are. Regis

tration provisions, whether lax or strict, lose some of their import in this type 

of situation. For example, would or could election officials purge polling lists 

in predominantly anti-Daley or anti~Democratic districts, without these officials • 
soon losing their jobs under one pretense or another? According to Mr. Royko, 

they could not. The power of election officials to conduct honest elections in 

a city so ruled by a party machine is greatly hampered. The N.Y. Times, November 9, • 
1972 issue stated that a major election day complaint in Chicago was the alleged 

disfranchisement of middle-class black voters by a pre-election canvass. As many 

as 175,000 were wrongly purged. Registration procedures have been either used to • 
one party's advantage by wrongly and overly enforcing them or by ignoring them com

pletely. Chicagols recent history shows that both are more than pos.ible-they are 

commonplace. Would the most stringent registration laws or the elimination of reg •
istration laws change the realities in Cook County? Maybe, but not in and of them

selves, it would seem. 
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What do all the statistics and the arguments show? For one· thing, in the places 

• where registration does not exist there is a higher voter turnout than in places 

where registration is a prerequisite for voting. Evidence that, at least in Ohio, 

increased registration opportunities don't necessarily mean increased voter turn

out, might indicate that other factors are of equal or greater importance to max

imizing voter participation. As is shown by other countries, voting on Sunday might 

be one of those factors. The need remains to pinpoint more specifically the reasons 

why the non-voters don't vote. 

• 
Registration and State Constitutions 

The question of how the constitution should deal with registration is another 

• 

unsettled issue. Thirty-three state constitutions provide for registration either 

by mandate or permissive provisions for the legislature. 1Among these states, some 

provide for periodic and some for permanent registration. The Model State Consti

• 

tution recommends the following: "Section 3.02. Legislature to Prescribe for Exercise 

of Suffrage. The Legislature shall by law define residence for voting purposes, in

sure secrecy in voting and provide for registration of voters, absentee voting, the 

administration of elections and the nomination of candidates." There is little 

else in the way of guidelines to include registration provisions in a constitution.~ 

Upon looking at the newer state constitutions, all provide for registration laws. 

The Alaska Constitution. effective in 1959, says that the legislature ma, provide 

a system of permanent registration for voting and voting precincts within election 

• districts. In Hawaii, the 1959 Constitution says that the legislature shall pro

vide for registration of voters ,and absentee voting. The 1964 Michigan Constitution 

also mandates the legislature to provide for voter registration and an absentee 

voting system. Pennsylvania's 1968 Constitution says that registration laws must 

be uniform and may apply to cities only. The 1971 Illinois Constitution provides 
12. See Appendix A i 
2- See Appendix B 
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that the General Assembly by law define permanent registration for voting purposes • 
and that registration laws be general and uniform. Virginia's Constitution, ef

fective in 1971, is unique in that it mandates that registration cannot be closed 

more than 30 days before the elections in which tpey are being used. • 
Commentators espouse two different points of view about liVing the legislatures 

the power to define and regulate registration laws. The first view is that broad 

legislative freedom could enable the legislature to alter the size and composition • 
of the voting body through registration laws. The Hawaii Constitutional Studies 

presents the statements of two commentators on this view: 

" ••• a definite association between restrictive rules and procedures for regis • 
tration and limited competition between major parties in the states in which the� 

cities of our sample are located. Presumably, it is easier for a party in power� 

to pursue a restrictive policy toward registration if its opposition is weak.� • 
Conversely, success in restricting registration presumably indicates some sue·� 

cess in influencing the composition of the population of registered voters, which� 

in turn makes it easier for the party in power to stay in power. WhUe the a • 
bilities of Southern politicians to construct electorates have long been appreci

ated, relatively little curiosity has been shown about similar endeavors on the� 

part of their Northern colleagues. It seems unlikely that the latter any more� '. 
than the former, have always acted without design in establishing rules for reg

ietration." (p. 38, Hawaii Constitutional Studies, Article II)� 

Another commentator notes that in Michigan between 1949 and 1963, cotemporan • 
eous with Democratic governorships, the state had permanent registration laws. The 

voter's name stayed on the poll lists provided he voted once in every four year span. 

In 1963 both houses of the legislature and the governorship were under Republican • 
control and the law was changed to requiring that a per.On vote once every two years 

in order t~ remain registered. 
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liThe report concluded: The significant consideration was that the Democrats had 

• far more persons in the low-information, low-motivation categories than did the 

Republicans; the Democrats would thus be deprived of more potential supporters 

by the law change." (p. 38, Hawaii Constitutional Studies, Article II) 

• The other point of view is that legislatures should be given the power to regu

late and define registration procedures because this power entails the power of 

flexibility, "to revise and improve methods of regis~ration as a result of techno

• logical developments in data processing and record keeping." This group feels 

if the latter attempt to control suffrage requirements through registration laws, 

the courts are powerful enough to control the legislature.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Appendix A •REGISTRATION PROVISIONS IN STATE CONSTITUTIONS 

STATE� LEGISLATURE MANDATED TO LEGISLATURE PERMITTED TO NO 
PROVIDE FOR REGISTRATION PROVIDE FOR REGISTRATION PROVISION 

Alabama� x� 
Alaska •x� 
Arizona x� 
Arkansas x� 
California x� 
Colorado x� 
Connecticut 
Delaware 

x� •x� 
Florida x� 
Georgia x� 
Ha~aii x� 
Idaho x� 
Illinois x� •Indiana x� 

x�Iowa� 
Kansas x� 
Kentucky x� 
Louisiana x� 

xMaine •Maryland x 
; 

xMassachusetts� 
Michigan x� 

x�Minnesota� 
Mississippi x� 
Missouri x� 
Montana •x� 
Nebraska x� 
Nevada x� 
New Hampshire x� 
New Jersey x� 
New Mexico 
New York 

x� •x� 
North Carolina x� 
North Dakota x� 
Ohio x� 
Oklahoma x� 
Oregon x� 
Pennsylvania x� • 
Rhode Island x� 
South Carolina x� 
South Dakota x� 
Tennessee x� 
Texas x� 
Utah x� • 
Vermont x� 
Virginia x� 
Washington x� 
Wes t Virginia x� 
Wisconsin x� 
Wyoming 2350 x� • 
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Appendix B 

SOME CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS DEALING WITH 
REGISTRATION 

Delaware - There shall be at least 2 registration days in a period not more than 

120 days nor less than 60 days before and ending not more than 20 days nor less than 

•� 

• 10 days before each general election.� 

South Carolina - Registration books to close at least 30 days before an election.� 

Virginia - (specifies what the registration form should contain, viz. age) name,� 

occupation, social security number, address). 

•� 
Pennsylvania - contains the permissive note that the registration laws may be applied� 

to cities only. Also mandates laws must be uniform.� 

•� 

Louisiana - Specifies who shall comprise the Board of Registrars, viz. the Governor,� 

Lieutenant Governor and Speaker of the House. It also states that registrars will� 

be appointed by the governor or police juries depending on the population of the city� 

•� 

or town.� 

New York - Registration to be completed at least 10 days before election.� 

The New York Constitution permits the Legislature to establish a system or systems� 

•� 

of permanent personal registration. Where the Legislature doesn't mandate this� 

kind of registration, the Constitution prescribes the other methods that must be� 

used.� 

a) Annual personal registration in cities or Villages having 5,000 or more persoqs. 

b) Non-personal registration in areas outside cities or villages having 5,000 
or more inhabitants • 

• In 1965, the Legislature amended the Election Law to require permanent personal 

registration throughout the state for state elections. The Right to Vote, put out 

by the Temporary State Commission on the Constitutional Convention in New York,I

• notes that the only Constitutional restriction remaining is upon the type of regis

tration that may be used in areas Where the legislature has not mandated permanent 
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personal registration. The report discussed the danger of arguments calling for • 
the selection of methods of registration to be left entirely to the discretion of 

the Legislature "because this is basically an administrative matter". It states 

that without Constitutional safeguards, the Legislature could impose a possibly • 
inconvenient system of annual personal registration in all parts of the state, or 

a system of non-personal registration in populous urban areas which would involve 

risks of fraud. •� 

•� 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 
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Elections and Suffrage Committee • 
August 14, 1973� 

Standards for Ballot Language, Ohio� 

Guidelines for the preparation of ballot language may be found in three distinct� • 
sources of the law. First, the Ohio Constitution, Article II, section g (initiative) 

states "Unless otherwise provided by law, the secretary of state shall cause to be 

placed upon the ballots, the title of any such law, or proposed law, or proposed • 
amendment to the constitution, to be submitted. He shall also cause the ballots 

so to be printed as to permit an affirmative or negative vote upon each law, section 

of law, or item in a law appropriating money, or proposed law, or proposed amendment • 
to the constitution. "Thus, as the law now stands, the title is placed upon the 

ballot per constitutional mandate and subject to statutory law providing otherwise. 

Ohio Revised Code section 3505.06, for legislative amendments, provides the proper • 
ballot content to include: not the full text of the proposal but "A condensed text 

that will properly describe the • amendment • • • as prepared and certified by 

the secretary of state •••" 

The constitutional guideline and the statutory guidelines present the minimum 

requirement of the ballot language that is, that it "properly describe the amendment." 

As a result, the courts have been required to pass on the sufficiency and the appro •priateness of some ballot language. Such ballot texts have been challenged as too 

long, too short, too technical, too argumentative, too ambiguous, too positive, or 

too negative. State v. Foster 20 Ohio Misc. 257, 49 Ohio Ope 2d 460, 25 N.E. 2d 5 •
(1969) 

Court reactions to these challenges have set forth various criteria for deter

mining the appropriateness or sufficiency of such ballot language. The first cri •teria employed is the compliance of the ballot language to the basic requirements 

of the statutes, ignoring the constitutional requirements as being replaced by the 

statute. The court has found that to fulfill the requirement of a "condensed text •that properly describes the amendment," the ballot language must; be less than the 
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41� full text of the proposal if the proposal is so long as to make its full printing 

on the ballot inconvenient or impractical, Prosen v. Duffy 152 Ohio St. 139, 87 N.E. 

2d 342 (1949), State ex rei. Commissioners of Sinking Fund v. Brown, Secretary of 

.. State 167 Ohio St. 71, 4 Ohio OPe 2d 35, 146 N.E. 2d 287 (1957), and if the ballot 

language is less than the full text, it must "properly describe" that text. 

The question of what properly describes is considered in view of the conten

..� tion that each ballot language should not mislead the voters, State ex reI. Commis

sioners of Sinking Fund, supra; should not be speculative or argumentative, Beck v. 

Cincinnati 162 Ohio St. 473, 124 N.E. 2d 120 (1955), should not arise from any effort 

•� to deceive or mislead the voters or defraud the voters, Thrailkill v. Smith, Secre

tary of State 106 Ohio St. 1, 138 N.E. 532 (1922), and should be direct Thrailkill, 

supra at p; 9 

• A policy decision that has been made by the courts in the past but which might 

be incorporated into a constitutional amendment to aid the drafters of ballot lan

guage and the courts which review such language is that of deciding the purpose of 

• such ballot language: to merely identify to the voter the issue upon which he is 

voting or to inform the voter of the actual content of the proposed amendment. The 

choosing of the former alternative presupposes a viable system of publication of the 

text of the amendment and other information and relying on such system to inform 

voters. If such alternative were chosen, the criteria for ballot language would be 
actual 

greatly limited and more time would be available to formulate the/ballot language. 

• The latter alternative has seldom been chosen by the court as the objective for the 

reason that to assume this as the objective is to increase the required content on 

the ballot.�

• The Ohio Supreme Court in Thrailkill v. Smith, supra, at p. 9 stated " •••� 

printed matter upon the ballot was not designed to perform the function of informing 

the voters of the text and effect of the propositions, but that it was chiefly for 

•� purposes of identification." This same view was held by the same court as late as 

1969 in State v. Foster, supra at p. 261 when the court, relying on Foreman v. Brown 
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stated "The best one can really hope for from a ballot description is that it be 

sufficient to advise the voter of which of various amendments submitted at that 

particular election he is then voting on." • 
But, without overruling either Thrailkill or Foreman, the Ohio Supreme Court 

in Minus v. Brown, 30 Ohio St. 2d 75, 81, 59 Ohio Op 2d 100, 283 N.E. 2d 131 (1972) 

said that "Ohio Revised Code section 3505.06 serves to inform and protect the voter • 
and presupposes a condensed text which is fair, honest, clear and complete, and 

from which no essential part of the proposed amendment is omitted." Thus, it might 

be concluded that when one begins with the premise that the purpose of the ballot • 
language is to "inform" the logical result is a more comprehensive ballot statement 

and the use of more technical language in order to comply with stricter standards 

of judicial review. Whereas, using the ballot language to merely identify the • 
particular issue being voted on places the burden of information on publication 

and other means of informing him. 

Whatever purpose is chosen, the ballot language must be directed toward a 

class of readers and thus meet the level of understanding possessed by that class. 

The Ohio Supreme Court in Markus v. Thurmbull Board of Elections 22 Ohio St. 2d 

197, 203, 259 N.E. 2d 501 (1970) named the class as average citizens when they said: • 
"The ballot must fairly and accurately present a statement of the question or issue 

to be decided in order to assure a free, intelligent, and informative vote by the 

average citizen affected." • 
In conclusion, then, the constitutional mandate to the writers of the ballot 

language should include: first, the purpose which the ballot language is to serve-

information or identification; second, criteria expressing the manner from which • 
such ballot language is to proceed, as not fraudulently intended, and the direction 

of such ballot language, as direct, nonspeculative, and nonargumentative, and finally, 

naming the group toward which the language is to be addressed, as the average voting • 
citizen. 
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• Footnote: Although the Minus case se"'iui.:> L'" effectively overrule Thrailk:d..U I 
think that Thrailkill is still good l.J.w because: first, the main 
holding in Thrailkill goes to the ~audulent or misleading effects 
of ballot language which, if such intents were shown would still 
effectively cause the ballot language to be voided; and secondly,

• because the only part of Thrailkill questioned specifically was 
obiter dictum in that case. 

• 
In addition, I don't think the Minus case should be overemphasized 
as first O'Neill, in that decision, relied on the Markus case and 
Burton which are in fact contradictory to his statement and secondly, 
Minus is out of the stream of cases on the point of. the purpose of 
ballot language. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee Research Study No. 25 
August 20, 1973 

Forfeiture of elective franchise 
resulting from conviction of crime 

The General Assembly shall have power to exclude from 
the privilege of voting, or of being eligible to office, 
any person convicted of bribery, perjury or other in
famous crime. 

Sec. 4, Art. V 
Ohio Constitution 

All but a few states take away the vote from a person convicted of an infamous� 
crime, or a felony.� 

Ohio's provision,.above, is substantially unchanged from the original version 
in the Constitution of 1802. The provision does not appear to have been mentioned 
in the Debates of 1850. There is virtually no judicial interpretation of the pro
vision, or of the statutory sections enacted under its authority. 

The General Assembly has interpreted its authority under the constitutional 
provision to extend to any felony. Sec~.2961.01 of the Revised Code states that a 
person convicted of a felony in this state, unless the conviction is reversed or 
annulled, is incompetent to be an elector or juror, or to hold an office of honor, 
trust, or profit. It states that pardon restores his rights. 

A "felony" as used in the Ohio statutes is any offense which may be punished by 
death or by imprisonment in the penitentiary. (Sec. 1.06, R. C.) If the maximum 
term for an offense is longer than one year,imprisonment is to be in the penitentiary 
(Sec. 1.05 R. C.); thus, a felony is any offense for which the maximum penalty includes 
imprisonment in the penitentiary for more than one year. 

Sec. 2967.16 states that a prisoner who has served the maximum term of his sen
t~nce or who has been granted his final release by. the adult parole authority shall 
be restored to the rights and privileges forfeited by his conviction. 

On the other hand, if the convicted person has been placed on probation, and 
the probation period ends or is terminated without the person having gone to prison, 
the judge of the court of common pleas may restore the defendant to his rights of 
citizenship of which he was deprived under Sec. 2961.01 (above). (Sec. 2951.09, 
R. C.) The effect described is changed effective January 1, 1974 by the new criminal 
code. 

There is also a misdemeanor which causes one to lose his right to vote. Under 
Section 3599.02, a person convicted of sale of his vote is guilty of bribery. Since 
he may be imprisoned not more than one year, this is not a felony. The section spe
cifically states that he shall be llexcluded from the right of suffrage and holding 
any public office for five years next succE'eding such conviction". 

The new criminal code, which takes effect January 1, 1974, amends Sec. 2961.01, 
above-described. It retains the provision disenfranchising any person convicted of 
a felony, and expands it to include felonies under the la~8 of any other state or 
the United States, but it adds the following statement: 
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ilHhen any such person is granted probation, parole, or a 
conditional pardon, he is competent to be an elector during 
the period of probation or parole or until the conditions 
of his pardon have been performed or have transpired, and 
thereafter following his final discharge." 

It also adds a provision to Sec. 2967.04, R. C., concerning pardon by the Gov
ernor, stating that an unconditional pardon relieves the convicted person of all 
disabilities arising out of the conviction. 

The Egual Protection Question 

Holdings and statements in a number of cases in recent years have raised a 
question as to validity of state constitutional provisions and statutes disenfran
chising criminals, in light of the Equal Protection clause of the 14th Amendment. 
The federal holdings specifically on this point would uphold the validity of the 
Ohio provision. However, the primary case is a 1967 court of appeals decision; 
several more recent U. S. Supreme Court decisions on other aspects of the voting 
right have increasingly emphasized the nature of the vote as a fundamental right, 
causing some question as to whether the Supreme Court would establish a new rule if 
the proper case were brought before it. 

Cases which shed light on the possible validity or invalidity of Ohio's provi
sion have arisen in California and New York, which have constitutional provisions 
similar to Ohio's, referring to denial of the vote to persons convicted of "infamous 
crimes". The legislatures of both states had interpreted this to include all fel
onies, as has the Ohio General Assembly. This is in accord with the prevailing 
construction of the phrase "infamous crimes". 

The California Supreme Court, in Otsuka v. Hite, 64 Cal. 2d 596 (1966) held 
that lIinfamous crimes" could not be so construed. In that case, the plaintiffs 
,~ere denied the right to vote on the basis of a conviction during Horld Har II for 
refusing to report for induction. The court found the refusal to be on religious 
grounds, and said that to construe this as an "infamous crime" would create an un
reasonable classification in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th 
Amendment. 

The court examined the or1gl.n and history of the phrase "infamous crimes", and 
concluded that the framers of the state constitution had intended the term to encom
pass only those crimes which evidence "the kind of moral corruption and dishonesty" 
inherent in bribery, perjury, forgery, and malfeasance in office. Such persons 
could reasonably be deemed a threat to the elective process, hence such a classifi
cation would be consistent'with the Equal Protection Clause--but not a person who 
refused to be drafted on religious grounds, not, impliedly, many other persons con
victed of various types of felonies which ,~ere not "infamous" in nature. The court 
cited a leading case, 1vashington v. State, 75 Ala. 582 (1834) in which the court 
found that one tenab~e ground for depriVing a former criminal of the vote is to 
protect the electoral process from persons so "morally corrupt" that they might sell 
their votes or commit election fraud. (Even this ground was rejected by the Cali
fornia court in a later case in which it held that the state cannot disenfranchise 
criminals. See below.) 

In the following year, a similar provLs10n in the New York state constitution, 
,·lith statutes interpreting "infamous crime" to include felonies as such, was examined 
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by the U. S. Court of Appeals. Green v. Board of Elections, 380 F 2d 445, cert • 
den'd 389 U. S. 1048 (1967) 

In that case the plaintiff had been convicted under the Smith Act for conspir
ing to overthrow the government. The court, relying on Trop v. Dulles, 356 U. S. 
G6 (1953), refused to find the New York provisions invalid. The court cited Trop 
v. Dulles to answer two of plaintiff's arguments: (1) that the disenfranchisement •
provision was a bill of attainder (the Trop v. Dulles court said it was not, since 
the bill of attainder clause only ap~lies to statutes imposing penalties and disen
franchisement was not a penalty)and (2) that disenfranchisement was not a "cruel 
and unusual punishment" in violation of the 8th Amendment. Judge Friendly, writing 
the- opinion in the ~ case, stated his reasoning in support of disenfranchisement 
of felons as follows: • 

IIA man who breaks the lal'1s he has authorized his agent to make� 
for his own governance could fairly have been thought to have� 
abandoned the right to participate in further administering� 
the compact. On a less theoretical plane, it can scarcely be� 
deemed unreasonable for a state to decide that perpetrators of� •
serious crimes shall not take part in electing the legislators� 
who make the laws, the executives who enforce these, the pro�
secutors who must try them for further violations, or the judges� 
who are to consider their cases. This is especially so when� 
account is taken of the heavy incidence of recidivism and the� 
prevalence of organized crime. * * * * A contention that the� 
equal protection clause requires New York to allow convicted� 
mafiosi to vote for district attorneys or judges would not� 
only be without merit but as obviously so as anything can be."� 

The Green case rule was adhered to by a federal district court in Texas in 
1972 (Haves v. f1illiams, 341 F. Supp 182). The court, upholding a Texas constitu •tional provision disenfranchising all persons convicted of a felony, also cited 
the commentary to its state constitutional provision, as follows: 

11* ,,:� * * Texans l'1ere aware that the property qualifications had� 
excluded some undesirable groups from exercising the right� 
to vote, and without the property test, there was justifica� •tion for specific disqualifications necessary for the good� 
of the state. Therefore the constitution of the Republic� 
stipulated that laws were to be passed excluding from the� 
right of suffrage those who in the future were convicted of� 
bribery, perjury, or other high crimes and misdemeanors� 
* * * This stipulation was carried over into the Constitution� •of 1845 with some slight changes, the list of crimes reading:� 
bribery, perjury, forgery, or other high crimes * * * The� 
same crimes appear in all subsequent constitutions until the� 
present one in which it was limited solely to felonies.� 

"Strong arguments were made in all the constitutional •conventions against disenfranchising men convicted of certain 
crimes on the basis that no man should be doubly penalized 
for his actions. But the argument that the polls should be 
guarded against unsafe elements led to the retaining of the 
disqualification. " 
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The 14th Amendment itself is cited as support for the validity of state 
criminal disenfranchisement provisions. Section 2 of that amendment states tbat 
when the right to vote is denied to any of the male inhabitants of a state who 
are 21 years of age and citizens, except for participation in rebellion or other 
crime, the basis of representation in Congress for that state shall be reduced. 
This is said to indicate approval of the criminal disenfranchisement principle as 
an exception to other 14th Amendment protections. (See Fincher v. Scott, below.) 

Against this line of reasoning, however, stand some recent U. S. Supreme Court 
cases enunciating the importance of the voting right and the strict rules which 
must be followed in protecting this ri~ht. Notable is Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 u.S. 
330 (1972), in which the court stated that strict review of statutes distributing 
the franchise is called for, because such statutes "constitute the foundation of 
our representative societya. The court also added emphasis to language from one 
of its earlier holdings, stating: "the court must determine whether the exclusions 
arc necessary to promote a compelling state interest." 

A federal court of appeals has alluded to the significance of Dunn v. Blumstein 
and the constitutional reasoning that it represents, in connection with a criminal 
disenfranchisement case. In Dillenburg v. Kramer, 469 F. 2d 1222 (1972) the U.S. 
Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, overturned the ruling of the district court which 
had found no substantial federal question in the complaint of a paroled felon who 
was denied the right to vote under constitutional and statutory provisions of the 
state of Hashington denying voting rights to unpardoned persons convicted of crimes 
punishable by imprisonment in the state penitentiary. (Although not the same lan
guage, this is substantially the effect of the Ohio provision.) 

The court did not find the Green case conclusive as precedent. Because the 
reasoning of the court in the Dillenburg case represents an excellent current state
ment of the issue of validity of state disenfranchisement provisions, and because 
of the similarity between the Hashington and Ohio provisions, we quote at length 
from that case: 

The interest asserted by appellant is the right to vote. "The 
right to vote freely for the candidate of one's choice is of 
the essence of a democratic society, and any restrictions on 
that right strikes at the heart of representative government." 
(Reynolds v. Sims 377 U.S. 533 (1964). Because the right to 
vote is fundamental, a governmental classification that im
pairs or denies the right will not survive equal protection 
attack by showing that the distinction on which the classifi
cation rests bears some rational connection to a legitimate 
governmental end. "It is certainly clear now that a more ex
acting test is required for any statute which 'places a con
dition on the exercise of the right to vote' ••• If a 
challenged statute grants the right to vote to some citi
zens and denies the franchise to others, "the Court must 
determine whether the exclusions are necessary to promote 
a compelling state interest 1 •• "(Dunn v. Blumstein) 

Courts have been hard pressed to define the state interest 
served by laws disenfranchising persons convicted of crimes. 
The temptation to identify the interest as state concern for 
additional punishment has been resisted because the character
ization creates its own constitutional difficulties. Search 
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•for modern reasons to sustain the old governmental disen
franchisement prerogative has usually ended ~ith a general 
pronouncement that a state has an interest in preventing� 
persons who have been convicted of serious crimes 'from par�
ticipating in the electoral process (e.g., Green v. Board� 
of Elections of City of New York)or a quasi-metaphysical� 
invocation that the interest is preservation of the "purity� • 
of the ballot box." (E. g., Hashington v. State(t884) 75� 
Ala. 532)� 

Few decisions have penetrated the disenfranchisement class�
ification to ascertain whether the offenses that restrict� 
or destroy voting rights have anything to do with the integrity� • 
of the electoral process or whether there is any constitutionally� 
valid distinction beo~een the class of offenses that disenfranchise� 
and the class of offenses that do not. f1hen the facade of the� 
classification has been pierced, the disenfranchising laws have� 
fared ill. (E. g., Stephens v. Yeomans D.N.J. 3- judge court 1970)� 
327 F. Supp. 1182; Otsuka v. Hite (1966) 64 Cal. 2d 596,)� • 

lJashington law disenfranchises those persons convicted of� 
crimes l'punishable by death or imprisonment in the state peni�
tentiary.;1 (Hash. Rev. Code sec. 29.01-080) It is innnaterial� 
under the statute that the offender is not sentenced to death� 

Jor to state prison. The classification is not based on any •
qualities of the offender; it rests solely on the nature of� 
the punishment that can be given for an offense. The Hashing�
ton Legislature's selection of the offenses that may subject� 
a person to imprisonment in the state penitentiary and those� 
that cannot do not follow any perceivable pattern. Among� 
the offenses that are punishable by imprisonment in the state� • 
penitentiary are bigamy, dueling, adultery, and membership in� 
a subversive organization. One convicted of bribing a witness� 
can be sentenced to the penitentiary, but one who influences 
a juror cannot. A wide variety of offenses directly related 
to the electoral process cannot result in disenfranchisement 
because they do not carry a potential state prison sentence. • 

Appellee does not explain why disenfranchisement of those� 
convicted of offenses that can result in confinement in state� 
prison is "necessary" to vindicate any identified state inteT
est. (E. g., Kramer v. Union Free School District 395 U.S. 621 (1969~.
 

Indeed appellee has not yet attempted to point out any distinction • 
between those offenders who are disenfranchised and those who 
are not that bears some rational connection to a legitimate 
state aim. (E. g., Bullock v. Carter 405 U.S. 134 (1972). 

Appellee has chosen instead to rely upon the Supreme Court's� 
summary affirmance in Beacham v. Braterman (S. D. Fla. 3-judge� • 
court 1969) 300 F. Supp. 182, aff'd without opinion (1969) 396 
U.S. 12, and the holding in Green v. Board of Elections of the� 
City of New York. supra, which cases, appellee says, establish� 
the insubstantiality of appellant's constitutional contentions. 
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/5/ A summary affirmance without op1n10n in a case within the 
Supreme Court1s obligatory appellate jurisdiction has very little 
precedential significance. (Citations) Here summary affirmance 
weightier, however, the decision in Beacham would not control 
this case. Beacham's treatment of the equal protection argument 
was confined to an unanalyzed quotation from Green. The Cou~t 

did not address itself to the classification arguments presented 
here. 

If ~ is confined to its holding that Green did not have 
standing to challenge the constitutionality of New York disen
franchisement laws it can be harmonized \1ith the recent decisions 
of the Supreme Court in the voting rights area. Green had been 
convicted for conspiring to organize the Communist Party as a 
group to teach and to advocate the overthrow of our Government 
by force and violence. He l~as in no position to argue successfully 
that his crime was unrelated to potential disturbance of the elec
tive process. However, to the extent that Green defines the equal 
protection issues in the terms of Netropolitan Casualty Ins. Co. 
v. Brm~nell 294 U.S. 580 (1935), the decision cannot be squared 
l1ith the reasoning of such cases as Dunn v. Blumstein, Bullock 
v. Carter, Evans v. Cornman, Cipriano v. City of Houma, Kramer 
v. Union Free School District No. 15, and Carrington v. Rash. 

~! Earlier in our constitutional history, laws disenfranchising 
persons convicted of crime may have been immune from attack. But 
constitutional concepts of equal protection are not immutably 
frozen like insects trapped in Devonian amber. "Notions of what 
constitutes equal treatment for purposes of the Equal Protection 
Clause do change. 1I (Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections 303 
U.S. 663 (1966). In the wake of the many decisions dismantling 
restrictions on voting rights, l1e cannot say that this challenge 
to Hashington laus is now unsubstantial." 

In a case even later than this (I1arch 30, 1973), the California Supreme Court 
said that it had not been strict enough in the Otsuka case (supra): 

In the seven years since Otsuka, the test for judging the con
stitutionality of a state-imposed limitation on the right to vote 
has become substantially more strict. At least since 1969 it is 
not enough that there be a rational relationship beo~een the re
striction and the compelling state interest: the restriction is now 
constitutionally permissible only if it is JlnecessaryJl to promote 
that interest and to be '·necessary" it must constitute, inter!!!.!, 
the ·'least burdensome;' alternative possible. 

(Ramirez v. Brown, cited in U. S. 
La't'l Heek, 4/10/73) 

The court went on to observe that various reforms over the past 100 years have 
radically diminished the possibility of election fraud--that it may have been 
feasible in 1850 to influence the outcome of an election Jlby rounding up the im
pecunious and thirsty,furnishing them with free liquor, premarked ballots. and 
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transportation to the polls; to do so in 1973, if possible at all, would require the 
coordinated skills of a vast squadron of computer technicians". 

The court then stated that the range of penal sanctions to prevent election 
fraud in California were llmore than adequate to detect and deter ,~hatever fraud 
may be feared;' and declared disenfranchisement by reason of crtme no longer consti
tutionally permissible. 

~wo months later, in its I1ay 7 session, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed, (with
out opinion) the decision of a federal district court in North Carolina, holding 
~hat North Carolina may constitutionally deny the franchise to convicted felons. 
Fincher v. Scott, 352 F. Supp. 117 (1972) 41 li1 3590 (1973). The three-judge court 
below relied upon the reason that Section 2 of the 14th Amendment implicitly approves 
of denial of the franchise to criminals in stating that the basis of a state's repre
sentation in Congress shall be reduced if the state denies the right to vote to any
one lIexcept for participation in rebellion, or other crime". The court also rejected 
the plaintiff's contention that denial of the franchise was "cruel and unusual pun
ishment ll in violation of the 3th Amendment, basing its rejection on Trop v. Dulles, 
~upra. 

~1e would also highlight the following points which have been made in connection 
with this question: 

"Purity of ballot box ll This basic justification for disenfranchisement of• 

criminals is put in question by the U.S. Supreme Court in Carrington v. Rash, 380 
U.S. 09 (1965). In that case the state had argued that it was proper to prohibit 
servicemen stationed in Texas from voting, because of the state's need to immunize 
its elections from the concentrated balloting of military personnel whose collective 
voice may oven1helm a small local civilian community, and to protect the franchise 
from infi1t~ation by transients. The court rejected this argument, saying that 
"Fencing out from the franchise a sector of the population because of the way they' 
may vote is constitutionally impermiss ible." 

Right of citizenship. A number of U.S. Supreme Court cases have said that the 
vote is a basic right of citizenship. in U.S. v. Texas, 252 F. Supp 234, aff'd 334 
U.s. 155 (1966) the court said that citizenship is an ineffective right "if its ul
timate objective can be denied at the ballot box." And the court in Trap v. DlJl1e~ 

(supra2 had said that lICitizenship is not a license that expires upon misbehavior 
••• and deprivation of citizenship is not a weapon that the Government may use to 
e~press its displeasure at a citizen's conduct, however reprehensible that conduct 
may be. 1I 

RiGht to travel. State disenfranchisement provisions have a chilling effect on 
the right to travel, because a person convicted of a felony would be discouraged from 
entering a state where he has no voting right. This principle has been given much 
status in residence-law cases. See Thompson v. Shapiro,270 F. Supp 331 (1969) 

Method of restoration is unequal. Since pardon is at the discretion of the 
governor or a board, people in identical circumstances will be treated differently, 
in violation of the Equal Protection Clause. 
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The foregoing ~~o arguments were proposed by Elizabeth and l1il1iam DuFresne in 

an article in 19 DePaul Law Rev. 112 (1969) in which they argue that the court came 
to the wrong conclusion in ~ v. Board of Elections, supra. It is their conclu.,:1GIl •2364 
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that the state could disenfranchise a person for crimes related to elections only, 

• 
as being a sufficiently narrow category that the state could insist this was IIne
cessaryll to further a IIcompelling" state interest. They note, hO\oleVer, that even 
this disenfranchisement could not be for life. 

• box

A \Jriter in 50 No. Caro. Lal-1 Rev. 903 (1972) cited the IIbalancing formula" in 
l1illiams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23 (1968), urging that denying the vote even to persons 
who violate the elections lal'1 does very little to assure the IIpur ity of the ballot 

ll 
, and that this factor should be outl1eighed by the desire of the state to release 

its prisoners on terms of reasonable trust and confidence. 

State constitutional provisions 

•� A recent survey of state constitutional provisions restricting the voting rights� 
of persons convicted of crime revealed only three states which had no such provision-�

•� 

Naine, Ne\'1 Hampshire and Vermont, although the latter tllO states have statutory dis�
qualifications. (21 Rutgers La", Rev. 297, 1967.) In Colorado and Hest Virginia,� 
the disqualification is limited to the time in which the person is serving his sen�
tence. Pennsylvania's restriction applies only to persons involved in sale of votes� 
and even then is limited to the election at l1hich it occurs.� 

The other states fell into the foUolling categories: 

• 
:1Felony, or IIfelony or treason". Arizona, f.rkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, 

Hal-1a it, I(ansas, llinnesota, Bontana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota, Texas, and l1isconsin. Also included in this classification are those states 
which provide that conviction for a crime carrying a specified penalty acts as a b~r, 

such as North Carolina, Oregon (those convicted of a crime punishable by imprisonment 
in the state penitentiary), and Hichigan (anyone committed to a jail or penal inst~
tution) • 

•� llInfamous crimell California, Illinois--subsequently changed (see belot-'), Indiana,� 
10\>1a , Tennessee, Hashington, and Hyoming. This classification overlaps the first,� 
s~nce the term l'infamous crimell has been interpreted in some states to be synonymous 
t-11th IIfelony ll. It is also frequently interpreted to mean a crime punishable by im
prisonment in the penitentiary. 

•� Certain specified crimes. Hassachusetts (corrupt practices in respect to elec!'"� 

!.� 

tions), lIississippi (bribery, theft, arson, obtaining money or goods under false� 
pretence, perjury, forgery, embezzlement, or bigamy), New Jersey (blasphemy, treason,� 
murder, piracy, arson, rape, sodomy, or the infamous crimes against nature, committed� 
with mankind or with beast, robbery, conspiracy, forgery, perjury or subornation of� 
perjury;, South Carolina (burglary, arson, obtaining goods or money under false pre�
tenses, perjury, forgery, robbery, bribery, adultery, bigamy, wife-beating, house�
breakinG, receivinn stolen goods, breach of trust with fraudulent intent, fornica
tion, sodomy, incest, assault with intent to ravish, miscegenation, larcency, or 
crimes against the election laws, and Utah (treason, or crime against the elective 
franchise. , 

• Both r.eneral and specific offenses. Alabama (specific crimes, crimes punishable 
by imprisonment in the penitentiary, infamous crime, or crime involving moral turpi
tude,) Alaska (specific crimes, felony involving moral turpitude, crimes punishable 
by imprisonment in the penitentiary and involving conduct contrary to justice, honesty, 
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modesty or good morals), Florida (specific crimes, felony, infamous crimes), Georgia •
(specific crimes, crimes involving moral turpitude punishable by ~prisonment in 
the penitentiary), Idaho (specific crimes, felony, infamous crime), Kentucky (spe
cific crimes, felony, such high misdemeanors as general assembly may declare), 
Louisiana (specified crimes and misdemeanors and felony), ~~ryland (larceny or in
famous crime), Hissouri (crimes relating to voting or felony), Nel'1 Hexico (felony 
or infamous crime), New York (bribery or infamous crime), Ohio (specific crimes and • 
infamous crimes), P.hode Island (bribery or crime infamous at common law), and Vir
ginia (specific crimes and felony). Note: lack of indication of subsequent change 
should not be construed to indicate that the provision has not been changed since· 
the date of this survey.) 

Following are the constitutional provisions of selected states: • 
CALIFORNIA. Art. II, Sec. 3. The Legislature shall prohibit improper prac�

tices that affect elections and shall provide that no severely mentally deficient� 
person, insane person, person convicted of an infamous crime, nor person convicted� 
of embezzlement or misappropriation of public money, shall exercise the privilege� 
of an elector in this state. (Amended 1972. The pnly change was the direction� •
that the legislature act; before the constitutional prohibition was self-executing.) 

DELAHARE. <Art. V, Sec. 5.02(b). The General Assembly may deny the right to 
vote to persons convicted of a felony and to mentally incompetent persons. (Amended 
July 1, 1973. Former provision: "The General Assembly may impose the forfeiture 
of the right of suffrage as a punishment for crime.") ,•

ILLThTOIS. Art. III, Sec. 2. A person convicted of a felony, or othen'1ise 
under sentence in a correctional institution or jail, shall lose the right to vote, 
which right shall be restored not later than upon completion of his sentence. 
(Amended 1970, accompanied by the note: IIThis formulation avoids the problem of 
defining "infamous crime" lolhich l-laS so troublesome to the Illinois courts under the •old provision.;' The old provision read: liThe General Assembly shall pass laws 
excluding from the right of suffrage persons convicted of infamous crimes.") 

llTDIANA. Art. II, Sec. O. The General Assembly shall have power to deprive 
of the right of suffrage, and to render ineligible, any person convicted of an in
famous crime (1051) •! 

~WRY~ND. ~t. I, Sec. 2. No person above the age of twenty-one years, con
victed of larceny, or other infamous crime, unless pardoned by the Governor, shall 
ever thereafter be entitled to vote at any election in this state • • • (1867) 

MICHIGAN. Art. II, Sec. 2. The legislature may by law exclude persons from •voting because of mental incompetence or commitment to a jailor penal institution. 
(1963) 

NEW JERSEY. Art. II, Sec. 7. The legislature may pass laws to deprive persons 
of the right of suffrage who shall be convicted of such crimes as it may designate. 
Any person so deprived, when pardoned or otherwise restored by law to the right of •suffrage, shall again enjoy that right. (1947) 

NEB YORK. Art. II, Sec. 3. The legislature shall enact laws excluding from 
the right of suffrage all persons convicted of bribery or of any infamous crime (1939) 
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• 
PENNSYLVANIA. Art. VII, Sec. 7. (Condensation) Any person who shall give 

. an elector, any money ••• for his vote at an election • • • and any elector 
who shall receive • • • any money • for his vote at an election • • • shall 
thereby forfeit the right to vote at such election • • • (1874) 

TEXAS. Art. VII, Sec. 1. The following classes of persons shall not be 
allowed to vote in this State, to wit: 

• First: Persons under twenty-one (21) years of age. 

Second: Idiots and lunatics. 

Third: All paupers supported by any county. 

• Fourth: All persons convicted of a felony subject to such exceptions as the 
Legislature may make (1954) 

WISCONSIN. Art. III, Sec. 2. No person under guardianship, non compos mentis 
or insane shall be qualified to vote at any election; nor shall any person con
victed of treason or felony be qualified to vote at any election unless restored 
to civil rights. (1848) (An Attorney General's opinion states that "felony" for 
this purpose means that which was considered a felony at the time of adoption of 
the Constitution.) 

• 
The Model Penal Code of the American Law Institute proposes the following 

provision (Sec. 306.3): A person convicted of crime shall be disqualified (1) 
from voting in a primary or election if and only so long as he is committed under 
a sentence of imprisonment and (2) from serving as a juror until he has satisfied 
his sentence. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee Research Study No. 26 
August 27, 1973 

Initiative and Referendum:� 
Introduction and History of Ohio Provisions� 

Introduction 

The initiative and referendum, or "direct legislation" as they are often called, 
permit the people, by petition and election, to enact laws or to veto laws enacted 
by the appropriate legislative body. As applied to constitutional amendments, the 
initiative generally permits the people to adopt constitutional amendments directly, 
without having the approval of the legislature. Statutory initiative may be either 
direct or indirect--the first meaning that, by petition, the people may place a pro
posed law directly on the ballot for approval or rejection by the voters; the second 
meaning that the people's petition must first be presented to the legislature. If 
the legislature enacts the law, the petitioners have accomplished their objective; 
if the legislature fails to act or acts in a way unsatisfactory to the petitioners, 
they then have the right (usually by filing another petition with additional signa
tures) to have the proposed law placed on the ballot for approval or rejection by the 
voters. 

In Ohio, constitutional amendments may be directly initiated by the people, and� 
laws may be indirectly initiated--there are no provisions for doing either the other� 
way.� 

Direct legislation first secured constitutional recognition in American state 
government in 1898, when South Dakota amended the state constitution to permit the 
use of the initiatiye and referendum at the statutory level. In the years from 1900 
to 1909, six states followed the example of South Dakota, four of these states2 
extended the initiative provisions to amendments to their state constitutions. It 
was during the so-called "progressive era," 1910 to 1915, that twelve states adopted 
provisions permitting both the initiative and referendum, and Ohio was one of these. 
Ten of those states, including Ohio, have made the initiative available as to con
stitutional amendments. Three other states, Maryland, New Mexico, and Kentucky, have 
referendum provisions only, and Kentucky's is extremely-limited in scope, applying 
only to tax and classification of property laws. 

There has been scant development since 1918 in state development of initiative 
and referendum constitutional provisions; only Massachusetts and Alaska have been 
added to the list and, most recently, Illinois has added an initiative provision for 
cpnstitutional amendments relating only to the Legislative Article of the new Illihois 
Constitution. However, although the impetus for direct legislation reached its peak 
in the early part of the 20th century, no tendency to reverse or abandon these pro
visions has been observed. 

The initiative and referendum tide was the culmination of a crusade for direct 
1~Bi81ation by the various Populist movements prominent in the political scene in the 
1890's and early 1900's. Numerous "muckraker" exposes of corruption in government 
appeared in the journals of the era, raising a popular clamor to "turn the rascals 
out", and instilling a widespread distrust of the usual legislative process. 

The demand for the initiative, referendum and recall became an integral part :of 
reform programs throughout the county. With the recall, corrupt officials could be 
removed from office; with the referendum, bad legislation could be invalidated; and 
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with the initiative, the conventional legislative process could be bypassed entir~ly. 

or at least partially.4 The mood of the times was one of public indignati.on and a 
desire for direct action. 

The Initiative and Referendum in Ohio 

The strong interest in constitutional reV1Slon that was generated in Ohio in 
the years leading up to 1912 was to a large degree a reflection of the progressivism 
which swept the United States in the first decade of the 20th century. Major among 
the progressive reforms desired by the reformers was direct legislation for the 
people--via the initiative and referendum. The initiative and referendum had been 
mentioned well before the calling of a constitutional convention in Ohio; men like 
Herbert Bigelow of Cincinnati (uho was later to be chosen President of the Consti
tutional Convention) had tried to get such provisions through the Ohio General As
sembly to no avail. Hith the approval of the convention call, Bigelow and other 
progressives of the state began the effort for what was viewed as one of the major 
reforms that was to come out of the constitutional convention. 

Bigelow and other reformers founded the Progressive Constitutional League, and 
to eradicate any doubt about what they meant by "initiative and referendum" in the 
minds of the voters that would be voting for delegates to the constitutional conven
tion, they spelled out the details of their proposal: specifying the exact percent
age of voters required to begin procedures for direct legislation (12 per cent or 
less for the submission of constitutional amendments, 10 per cent on initiated leg
islation, and 8 per cent on referendums), insisting on its application to all polit
ical subdivisions of the state, and stipulating decisions by majority vote on the . 
measure itself rather than by a majority of the total votes cast in the election. 
l~hen delegates were elected to the constitutional convention, Bigelow was elected, 
and so were 60 others who '~ere pledged to this kind of a referendum and initiative 
movement. Twenty-six more delegates had spoken in favor of the principle of this 
reform. The general feeling in the state at that time was that the constitutional 
convention of 1912 was going to be a highly progressive one, as the attitude in a 
state toward direct legislation was widely felt to reflect its politics. 

Thel~12 Consti~~ti£~~~ Convention 

Popular legislation was one of the liveliest topics of discussion to engage the 
attention of the 1912 Constitutional Convention. Debate on the subject was more 
lengthy than that on any of the other subjects with which the convention dealt, 
occupying more than three straight weeks of the delegates' time. The issue involved 
both politics and emotion. Speakers to the Convention such as l~illiam Jennings 
Bryan, California Governor Hiram Johnson, and Theodore Roosevelt advocated the re
form directly in their addresses. (It is interesting to note that one of Roosevelt's 
biographers calls his speech "the most sincere and the most disastrous of Roosevelt's 
public addresses;")by proposing the initiative and referendum and also in proposing 
popular revie\~ of judicial decisions, the former President strengthened the reso Ive 
of the conservative Republicans to defeat his renomination whatever the cost. S Of 
the other guest speakers to the Convention, Theodore Burton gave the initiative 
and referendum only qualified support, and Judson Harmon and J. B. Foraker opposed 
it in their speeches. 6 

Although Bigelow was elected President of the Convention, and although a major
ity of the delegates to the Convention were pledged to the initiative and referendum, 
the fight for the provisions was not to be an easy one. Robert Crosser of Cuyahoga 
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County, a progressive delegate to the Convention and Chairman of the Initiative and 
Referendum Committee, explained in Mercer's Legislative History that although the 
opponents of the proposal were convinced that they lacked the votes to defeat the 
initiative and referendum, they sought to surround these processes with II safeguards" 
to make them as innocuous as possible. This appeal for proper protective devices 
was also attractive to the moderates. The task of the 'enthusiastic believers in 
the principle was thus to frame a measure which met the demands of the conservatives 
and the moderates without destroying an effective direct legislation system. Those 
members of the convention, including Crosser, who were enthusiastic in their support 
of the initiative and referendum were termed radicals. They contended, however, 
that if it were a good thing for the people to have the right to initiate laws, 
which the Legislature had refused, and right to veto objectionable laws passed by 
the Legislature, then it should be made reasonably easy for them to do so. Much of 
the opposition believed that the initiative and referendum would discount the valu~ 
pf representative government, or that it would diminish the sense of responsibility 
in the 1egislature--and thus sought to put various limitations on its usage. 

Because the progressives at the Convention expected to have to compromise, 
~hey put forth their most radical proposal first: a fixed number of signatures on 
petitions, with no requirement for geographical distribution over the state, and 
the direct as well as the indirect initiative. This proposal was introduced by 
Crosser as Proposal Number 2 on January 17, 1912. It prOVided for state-wide leg
islative referendums on petition of fifty thousand voters, state-wide initiatives 
on a petition of 60,000 voters, and constitutional amendments on petition of 80,000 
voters. Crosser said later of the proposal: 

I favored it because it would not become increasingly difficult 
to make use of this remedy as population increased. I also 
argued, and believe still, that this is the sound principle, 
not only for the reason already given, but for the further reason 
that according to our representative form of government, wherein 
an agent of the people known as a legislator could initiate laws, 
the number of people required to elect a membe~of the Legislature 
is fixed, and not based upon percentages. Therjore, the right of 
the people to initiate laws directly should not be made any more 
difficult than to initiate them indirectly through their members 
of the legislature. (Crosser in Mercer, Ohio Legislative History, 
p. 443) 

On January 18, the proposal was sent to the Committee on Initiative and Refe~
endum. 

As the difficulties in getting the Crosser amendment as originally proposed to 
the Convention became more evident, the discussions were removed from the Committee 
on Initiative and Referendum to a caucus of the 60 delegates who were friendly to 
the principle. Opponents condemned this method as "steam-roller tactics" and un
successfully tried to outlaw caucus by vote of the convention, but Bigelow defended 
the procedure on the grounds that a majority had been sent to the Convention to pass 
such an amendment, and that they had the right to iron out their differences in de
tail among themselves before they debated with their opponents. 7 The first victory 
for the Bigelow forces came at the Convention when the delegates voted to table a 
resolution proposed by Delegate Halfhill, a conservative against the initiative and 
referendum, which would have condemned the caucus method and instructed all delegates 
not to sign their names to any pledge of support. 
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The progressive forces held weekly caucuses during February, which revealed 
varying degrees of support among the proposal.~s sympathizers, w~onlY a narrow 
majority in favor of the proposal as initially designed. The~ areas of con
troversy arose over whether the number of signatures to petitions should be fixed 
or a percentage, and over whether the initiative should be indirect or direct. A 
compromise agreement was adopted and approved 50 to 1 at the caucus held on February 
23, and once again progressive forces for the initiative and referendum were united. 
The compromise provided for the percentage system; 4 per cent of the electors could 
initiate legislation to be referred first to the General Assembly (the indirect in
itiative); 3 per cent could submit a measure directly to the people (the direct in
itiative); 12 per cent could propose an amendment to the constitution; and 6 per 
cent could hold a referendum vote on a law passed by the legislature. Roosevelt's 
speech was delivered two days before this caucus, advocating the indirect initiative, 
and may have swayed the caucus in favor of the compromise. The initiative and refer
endum committee added another change specifying that in each case half of the re
quired percentage of signatures had to be obtained from half of the counties of 
the state. (Crosser maintains in ~lercer, Ohio Legislative History, that the idea 
of distributing signatures over half of the state had its chief support among those 
fho were really inwardly opposed to the initiative and referendum, and that the 
same alignment of the convention's membership took place in regard to whether the 
provision would include the direct initiative.) The amendment was given its second 
reading on ~mrch 12 in~the form of the compromise developed in the caucus with th~ 

addition concerning the distribution of signatures as added in the committee. 

The remainder of the month of March was spent in debate on the proposal. I~ 

was argued by the friends of the reform that the people of Ohio had lost faith in 
representative government because of the corruption and irresponsibility of the 
legislature, and that the initiative and referendum would give them a larger direct 
shar~ in policy-making. Typical speeches in favor of the initiative and referendum 
are those of Samuel A. Hoskins and Stephen S. Stilwell. S Opponents criticized the 
proposal giVing the reasons that it ,~as against the spirit of representative govern
ment, that the people were not capable of making their own laws, that the initiat~ve 

and referendum had not had good effects in those areas of the country and in Swit
zerland where it was already in practice, and that the provisions recommended by 
the committee still did not include adequate safeguards for direct legislation. 
The bogy of the single tax was also raised by the opposition, seeking to discredit 
the proposal by linking it with this radical doctrine. The single tax--the idea 
espoused by Henry George which would abolish all other forms of taxation and raise 
all public revenues from the single source of a tax on land at its full rental value-
was linked with the campaign for direct legislation because single taxers believed 
that the initiative would open up a way for their campaigns in spite of legislatures 
which were normally hostile to such taxation. The Fels Fund Commission ( a single 
tax organization) had taken an active part in the direct legislation movement in 
Ohio and in the movement for a constitutional convention, and Bigelow was widely 
felt to be a single taxer. (The Single Tax Hovement in the United States by Arthur 
Nichols Young, p. 239-240.) The conservatives and land-owners at the Convention 
were very afraid of such a single tax, or any provision which might make its devel
opment less difficult, and their fears gave them further grounds on which to oppose 
the proposal for the initiative and referendum. One of the conservatives, E. L. 
Lampson, proposed to prohibit the use of the initiative to initiate either a law 
or a constitutional amendment to impose a single tax in Ohio. ;'1'11 stand here," 
he declared, lIand defend the home owners and the farmers • • • of Ohio against this 
monstrous single tax • • • until my tongue is palsied and clings to the roof of my 
mouth. 119 President Bigelow attempted to shut off debate by ruling that a motion 
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hnd carr,ied to recess the convention, despite the clamor for a vote on the Lampson 
proposal, but the ruling of the chair was overruled, and the proposal was submitted 
for discussion. 

The debate made it apparent that the general sentiment of the convention was 
not in favor of the low percentages which had been proposed or the direct initiative. 
On tlarch 26, Bigelow appointed a special committee to redraft the work of the caucus 
in order to meet many of the objections which had been raised during the debate. 
The revision was presented and explained on March 27 by John R. Cassidy of Belle
fontaine. (Harner, p. 322) Bigelm" made his major speech at the Convention in 
support of this proposal for the initiative and referendum. Bigelow was a preacher 
by profession, and his speech has the quality of a sermon. He maintained that the 
initiative and referendum were necessary to protect the representative of the people 
from temptation, and also to educate the people in democracy. Bigelow stated that 
the initiative and referendum l"ere the "greatest tools of democracy" and said that 
the task of the convention was a profoundly "religious one;l, in his highly emotional 
speech, using many biblical quotations. Bigelow further announced that the progres
sives were willing to accept the provision that the initiative could not be used 
to impose a single tax, and the conservatives realized that they were 'defeated. The 
Cassidy amendment was accepted by a vote of 97 to 15, but the radicals had had to 
3ive ground on every controversial point. The direct initiative was eliminated for 
laws and retained only for constitutional amendments; the percentage for indirect 
initiative petitions for laws was increased from four to six; and the use of the 
deVice was prohibited for proposing laws enacting classification of property or the 
single tax. President Bigelow defended the last proposition to his friends, assur
ing them that it would not interfere with the adoption of land-tax reform whenever 
public opinion was ripe, since the prohibition applied only in initiated ~ and 
not to initiated constitutional amendments. Bigelow felt that the latter procedure 
could be used at some later time to remove the reservation against the single tax. 
(Harner, p. 322-323) 

The proposed amendment came up for third reading at the Convention on lmrch 
28, at uhich time, Crosser, who was still dissatisfied with the amendment as the 
Convention had adopted it, again reopened the issues of the high percentages and 
the failure to prOVide for the direct initiative for laws. The amendment was again 
referred to a special committee in the interest of shortening the debate, and the 
follol~ing day, the committee presented its recommendations. It recommended that 
the percentage on petitions to initiate directly a constitutional amendment be cut 
from 12 to 10, and it proposed a compromise on the procedure to be used in initiat
ing laws. The indirect initiative l~as to be made only the first, not the final, 
step in the process of lal-1making by the people, and the percentage of electors re
quired to invoke this procedure was reduced from six to three. Then, if the legis
lature failed to enact the bill in the form proposed, and the sponsors, thereafter, 
obtained the signatures of another three per cent of the electors, making a total 
of six per cent, the proposed law could be submitted directly to the people. The 
effect ~~as to reinstate the direct initiative but to restrict its use to the second 
step after the indirect initiative had been tried and had failed. These changes 
were accepted by the Convention and incorporated into the final version of the In
itiative and Referendum Amendment, l'1hich uas approved by the Convention by a vote 
of··35 to 14 on Hay 29. (Harner, p. 323) . 
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Use of the Initiative and Referendum in Ohio 

Since adoption of the initiative and referendum provisions in 1912, the 
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initiative has placed issues on the ballot 38 times, 32 of which proposed constitu�
tional amendments. Of the 6 initiated la,~s appearing on the ballot, 2 were passed�

• and 4 defeated by the voters. In addition, at least eight times petitions have� 
been filed proposing la~7s which were pl~ced before the General Assembly. In one� 
case, the General Assembly passed the law; in the other two, although the General� 

•� 
Assembly did not pass the law, the matter was not taken to the voters by the peti�
tioners. Of the 32 initiated constitutional amendments since 1912, 23 have been� 
defeated and 9 have been adopted.� 

Ten la~7s passed by the General Assembly have been taken to the voters under 
the referendum provisions. Only once has the General Assembly's action been upheld 
by the voters. The referendum has not been used in Ohio since 1939. 

• The initiative, however, continues to be used. At the November, 1972 general 
election an initiated constitutional amendment was before the voters; it was de
feated. The last election at ,~hich an initiated law was on the ballot was in 1965, 
but as recently as 1971 an initiative petition for a law was filed with the General 
Assembly. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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FOOTNOTES • 
1.� Utah, Oregon, Montana, Oklahoma, Ha ine, and Uissour i 

2.� Utah, Oregon, Oklahoma, and Missouri 

3.� Arkansas, Colorado, Arizona. California, Nebraska, l~ashington, Idaho, Ohio, • 
Nevada, Hichigan, North Dakota, and l1ississippi (subsequently held invalid). 

4.� (Initiative and Referendum in Hisconsin and Other States, l'1isconsin Legislative 
Reference Bureau, Informational Bulletin 65-4, July 1965, p. 2) 

5.� l~arner, Hoyt Landon. Progressivism in Ohio. 1397-1917, Ohio State University • 
Press for the Ohio Historical Society, p. 318. 

6.� According to 11arner, by voicing his conscientious scruples against the 
initiative and referendum. Ohio Governor Judson Harmon sacrified his chances 
for progressive support in the Democratic presidential race. • 

7.� Harner, .QQ..cit., p. 320. 

8.� Proceedings and Debates of the 1912 Convention, I, 901, 933. respectively, as 
in Harner, .QE.•.£.!!.. p. 346 

9.� Proceedings and Debates of the 1912 Convention. I. 713. as in Warner, p.321. • 
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Initiative and Referendum: 
Ohio Provisions 

(Article II, Sections I-If, inclusive) 

Two� basic questions can be raised relating to the initiative and referendum: 

1.� Should there be initiative and referendum provisions in the Constitution? 

2.� If there should be such provisions, should they state basic principles and 
leave implementation to the legislature or should they be self-executing? 

The Ohio Constitution presently contains initiative and referendum provisions, 
providing for direct initiative for constitutional amendments, indirect initiative 
for laws, and referendum for laws, with some exceptions. Although there are im
plementing statutes, the constitutional provisions themselves are largely self-ex
ecuting and were so intended by their drafters, the Constitutional Convention of 
1912. 

This memorandum, which examines in detail the provisions of the Ohio Constitu
tion providing for initiative and referendum, does not attempt to answer these two 
questions. It assumes that the answer to the first one is yes, and to the second, 
that they should be, insofar as possible, self-executing. These questions, as well 
as some suggestions for changes made by persons who have studied the operation of 
the initiative and referendum in Ohio and elsewhere, will be included in 8 subse
quent memorandum. 

Each section (Sections 1 through If, Article II) is set forth, followed by its 
history and an explanation, including interpretations and questions raising points 
which might be considered fo~ change, either ~ubstantively or for clarification. 



2. 

Article II 

Section 1. The legislative power of the state shall be vested in a General 
Assembly consisting of a senate and house of representatives but the people reserve 
to themselves the power to propose to the General Assembly laws and amendments to 
the constitution, and to adopt or reject the same at the polls on a referendum vote 
as hereinafter provided. They also reserve the power to adopt or reject any law, 
or any item in any law appropriating money passed by the General Assembly. except 

as hereinafter provided; and independent of the General Assembly to propose amend
ments to the constitution and to adopt or reject the same at the polls. The limi
tations expressed in the constitution. on the power of the General Assembly to enact 
laws. shall be deemed limitations on the power of the people to enact laws. 

History 

The 1912 amendments proposed by the Convention rewrote the section, adding the 
underlined language. In 1918, the section was amended pursuant to an initiated 
petition to permit referendum on actions of the general assembly ratifying proposed 
amendments to the United States Constitution. This provision was subsequently held 
violative of the federal Constitution (Hawke v. Smith, 253 U. S. 221) and was re
moved by amendment in 1953. 

Explanation 

The basic concepts of initiative and referendum for Ohio are set forth in this 
section; none of the details. It provides: 

1.� The people have the right to propose laws to the General Assembly and 
subsequently and under conditions provided in later sections, to adopt 
or reject them at the polls. 

2.� The people have the right to propose amendments to the Constitution and to 
adopt or reject them at the polls. This right is independent of the Gen
eral Assembly. 

3.� The people have the right to adopt or reject any law, section of law, or 
item appropriating money passed by the General Assembly, with exceptions. 

Although the section further says that the people have the right to propose 
amendments to the Constitution to the General Assembly, there are no provisions to 
implement this right, neither constitutional nor statutory, and it may be considered 
not to exist. It is possible that the drafters intended to give the people the same 
right to propose constitutional amendments indirectly as they are given with respect 
to laws, as well as the right to propose constitutional amendments directly but all 
subsequent provisions which provide for the indirect initiative refer only to "laws." 

The most recent version of the Model State Constitution provides only ior in
itiated constitutional amendments. Prior versions provided also for initiated laws 
and the referend~m; these provisions have been moved, without comment, to an Appendix 
in the Sixth Edition. The initiative provided for in the Appendix is indirect--that 

. is, the legislature is given an opportunity to enact the law before it can be sub
mitted to the voters. As noted in Research Study No. 26, detailing the history of 
the initiative and referendum movement in Ohio, the initial proposal at the 1912 
convention provided for the direct initiative, and one of the compromises made by 
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the progressives in the course of the convention was to eliminate the direct in
itiative for laws and retain it only for constitutional amendments, thus placing 
Ohio among the states which requires that an initiated law must be submitted to the 
General Assembly first and may only"be submitted to the voters, and then only by 
filing additional petitions, after failure of the General Assembly to act in a way 
satisfactory to the sponsors. 

Restrictions on the Use of the Initiative and Referendum Section ld contains 
restrictions on the use of the referendum which will be detailed in a discussion of 
that section and section Ie contains a specific limitation on the use of the initiative 
to pass a ~--that it shall not be used to classify property for tax purposes nor to 
enact the single tax. 

Other than these restrictions, the only significant restrictions on the power 
of people are contained in this section (section 1). 

1. It must be a law. The power of referendum with respect to laws passed by the 
General Assembly refers to "law, section of any law, or any item in an appropriation 
act." This would seem to preclude any power to refer to the people things passed 
by the General Assembly--particularly, resolutions--which are not laws. This ques
tion has apparently never been raised in Ohio except with respect to a municipal 
question, but there the Court held that a resolution of city council could not be 
referred to the people under charter initiative and referendum provisions which pro
vided only for reference of laws or ordinances. (State ex reI. Barberis v. Bay 
Village, 31 Ohio Misc. 203, 1971) SLmilarly, that which is proposed by an initiative 
petition (other than a constitutional amendment) must be a law--it cannot be a reso· 
lution or a general statement of policy to be subsequently turned into a law by the 
legislative body. Again, this question has not been raised statewide but a court 
decision relating to a municipal question would appear to be applicable (Beckstedt v. 
Eyrich, 120 Ohio App., 338, 29 OOP. 2d 170, 1963) 

2. People cannot do anything legislature cannot do. An important restriction 
contained in this section on the power of the people to enact laws by using the in
itiative is that contained in the last sentence liThe limitations expressed in the 
constitution, on the power of the General Assembly to enact laws, shall be deemed 
limitations on the power of the people to enact laws." 

Some applications of this doctrine are obvious. For example, section 28 of 
Article II states that liThe General Assembly shall have no power to pass retroactive 

IIlaws, or laws impairing the obligation of contracts;. and it seems clear that 
the people would also be forbidden to pass such laws. 

3. Peoele can pass unconstitutional law or amendment. Several limitations 
on the right of initiative and referendum have been implied in other states and 
efforts made in Ohio to obtain judicial approval of such limitations. One such 
implied limitation which was emphatically rejected in Ohio is whether the people 
will be enjoined from passing an unconstitutional law, or initiating an unconstitu
tional constitutional amendment. A law might violate either the federal or the 
state constitution; a constitutional amendment might be inconsistent with another 
portion of the same constitution (but would not thereby be held to be unconstitu
tional since the later amendment would govern) or might violate the federal consti
tution. Ohio courts have consistently held, however, they will not enjoin the election 
on the basis that the proposal, if adopted, will be unconstitutional nor will they 
permit the Secretary of State or any other official to withhold from the ballot a 
measure which, in his opinion, if adopted, would be unconstitutional. The Supreme 
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Court laid this question to rest in 1922 in State ex reI. MJlrcolin v. Smith, 105� 
Ohio St. 570.� 

Some courts ino~her states have taken the opposite position on proposed in
itiated measures which, if adopted, would be unconstitutional. The question has been 
an important one in recent years largely because of efforts, through the use of the 
i~i~iative or referendum, to adopt anti-fair housing measures or to repeal fair 
housing measures duly enacted by the legislative authority. In at least one instance 
(Milwaukee) a court enjoined the election on an initiated anti-fair housing measure 
on the grounds that the ordinance, if adopted, would violate the equal protection 
clause of the federal constitution. Upon reflection, however, the Ohio rule would 
seem to be the better rule. If the court rules on the constitutionality of a proposed 
law or constitutional amendment before it is adopted and determines that it is con
stitutional, it may preclude the determination of unconstitutionality later when, 
during the course of administering the new law, it is found to be of unequal applica
tion, or contain serious defects or omissions which were not, and could not be, an
ticipated at the time of the initial drafting. To find a law unconstitutional before 
it is adopted means the application of the law to hypothetical, not real, cases. 

4. The people may do by initiative what they cannot do by referendum. Another 
restriction which has been implied on the use of the initiative is that the people 
may not initiate a law which will repeal or amend a law passed by the legislature 
which is not subject to the referendum. As stated by some courts, the initiative 
may not be used as a substitute for the referendum. This proposition, also, is un
tested with respect to state law, but the Supreme Court has answered it in cases 
arising under municipal ordinances and the answer would seem to be applicable to 
state laws as well. In Ohio, the answer is that the initiative!! available to 
amend or repeal a law not subject to the referendum. The Supreme Court initially 
held otherwise (Smith v. City of Fremont, 116 Ohio St. 469, 1927) but this case 
was overruled by the Supreme Court in 1951 in Sharpe v. Hitt, 155 Ohio St. 529, in 
which the court ruled that municipal voters may, by initiative, repeal an ordinance 
passed by council as an emergency or by initiative, enact an inconsistent ordinance, 
so long as the subject matter came within the legislative powers of the municipal 
corporation. Similarly, there is no restriction on the power of the General Assembly 
to alter or repeal a law enacted by the people through the initiative. In at least 
one state (Arizona) the legislature is constitutionally prohibited from altering or 
repealing an initiated law and in other states (e.g. Washington) an extraordinary 
legislative majority is required or a certain period of time must intervene. 

5. Can the people do that which the General Assembly is specifically ordered 
to do? One additional limitation on the initiative and referendum might be the in
ability of the people to initiative laws or act in referendum on laws passed by the 
General Assembly on matters on which the Constitution specifically orders General 
Assembly action. Again, this issue has been tested with respect to municipal powers 
but not state powers. Specifically, the Ohio Supreme Court has twice rules that 
the initiative was not available to the people of a municipality to fix the wages 
and other matters (hours, or minimum number of employees) of certain local e~ployees, 

when the city charter specifically directed city council to take such actions. An 

1.� State ex reI •.~!P~~~~, 1950, 153 Ohio St. 325; State ex reI. Lautz v. 
Diefenbach, 1956, 165 Ohio St. 495. 
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• 
analogy on the state level would be section 20 of Article II, which requires the Gen
eral Assembly to fix the term of office and the compensation of all officers in cases 
not otherwise provided for in the Constitution. Could the referendum be applied to 
a statute enacted by the General Assembly fixing the salary, for example, of judges? 
Could the people initiate a law fixing judicial salaries? The answers to these ques
tions are not known. 
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Article II 

Section lao The first aforestated power reserved by the people is designated 
the initiative, and the signatures of ten per centum of the electors shall be required 
upon a petition to propose an amendment to the Constitution. When a petition signed 
by the aforesaid required number of electors, shall have been filed with the Secre
tary of State, and verified as herein provided, proposing an amendment to the Consti
tution, the full text of which shall have been set forth in such petition, the Secre
tary of State shall submit for the approval or rejection of the electors, the pro
posed amendment, in the manner hereinafter provided, at the next succeeding regular 
or general election in any year occurring subsequent to ninety days after the filing 
of such petition. The initiative petitions, above described, shall have printed 
across the top thereof: "Amendment to the Constitution Proposed by Initiative Peti
tion to be Submitted Directly to the Electors." 

History 

This section was added in 1912 and has not been amended. 

Ex.planation 

Section la sets forth some of the basic provisions with respect to initiated con
stitutional amendments. Although most of the details regarding petitions and signa
tures are to be found in sections 18, several significant provisions are set forth 
here: 

1. Constitutional amendment initiative in Ohio is direct--that is, if the pro
cedures are followed properly, the proposal is submitted directly to the people with
out first submitting it to the legislature. 

2. The number of signatures requires is 10%. 

3. The proposal is submitted at the "regular or general" election "in any year" 
subsequent to 90 days after the filing of the petition. 

The Model State Constitution provides for the constitutional amendment initiative, 
differing from the Ohio provision in one major respect. A constitutional amendment 
proposed by the initiative process is "indirect" in the Model--that is, it must be 
submitted to the legislature first and is only submitted to the voters if it fails 
to receive legislative approval. The Model also contains a provision authorizing 
withdrawal by the sponsors of an initiative petition at any time prior to its sub
mission to the voters. Although the Comments to the Model argue that this provision 
does not in any way jeopardize the popular control over the initiative, it ,is diffi
cult to see how the people could keep control under these circumstances. There are, 
of course, good arguments on the side of permitting people to change their 11linds as 
a result of the deliberative process of a legislative body. However, rather than 
simply permitting withdrawal, if the indirect initiative is desirable for constitu
tional amendments, it would seem better to adopt the provisions of the Ohio statutory 
initiative, which permit submission to the voters upon obtaining additional signatures 
after the legislature is given the opportunity to act, but which apparently permit 
anyone to go about the business of obtaining the additional signatures. 

The Model does not specify the number of signatures required. Comments to sec
tion 12.01 of the Model state that the number of signatures varies among the states 
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•� 
providing for the initiative from 3% to 15%, and that only North Dakota specifies� 
an absolute number of signatures, the number being 20,000.� 

•� 

The original sponsors of the initiative and referendum at the 1912 Constitutional� 
Convention argued strongly that a fixed number of signatures, rather than a percentage� 
of electors, should be provided for submission of questions to the people. In 1939,� 
a proposed constitutional amendment was submitted to the people by initiative peti�
tion which would have provided, among other things, a fixed number of 100,000 sig�
natures for submission of an initiated constitutional amendment, rather than 10%.� 
It was defeated. 

• 
The "90 day" provision in the Ohio section has given rise to several cases and 

attorney general opinions. (This should not be confused with the 90 days allowed 
for a referendum petition to be filed.) According to Thrailkill v. Smith 106 Ohio 
St. 1 (1922), the day of the filing of the petition is the first day of the 90 days. 
The election must be subsequent to 90 days after filing, counting the day of filing 
as the first day. The times within which the Secretary of State and the various 
county boards of elections must determine the validity of the signatures and the 
sufficiency of the petition come within the 90 days, and are set forth in section 19 

• and in the statutes. However, if there are not enough valid signatures, the sponsors 
have an additional 10 days in which to obtain them, and this falls within the 90 day 
period. It is the date of the filing of the initial petition that is important, not ..:. 
the date of which sufficient additional signatures are filed, even though an election 
may intervene which could, if it were used as a base, change the number of signatures 
required. (State ex reI. 1ig v. Myers, 127 Ohio St. 171, 1933). 

• One matter as yet undetermined is what a II regular or general" election is for 
the purposes of this section. It seems clear that a IIgeneral" election falls the 
first Tuesday after the first Monday of November in every year, but whether a 
"regular" election would include an election occurring the first Tuesday after the 
first Monday in May, normally known as a primary election, has not been decided. It 

• might be noted that the General Assembly is authorized by Section 1 of Article XVI 
to submit constitutional amendments at a general or a special election and the term 
"regular" is not used. 

• 
The Attorney General has interpreted "in any year" to mean the year in which 

the petitions are filed. As applied to constitutional amendments, this ruling 1s 
not bad, but as applied to initiated laws or the referendum it could create an im
possible situation under some circumstances. 

• 

• 

• 
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Section lb. ~fuen at any time, not less than ten days prior to the commencement 
of any session of the general assembly, there shall have been filed with the secre
tary of state a petition signed by three per centum of the electors and verified as 
herein provided, proposing a law, the full text of which shall have been set forth 
in such petition, the secretary of state shall transmit the same to the general as
sembly as soon as it convenes. If said proposed law shall be passed by the general 
assembly, either as petitioned for or in an amended form, it shall be subject to 
the referendum. If it shall not be passed, or if it shall be passed in an amended 
form, or if no action shall be taken thereon within four months from the time it is 
received by the general assembly, it shall be submitted by the secretary of state 
to the electors for their approval or rejection at the next regular or general elec
tion, if such submission shall be demanded by supplementary petition verified as 
herein provided and signed by not less than three per centum of the electors in ad
dition to those signing the original petition, which supplementary petition must be 
signed and filed with the secretary of state within ninety days after the proposed 
law shall have been rejected by the general assembly or after the expiration of such 
term of four months, if no action has been taken thereon, or after the law as passed 
by the general assembly shall have been filed by the governor in the office of the 
secretary of state. The proposed law shall be submitted in the form demanded by 
such supplementary petition, which form shall be either as first petitioned for or I~ 

with any amendment or amendments which may have been incorporated therein by either 
branch or by both branches, of the general assembly. If a proposed law so submitted 
is approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon, it shall be the law and 
shall go into effect as herein prOVided in lieu of any amended form of said law 
which may have been passed by the general assembly, and such amended law passed by 
the general assembly shall not go into effect until and unless the law proposed by 
supplementary petition shall have been rejected by the electors. All such initia
tive petitions, last above described, shall have printed across the top thereof, in 
case of proposed laws: "Law Proposed by Initiative Petition First to be Submitted 
to the General Assembly." Ballots shall be so printed as to permit an affirmative 
or negative vote upon each measure submitted to the electors. Any proposed law or 
amendment to the constitution submitted to the electors a~ prOVided in la and lb, if 
approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon, shall take effect thirty days 
after the election at which "it was approved and shall be published by the secretary 
of state. If conflicting proposed laws or conflicting proposed amendm~nt8 to the 
constitution shall be approved at the same election by a majority of the total num
ber of votes case for and against the same, the one receiVing the highest number of 
affirmative votes shall be the law, or in the case of amendments to the constitu
tion shall be the amendment to the constitution. No law proposed by initiative 
petition and approved by the electors shall be subj~ct to the veto of the governor. 

History 

This section was adopted in 1912 and has not been amended. 

Explanation 

Section lb contains the details regarding initiating a law by the people and� 
its subsequent submission to the people for approval or disapproval except such� 

"details as are provided in section Ig or by statute. It also contains some provi
sions which are applicable both to initiated laws and initiated constitutional amend
ments and an effective;date provision for ~initiated constitutional amendments. 
Since the section is lengthy, if one were rewriting the Constitution solely for form 
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• 
and clarity, this section could easily be divided~ ~ortions of it separated to 
make clear those provisions which apply only to the process of initiating and getting 
on the ballot a proposed law. 

• 
As noted earlier, the statutory initiative in Ohio is of the indirect type. Two 

separate petitions are necessary to get a proposal to the voters, and an opportunity 
for action by the General Assembly must intervene between them. A proposed consti
tutional amendment in 1939 would have, among other things, converted Ohio's indirect 
statotory initiative into direct initiative, and changed the per cent to a fixed num
ber. It was defeated. 

The process is as follows (with comments where appropriate); 

• 1. Three per cent of the electors file with the Secretary of State a petition propos
ing a law, setting forth the full text thereof in the petition. 

Comment: The three per cent on the first petition and the three per cent of 
additional signatures on the second petition equal six per cent, the number required 
for a referendum petition. This contrasts with 10% required for a constitutional

• amendment. The relationship--rcquiring more signatures for a constitutional amendment 
than for a law-- accords with most theoretical writing on the subject. The original 
sponsors of the initiative and referendum in 1912, as noted earlier, wanted a fixed 

...- number of signatures rather than a percentage which, as they knew, would increase� 
the number of signatures required as the state grew in population.� 

• 2. The Secretary of State is required to submit the proposal to the next "session" 
of the General Assembly commencing at least 10 days after the filing. 

• 
Comment: "If there are sufficient presumptively valid signatures ••• there is 

an absolute duty on the Secretary of State to certify the petition to the General 
Assembly irrespective of whether it can be proved that in some way some or all of the 
signatures contained in the initiative petition are invalid." Durell v. Brawn, 29 
Ohio App. 2d 133, 1971. 

• 
On several occasions, the Question has been raised as to the meaning of "session" 

in this section. The Constitution, until the recent legislative amendments, provided 
for the "regular" session of the General Assembly to begin the first Monday in January 
in the odd-numbered year and the only other "session" referred to in the Constitution 

• 

was a special session which, until recently, could be called only by the Governor. 
Over the years, the general interpretation of "session" as used in the Constitution was 
that it meant either the regular or a special session. When, for example. the General 
Assembly recesses for a fixed. and perhaps lengthy, period of time, the re-commenc1ng 
of the "session" following the recess would not be likely to have been considered a 
"session" for the purposes of submission of an initiated law, although the question 
has never been decided. 

• 
Now, however, that the Constitution provides for a first regular session to com

mence in the odd-numbered year and a second regular session to commence the following 
year of each General Assembly, it seems likely that each such session would be con
sidered a "session" for the purposes of this section. If this is the case. the 
length of time which the initiators of a law have to wait before submission of their 
proposal to the General Assembly if they file their petitions too late to be submitted 
at the beginning of the odd-numbered year session has been reduced. One of the argu
ments of the original sponsors of the initiative and referendum in 1912 for the direct,
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as opposed to the indirect, statutory initiative, was the length of time between 
General Assembly sessions to which the proposal could be submitted. The force of 
this argument would seem to be reduced if the above reasoning is correct. 

With respect to a special session, the only question would be whether, if the 
Governor called the session and ltmited its purposes, an initiated law could be sub
mitted if not included within such purposes. 

Details are lacking in the Constitution regarding how an initiated bill i. brought 
before the General Assembly, but no serious problems seem to have arisen in practice. 
The Secretary of State delivers the bill either to the Clerk of the Senate or to the 
Clerk of the House (or, perhaps, to both) and the bill is given a number and intro
duced with other bills, with or without legislative sponsors. 

3. If the General Assembly passes the law as submitted, it is subject to the refer
endum. 

Comment: If passed by the General Assembly as submitted, the initiators are, 
presumably, satisfied and have no further right to get the proposal to the voters 
except through the regular referendum process. In other words, it will not take 61
instead of 3% to get the matter on the ballot. An interesting, and unanswered, ques
tion in this respect is the status of an initiated law which would not otherwise be 
subject to the referendum--for example, a law levying a tax can be initiated in Ohio 
but such a law, if a General Assembly initiated law, goes into immediate effect and 
is not subject to the referendum (see section ld). The same is true for laws appro
priating money for the current expenses of government. 

4. If the General Assembly amends the initiated law and passes it, it 18 subject to 
the referendum 2£ a supplementary petition can be filed demanding its submission to 
the voters, either in its original form or with any or all of the legislative amend
ments. 

Comment: As noted above, a question might arise with respect to referendum if 
the law is one levying a tax or appropriating money for the current expenses of gov
ernment. 

If the form of the law as passed by the General Assembly is not satisfactory, 
the supplementary petition demanding its submission to the voters must set forth the 
version of the law to be submitted, and that may be the law in its original form or 
"with any amendment or amendments which may have been incorporated therein by either 
branch or by both branches, of the general assembly." This seems to make it clear 
that those petitioning for submission to the voters may choose which legislative 
amendments they like and discard those they do not like. Amendments are made tp bills 
at several points in the legislative process--by committee action or by floor ~tion 
in either house. A committee report containing amendments is deemed to have incorpor
ated the amendments in the bill, and these amendments may be included in the form of 
~he proposed law in the supplementaty petition even though the house itself never 
voted on the bill (Pfeifer v. Graves, 88 Ohio St. 473, 1913). 

5. If the General Assembly fails to pass the bill or if it takes no action within 
four months from the time it is received by the General Assembly, supplementaty peti
tions may demand the submission of the proposal to the voters. 
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Comment: Hhat is action by the General Assembly? If the bill is referred to� 
committee but nothing more happens, is this "no action" so that the initiators must� 
act within 90 days after 4 months, or is this then failure to pass the bill so that� 
the initiators can wait until the end of the session befol'e the 90 days begins to� 
run?� 

The Attorney General has held that there is nothing to preclude the General� 
Assembly from acting after the expiration of 4 months on an initiated bill.� 

6. Supplementary petitions signed by 3% of the electors, in addition to those who� 
signed the original petitions, demanding the submission of an initiated law under one� 
of the conditions set forth above, and containing the version of the law to be sub�
mitted, must be filed with the Secretary of State not later than 90 days after "the� 
proposed law shall have been rejected by the general assembly or after the expiration� 

. of such term of four months, if no action has been taken thereon, or after the law as 
passed by the general assembly shall have been filed by the governor in the office of 
the secretary of state." 

Comment: If either House indefinitely postpones the bill (or, presumably if.a� 
committee of either house indefinitely postpones the bill), that constitutes "rejec�
tion" by the General Assembly and the 90 day period begins to run then. (Spahr v.� 
Brown, 19 Ohio App. 107, 1925).� 

Supplementary petitions must also be verified as provided in section 19 and 
the statutes, and are subject to the other rules applicable to petitions. However, 
there would not appear to be any reason why the same persons who initiated the proposal 
to begin with would be the only persons who could circulate the supplementary petitions. 

7. If the initiated law has been passed but amended by the General Assembly and it 
is subsequently, by supplementary petition, submitted to the people for vote, the Gen
eral Assembly.version does not take effect until the people have voted on the proposal 
and then, if the voters adopt the initiated version, the initiated version takes ef
fect in lieu of the General Assembly version. 

Comment: Since the General Assembly version would be subject to a referendum,� 
with the exception of those not subject to referendunl pursuant to section ld, it would� 
be possible to have both the General Assembly version and the initiated version of a� 
law on the ballot at the same time. If ~ are adopted by a majority of the voters,� 
it is not clear whether the rule of the largest affirmative vote is applicable or� 
whether the initiated version prevails under the "in lieu" provision above even though� 
the General Assembly version records the greater number of affirmative votes.� 

8. ItAll such initiative petitions, last above described, shall have printed across� 
the top thereof, in case of proposed laws: "Last Proposed by Initiative Petition First� 
to be Submitted to the General Assembly." "� 

Comment: This sentence appears to be misplaced. The initiative petition !!!! 
described in the section are the supplementary petitions and it does not seem logical 
to include the phrase "to be submitted to the General Assembly" on the supplementary 
petitions since the proposal has already been submitted to the General Assembly. If, 
on the other hand, a distinction is intended between "initiative" petition and "supple
mentary" petition, the expression "last above described" would seem unnecessary since 
only one type of initiative petition is described in this section prior to this sen
tence. 



•� 
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9. Ballots shall be so printed as to permit an af£~tive or negative vote upon� 
each measure submitted to the electors.� 

Comment: It is not clear why "measure".is used here or whether there is a 
difference between a measure and a proposed law. Could the people combine in one 
law, for one vote, substantive law and appropriations, as the General Assembly is 
wont to do? Is this language intended to prevent such combination, or, as is more 
likely, is it only intended to make clear that two separate laws cannot be combined 
for one vote? Since this sentence refers to the form of the ballots and not to the 
petitions, it appears to place some sort of duty on the Secretary of State, who is 
responsible for establishing the form of the ballots. 

10. The effective date of a law or constitutional ~endment submitted by the initia
tive to the voters is 30 days after the election if approved by a majority of the 
electors voting thereon. 

Comment: The purpose of postponing the effective date for 30 days is not clear, 
since laws adopted by the initiative are not subject to gubernatorial veto, and there 
does not seem to be anything which is required to happen in the 30 day period. Again, 
if the initiated law is a tax levy or an appropriation for current expenses of govern
ment, there is a conflict with section ld which provides that such laws go into im
mediate effect. t~y should the people's tax levy be postponed for 30 days while the 
General Assembly's tax levy goes into Uamediate effect? 

With respect to constitutional amendments, those proposed by the General As
sembly go into effect-when adopted by the people, but those initiated by the people, 
according to this section, do not go into effect for 30 days. If the amendment itself 
contains any postponement of the effective date, whether the amendment is proposed 
by the General Assembly or by initiative petition, such postponed effective date must 
appear on the ballot so that, when the people vote on it, they vote with knowledge 
of the postponed effective date; otherwise it is ineffective and the amendment takes 
effect pursuant to the appropriate constitutional provision. (State ex reI. Schwartz 
v. Brown, 32 Ohio St. 2d 4,1972; Euclid v. Heaton"IS Ohio St. 2d 65,1968). An 
earlier case, State ex reI. DuffX v. Sweenex, 152 O.S. 308 (1949) casts doubt on the 
ability to alter the 30 day effective date for initiated constitutional amendments 
in any fashion but the circumstances and ballot language of that case do not make a 
clear cut procedure to follow. 

11. Conflicting proposed laws and conflicting proposed constitutional amendments 
submitted at the same time and adopted by a majority of those voting thereon are 
resolved by declaring the version adopted that which received the highe.t number of 
affirmative votes. 

Comment: The provision in this section relating to conflicting proposed con
stitutional amendments has been held to apply to constitutional amendments submitted 
by the General Assembly as well as to those submitted by initiative petition <;tate 
ex reI. Greeolund v. Fulton, 99 Ohio St. 168, 1919). However, it is not quit~.o 

clear whether conflicting proposed laws refers to laws passed by the General Assembly 
and submitted to the people by referendum petition or only to those submitted to the 
people by initiative petition. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
12. Laws proposed by initiative and approved by the people are not subject to guber
natol-ial veto. 
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Article II 

Section lc. The second aforcstated power reserved by the people is designated 
the -'referendum, and the signatures of six per centum of the electors shall be re~ 

quir.ed upon a petition to order the submission to the electors of the state for their 
approval or rejection, of any law, section of any law or any item in any law appro
priating money passed by the general assembly. No law passed by the general assembly 
shall go into effect until ninety days after it shall have been filed by the governor 
in the office of the secretary of state, except as herein provided. t1hen a petition, 
signed by six per centum of the electors of the state and verified as herein provided, 
shall have been filed with the secretary of state within ninety days after any law 
shall have been filed by the governor in the office of the secretary of state, or
dering that such law, section of such law or any item in such law appropriating 
money be submitted to the electors of the state for their approval or rejection, the 
secretary of state shall submit to the electors of the state for their approval or 
rejection such law, section or item, in the manner herein provided, at the next 
succeeding regular or general election in a:ty year occurring subsequent to sixty 
days after the filing of such petition, and no such law, section or item shall go 
into effect until and unless approved by a majority of those voting upon the same. 
If, however, a referendum petition is filed against any such section or item, the re
mainder of the law shall not thereby be prevented or delayed from going into effect. 

History; Section lc uas adopted in 1912 and has not been amended. 

Explanation: Section lc sets forth the details relating to the referendum, except 
as they are found in section 1d, section Ig and the statutes. An important provision 
in section Ie is the fixing of the effective date for all laws passed by the General 
Assembly (with exceptions found in section ld) as 90 days after filing in the office 
of the secretary of state by the Governor. 

In counting the 90 day effective date, the day of filing in the Secretary of 
State's office is excluded. (Heuck v. State ex reI. Mack, 127 0.5. 247) the follow
ing day is day #1 and the law takes effect on day #91. A referendum petition, signed 
by 6% of the voters, can be filed any time within the 90-day period. 

A referendum petition can challenge "any la~l; section of any law or any item 1n 
any law appropriating money" passed by the General Assembly. Section Id, however, 
prohibits the referendum on appropriations "for the current expenses of the state 
gover.nment and state institutions" so that item in laws appropriating money refers 
to nonappropriation items in appropriation bills and appropriations which are not 
for current expenses, such as appropriations for capital expenditures. 

In this section, as in the other initiative and referendum sections, the meaning 
of "regular" election is not clear. The election must occur subsequent to 60 days 
after the petition is filed. For comment on "in any year" see section lao 

A single referendum petition may not attack two or more separate and distinct 
laws (Patton v. Myers, 127 0.5. 169, 1933), 

Since a referendum petition may attack part of a law, and the section provides 
that the portion not refer~8d l~ill go into effect at the time it otherwise would 
take effect but the portion referred loJill not take effect until the people have 
voted on it and only then, of ccnrse, if the majority vote in favor of it, situations 
could arise in which part of a law takes effect but cannot be enforced because the 
main portion of the law is held in abeyance waiting a popular vote. However, because 
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of the infrequent use of the referendum in Ohio, and particularly in recent years, •
this problem is difficult to illustrate. A more real problem is one which is stmilar 
but arises under section ld, and that is the distinction between a law levying a tax 
and one which merely relates to a tax. 

No sections of laws nor items in an appropriation act have 
to popular vote in Ohio; only whole laws. 
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Article II 

Section ld. Laws providing for tax levies, appropriations for the current ex�
penses of the state government and state institutions, and emergency laws necessary� 
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, shall go into� 
immediate effect. Such emergency laws upon a yea and nay vote must receive the vote� 
of two-thirds of all the members elected to each branch of the general assembly, and� 
the reasons for such necessity shall be set forth in one section of the law, which� 
section shall be passed only upon a yea and nay vote, upon 8 separate roll call :.� 
thereon. The laws mentioned in this section shall not be subject to the referendum.� 

History: Section ld was enacted in 1912 and has not been amended. 

Explanation: Section ld lists three types of laws which go into immediate effect and 
which are not subject to the referendum: emergency laws, tax levies, and appropria
tions for current expenses. "Immediate effect" is interpreted to mean when signed 
by the governor, not when filed in the office of the Secretary of State. 

It is noteworthy that, although these laws are not subject to the referendu~,
 

the initiative may be used to adopt, amend, or repeal any of them.� 

Emergencv Laws: In the last 25 regular sessions of the General Assembly, the 
percentage of emergency laws enacted has ranged from .3% to 27% of the total number 
of laws for the session. The low point, terms of total number of laws enacted, was 
in the first session examined--1921-22, when 146 laws were passed. Of these, 13 or 
8%, were emergency laws. The total number of laws per session was highest in 1967-68, 
when 503 laws were passed, of which 69, or 11%, were emergencies. The two highest 
years for percentages of emergency laws were 1935-36, with 25%, and 1939-40, with 
27%. Thirteen per cent of the laws enacted in 1971-72 were emergencies, and 11% in 
each of the two previous regular legislative sessions. 

Section Id sets forth these rules for emergency laws: 

1. An emergency law must be one which is necessary for the immediate preserva�
tion of the public peace, health or safety.� 

2. It goes into immediate effect (i.e., when signed by the Governor). 

3. It Is not subject to the referendum. 

4. To pass as an emergency, a law must receive 2/3 of all members elected to� 
each house.� 

5. ~he reasons for the emergency must be set forth in one section, upon which 
a separate roll call, yea and nay, shall be taken. The emergency section remains a 
part of the bill only if it receives a 2/3 majority on the separate roll call in 
each hous e. 

One 'basic question about emergency laws, perhaps the most controversial one, is 
whether courts will review a legislative declaration of an emergency. Will the courts 
examine the reasons given by the legislature and determine whether, in fact, these 
reasons show a necessity for the immediate preservation of public peace, health and 
safety? Will the courts examine facts and evidence extrinsic to the legislative 
declaration to determine whether an emergency exists? In Ohio, the answer is no. 
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Originally, the Ohio Supreme Court·-h.e.ld that the emergency declaration could be· chal

. lenged in court, but the determination··was obiter dictum, and subsequent Supreme Court 
cases rejected the reasoning of this case. The matter was finally laid to rest in 
State ex reI. Schorr v. Kennedy, 132 Ohio St. 510 (1937) by a statement that the 
people intended the legislature to make the determination of the emergency, and the 
General Assembly is the exclusive arbiter of this decision. If the General Assembly 
abuses the power, the people can change the Constitution. 

The procedural aspects of the emergency declaration must be strictly complied 
with; the constitutional provisions are deemed mandatory for this purpose. That is, 
the reasons for the necessity must be set forth, otherwise there is no valid emergency 
clause; the roll calls must be clearly set forth in the journals of the two houses. 
The effect of the failure of one of the essential elements of an emergency--failure 
to set forth the reasons for the necessity, failure to take a separate roll qall on 
the emergency, failure of the bill to receive 2/3 on final passage--is not tel invalidate 
the legislation, assuming all constitutional requirements are met for the passage of 
ordinary legislation--but only to invalidate the emergency section, and the effect 
of that is to convert the bill into an ordinary 90-day law and make it subject to a 
referendum. Activities which take place pursuant to a law assumed to have passed as 
an emergency can later be ratified if they are found to have been premature. assum
ing that the law was not defeated on a referendum. 

This discussion about what are essentially legislative procedures may lead to� 
the conclusion that emergency clauses are used on bills for purposes other than true� 
emergencies, and have no relationship to the referendum and this is, in fact, the� 
case. Some, although not all, laws enacted as emergencies have emergency clauses� 
attached not because the public peace, health or safety is endangered nor because the� 
General Assembly is attempting to avoid the possibility of a referendum, but because� 
there is a deadline to be met which falls sometime between the date of enactment and� 
90 days hence--it may be the beginning or end of a fiscal or a calendar year or� 
quarter or other period, it may be an election deadline, or a court-imposed deadline� 
which requires action by a certain time. The dilemma of whether a true emergency� 
exists creates a problem for some legislators, who refuse to vote in favor of the� 
emergency section unless they believe it to be a real emergency even though they� 
favor the legislation.� 

A possible way out of this dilemma would "be to devise a method by which legis�
lation could take effect within the 90 days, perhaps with a special legislative vote� 
and perhaps with a requirement that the reason for the date chosen be stated, but� 
not preclude the possibility of referendum. Having the referendum apply to a law� 
which is already in effect would simply be a way of providing for an initiative� 
proces$ to repeal a law, but making it direct rather than an indirect initiative.� 
Another decision could then be made about whether to retain the present emergency� 
language and finality of the legislative determination of an emergency. 

~propriations: Only appropriations "for the current expenses of the state� 
governThent and state institutions" (i.e., when signed by the Governor) and are not� 
subject to the referendum. Other appropriations--for capital improvements, for� 
sundry claims--are subject to the s~~e rules with respect to effective date and� 
referendum possibilities as are other laws.� 

It should be remembered that a referendum may be applied. under section lc, to� 
a law. section of a law, or item in a law appropriating money. Thus, the petition� 
for a referendum might challenge only one item of proposed expenditure, whether or� 
not it constitutes an entire section of the law; indeed, the entire appropriation� 
act itself is frequently one section. Appropriation acts often contain substantive� 
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law, in addition to items of expenditure, and such substantive law can also be ch8l~
 

lenged as an "item" in a law appropriating money.� 

Most of the cases and attorney general opinions setting fo~th law and rulings� 
regarding items in appropriation acts deal with the gubernatorial veto, since the� 
Governor's veto power extends to "any item or items in any bill making an appropria�
tion of money". Others have dealt with whether a particular item was "for the cur�
rent expenses 'of the state government and state institutions" for the purpose of� 
knowing whether the appropriated money was available immediately, but these decisions� 
have not been for the purpose of determining the availability of the referendum.� 

Laws Providing for Tax Levies: The interpretation of "laws providing for tax� 
levies" is the most troubleso.e of the three categories of laws specified in section� 
ld which go into immediate effect and which are not subject to the referendum. This� 
is particularly the ease with tax laws because section le, in addition to permitting� 
a referendum against any section or item of a law, makes it clear that " ••• the� 
remainder of the law shall not thereby (i.e., by the filing of a referendum petition)� 
be prevented or delayed from going into effect."� 

How have Ohio courts applied the rule of Section l(d) that "Il/aws providing� 
for tax levies ••• shall go into immediate effect"?� 

In State ex reI. Schreiber v. Milroy, 88 Ohio St. 301 (1913) in the year fol
lOWing adoption of Sections l(a) through l(g) of Article II the question involved 
an act of the General Assembly that imposed a limitation upon the aggregate amount 
of taxes that could be levied and affected creation of the county budget commission. 
Specifically, it pr6vidad that iQ counties in which the amount of taxable property 
in cities and villages exceeds the amount of taxable property outside cities and 
Villages that the third member of the commission should be the city solicitor of the 
largest municipality in the county. The action was brought by the city solicitor 
of such a city, claiming right to a position on the commission on and after the date 
upon which the act was approved by the governor and not 90 days after filing with 
the secretary of state. But the Court rejected his claim. holding that the act in 
question was not a law providing for a tax levy. Said the Court, "The gli.D.eral as
sembly did not in this act impose a tax, stating distinctly the object of the same, 
nor did it fix the amount or the percentage of value to be leVied, nor did it designate 
persons or property against whom a levy was to be made. It merely imposed certain 
limitations and created an agency." It was, therefore, an act subject to the refer
endum and could not become effective for 90 days. 

In Srtate ex reI. Donahey v. Roose, 90 Ohio St. 345 (1914) the Ohio Supreme 
Court faced the question of whether an act containing some sections subject to the 
referendum takes effect only as a whole after the expiration of 90 days from the 
date it is filed. The Court decided that it did not. and that Section 1 of an act 
providing for a tax levy of ~ mill on all taxable property within the state went into 
immediate effect. Said the Court in its syllabus: 

"Section lc of Article II of the Constitution of Ohio expressly� 
provides for a referendum not only upon any law but any section� 
of a law. All sections of a law not subject to the referendum.'� 
provisions of this section of the Constitution go into immediate� 
effect when approved and signed by the governor."� 
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State ex reI. Keller v. Forney, 108 Ohio St. 463 -(1923) is frequently cited for 
the proposition of law contained in. its ..syllabus that "exceptions. ~o the operation of 
laws, whether st,tutory or constitutional, should receive strict but reasonable con
struction. The ianguage of Section ld, Article II of the Constitution, expressly 
enumerating certain exceptions to the people's right of referendum upon acts of the 
General Assembly, must be construed and applied with reference to this rule." Before 
the Court was an act "to revise and codify the laws relating to the levy of taxes 
and the issue of bonds by taxing subdivisions and to establish a budget system for 
local expenditures." The Court said that legislation authorizing or limiting local 
taxation is subject to referendum and cannot take effect until 90 days after filing. 

"This section of the Constitution,1I reasoned the Court, ltrelates to the exercise 
of a state power and therefore the only tax levy in the mind of the Constitution 
makers was a state tax levy. It is unbelievable that the Constitution makers ever 
thought of mere local levies in this connection, levies that are made, not by the 
state, but by local authorities ••• " In a frequently quoted syllabus, the Court 
said further: 

lIThe express language Ilaws providing for tax levies' is limited to an 
actual self-executing levy of taxes and is not synonymous with laws 
'relating' to tax levies or 'pertaining' to tax levies or 'concerning' 
tax levies or any agency or method provided for a tax levy by any local 
subdivision or agency." 

The Ohio attorney general has found the following to be "Laws providing for tax� 
levies":� 

(1) An act to increase the rates of excise taxes on gross receipts and earnings 
of certain public utilities and to apply the increased revenue resulting therefrom to 
the general fund of the counties for county statutory relief and welfare purposes. 
The attorney general made no distinction as to sections within the act, concluding 
that under the tests of the Forney case the "statutes • • • are clearly of the kind 
contemplated by • • • Article II, Section ld • • • The act imposes a tax, stating 
distinctly the object of the same, the percentage of value to be levied, and desig
nating the persons and property against whom and which the levy is to be made." 19)5 
OAG 43 (413841 ) 

(2) An act amending the definitions section in the sales tax, in particular the 
paragraph defining "retail sale" by the addition of a prOVision that "farmers and 
horticulturists shall be considered manufacturers or processors in the interpretation 
of this act." The attorney general here cited the Milroy case because, he said, "the 
court apparently recognized that an act which designated persons or property against 
whom a levy is to be made ,.,ould be "a law providing for tax levies ," The section 
amended by the act in question he found "inextricably interwoven" with the tax levying 
section. 1935 OAG 648 (#4311) 

(3) Definitions section, in addition to tax levying sections in the liquor con· 
trol act. 1935 OAG 705 (#4340) , 

(a) j 
(4)/ A section in the liquor control act requiring certain permit holdets to 

furnish bond to the state, one of the conditions being liability for taxes oh the 
part of principal and surety. (The preceding opinion held that one of the definitions 
sections was not subject to referendum because it was a law providing for a tax levy. 
That section provided for the issuance of various classes of permits. and the attorney 
general reasoned that the bond provisions "must be considered as being a: part" of the 
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definitions-permlt section. 

(b) A "retaliatory" section of the same law imposing additional taxes, fees 
and charges on products of manufacturers from states which impose greater taxes, 
fees and charges on products of Ohio manufacturers than upon manufacturers located 
in such states. 

(c) Sections prescribing penalties for various violations of law requiring� 
the affixing of stamps to containers of beer, ale and other malt liquor and con�
ferring the power to seize such malt liquors where the tax was not paid, because� 
these provisions "tend to and do relate to the provisions ••• which impose(s) a� 
tax on the sale or distribution in Ohio of beer, ale, and other malt liquors •••"� 
and "must be deemed to be a part of and incidental to a statute which provides for� 
a tax levy." 1935 OAG 759 (1F4396)� 

The same opinion held that two sections establishing a penal offense for manu�
facture or sale of beer or intoxicating liquor without being the holder of a permit� 
do not provide for a tax levy "nor do these statutes in any wise enforce a law pro�
viding for a tax levy."� 

It also declares that a general penal section applying to the violations of the 
liquor control act not otherwise prescribed and a section providing for a refund to 
certain permit holders of their unexpired permit fees were subject to referendum and 
not a part of any statute which provides for a tax levy. 

(5) An amended section prescribing the rates of taxes levied upon the operation 
of motor vehicles (present R. C. 4503.04) because it both fixes the amount and desig
nates the kinds of motor vehicles subject to the tax and thus meets the tests of 
Milroy and Forney. 19370AG 875 (#524). 

(6) A definitions section in the liquor control act and a section that provided 
for the issuance of liquor permits of various kinds and fixed permit fees, 1n many 
cases based upon the amount of business done. As to the former amended seer ion the 
attorney general had little difficulty. "Inasmuch as Section 6064-1 General Code 
contains definitions of terms, which definitions are to be used in the construction 
and interpretations of Sections 6064-41 and 6064-42 General Code (which two sections 
he noted specifically provide for the levying of a tax on various products having 
the specified alcoholic content), Section 6064-1 must be considered as a part of 
the tax levying provisions." 

The second section gave him more trouble. Although his predecessor had held 
the permit section to be excluded from referendum (see (4) above - 1935 OAG 759) 
the opinion points out that this was "because the then amended section contained a 
definition which was necessary for the interpretation of "the levying sections." 
Examining the amended permit section, the attorney general termed it a "licensing 
section" but noted that fees collected thereunder had produced "substantial revenue." 
He then explored the question of whether the permit fee should be construed asa tax 
or a regulatory measure and concluded that "taken as a whole the legislature in the 
enactment of the Liquor Control Act • • • acted in the exercise of its police 
rather than its taxing power." (Emphasis added.) However, he pointed out, the on11 
reason for the referendum exemption applicable to tax levies that he could see wa~ 

that the revenues of the state should not be delayed by referendum "be they derived 1.. 

through an exercise of the taxi~g power or through an exercise of the police power." 
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Noting the substantial revenues that had been produced, the attorney general felt 
"compelled to conclude that this is a section 'providing for tax levies' ••• 1937 
OAG 1279 (4/ ) 

(7) A section under which by its terms a "tax is hereby levied on the sale 
or distribution in Ohio of beer, ale, porter, stout and other malt beverages •••" 
even though the section as amended,lby the act contained an inadvertent error in the 
definition of malt beverages covered. The application of Section Id gave the attorney 
general little difficulty. He held that the tax should continue to be collected 
despite an error in the act that applied it to malt beverages containing not less 
than 7 per cent alcohol instead of beverages containing not ~ than said percentage. 
1937 OAG 1417 (#777) 

(8) Two sections as amended to exclude from the definition provisions of 
these sections corporations theretofore included as "signal companies" and public 
utilities for purposes of excise taxes and property assessment by the tax commission. 
(If the sections in question did not go into effect until 90 days after filing they 
would not have been required to pay excise taxes in the year 1937 nor would they have 
been liable for corporate franchise taxes for that year.) The attorney general said: 
"With respect to this question, Sections 5415 and 5416 General Code now, as before 
their amendment, are part of a comprehensive statutory scheme for the assessment ••• 
of the property of public utilities for purposes of local taxes and for the assess
ment and ~ of excise taxes as such upon public utilities." They were, he said, 
"a component and essential part of this statutory scheme of taxation, in this that 
their provisions are definitive, defining the corporations which with respect to the 
nature of their business have the legal status of public utilities for purposes of 
taxation." These sections, he concluded "now, as before their amendment, define the 
persons or corporations which as public utilities are subject to the incidence of the 
excise tax provided for by the related and followin~ sections • • • and for this 
reason they are likewise laws providing for tax levies within the meaning of the con
stitutional provision •••" The attorney general cited 1935 OAG 648 (2 above) amend
ing the definition of "retail sale" so as to exclude certain sales from incidence of 
the tax. 1937 OAG 1429 (#779) 

(9) Unemployment compensation act, notwithstanding that in enactment the 
General Assembly had added an emergency clause. Nevertheless, said the attorney general) 
the act represented in part at least the exercise of the power of taxation. 1937 OAG 
100 (lF1769) 

(10) Section fixing a percentage of gross premiums to be assessed against 
foreign insurance companies as a tax upon business done in this state. The attorney 
general cited Forne! tests and said that the section being amended by the legislation 
in question fixes the amount or percentage of value and designates the prope~ty 

against which the levy is made and was "self executing" because no additional legis
lation was needed. 1939 OAG 561 (#451) 

(11) Section establishing employer contributions under the unemployment com~ 
pensation law and authorizing employer payment of voluntary contributions. Here the 
attorney general was confronted with the question of whether the unemployment compen
sation law levies a tax. On the authority of Carmichal v. Southern Coal and CokeJ 

301 U. S. 495 he ruled' that it does. Other sections amended and enacted by the same 
act, he said, are not statutes levying a tax and therefore do not become effective 
immediately since the act contained no emergency clause. As to the portion governing 
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voluntary contributions he added: "I am not unmindful of the fact that there may 
be certain sentences and certain clauses in such act which do not, in and of them
selves levy a tax and which might be argued as pertaining to a tax, rather than 
levying a tax. However, I am unable to find any provision of law which would author
ize a part of a section to become effective at one time and part of a section to 
become effective at a different time. II 1943 OAG 378 (f~6207) 

(12) Two sections in the motor vehicle registration law, both amended by an 
act that included additional amendments and enactments relating to the same general 
subject of motor vehicle registration and that were distinguished by the attorney 
general as to effective date. Here the definitions section was amended to exclude 
certain vehicles from the definition of "commercial car" and the section prescribing 
the schedule of annual license tax rates upon motor vehicles was amended to increase 
such rates for the newly defined category of "commercial car" and to establish rates 
for the motor vehicle category (bus) excluded from the definition. The rate section 
also increased certain minimum taxes. Both were held to be laws providing for tax 
levies, both "inextricably interwoven" with the section containing the operative 
language actually levying the tax. Sections distinguished as not becoming effettive 
immediately although included in the same act were one providing a different method 
of distribution of revenues collected and several others relating to penal offenses 
concerning overweight vehicles and vehicular equipment. 1951 OAG 164 (#435) 

In 1961 Sub. H. B. 330 amended R. C. 5739.02 of the sales tax law, a section 
that contains operative provisions governing levy of the tax as well as its purposes, 
rates and exemptions. The amendment provided an exemption for the sale of prescrip
tion medicines and medically prescribed devices. The question put to the attorney 
general was whether the exempting of such items constitutes a law providing for a 
tax levy. Ruling that it did not, the attorney general said that although the act 
before him amended the section of law creating and levying the tax, "the tax in 
question and the levy of the tax were authorized by previous acts of the General 
Assembly, not by the bill in question." The rule relied upon was stated in In re 
~, 93 Ohio St. 230, at 234 as follows: 

liThe provisions contained in the act as amended which were in the 
original act are not considered as repealed and again reenacted, but 
are regarded as haVing been continuous and undisturbed by the amenda
tory act." 

Case lm~ on the effective date of tax levies and acts containing tax levies 
is sparse in Ohio. The Roose case and at least two of the attorney general's rulings 
have taken the view that an otherwise referrable section of a measure would be subject 
to referendum even if combined with sections excluded from the device but there have 
been no cases directly on point. 

Although the attorney general has made a number of rulings on the subject, 
few generalizations can be made on the basis of the above summary. Where definitions 
sections have b-een found to be "inextricably interwoven" with sections containing the 
operative language of tax imposition, the attorney general has extended to them the 
application of section l(d) of Article II, calling for immediate effect. 

On the other hand, laws providing only the "machinery for tax levies have 
been held not to fall within "immediate effect" provisions (1927 OAG 605) •. A law 
prOViding for exemptions from the inheritance tax was not a law "providing for" a 
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tax levy (In re Neff, Hamilton County.-Probate--Court, 80 Aba. 439, 1958). Nor was a 
law increasing the exemptions from the sale tax (1961 OAG 2385) 

It was contended that the recent initiative effort to amend the Constitution with • 
respect to the income tax was an unconstitutional effort to effect a referendum on a 
law providing for a tax levy, but the Supreme Court, in State ex rel. Schwartz vs. 
Brown, 32 Ohio St. 1, 1972 held otherwise. 

The problems of making tax laws effective on a date between "itmnediately" and 
90 days hence are the same, and probably more acute, then thole affecting emergency • 
laws. 

In a 1950 law review article on the initiative and referendum in Ohio commenta
tors Jefferson B. Fordham and J. Russell Leach observed: "The referendum would 
doubtless be available as against a measure repealing a state tax. 
is offered despite its academic ring.,,3 

This observation • 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

• 

3. Fordham and Leach, "The Initiative and Referendum in Ohio," 11 Ohio St. L.J. •495, 525 (1950). 
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Article II 

• Section leo The powers defined herein as the "initiative" and "referendum" 
shall not be used to pass a law authorizing any classification of property for the 
purpose of levying different rates of taxation thereon or of authorizing the levy 
of any single tax on land or land values or land sites at a higher rate or by a dif
ferent rule than is or may be applied to improvements thereon or to personal property. 

• History: Section Ie was adopted in 1912 and has not been amended. 

• 

Explanation: The long struggle about classification of property for tax purposes, 
and the history of the "single tax" movement, are interesting and instructive his
tories in Ohio and elsewhere. However, for the purposes of a present-day reading of 
the Constitution, it is perhaps only relevant to note that the section only forbids 
the use of the initiative and referendum to pass laws authorizing classification or 

• 

the single tax and does not forbid the use of the~tiative to amend the Constitution 
for such purposes. (Thrailkill v. Smith, 106 Ohio St. 1, 1922) 

The Constitution has, in fact, been amended to permit classification of personal 
property, and only land and improvements thereon are still subject to the uniform 
rule of section 2 of Article XII. Section le is a restriction only on the people, by 
means of initiative or referendum, and does not restrict the General Assembly so long 
as what it does is otherwise constitutional. (State ex rel. Lampson v. Cook, 44 Ohio 
App. 501, 1932). 

With respect to section Ie, Professor Harvey Walker commented in his 1951 review 
of the initiative and referendum provisions: "The first of these prohibitions already 

• 

has been avoided by the amendment of Article XII, Section 2, of the constitution to 
permit such classification. The second seems so improbable today that the elimination 
of the whole section might now be accomplished.,,4 The Fordam and Leach article com
ments; "While, as we have seen, the single tax movement was still vigorous in 1912, 
at this day the fear of the ghost of Henry George seems very unreal. In view of the 
relative ease of amending the constitution, this limitation is pretty weak, in any 
event."S 

• 

• 

•� 
4. Wilder Foundation, "An Analysis and Appraisal of the Ohio State Constitution,� 

1851-1951, Chapter 3.� 

5.� Fordham and Leach "The Initiative and Referendum in Ohio," 11 Ohio State Law 
Journal 495 (1950). 
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Article II 

Section If. The initiative and referendum powers are hereby reserved to the 
people of each municipality on all questions which such municipa\ities may now or 
hereafter be authorized by law to control by legislative action; such powers shall 
be exercised in the manner now or hereafter provided by law. 

History: This section was adopted in 1912 and has not been amended. It should be 
kept in mind that Article XVIII, dealing with the organization and powers of munici
pal corporations, was adopted at the same time. 

Explanation: Initiative and referendum powers are provided for the people of munici
pal corporations in two ways: by statute, for cities and villages which do not have 
charters, or by charter. Cities and villages which do not have charters aTe bound 
by the statutes with respect to the procedures for initiative and referendum, and 
when these powers are available; city council cannot, by ordinance, alter these pro
visions. On the other hand, charter cities and villages can write their own initia
tive and referendum provisions, and are not bound by the same rules as are constitu
tionally or statutorily applied to the state initiative and referendum powers and 
procedures. The only restriction on charter cities and villages is that the ques
tions on which initiative and referendum may be used by the people of the city or 
Village must be a question which the municipality is authorized by law (including, 
of course, the constitutional home rule prOVisions) to control by legislative action. 

Initiative and referendum powers are not required to be reserved for the people 
of counties, or townships, or any other political subdiVisions, except for specific 
instances provided elsewhere by the Constitution. A county referendum is required 
on the adoption of an alternative form of county government, and on changing county 
boundaries. Municipalities and townships may transfer powers to counties, but the 
people must be given initiative and referendum rights with respect to measures trans
ferring powers or revoking such transfers. Initiative and referendum rights must 
also be reserved to the people of any county which has a charter, on all matters 
which the county may control by legislative action. 

The General Assembly has, by statute, given initiative or referendum, or both, 
rights to the people of counties and townships in certain instances--township zonina 
ordinances and county optional taXing powers are two examples. 

Since many court cases relating to municipal initiative and referendum are based 
on charter provisions, it will not serve any useful purpose to review all of them 
here. Some municipal initiative and referendum problems concern the relationship 
between the initiative and referendum prOVisions and prOVisions of Article XVIII, 
particularly section 5 thereof. 

Insofar as municipal charters prOVide for initiative and referendum in the same 
or substantially similar language as that in the Constitution, interpretations of 
that language will be the same. For example, if emergency legislation is permitted 
a city council by charter and such legislation is not subject to the referend~m, by 
charter provision, the courts will take the same view of the declaration of an emer
gency by council that they take of a similar declaration by the state legislature-
that the procedures specified in the charter must be followed exactly, but the 
courts will not look behind the declaration and inquire into the reasons for the 
emergency. Unless a different provision appears in the charter, a measure which is 
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not subject to the referendum may, nevertheless, be amended or repealed by using the 

•� 
initiative, and city council may repeal or amend an initiated measure. Measures in�
itiated by the people must be ordinances, not merely questions o~ policy to be im�

• 

plemented by city council. Courts will not keep a measure off the ballot because 
of claimed unconstitutionality. 

A city can, by charter, provide for more or fewer reasons for taking legislation 
out of the referendum than are provided in the Constitution for ~tate laws. The levy 
of a tax, for example, may be subject to referendum if not prohibited by charter. 

The administrative-legislative distinction which is important, particularly in 
the use of the initiative and referendum at the municipal level, in other states, 
notably California, has been applied in Ohio but few cases discussing the distinction 

• or setting forth standards or guidelines for applying it exist. As a general state
ment, it can be said that city councils may engage in some activities which are not 

• 

truly legislative in character, but more administrative; these administrative actions 
are not subject to the referendum. Applying this rule in specific instances is more 
difficult. An amendment to a zoning ordinance and an ordinance relating to parking 
spaces have been held to be legislative, hence subject to the referendum; a resolu
tion approving a low rent subsidy program has been held to be administrative. 

The Ohio Supreme Court cases have held that municipal wages and other personnel 
matters which the charter provided should be established by council cannot be fixed 
or altered by initiative. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee Research Study }lo... 21 
September 19, 1973 

Voting Rights of Idiots and Insane Persons 
Article V, Section 6 

Constitutional provisions are intended to protect individuals as well as 
society. Just as the Bill of Rights enumerates sacred individual freedoms, the 
constitution elsewhere restricts civil liberties when deemed detrimental to the 
whole society. Accordingly, specific groups of persons are denied such civil 
rights as the right to hold public office and the right to vote. By the Ohio 
Constitution as well as other state constitutions and statutes, these groups in
clude: persons guilty of felony, treason, bribery, and idiots and insane persons. 
Research Study No. 25 deals with criminals. 

This paper discusses the rights of idiots and insane persons to vote in 
four sections: (a) the history of laws prohibiting idiots and insane persons from 
voting, (b) relevant sections of the Ohio Revised Code,(c) a discussion of who 
can vote, (d) conclusions and alternate approaches. An Appendix listing statu
tory and constitutional provisions of other states regarding voting restrictions 
of the mentally ill is found at the end of the discussion. 

I 
History 

Article V, Section 6: No idiot, or insane person, shall be entitled to the priV
ileges of an elector. 

The Ohio Constitution, like many other state constitutions, still uses the 
words "idiot" and "insane", words which have fallen into disfavor and are re
placed in some of the newer state constitutions and statutes by terms more nar
rowly defined:. For example, the Virginia Constitution uses the phrase "person~ 

adjudicated to be mentally incompetent by law". New York staty.te contains the· 
words "persons judicially determined mentally incompetent", and the Ohio Rev18~d 

Code uses the terms "mentally ill" and "mentally retarded", the latter term found
ed on discernible anatomical causes. These terms indicate greater understanding 
of psychic disorder as well as a greater interest in the civil rights of persons 
so inflicted, But these are very recent strides. 

Arguments about voting rights of the insane and idiotic were non-existent in 
the 19th century and the words of Section 6 of Article V in our present Ohio 
Constitution have not been changed since adopted in 1851. That any improvement 
in understanding and treatment of the mentally ill occurred was largely the work 
of Dorothea Dix, who in 1843 pointed out that mentally ill people were sick, in 
need of treatment rather than incarceration, and of Isaac Ray, an American for
ensic psychiatrist. In 1869 he stated the objectives of laws relative to admission 
of patients to mental hospitals: 

"In the first place, the law should put no hindrance in the way to the 
prompt use of those instrumentalities which are regarded as most ef
fectual in promoting the comfort and restoration of the patient. 
Secondly, it should spare all unnecessary exposure of private troubles 
and unnecessary conflict with popular prejudices. Thirdly, it should 
protect individuals from wrongful imprisonment. It would be objection 
enough to any legal provision that it failed to secure the.e objects 
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in the� completest possible manner." 

Although some states followed the recommendations of Dr. Ray in an informal 
manner (in 1881, Massachusetts encouraged voluntary admission of patients), the 
first serious treatise on the rights and responsibilities for mentally ill was a 
proposal drafted for state legislation called the "Draft Act". This recommendation, 
published in 1952. was prepared by the National Association of Mental Health. The 
Draft Act was the forerunner of modern legislation providing for treatment for the 
mentally ill, and many of its recommendations are followed in Ohio today. Among 
these are provisions: for voluntary admission to mental hospitals; for admission 
on medical certification; for formal judicial proceedings for indeterminate, in
voluntary hospitalization which exclude the jury and the compulsory presence of 
the proposed patient; and to protect individuals from wrongful imprisonment by 
specifying permissible time limits for detention without a hearing. 

Most importantly, for the purposes of our discussion. the proposal formalizes 
the intrinsic difference in the rights of the voluntary patients, and those adjudged 
judicially ill involuntarily. The Draft Act states: 

Section 21. (a) Subject to the general rules and regulations of the hospital 
and except to the extent that the head of the hospital determines that it 
is necessary for the medical welfare of the patient to impose restric
tions, every patient shall be entitled ••• 

(3)� To exercise all civil rights. including the right to dispose of property. 
execute instruments, make purchases, enter contractual relationships, 
and vote, unless he has been adjudicated incompetent and has not been 
restored to capacity. 

The Draft Act illustrated the use of due process regarding the mentally ill by 
illustrating the difference between committment and detention. Dr. Francis J. 
Braceland. in his testimony before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional 
Rights of the Mentally Ill, in 1961, stated: 

"0£ great importance are the laws that provide for emerkency committment 
when something occurs in which it is necessary to study a person for a 
limited time •••One may examine a man and detain him. He is detained 
for observation, because this word "committed" is a serious one •••• 
Committed patients lose their automobile license, their right to vote, 
and sometimes they have difficulty in getting a job." 

II 
~tatutory Provisions 

The Ohio Revised Code contains provisions regarding mentally ill patients in 
Chapters 5122., 5123., and 5125. The Revised Code contains a clear cut distinction 
between voluntary and involuntary patients. Their method of hospitalization dif
fers as does their degree of awareness of their situation - by legal definition. 
In fact, the code defines the two types separately under "mentally ill individual" 
and "mentally ill individual subject to hospitalization by court order". 

Sec. 5122.01 (A) "Mentally ill individual" means an individual having 
an illness which substantially impairs the capacity of the person to 
use self-control, judgment, and discretion in the conduct of his affair. 
and social relations, and includes "lunacy", "unsoundness of mind". 
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"insanity", and also cases in which such lessening of capacity of control 
is caused by such addiction to alcohol, or by such use of a drug of abuse 
that the individual is or is in danger of becoming a drug dependent per
son, so as to make it necessary for such person to be under treatment, 
care, supervision, guidance, or control." 

Sec. 5122.01 (B) '~ntally ill individual subject to hospitalization 
by court order" means a mentally ill individual who, because of his U
lness, is likely to injure himself or others if allowed to remain at 
liberty, or is in need of care or treatment in a mental hospital, and 
because of his illness lacks sufficient insight or capacity to make 
responsible decisions with respect to hospitalization." 

One of the major objections leveled against these definitions is that the term 
"mentally ill individual," which is in need of definition, is being defined in 
the Code by words themselves in need of definition, obsolete words, or legal ter~ 

which are inappropriate to define a medical term. In addition, not all of the per
sons in mental hospitals are described by the two terms defined above. Voluntary 
patients may come to a mental hospital because they feel unable to cope with their 
problems alone. While the treatment afforded by a mental institution may prove 
beneficial to voluntary patients, their problems need not be as severe as those 
ascribed to a "mentally ill individual". Between the black and the white, the 
mentally ill and the mentally healthy, there is a grey area which includes persons 
to whom ~reatment proves beneficial, but whose disfunctions are not as grave as 
those described in the two definitions. These individuals are not defined in the 
statutes. These problem81lead to many others, most important to this discussion, 
is a lack of a standard by which to judge who does and who does not fall under 
these definitions. Fred A. Dewey, in his article Imprisonment of the Mentally Ill: 
An Inquiry into the Deprivation of Civil Liberties Under Ohio Laws and Procedures~ 
cites the following as one of several objections to the laws: 

"The fact that the definition of a mentally ill individual is stated to ' 
include "lunacy", "unsoundness of mind" and "insaility" throws no light 
upon, but rather obscures, the meaning of the phrase under discussion. 
"Lunacy" is not a medical term but is an obsolete legal term for a 
major mental illness which had its origin in a primitive belief in 
moon madness. "Of unsound mind" is defined in the Ohio Revised Code 
(1.02 (E) Baldwin 1911) as including all forms of mental deficiency 
or derangement. Under this definition, who could qualify as mentally 
well? Are all judges, psychiatrists, physicians, lawyers and other 
persons w&o participate. in; the cHsposition of persons alleged to be 
mentally ill free of every kind of mental derangement? Are all of them 
entirely free of all illusions, fantasies, delusions, manias, phobias, 
and egomania?" 

According to the Revised Code, a voluntary patient who enters a mental hos
pital either of his own request, or by that of parent or guardian, depending on 
age, shall be treated until such time as release is requested. The voluntary 
patient, who requests his release in writing, or who doesn't object to that re
quest for release by a next of kin, or whoever, will be released unless: 

"(T)he head of the hospital, within ten days from the receipt of the 
request, files or causes to be filed with the probate court of the 
county where the patient is hospitalized or of the county where the 
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patient is a resident, an -affidavit that: in his opiAion the patient is 
mentally ill and the release of the patient would be unsafe or detri
mental for the patient or others, release may be postponed on the 
filing of the affidavit for as long as the court determines to he 
necessary for the commencement of proceedings as provided in sections 
5122.11 to 5122.15 inclusive of the Revised Code, but in no event for 
more than ten days." 

Involuntary hospitalization may occur in one of several ways: 

S6e~:5l22.06 "Non-judicial hospitalization: ninety-day limitation." 

Under this section, a person who does not object in writing may be admitted 
to a hospital 9n the application of a friend, relative, spouse, guardian, or head 
of any institution where the individual may be, and certification by two licensed 
physicians "that they have examined the individual and that they are of the opin~ 

ion that he is a mentally ill individual subject to hospitalization by court order." 

Sec. 5122.08 "Emergency hospitalization with medical certificate: sixty-day limi..� 
tation."� 

A person may be admitted to any hospital upon the application of anyone who 
believes the individual is likely to cause injury to himself or others if not 
constrained. In addition, a certification from one physician is required stating 
that he, too, is of the opinion that the person is mentally ill, and consequently 
is likely to cause harm to himself or others. 

Sec. 5122.10 "Emergency hospitalization without medical certificate: five-day� 
limitation. "� 

Any sheriff, police officer, or health official can take,-, an individual into : 
custody and to a general hospital if they have reason to believe the person is 
mentally ill and his remaining at liberty will prove injurious to himself or othersj 
pending examination and certification by a licensed physician. Persons included 
under the previous two sections may also be taken into custody under this sectioQ. 

Three alternatives are open to patients admitted under the preceding sections. 
First, within the time limitation mandated by the statutes, the hospital staff 
may determine that the individual is not in need of psychiatric care, and he will 
be released. Second, an affidavit may be filed with the probate court requesting 
a hearing to determine whether the individual may be committed to the mental in
stitution. Thirdly, "Where an affidavit is filed alleging that a party is men
tally ill, and such a party is hospitalized, but prior to a hearing of the matter, 
such party signs an application for voluntary admission, the proceedings should 
be dismissed." In re Leitner, 87 Aba 467 (1961). 

When a hearing is held before the probate court for the purpose of judicial 
hospitalization, persons specified in the Code are notified (the proposed patient 
mayor may not be notified), an investigation may be conducted by the probate court, 
and a pre-hearing medical examination is performed. If the court finds the per
son not to be mentally ill, "it shall order his discharge forthwith" (RC 5122.15). 
If the person is found to be needing treatment, the court may order him to one 
of several hospitals or to the care of a private psychiatrist, for a period not 
to exceed ninety days. Section 5122.15 also states, I~ny individual who has been 
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designated for examination or treatment under this section may, at any time 
during the ninety-day period, apply for voluntary admission to a hospital under 
section 5122.02 of the Revised Code. If, at the expiration of the ninety-day 
period or at any time prior thereto, the court, after a hearing finds that such 
individual is mentally ill and subject to hospitalization by court order, the 
court may order "indeterminate hospitalization in a hospital." 

The crucial effect of the medical ailment on the legal rights of an indiv
idual indeterminately hospitalized is stated in section 5122.36: 

Legal effect of indeterminate hospitalization. Indeterminate hos
pitalization pursuant to section 5122.15 of the Revised Code, is an 
adjudication of legal incompetency. Legal incompetency under this 
section is sufficient grounds for the appointment of a guardian pur
suant to Chapter 2111 of the Revised Code •••Final discharge pursuant 
to section 5122.21 of the Revised Code operates as a restoration of 
legal competency••• " 

Therefore, the individual who comes before the probate court, is declared� 
mentally ill subject to hospitalization by court order, and indeterminately� 
hospitalized has received due process, and has lost his civil rights, among� 
those, his right to vote.� 

The major point to be made is that section 5122.36 is the sole justification 
for taking away the rights of an indeterminately hospitalized mentally ill per~ 
son, and leaving intact the rights of a voluntarily admitted mentally ill per- . 
son. He who comes before the courts either retains or loses his rights by due. 
process, and he who does not come before the courts cannot be denied his rights. 

III� 
Who Can Vote?� 

The present situation for determining who can not vote because of mental� 
illness is unsatisfactory for two reasons:� 

First, unlike Section 4 of Article V which says that the General Assembly� 
shall have the power to exclude persons convicted of infamous crimes from vot�
ing or holding public office, Section 6 of Article V is a direct prohibition �

"!2 idiot, or insane persons, shall be entitled to the privileges of an elector." 
(emphasis added). 

The General Assembly is not expressly given the power to determine which 
mental conditions are such that a person should not vote nor to establish pro
cedures for determining who does or does not fall into the categories. The 
authority which denies the vote to mentally ill persons resides in the statutes, 
section 5122.15 dealing with legal incompetency. But this arrangement neither 
carries out the letter nor the spirit of the constitutional prohibition. 

Second, the Supreme Court has ruled that a state must have "a necessary and� 
compelling interest" that would be promoted by the disfranchisement of certain� 
persons.� 

"Therefore, if a challenged state statute grants the right to vote to 
some bonafide ~esidents of requisite age and citizenship and denies 
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the franchise to others, the Court must determine whether the exclusions 
are necessary to promote a compelling state interest." Kramer v. Union 
Free School District 395 U.S. 627 (1969) 

As will be discussed in greater detail later in the memorandum, an examination of� 
how excluding mentally ill persons from voting can "promote a necessary and com�
pelling state interest" raises serious questions about why other groups are not� 
disfranchised to promote that same interest.� 

The problems with the fact that the General Assembly is not expressly given the 
power, by the constitution, to exclude idiots and insane persons from voting, and 
powerless to carry out the constitutional prohibition, is two-fold. First, the law 
now tolerates the voting of some persons who may in fact be mentally incompetent. 
Second, there are no procedures specifying how a determination of idiocy or insanity 
is to be made. The only provision which touches upon this determination is section 
5122.15 of the Revised Code which says that the probate court shall decide whether 
a patient is in need of indeterminate hospitalization. The loss of voting rights 
is based upon a person in need of indeterminate hospitalization also being legally 
incompetent. But there are other persons whose right to vote may be challenged on 
the basis of insanity, either at the polls, or in the case of contested election 
results. In the latter instances, there are no prescribed methods for how hearings 
must be conducted, by whom they shall be conducted, or even the crucial question of 
whether medical eVidence shall be required. The lack of procedure for determining 
who is insane or an idiot allows persons whose opinions are unpopular, or whose 
lifestyles are not well-received in their community, to be challenged on the basis 
of insanity at the polls, under the present constitution, with the further con
sequence that they may lose their right to vote without any medical evidence what~ 

everl 

The tolerance which the law now has toward mentally ill patients is in. part a 
response to the consideration that was voiced in the Draft Act and by those in~ 

teres ted in the treatment of the mentally ill, that incentives should be given to 
people with mental problems to seek help on their own, without the embarassment of 
being carted off by the sheriff or police officer. With the provisions currently 
in effect, voluntary admittants are advised of the rights to release and are further 
encouraged to seek help by not having to face a court trial to gain admittance for 
treatment. Assume that a voluntary patient is aware of his right to request release, 
but that it is never requested by the patient or his next of kin, because the 
patient is comfortable in the hospital. This patient whose mental illnesses are 
being treated by the hospital staff, can vote, according to the present statutes. 

Sec. 5122.03 (B) Judicial proceedings for hospitalization shall not 
be commenced with respect to a patient unless release of tbe patient 
has been requested by himself or his guardian who bas applied for his 
admission. 

(Note: Involuntary ~dmissions who were formerly considered mentally ill subject to 
hospitalization by court order, may switch their admission to voluntary, before or 
within 90 days after a hearing before the probate court. These people, who someone 
felt to be so ill as to be in danger of causing injury to themselves or others un~ 
less immediately restrained, are now legally entitled to partake in the voting pro
cess.) 

A person who is a voluntary admittant to a mental hospital, who may, in fact, be 
suffering from severe mental disorders, maintains his civil rights, such as the 
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right to vote, because his case never comes before the courts, and the court never� 
has the chance to decide on the questi.on of lega1inoompetency.� 

"The probate court i8 without authority to inquire into the question of 
mental illness on its own motioni to invoke the jurisdiction of the 
probate court, an affidavit is required to be filed pursuant to Sec 1890· 
23 of this section. 1949 OAG 1278. (GC 1890-23 now RC 5123.18) 

(Note: Former RC 5123.18 repealed. See RC 5123.27). 

The only jurisdiction the head of the hospital has over the vote of a voluntary 
patient concerns the type of ballot by which the patient may vote. Since the patient 
becomes in a sense the "ward" of the hospital, and the head of the hospital his 
"guardian" the latter may decide whether the patient is well enough to go to the 
polls, or if he must remain in the hospital during election day. Within the ex
isting law, that person is entitled to vote by absentee ballot. 

Sec. 3503.18 Reports by health officer, probate judge, and clerk of 
the court of common pleas • 

••• at least once each month, the probate court shall file with the boar4 
the names and residence addresses of all persons over 18 years of age 
who have been committed to any hospital for the insane, epileptic, or 
feeble minded ••• the board shall remove from the files and cancel the 
registration forms of ineligible registrants. 

aince the voluntary patient who does not request release will not come for judg�
ment before the probate court, his name could not be on the monthly list sent to� 
the Board of Elections. Mr. Bushman, Deputy Director of the Franklin County Board� 
of Elections, reports that the number of patients in mental hospitals requesting .� 
~bsentee ballots is negHgible hut the ballots are available to them if their�r 

Ivunes arE'! on the poll ing lists, and all other registration procedures are met. 

Senator John Carroll testified during the 1961 Senate Hearings on the Consti�
tutional Rf.ghts of the Mentally Ill:� 

" ••• committment procedures seem to be an all-or-nothing thing, that 
patients are found to be either mentally sound or completely incom
petent and very rarely is this the case. Voting rights, for instance, 
are denied to the committed individual, whether he be in, or released 
from the hospital •••For every individual who has been committed and denied 
his rights, there are many more people who are equally as mentally ill· 
who have never been committed and who have their full rights." 

The second prong of the problem stemming from the General Assembl¥ not being 
given the power by the Constitution to exclude idiots and insane persons from 
voting exists because not all persons whose sanity or insanity is questioned are 
inmates of mental hospitals. If there are no procedures prescribed by law as to 
how a finding of insanity or idiocy is to be made for these people, then the pro
tection of individuals against a misuse of the denial of the right to vote is not 
safeguarded. Occasionally, people express views that are so diametrically opposed 
to that of their listeners, that the latter cry out "You must be out of your mind!" 
While some people maintain lifestyles, ideologies, or opinions that seem outlandish 
to others, or even to their community as a whole, the comminity should not have the 
power (it certainly does not have the right) to deprive any individual of their 
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civil rights because of individual habits or opinions (habits and opinions which in 
and of themselves are not unlawful). At the present time, a person could be chal
lenged at the polls on the basis of insanity, and the determination made there by 
elections judges. Since there are, at present, no legal requirements on how the 
hearing is to be conducted, what evidence and testimony,is required or may be ad
mitted at the hearing, election officials have a very free hand in deciding who is 
or is not insane at the polls. It is the same in contested election cases. The 
courts are without legal procedures that determine how these hearings must be con
ducted, and what evidence is required for a finding of insanity. Surely, the rights 
of a person whose sanity was in question would be better safeguarded if at least 
one medical opinion was requred by law. 

The problems become even greater because of the inadequate definitions of "idiot" 
and "insane". The definitions as they are now are intricately woven with a finding 
of the need for hospitalization by court order and other legal ramifications. In 
addition, the definition of a mentally ill person found legally incompetent contains 
the idea that this person is somehow dangerous -"is likely to injure himself or 
others, if allowed to remain at liberty". This idea or notion of violence certainly 
ddes not characterize all mentally ill persons in need of hospitalization. With
drawal and catatonic states which make mentally ill persons passive and baby-like 
don't fall int9 the prior description, but may be just as detrimental to his ability 
to pa~ticipate in voting. 

Most importantly, the courts, and election judges working within these inadequate 
and misleading definitions can use their own judgment and let their own prejudices 
mix to deny individuals the right to vote. If the only persons who could be denied 
their right to vote were persons who were declared legally incompetent because of 
their being mentally ill subject to hospitalization by court order, that would be a 
le$ser evil than allowing a person's vote to be discounted because the court feels 
he is insane (whatever insane means). 

An early Ohio court decision reveals much in the way of criteria viewed as in
dicative of lunacy or commitment to an insane asylum. An election was held to de
termine whether the sale of intoxicating liquor should be allowed in a certain area. 
The result of the election was 166 votes in favor of the sale and 167 votes against. 
The votes of 5 persons were challenged, one of which was alleged insane. The court 
stated its opinion about the voter in question: 

lilt cannot be disputed that he is a person of diseased mind, of a limited 
mental capacity, incapable of carrying on in an intelligent manner the 
ordinary affairs of life, having no distinct ideas on the question of 
morality, right or wrong, and one who would probably not be responsible 
for any criminal act committed by him. His knowledge is so circumscribed 
and limited as not to include the most ordinary affairs, having no ade
quate knowledge of the value of money, or any definite conception of size 
or direction. The court would not hesitate a moment in judging him a 
proper person to be confined in an insane asylum ~ere the matter brought 
before the court on an affidavit of lunacy; neitheT would there be any 
hesitation in appointing a guardian for him were a proper application 
made for that purpose ... " In Re South Charleston Election Contest 
3 N.P.N.S. 373 (1905) 

The court decided to throw out the vote of this man, Leroy Pitzer, with the fol
lowing explanation: 
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"The Court cannot convince himself that with -166 intelligent men voting 
on the one side and 166 intelligent men voting on the other, the deciding 
vote should be cast by a man of such limited intelligence as Leroy Pitzer. 
It clearly appearing to the court that he comes well within the class of 
persons prohibited from voting under the term idiot and insane person, 
as such terms are defined by medical and legal writers and decisions of 
Ohio courts ••• " 

Since the 14th Amendment to the U. S. Constitution states "nor shall any State ••• 
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws", a 
state must justify prohibiting specific groups from voting by standards acceptable 
to the Court. Case law states that when the fundamental right of voting is in
volved (as it is in prohibiting insane and idiots from voting) the exclusion must 
promote a "necessary and compelling state interest" which was the courts opinion 
in Kra~.Y.!_JJnion Free School District 395 u.S. 627 (1969) 

Two ways of stating the compelling state interest in restricting mentally ill 
persons from voting could be: (a) an interest in maintaining a knowledgable elec
torate so that the process of government by the people could be most effective; 
~b) an interest in maintaining the integrity of the whole system of elections. The 
success of the electoral process depends, to a large extent, on the confidence that 
people have in that system. If people thought idiots and insane persons could vote, 
they might regard elections as a farce. Similar arguments have been offered to 
disfranchise criminals and persons who could not pass literacy tests because they, 
either not being of good moral fiber or unable to read the English language could 
certainly not be trusted to vote intelligently. 

While many arguments have been put forth for and against these views, recent 
evidence indicates that the disfranchisement of mentally ill persons may rest on 
a misunderstanding of their ability to particippte as members of a knowledgable 
electorate. If the interest of the state is in having only those persons vote who 
have a demonstrable understanding of the basic framework of their government, that 
i~ certainly a praiseworthy and respectable desire. But the presumption seems to 
be that mentally ill persons subject to hospitalization by court order, do not pos
sess this minimal understanding and therefore the state us justified in denying them 
the franchise. Conversely, (since the repeal of literacy tests) it is assumed that 
persous whose mental illness or fitness is not in question, are capable of voting as 
knowledgable electors. This is clearly false. First, since there is no test present
ly ad~inistered to electors on their awareness of the issues and candidates, there is 
no justification for making the blanket statements that all voters are knowledgable 
electors, for some may be just as ignorant on the iS8ues as the person who has been 
determined legally incompetent because he is mentally ill, and therefore excluded 
from the voting populace. Secondly, at the meeting of the Elections and Suffrage 
Committee of the Constitutional Revision Commission on August 14, 1973, the dis
cussion revealed that current legal requirements often obscure the issues which 
ballot language is about, and even intelligent voters are confused about what they're 
voting on. Thirdly, the report which is described below offers significant evidence 
that the exclusion of mentally ill persons on the grounds that they threaten the ex
istence of a knowledgable electorate may not be a justifiable exclusion. 

This report, entitled "Mental Patients and Civil Rights: A Study of Opinions 
of Mental Patients on Social and Political lssues,ll by Marguerite Hertz, Ph.D., et al., 
states that mental patients are frequently regarded en masse as incompetent and ir
responsible persons. and ere often denied civil rights including the rights to marry, 
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divorce, enter contracts, drive, and to vote. 

"No study has b'een made of the ability of mental pat.ients to form reason
able opinions on public matters, but not many question the voting restric
t ions for this group." 

The objective of the study was to determine whether the degree of responsive
ness to political and social issues differed significantly from patient group to 
control group. The patient group consisted of 220 patients at a Cleveland State 
Hospital: 100 male and 120 female, and the control group was comprised of 110 em
ployees: 50 male and 60 female. The two groups were matched for age, educational 
level. race, sex. social class, and media influence. The latter compatibility was 
obtainable because both patients and employees were from the greater Cleveland area 
and exposed to the same television, radio, and newspaper information. The subjects 
of the report were given 82 questions to which they could respond yes (agree), no 
(disagree) or undecided. The test was administered during March 7-11, 1960 after 
Kruschev visited the United States. 

"Opinions sought from patients and employees was at a time when there was 
considerable public debate on national defense, missile power and space 
programs, and on relationships with Soviet Russia. Similarly, it was at 
a time when important national issues were being discussed in preparation 
for� the 1960 election." 

The data which the questionnaire was designed to test and the responses of the 
groups follows: 

(a)� Degree of responsiveness - median responses� 
Patients - 77%� 
Employees- 76'70� 

(b)� Capacity for decisiveness-Patients and employees departed from a 50-50 
split on the issues in the following manner 
agreed with issues as presented - 48 times 
disagreed with issues as presented - 22 times 
departed from 50-50 split - in 60 out of 82 issues 

(c)� Patients and employees "votEd the same ticket" 70 out of 82 times. 
(d)� Asked if voted in last 10 years� 

Patients - 50'70� 
Emp10yees- 69'70� 

It would be overhasty to generalize on the basis of one study, but the results 
do call into question the opinion that inmates of mental institutions cannot function 
as part of a knowledgable electorate, since the report shows that they exhibit the 
same voting tendencies as the employees. who are "unquestioningly" part of the 
knowledgable electorate. If the report is indicative of the majority of inmates Qf 
mental institutions. than the argument that the integrity if the electoral process 
would be threatened or made farcical by the participation of mentally ill persons, 
that argument would be based on prejudice rather than on fact. 

In the interest of creating a balance between the protection of individuals 
against a misuse of the denial of the right to vote and the protection of the vote 
against its use by mentally ill persons, it is beneficial to look at selected de
cisions of other states on this matter. 
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Most of the ease law concerning voting rights of the metally ill has concerned 
contested elections which call into question whether the vote of a person alleged 
to be mentally ill, or of unsound mind, shall be counted. There is no abundance 
of court decisions on this matter which indicates that voting rights are not often 
questioned on these grounds. But the variations in the decisions indicate that 
standards are not fixed for the determination of the contested issues. 

Ii Illinois, a state which has no constitutional or statutory provision for� 
disfranchising those with mental disorders, the Court has been asked to detide on� 
the competency of some individuals for the purpose of elections. The Court did not� 
find that any of the voters brought before them should have their votes discounted,� 
but the decisions indicate a feeling that persons of some intangible degree of� 
mental incompetence can be disfranchised. For example, in Welsh v. ShumWay. Ill.�'4. 76 (1908), evidence that Mr. Hall was "just like a baby that he had no mind at� 
a~l" was counterbalanced by a judge swearing him in as a legal voter stating that� 
Hall had answered every question asked of him and that he (the judge) eonsidered� 
from the way he answered them that "his mind was all right, though he was nearly� 
blind, hard of hearing, and decrepit." The Clark v. Robinson. 88 III 498 (1878)� 
decision, asserted that "A lunatic or distracted person is not a qualified voter� 
and that his vote may be rejected upon a contest." The Court also stated in its� 
opinion that "it is fair to presume from this decision and other decisions that the� 
vote of a person non compos mentis ought not to be received." Welsh v. Shumway,� 
232 Ill. 54, 76 (1908).� 

In Pennsylvania, which also has no constitutional or statutory provision dis
qualifying mentally d'sordered individuals from voting, courts have held that 
certain persons were disqualified. In 1861, the Common Pleas Court in Thomas v. 
Ewing, 1. Brewst. 92 (1861), held that a voter can be disqualified if it is shown 
that he was non compos mentis, independent of a finding of lunacy. In 1967, the 
-,+~urt disqualified a voter because as a result of a cerebral hemmorage he could not 
understand the effect of his vote or for whom it was cast. 

"Nowhere in the Code do we find any language concerning the casting of a 
vote by one in this condition. The Legislature, we think, however, in
dicates its intent that such person should not be entitled to vote, for 
in Section 102 of the Code, persons confined to mental institutions are 
specifically exempt from the definition of a 'Qualified Absentee Elector'." 
In Re Absentee Ballot Appeals, 81 York 137 (1967) 

In states which have constitutional provisions or statutory provisions pro
hibiting mentally ill from voting, court cases concern whether an individual falls 
into the class of persons disfranchised. In the case of Ohio law, only one other 
case, other than In Re South Charleston Election Contest, 3 N. P. Nt S. 373 (1905) 
deals with the case of discounting the vote of a person alleged insane. In ~ 

v. Reese~ 19 Ohio St. 306, 320 (1869), the Supreme Court stated: 

"We are further of the opinion that the court below erred in counting for 
the contestor the vote of one Wortz, whome the testimony clearly shows, 
we think, to be an idiot.,." 

IV 
Conclusion 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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.,� 
In the proposed constitution of Delaware (Article 5, Section 5.02) the con
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stitution as revised will give, the General Assembly the power to deny the right� 
to vote to mentally incompetent persons. This is an important step forward, if� 
the proposed constitution, which has passed the Senate, passes the House and is�

• adopted. It would serve both to protect the rights of the mentally ill with re�
gard to voting, and also, it would protect the rights of the state in protecting� 
the election system. The constitutional provision would also place the responsi�
bility on the General Assembly to establish a method or procedure as to how hearings� 
on the question of insanity, when a person's right to vote is challenged, must be� 

•� 
conducted.� 

•� 

The proposed Delaware constitution uses the words "mentally incompetent". The� 
constitution of Ohio should be amended to delete the archaic terms "idiot and insane"� 
and replace them with more specific language such as "mentally incompetent" or words� 
to that effect. The Ohio Constitution could also be amended to delegate the respon�
sibility of determining the procedure for hearings on insanity when voting rights� 
are challenged to the General Assembly. In order to safeguard the rights of both� 
interested parties: the State and the mentally ill, language which has specific 
and un~form application would be better able to do the job. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX A 

MENTAL ILLNESS AND VOTING RIGHTS 
GROUPS DISFRANCHISED IN STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND STATUTES 

Alabama - idiots and insane persons (statutory)� 
Alaska - persons judicially determined of unsound mind (statutory)� 
Arizona - idiots, insane persons, and persons under guardianship (statutory)� 
Arkansas - idiots, and insane persons (constitutional)� 
California - idiots and insane persons (constitutional)� 
Colorado - persons under guardianship, non compos mentis, insane persons (statutory)� 
Connecticut - idiots and mentally ill persons (statutory)� 
District of Columbia - persons adjudged mentally incompetent by court (statutory)� 
Delaware - idiots and insane persons (constitutional)� 
Florida - persons adjudicated mentally incompetent (statutory)� 
Georgia - idiots and insane persons (constitutional)� 
Hawaii - non compos mentis (constitutional)� 
Idaho - under guardianship, idiotic and insane persons (constitutional)� 
Iowa - mentally retarded, incompetent, under guardianship by legal determination� 

(statutory) 
Kansas - persons under guardianship, non compos mentiS, insane persons (constitut~onal) 
Kentucky - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) , 
~ouisiana - "All persons notoriously insane whether interdicted or not" (con8titu~ional) 
Maine - persons under guardianship (constitutional)� 
Maryland - lunatics, non compos mentis, persons under guardianship (statutory)� 
Massachusetts - persons under guardianship (statutory)� 
Minnesota - persons under guardianship, non compos mentis, insane (constitutional)� 
Mississippi - idiots and insane persons (constitutional)� 
Missouri - idiots, persons under guardianship (constitutional)� 
Montana - Mentally incompetent persons defined by idiots and insane persons (con

stitutional) 
Nebraska - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) 
Nevada - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) 
New Mexico- idiots, insane persons, and persons under guardianship (constitution~l) 
New Jersey - idiots and insane persons (statutory) 
New York - persons judicially determined mentally incompetent (statutory) 
North Carolina - idiots and insane persons (statutory) 
North Dakota - persons under guardianship, non compos mentis, insane (constitutional 
Ohio - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) 
Oklahoma - idiots and lunatics-persons in institution for mentally retarded (con~ 

stitutional) 
Oregon - idiots and mentally diseased persons (constitutional) 
Rhode Island - lunatics, non compos mentis or under guardianship (constitutional) 
5,0uth Carolina - mentally incompetent persons (statutory) 
South Dakota - persons under guardianship, non compos mentis, insane (constitutional) 
tennessee - persons judicially determined mentally incompetent (statutory) , 
Texas - idiots and lunatics (constitutional) 
Utah - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) 
Virginia _"no persons adjudciated to be mentally incompetent by law" (conStitutional) 
Washington - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) 
West Virginia - persons of unsound mind (constitutional) 
Wisconsin - non compos mentis, persons under guardianship (statutory) 
Wyoming - idiots and insane persons (constitutional) 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
States with no groups disfranchised:� 
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Vermont� 
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Article V. Section 2a 
Office Type Ballot: Alternation ot Names 

Since approval by the voters of Sec. 2a of Article V of the Ohio Constitution 
in 1949. two statutes prescribing procedures for rotation of ballots have been 
held to be in violation of the section. While the question of proper rotation 
of ~ ballots apparently has been laid to rest, one should defer a conclusion 
as to machine ballots pending the outcome of an appeal presently before the Ohio 
Supreme Court. 

The "notation" provision of Sec. 2a. Article V is 

The names of all candidates for an office at any general election 
shall be arranged in a group under the title of that office. and 
shall be so alternated that each name shall appear (in so far as 
may be reasonably possible) substantially an equal number of times _ 
at the beginning, at the end, and in each intermediate place. if any, 
of the group in which such name belongs. Except at a Party Primary or 
in a non-partisan election. the name or designation of each candidate's 
party. if any. shall be printed under or after each candidate's name 
in lighter and smaller type face than that in which the candidate's 
name is printed. An elector may vote for candidates (other than 
candidates for electors of President and Vice-President of the United 
States) only and in no other way than by indicating his vote for 
each candidate separately from the indication of his vote for any 
other candidate. 

The Ohio Supreme Court in State ex reI Russell v. Bliss, 156 O.S. 147 (1951). 
held that this provision is self-executing, and therefore that a statute varying 
the prescribed procedure is unconstitutional and void. That case invalidated 
General Code Sec. 4785-80, which set forth the following procedure: 

The total number of ballots upon which the names of all the can
didates to be printed thereon are the same, shall be printed in as 
many series as the number of candidates in the largest group of 
candidates seeking the same nomination or nominations. Such total 
number of ballots to be printed divided by the number of series to 
be printed shall determine the number of ballots to be printed in 
each series. On the first series of ballots the names of the can
didates in each group of candidates shall be in alphabetical order. 
On each succeeding series the name of the candidate in each group 
of candidates which was first in the preceding series shall be last, 
and the names of each of the other candidates in each group shall be 
moved up one place. The printed ballots shall then be combined in 
tablets by assembling series of ballots, each consisting of one 
ballot of each series printed as above described, assembled 1n the 
same consecutive order in which the series, of which each ballot 1s 
a part, was printed, and by combining as many of such assembled series 
of ballots as may be necessary to make tablets consisting of the 
number of ballots required for each precinct. 

As an example, if there were five candidates in a city council race, and 
two running for mayor, ~. series of ballots would be printed. This would result 
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in an inequality in the mayor's race, where one candidate would appear in first 
position twice for every thre~ times the other c~ate SO appeared. Properly, 
ten series should be printed, so that al~ names may appear first an equal number 
Of"""times. (The present statute prescribing procedures for the "office type ballot" 
incorporates the language of Sec. 2a, then states how it may be complied with, re
quiring "the least common multiple ll of the number of U8JDe8 in each of the several 
groups of candidates to be used, and the number of changes made tn the printer's 
forms to correspond with such multiple -- e.g. where there are five candidates 
in one race and two in another, the least common multiple would be ten. Sec. 
3505.03, R.C.) 

A.~rovision for voting machine rotation in Sec. 3507.07 of the Revised 
Code was declared void by the court in State ex reI Wesselman v. Board of Elections 
of Hamilton County. 170 O.S. 30 (1959). That provision read: 

On each voting machine the names of the candidates of each political 
party at any general election shall be arranged in a separate horiz
ontal row or vertical column under or opposite the title of the office 
80 that on each v.QUl\8 machine the names of all candidates of each 
political party will appear in the same horizontal row or vertical 
column. The order of such rows or columns shall be rotated by pre
cincts in regular serial sequence, so that the names of the can
didates of each political party shall appear, i~ so far as may be 
reasonably possible, substantially an equal number of times in each 
of the rows or columns ap~aring on the voting machines of the voting 
district under the titles of the offices for which they are candidates. 
Where there is more than one candidate for the same office of the same 
political party the names shall be rotated as equally as possible in 
the bracket under the title of the office sought. 

The court held that, as in the Bliss case, supra, the constitutional pro
vision is self-executing, and the statute inconsistent with it. It said that the 
conflict was more serious in this case than in the Bliss case. Essentially, the 
court pointed out that the statute provides for a different type of rotation from 
that of Sec. 2a, including a "rotation within a rotation". 

The voting machine issue did not arise in the Hamilton County case, al· 
though two years earlier it had been the subject of an Attorney General's opinion 
(1957 OAG 984). The proble~ in essence, was stated as follows: 

"There are a total of thirty-four voting precincts in the City of 
Sandusky at the present time. Each precinct presently is provided 
with two voting machines, except that one of the precincts haa only 
one machine. In printing voting machine ballot labels for use at an 
election of members of the City Commission, the names of the candidates, 
are totated on successive labels; however, since the ballot label on 
any particular voting machine cannot be changed during the course of 
an election, it follows that the rotation of the names of candidates 
on the ballot in each precinct is limited by the number of voting 
machines used in the precinct. In view of the fact that the number of 
candidates for election to the City Commission always exceeds the num
ber of voting machines used in anyone precinct, it follows that the 
rotation of names on successive ballots provided for in Section 45 
of the city charter cannot be accomplished with the use of voting 
machines." 
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The question asked was whether the B-oard of Elections could lawfully use 
voting machines, or whether it was required to use paper ~ltot8 in order to com
ply with the city charter. 

The Attorney General answered, first, that it was Sec. 2a of Article V of 
the Ohio Constitution which the Board had to comply with, not the city charter, 
since the constitutional provision was self-executing and was binding on charter 
municipalities. And since the constitutional provision required compliance "in 
so far as may be reasonably possible" ( a leeway not contained in the charter pro
vision ), the Attorney General found nothing to prevent the use of voting machines. 

The presently operative statutory language concerning rotation of machine 
ballots, in Sec. 3507.07, which has not been invalidated by the courts, is as follows: 

The names of candidates required to be rotated aiphabetically shall 
be rotated by precincts in regular serial sequence, so that each name 
of a list or group of candidates for an office shall appear upon the 
several voting machines used at the election an equal number of times, 
as nearly as practicable, at the top, at the bottom, and in each inter
mediate place under the title of the office sought. The ballot labels 
of all issues shall be arranged in the order provided in section 3505.06 
of the Revised Code for paper ballots. In each precinct where the 
voting machine is used, the board of elections shall provide and con
spicuously post at the polling place before opening the polls on elec
tion day a sample ballot in full or reduced form, which shall be ar
ranged in the form of a diagram showing the ballot label face of the 
voting machine as it will appear on the face of the voting machine 
on election day. Such sample ballot shall contain suitable illus
trated instructions for voting on the voting machine. 

The Court of Common Pleas of Rardin County recently held the above provision 
unconstitutional, as in violation of Sec. 2a of Article V, but the Court of Appeals 
for Rardin County reversed it. An appeal was filed on March 29, 1973, with the 
Ohio Supreme Court, upon which a hearing is scheduled October 10. (State of Ohio 
ex reI John L. Roof vs. the Board of Commissioners of Hardin County, Case No. 73-264.) 

The Court of Appeals cited State ex reI Automatic Registering Machine Co, 
v. Green, 121 O.S. 301 (1929) as authority that the constitutional requirement 
that all elections be by ballot does not prevent use of voting machines. 

The court then found Sec. 3507.07 not in conflict with Sec. 2a of Article V,� 
saying that it agreed with the Court of Common Pleas of Mahoning County (in ~
 
v. Gi1ronen, 66 OLA 130, 1953) that the constitutional amendment as approved by 
the electorate in 1949 -- i.e. Sec. 2a-- had in mind the use of voting machines 
and intended the office ballot to apply to their use. 

The facts of the instant case were: the greatest number of mach~nes in the 
precinct was three; there was no variation of order of names on the machine, once 
locked; all machines in each precinct were progr~ed alike -- i.e. all candidates 
appeared in the same position on each machine in the precinct; and the printer 
made the choice as to which was the starting precinct for beginning rotation of 
series. (The appellant also noted that the precincts varied in size from 138 
to 853 registered voters.) 

The court found, using a hypothetical set of three candidates for an office. 
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that under the circumstances candidate A would appear at the top of the ballot� 
3959 times, candidate B 4685 times, and candidate C 4433 times.� 

The Court of Appeals agreed that this was not compliance with the consti
tutional requirement, but said that the Board of Elections could have complied, 
and that the statute is not invalid. It did not invalidate the election, be
cause it said that issue was not raised. The court said that the Board of Elections 
has the duty to oversee operations of the elective process, including purchase of 
necessary and appropriate equipment, and arrangements for printing, further ad
monished the board that it could arrange precincts more equally, so that rotation 
would work out properly. The court then went on to say: 

The requirement of the constitutional provision. Article V, Sec. 2a, 
is that the names of candidates be rotated substantially equally in
sofar as reasonably possible, and it is our view that a precinct-by
precinct programming for such appropriate rotation may be planned and 
supervised by the Hardin County Board of Elections. 

The language of the constitution does not specifically state, nor 
do we believe it means, that the candidates' names must be rotated as 
to each voter on each ballot. The intent and meaning of such provision 
is that each candidate shall receive substantially the same treatment 
insofar as positioning on the ballot. Conversely, the intent of such 
section is that no candidate shall receive an unfair advantage in such 
ballot position. 

Such type of programming to effect a fair and equitable result con
ceivably may be carried out with the use of the instant machines in 
accordance with the mandate of the constitutional prOVision, and in 
accordance with R.C. 3507.07 • 

•••and if the programming and presentation of candidates' names is 
applied appropriately by the Board of Elections, the use of these 
voting machines could well be in conformity with the intent and purpose 
of such constitutional provision. ' 

In his brief to the Supreme Court, the appellant characterized these as 
"judicially mandated extrinsic requirements", stating: 

Whether this failure of the voting machine manufacturer to re
construct its machine in accordance with basic election law require
ments should be the basis for reconstructing the basic election law 
rather than the machine, must be carefully examined. 

The crux of the appellant's argument is that the constitutional provision 
is "an imperative, not a comparative". He states that one can't say the consti
tutional provision means "as far as possible by any particular method of ballot 
form chosen, however small the possibility of rotation by such method." Appel
lant argues that the machine must be able to do it as well as any other method, 
i.e. as well as the rotation by paper ballot. 

Federal constitution 

The author of an article in 45 So. Calif. Law Rev. 365 (1972) urges, as 
an applicable principle, consideration of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in ballot-rotation cases. His conclusion after 
study of ten statewide elections in California. and earlier studies on this subject, 
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was that the first-listed candidate has an advantage, the intensity of bias 
depending upon several factors: (1) the office (there is less "capricious" voting 
in gubernatorial elections than in judicial elections); (2) amount of publicity; 
(3) educational level of the electorate; and (4) complexity of the voting process. 
He concluded that as a minimum, one can attribute at least a 5 per cent increase 
in the first liste~c;ndidate's vote total to positional bias, and that this will 
be exceeded in most elections. 

The author's frankly stated purpose in making the study was to provide a 
factual basis for legal action to declare California's statute unconstitutional. 
That statute requires the name of the incumbent to be placed first on each ballot. 

His 14th Amendment argument is that citizens voting for an unfavorably� 
positioned candidate will lose to a group of equal strength whose candidate ap�
pears first -- thus violating the one-man, one-vote principle, the same as when� 
citizens of an under-represented area lose influence in the legislature to a� 
district with the same total population, but favored by malapportionment.� 

Although the Ohio statute is clearly not as vulnerable to attack on 14th 
Amendment grounds as the California statute reserving the first position for 
incumbents, the relative inflexibility of voting machines in allowing rotation 
of names affords an argument on this ground under the recent line of federal 
cases indicative or an increased sensitivity to voting rights such as Dunn v. 
Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330 (1972). The 14th Amendment point is, at the moment, 
speculative, although the trend of federal cases (see Research Study No. 23) is 
too evident to be ignored. 

It should be emphasized here that this discussion concerns the Ohio voting 
machine statute and its implementation, and not the validity of Sec. 2a of 
Article V, which does not appear to have any fault insofar as the 14th Amendment 
is concerned. 

Status of the law 

A. Ohio's statute concerning paper ballots -- Sec. 3505.03 of the Revised 
Code -- does not appear to be in conflict with Sec. 2a of Article V of the Ohio 
Constitution. It requires that the printer make as many changes in the ballot, 
for purposes of rotating the sequence of names, as the "least common multiple 
of the number of names in each of the several groups of candidates". This is the 
type of statute which evidently is required under the decided cases, to avoid 
conflict with Sec. 2a. 

B. Unless the Ohio Supreme Court modifies or reverses the decision of the 
court of appeals in the Hardin County case, the present statute governing machines 
ballots will be valid, except for the last paragraph which was declared unconsti
tutional by the Ohio Supreme Court in 1959. The statute requires rotation of 
names of candidates by precinct in regular sequence. The following rules, ~
~ure acceptability under Sec. 2a may be inferred from the court of appeals opinion: 

1.� Names are to be rotated alphabetically. 
2.� Names are to be rotated by precinct, and within precincts in 

serial sequence (i.e. from one machine to another.) 
3.� A voting machine is acceptable even though it is incapable of 

changine or allOWing change of ballot position once locked for the 
election. (On the other hand, one cannot infer that a machine would 
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be acceptable that ~ allow change during the election. 

4.� A Board of Elections must oversee operations of the.ection to en
sure that the constitutional requirement is complied with. (i.e. 
it cannot leave choice to the printer as to the precinct in which 
to being alphabetical rotation). 

5.� A Board of Elections should arrange its precincts to contain as near 
an equal number of voters as possible, so that rotation by pre
cincts will work. 

(As an incidental matter, to avoid confusion of the reader, it should be 
noted that the General Assembly this year repealed Sec. 3507.07 effective Novem
ber 21, 1973. The repeal does not affect the principles stated by the Court of 
Appeals for Hardin County, nor does it moot the appeal to the Supreme Court, since 
the issue is whether a voting machine is able to comply with Sec. 2a of Article V. 
fresumably, the Secretary of State will need to adopt regulations setting out 
procedures for operation of voting machines, including requirements for rotation, 
and in adopting these regulations he has the opinion of the Court of Appeals for 
a guide-- If the Supreme Court, if it should express a different opinion.) 

C. Although it is not possible at present to state what constraints may be 
placed upon state action in thiS regard by the Equal Protection Clause of the 
14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, it appears not unlikely that a state 
statute or constitutional provision could be invalidated on that basis if it re
sulted in an unfair distortion in election results. For instance, the Arizona 
~upreme Court invalidated a provision in that state which required all candidates 
in groups to be listed alphabetically without rotation; its decision was based 
on the "privileges and immunities" clause of the Arizona Constitution. 
(kautenberger v. Jackson, 85 Ariz. 128 (1958». Similarly, the California statute 
placing incumbents at the top on all ballots seems highly vulnerable to attack 
Qn that ground. The appellant in the Hardin County case suggested invalidity of 
voting machine use on that ground because of discrimination against older people 
who sould not figure out how to operate the machines, but the court of appeals 
rejected that theory. It would appear that following th~ rules set out by that 
court, in addition to ensuring compliance with Sec. 2a, would also prevent in
validity under the 14th Amendment. 

Secretary of State's proposals 

The committee has already received two suggestions for changing the ballot 
rotation language from the Secretary of State. In his letter to the committee 
dated June 19, Secretary of State Brown stated: 

the third proposal would amend Article V, Section 2a to eltminate 
the necessity for perfect ballot rotation and the possibility that an 
election may be invalidated for failure of the printed ballots to meet 
present constitutional requirements concerning such rotation. Var
iation "A" would allow the rotation to be by precincts. rather than in~ 

dividual ballots. This would be preferable to present requirements, 
for both economic and administrative reasons. Variation "B", which 
has already been submitted to Senator Stanley J. Aronoff. but which 
has. not yet been introduced, would remove specific rotation requirements 
from the constitution entirely, and authorize the General Assembly to 
provide for such rotation by law. We prefer variation "B" because it 
offers more flexibility. in that it could be later changed without the 
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•� 
necessity of a constitutional amendment, and ~ the general principle� 
that whenever possible, such matters should be set forth in the statutes~·
 

rather than in the constitution.� 

Variation "A" is as follows = 

• 
Sec. 2a. The names of all candidates for an office at any general 
election shall be arranged in a group under the title of that office, 
and shall be ROTATED BY PRECINCTS IN REGULAR SERIAL SEQUENCE..&. so 
elteraatee that each name OF A LIST OR GROUP OF CANDIDATES FOR AN OF
FICE shall appear UPON THE BALLOT (insofar as may be reasonably possible) 
substantially an equal number of times at the beginning, at the end, 
and in each intermediate place, if any, of the group in which such 
name belongs. Except •••• 

• Variation "B" is as follows: 

• 

Section 2a. The names of all candidates for an office at any general 
election shall be arranged in a group under the title of that office, 
and shall be 8e alternated fka~ eaek adme-shall appear-~ia-8e-iar-a8 

may-~e-rea8eaahly-pe88i8ie~8~h8faatialiy aa-e~~al B~er ei times at 
the-~e~iftftift~; at tKe efte; afte ~a eaek iatermeeiate plaee; ii aBy; el 
WITHIN the group in which such name belongs. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
MAY PROVIDE BY LAW FOR SUCH ROTATION~ Except •••• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee Research Study-No. 28 
October 8, 1973 

Voters - When Privileged from Arrest 
Article V, Section 3 • 

The Ohio Constitution, much like other state constitutions, contains a pro
vision which grants a privileged status to voters when exercising their elective 
franchise, thus making them free from arrest for actions other than treason, fel
ony, or breach of the peace. • 

Article V, Section 3:� Electors, during their attendance at elections, and� 
in going to,·. and returning therefrom, shall be priv�
ileged from arrest, in all cases, except treason.� 
felony, and breach of the peace.� •This provision appeared in the 1802 constitution, and was repeated in the 

1851 constitution and the 1912 constitutional convention debates with no discus
sion or interpretation of the provision. 

The Ohio Constitution extends the priVilege from arrest to one other group 
of people at specified times and places. • 

Article II, Section 12:� Senators and Representatives, during the ses8ion of 
the General Assembly, and in going to, and returning 
from the same, shall be privileged from arrest, in 
all cases, except treason, felony, and breach of the 
peace; and for any sp~ech or debate, in either House, • 
they shall not be questioned elsewhere. 

The Ohio Revised Code, in section 2331.11 further extends the privilege and 
enumerates the conditions under which persons are priVileged from arrest. 

(A)� Members, clerks, sergeants at armB, door-keepers, and messengers of the • 
senate and house of representatives, during the sessions of the general 
assembly, and while traveling to and from such sessions, allowing one 
day for every twenty-five miles of the distance, by the route most us
ually travelled; whoever arrests such a person in violation of this 
division of this section shall pay one hundred dollars, to be recovered 
by civil action, in the name and for the use of the person injured; • 

(B)� Electors, while going to, returning from, or in attendance at elections; 

(C) Judges� of the courts, while attending court, and also during the time� 
necessarily employed in going to, holding, and returning from the court� 
which it is their duty to attend;� • 

(D)� Attorneys, clerks of courts, sheriffs, ~oroners, constable., criers,� 
suitors, jurors, and witnesses, while go'ing to. attending, or returning� 
from the court;� 

•(E)� Females, on mesne or final process for any debt, cla~, or demand ari.ing 
upon contract; 
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(F)� Israelites and such other persons as relig1ouslyobaerve the la~~ ~r 

any other day of the week as a day of worship, on such day. within, 
going to, or returning from their places of worship, or during the time 
of service, and while going to or returning therefrom; 

(G)� A person doing militia duty under the order of his commanding officer 
or while going to or returning from the place of duty or parade. 

The United States Constitution, Article t, Section IV, provides for the 
privilege from arrest of Senators and Representatives on conditions substantively 
the same as our state constitution. However, the federal constitution contains 
no provision making electors privileged from arrest. 

Suprisingly, there is little case law interpreting either the state or 
federal constitutional provisions, and most of the cases deal with persons other 
than electors. From the available cases, however, some conclusions can be drawn 
about the effect of the constitutional provisions. The questions which this memo
randum will attempt to answer are: (a) Why should certain persons be privileged 
from arrest at some times and not at others; (b) What is a breach of the peace; 
(c) Are persons denoted in the constitutional and statutory provisions privileged 
only from civil arrest; (d) Are there any instances where said persons may be 
arrested on civil process; (e) What is arrest, and can an arrest be construed to 
include service of process; and finally (f) does the constitutional privilege 
have a significant application in conjunction with present constitutional and stat
utory provisions? A select summary of other state constitutional provisions for 
voter arrest is presented in the Appendix. 

Why� should certain persons be privileged from arrest at some times and not at 
others? 

An examination of the groups of people exempt from arrest, and the conditions 
upon which this exemption rests, reveals a desire upon the part of the law·makers 
to relieve these people from conflicting obligations. For example, legislators 
are elected to do a job. If they could be imprisoned or detained at the whim of 
individuals for insignificant complaints, the proceedings of the legislature could 
be continually hindered. Attorneys who take on the charge of defending a client 
wh08e·~ very life could depend upon the presence of the attorney at the trial, must 
somehow be safeguarded against the claims of creditors in order to do their job. 
The whole system of democracy, elections, and representation of the people depends 
on electors being able to cast their votes, and so the law must choose carefully 
those instances where an elector may be prevented from exercising his franchise. 
~itnesses, judges, military persons alike must be as unhindered as possible in 
the execution of their duties, if the mechanism of government is to move forward. 

The privilege from arrest is restrictive. Senators are not privileged from 
ar~est year-round, but only when they are engaged in legislative duties. The same 
restriction applies to all privileged groups - only when they are exercising the 
obligations inherent in their role are they privileged from arrest. 

What is a breach of the peace? 

The Revised Code carries out the restriction of the Ohio Constitution in 
Sec. 2331.13. 
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"Section 2331.11 to 2331.13 inclusive, of the Revised Code do not 
extend to cases of treason, felony or breach of the peace. nor do 
they privilege any person specified in such sections from being 
served with a summons or notice to appear. Arrests not contrary to 
such sections made in any place or on any river or watercourse within 
or bounding upon this state are lawful." 

The question has arisen as to whether "breach of the peace" includes cases 
in which actual personal violence is not present, whether breach of peace in
cludes any indictable offe~se, or includes only those cases enumerated in the 
statutes as against the public peace. 

It is necessary to draw a distinct line between civil and criminal actions 
in order to have the clearest understanding of the cases which have sought to 
interpret constitutional and statutory provisions. A criminal offense is an 
offense against the state, and would include any offense which threatens the 
welfare of the state, and for which offense a person may be punished, whether 
by fine or imprisonment. A civil action is an action between persons, where the 
welfare of the state is not threatened, but the welfare of one of the parties 
is threatened by the failure of the other to carry out a promise, or the civil 
rights of one of the two parties is invaded. CiVil actions would include breach 
of contract, and tort actions such as negligence. 

Breach of peace has been held to include all criminal offenses. 

"Now, as all crimes are offenses against the peace, the phrase, "breach 
of the peace" would seem to extend to all indictable offenses. as well 
as those which are, in fact, attended with force and violence ••• " 

Williamson v. U.S., 207 U.S. 425 (1907) 

"Every indictable misdemeanor is a breach of the peace and its author 
may be arrested at any time and in any place, in Ohio." 

In re Carroll. 12 Bull 9 (1874) 

The arguments of the prosecution of In re Carroll offer insight into why 
a breach of the peace must be construed to include all indictable offenses. The 
case involved a man who was playing baseball on a Sunday in a park which was not 
allowed. The man claimed he could not be arrested according to Section 5458 
Revised Stats. which provided that no person shall be arrested on Sunday, and 
the defense cited Revised Stats. 5459, that the privilege did not extend to 
treason, felony, and breach of peace, to justify the defendant's claim. The 
prosecution held that his action was a breach of the peace, and he was subject 
to arrest. The prosecution offered a long and convincing argument about the 
irrational consequences of allowing non-violent breaches of the peace to go 
unpunished, and how Sunday could become a day of lawlessness if such a view 
were carried out. 

In a later case, State v. McCoy, 99 Ohio App. (1955), the court held that 
not every indictable offense was a breach of the peace. The case concerned a 
minor traffic Violation which was found not to be a breach of the public peace. 

Both the Carroll and McCoy cases considered whether violence must accom
pany an offense in order for it to be a breach of the peace, and the ~cCoy 
case speaks of uoffenses against the public peace". That opinion could raise 
interesting questions as to whether only offenses against the public peace are 
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criminal because private peace can be construed to be a civil right. The prose
cution's argument in the Carroll decision pre-empted that kind of reasoning by 
stating that constitutional and statutory provisions refer to"breach of the peace" 
as·.any peace, without alleging a distinction between its consideration of public 
and private peace. 

A fairly recent case, Akron v. Mingo 169 Ohio St. 511 (1969) resolved the 
conflicting court decisions in the Carroll and McCoy decisions: 

"The determinative question is whether the provision of Sec. 2331.13 R.C. 
that Sec. 2331.11 and 2331.12 R.C., granting privilege from arrest, "do 
not extend to cases of treason, felony, and breach of the peace," grants 
inununity only from civil arrest for the reason that the phrase "breach of 
the peace" includes all criminal offenses." 

There the Ohio Supreme Court said that the interpretation placed by the 
Supreme Court of the United States in Williamson v. U.S. upon the words "treason, 
felony, and breach of the peace," as used in the U.S. Constitution, Article I, 
Section 6, excepting such class of cases from the operation of the privilege from 
axrest, is applied to the same words appearing in the Ohio Constitution, Article II, 
Section 12, and in Revised Code section 2331.13 and, in Ohio, there can be no 
immunity for arrest for a criminal offense because the exception to the immunity 
provision includes all crimes and misdemeanors of every character. 

Are persons denoted in the constitutional and statutory provisions privileged only 
from civil arrest? 

If "treason, felony, and breach of the peace" are interpreted so as to in
clude all criminal offenses, then it would seem that the privilege from arrest ex
tends only to civil actions. 

An annotation to Gross v. State, (Ind.) 117 N.E. 563 in LALR 1156 said: 

"It is provided by the Constitution of the United States and the con
stitutions of practically all states that members of Congress or of 
state legislatures shall be exempt from arrest while in attendance at 
a session of their body or while going to or coming from their place of 
meeting, except in cases of treason, felony, and breach of the peace. 
These exceptions are uniformly held to include all criminal offenses so 
that the exemption applies only to arrest in civil cases." 

The Williamson case asserts that the meaning of the exemption was clearly 
understood at the time of its adoption in the Articles of Confederation as a priv
ilege similar to that accorded to members of the English Parliament. 

Lord Chief Justice Denman in Stockdale v. Hansard 7 C&P 737 (1837) offers 
an explanation of the parliamentary privilege, and the extent of the priVilege. 

"The proceedings of Parliament would be liable to continual interruption, 
at the pleasure of individuals, of everyone who claimed to be a creditor 
could restrain the liberty of the members ••• ln early times, their very 
horses and servants might require protection from seizure under legal 
process, as necessary to secure their own attendance." 
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An annotation to"the 1969 opinion in Powell v. McCormack,"395 u.s. 486, 23 
L. Ed. 2d. 491, at page 917 of~heLawyersEdition volume reports: 

"The privilege or illllllunity from arrest which Article 1. sctlon 6. clause 
1 grants a United States Senator or Representative has been held to be 
a narrowly limited One. Thus this privilege from arrest has been held 
limited to physical restraint or detention. but inapplicable to the ser
vice of a summons or subpoena or to the attachment of propertyj the 
provisions exempting from the privilege 'treason. felony. and breach of 
the peace' has been held to apply to all criminal offenses. so as to 
make the privilege from arrest applicable only to arrests made in con
nection with civil suitsj and it has been recognized that. on the basis 
of the express terms of Article 1. section 6. clause 1. the duration of 
a Senator's or Representative's privilege from arrest is limited to the 
period during which he is attending a session of Congress and to an ad
ditional reasonable period during which he is going to or returning from 
such session." 

The earliest Ohio case dealing with legislative immunity from arrest is ap
parently one that is contained in Ervin Pollack's volume of Unreported Ohio De
cisions prior to 1823 and is a decision of the Supreme Court of Ohio, December 1818. 
entitled Ex Parte Kerr and described in the following terms: 

"Joseph Kerr of Ross County, was elected to the state legislature and 
after his election was arrested on a capias ad satisfaciendum. An act 
of the legislature, 1 Chase 494, February 14, 1805, secured specified per
sons from arrest in certain cases, such as, members of the general as
sembly during the time necessarily employed in travelling to and returning 
from the place of their meeting. Kerr was arrested. however. before the 
time allowed for his departure for the legislature. When the time for the 
meeting of the legislature arrived. he applied to the supreme court. in 
session, for a habeas corpus but was remanded (on two successive tries) 
on the ground that. as his arrest took place before the privilege accrued. 
he did not come within the provisions of the law." 

Mr. Pollack states that, in the absence of any known opinion. this SUllllll8ry of 
the case was prepared by the editor from the information furnished in a publication 
entitled "Western Spy", December 19, 1818. It apparently has to do with statute 
and not constitution, relates to time of arrest, and is not helpful with respect 
to the distinction between civil and criminal cases. The term "capias" used in 
the case description was a judicial writ - defined as a writ of execution which 
commanded the sheriff to take the party named, and keep him safely, so that he may 
have his body before the court on a certain day, to satisfy the damages or debt and 
damages in certain actions. It deprived the party taken of his liberty until he 
made the satisfaction awarded. 

What 1s arrest? Can arrest be construed to include service of process? 

In an annotation to Long v. Ansell 63 App. D.C. 68 (1934) in 94 ALR 1471, 
the claim is that "the immunity of legislators, if it exists at all hinges on the 
judicial construction of the word "arrest" and on other generally worded consti
tutional or statutory provisions or on public policy." Arrest has commonly been 
defined as a detention of a person, as opposed to service of summons which is a 
notice of aetion. 
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In 1957, the Ohio Supreme Court held that section 2331.11 does not grant a 
privilege from service of summons in a civil action (i.e. notice that the action 

•� has been commenced and requiring an answer to avoid default.)� 

•� 

The question in Walsh v. Mooney, 13 Ohio C.C. (N.S.) 90 (1909 Circuit Court)� 
is a slightly different one, concerning whether a member of the Ohio Senate was� 
exempt or -immune from service of summons in a county of which he was not a res�
ident and in which he was present on senatorial business. The action, one for� 
damages for breach of promise of marriage, was a civil action. The common pleas� 
court upheld the defendant senator's motion to quash service. The circuit court� 
affirmed, but the case was based upon a statutory, not a constitutional, inter
pretation. Two separate sections of the code were relied upon to exempt the de
fendant not only from arrest but from service of summons, by which a civil action 
is commenced. 

• The opinion discusses an earlier case in which a non-resident of Ohio, in 
Cincinnati upon requisition of the Governor, was served with both summons and an 
order of arrest. The court there reportedly had found the non-resident exempt 
f'tom both service of summons and order of arrest not on the basis of statute but 
that "it had been the law from time immemorial" to exempt someone from out of 

• state summons as well as arrest when he had been brought into the state to attend 
litigation in that state. 

Walsh v. Mooney further states: 

" ••• the Legislature did not intend to provide that a member of the

•� Senate might be relieved from the duty of answering some petition filed� 
against him in a county other than his residence until the session had� 
closed and he had returned home, and then he must answer; but the sec�
tion, we think, clearly indicates that during the session, or during the� 
period necessary to travel to and return from the session, and especially� 
when the matter in question is a cause of action which arose more than�

• 10 days before the beginning of the session as mentioned in Section 5031,� 
the privilege is that he will not be summoned at all, and that no legal� 
summons can be served upon him excepting of course in the county of his� 
residence ••• "� 

•� Section 2307.~0 of the Revised Code provides that:� 

•� 

"A member of the senate or house of representatives, or an officer of� 
either branch of the general assembly, shall be privileged from answer�
ing to a suit instituted against him in a county other than the one in� 
which he resides upon a cause of action which accrued ten days before� 
the first day of the session of the general assembly of which he 1s an� 
officer or a member. All proceedings in actions to which such a person� 
is a party shall be stayed during such session, and the time necessarily 
employed in going thereto and returning therefrom."� 

Neither the case nor statute apply to voters in their attendance at elections.� 

• Are there any instances where persons may be arrested on civil process? 

1. Debt 

Section 15 of the Bill of Rights (Article I) of the Ohio Con8titution says 
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that "No person shall be imprisoned for debt in any civil action. on mesne or final� 
process, unless in cases of fraud."� 

Chapters 2713.and 2331. of the Revised Code provide for arrest in civil ac�
tions. Chapter 2713. states that a defendant can be arrested before judgment only� 
in the manner prescribed by statute, and excepting proceedings for contempt and� 
actions prosecuted or judgment obtained in the name of the state to recover finel� 
and penalties. Section 2713.02 provides for arrest of a defendant in civil actions� 
before judgment on the following grounds:� 

(1)� that the defendant has removed, or begun to remove, any of his pro
perty out of the jurisdiction of the court with intent to defraud his 
creditors; 

(2)� that he has begun to convert his property, or a part thereof, into 
money for the purpose of placing it beyond the reach of his creditors; 

(3)� that he has property, or rights of action, which he fraudulently conceals; 

(4)� that he has assigned, removed, disposed of, or begun to dispose of his 
property, or a part of it, with intent to defraud his creditors; 

(5)� that he fraudulently contracted the debt or incurred the obligation for 
which suit is about to be or has been brought; 

(6)� that the money, or other valuable thing, for which a recovery is sought 
in the action, was lost by playingat any game or by means of a bet or 
wager. 

An arrest before judgment in a county court may be had on certain enumerated 
grounds which are substantially the same as the first five enumerated. 

An execution against the person of a judgment debtor is provided for by 
Section 2331.01 of the Revised Code, "requiring the officer to arrest such debtor 
and commit him to the jail of the county until he pays the judgment, pr is dis
charged according to law." The occasions when execution may issue against a 
judgment debtor are substantially the same as those times a defendant may be ar
rested before judgment, with the additional grounds in the case of a judgment 
debtor that he may be arrested, "When the judgment debtor was arrested on an order 
before judgment and has not been discharged as an insolvent debtor, or the order 
has not been eet asi4e." (Section 2331.02 (F». 

No Ohio cases challenging the constitutionality of these provisions have 
been located, but a recent case involving arrest of a defendant before judgment 
was the New Jersey case of Perlmutter v. DeRowe , 58 N.J. 5. 274 A. 2d 283 (1971). 
Comparable to Section 2713.02 of the Revised Code is a New Jersey statute that 
allows arrest of a defendant in civil actions before judgment. The plaintiff il
lued affidavits that the defendant fraudulently contracted the debt or incurred 
the demand, and the defendant was required to post bond that he would guarantee 
his presence at the trial. The defendant charged that incarceration for an al
leged civil debt prior to judgment in a suit, unless bail be furnished to secure 
the debt, violates the constitutional provisions prohibiting imprisonment for debt. 
The court held against the defendant. The fact that so recent a case questioned 
the constitutionality of statutes allowing imprisonment for debt indicates that the 
constitutionality of these statutes remains an open question in Ohio. 
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2. Contempt 

Privilege from.arrest on civil process raises related questions concerning 
the nature of contempt of court prGcedures, under which one found guilty can be 
punished by fine or imprisonment not to exceed ten days, or both, under Chapter 
2705, of the Ohio Revised Code. Section 2705.01 has been said to recognize the 
common law right of a judge to find a person in direct contempt of court because 
it recognizes the right of the judge to "summarily punish" a person guilty of 
misconduct in the presence of the court. Section 2705.02 enumerates grounds for 
punishment for contempt that has been recognized as "indirect contempt" - Le. 
contempt committed at a distance from the court in time or locate - for any of the 
following acts: 

(a)� disobedience of, or resistance to, a lawful writ, process, order, rule, 
judgment, or command of a court or an officer; 

(b)� misbehavior of an officer of the court in the performance of his of
ficial duties, or in his official transactions; 

(c)� failure to obey a subpeona duly served, or a refusal to be sworn or 
to answer as a witness, when lawfully required; 

(d)� the rescue, or attempted rescue of a person or of property in the 
custody of an officer by virtue of an order or process of court held 
by him; 

(e)� failure upon the part of a person recognized to appear as a witness in 
a court to appear in compliance with the terms of his recognizance. 

R.C. 2705.03 provides for a hearing, authorizing the issuance of process to 
bring the accused into court; R.C. 2705.04 provides for bail; R.C. 2705.05 governs 
trial; and R.C. 2705.06 authorizes imprisonment until an order is obeyed, when 
contempt consists of omission to do an act which the accused can yet perform. 

Section 2705.10 states that contempt procedures furnish a remedy in sit
uations when subpoenas are issued and not obeyed. Some of these code sections 
have been superseded by the Civil Rules of Procedure (e.g. Sections 2317.11 to 
2317.22 having to do with the means of securing attendance of witnesses.) Civil 
Rule 45 (F) relative to the issuance of subpoenas recognizes powers of contempt. 

Contempts of courts have been classified not only as direct and indirect, 
but also 8S civil and criminal in nature. Contempt is considered to be "civil" 
if the punishment 1s wholly remedial and operates prospectively, according to 
commentators on the subject. 

Acknowledging the difficulty of classifying contempt as civil or criminal, 
Ohio Jurisprudence states : "Civil Contempt has been defined as that which exists 
in failing to do something ordered to be done by the court in a civil action for 
the benefit of the opposing party therein. In other words, civil contempts are 
those instituted to preserve and enforce rights of private persons -- they are 
civil, remedial and coercive where as the commitment for a criminal contempt is 
punitive." 11 OJur 2d Contempt 95. 

The discussion in Ohio Jurisprudence notes that although it has been stated 
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that contemptB"-.enume-r-a-ted- by- .st..a.t.u.tg-i.u-R.C".--Z70S-.02 are civil 1,n nature, it would� 
appear that a proceeding under that statute may be punitive in ~ature, and thus� 
take on the aspect of a proceeding to punish a criminal contemp~. If both remedial� 
relief and punishment are given, say the authorities, the latter gives color to� 
and dominates the proceedings.� 

The question of civil vs. criminal contempt is one that could be explored at length. 
Little law on the subject in Ohio has been located. Arrest in civil cases would 
apparently extend to civil contempt and little further. Beach v. Beach, 99 Ohio 
App. 428 (1955) is authority for the rule that nonpayment of alimony comes within 
Section 2705.02 of the Revised Code and is classed as a civil contempt. In syl
labus 3 of that case the court said: 

"A civil contempt is that which exists in faUing to do something or
dered to be done by the court in a civil action for the benefit of the 
opposing party therein and proceedings for contempt to enforce a civil 
remedy and to protect the rights of parties litigant should be instituted 
by the aggrieved parties and in the name of the party in the cause out 
of which it arose; and where, in an action for divorce, the defendant 
husband is ordered to pay temporary alimony and the failure to pay such 
alimony results in a contempt charge, instituted under Section 2705.02 
in which such defendant is fined and ordered imprisoned under Section 
2705.05 and where in an appeal from such order the wife is styled as 
plaintiff appellee and the husband as defendant appellant the proceed
ings in contempt were properly instituted and correctly captioned, the 
wife for whose benefit the order was made was the aggrieved party and 
is the real party in interes t." 

State v. Cook 66 Ohio St. 566 (1902) involved the arrest of defendant ~us
band and a holding that a final money decree for alimony is not a debt within 
the purview of the constitutional inhibition against imprisonment for debt but is 
such an order as that under statute-punishment as for a contempt may follow wil
ful failure to comply with it. 

Holloway v. Holloway 130 Ohio St. 214 (1935) held that a contempt proceeding 
does iie against a husband for failure tovpay alimony as provided in a separation 
agreement which is incorporated into and made part of a divoDce decree. 

Finally, Hogan v. Hogan, 29 Ohio App 2d 69 (1972) holds: 

"Language contained in a separation agreement.. which commands one of 
the parties to do or refrain from doing a specified act, when incor
porated into and made a part of a divorce decree, is raised to the 
dignity of a decree of court, becomes a command by the court, and is 
generally enforceable by proceedings to punish as for a contempt under 
R.C. 2705.02, subject to the defenses generally applicable in such 
cases, notWithstanding that the command sought to be enforced may have 
been meant to effect a settlement of the parties in the marital property." 

Chapter 2705. authorizes issuance of process to appear for a hearing in 
conte~t cases (R.C. 2705.03) but speaks of the issuance of "another order of 
arrest" when a party released on bail fails to appear. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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•� 
In Hastings v. Hofstadter, 258 N.Y. 425 (1932), it was held that service of 
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subpoena was not an arrest within the meaning of 11 statute acco'['din~ mP.mhers of 
the legislature privilege from arrest. The legislator in this case was subpoenaed 
for the purpose of securing hi~ testimony before a legislative committee; and the 
court declared that, if the fact that a subpoena is not an arrest were to be dis
regarded, there would remain the fact that a legislator cannot assert his priv
ilege against the legislature itself. The court declined to decide whether the 
service of a subpoena would be an arrest within the spirit of the statute, if the 
service had been in aid of a proceeding pending in court. 

An early Pennsylvania case is reported to the same effect, involving a 
motion of attachment against a U.S. congressman for not attending court under a 
subpoena and involving section 6 of Article I of the federal constitution. The 
Pennsylvania court here said that it "cannot be asserted that service of subpoena 
is an arrest. It ia a mere notice to a party to appear and give testimony." 
Respublican v. Duane. 4 Yeates 347 (1807). 

Other cases held that service of subpoena was not in a literal sense an arrest. 
One well known case is that of James v. Powell, 26 A.D. 2d 295 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. App. 
Div. 1966). An important issue in that case was ~pplication of a statute on civil 
contempt for failure to respond to a subpoena. Powell did not deny jurisdiction 
of the New York court in civil contempt, but set forth in defense that the subpoena 
was issued and made returnable during congressional session. 

Failure to obey the subpoena carried with it the possibility of arrest in 
the event of disobedience, a factor that caused a dissenting judge to take the 
position that the immunity of Section 6 applies. The majority opinion, however, 
stated that under the Hastings decision a subpoena is not an arrest. Observed the 
majori.ty: "Whether or not the fact that a subpoena may if disobeyed give rise to 
an arrest brings it within the spirit of the constitutional exemption, has not 
been authoritatively passed upon, and differing views have been expressed." 

Then, examining the purpose of the exemption from arrest the majority con
cludes that it is to prevent interference with the legislative process and that 
"it 1s the broad principle that any such restriction of the judicial branch is 
limited to the instances where the exercise of judicial power would constitute an 
actual interference with the legislative or executive branches as distinct from 
one that is theoretical or conditional." 

The record was evidently devoid of a showing of attempted service of sub
poena and accommodation to its terms. "The filed record in this and in the com
panion case leave no room for speculation that the debtor was not amenable to ex
amination at any time or place. And the question of whether attendance on the 
subpoena would, in fact, work an interference was never presented." 

The appellate division held judgment debtor Powell guilty of criminal con
tempt and imposed a $250 fine and 30 day jail sentence from which he was excused 
upon compliance with an order of examination. The decision was subsequently af
firmed by the highest court in the state without opinion. 18 N.Y. 2d 931 (1966) 

3. Waiver of privilege 

If an elector, legislator, or other privileged person were arrested on civil 
process, he is required to state his objection to being arrested on the grounds 
that he is temporarily privileged from civil arrest. Failure to do so amounts to 
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a waiver of the privilege. The court said, in Wood v. Kinsman 5 Vt. 588 (1833), 

"A claim of exemption from civil arrest must be interposed in the� 
proceeding at the first opportunity. or it is waived."� • 

Does the constitutional privilege from arrest have a significant apPlication in 
conjunction with present constitutional and statutory provisions? 

The foregoing discussion reveals that the privilege from arrest is very 
limited owing to the fact that civil arrest is a highly unusual procedure which •occurs in exceptional cases where a judgment debtor may be arrested because of 
fraudulent actions, or in the unlikely case of a person being guilty of civil 
contempt. The extent of the privilege from arrest is described in Long v. Ansell 
94 ALR, 1468: 

"The constitutional exemption Ras never been interpreted as a retreat • 
for Congressmen and Senators for arrest for crime. At the time of the 
adoption of the Constitution, there were laws in the states authorizing 
imprisonment for debt in aid of civil process. Undoubtedly, it was to 
meet this condition that the exemptions in federal and state Constitu
tions were aimed. The reason for incorporating this provision in the 
Constitution has largely disappeared •••That which at the time of the • 
adoption of the Constitution was of substantial benefit to a member of 
Congress has been reduced almost to a nullity." 

Conclusion 

The constitutional provision which grants electors privilege from arrest • 
does not appear to state a significant priVilege, nor to be used. It could be 
removed from the constitution, since the legislature may provide for the priv
ilege by law, and in fact has done so for groups not mentioned in the constitution. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX 

•� Constitutional Language Regarding When Voters Privileged from Arrest 

A)� Most states which specify that voters are privileged from arrest during 
elections use language substantively identical to that of the Ohio Constitution: 

• 
Article V. Section J: Electors, during their attendance at elections, and in 

going~to and returning therefrom. shall be privileged from 
arrest. in all cases. except treason, felony. and breach of 
the peace." 

•� 
These states are: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado. Delaware. Indiana. Kansas,� 
Louisiana, Missouri, Montana. Nebraska. Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South� 
Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, and Washington.� 

1)� Some constil11 tions vary slightly in that they contain additional provisions: 

California, Iowa, Maine. North Dakota, Utah. and Wyoming, use the words, 
"on the days of election"

• North Dakota includes "illegal voting" among the list of crimes.� 
Kentucky includes "violation of the election laws".� 
Georgia mentions "larceny".� 

•� 
B) Five state constitutions specify immunity from arrest by virtue of any civil� 

process.� 

These states are Connecticut, Minnesota, Nevada, Virginia, and West Virginia. 

1) Nevada restricts the privilege to "any general election". 
Connecticut specifies, "At all elections of officers of the state, or 
members of the Genera1 Assemb ly ••• " 

• 

• 

•� 
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Ohio Cone ti t:utional ltevui.'Cln Comadss ion 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
November 13, 1973 

Article 111, Sections 3 and 4; Article II, Section 21 
Election Returns for State Officers; Contested Elections 

The Ohio Constitution specifies the procedure by which results of elections 
for state executive officials: governor, lieutenant governor, auditor of atate, 
secretary of state, treasurer of state, and attorney general shall be declared. 
The present Sections 3 and 4 of Article III of the constitution remain unchanled 
from their form when adopted in 1851. this is not to say that no move was made 
to amend the.e and related sections of the executive article, but that euch move
ments were unsuccessful. This historical development of these two sections is 
closely connected with the entire executive article, much of which has been dis
cussed in earlier 1Il8moranda presented by the Legislative-Executive COlllllittee. 
Sections 3 and 4 of Article III were considered by the Legialative-Executive Com
mittee, but were referred to the Elections Committee because the subject matter 
was more appropriate to the latter groupie studies. This memorandum will discus. 
in some detail changes and proposed changes relating to the two sections dealing 
with election returns for the executive branch. 

The two sections of Article III now read: 

Section 3. The returns of every election for the offices, named in the fore
going section, shall be sealed up and transmitted to the .eat of Government, 
by the returning officers, directed to the President of the Senate, who, 
during the first week of the session, shall open and publish them, and declare 
the result, in the presence of a majority of the membere of each Bouse of 
the General Assembly. The person having the highest number of votes .hall 
be declared duly elected; but 1f any two or more shall be the highest, and 
equal in votes, for the same office, one of them ahall be cholen by joint 
vote of both bouses. 

Section 4. Should there be no seuion of the General As••ably in January 
next after an election for any of the officers aforesaid, the returns of 
auch election shall be made tothe Secretary of State, and opened, and the 
reault declared by the Governor, in such manner a8 may be prOVided by law. 

Election returns for the executive branch was dealt with in Article II, 
Section 2 of the 1802 constitution. It concerned only the election of governor 
because prior to the 1851 Constitution, the members of the executive branch were 
not cOBstitutional offices or, as in the case of the secretary of state, were ap
pointed rather than elected. (The status of these and other .tate officers is di.
cussed in great detail in memoranda from the Legislative-Executive Committee.) 

Section 2. • ••The returns of every election for governor, shall be sealed 
up and transmitted to the seat of government, by the returning officers, di
rected to the speaker of the senate, who shall open and publish them, in 
the presence of a majority of the members of each house of the general aa
sembly; the person having the highest number of vote. shall be governor; but 
if two or more shall be equal and highes t in votes, one··ef them shall be 
chosen governor by joint ballot of both houses of the general a.sembly. 
Contested elections for governor, shall be determined by both house. of the 
general assembly, in such manner aa shall be prescribed by law. 
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The 1851 Constitution speaks of an executive branch rather than just a Bupreme 
executive officer. The offices of lieutenant governor, secretary of state, auditor 
of state, treasurer of state, and attorney general became constitutional offices, 
all elected at general elections. 

Section 3 in 1851 was changed slightly from the 1802 constitution version. 
In the 1850-1850 constitutional convention debates, some of the suggestions that 
were not agreed to were substituting "Legislature" for "general a8sembly" and in
cluding the 1802 provision regarding contested elections for governor in the 1851 
proposal. Eventually it was decided to leave the term "general a88embly" unchanged 
and to omit the provision regarding contested elections from that section complet
ely. The suggested changes finally adopted changed reference to the speaker of 
the senate to President of the Senate, and added a requirement that he shall make 
the election report during the first week of the session. In addition to opening 
and publishing the results, as provided in the 1802 section, the 18S1 version ad
ded "and declare the results". 

The discussion of contested elections was taken up by the committee study
ing the legislative article. Since the revised executive article created an ex
ecutive branch with all officials being elected by the voters of the state at 
large. the matter of providing for the orderly settlement of contested elections 
was deemed important by the committee members. Two proposed provisions were of
fered before agreement was reached. The first proposal allowed contested elections 
for the executive department. judges of the Supreme Court and all offices elected 
by the state at large to be determined by both houses of the general assembly in 
the matter provided by law. The general assembly would provide legislation gov
erning contested elections for all other offices elected. The proposal was not 
well received by the committee because some members feared that the law might allow 
for the board of commissioners, for example, to decide contested election cases re
garding its own membership. since such persons were not elected by the state at 
large. A second proposal would have empowered the general assembly to provide 
by law for the conduct of all election contests. with the proviso "that no elec
tions shall be contested before either House of the General Assembly, except in 
reference to their own body". A motion was made to strike the proviso from the 
proposal in order to prevent the legislature from s1ttingas a tribunal for con
tested seats of its own body. Upon observing that Article II. Section 6 provided 
that each House shall be the judge of the election, returns. and qualifications of 
its own members, the proviso was omitted because it was merely a repitition of 
another section of the same Article. not to prevent the legislature from judging 
election contests concerning its own members. The langqage f1nally agreed to re
mains unchanged in our present constitution. 

Article II, Section 21. The General Assembly shall determine, by law, be
for what authority, and in what manner, the trial of contested alections 
shall be conducted. 

Laws concerning recounts and contest of elections are found in Sections 3515.01 
to 3515.16, inclusive, of the Revised Code. 

Section 4 was a completely new addition to the article, and its substance 
appeared in an amendment to Section 16 of the proposed executive article. The 
original proposed section provided that all members of the executive branch would 
be elected for 2-year te~. and that the governor would fill any vacancies for 
the remainder of the term or until the disability was removed which created the 
vacancy. The amended Section 16 provided; 
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The Secretary of State, the Auditor, Treasurer, and Attorney General, shall 
be elected at the same places and in the same manner as the Governor. The 
Secretary of State, Treasurer, and Attorney General for the term of two years, 
and the Auditor for a term of four years, and until their successors in of
fice shall be qualified. If the office of either of the officers in this 
section named, shall become vacant by impeachment, resignation, death, or 
removal, or the incumbent becOQe incapable of performing the duties of the 
office, the Governor shall fill the vacancy of the office until the next 
annual election and until his successor shall be elected and qualified, when 
such vacancy shall be filled by an election. Provided, the vacancy shall 
have occured 30 days previous. And in the election of any officer in this 
section named, where a vacancy shall occur, the same shall be for a full 
term; and if the General Assembly shall not convene at a regular session in 
January next succeeding said election, the returns thereof shall be sealed 
up and transmitted to the acting Secretary of State, by the returning of
ficers, and the acting Governor shall, in the presence of the officers of 
the Executive Department, or a majority thereof, open and declare the result 
of said election prior to the first Monday in January next preceding .aid 
election. 

One of the delegates, Mr. Brown of Carroll said "it would be indi.pensible 
to have annual general· elections. He thought the people would prefer to 
have an election once in a year, rather than to have a swarm of officers to 
elect once in two years, We on the part of the Committee .aw no reason why 
when a vacancy should occur, the people might just as well fill it at the 
first election, as at any other." 

(p •.349 Constitutional Convention Debates l8S1) 

According to another provision of the 18S1 constitution, Article II, Sec
tion 25, the legislature would commence on the first Monday of January, bienniall!, 
beginning in 1852. Hence the problem of an election being held in the November 
before a January when the legislature would not be in session, and the President 
of the Senate being unable to declare the results. It was in response to that 
kind of a situation, where a vacancy might occur, that the latter provision of 
Section 16 of Artic~e III was given as a solution. 

The section was divided after it was submitted to the Standing Committee 
on Revision, and made into what are now Section 18 and Section 4 of Article III 
of our present constitution. 

The 1874 constitutional convention sought to leave out Section 4 of Article 
III, and provided that in case of vacancy, the governor should fill it until the 
first election for governor held more than 30 days after the vacancy occurs. 
This proposal, if adopted, would have prevented an election to fill such vacan
cies for almost two years, .and would have precluded the problem of the General 
Asaembly not being ln sesslon in the January after the election. The proposed 
constitution, however, was not adopted. 

The consideration of the short ballot dominated the 1912 constitutional 
convention and its consideration of the executive article. Propoaal number 16 
offered to amend Sections 1-4 of Article III by making the aecretary of state, 
treasurer of state, and attorney general, and several other officials elected at 
the same time, appointed by the governor. Under the proposal the governor and 
lieutenant governor would have two-year terms, and the auditor would have a term 
of four years. No mention was made of what would happen in case any of these 
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• 
three elected offices had to be vacated, in the proposal, except to say that their 
term of office shall continue until a successor is elected and qualified. Pro
posal number 16 was tabled after the eloquent speech of Mr. Hoskins who said that 
it was not the spirit of the short ballot to make the governor omnipotent, and 

• 

that the vastly increased power of the governor granted by the proposal was not 
justified simply to remove six names from the ballot. 

Section 4 of Article 111 permits the legislature to prOvide the manner in 
which election returns shall be made to the Secretary of State and de~lared by 
the Governor in the event that the General Assembly is not in session the Jan
uary next following an election for any of the state offices. 

• 
Revised Code Section 3505.33 specifies how the board of elections shall 

determine and declare the results of elections, and mandates the board of elections 
to certify abstracts of the results to the Secreta~of State on prescribed forms. 
The offices of the executive branch are contained in forms 2 and 3. The section :" 
provides that in addition to one copy of the form being kept by the board, one 
sent to the Secretary of Stat9, that "One copy of Form No. 2 shall promptly be 
mailed to the president of the senate of the general assembly at his office in 
the statehouse." R.C. 3503.34 provides; 

• "During the first week of the regular session of the general assembly fol

• 

lowing a regular state election, the prpsident of the senate, in the presence 
of a majority of the members of each house of the general assembly, shall 
open, announce, and canvass the abstracts of the votes case for the offices 
of governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, auditor of state, 
treasurer of state, and attorney general as contained in the Form No.2 
sent to him as required by section 3505.33 of the Revised Code, and shall 

• 

determine and declare the results of such election for such officee. ~he can
didate for each such otfice who received the largest number of votes shall . 
be declared e~ected to such office. If two or more candidates for election 
to the same office receive the largest and an equal number of votes, one of 
them shall be declared elected to such office by a majority of the votes 
of all members of the senate and the ho~e of representatives of the gen
eral assembly. If said Form No. 2 has not been received by the president 
of the senate from the board of elections of any county, the secretary of 
state, upon request of the president of the senate, shall furnish to h~ 

•� 
such copies o! Form No. 2 as have not been received by him. When .aid can�
vass has been completed and the results of the election declared, the pres
ident of the senate shall certify to the secretary of state the names of the 
persons declared elected together with the title of the office to which 
each has been elected, and from such certification the secretary of state 
shall issue a:certificate of election to'each official declared elected 
and so certified to the secretary of state. Thereupon the governor shall

• forthwith issue a commission to each of the persons elected to such offices 
upon the payment to the secretary of state of the fee reqUired by section 
107.07 of the Revised Code. 

• 
Section 3505.35 of the Revised Code authorizes the Secretary of State to 

determine and deciare the results of all elections for officers reported in Form 
Nq.3. This form includes all the state officers in Form No. 2 as well as chief 
justice and judge of the Supreme Court of OhiO, members of the senate of the con
gress of the United States, members at large of the house of representatives of 
the congress of the United States, district members of the house of representatives! 
of the congress of the United States and all questions and issues submitted to the 
voters of the entire state. The Secretary of State 1s authorized to determine 
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ties, in the case of equal and highest votes, by lot, and to post a declaration of 
the results conspicuously for at least five days. The tie-breaking decision. of 
the Secretary of State are binding for all offices except those for executive of
ficials. 

Section 3505.35. Such declaration of results made by the secretary of state, 
in so far as it pertains to 'the offices of governor, lieutenant governor, 
secretary of state, auditor of state, treasurer of state, and attorney gen
eral, is only for the purpose of fixing the time of the commencement of the 
period of time within which applications for recounts of votes may be filed 
as provided by section 3515.02 of the Revised Code. 

This limitation of the Secretary of State's authority seems to be included 
because of Section 3 of Article III which require. all tie-votes for these offices 
to be decided by the General Assembly. 

In trying to disceru whySect10n 3 was included in the constitution, the 
his'torica! situation in 1802 18 very important. At that time, there was no sec
retary of state who had the responsibility of chief elections officer. The Gen
eral Assembly was a constitutional body with continuity and perhaps that is why 
when the election returns were directed to the seat of government, this meant the 
General Assembly. 

Today, the Secretary of State 1s the chief elections officer and is trusted 
to make decisions regarding all-aspects of the elections process including breaking 
tie-votes for those offices which are not outside of his authority by constitution
al provision. The results of elections are certainly revealed long before the Gen
eral Assembly meets in January when ,the President of the Senate makes this news 
"public". The constitutional provision requiring such election results to be de.. 
livered in a sealed envelope and secret until two months after the election seems 
to be an anomaly, given the present practices and powers of the Secretary of State. 

Conc lu-. ion 
Section 3 of the constitution's executive article seems to be out-dated since 

the Secretary of State has Qeen designated by statute a8 the chief elections officer. 
The declaration of the results of elections of executive officer. by the General 
Assembly seems to be no longer warranted, especially since the results are made knOWQ 
long before the first week in January. 1£ the General Assembly is the proper auth
ority to settle a tie vote by joint vote of both houses, perhaps the section could 
be amended to require that the Secretary of State must notify the President of the 
Senate of such tie-votes and the General Assembly make the final decision. In such a 
case, the law might provide that a designated official accompany the Secretary of 
State when he is canvassing the votes for governor and the rest of the executive 
branch, to preclude any wrongdoing on the part of the Secretary of State. Clearly, 
any reference to the vote for executive officers, in cases where no tie votes ex
ist, being t~ansmitted to the President of the Senate in a sealed envelope, and 
then declared by him in January, ought to be removed from the constitution. 

If the General Assembly did not want to retain its power to decide tle
votes, Article III, Section 3 could be repealed. Section 3505.35 of the Rev.ised 
Code should then be changed to make the Secretary of State's decisions binding for 
the executive office holders as well as all the other elected officials for which 
the procedure by which he declares the results is now provided for in the statute. 
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• 
The approval of a constitutional amendment by the voters in 1972 requiring 

the General Assembly to meet in January of every year renders Section 4 of Ar
ticle III no longer necessary, since the General Assembly would always be in 
session when it came time for the President of the Senate to reveal the results 
of the election for a state office. 

• 
The provisions of Article II, Section 21, granting the General Assembly 

the power to determine, by law, the manner in which contested election trials 
shall be conducted, do not give the General Assembly any power that it would not 
have by virtue of Section 1 of that Article, "The legislative power of the state 
shall be vested in a General Assembly ••• " Therefore, the repeal of Article II, 
Section 21 would not diminish the power of the General Assembly in this regard. 
However, the section could be retained if its repeal were conSidered to be pro

• 
blematic, since its provisions are just a repititioD of the powers inherent in 
the General Assembly. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Governor takes office Legislature convenes~ 

as of March. 1974 in regular session 
Year Month;·; Day 

Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 

1/18/71 
12/5/70 
1/4/71 
1/14/73 
1/4/71 

(Monday) 
(Saturday) 
(Monday) 
(Sunday) 
(Monday) 

Odd 
Ann. 
Ann. 
Odd 
Even 

May 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Dec. 

Firs t Tuesday 
Third Monday 
Second Monday 
Second Monday 
Firs t Monday 

• 
Colorado 
Connec ticut 

Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 

1/12/71 
1/6/H 

1/ 16/73 
1/5/71 
1/12/71 

(Tuesday) 
(Wednesday) 

(Tuesday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Tuesday) 

Ann. 
Ann. 

Ann. 
Ann. 
Ann. 

Jan. 
Odd.,.Jan.) 
Ev.-Feb.) 

Jan. 
Apr. 
Jan. 

Wed. after firs t Tues. 

Wed. after first Mon. 

Second Tuesday 
Tues.after first Mon. 

Second Monday 

• 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 

Iowa 

12/7/10 
1/4/71 
1/8/73 
1/8/73 

1/8/73 

(Monday) 
(Monday) 
(Monday) 
(Monday) 

(Monday) 

Ann. 
Ann. 
Ann. 
Ann. 

Ann. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Nov. 

Jan. 

Third Wednesday 
Second Monday 
Second Wednesday 

Third Tues. after first 
Monday (*) 

Second Monday 

• 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 

1/8/73 
12/7/71 
5/9/72 
1/7/71 
1/20/71 

(Monday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Thursday) 
(Wednesday) 

Ann. 
Ev. 
Ann. 
Odd 
Ann. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
May. 
Jan. 
Jan. 

Second Tuesday 
Tues. after first Mon. 

Second Tuesday 
Firs t Wednesday 
Second Wednesday 

• 
~assachusetts 

Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 

1/20/71 
1/1/71 
1/6/71 
1/18/72 
1/8/73 

(Wednesday) 
(Thursday) 
(Wednesday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Monday) 

Ann. 
Ann. 
Odd 
Ann. 
Ann. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
'Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 

Firs t Wednesday 
Second Wednesday 

Tues.after first Mon. 
Tues.after first Mon. 
Wed. after first Mon. 

• 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 

1/1/73 
1/7/71 
1/4/71 
1/3/73 
1/17/74 

(Monday) 
(Thursday) 
(Monday) 
(Wednesday) 
(Thursday) 

Ann. 
Ann. 
Odd 
Odd 
Ann. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 

Firs t Monday 
First Tuesday 
Third Monday 
First Wednesday 
Second ,Tuesday 

• 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 

1/1/71 
1/1/71 
1/5/73 
1/2/73 
1/11/71 

(ThursdayO 
(Thursday) 
(Friday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Monday) 

Ann. 
Ann. 
Odd. 
Odd 
Ann. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 

Third Tuesday 
Wed. after first Mon. 
" " second Mon. 

Tues.after first Mon. 
First Monday (**) 

• 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 

1/11/71 
1/11/71 
1/19/71 
1/2/73 
1/9/71 

(Monday) 
(Monday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Tuesday) 
(Saturday) 

Ann. 
Odd. 
Ann. 
Ann. 
Ann. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 

Tues.after first Mon. 
Second Monday 
First Tuesday 
First Tuesday 
Second Tuesday 

• 
South Dakota 1/2/73 (Tuesday) Ann. Jan. odd-Tues.after third Mon. 

ev. -Tues. after first Mon. • 
2 i138 
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• 

• 

~ 

Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 

Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

Governor takes office 
as of March, 1974 

1/16/71 (Saturday) 
1/16/73 (Tuesday) 
1/1/73 (Monday) 
1/4/73 (Thursday) 
1/12/74 (Saturday) 

1/8/73 (Monday) 
1/15/73 (Monday) 
1/4/71 (Monday) 
1/2/71 (Saturday) 

Year 

Odd 
Odd 
Ann. 
Odd 
Ann. 

C'dd. 
Ann. 
Ann. 
Ann. 

Legislature convenes 
in regular session 
Month !!!L 

Jan. First Tuesday 
Jan. Second Tuesday 
Jan. Second Monday 
Jan. Wed. after first Mon. 
Jan. Second Wednesday 

Jan. Second Monday 
Jan. Second Wednesday 
Jan. First Tues. after Jan.15 
Jan. odd- Second Tuesday 

ev.  Fourth Tuesday 

• 

• 

•• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee: What's Left • 
March 31, 1975 

Constitutional Provisions Concerning Report of Election Results to the Legislatures 
of Selected States 

Alaska - Article II~, Section 4. The Governor's term begins the first Monday in December 
after election. 
Article II, Section 3. The legislative session begins on the fourth Monday in 
January. 
There is no provision in the con.titution requiring the declaration of election 
results or the resolution of tie votes by the General Assembl~. 

Hawaii - Article III, Section 11. The legislature convenes the third Wednesday in January. 
Article IV, Section 1. In case of a tie vote for governor, the winner shall 
be determined according to law. The term of office of governor begins the first 
Monday in December after election. 

Iowa - Article III, Section 2. The session of the General Assembly begins the second 
Monday in Janu~ry. 

Article IV, Section 15. The terms of Governor and Lieutenant Governor shall 
commence on the second Monday in January next after election. 
Article IV, Section 4. Tie votes for Governor and Lieutenant Governor shall be 
resolved by joint vote of the General Assembly. 

Kentucky� - Section 36. The session of the General Assembly begins Tuesday after the first 
Monday in January. 
Section 73. The Governor's term begins the fifth Tuesday after election. 
Section 70. Tie vote for Governor is determined by lot as prescribed by the 
General Assembly. 

Louisiana - Article III, Section 8. The legislature shall meet in regular annual session 
on the second Monday in May. 
Article V, Section 4. The Governor and Lieutenant Governor shall enter upon the 
discharge of their respective duti~s on the first day following the announcement 
by the Legislature of their election. 
Article V, Section 2 contains a requirement like that of Ohio's Constitution 
(Art. III, Sec. 3~ that the election results for Governor and Lieutenant Gov
ernor be sealed and transmitted to the legislature, etc. 

Montana -Article V, Section 3. Legislative sessions commence as provided by law. 
Article VI, Section 1. Executive branch terms begin first Monday in January. 

North Dakota - Article II, Section 41. The legislative term begins the first day of 
December after election, or at such other time as provided by law. 
A~~!:icle III, Section 74. Tie votes for governor broken by two houses at next 
regular session. 

Otegon - Article IV, Section 4. Legislative session begins second Monday in January. 
Article V, Sections 4 and 5. Reporting of election results to General Assembly 
and transmission (sealed, etc.) for the office of Governor similar to Ohio's 
language in Article III, Section 3 of Ohio Constitution. The governor's term 
begins as provided by law. 

•� 
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Texas - Article II~ Section S. Commencement of legislature as provided by law. •Article IV, Section 4. Governor's term begins first Tuesday after legislative 



• session begins or as soon thereafter as is practicable. 
Article IV, Section 3. Requirement for transmittal and reporting of� 
election results similar to that of Ohio Constitution for executive officers.� 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee: "What's Left" • 
March 27,� 1975 

Limitations on Calling Special Sessions of the General Assembly (selected states), 

Alaska 

Hawaii 

Kentucky 

Louisiana 

Montana 

Pennsylvania 

Texas 

Legislature may call 

2/J legislature 

Petition of 2/3 
members of each house 

No 

Petition of 2/3 
members of� each house 

Petition of majority 
of members 

Petidon of majority 
of members� 

No� 

'c' stands� for calendar days 

'L' stands for legislative days 

* - session may be extended 

Legislature may determine subject gmit • 
Yes JOC 

Yes 30L* 

No� None • 
Yes, if legis 1& ture 30C· 
convenes itself 

Yes� None • 
No� None 

No� 30C • 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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The Proceedings of the Illinois Constitutional Convention in 1970 include a 

proposal to revise the executive article with respect to the canvassing of votes for 

• the executive branch by the legislature, and the breaking of tie votes by the legis

• 

lature. The proposed amendment, which was approved by the convention, eliminated 

the constitutional requirement that the results of elections for executive officers 

be canvassed by the House after organized, and that, in the event of a tie, there 

~ou1d be a joint vote of hoth houses. The amendment proposed th?t election returns 

be transmitted to the secretary of state or other person~or body provided by law to 

• 
examine and total the results. In the event of a tie, contestants would draw lots 

allow 
to determine which shall be elected. The proposal was further amended to/substitution 

dthe state board of elections for the secretary of state as the recipient of the 

election returns. The section re~ds as follows:

• Article V, Section 5. The election returns for executive offices shall be 
sealed and transmitted to the Secretary of State, or other person or body 
provided by law, who shall examine and consolidate the returns. The person 
having the highest number of votes for an office shall be declared e~ected. 

If two or mere persons have an equal and the highest number of votes for an

• office, they shall draw lots to determine which of them shall be declared 

• 

f-'l",r-t"prL r~'pr.tion c"ntpstR Rhel1 hi" dp.~id~ri bv the COllTt"l in a manner 
provided by law. 

One delegate conunented" l\le are trying to set up some machlneJ:.y so that the 

governor will be officially elected and can make his plans and so on before the 

legislature comes in - getting ready to make his appointments and so on." (p. 1288) 

Louis E. Lambert, the author of "The Execut~ve Article" which appears in 

• State Constitutional Revision, W. Brooke Graves, Editor, observes "0f the (legis

• 

lative) session which begins in January following the November election, the governor, 

exhausced by a hard campaign and with many patronage problems facing him, hardly has 

"an opportunity to take the L.itiative in the most encompassing set of policy de

cisions that a legislative session makes •••Budg~t decisions are, on a more general 

level, decisions on tax rates and tax policy and on the general scale of state ac

• tivity." Of course, the governor of a one party s tate would have more time to 

engage in budget decisions before the legislative session convenes. 1I (p. 196) 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
November 13, 1973 

Section 7, Article V 
Convention Delegates - the Bedsheet Ballot 

Section 7 of Article V of the Ohio Constitution requires, concerning pres
idential nominations, that all delegates to the national conventions of political 
parties be chosen by direct vote of the electors. Each candidate for delegate 
must state his first and second choices for the presidency, which preferences are 
to be printed on the primary ballot below the name of the candidate for delegate. 
The section also provides that the name of no candidate is to be so used without 
his written authority. 

Prior to the primary election of May, 1972, it had been traditional for the 
two major parties in Ohio each to bring one slate of de1ega~e. and alternates be
fore the voters at the party primary, pledged to a "favorite son". Considerable 
factionalism developed among Democrats in 1972, resulting in numerous slates of 
delegates being placed on the primary ballot. Voting machines could not accom
modate all the names; in some places paper ballots were used in place of machines, 
and in others paper ballots were used in addition to machines. 

Secretary of State Brown offered a bill in the General Assembly, to apply to 
that election only, to allow boards of election to provide for "slate" voting, 
wherein a vote for a candidate would elect his slate--rather tban offering the 
voter the entire list of delegates and alternates for each candidate. 

Representatives of the Attorney General, the Governor, and the Ohio AFL-CIO 
were quoted as telling the Senate Elections Committee that the proposal was un
constitutional, and the Committee voted to indefinitely postpone the bill. (Col
umbus Dispatch, March 1, 1912.) . ---

The Secretary of State thereupon instructed the 28 counties which used voting 
machines to use paper ballots in conducting the election of Democratic delegates 
to the national convention. 

The Board of Elections of ,Franklin County estimated that this would cost it 
an additional $280,000. 

The Cincinnati Enquirer noted that the county's multimillion dollar Coleman 
electronic ballot-counters would not be used, because there were too many names of 
delegates for the Democratic presidential primary (258) for the machine to handle. 
(Cincinnati Enquirer, May 2, 1972.) Names of delegates appeared in columns on the 
ballot, under each presidential candidate's name. The voter could mark a large 
box beside the name of the presidential candidate, or pick and choose from among 
the delegates. The Enquirer cautioned that if the voter marked a box ~ the name 
of one or more delegates or alternates, his ballot would be invalidated. Also, 
marking of more than 38 delegates or 19 alternates would invalidate the ballot. 

The Enquirer also pointed out that some leading Democrats had recently an
nounced a switch of allegiance from Muskie to another candidate, cautioning that 
if a voter voted for one of these del~gates who had switched allegiance, his vote 
would still be counted for Musk1e. 

In Cleveland, an historic mess occurred as voting machines did not arrive in 
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time, keys were missing so that machines could not be activated, and machines were 
programmed incorrectly. In some 100 precincts the election was re-set for another 
day by the federal district court. While there was no report of the role of the

• "bedsheet ballot" in this mix-up, the Cleveland Plain Dealer editorialized the 
next day as follows (in excerpt), under the heading "Get Rid of Bedhseet Ballot": 

It is ridiculous to list as many 8S 578 names of convention delegates 
on ballots. Voting machines cannot be used with so many names. Elec
tion officials have to resort to bedsheet ballots. This was a contrib

• uting cause of yesterday's foulup. 
Voting in the future should be restricted to slates pledged to the 

various presidential candidates. The option of voting for individual 
convention delegates should be eliminated. 

The editorial went on to note that Cuyahoga County election officials an

• ticipating the same problem, some time earlier had sought a change in procedures 

• 

from the Ohio General Assembly, but were told that a ~aw simplifying this procedure 
might be unconstitutional. Ihe editorial concluded: "It should be possible to do 
that before the next presidential election rolls around four years from now." 

The Secretary of State has proposed adoption of S.J.R. 5 by the Ii0th Gen
eral Assembly (Aronoff-Gillmor). This would amend Section 7 of Article V to allow 
voting for a slate of delegates and alternates whose names would not appear on the 
ballot, but who would be identified only by the name of the first choice of such 
deleg4tes for the presidency. This proposal does not appear to offend any federal 
constitutional requirement. 

• The Constitutional Debates 

Section 7 had no predecessor in the Ohio constitutiDns prior to 1912. In 
the Proceedings and Debates of the Constitutional Convention of 1912, there 1s con
siderable discussion of the evils of the state convention method of nominating 
candidates, and the need for a direct primary.

• Theodore Roosevelt, addressing the Convention, said: 
I believe in providing for direct nominations by the people, in

cluding therein direct preferential primaries for the election of del
egates to the national nominating conventions. Not as a matter of theory, 
but as a matter of plain and proved experience, we find that the con

• vention system, while it often records the popular will, is also often 
used by adroit politicians as a method of thwarting the popular will. 
In other words, the existing machinery for nominations 1s cumbrous, and 
is not designed to secure the real expression of the popular desire.(p.382} 

• 
Franklin J. Stalter, of Wyandot County, observed: 

The convention method of nominating candidates has been in general 
use throughout the Union. It has within the past few years been super
seded by the primary system in many of the states and in fact in this 
state. This demand for a primary system has come from the feeling that 
the delegate convention has become corrupt; that deals are made and 
delegates are bought and sold; that the rank and file of the party, who

• do not make politics their business and will not indulge in dishonorable 
practices, can not make their influence felt. (p. 973). 

Mr. Stalter also predicted: "It is likely that ere long the convention that 
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nominates the president will only register the voice of the people as heard at \ 

their primaries." 

J. w. Tannehill, of Morgan County, admonished: 

The chief cause of the frequent failure of representative govern
ment lies in the corrupt, boss-controlled, drunken, debauched and 
often hysterical'nominating convention. The convention must go. (p. 1239) 

Mr. Tannehill made the motion to adopt what is now the first half of Section 
7. Following is that part in its present form, which is very close to the language 
of Mr. Tannehill's motion except that the reference to vote for United States 
senator was added by subsequent amendment: 

All nominations for elective state, district, county and municipal 
offices shall be made at direct primary elections or by petition as 
provided by law, and provision shall be made by law for a preferential 
vote for United States senator; but direct primaries shall not be held 
for the nomination of township officers or for the officers of muni
cipalities of less than two thousand population, unless petitioned 
for by a majority of the electors of such township or municipality. 

Mr. Tannehill called attention to the reference to petitions: 

You will notice that I have made a change permitting nominations 
by petition. The object of that is to permit nominations for school 
boards and judges, if you want to, by petitions, to keep them out of 
politics. 

Concerning relief of township officers and officers of small towns, he made 
the following observation: 

We have been reversing the rule. We have been nominating justices 
of the peace by the direct primary and nominating governors and "little" 
officers like that at corrupt conventions. Now let us make a change. 
The direct primary is useful where there is an office worth while. 
Nobody wants a township office. I was on an election board two years 
ago and when we printed the ballots half of the township places were 
blank. Nobody wanted them. Why go to that expense when nobody wants 
the office? They can be nominated by a petition. I hope no one will 
offer an amendment on that. The country people are demanding it. This 
feature will save every county every other year $1000. It will save 
the state of Ohio next year $100,000 that is absolutely thrown away•. 
I trust that no one will offer an amendment taking this provision out 
because it means two hundred thousand farmer votes for this proposal •. 

John D. Fackler of Cuyahoga County then moved to amend the proposal to add 
the following, which is the present language of that part, verbatim: 

All delegates from this state to the national conventions of poli
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tical parties shall pe chosen by direct vote of the electors. Each 
candidate for such delegate shall state his first and second choices •for the presidency, which preferences shall be printed upon the prtmary 
ballot below the name of such candidate, bllt the name of no candidate 
for the presidency shall be so used without his written authority. 
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This feature of Section 7 ~as not discussed nor explained. Neither has it 
been the subject of any court cases or Attorney General's opinions that ~e have 
been able to discover. Apparently, the amendment was made in response to Mr. 
Roosevelt's statement of his beliefs. 

An interesting reference occurs earlier in the Proceedings. Henry W. Elson, 
of Athens County, arguing for fewer elective offices (the "short ballot") said 
that political bossism is fostered"by the long ballot, because people dontt 
kno~ who they are voting for, and people can't select minor officials as well 8S 

the Governor can. The word "bedsheet" eVidently des not appear in the Proceed
ings, but Mr. Elson referred to the long ballot as the "blanket ticket". (p. 362) 

Recent cases and legislation 

Recent federal cases and resultant action by the Ohio General Assembly may 
have some bearing on this discussion, although playing no part in the "bedsheet 
ballot" problem of 1972. Under the Ohio election law before it was amended to 
its present form (effective March 23, 1972), primary elections were available, 
as a practical matter, only to the major parties. A "political party" was a 
group of voters ~hich, at the last preceding regular state election, polled for 
its candidate for Governor at least 10 per cent of the entire vote cast for 
Governor, or, if it did not qualify in that respect, filed with the Secretary 
of State 90 days before an election a petition signed by qualified electors equal 
in number to at least 15 per cent of the total vote for Governor at the last 
preceding election. If a group of voters could not thus qualify as a "political 
party", it could not have a primary election--and thus by requirement of Section 
7, Article V~ could not send delegates to a national convention. 

A federal district court in 1970 held this and related provisi~ns of the 
Revised Code unconstitutional. (Sociallst Labor Party v. Rhodes, U.S.D~C 

Southern District, Ohio, 318 F. Supp. 1262) It based this holding on the hold
ing of the U.S, Supreme Court in Williams ~. Rhodes, 393 U.s. 5 (1968), in which 
the Court had said: 

Ohio's burdensome procedures. requiring extensive organization and 
other election activities by a very early date, operate to prevent 
such a group (a third party) from ever getting on the ballot and the 
Ohio system thus denies the "disaffected" not only a choice of lead
ership but a choice on the issues as well. 

The court found this to be invidious discrimination in violation of the 
Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment. 

In response to the Socialist Labor Party case the~General Assembly amended 
the election laws so that a party's candidate for Governor need have received 
only 5 per cent of the vote in order that it retain its status as a "political 
party", or in the alternative, that instead of filing a petition with signatures 
equal to 15 per cent of the total vote for Governor, that the petition need have 
signatures equal to only 1 per cent of that number. At the same time, the General 
Assembly authorized smaller political parties to place their candidates' names on 
the general election ballot without a primary, whether they are chosen by a nat
ional or state convention, or by other means in accordance with party rules. 
(Sec. 3505.10, R.C.) 

The court in the Socialist Labor Party case said specifically that Ohio 
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could not require 8 party to hold 8 national convention. &eference to Section 7, 
Article V reveals that the Ohio constitution does not require a national conven
tion--it only states that all delegates from Ohio to the national conventions 
of political parties shall be chosen by direct vote of the electors. However, 
the recent amendment to Sec. 3505.10 raises a question--it allows a party to 
get its candidates on the general election ballot without haVing held a primary, 
even though these candidates were chosen in a national convention. If Ohio 
delegates participated in such a convention, and they were not cholen in a pri
mary, would not the party's candidate be disqualified from running in the general 
election by the provision of Section7 requiring direct election? The answer would 
appear to be "yes", and it would also appear that the answer would be the same if 
S.J.R. 5 were adopted. The federal cases do not appear to cast any doubt on the 
validity of either Bection 7 or S.J.R•. 5. 

A home rule case 

Not related to the foregoing discussion, but nonetheless an interpretation 
of Section 7, is the opinion of the Ohio Supreme Court in Fitzgerald v. Cleveland, 
88 OS 338 (1913). The court in that case held that the City of Cleveland may 
adopt a charter which abolishes nomination by direct prtmary election, and that 
its election provisions need not comply with the requirements of Section 7. 
The court found that Section 7 and Article XVIII (the "home rule" amendment) were 
adopted at the same time, and that thus it was apparent that it was not the intent 
of the General Assembly or the electors to take away the power of a charter city 
to provide its own election procedures. 

Some conclusions 

The provisions of Section 7, Article V of the Ohio Constitution requiring 
all delegates from Ohio to the national conventions. of political parties to be 
chosen by direct vote of the electors caused a problem in the May, 1972 primary 
because Democratic Party candidates were so numerous that voting machines could 
not contain all the delegates' names. S.J.R. 5, proposed by the Secretary of 
State to allow voting for a slate of delegates who are not named on the ballot, 
but are identified only by name of their first choice for the presidency, would 
eliminate this problem of the "bedsheet" ballot. 

Any party that selects candidates through a national convention must hold 
a primary election to be on the general election ballot in Ohio--thus the primary 
election in Ohio must be held prior to the national conventions, which are trad
itionally held in the summer. I.e., the primary election may not feasibly be 
moved forward to bring it closer to the November election, at least, not in pres
idential years. 

Section 7 requires a primary only. if a party holds a national convention. 
If a party selected its candidates in some other manner, the primary would not be 
required. Sec. 3505.10 allows smaller parties to omit the primary, and have their 
candidates placed directly on the November ballot. 

It is evident from the Proceedings and Debates of the Constitutional Conven
tion of 1912 that the main purpose of Section 7, Article V was to eliminate the 
convention system of choosing candidates, and to allow voters maximum freedom of 
choice, by requiring a direct primary. While the Secretary of State's proposal 
to keep delegates' names from the polls would appear to be a step away from popular 
choice, the experience of May, 1972 is evidence that (1) having a choice of many 
names is not the same as having an effective choice, (a subject which was also 
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discussed at length in the 1912 convention), and (2) under the present system 
thellbedsheet ballot" problem aside, it is reasonably simple to give the voters 
a wide choice of candidates for a party's presidential nomination in a primary 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
November 26, 1973 

Article III, Section l~ - What vacancies Governor to fill; 
Article XVII, Sections 1, 2 - Time for holding elections, and 

Terms of officers, vacancies, etc. 

Article Ill, Section 18. Should the office of Auditor of State, Treasurer of 
State, Secretary of State, or Attorney General become vacant, for any of the 
causes specified in the fifteenth section of this article, the Governor shall 
fill the vacancy until the disability is removed, or a successor elected and 
qualified. Such successor shall be elected for the unexpired term of the vac
ant office at the first general election in an even numbered year that occurs 
more than forty days after the vacancy has occurred; provided, that when the 
unexpired term ends within one year tmmediate1y following the date of such 
general election, an election to fill such unexpired term shall not be held and 
the appointment shall be for such unexpired term. 

Article XVII, Section 1. Elections for state and county officers shall be 
held. on the first Tuesday after the first MOnday in November in even numbered 
years; and all elections for all other elective officers shall be held on the 
first Tuesday after the first Monday in November in the odd numbered year•• 

Article XVII, Section 2. The term of the office of the Governor, Lieutenant 
Governor, Attorney General, Secretary of State, Treasurer of State and the 
Auditor of State shall be four years commencing on the second Monday in 
January, 1959. The Auditor of State shall hold his office for a term of two 
years from the second Monday of January, 1961 to the second Monday of January, 
1963 and thereafter shall hold this office for a four year term. The term of 
office of judges of the Supreme Court and Courts of Appeals shall be such even 
number of years not less than six years as may be prescribed by the General 
AS8embly; and that of the Judges of the Commoa Pleas Court six years and of 
the Judges of the Probate Court, six years, and that of other Judges shall be 
such even number of years not exceeding six years as may be prescribed by the 
General Assembly. The term of office of the Justices of Peace shall be such 
even number of years not exceeding four years, as may be prescribed ~y the 
General Assembly. The term of office of all elective. county, town8hip, muni
cipal and school officers shall be such even number of years not exceeding 
four years as may be so prescribed. 

And the General Assembly shall have power to so extend existinl terms of 
office as to effect the purpose of Section 1 of this Article. 

Any vacancy which may occur in any elective state office other than that 
of a member of the General Assembly or of Governor, shall be filled by appoint
ment by the Governor until the disability is removed, or a successor elected 
and qualified. Such successor shall be elected for the unexpired term of the 
vacant office at the first general election in an even numbered year that oc
curs more than forty days after the vacancy has occurred; provided, that when 
the unexpired term ends within one year immediately following the date of 8uch 
general election, an election to fill such unexpired term shall not be held and 
the appointment shall be for such unexpired term. All vacancies in other elec
tive offices 8hall be filled for the unexpired term in luch manner .8 may be 
prescribed by this constitution or by law. 
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With the adoption of a new constitution in 1851, the elective offices were 
expanded in both the executive and judicial departments. The auditor, treasurer. 
secretary of state and attorney general became elected officers of the executive 
branch. Judicial officers, who had formerly been appointed by joint vote of the 
General Assembly. were recognized as elected officials. With this expansion was 
created a need to define the terms of office. the time of election. and what pro
cedure would be followed if any of these elected offices became vacant before the 
incumbent had completed his term. 

The judicial and executive articles. as adopted in 18Sl, provided for these 
officers to be elected at a general election. and specified the length of time 
these officers would serve. The powers of the Governor to fill vacancies was ex
panded in 1851. 

Article tIl, Section 18. Should the office of auditor, treasurer. secretary, 
or attorney general, become vacant. for any of the causes specified in the 
fifteenth section of this article. the governor shall fill the vacancy until 
the disability is removed. or a successor elected and qualified. Every such 
vacancy shall be filled by election, at the first general election that occurs 
more than thirty days after it shall have happened; and the person chosen 
shall hold the office for the full term fixed in the second section of this 
article. 

Article IV. Section 13. In case the office of any judge shall become vacant. 
before the expiration of the regular term for which he was elected, the vac
ancy shall be filled by appointment by the governor. until a successor is 
elected and has qualified; and such successor shall be elected for the un
expired term, at the first annual election that occurs more than thirty 
days after the vacancy shall have happened. 

The provisions of these sections of the 1851 constitution have been amended 
since their adoption. and half a century later, in 1905. Article XVII was adopted 
which expanded upon several features of these as well as other articles. in which 
officials of one branch or level of government were elected. Since Article XVII 
contains subject matter dealt with in other articles, amendments to that article 
required amendments to the related sections of other articles. and vice versa. The 
result is that the constitution 18. in·.several places. repititious. The cause of 
this problem can best be seen by tracing the development of Section 18 of Article 
III, and Sections I and 2 of Article XVII. 

The executive officers had two-year terms, except the auditor who held the 
office for four years, as provided by Section 2 of Article III as adopted in 1851. 
Should a vacancy occur in anyone of these offices. Section 18 of Article III em
powered the governor to temporarily fill the vacancy until the next general election 
which occured more than 30 days after the vacancy occured. 

The office of lieutenant governor is not specified as one of the offices in 
which the governor has the power to fill a vacancy. A vacancy in this office is 
created, (1) if the governor can no longer hold office, the lieutenant governor is 
next in line of succession - Article III. Section 15; (2) if the lieutenant gov
ernor becomes disabled or is impeached. resigns or dies. Although provisions to 
fill a vacancy in the president of the senate's and governor's office are con
tained in Article III. that Article does not contain a provision to fill the vacant 
office of lieutenant governor. 
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Section 16. The lieutenant governor shall be president of the senate, but 
shall vote only when the senate is equally divided; and in the case of his 
absence, or impeachment, or when he shall exercise the office of governor, 
the senate shall choose a president pro tempore. 

Section 11. If the lieutenant governor, while executing the office of gov
ernor, shall be impeached, displaced, resign or die, or otherwise become 
incapable of performing the duties of the office, the president of the sen
ate shall act as governor, until the vacancy is filled, or the disability 
removed, and 1£ the president of the senate, for any of the above causes, . 
shall be rendered incapable of performing the duties pertaining to the office 
of governor, the same shall devolve upon the speaker of the house of rep
resentatives. 

Article XVII of the Constitution was adopted in 1905. Its original pro
visions were: 

Section 1. Elections for the state and county offices shall be held on the 
first Tuesday after the first Monday in November in the even numbered years; 
and all elections for all other elective offices shall be held on the first 
Tuesday after the first Monday in November in the odd numbered years. 

Section 2. The office of governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, 
secretary of state and treasurer of state shall be two years, and that of the 
auditor of state shall be four years. The terms of office of judges of the 
supreme court and circuit courts shall be such number of even years not le88 
than six (6) years as may be prescribed by the general assembly; that of the 
judges of the common pleas court six (6) year. and of the judges of the pro
bate court, four (4) years, and that of other judges shall be such even number 
of years not exceeding six (6) years as may be prescribed by the general 
assembly. The term of offices of justices of the peace shall be such even 
number.of years not exceeding four (4) years, as may be prescribed by the 
general assembly. The terms of office of the members of the board of public 
works shall be such even number of years not exceeding six (6) years as may 
be so prescribed; and the term of office of all elective county, township, 
municipal and school officers shall be such even number of yeare not exceed
ing four (4) years as may be so prescribed. 

And the general assembly shall have power to do extend eXisting terms 
of office as to effect the purpose of section 1 of this article. 

Any vacancy which may occur in any elective state office other than tha~ 

of a member of the general assembly or of governor, shall be filled by appoi~t
ment by the governor until the disability is removed or a successor elected 
and qualified. Every such vacancy shall be filled by election at the firet 
general election for the office which is vacant, that occurs more than 
thirty (30) days after the vacancy shall have occurred. The persOD elected 
shall fill the office for the unexpired term in such manner 8S may be pre
scribed by law. 

Although the officers of the executive branch were elected for terms of an 
even number of years, and could fit in with the scheme presented by Article XVII, 
such was not the case with judicial officers. Probate judge. had terms of three 
years, common pleas.:: judges were elected for five years, supreme court judges were 
elected f~ not less than five years, etc. The judicial article was not amended 
to reflect the change in terms of office described in Section 2 of Article XVII 
until 1912. Perhaps this was due to a clause in Article XVIIi Section 2, granting 
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the General Assembly the:power to extend the existing terms of office in order 
to carry put the purpose of Section 1. 

As adopted in 1905, Section 2 of Article XVII repeated many of the provisions 
contained in Sections 2 and 18 of Article Ill, and Section 13 of Article IV. 

Article XVII was amended in 1947, changing reference to circuit courts to 
the new words "courts of appeals". The term of office of probate court judges 
was increased to 6 years. Reference to members of the board of public works and 
their terms of office was omitted from the 1947 version. It was not until 1954, 
that a complete overhaul of Article XVII and related sections of other articles 
took place •. The cause of this revision was a change in the terms of officers of 
the executive branch, which were increased from two to four years, with the office 
of auditor remaining at four years. 

Section I . of Article XVII was amended to remove the word "the" before 
"even numbered years". This change was the only one recommended in that section, 
and the reason for it was presumably that "the even numbered years" implied all 
even numbered years, whereas, officials with four year terms would not be elected 
all even numbered years, but rather every other even numbered year. 

Section 2 was amended as follows: 

The term of office of the governor, lieutenant governor, attorney gen
eral, secretary of state and auditor of state shall be four years commencing 
on the second Monday of January, 1959. The auditor of state shall hold his 
office for a term of two years from the second Monday of January, 1961 to 
the second Monday 6f January, 1963, and thereafter shall hold this office 
for a four year term••• 

Section 2 of Article III was also amended in 1954 to reflect the change in Art
icle XVII with the added woraing that, "No person shall hold the office of gov
ernor for a period longer than two successive terms of four years." 

The short-term vacancy 

One situation which the constitution was later amended to avoid was the pro
blem of the short~term vacancy. If an official with a four-year term vacated his 
office in his fourth year at least 30 days before the November election, a replace
ment would be elected for 2 months at most. In addition, two candidates for the 
same office would be running from the same party, one for the two month term, and 
one for the four-year term commencing the following January. In addition to 
being confusing to the voter, and problematic to the political parties, the wis
dom of campaigning for, and being elected to, a responsible office for 8uch a 
short period of time, was'questioned. The first move to eliminate the problem 
was made in the judicial article, which, in 1942 was amen~ed'in Section 13 as 
follows: 

In case the office of any judge shall become vacant, before the ex
piration of the regular term for which he was elected, the vacancy shall 
be filled by appointment by the governor, until a successor is elected and hal 
qualified; and such successor shall be elected for the unexpired term, at 
the first general election for the office which is vacant that occurs more 
than forty days after the vacancy shall have occurredi'provided, however, 
that when the unexpired term ends within one year immediately following 
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the date of such general election, an election to fill such unexpired term 
shall not be held and the appointment shall be for such unexpired term. 

Article XVII, Section 2 was not amended until 1970 to prevent filling a� 
short-term vacancy by an election. The last paragraph was changed to say:� 

•••••Such successor shall be elected for the unexpired term of the vacant 
office at the first general election in an even numbered year that occurs 
more than forty days after the vacancy has occurred; provided, that when 
the unexpired term ends within one year immediately following the date of 
such general election, an election to fill such unexpired term shall not 
be held and the appointment shall be for' such unexpired term. 

The same words were added to Section 18 of Article III in place of the for
mer requirement that a vacancy must be filled by election if it occurs more than 
thirty days before the next general election. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

Article XVII, Section 2, contains provisions that are repeated in other art
icles of the Constitution. In several places, that Article is inconsistent with 
the provisions of the judicial and executive articles. 

Article XVII, Section 2 specifies the terms of office for judges of the 
common pleas and probate court as six years. In Article IV, Section 6, the terms 
of office of judges of the cODlnOn pleas court are set at "not less than six years". 
In addition, Article IV recognizes the probate court as a division of the common 
pleas court. The distinction between the two courts in Article XVII is obsolete. 
Article XVII also contains a reference to the terms of office of justices of the 
peace, when in fact, justices of the peace no longer exist. 

Paragraph 3 of Section 2 of Article XVII appears to be inconsistent with 
Section 18 of Article III. As was noted earlier, the lieutenant governor is 
not one of the offices which the governor has the power to fill should a vacancy 
arise, accQrding to Sections 15-18, inclusive. of:Artic1e III. In paragraph 3; 
of Section 2, Article XVII, however, it says, "Any vacancy which may occur in aa 
elective state office other than that of a member of the general assembly or of 
governor shall be filled by appointment by the governor until the disability is 
removed, or a successor elected and qualified." Those words seem to make a re
placement for a vacancy in the lieutenant governor's office a gubernatorial appoin
tee. 

If the language creating these two inconsistencies were remedied, the problem 
of redundancy would remain. The question that must be dealt with is whether it 
is better to deal with the time of election, terms of office, and vacancies of 
all elected officials in one article, or whether it 18 better to treat theae mat

. ters in each article having to do with elected officials. In either case, dual 
reference to the same provisions should be eliminated. 

In the event that it was decided to treat these subjects in the respective� 
articles, the fo]~owing changes should be made in Article XVII: Those parts of� 
paragrap& 1 of Section 2 dealing with terms of office of members of the executive� 
br~nch and judges should be deleted, since they are dealt with ellewhere. The� 
last len~ence of paragraph 1 should be retained, because it is not provided for� 
elsewhere in the constitution. That sentence reads,� 
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liThe term of office of all elective county, township, municipal and scbool 
officers shall be such even number of years not exceeding four years as 

•� may be so prescribed. II 

Paragraph� 3, giving the General Assembly the power to extend the terms of existing 
offices to effect the purpose of Section 1 of Article XVII might still be a val
uable power since Section 1 deals with municipal officers as well as state and 
county officers. In the event that the terms of office of municipal officers or 

•� other persons whose election is provided by statute, should be changed, the Gen
eral Assembly's power would provide useful. Paragraph 3, with amended language 
to remove the inconsistency, should be retained. Although some of its provisions 
are redundant, it does allow for the filling of vacancies of elected officials 
whose election is provided by statute, such as board of education officials. 

~ The Secretary of State has proposed additional language for Section 1 of� 
Article XVII.� 

Section 1. Elections for state and county officers shall be held on the 
first Tuesday after'the first Monday in November in even numbered years; 
and all elections for all other elective officers shall be held on the 

..� first Tuesday after the first Monday in November in the odd numbered years. 
AN ELECTION FOR A CANDIDACY OR ISSUE MAY BE HELD IN A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
ON A DAY OF A DIRECT PRIMARY ELECTION FOR MUNICIPAl~OiFICES WHEN SUCH ELEC~ 

TION DAY IS PROVIDED BY MUNICIPAL CHARTER. NO OTHER ELECTION SHALL BE 
HELD ON ANY OTHER DAY THAN THE FIRST TUESDAY AFTER THE FIRST MONDAY IN MAY 
OR THE DAYS AFORESAID •.. 

• 

The intent of the Secretary of State's proposal seems to be to fix the date 
of the primary election in May in the constitution, although allowing charter 
cities some variation. Some people say that this amount of time is necessary if 
the candidate is to have adequate time before the general election to organize 
his campaign. However, it may not be a good idea to lock a fixed date into the 
constitution. Some arguments relating to the question of using other methods of 
voter registration assert that timing of the primary is an important factor. If 
a reasonable date could be provided for by statute, it may be a preferable method. 

• 
The laoguage of the Secretary of State's proposal seems to preclude the pos

sibility of calling a special election at any time other than Mayor November • 
Although the liberty to hold special elections sometimes results in an excessive 
number of such elections, the power to call a special election when it is of 
vital importance should not be eliminated • 

•� 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee Research ~tudy No. 26B • 
December 11, 1973 

Initiative and Referendum 
Article II, Section 18 •Research Study No. 26A set forth sections I-If, inclusive, of Article 11 of 

the Ohio Constitution with comment and explanation. This study discusses in similar 
detail the provisions of section 19, which contains a number of requirements which 
apply to all types of initiative and referendum petitions in Ohio. 
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Article II 

Section 19. 

Any initiative, supplementary or referendum petition may be presented in sep
arate parts but each part shall contain a full and correct copy of the title, and 
text of the law, section or item thereof sought to be referred, or the proposed law 
or proposed amendment to the constitution. Each signer of any initiative, supple
mentary or referendum petition must be an elector of the state and shall place on 
such petition after his name the date of signing and his place of residence. A 
signer residing outside of a municipality shall state the township and county in 
which he resides. A resident of a municipality shall state in addition to the name 
of such municipality, the street and number, if any, of his residence. The names 
of all signers to such petitions shall be written in ink, each signer for himself. 
To each part of such petition shall be attached the affidavit of the person solicit
ing the signatures to the same, which affidavit shall contain a statement of the 
number of the signers of such part of such petition and shall state that each of the 
signatures attached to such part was made in the presence of the affiant, that to 
the best of his knowledge and belief each signature on such part is the genuine 
signature of the person whose name it purports to be, that he believes the persons 
who have signed it to be electors, that they so signed said petition with knowledge 
of the contents thereof, that each signet signed the same on the date stated opposite 
his name; and no other affidavit thereto shall be required. The petition and sig
natures upon such petitions, so verified, shall be presumed to be in all respects 
sufficient, unless not later than forty days before the election, it shall be other
wise proved and in such event ten additional days shall be allowed for the filing 
of additional signatures to such petition. No law or amendment to the constitution 
submitted to the electors by initiative and supplementary petition and receiving 
an affirmative majority of the votes cast thereon, shall be held unconstitutional 
or void on account of the insufficiency of the petitions by which such submission 
of the same was procured; nor shall the rejection of any law submitted by referendum 
petition be held invalid for such insufficiency. Upon all initiative, supplementary 
and referendum petitions provided for in any of the sections of this article, it 
shall be necessary to file from each of one-half of the counties of the state, pe
titions bearing the signatures of not less than one-half of the designated .percentage 
of the electors of such county. A true copy of all laws or proposed laws or .pro
posed amendments to the constitution, together with an argument or explanation, or 
both, for, and also an argument or explanation, or both, against the same, shall be 
prepared. The person or persons who prepare the argument or explanation; or both, 
against any law, section or item, submitted to the electors by referendum petition, 
may be named in such petition and the persons who prepare the argument or explana
tion, or both, for any proposed law or proposed amendment to the constitution may 
be named in the petition proposing the same. The person or persons who prepare 
the argument or explanation, or both, for the law, section or item, submitted to 
the electors by referendum petition, or against any proposed law submitted by sup
plementary petition, shall be named by the general assembly, if in session, and if 
not in session then by the governor. The law, or proposed law, or proposed amend
ment to the constitution, together with the arguments and explanations, not exceed
ing a total of three hundred words for each, and also the arguments and explanations, 
not exceeding a total of three hundred words against each shall be published once 
a week for five consecutive weeks preceding the election, in at least one newspaper 
of general circulation in each county of the state, where a newspaper is published. 
Unless otherwise provided by law, the secretary of state shall cause to be placed 
upon the ballots, the title of any such law, or proposed law, or proposed amendment 
to the constitution, to be submitted. He shall also cause the ballots so to be 
printed as to permit an affirmative or negative vote upon each law, section of law, 
or item in a law appropriating money, or proposed law, or proposed amendment to the 
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constitution. The style of all laws submitted by initiative and supplementary ptti
tion shall be: "Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Ohio," and of all 
constitutional amendments: "Be it Resolved by the People of the State of Ohio." 
The basis upon which the required number of petitioners in any case shall be de
termined shall be the total number of votes cast for the office of governor at the 
last preceding election therefor. The foregoing provisions of this section shall 
be self-executing, except as herein otherwise provided. Laws ma, be passed to 
facilitate their operation, but in no way limiting or restricting either such pr~
visions or the powers herein reserved. 

Historx: Section 19 was adopted in 1912 and amended in 1971, effective January 1, 
1972. The 1971 amendment deleted a requirement that the SecretaIY of State have 
the initiated or referred law, proposed law, or proposed constitutional amendment' 
together with the pro and con arguments printed and mail or otheIwise distribute 
a copy of the printed information to each electors, as far as reasonably possible. 
In its place is the requirement that such information shall be published once a 
week for five consecutive weeks preceding the election in a newspaper of general 
circulation in each county. Also deleted by the 1971 amendment was a requirement 
that a petition signer who is a resident of a municipality must place on the peti~ 

tion his ward and precinct. 

Explanation: 

Section 19 sets forth most of the procedural details for proceeding from idea 
to ballot. The section is long and involved; if any changes "are to be made in it~ 

it would be advisable to consider rearrangement and either breaking the section 
into paragraphs (it is presently written as one long paragraph and one sentence 
contains 130 words) or into several sections. 

It was, of course, the intention of the framers of the initiative and refer~ 

endum to write as many details as possible into the Constitution. The conve,ntion 
was marked by sharp debate between those favoring I &R and those opposed, but 
both groups agreed on one matter, and that was that the legislature was not eo be 
left with the task of filling in the details by law. Those who favored I &R believed 
that the people's rights would be eroded and the procedures would be made too dif
ficult if left to the legislature. Those who opposed I &R fought to get as many 
restrictions as possible into the Constitution; otherwise, they believed, the en
tire legislative process itself would become a shambles because of the great number 
of petitions filed. 

In spite of the desire of the drafters to make the initiative and referendum 
provisions self-executing, it was apparent that some details would have to be 
filled in by the legislature. Tacked on at the end of section 19 are two signifi
cant sentences: "The foregoing provisions of this section shall be self-executing, 
except as herein otherwise provided. Laws may be passed to facilitate their opera
tion, but in no way limiting or restricting either such provisions or the powers 
herein reserved." 

The General Assembly has enacted statutes, most of which are presently found 
in Chapter 3519. of the Revised Code, to "facilitate" the operation of the initiative 
and referendum. The first was enacted in 1913, as part of the election corrupt 
practices act, and prohibited paying money or anything of value to a person for 
signing an initiative, supplementary, or referendum petition. Opinions differ as 
to whether any of the requirements imposed by statute but not mentioned in the 
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Constitution are unconstitutional limitations or restrictions on the use of the in
itiative and referendum. The following discussion will note which requirements im
posed by statutes are in addition to those found in the Constitution and in which 
instances the courts have been asked to judge whether they are too burdensome. How
ever, two general comments are offered: 

"Even this tiny loophole (referring to the last sentence quoted above)� 
has been used by the Assembly to provide additional restrictions which� 
make the exercise of popular law-making much more difficult, under the� 
guise of facilitation. Perhaps the amendment needs clarification to� 
make such usurpation impossible." Harvey t-lalker in "An Analysis and� 
Appraisal of the Ohio State Constitution, 1851-1951" p. 33.� 

"The question whether these are all true implementing provisions or� 
constitute restrictions on the powers reserved to the voters by the� 
constitution has not been adjudicated. It is hardly cause for serious� 
concern. The requirement of 100 signatures is not onerous • • • ."� 
Jefferson Fordham, "The Initiative and Referendum in Ohio", Ohio State� 
Law Journal 495 (1950) p. 502.� 

Application of Section. The rules of Section 19 generally apply to any "initiative, 
supplementary, or referendum" petition. The General Assembly has also given the term 
"supplementary" to a fourth type of petition, and it may be advisable to review the 
meaning of the various terms to assist in understanding the processes. 

An initiative petition is one which proposes either a law or a constitutional 
amendment. If it proposes a constitutional amendment, it goes directly on the ballot 
and is not submitted to the General Assembly first. 

If an initiative petition proposes a law, it must first be submitted to the 
General Assembly. If the General Assembly fails to act or acts in a manner unsatis
factory to the initiators, a supplementary petition must then be filed to have the 
law placed on the ballot for voter approval or disapproval. 

A referendum petition challenges a law already enacted by the General Assembly. 

If any of the three types of petitions suffers from an insufficiency of signa
tures, an additional ten days is allowed for securing additional signatures and filing 
with the secretary of state. Unfortunately, the statute (section 3519.16 of the Re
vised Code) refers to the part-petitions on which the additional signatures are se
cured as "supplementarx". "Supplementary11 thus refers to t"10 different types of 
petitions. 

Every petition--initiative, supplementary, or referendum--is presented in sep
arate parts, each known as a part-petition. 

The PreliminarY--Presentation to the Attorney General. A preliminary step to 
the entire process of getting an initiated or referred measure to the ballot is pro
vided for by statute and not mentioned at all in the Constitution. Section 3519.01 
of the Revised Code provides as follows: 

"Hhoever seeks to propose a law or constitutional amendment by initiative 
petition or to file a referendum petition against any law, section, or 



4. • 
item in any law shall by a written petition signed by one _~~~red 

qualified electors submit such proposed law, constitut:lon.f' ..end.. 
ment, or measure to be referred and a summary of it to tbe attorney 
general for examination. If in the opinion of theattc)~.y g~eral 

the suuunary if a fair and truthful statement of the prc)po••et'law, 
constitutional amendment, or measure to be referred, be ahall 80 
certify. A verified copy •• II 

The above provision requiring submission to the Attofney ~eral before filing uith 
the Secretary of State is the provision to which Jeffer.on Fordham was referring when 
he commented that 100 signatures did not appear to be -an onerous burden. He went on 
to note that 100 signatures would be only a small portiono:f _the ,to~:al number required 
in order to submit the proposal, eventually, to tbe electors. 

There are, however, matters in section 3519.01 which are challengable as re
stricting the constitutional right to initiative or referendum beyond the purpose and 
intent of the constitutional provisions. The person proposing by initiative petition 
or referendum petition a matter to go to the ballot is requ:ired to submit to the Gen
eral Assembly not only the cop~ of the proposed law, constitutional amendment or 
measure to be referred, but a summary of it. The Attorney General is required to 
certify that the summary is a fair and truthful statement of the proposed law or con
stitutional amendment or measure to be referred. The Secre-tary of State wilL not 
proceed to issue the petitions necessary unless the Attorney General's certification 
is attached to the summary filed with the Secretary of State. 

The purpose of the summary is fairly clear. In 1931, the Ohio Supreme Court in 
Hubbell vs. Bettman, 124 Ohio St. 24, stated that the summary should be a "short 
concise summing up which will properly advise those who are asked either to sign the 
petition or to support the amendment at the polls of the character and purpose of the 
amendments without the necessity of perusing them at length." In that case the At
torney General had refused to certify the summary and the court upheld this refusal 
on the grounds that the summary itself was longer than the proposed constitutional 
amendment. However, it would appear that if, in fact, the Attorney General abuses 
his discretion in refusing to certify a summary, an action of mandamus will lie to 
certify the summary. The proponents of the measure will be able to get through the 
barrier of the Attorney General's required approval if the barrier turns out to be 
an improper one. 

The question may still be raised, however, as to whether or not the entire re
quirement of submission to the Attorney General might not be unconstitutional because 
it is an additional burden placed upon the proponents which is not found in the Con
stitution. Although the question was not raised by the parties to the issue, i~ was 
discussed in the Supreme Court's opinion in the recent case of State ex rel. Tull!t 
et a1 vs. Brown, 29 Ohio St. 2d, 235, March 1972 in conjunction with the recent id
itiated proposal to amend the Constitution with respect to the income tax. In the 
Tullex case, Justice Schneider dissented because he finds the requirement of the 
summary to be unconstitutional. He stated as follows: "Initiative petitions in a 
statewide matter are to be self-executing and any meddling therewith by the General 
Assembly should be viewed with distrust unless unmistakably supportive and expedi
tious." Justice Brown joined in the dissent. 

J 
An additional question which may be raised with respect to the requirement of 8 

summary is what is the effect of the summary once it has been prepared and fouria to 
be fair and truthful by the Attorney General. Further sections of the Revised Code 
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require that the summary be printed upon the petitions and the p~rt petitions which 
people are asked to sign. Also in connection with the income ta~ initiated consti
tutional amendment, the question arose as to the effect of the summary because one 
provision which was contained in the amendment and which was also referred to in 
the summary was not, for some reason, printed on the petitions. That was the ques
tion of the effective date of the initiated measure 1f approved by the voters. This 
question was directly before the Supreme Court in the case 'of State ex reI. Schwartz 
VB. Brown 32 Ohio St. 4 decided on October 20, 1972, shortly before the matter was 
voted on in November of that year. An initiated constitutional amendment pursuant 
to section lb of Article II takes effect 30 days after approval by the electors. 
However, in the income tax matter, a special effective date was provided for within 
the terms of the amendment itself. It was intended to take effect, if approved, on 
January 1, 1973. The summary submitted to and approved by the Attorney General in
dicated that the effective date would be January It 1973. In the printing ot the 
part petitions, however, the effective date was not mentioned, neither in the $ummary 
nor in the text itself. The Supreme Court held that this defect would not be suffi
cient to remove the matter from the ballot. Justice Leach, writing the majority 
opinion of the court, stated that the petitions met all of the constitutional re
quirements and that an effective date of December 8 was compelled by a reading of 
section lb of Article II. The opinion states "The terms of such a proposed consti
tutional amendment are determined under the Constitution, not by the language of the 
petition submitted for preliminary examination to the Attorney General'nor ••• with 
the Secretary of State." 

That decision, also, did not reach the question of whether section 3519.01 con
flicts with the Constitution. It referred to the Tulley case, indicating that two 
members of the court did believe that section 3519.01 was unconstitutional. The 
court also held that even if the inconsistency between the summary and the text 
would render the petitions legally ~ficient, such deficiency must be raised 40 days 
before the election. 

The petition; filing with the Secretary of State. After securing the approval 
of the Attorney General, section 3519.01 requires that "a verified copy of the pro
posed law, constitutional amendment, or the law, section, or item to be referred, 
together with the summary and the Attorney General's certification, shall then be 
filed with the Secretary of State, who shall forthwith designate a convenient size 
for the sheets of paper, the color and weight of paper to be used, and general order 
or arrangement of such petition, the form of which shall be substantially as set 
forth in section 3519.05 of the Revised Code." 

Section 3519.05 sets forth the form of the petition and section 3519.02 contains 
an additional requirement to be placed upon the petition and each part petition which 
is as fo11ot'1s: liThe petitioner shall designate in any initiative, referendum, or 
supplementary petition and on each of the several parts of such petition a committee 
of not less than three nor more than five of their number who shall represent them 
in all matters relating to such petitions. Notice of all matters or proceedings 
pertaining to such petitions may be served on said committee, or any of them, either 
personally or by registered mail, or by leaving such notice at the usual place of 
residence of each of them." 

Although the constitutional provisions themselves do not designate that the 
committee named in the petition shall be the persons to be served with all notices 
and proceedings pertaining to such petition, the Constitution does require or at 
least permit that there may be named in the petition the person or persons who 
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prepare the arguments or explanations on behalf of the petitioners and it does seem 
a logical extension of that constitutional provision to the provisions of section 
3519.02. !his section has never been challenged as being unconstitutional and it 
does not appear likely that this does constitute any additional burden other than 
in addition to the Constitution and would appear certainly to facilitate the pro
ceedings on any petition. 

The requirements, however, of section 3519.04 are in addition to the constitu
tional requirements. Section 3519.04 requires the Secretary of State to submit a 
request to the Tax Commissioner in any instance when the Secretary of State receives 
petitions for a proposed state law or constitutional amendment proposing the levy of 
any tax or involving a. matter which will necessitate the expenditure of any funds of 
the state or any political subdivision. The Secretary of State is required to re
quest the Tax Commissioner to prepare an estimate of any additional expenditures of 
public funds proposed and the annual yield of any proposed taxes. The Tax Commis
sioner is required to prepare such estimate and file it in the office of the Secre
tary of State. The Secretary of State is required to distribute copies of such 
estimates with the information pamphlets which, prior to 1972, were required to be 
prepared for any initiated matter or any referred matter and distributed to electors. 
Since the pamphlets are no longer required, and since the tax information is not re
quired to be included in the advertising which replaced the pamphlets, it is no longer 
clear what use should be made of the tax and expenditure information. 

Section Ig states that any petition may be presented in separate parts but 
each part shall contain a full and correct copy of the title, and text of the law, 
section or item thereof sought to be referred, or the proposed law or proposed amend
ment to the Constitution. It further provides as follows: "The style of all laws 
submitted by initiative and supplementary petition shall be: "Be it Enacted by the 
People of the State of Ohio," and of all constitutional amendments: "Be it resolved 
by the people of Ohio." Section 3519.05 of the Revised Code, setting forth the form 
of the petition, contains these requirements and additional requirements as wel~ in 
the form of the petition. Among other things section 3519.05 specifies what shall 
be in capital letters and what words shall be printed in what point type. !he re
quirement of section 3519.01 of the Revised Code that the Secretary of State must 
designate the convenient size for the sheets of paper or the color and weight of 
paper to be used are in addition to any constitutional requirements. 

The Secretary of State has introduced into the 110th General Assembly a bill to 
change some of the sections in Chapter 3519., and among these requirements which the 
bill would remove are these provisions of section 3519.01 which require him to desig
nate a convenient size for the sheets of peper, the colof and weight of the paper 
and the general order of arrangement. The general order of arrangements is of course 
already set forth in section 3519.05 and it is apparently the Secretary of State's 
opinion that it is not necessary for him to designate a convenient size of the sheets 
of paper or the color or weight of paper to be used. 

Part petitions serve the obvious purpose of enabling the gathering of signatures 
by different persons, called solicitors, throughout the state at the same time. It is 
quite clear that it would be impossible to have a petition on which many thousands of 
signatures could be placed. Each part petition is required to contain all of the 
information designated for a petition. One requirement of part petitions and that 
is a statutory requirement that a part petition may not contain signatures from more 
than one county is not required by the Constitution but by law and will be discussed 
under another heading. 
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Section 3519.07 of the Revised Code requires the ,petitioners' committee to 
advise the Secretary of State from time to time in l1riting of the number of part pe
titions required by the committee. The committee is required to pay for the cost of 
printing the petitions and part petitions. Part petitions are to be numbered 
serially and when printed are delivered to and remain in the possession of the Secre
tary of State until issued by him as requested by the committee. The committee is 
required to pay for the cost of printing the part petitions before they may be issued 
to them. This section would be repealed by S. B. 238 and the printing of petitions 
would presumably be left to the petitioners. The Secretary of State would no longer 
monitor the process. 

Solicitors. Section Ig of Article II contains some provisions regarding per
sons who solicit signatures on petitions; these provisions are expanded and added to 
by the statutes. The Constitution provides as follows: "To each part of such pe
tition shall be attached the affidavit of the person soliciting the signatures to 
the same, which affidavit shall contain a statement of the number of signers of such 
part of such petition and shall state that each of the signatures attached to such 
part was made in the presence of the affiant, that to the best of his knowledge and 
belief each signature on such part is the genuine signature of the person whose name 
it purports to be, that he believes the persons who have signed it to be electors, 
that they so signed said petition with knowledge of the contents thereof, that each 
signed signed the same on the date stated opposite his name; and no other affidavit 
thereto shall be required." 

Although the statutes do not require additional information in the affidavit 
itself the statutes do make additional requirements with respect to the solicitors 
and the information that the solicitor must put on the petition. Section 3519.08 of 
the Revised Code requires that the committee of petitioners list the names and ad
dresses of all solicitors who will circulate part petitions, and the number of part 
petitions to be issued to or for the use of each. The Secretary of State is required 
to indicate on each part petition issued the name of the solicitor. Further, the 
Secretary of State is requi~ed to keep a record of the number of each part petition 
charged to each solicitor and the date of issuance of each part petition. No person 
whose name is not listed with the Secretary of State is permitted to solicit signa
tures. 

S. B. 238 would repeal section 3519.08, thus removing the Secretary of State 
from the business of' keeping a record of solicitors and petitions. 

A second requirement with respect to the solicitor is the statutory requirement 
contained in section 3519.05 of the Revised Code which requires the petition to state 
that "In consideration of his services in soliciting signatures to this petition the 
solicitor has received or expects to receive • • • • • • from • • • • • • whose 
address is • • • • • . • • . • . ." Before any elector signs the part petition, the 
solicitor is required to have completely filled in the above blanks. If the solicitor 
is not being paid for his services) he must insert the to1ord "nothing" in the first 
blank. The Constitution itself is silent as to the question of payment of solicitors 
for securing signatures to petitions. Justice Schneider, in his dissent in the Tulley 
case, found this reqUirement also to be unconstitutional. 

Section 3519.09 of the Revised Code requires solicitors to retain possession 
or custody of all petitions and part petitions. The board of elections is required 
to seize any petition or part petition found otherwise than in the presence of the 
solicitor whose name appears thereon. This section would also be repealed by S.B. 230. 
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Neither the Constitution nor the statutes specify the qualifications of a 
person who may solicit signatures on a petition, nor prohibit any person from solicit
ing. The right of public employees to solicit signatures has, however, been challeaged 
as a violation of statutes prohibiting public employees from engaging in certain types 
of political activity. Court suits have challenged the ri3ht of a liquor officer and 
certain city employees to circulate petitions; in the first instance, for an initiated 
measure having to do with prohibition and in the second, for an initiated ordinance 
for a three-platoon fire department. In both cases (Nolan vs. ClenDening 93 Oh. St. 
264, 1915 and Heidtman et al VI. City of Shaker Heights 163 Ohio St. 109, 1955) the 
Supreme Court held that there is nothing improper about the public employees involved 
engaged in soliciting signatures for initiative petitions. 

Signatures. Section 18 of Article II provides as follows with respect to 
signers of petitions: "Each signer of any initiative, supplementary or referendum 
petition must be an elector of the state and shall place on such petition after his 
name the date of signing and his place of residence. A signer residing outside of a 
municipality shall state the township and county in which he resides. A resident of 
a municipality shall state in addition to the name of such municipality, the street 
and number, if any, of his residence. The names of all signers to such petitions shall 
be written in ink, each signer for himself." Section 19 also provides "Upon all in
itiative, supplementary and referendum petitions provided for in any of the sections 
of this Article, it shall be necessary to file from each of one-half of the counties 
of the state petitions bearing the signatures of not less than one-half of the desig
nated percentage of the electors of such county." Still further, the Constitution 
provides "The basis on which the required number of petitioners in any case shall be 
determined shall be the total number of votes cast for the office of governor at the 
last preceding election therefor." 

The Constitution, as noted above, requires that signers be "electors." Other 
constitutional provisions and provisions of the statutes must be referred to in order 
to determine who is an elector. Article V, section 1 of the Constitution presently 
defines an elector as "a citizen of the United States of the age of 21 who shall 
have been a resident of the state six months next preceding the election, and of the 
county, township or ward in which he resides such time as may be provided by law." 
However, an amendment to the federal constitution had effectively reduced the age of 
21 to 18, and court decisions have held that six months is too long a required reli
dency period. Therefore, an "elector" is an 18 year old person who has been resident 
such period of time as may be provided by law, approved by the courts as not uncon
stitutionally depriving a person of his right to vote. The General Assembly had, 
however, added a qualification to enable persons to sign petitions. Section 3503.06 
of the Revised Code, which provides for registration of persons in order to qualify 
as electors, provides that registration, when adopted, shall become effective at the time 
of the first general election thereafter. "No person residing in any registration 
precinct shall be entitled to vote at any election, or to sign any declaration of 
candidacy or any nominating, initiative, or referendum, or recall petition, unless 
he is registered as an elector." Section 3519.15 requires boards of elections when 
they receive part petitions from the Secretary of State to ascertain '~hether the nam~s 

on each part petition on the registration lists of a registration city or the polling 
lists of such county or whether the persons whose names appear on each part petition 
are eligible to vote in such county •••" Thus) in order to si8ft an initiative 
supplementary or referendum petition the statutes requi~e not only that the person 
have the qualifications of an elector but that the person actually_have fulfilled 
whatever the requirements are to make himself eligible to vote. Even though a 
signer may be an elector when he signs) his name will be invalidated if he is not 
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an elector when the county board checks the petitions (section 3519.15). 

Numerous Attorney General opinions and court decisions over the years have 
dealt with problems concerning the information about the signer required on petitions 
in addition to the actual signature. Generally speaking, it can be said that the law 
is that the signature is the only portion of the required information which must be 
placed on the petition by the person himself. The rest of the information, including 
the date of signing and the residence, may be placed on the petition by another per
son under the direction of the signer. Prior to the 1972 amendment, a signer who 
lived in a city was required to place his ward and precinct number on the petition. 
This requirement has now been eliminated. 

An early court decision held that, although the Constitution requires that 
the signature be written in ink, it would be satisfactory if the signer used an 
indelible pencil. This provision has not been incorporated into the statutes (sec
tion 3519.05). However, anything other than ink or indelible pencil is unacceptable. 
No Attorney General's opinion nor court decision has been located which discusses 
the problem of voluntary withdrawal of signatures from petitions. 

Although the information other than the signer's name may be filled in on 
the petition by someone else, it must be filled in. Omission of required informa
tion will invalidate the signature. 

One of the provisions quoted above from the Constitution provides that all 
petitions must contain signatures from one-half of the counties of the state bear
ing the signatures of not less than one-half the designated percentage of the elec
tors of such county. The number of signatures needed on any petition is determined 
by the vote for governor at the preceding gubernatorial election. This has been 
construed to mean the election preceding the initial filing of the petition with 
the Secretary of State even though another gubernatorial election may intervene 
between the time of the initial filing and the time of the filing of the additional 
signatures needed to correct an insufficiency of valid signatures in the original 
filing. The provision requiring signatures from 44 counties was one of the triumphs 
of the anti-I & R delegates at the 1912 constitutional convention. They felt that 
this requirement would slow up the process of filing petitions to a great extent. 
It would make more difficult the use of the initiative and referendum by the people 
in the large urban counties, by requiring signatures from a substantial number of 
smaller counties. Professor Harvey l~alker has suggested that new laws and amend
ments desired by rural residents may be easily proposed under this provision, whereas 
greater difficulty is placed upon the proposal of new laws and amendments by urban 
residents. 

One requirement of the statutes may be questioned as being of doubtful con
stitutionality in that it imposes an additional burden. This is the requirement 
presently found in section 3519.10 of the Revised Code that "each part petition 
which is filed shall contain signatures of electors of only one county." The At
torney General ruled in 1949 that a part petition which contains signatures of persons 
from more than one county is completely invalid; that is, no signatures may be counted 
from such a petition. One of the proposals in S. B. 238 would change this ruling by 
adding a provision to section 3519.10 as follows: "Petitions containing signatures 
of electors of more than one county shall not thereby be declared invalid. In case 
petitions containing signatures of electors of more than one county are filed, the 
Secretary of State shall determine the county from which the majority of signatures 
came and only signatures from such counties shall be counted. Signatures from any 
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other county shall be invalid." This would at least permit the counting of 

valid signatures from the county which contained the majority of the signatures on 
any part petition. The provisions requiring all signatures on a part petition to 
be from one county obviously makes the checking of signatures for their validity 
much easier, since the Secretary of State i, required by the statute to send the part 
petitions to the boards of elections of every county in order to have the signatures 
checked. The checking of signatures is a time-consuming process and there would not 
be sufficient time to send part petitions from one county to another. lfuwever, it 
is perhaps unreasonable to discount an entire part petition because, perhaps by error, 
the signature of one person from another county is included. S. B. 238 appears to 
offer a reasonable solution to this problem. 

After the Signatures are Gathered. The time which the proponents have to gather 
signatures on their petitions differs according to whether it is an initiative peti
tion for a constitutional amendment, an initiative or supplementary petition for a 
law, or a referendum petition. These time limits are discussed under the appropriate 
sections, and it was also noted in the earlier discussions that the time limits cannot 
be reconciled with the amount of time required before the election if the interpreta
tion of the Attorney General that the election must be held in the same year that the 
petitions are filed is upheld. 

Section 3519.13 of the Revised Code requires that all part-petitions of an in
itiative or referendum petition must be filed at the same time. Although this sec
tion would be repealed if S. B. 238 is enacted, the same result, insofar as ~ mini
mum number of signatures is concerned, is reached by a reading of'section 3519.14, 
which 1'10uld not be repealed, '''hich provides that "The secretary of state shall not 
accept for filing any initiative or referendum petition which does not purport to 
contain at least the minimum number of signatures required for the submission of the 
amendment, proposed law, or law to be submitted under the initiative or referendum 
pOl-1er. " 

The early history of initiative and referendum petitions in Ohio is replete 
with charges of fraud on the part of the petitioners, counter-fraud on the part of 
the opponents, and highhanded denial of the petitioners' rights by the Secretary of 
State. Statutes have been enacted in the intervening years to specify the procedures 
which must be followed upon the filing of the petitions in order to determine their 
validity. Section 3519.14 requires the Secretary of State to reject a petition which 
does not contain at least the minimum number of signatures required. In addition to 
counting signatures, he may, according to the Tulley case, reject any part-petition 
which is not verified. According to a 1939 Attorney General opinion, he may reject 
3 part-petition or an individual signature which on its face does not meet the con
stitutional requirements. He may not, however, determine the validity of a signature 
which on its face appears to conform with the requirements. Instead, section 3519.15 
requires him, "forthwith", whenever a petition has been filed, to separate the part
petitions according to county and transmit them to the various county boards of elec
tions where the process of checking signatures takes place. 

The only constitutional provision, found in section 19, respecting the validity 
of petitions is as follot'1s: "The petition and signatures upon such petitions, so 
verified, shall be presumed to be in all respects sufficient, unless not later than 
forty days before the election, it shall be otherwise proved and in such event ten 
additional days shall be allowed for the filing of additional signatures to such 
petition. No law or amendment to the Constitution submitted to the" electors by in
itiative and supplementary petition and receiving an affirmative majority of the 
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votes cast thereon, shall be held unconstitutional or void on account of the insuf
ficiency of the petitions by which such submission of the same was procured; nor 
shall the rejection of any law submitted by referendum petition be held invalid for 
such insufficiency." 

Forty days before the election. therefore. is the cutoff date for determining 
whether any signature is invalid. The statute (section 3519.16) requires the county 
boards of elections to return the part-petitions to the Secretary of State at least 
50 days before the election. The Secretary of State thus has 10 days in which to 
determine whether there is an insufficiency of signatures and how many signatures 
are needed, and to notify the petitioners' committee. Section 3519.15 sets forth 
the duty of the county board of elections to check the validity of the signatures 
and section 3519.16 a procedure by which any elector can challenge the findings 
of the board. Prompt court action is r~quired on challenges. The Secretary of 
State does not have to wait until 40 days before the election in order to notify 
the petitioners of an insufficiency of signatures, but it would seem necessary for 
him to wait until all county boards of elections have returned their part-petitions, 
otherwise he could not ascertain the extent of the insufficiency. 

An Attorney General's opinion in 1950 held that the petitioners were only en
titled to secure and file additional signatures in the ten day period to replace 
signatures that were held to be invalid, not to make up signatures which were re
jected because of som~ defect in the petition--such as failure of the solicitor to 
sign the afficavit or failure to fill in the amount of compensation he was to re
ceive. This ruling is of doubtful constitutionality because the constitutional 
language itself appears to place a defect in the petition and a defect in a signa
ture on the same level--both are presumed sufficient unless otherwise proved and 
"in such event ten additional days shall be allowed for the filing of additional 
signatures to such petition." 

Voter Information and the Ballot. Section 19 provides for two final steps in 
the process of the initiative or referendum: (1) preparation of arguments and ex
planations and distribution to the voters; (2) preparation of the ballot. 

The initiative or referendum petition lImay" name the persons who will prepare 
the arguments or explanations for the proposed law or constitutional amendment or 
against the referred law, as the case may be. The statutes (section 3519.02) require 
that a committee of not less than three nor more than five persons be named in the 
petition and that such committee may (section 3519.03) prepare the argument or ex
planation. Persons to prepare the argument or explanation upholding the referred 
law or against a proposed initiated law (to which the statutes add a proposed con
stitutional amendment) are to be named by the General Assembly if in session or by 
the Governor if the General Assembly is not in session. Until the 1972 amendment 
to section 19, the Secretary of State was required to have the proposal together 
with the arguments and explanations, not exceeding 300 words for each side, printed 
and mailed or otherwise distributed to each elector, as far as may be reasonably 
possible. Now, however, the proposal, and arguments and explanations not exceeding 
300 words for each side, are to be advertised once a week for five consecutive weeks 
preceding the election in at least one newspaper of general circulation in each 
county where a newspaper is published. 

In the absence of a contrary law, the Secretary of State is required to place 
upon the ballot the "title" of any "such" law (apparently referri:pg to a referendum» 
proposed law, or proposed constitutional amendment. If what is being r~ferred is 
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not the entire law passed by the General Assembly, but only a section or an item in 
an appropriation act, the Secretary of State would presumably have to write a 
"title." However, section 3505.06 may constitute a law otherwise providing, since 
it requires the Secretary of State to prepare a "condensed text that will properly •describe the question, issue, or amendment" for all statewide questions and issues. 

Section 19 further requires the Secretary of State to cause ballots to be 
printed as to permit an affirmative or negative vote upon each law, section of law, 
or item in a law appropriating money (all apparently referring to a referendum), or 
proposed law, or proposed amendment to the Constitution. If a proposed amendment • 
to the Constitution is deemed to be more than one amendment, is the Secretary of 
State entitled to separate the amendments into single amendments? Are amendments 
proposed by the initiative subject to the provision of Section 1 of Article XVI: 
"When more than one amendment shall be submitted at the same time, they shall be so 
submitted as to enable the electors to vote on each amendment, separately"? Is a 
law proposed by initiative petition subject to the requirement of section 15 of • 
Article II that "No bill shall contain more than one subject, which shall be clearly 
expressed in its title"? If so, who determines the separation on the ballot? 

The questions of the ballot language and voter information have been considered 
by the committee in connection with constitutional amendments submitted by the Gen
eral Assembly. A proposal reported by the committee and adopted by the Commission • 
included the creation of a Ballot Board to prepare ballot language and to prepare 
arguments. Consideration might be given as to how much, if any, of that proposal 
should be incorporated into section Ig. 

A final matter of interest is the liability of the persons who prepare argu
ments and explanations for false or misleading statements. Opponents to a proposed • 
constitution amendment wrote, as part of their allotment of 300 words: "This 310
million-dollar pension amendment is sponsored by Herbert Bigelow, of Cincinnati, 
paid lobbyist for the Single Tax Movement." Mr. Bigelow claimed that he had been 
slandered by this statement. The Supreme Court held, in Bigelow v. Brumley, 138 
Ohio State 574 (1941) that public officials named to prepare the arguments are 
privileged to say whatever they wish, as long as it is appropriate to the occasion, • 
but that the privilege would not extend to a person who was not one of the three 
official appointees if it could be shown that he wrote the language. 
Court held that this language was not per!! defamatory, and since Mr. 
not prove any special damages, he could not collect. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
December 13, 1973 

Campaign Financing 

Many people have concluded that there exists an urgent need to regulate the 
financing of political campaigns. In Ohio, the methods by which such regulation 
might be accomplished hav~ been recently considered, without resolution, by the 
General Assembly. Questions regarding campaign financing deal with very basic 
constitutional rights: freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of assoc
iation, equal protection and due process. Campaign financing laws seeking to 
equalize, to some extent, the monetary and influential weaponry with which can
didates enter the political arena must balance constitutionally protected in
terests. These interests are the subject of an article by Albert J. Rosenthal, 
Campaign Financing and the Constitution, which appears in the Harvard Journal of 
Legislation, March, 1972. The article concerns itself primarily with the fed
eral constitution and national elections. However, the study offers much in 
the way of educational material for any state, because the general objectives 
of campaign finance laws will be similar, and most state constitutions guarantee 
the basic rights of expression and association that are at issue in federal 
campaign finance laws. The following is a brief summary of the constitutional 
problems discussed in Mr. Rosenthal's article. 

Proposals in the area of campaign financing concern themselves with: 
(a) restricting the size of contributions; (b) limiting expenditures of candi
dates; (c) requiring disclosure of contributionsj (d) using government subsidies; 
(e) special controls on use of certain media. According to the article, the 
general objectives of these proposals are three: an electorate informed on qual
ities and views of candidatesj competition among candidates to be determined by 
these qualities and views in a manner undistorted by unequal opportunity to 
communicate with voters; reduction of the dependency on small numbers of large, 
wealthy contributors resulting in a reduction of "influence peddling" and the 
need to have a personal or family fortune in order to run for office. 

I. Limitations on Contributions 

One way to limit campaign contributions is to establish a ceiling on the 
amount of money one may contribute. According to Mr. Rosenthal, Article I, sec
tion 4 of the federal constitution grants this power to Congress for congress
ional elections, by saying, liThe Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections 
for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the Leg
islature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by Law make or alter such 
regulations ••• " Regulation of who may contribute and how much is arguably part 
of ''Manner". ~ey v. Holm, 285 U.S. 355,(1932), affirmed the breadth of con
gressional authority to control corrupt practices in elections. According to 
the article, states have the plenary power to regulate campaign contributions, 
subject only to limitations such as those on freedom of speech. Another basis 
of authority for congressional control of the amount of contributions for its 
members is thought to reside in Article I, section 8, clause 18 of the f~deral 

constitution, "To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for barry
ing into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this 
Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any department or 
offices thereof." 
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Mr. Rosenthal states: 

"If one of the reasons for limitations on contributions is 
to reduce the likelihood of improper influence of large contributors 
upon office holders, it might be contended that such laws were nec
essary and proper to enable each House to "be the Judge of the 
Elections •••of its own Members" Article I, Section S, clause 1" (p.36S) 

The Ohio Constitution contains a s~ilar provision (Article II, section 6) 
that each House shall be the judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications 
of its own members, and the power to make laws to enable each House to do this 
might fall within the plenary powers of the legislature to carry out its con
stitutional aandate. 

The article discusses restricting campaign contributions for federal elec
tions, and Burroughs v. United States, 290 u.S. 534 (1934), is cited as the auth
ority by which Congress is seen to have power, extending not only to selecting 
the time for choosing electors and when voters will cast their ballots, but also 
to control expenditures of money to influence election results. Burroughs said: 

"To say that Congress is without power to pass appropriate 
legislation to safeguard such an election from the improper use of 
money to influence the result is to deny to the nation in a vital 
particular the power of self-protection. Congress undoubtedly has 
that power ••••The power of Congress to protect the election of 
President and Vice President from corruption being clear, the choice 
of means to that end presents a question primal!ly addressed to the 
judgment of Congress." . 

The author feels that, in addition to applying to disclosure laws, with 
which Burroughs was concerned, the reasoning in that case seems to extend to a 
wider range of techniques for control of financing presidential ~ampaigns in
cluding restrictions on size of individual contributions. 

The authority of Congress to limit contributions for state elections is not 
specifically granted in the constitution, but Mr. Rosenthal argues that in almost 
all states, elections of federal and state officials occur on the same day. 
MOst political activity goes toward supporting candidates at both levels, and 
perhaps in order to cpntrol contrlbutionsfor federal elections, the law must 
extend to state elections as well, such authority probably residing in the 
"necessary and proper clause" of Article I. The interference of federal reg
ulation in state elections may be thought to be interference with the function
ing of the state as a governmental entity; hence, the. authority of Congress re
garding state elections is not all that clear. 

Another general area under which control of the amount of campaign contri
butions may be authorized is the area of equal protection and due process, under 
the theory that large campaign contributions impair the political e~uallty of 
the less affluent. 

In response to the authority of government to impose such restrictions stands 
the rights of the citizen to contribute under the first amendment. (Frovisions 
for freedom of speech and press are found in Section 11 of Article I of the Ohio 
Constitution.) First amendment arguments usually concern the right of the sup
porter to speak (and spend) in favor of the candidate whose view he favors. 
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Rights of association also come into the arguments, because these rights having 
been recognized by the courts as allowing associ.ation for political purposes, not 
only grant a right to belong to an organization, but to play a meaningful role 
in that organization. It is not difficult to see how one may argue that meaning
ful involves spending as much money as one wants to. 

Mr. Rosenthal reiterates the need to balance constitutionally protected in
terests and notes that first amendment rights are not absolute. The court will 
decide when restrictions on them are legitimate restrictions in view of the pur
pose and goals originally intended by the framers of the constitution. One of 
the goals cited by the article is the integrity of government, and the preser
vation of that integrity may be just cause for restriction of first amendment 
rights. The author notes, as well, that if financial barriers to the right to 
vote are constitutionally forbidden, there is a legitimate argument that re
duction of financial barriers to the right to influence voters 1s constitution
ally permitted. This argument is not developed in the article. 

Campaign contribution limitation laws concern not only amounts but types of 
~ontributors. For example, corporations and unions are forbidden to make campaign 
contrib.utions to political campaigns for federal officers. (18 U.S.C. § 610 
(1970». There are also prohibitions against certain types of businesses making 
contributions: public utility holding companies, national banks, federally in
corporated companies, government contractors, etc. Mr. Rosenthal notes that 
although first amendment rights arguments may come into play for these businesses, 
the outweighing interest in maintaining the integrity of elections is obvious. 
And, of course, individual members of these businesses are still free to con
tribute. 

Regarding corporate and union contributions, the case is not quite so clear. 
U.S. v. C.I.a., 335 U.s. 106, 121 (1948), shows that there is some doubt as to 
the constitutionality of such prohibition. 

"If this law were construed to prohibit the publication, by 
corporations and unions in the regular course of conducting their 
affairs, of periodicals advising their members, stockholders or 
customers of danger or advantage to their interest from the adoption 
of measures, or the election to office of men espousing such measures, 
the gravest doubt would arise in our minds as to its constitutionality.1I 

Corporations and unions may have rights under due process or first a~ndment guar
antees to communicate their views on matters pertaining to their rights -including 
election campaigns. 

Regarding unions, questions about freedom of association become relevant. 
In two cases, U.S. v. C.I.D.,and U.S. v. U.A.W.,352 U.S. 567 (1957), four and 
three justices respectively disagreed with the disposition of the cases and would 
have held the statute unconstitutional as applied. 

II. Limits on Expenditures 

The same sources of federal authority are thought to apply to these limits 
as do to campaign contribution limitations, especially the Burroughs case. The 
same constitutional arguments concerning equal protection and free speech and 
press arguments also come into play. For example, a candidate could argue that 
a limitation on expenditures is a violation of the right of a candidate to 
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pursuade the voters to support him. 

Mr. Rosenthal feels that the validity of limitations on expenditures hinges 
on the size of the limitation. One too low would be indefensible and would give 
undue advantage to the incumbent who already has some popularity. One too high 
or no ceiling at all would enable a candidate with large financial backing to 
"overload the channels of communication so as to render bis opponent's right to 
speak virtually worthless". (p. 388). 

One method of accounting for, and limiting -campaign expenditures is throush 
the use of campaign finance committees. In order for these groups to be effective, 
expenses by such groups must be applied to the candidatets expense limit, other
wise the candidate can exceed the limit. The combination of an expense limit 
and the campaign finance coDDDittee may create many problems. For example, if 
the committee is not responsive to the campaign manager, or is headed by unscru
pulous rascals or generally counter-productive, can the candidate be empowered 
to forbid the committee to make further expenditures on his behalf? Mr. Rosenthal 
cites the humorous case where the campaign slogan is "We know he'e terrible, but 
he's the best of a bad lot." Common sense dictates that the candidate shouldn't 
have to pay for that kind of advertising, but a move to prevent it may be con
strued as interfering with freedom of speech. The article notes that even though 
~he silencing would be done by a private citizen rather than by the government, 
the problem is not solved because Congress or the legislature "cannot validly 
silence people by delegating to private citizens the power to do so." (p. 390) 
One solution is having a single person, like a campaign treasurer and channel 
through and approve all expenditures through him. This is done in Great Bri
tain,where there is no first amendment, and also in Florida,which practice was 
upheld by the Supreme Court. The author says in a footnote, 

"At the time of the state Supreme Court decision the Florida 
statute, FLA, ANN 99.161 (4)(a) 1960, required, among other things. 
that all campaign contributions, expenditures, and obligations there· 
for, including those of the candidate and his family, go through the 
candidate's campaign treasurer or deputy treasurer.. The statute 
had elaborate provisions for disclosure and publicity, but it did 
not prescribe any limit on campaign expenditures. The statute was 
upheld when a citizen and a radio station owner challenged its in
terference with the right of the citizen to pay to broadcast his 
views in support of a candidate without the consent of the candidate's 
campaign treasurer. Smith v. Ervin, 64 S. 2d, 166 (Fla 1953)." 

Some practical problems with campaign finance committees which are not really 
constitutional problems, have to do with allocation of funds. When a campaign 
committee supports several candidates for several offices, this would be true 
especially of party committees, the problem of allocation may be very great. No 
small thorn in the side of committees will be~the question of when advocacy of 
an issue ends and support of a candidate begins. Sometill18s, public endorse
ment of an item on a candidate's platform is like an endorsement of the candidate 
htmself. Should the party committee be charged for this? 

If there are going to be statutes setting expenditure limitations, there 
are going to have to be some sort of sanctions for breaking the law. The articie 
discusses possible constitutional implications of the statutes. Denial of office 
would be in violation of Article I, section 5, clause 1 of the constitution, which 
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states, "each House, shall be the Judge of the Elections, Returns, and Qual
ifications of its own Members." (Note the similar provision in Article II, sec
tion 6 of the Ohio Constitution.) 

Section 3517.08 to 3517.13, inclusive, of the Ohio Revised Code concern 
campaign expenditures. Section 3517.08 sets forth the limitations on campaign 
expenditures for candidates to public office; Section 3517.10 requires a statement 
of expenditures and specifies the information to be contained in the statement, 
who must file a statement and the deadline for filing. Section 3517.11 provides 
that persons whose candidacy or nomination was for a state-wide office ~~st file 
their statements with the secretary of state, if not for a state-wide office,it 
must be filed with the board of elections of that covnty "or part of a county 
within the district which had a population greater than that of any other county 
•••etc". That section also states 

"In the event of a failure to file a statement with the sec
retary of state or in the event a statement filed with the secretary 
of state appears to disclose a violation of law, the secretary of 
state shall promptly report such facts to the attorney general 
who shall forthwith institute such civil or criminal proceedings 
as are appropriate." (The same applies to boards of elections in 
non-state-wide elections). • •••Failure of aoy candidate to file 
a statement within the time prescribed by Section 3517.10 of the 
Revised Code shall disqualify said person from becoming a candidate 
in any future election for a period of five years, except candidates 
for an elected office having a six year term who shall be disqual
ified from becoming a candidate in any future election for a period 
of seven years." 

The recent disqualification to office of Senator Donald Lukens was upheld 
by the Ohio Supreme Court in State ex reI Lukens v. Brown, 34 Ohio St~ 2d. 
275 (1973). Senator Lukens failed to file an expense report until almost two 
months past the deadline for filing. The Court upheld Section 3517.11 requiring 
disqualification for failure to file, as not in violation of the constitution. 
The Court cited two cases upholding the constitutionality of the statate, ~ 

ex reI Jedlicka v. Bd. of Elections (1969), 20 Ohio St. 2d. 13, and In re Coppola, 
(1951) 155 Ohio St. 329. 

In addition to suggesting a general limit on expenditures, some suggest 
specific limitations, for example, limiting the amount spent on broadcasting, or 
newspapers. The equal time provision (47 U.S.C. § 315 (1970» requires broad
cast networks to give equal time either at no cost or at equal cost to all can
didates running for the same office. The statute was suspended for the 1960 
presidential race, and the suspension was not challenged in court. The question 
of whether the statute is a violation of due process or equal protection has not 
been raised, and remains an unanswered question since the printed media is not 
similarly constrained. 

Repeal of equal time provisions may raise problems if it leads to discrim
ination against minor candidates. Although discrimination would be at the hands 
of private citizens rather than networks, the author notes that Congress has 
assumed the power to regulate network broadcasting, and it would seem that the 
obligation would lie with Congress to prevent discrimination in its regulations. 
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Specific limitations on newspaper, magazine and other media expenditures are 

discussed. In 1971, the House of Representatives proposed an amendment to the 
Federal Election Campaign.Act.~f 1971 that wDuld hav~ required equal space on 
equal (cost) basis to any candidate and his opponentes). This proposal was 
dropped by the conference committee. The author justifies the greater regulation 
of broadcas t media as proportionate to its increased use. He notes that sur
veys show that the expense of broadcasting accounts for the largest portion 
of campaign expense for a single purpose. 

III. Reporting Requirements 

The justification of disclosure laws has been upheld by Burroughs v. U.S. 
as preventing undue influe~ce. In United States v. Harile, 347 U.S. 612, 625
26 (1954),the Supreme Court upheld the validity of the Federal Lobbying Act 
(2 U.S.C. i 261-70 (1970) on the grounds that the judgment of Congress would be 
improved from knowing the financial backing of lobbyists trying to influence 
their votes. In that case, first amendment rights were raised aDd specifically 
rejected. 

What rights, if any, conflict with disclosure laws? The right to associate 
might be endangered, say, for a member of a group like the Ku Itlux Klan, or even 
for a Democratic employee of a strictly Republican corporation. According to the 
author, under certain conditions, the values enhanced by disclosure would out-' . 
weigh the inhibitory effect disclosure laws might have if they discouraged con
tributions from the "little guy". The best chance of defeating a constitutional 
challenge, according to M~. Rosenthal, would be to make requirements that fac
ilitate the timely publicity of disclosure of sufficiently large amounts. In 
that way, the person making small donations wouldn't have to deal with dis
closure, rich men don't have to worry about who sneers at them, and yet, the 
public would know who was supporting a candidate before. the election, whether 
that knowledge had a positive or negative effect. Presumably, arguments based 
on rights of privacy would receive the same response from Mr. Rosenthal, that 
the integrity of the knowledgable electorate outweighs-, that right. 

The privilege against self-incrtmination occurs if there is a criminal 8anC!~. 

tion for violation of statutory limitations on donations. If there were require
ments for disclosure and criminal sanctions for contributions in excessive amounts, 
the contributor is compelled to admit having broken the law. Several statutes 
have been held invalid on the grounds that compliance created the risk of con
viction for violating state or federal law. Cf. 'Marchetti v. U.8.,390 U.S. 39 
(1968) and Grosso v. U.S., 390 U.S. 62 (1968). In the Marchetti case the court 
distinguished between that case and U.S. v. Sullivan, 274 U.S. 259 (1927)~ In 
the Sullivan case, the conviction of a bootlegger for failure to flle an income 
tax return had been upheld. The Court noted that in Sullivan, most if the infor
mation on the tax return would not have been incriminating, and the failure of 
the bootlegger to file was unwarranted. In the Marchetti case, however, the 
case concerned a statute requiring those engaged in certain gambling activities 
to register and pay taxes. The statute was judged invalid because every element 
of the gambling tax and registration would have been incriminating. The possibil
ity of partial compliance is a test which the author says will validate statutes 
requiring disclosure of campaign contributions. Criminally excessive contributions 
just would not be reported, or perhaps statutory immunity from criminal process 
could be granted for such declarations. The decision would rest with the legis
lature as to whether its priority lay with disclosure or criminal prosecution. 
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Section 3517.11 and 3517. 13 of the Ohio Ravised Code state that criminal 
proceedings may lie against a candidate for fiHng a false campaign expense re
port, or a report which fails to comply with Sections 3517.08 to 3517.12, in
clusive, of the Code. Section 3517.13 states, '~ny candidate nominated or elec
ted to an office who is found guilty of violating the provision of Title XXXV 
(35) of the Revised Code relating to expenditures for campaign purposes shall 
forfeit his nomination or election to such office." The candidate is prohibited 
from holding office for the same lengths of time as the statutory prohibition 
for failing to file the report. 

The question has apparently not been raised, in Ohio, of whether the stat
utory requirement that criminal proceedings be commenced against a candidate 
whose expense statement appears to be in violation of the law, and that con
viction of such offense results in forfeiture of office, is in fact a violation 
of the fifth amendment to the federal constitution. This is the kind of sit
uation Mr. Rosenthal examines in his article, and he notes that the consti
tutionality of such statutes are dubious. 

IV. Public Financing of Elections - Subsidies and Incentives 

If elections were paid for out of public money, or the public could be 
encouraged on a large scale to each contribute a small share, many of the evils 
of present campaign financing procedures could be cured. In his statement to 
the Subcommittee on Communications of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Herbert 
E. Alexander said: 

"To counteract the advantages of incumbency or wealth, we need 
not enact questionable ceilings, but rather look toward establish
ing floors. By floors are meant minimal levels of access to the 
electorate for all legally qualified candidates. This shifts con
cern to guarantees of free broadcast time or free mailing priv
ileges or subsidies that assure that candidat'63 will get exposure 
to potential voters. Tax incentives, while Qot assuring minimal 
access for any candidate, are desirable in that they may help 
develop alternative sources of funds so that candidates can reduce 
their reliance upon large contributions from self, family, special 
interests, or others." 

One method of subsidizing elections is by direct appropriations of state 
funds. At least two attempts by state governments to pay expenses out of state 
funds were invalidated by the state courts in People ex reI State Chairman v. 
Galligan, (Colo. Sup. Ct. 1910) (unreported) and Opinion of the Justices, 347 
Mass. 797, 197, N.E. 2d. 691 (1964), although the article reports that Puerto 
Rico has had a subsidy program since 1957 with partial success. There was no 
opinion in the Colorado case. The Massachusetts opinion said that subsidization 
of political parties was not a legitimate "public purpose" for expenditure of 
state funds. 

The problem with subsidy concerns minor parties, and the possibility of 
government discrimination in allocating campaign funds. If appropriations are 
based on past performance at the polls, money could be given to a party that 
no longer had any following, and new parties with a large following would not be 
provided for. A suggestion of refunding appropriated money if the showing at the 
polls is not at least a certain number of votes would certainly discourage minor 
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parties from participation, and the article notes that these minor parties are 
a major source of new ideas. 

The Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act of 1966, also known as the Long 
Act, would have allowed each tax payer who elected to accept it an option of 
placing $1.00 of his taxes in the presidential campaign fund. The problem of 
allocation still remained in the Long Act, but under a new provision, Title 
VIII of the Internal Revenue Code amended in 1971, a tax payer may earmark 
~1.00 of his tax money for the political party of his choice in a presidential 
election year. Under this plan, minor parties are assured the amount delig
nated by the tax payers and may get even larger subsidies from funds that are 
not specified for any particular party. Assuredly, if the government i8 charged 
with formulating schemes to allocate the moneys, there will be cries of "foul 
playll. 

Another method suggested is for the governemnt to match, dollar for dollar, 
or in corresponding proportion, the tax contributions. That way, public 
funds would be appropriated in a way reflecting the voters' pattern of support. 
If the Republicans got more individual dollar contributions, they would get a 
proportionately larger portion of the public funds. 

Tax incentives are considered by Mr. Rosenthal to be one of the few pro
posals that does not seem to give rise to serious constitutional difficulties. 
In Tit~e VIrof the Revenue Act of 1971, which went into effect May of 1972, 
taxpayers were credited with up to $12.50 or up to half of their 'political 
individual contributions, or could deduct up to $50.00 from their tax return. 
It is suggested that arguments stating the invalidity of such delegation to the 
taxpayers of the congressional authority to determine how public money is to be 
spent, are countered by a long range of history of this kind of delegation, 
to religious organizations, or credit for private business investments. The 
author says, "The advantage of the tax incentive, from the standpoint of 
constitutionality, is that it permits the realities of the campaign - in rel
ative importance of the major versus the minor candidates - to be reflected 
through the separate decisions of millions of taxpayers, thus relieving the 
government of the necessity and onus of making those decisions itself. 1I (P4 417) 

Conclusion 

There is some question as to the constitutionality of any of the alternatives 
suggested. The greatest problems are felt to be in the area of placing limi
tations on campaign expenditures. The imposition of reasonable limits on 
contributions, limitation of personal expenditures by candidates and family, 
effective disclosure laws, and tax credits and deductions taken together 
create a balance, which in the opinion of Mr. Rosenthal, validates the possi
bly'doubtful constitutionality of anyone of those methods alone. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee 
December 14, 1973 

A Model Election System 

The development of the Model Election System was made possible by the assis
tance of both political leaders, academic experts, and the League of Women Voters • 
Of great assistance to the National Municipal League's study was a LWV study, 
"Administrative Obstacles to Voting". The Model Election System attempts to 
provide legal reforms to overcome these obstacles and provide a system conven
ient for the voter and one which safeguards against fraudulent practices. 

The recommendations of the National Municipal League regarding the admin
istration of an election system fall into two main classes: (1) providing a 
clear cut chain of responsibility beginning with a Chief ElectoraLOff1cer 
and extending down to the precinct official; and (2) separating partisanship 
from administration of the election system• 

The report recommends that a Chief Electoral Officer be the head of the 
State Office of Elections, which office would be in charge of the entire ad
ministration of election matters. The model notes that whether the Chief 
Electoral Officer is elected or appointed will "be governed by the constitution
al and political imperatives of each state." The model recommends in accordance 
with the concept of the Model State Constitution, the Chief Electoral Officer 
should be appointed by the Governor, subject to the advice and consent of the 
Senate. The Chief Electoral O£ficer should be someone other than the Secretary 
of State, because the duties of this person should concern elections only. 
In fact, the report suggests that the Secretary of State be required by law to 
appoint a special individual to head the State Office of Elections if it is 
to be under the Secretary of State's sphere of government • 

The Chief Electoral Officer's responsibilities should include: dissemina
tion of voter information, budgeting and reporting of elections expenditures, 
providing written standards and directions to county administrators for reg
istration and vot1ng,"accounting and budgeting standards, establishing training 
programs for poll workers and local elections administrators. "The Chief Elec
toral Officer should have the authority to implement laws, to establish pro
cedures and supervise the state elections system." 

The main idea seems to be to make the office and chief officer a very 
visible beacon of direction with the consequence that it is public knowledge 
who is in charge where, that uniform standards are created and enforced, and 
that the public is involved in and made aware of the state of the elections 
process by regular reports to it by the Chief Electoral Officer. The model 
notes that whether the Chief Electoral Officer is elected or appointed, there 
will always be political overtones. The importance is not in the manner of 
selecting the man, but in the execution of the office. The visibility of the 
office, longer terms, better funding for better staffs, the report suggests, 
would promote professional standards that offset partisan considerations. 
It is the rationale of the National Municipal League that the public's parti
cipation in elections will flow from its confidence in the elections system 
which in turn will flow from a properly administered system under the direction 
of one man, whose sole duty is to run the elections - the Chief Electoral Officer. 



2. • 
There would be a single county official responsible to the Chief Electoral 
Officer for local administration, and a single official in each precinct should 
be handling the conduct of local elections. 

The report suggests a method of handling the problem of partisanship in •the State Elections Office. The goal is to effectively blend the administration 
of elections with the political nature of the elections system. The suggested 
method is the creation of an Election Council. Th~ council would, in effect, 
represent the political factor in the system. The National Municipal League 
recommends that the council be comprised of not more than 7 members, represen
ting the ~jor political parties in the state.. (In case of a two-party state, •
each party should have at least 2 members on the Council). Members should have 
four-year overlapping terms to provide continuity in leadership. They may be 
either elected at party conventions or appointed by party chairmen or state 
party committees. The National Municipal League feels that the Chief Electoral 
Officer should not have duties which would involve his making decisions "likely 
to impair his credibility as an impartial administrator," hence, the need for • 
an Election Council, because some decisions regarding elections are going to 
be. naturally, political. 

The Election Council may be either advisory or a policy making body, de
pending on whether the publiC'S confidence in the Chief Electoral Officer to 
be purely impartial is great or small. In either case, the existence of an • 
Election Council would assure the public that each political party is acting 
as a check on each other. The policy making role of the Council would be 
needed if the public did not feel confident in the impartiality of the Chief 
Electoral Officer. and would be solely advisory if that officer had the public 
trust. • 
Conclusion 

There appears to be nothing in the.Ohio Constitution that would prevent 
adoption of the recommendations of the National Municipal League in our election 
system, if they were deemed desirable. It is the present practice of the Sec
retary of State's office to appoint one person to supervise election matters, • 
although he is not designated as "chief electoral off1cer"~ Local boards of 
election are not a part of the Model Election System, but their existence is 
statutory. not constitutional, in Ohio. The Secretary of State is an elected 
official, but this is not incompatible with the Model. 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee Research Study No. 26C 
December 17, 1973 

Initiative and Referendum: 
Suggestions for Change 

Prior memoranda discussing the history and details of the Ohio Initiative and 
Referendum provisions (Sections l-lg, inclusive, of Article II of the Ohio Constitu
tion~'noted two basic questions for discussion before consideration of the details: 

1. Should the Constitution contain initiative and referendum provisions (that 
is should the people have the right to initiate legislation and constitutional amend
ments and to veto legislation adopted by the General Assembly)? 

2. Should the details of the initiative and referendum be spelled out in the 
Constitution or left to the General Assembly? 

The pros and cons of the initiative and referendum can be summarized as follows: 

Pro 

1. Th~ pEople should be able to by-pass an unresponsive or corrupt legislative 
body. 

2. The initiative and referendum represent true democracy, and the fact of a 
representative system should not interfere with the exercise of true democracy in 
an appropriate case. 

3. The initiative and referendum not only offer the people an opportunity to 
act in their own best interests, but afford an opportunity to educate the people in 
matters affecting the public good and the operations of government • 

Con 

1. Direct legislation, by removing some of the burden of responsiveness in 
the legislative body, leads only to greater irresponsibility on the part of the 
legislature and will ultimately destroy the legislative process • 

2. Direct legislation is generally poorly drafted, much too complex for people 
to understand, and lacks the greatest advantage of the legislative process--the de
liberations which afford all sides an opportunity to be heard and the issues to be 
thoroughly debated. 

3. Direct legislation violates the principle of the short ballot • 

4. Direct legislation is simply an opportunity for a vocal minority, if it 
has sufficient money, to foist bad legislation on the public. It seldom comes 
from the majority, and the majority may actually be indifferent. 

Most of the arguments and debates about the initiative and referendum reflect 
basic, philosophical differences between those favoring and those opposed to direct 
legislation. Of all the arguments against, the only one which could be resolved 
absolutely is the one which objects to the poor quality of the drafting involved in 
initiated laws or constitutional amendments; it would be possible to provide that 
the same or similar drafting services be made available to initiators as ~re avail
able to legis1ato~s• 

--------------__---224?'c.i 



2. • 
With respect to the second question, two states which have the initiative and 

referendum have recently amended their constitutions to remove from them some of 
the petition details and leave these to the legislature. On the other hand, it 
should be noted that in the state--Idaho--which has the shortest I & R constitu
tional provision, stating, essentially, that there shall be provisions for I &R 
enacted by the legislature, the legislature has never acted so the people of that 
state are not able to exercise these constitutionally protected rights. 

A number of studies of the initiative and referendum have pointed out what, 
in the author's opinion, are the major defects and contained recommendations for 
changes. Some changes have been made in constitutional provisions in a few states. 
Following is a summary of articles discussing the initiative and referendum in 
California, Michigan, Oregon, and Ohio. All were written in the late 1940's or 
early 1950's. 

The California State Chamber of Commerce studied the initiative and refer
endum in that state in 1950, when ithad been in existence for 39 years. The 
publication is entitled "Initiative Legislation in California". One hundred 
twenty-one proposals had been submitted through direct legislation and 49% of those 
had been approved. The most successful had been constitutional amendments, fol
lowed, respectively, by legislative proposals (bond issues, e.g.) referenda, and 
initiative statutory measures. 

One year before the report, a law was passed requiring the legislative 
counsel to prepare an analysis of all measures that will appear po the ballot, 
showing effects on existing laws and their operation, to be printed in a voter 
information pamphlet preceding arguments for and against the measure. The anal
ysis was limited to 500 words except with the approval of the State Board of Con
trol. The effects of this law could not be significantly measured at the time 
of the report. 

California voters had been plagued with the repeated submission of outlandish 
pension bills, called "Ham and Eggs" proposals, and this practice received much 
criticism. The study's major objections include: 

a) the huge waste of energy and money to combat unsound proposals, which 
may appear on the ballot if a small group has enough funds. 

b) having to combat the same bad proposals year after year, even though re
jected by the voters at previous elections. 

c) the conflict between the increasing responsibility of the legislature 
and the tendency of direct legislation to restrict or circumvent legislative power. 

d) the increasing complexity of many subjects, resulting in electors voting 
on things that are too complex for them to understand. 

The Chamber of Commerce study offered 14 changes to the initiative and refer
endum provisions, which are briefly described. 

1. Increase the number of signatures necessary to qualify an initiative for 
the ballot, or require a higher percentage to qualify a constitutional amendment 
than is necessary for a statute. This would tend to insure that only matters of 
vital concern get on the ballot. 
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• The pros and cons of this suggestion include the point that if the number of 
required signatures were increased, people would turn to professional circulators 
at an increased cost. This would place special interest groups with large financial 
resources at an advantage. 

• 2. Prohibit the same subject matter from being submitted to the voters within 
a prescribed period of time, or only with an increased number of signatures. 

• 
3. Place general or specific limitations on subject matter. Give the Attorney 

General the power to refuse to certify petitions containing prohibited subject matter 
and set up court procedure for appeal of borderline cases. 

4. Require higher vote than a mere majority of votes cast to adopt an initiative 
measure, or a 2/3 vote on bond issues or measures proposed by initiative which involve 
expenditures of state moneys. 

• An alternative to this suggested submission at a primary election. If the 
measure were not passed by a 2/3 majority at the prim~ (but passed by at least a 
majority) the initiative would be submitted at the general election and would only 
have to pass by a simple majority. 

• 
It is argued that more votes, or submission at two elections, would represent 

larger cross-sections or segments of public opinion, to insure that any bill passed 
would be widely supported. 

5. Require that initiatives clear through the legislature before submission to 
the voters. (California has the direct statutory initiative.) 

• 6. Create some geographical requirements that at least 1/2 of the counties must 
be represented in signatures on petitions, or that not more than 25% of signatures 
may come from anyone county. This would insure that demand for the measure is state
wide. 

7. Limit the use of the initiative to statutes and prohibit the qualification of

• constitutional amendments for the ballot by this process. 

8.' Prohibit general circulation of petitions, and require people to sign peti
tions at office of the registrar or county clerk. This would eliminate the abuse of 
purely metropolitan circulation by professional circulators. 

• 9. Prohibit any professional circulation of petitions. (Costs are estimated 
to be anywhere from $.50 to $2.00 per signature.) 

10. Provide some method for securing a determination in advance of circulation 
as to the constitutionality of a proposed initiative. 

• A discussion of this recommendation mentioned that the constitutionality of in
itiated constitutional amendments could not be determined, since these were additions 
to the state constitution itself. Speculation as to whether initiated constitutional 
amendments were consistent with the federal constitution would not be valuable, be
cause such testimony would be inadmissable and not binding in any federal hearing on 
the question of constitutionality.

• 



4. • 
11. Prohibit the submission of initiatives at special elections. It has been� 

argued that few voters turning out at special elections making initiative measures� 
adopted at special elections not truly representative of the majority of voters.� 
Such arguments are countered by the fact that at the only two special elections held in� • 
California since the passage of the initiative provision, 83% of the registered voters� 
turned out for the special election in 1939, and 61% turned out for the 1949 vote.� 

12. Provide more voter information. The change in the election code previously� 
explained may act to provide adequate information.� • 

13. Repeal of initiative procedure. This is, by far, the most drastic recom�
mendation, and is one that has received support by other political figures, with an� 
additional suggestion that the direct initiative be exchanged for the indirect in�
itiative.� 

•14. Create a state agency to pass upon proposed initiatives in the same way the 
Legislative Counsel advises the legislature on proposed measures. 

Such advice would help to correct some of the poor drafting of initiated measures,� 
but the agency would not decide on questicns of legality.� 

•Michigan 

"The Initiative and Referendum" by James K. Pollack, assesses the use of the 
initiative and referendum in Michigan. At the time of the study, 1940, Mr. Pollack 
felt that there were no serious abuses regarding circulation of petitions, and felt 
that any prohibition of petition pushers would be unnecessary. What he took to be •a major abuse of the referendum was the use of the emergency provision by the legis
lature. 

The Constitution said that no act of the legislature shall go into effect until� 
90 days after adjournment of the legislature except appropriations, and acts necessary� 
for the public safety. The author says:� • 

"This provision seemed to be intended to protect the processes of� 
government against undue delay in cases of emergencies and to with�
hold from popular vote acts making appropriations. It appeared to� 
limit the power of the legislature quite clearly and at the same� 
time to protect the public. In practice, however, the provision� •has been of the utmost importance in impedina the proper operation� 
of the referendum."� 

He notes that from 1901-1939, between half and one-third of all public acts 
passed by the Michigan legislature have had immediate effect clauses. The little use 
of the referendum for statutory measures 1s revealing. In the 5 times that such •measures have come before the voters, none has passed, although 40% of 84 initiated 
measures have been approved by the electorate. 

Several attempts to change the initiative and referendum had been proposed in 
the legislature, but none were approved. These include: • 

1. Increasing number of signatures necessary to qualify a petition. 

2. Require that the signatures be from a minimum of 20% of the counties. 

2482 • 
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3. Provide that not more than 10% of signatures come from anyone county. 

4. Prevent submission of a proposal more than once in 5 years. 
(Out of the 84 items submitted by initiative, at least 40 had come before� 

the voters more than once.)� 

5. Require both houses of the legislature to pass on given proposals before� 
submission to the voters.� 

The author's conclusion and recommendations call for greater restrictions on� 
the use of the emergency clause by the legislature, and for greater public education� 
on the issues to be voted on. In Michigan, newspaper publication of the issues and� 
arguments pro and can are not state expenses. }~. Pollack does not want the full� 
text to appear on the ballot, as this would be unwarranted confusion and expense,� 
but would like a short summary and title to be prepared by some designated state� 
authority.� 

Oregon 

liThe Initiative and Referendum in Oregon 1938-1948" by Joseph G. LaPa10mbara 
offers a comprehensive evaluation of the direct legislation system in a state which 
was one of the first to adopt the initiative and referendum into its constitution. 
It was observed that where the initiative played the dominant role in the first two 
decades, the referendum is dominant in the 1940's. The author views this as evidence 
that the legislative assembly was taking increased interest in the use of the optional 
referendum in order to gauge public support of its measures. The referenda have 
dealt with sales tax, cigarette tax, removal of double liability from banking cor
poration stockholders, legislators' compensation and liquor and gambling proposals. 

The study appraises some of the arguments most frequently offered against va�
rious features of the initiative and referendum laws.� 

1. It is often suggested that some law prohibiting repetition of an issue on 
the ballot for a specified number of years ought to be adopted. The study points 
out that such legislation would prevent a proposal that became desirable before the 
time limit had expired from being approved. It would simp1r.result in the postpone
ment of the proposals to be considered. The author offers an alternate plan of in
creasing the number of signatures bn the proposal each time it is resubmitted within 
a given time period, but notes that this would not deter the legislature from resub
mitting proposals as often as they wanted, and perhaps a time limit would be the only 
anSl~er to curtail legislative resubmission of desired measures. (The optional legis
lative ~eferendum does not exist in Ohio.) 

2. The inability of the voter to decide intelligently on complex legal matters 
is considered a real problem by opponents of the initiative and referendum. In Ore
gon, many petition getters were able to obtain signatures without explaining issues 
to the voters. A law was passed requiring that the statement of the petition's pur
pose be printed on the petitions cover. The study suggests even greater diligence 
on the part of the state to educate the voter, and to discourage the voter from sign
ing petitions about which they know nothing. 

3. Petition hawking was employed in the early years the initiative ang:referendum 
was in use in Oregon, leading several times to the defeat of appropriations for" the 
University of Oregon. After such fraudulent practices were discovered, a law was 
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passed (1914) to outlaw the paid circulation of petitions, but the author believes� 
petition hawking is still going on and reform #2 below would solve this.� 

4. The complaint that direct legislation leads to government by the minority 
rather than by the majority is often heard. One of the solutions offered is to re
quire a majority of all those voting at the election rather than just those voting 
on the measure for a proposal to pass. The study suggests that there are many pro
posals which do not lend themselves to yes or no answers, and that to count as no 
votes the failure of some persons to vote on the measure, would be a false inter
pretation of the popular will. 

Some of the suggested reforms are: 

1.� Provide an agency to help people draft proposals. 

2. Have petitions placed in offices of county clerks or elections registrars 
and then only people with a real interest would sign. The proposal, if passed, 
would be a real guage of public opinion. 

3. Rectify the failure of Oregon requirements to distinguish between initiated 
statutes and initiated constitutional amendments (at the time of the report, the 
number of signatures needed for both was the same). If Oregon voters want to main
tain a distinction between fundamental law and ordinary legislation, the process of 
amending the constitution by popular initiative should be made more difficult. 

4. Adopt the indirect initiative, where popular proposals are first submitted 
to the legislature, and if the legislature fails to act, then the proposal could go 
to the voters. 

5. One of the major problems is that initiative measures appropriating funds 
can be enacted without any indication as to how the appropriation will be supported. 
A 1948 pension bill sought to compel the legislature to invade reserve funds for the 
purpose of supporting an old-age pension plan. Any attempts by the legislature to 
raise funds through additional taxes are defeated by the people. An attempt was 
made.by the 1949 legisl~ture to require that every initiative measure proposing the 
expenditure of state funds include the means whereby the revenue was to be raised. 
The measure "met with decisive defeat" in the Senate. 

6.� "A survey of the types of proposals presented to the people over the 
period studied leads to the conclusion that there are those who must 
consider the electorate's ability to legislate to be infinite. It 
is difficult to understand how anyone can demand that the electorate 
vote wisely on direct legislation or claim that the electorate is 
well infof~ed.regarding the proposals submitted. Some of the measures 
presented have been so complex as to tax the ingenuity of legislative 
experts and experienced jurists. In some cases the complexity of 
measures has been premeditated in an effort to confuse the voter. In 
other cases, the very nature of the proposals has necessitated the 
maze of legal and technical terminology. Regardless of the reason 
for it, the fact remains that many of the proposals simply do not 
lend themselves to a simple "yes" or "no" answ'er on the part of the 
electorate." (p. 124) 
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The study endorses the view of some political thinkers that direct legislative 
proposals be restricted to fundamental questions of public policy. The study further 
suggests that after the public approves or rejects a given policy, the implementation 
of the principles or policies would be left to the legislature. Provisions could be 
made for the submission of the enacted measure through an obligatory referendum, and 
if the legislature failed to act, the comprehensive statute or amendment would go to 
the people to vote on at a subsequent election. Some difficulties of this proposal 
are discussed. 

The use of initiative in Ohio is discussed in an article by Arthur Schwartz in 
1950, "Initiative Held in Reserve". The Ohio Constitution provides for its amendment 
by direct initiative. Petitions seeking passage of a legislative act may be filed 
with the Secretary of State, and if the General Assembly fails to take favorable 
action on the proposed law, a supplemental petition will put the proposed law on the 
ballot. Laws passed by the General Assembly, excepting tax levies, appropriations, 
and emergency measures may be referred to the voters for their approval in a manner 
provided by law. Legislatively proposed constitutional amendments have been submitted 
to the voters for their approval as authorized by the 1351 constitution, while the 
use of initiative and referendum as means of direct legislation began in 1912. 

The initiative and referendum, the author says, derives support from "the battle 
between population centers and the rural element (which) is ever present." For ex
ample, the rural block, known as the Cornstalk Club, of the House of Representatives, 
for many years prevented a proposed constitutional amendment for classification of 
property for taxation purposes from being submitted to the electorate. Finally, the 
measure was brought to the voters by initiative petition. In 1948, Senate Bill 6, 
authorizing the manufacture and sale of colored oleomargarine was sent to the General 
Assembly, and on its failure to act, the bill was on the 1949 ballot. Its passage 
again marked the defeat of the rural block. The initiative has been used as a ve
hicle for the expression of the popular will in areas including prohibition, workmen's 
compensation, old age pensions, debt limitations, etc. 

The author notes that the number of times the initiative and referendum have 
been used have declined steadily, and that an average of the 38 year period the I & 
R were in use at the ,~riting of the article, indicate that 72% of the electorate 
voted for these proposals, although in 1914-1927, sometimes the percentages went as 
high as 101% of those voting for governor in the preceding year's election. The 
author concludes that the use of the initiative and referendum in Ohio should not 
be expected to change radically from its historical use, but that it will be kept in 
reserv~ to satisfy an aroused public will. 

Constitutional Changes in I & R in Other States 

Six states have made changes in their initiative and referendum systems affect
ing the number of signatures required on petitions or the voter base for determining 
the number of signatures required or both. In }~ryland, the number of signatures 
needed on a referendum petition (Maryland has no initiative) was changed from 10,000 
to 3% ~hi1e in North Dakota the number needed on an initiative petition was changed 
from 10% to 10,000. In Missouri, the base was changed from the total number voting 
for Justice of the Supreme Court to the total number voting for Governpr. In three 
states, changes were made in both the numbers and the base. In Oregon, percentages 
were reduced while the base was changed from Supreme Court Justice to Governor--for 
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statutory i.nitiative, froo 8% to 6%, and for constitutional initiative, from 10% to 8%. 
In tIDntana, the base was changed from Justice to Governor; the referendum percentage 
was changed from 5% to 4% and the initiative from 0% in 2/5 of the legislative dis
tricts to 5% in 1/3. In tJashington, signatures on initiative petitions needed were 
changed from 10% but not more than 50,000 to 8%, and on a referendum petition from 
6% but not more than 30,000 to 4%; the base ~las changed from "legal voters" to those 
voting for governor at the last election. 

Two states have changed prohibitions against the legislature amending or repeal
ing an initiated statute. In \Jashington, where the prohibition extended for two 
years and was absolute, legislative amendment of an initiated measure is now permitted 
if agreed to by 2/3 of the legislature. In California, the legislature may amend or 
repeal an initiated measure but only if submitted to the voters and approved by them, 
unless the measure itself contains a provision authorizing legislative amendment. 

In Nevada, the constitution has been amended to add details to be contained in 
petitions; in both California and Michigan some details have been omitted and left 
to the legislature. Changes in the effective date of initiated measures have been 
made in several states. In California, an initiated measure may now contain only 
one subject, and there is a specific prohibition written into the constitution by 
amendment that forbids the naming of official officeholders by the initiative. In 
North Dakota (and Ohio) provisions for mailing publicity on initiated measures were 
eliminated from the Constitution; in tJashington. the duty to provide information to 
voters was changed from the legislature to the Secretary of State. 

Montana has added to its constitution provisions for initiating constitutional� 
amendments (initiated laws were in the prior constitution) and for the people to� 
petition for a constitutional convention. The new Montana constitution also elim�
inates reference to emergency laws in spelling out details about the referendum.� 

Proposals for Changing I & R Relevant to Ohio 

In the prior memoranda which discuss the specific provisions for initiative and 
referendum in Ohio, particular problems wer~ noted arising out of court or attorney 
general interpretations of the provisions, gaps in the provisions, or obscure lan
guage. Suggestions for changes made previously are not repeated here. 

Studies made of the initiative and referendum in other states have offered 
suggestions for improvements. Insofar as these suggestions are relevant in Ohio, 
they are listed below: 

1. Prohibit payment of compensation to solicitors. (Professional solicitation 
of signatures does not, however, appear to be the problem in Ohio that it is in Cal
ifornia, where it may cost several hundred thousand dollars to acquire enough sig
natures to get a measure on the ballot.) 

2. Require the filing of reports even though the petitions are never filed. 
Section 3517.12 of the Revised Code requires that the committee for an initiative 
or referendum petition file a report of expenditures and contributions within 30 
days after the petitions are filed with the Secretary of State, but there is no re
porting requirement if the petitions are never filed. 

3. Provide drafting service for persons wishing to initiate measures. 
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4. Require that proposed constitutional amendments being initiated be submitted 
first to the legislature as are proposed laws. One purpose to be served by this pro
cedure would be improvement in the drafting and technical aspects of the amendment. 

5. Improve the information given to the public on initiated and referred meas· 
ures. 

6. Restrict the number of times a particular proposal can be placed on the 
ballot within a given number of years or require a lapse of time between petitions 
for the same subject. 

7. Restrict the ability of the legislature to repeal or amend an initiated law. 

8. Eliminate "petition hawking" by requiring petitions to be placed in a 
public office such as that of Clerk of Courts and require persons wishing to sign to 
go there to do so. 

9. Restrict the people's right to initiate laws or constitutional amendments 
which interfere with the civil rights of any person or group. 

10. Increase the lmvs to which the right of referendum applies by eliminating 
emergency laws. 
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Selection of Delr~ates to National Conventions and Presidentiel 
Preference Pr~mcirics -- A Survey of the States 

A study of the constitutional provisions of other states regarding the selection of • 
delc~(;atcs to national conventions and presidential preference primaries indicates that 

only 2 states, Ohio aud California, have provisions in their constitutions governing these 

t'JO nspeets of the primuries. The following study is of the statutory provisions of the • 

1Hates. It appears that most regulation of primaries is statutory. although, as the survey 

~ill reveal, in some states, the statutes are silent on these issues, and the political 

pi.;]~tics are, to a (;j:eat extent, autonomous. Information for the survey was taken from • 
Nomination dnd Election of the President and Vice President of the United_~_tate.!., published 

by t.h~ U. S. Government Printing Office in 1972. 

• 
Alabam[~ - The use of a primc:.ry for tile selection of delegates and alternates to national� 
conventions is optional, nnd may be used only by a party casting more than 20% of the vote� 
at the general election for st&te officers. At party discretion, a candidate for delegate� 
may indicate his preference for a presidential nominee. There is no statutory provision� 
for a presidential prefe:.-ence primary. (*)� • 
i\laska - Delegates to national conventions are selected at state conventions of the pol
itical parties. There is no provisioi' (or a pres idential pre:':erence primary. 

L!:2.:.::on::. - Tk,re "':i:C ,10 statutory provisions governing the selection of delegates by the� 
political p"rties to their national conventions. Selection is customarily made by the •� 
party's state committee in a state convention held in mid-spring. There is no presidential� 
preference primary.� 

Arkansas - Delegates to national conventions are elected from districts established by� 
central committees of the political parties. One delegate is elected from each ~i8trict.
 

Party pledges are optional. Alternates and the number of delegates required to make up 4t� 
the total party delegation are chosen by the state central committee of each party. Pres�
idential preference primaries are held only if a presidential candidate requests that one� 
be held, but the practice is not customary.� 

California - The constitutional provision reads 

Section 2.5. The Legislature shall have the power to enact laws relative to the • 
election of delegates to conventions of political parties; and th0 Legislature shall 
enact laws providing for the direct nomination of candidates for public office, by 

(*) Presidential prefel-ence primary, as used in the reference source means "primary elections 
in which voters may indicate a preference for a potential nominee either by voting for • 
delegates whose preference for a nominee is indicated on the ballot or where the names of 
the potential nominees are offered for voters' selection". 

•� 
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electors, political parties, or organizations of electors without conventions, at 
elections to be kno1.ol11 and designated as primary elections; also to determine the 
lests and conditions upon which electors, political parties, or organizations of 
electors may participate ifi any such primary election. 

•� 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

Delegates La naLional conventions are selected at a presidential primary held in June. 
Delegates for the primary may be nominated as slates committed to a particular calldidate 
or uncommitted. Nominations of delegates may be made by any three or more voters who are 
registered as intending to affiliate with the same political party. Candidates file with 
th~ ~ecret<lry of State a pledge to support a particular party candidate or an expression 
of no preference. Every group of pledged delegates must have the endorsement of the 
presidential nominee, filed ':vith the Secretary of State. On the primary ballot, the names 
of the pnosidential nominees prEferred by a particular group of candiclatls or the chair
man of each group of uncommitted candidates for delegate are arranged in order on the left 
side of the ballot. Names of delegates do not appear on the ballot. Voter preference is 
indicated by marking boxes appearing to the right of the various presidential nominees or 
group chairmen. 

Colorado - Delegates to national conventions are chosen at state conventions or by party 
cOlmnittees authorized by SLICh conventions. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Connecticut - Selection of delegates to national conventions are regulated by party rules, 
not-by statute. There is no presidential preference ptimary. 

Delaware - Delegates to the national conventions are selected at state conventions. If 
a political party holds a primary to elect delegates to the state convention, the political 
party must ,pay all expenses. Elected delegatES who are committed to a presidential nom
inee are bound for two ballots at the national convention. There is no presidential 
preference primary. 

District of Columbia - Delegates and alternates to national conventions are elected at 
the May primary. Candidates must file a petition with the board of elections on behalf 
of a slate of candidates or an individual's candidacy. If a petition supports the nom
ination of a candidate for President, the petition must be signed by such candidate. 
The presidential preference primary is held on the same day as delegates and alternates 
are elected. Presidential candidates must file petitions with the board of elections 
bearing a certain number of signatures of party members. Delegates and alternates attend
ing the national convention are bound to vote for their party's candidate who received 
at least a plurality of votes in the presidential preference primary for the first and 
second ballot or until tne candidate withdraws from the race. 

Florida - Delegates and alternates are elected at presidential preference primaries. 
They run as slates committed to a candidate for presidential nominee in the primary. 
Petitions containing delegates names are submitted by presidential candidates to the Sec
retary of State. Selection of delegates and alternates from among each candidate's sup
porters is done by the state executive committee of each party by procedures established 
90 days before the presidential preference primary. Each political party which had more 
than 10% of the total vote for President and Vice President at the last presidential elec
tion, and which had more than 10% of electors registered with them, shall elect one person 
to be a candidate for presidential nominee. Submission of a list of delegates and alter
nates to the Secretary of State by the candidate is optional. Delegates and alternates 
attending the nation~convention are pledged to that party's candidate until he receives 
less than 35% of the vote. 
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Georgia - I"; the absence of specific statutory provisions concerning the selection of 
delegates and alternates, such selection is regulated by state party rules. There is 
no presidential preference primary. 

Hawaii - There are no state laws governing the choosing of delegates to party conventions. 
Delegates to national party conventions are elected at state conventions. There is no 
presidential preference primary. 

Idaho - At state conventions, political parties mat elect delegates to national party con
ventions according to party rules. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Illinois - Delegates and alternates to national conventions are selected in two ways 
All but 10 are elected from congressional districts at the March primary. The remaining 
10 may be either: elected at the primary from the state at-large; selected by state con
vention; chosen by a combination of the first two methods at the option of the party central 
committee. Candidates must state their preference for presidential nominee or state that 
they have no preference at the time of filing petitions with the Secretary of State. The 
presidential preference primary is held on the same day as delegates are elected. Candidates 
for presidential nominee may have their name printed on the March primary ballot. Delegates 
and alternates having the highest number of votes are duly elected. The vote for pres
idential nominee is advisory only, according to statute. The vote of the state at-large 
shall be considered by delegates and alternates at-large; the district votes shall be con
sidered by district delegates and alternates. 

Indiana - Delegates are selected at state conventions and at congressional district con
ventions. Presidential preference primaries are held in May. Any candidate for the of
fice may request the Secretary of State to place his name on the ballot under the party 
label of his choice, such request must be accompanied by a certain number of signatures 
distributed as provided by law. The results of the presidential preference vote are 
certified to state party conventions but they are not directly connected with the selection 
of delegates at the state convention. A statutory duty is imposed on the delegates chosen 
to support the people's preference as expressed in the primary. Delegates from congressional 
dLstricts are bound for the first ballot to the winning candidate in their congressional 
district. Delegates at-large are bound to the winner in the state at-large for the first 
ballot. 

Iowa - The state presidential convention, not governed by statute, 1s distinct from the 
party regular state convention which is governed by statute. Delegates are selected, by 
custom, at state conventions of political parties according to party rules. There is no 
presidential preference primary. 

Kansas - Delegates to the national conventions are selected by congressional district and 
by state convention of the political parties. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Kentucky - There are no statutory provisions concerning ,the selection of delegates and 
alternates. Delegates are chosen at state conventions, and district delegates are chosen 
at district conventions held in the spring or early summer. These conventions are gov
erned by party rules. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Louisiana - No statutory provisions regarding selection of delegates. Delegates may be 
selected by state central committees of the political parties or committees may determine 
that delegates shall be selected at primaries or by convention. There is no presidential 
preference primary. 

Maine - Delegates and alternates are elected at state conventions of the political parties. 
There is no presidential preference primary. 
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M~SLland - Delegates and alternates are elected at presidential preference primaries in 
May, by congressional district. Delegates may have their presidential preference in
dicated on the ballot after their name, provided that said candidate grants permission 
to the delegate. Delegates at-large are elected by district delegates. Delegates at
tending the national convention are bound to vote for presidential candidates in the 
following way: congressional district delegates are bound to vote for the winner of 
the presidential preference primary in their district for two ballots or until the can
didate receives less than 35% of the vote. At-large delegates are bound to the winner 
in the state at-large for 2 ballots or until less than 35% oi the vote is cast for the 
nominee. 

Massachusetts - Congressional district delegates and alternates are selected at the 
April. prim&ry. Delegates and alternates at-large may be named by the state party com
mittees in February. NominaLing petitions for delegates and alternates (both district 
~nd at-large) may contain a statement indicating presidential preference, but no such 
preference may appear on the primary ballot wi thout the consent of the presidential can
didate. The presidential preference primary is held in April, and all candidates who 
petition or are nationally acclaimed by the news media appear on the ballot. Delegates . 
an\I d.ternates are bound to the person receiving the plurality of votes at the presidential 
preference primary for the first ballot, or until released by the candidate. 

H5..C]i~ - Delegats and aL.ernates to national conventions are elected by congressional 
,1ist-rict caucuses and state conventions. Each congressional district elects two district 
delegates. Delegates at-large are elected by the state convention. There is no pres
idential preference primary. 

Hinnesota - Delegates are selected according to party rules. The statutes provide for 
;-s-r~onvention to be held once every general election year, and for the congressional 
district conventions and county conventions once every general election year as well as 
for precinct caucllses. T'"re i~ no presidential preference primary. 

Miss~ssippi - Delegates to national conventions are selected ae party conventions by the 
party state committee. Delegates to the state convention are selected according to 
party rules. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Missouri - Delegates and alternates are selected at state party conventions called by 
the p~rty staLe committees. Nominees may give presidential preference at the conventions 
or give a short talk on election issues. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Montana - Each political party is authorized by statute to provide for thE selection of 
delegates to national conventions. There is no presidential preference primary. 

NebEaska - Delegates and alternates to national conventions are elected at the May primary, 
at the same time as the presidential preference primary is held. Delegates indicate 
their presidential preference at the time of filing their petition with the Secretary 
of State. The petition contains a pledge to support the winning candidate for two bal
lots or until he receives less than 35% of the vote. The candidate preferred by the del
egate appears directly below his name on the ballot. Presidential candid?tes are listed 
separately and voters may write in candidates' names. 

Nevada - Delegates and alternates are selected by state conventions of political parties. 
Delegates to state conventions are elected at county conventions. There is no presidential 
preference primary. 
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Nn~; 1bn!!>shire - nelesates and alternates (district and at-large) are elected at the 
March ~sidential prt.~fel·ence primary. At the time of filing, a candidate for delegate 
may indi.cate his preference for presidential candidate or pledge himself to a candidate. 
If preference is indicated, it will appear on the ballot: A pledge will appear on the 
ballot provided the presidential candidate gives consent. New Hampshire Election Laws 
provide that th(~ resul1.:s of the presidential preference primal'y shall be advisory in 
nature for the delegates elected at the primary. 

New Jersey - District delegates and delegates at-large are elected at the primary. Can
di.d~tcs for delegate may request in their petition to be grouped together on the ballot 
with their preference for presidential candidate if the written consent of the candidate 
e.ndorses the petition. A vote for the group shall be tallied as a separate vote for each 
delegate or alternate listed in the group. T~e presidential preference primary is advisory 
only, d.nr~ ::.s hel,1 .:~.,. s, m(: day as delegatE"s and alternates are elected. 

New Mexico - Each political party, after completion of a state canvass of the results of 
the presidential preference primary, selects delegates and alternates according to party 
rules. "Such delegates and each al ternate for such delegates shall be alloted to the two 
c<lildidctes, or to the one candidate and the unpledged category, as the case may be, in the 
same proportion th<'L the total vote such candidate or category received bears to the total 
comhined vote of both candidates, or of one candidate and the unpledged category, as the 
case may be. New Mexico Statutes Annotated § 3-8-40." Candidates for the presidential 
priTI1&ry are either nominaLed by petition or selected by a committee of state officials. 
Delegates bind themselves to the candidate for the first ballot when they sign a declaration 
of acceptance as required by law. 

Ne"~~o!k -Delegates are elected from congressional districts or partly from the state at
large and partly from congressional districts as the party rules may provide. Although 
delegate candidates may state pref~rence for presidential candidate during their campaign, 
they are not legally bound. There is no presidential preference primary. 

North Carolina - Delegates and alternates to national conventions are,selected at state 
2nd di~trict conventions of the political parties. A presidential preference primary is 
held in May. The State Board of Elections nominates generally advocated and nationally 
recognized candidates. Other nominees may appeAr on the ballot if nominated by petition 
bearing at least 10,000 signatures. The four candidates receiving the highest number 
of votes, (or all candidates if there are fewer than 4) provided that each of the four 
receive,; at least 15% of the total vote cast by his prrty, shall be awarded a pro rata 
portion of the authorized delegate vote of his party. 

North Dakota - Delegates are chosen at state political party conventions. Statutes re
quire that no delegate to a national convention shall be recognized unless his pvrty received 
at least %5 of the total votes cast for President and Vice President at the last election. 
There is no presidential preference primary. 

Ohio - Delegates and alternates are elected at the May primary. Delegates must file a 
petition with the Secretary of State indicating their first and second choices for the 
presidency. Such choices are to be printed below the candidate's name on the ballot, 
provided that the presidential candidates give their consent. Presidential preference 
is expressed at the primary by votes cast for delegates' preferences. 

Oklahoma - There are no statutes governing state party conventions or selection of 
delegates and alternates. Party rules provide for congressional district and state 
conventions. There is no presidential preference primary. 

•� 
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Orenon - Delegates are elected at the May primary. The law appears to apply only to _ ..= . 
major parties: "In the year when a President and Vice President of the Un1ted States are 
to h~ ,orrinaterl &nd elected, the rrajor political parties shall elect delegates to their 
national conventions and select candidates for presidential electors. (Oregon Rev. Stat. 
§ 248.310)". Delegates are elected by congression~l districts. Petitions for nomination 
of delegates contain a pledge to support the pres1dential candidate for two ballots or 
until he receives less than 35% of the vote. The names of candidates for president (and v.p.) 
are listed on the same ballot as that on which candidates for delegate appear. 

Pennsylvania_ - District delegates and alternati's are elected at 8 general primary in 
April. An optional presidential preference primary, advisory in nature, is held at that 
time. District delegates elect 15% of the national convention delegates. The remaining 
10% is selected by the state party committee. Indication of preference in the nominating 
petition is optional for delegates, but preference is binding, if their presidential can
didate wins in their district. 

Rhode Island - The primary election for the election of delegates to nationa conventions 
is held in April. Candidates for delegate indicate their preference or state that they 
have no preference when filing for candidacy with.the Secretary of State. Delegates are 
bound to vote for the candidate of his party "so long as he shall be a candidate before 
said convention". A presidential preference primary is held on the same day in April, but 
the results are only advisory to the respective parties, although the results of the 
election of delegates is binding. 

South Carolina - Delegates to national conventions are selected at state conventions, but 
this practice is not required by statute. The state convention is held in March. Delegates 
are bound to the party's nominee for president by party instruction. There is no pres
idential preference primary. 

20uth Dakota ~ Delegates and ulternates are elrccted at the June primary. Candidates or 
groups of candidates receiving the highest vote are declared elected. The presidential 
rn~ference pri.mary, on the same day in June. involves voters expressing their choice for 
presidential car~idate by voting for a group of delegates who have expressed their preference 
for a particu19r ca ~idate. Nominating petitions, except where there is no preference 
stated, contain a pledge for ~ ballots, or until the party's candidate receives less than 
35~~ of the vote . 

Tenness~~ - Delegates and alternates to nation&conventions are chosen at state and 
district conventions. A presidential preference primary is held in May. Delegates elected 
from congressional districts are bound by the election results of the presidential pref
erence primary within their district, and must cast 2 ballots for the winning candidate. 
Delegates at-large are bound for only one ballot to the state winner in the preside~tial 

primary. 

I~xas - Parties holding primary elections in a presidential year shall hold state conventions 
for selection of delegates. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Utah - Delegates and a1tnerates are selected by state convention in June or July. Rep
resentatives to state conventions are selected at county primary conventions in June. 
There is no presidential preference primary. 

Vermont - Delegates and alternates are chosen at state party conventions in May. There 
is no presidential preference primary. 

Virginia - Delegates are chosen at state party conventions. This is not a statutory 
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requirement. Statutes give the parties complete power as to how delegates and alternates 
are to be selected. There is no presidential preference primary. 

Washington - Delegates are chosen at state conventions, however, this method of selection 
is not mandated by statute, but according to party rules. Statutory power is granted to 
each political party to call conventions and elect delegates to state and national con • 
ventions add provide for the nomination of presidential electors. There is no presidential 
preference primary. 

We~t Virginia - Delegates are chosen at the May primary. Delegates at-large are elected 
state wide and congressional district delegates are elected by district party voters. 
Delegates receiving the highest number of votes are elected. Alternates are appointed • 
by delegates after the primary. Delegates do not pledge themselves to presidential 
nominees. The presidential preference primary is held in May. Aspirants for President 
and Vice President appear on the ballot. There is no statutory instruction to delegates 
on the basis of the presidential preference primary results. 

Wisconsin - Delegates and alternates at-large and district delegates and alternates are •selected by one of two methods: 
1- Candidates for presidential primary file with the Secretary of State a list of 

district and at-large delegates and alternates according to the number permitted the 
party. The primary is held in April, and the name of the presidential nominee is printed 
on the ballot along with the names of delegates designated by him. If the presidential 
candidate wins in each congressional district and in the entire state as a whole, his •
delegates and alternates will automatically become the convention delegates and alternates. 
The declaration of acceptance which must be signed by the delegate contains a pledge to 
vote for th~ presidential candidate until he receives less than 1/3 of the votes. 

2- If the presidential preference vote in any district or in the state at-Jarge is 
won by a write-in candidate or by a candidate who did not file a list of delegates, or, if 
the plurality in any district is for "none of the names shown", the state executive com
mittee selects delegates and alternates. The presidential preference primary is held in • 
April. 

vlyoming - Selection of delegates is made at state party conventions in May according to 
party rules. Delegates to state conventions are selected in county conventions held in 
March. There is no presidential preference primary. 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Electiohs and Suffrage Committee 
February 21, 1914 

• Committee Report 

• 

Primary Elections (Section 7 of Article V) 

In order to remove from the Ohio Constitution the provisions requiring the 

designation of all candidates for delegate to national party conventions on the 

• 

primary ballot, and to remove the unnecessary provisions for the election of 

United States Senators, the committee recommends the following amendments to 

Section 1 and to Section 2a of Article V. 

Article V 

• 

Section 1. All nominations for elective state, district, cpunty and 

municipal offices shall be made at direct primary elections or by petition 

as provided by law; ~ae pr8visiea shall he made hy law fer a prefereatial vete 

fer Haited States seaatert but direct primaries shall not be held for the 

nomination of township officers or for the officers of municipalities of less 

• 

than two thousand population, unless petitioned for by a majority of the 

electors of such township or municipality. AU deie{;ates Erell! th!sstate te 

the aatieaal eenventieas ef pelitieal parties shall ee ehesen 8Y direet vete 

ef the eleetersT Baeh eaaeieate fer s~eh delesate shall state his first And 

seeeaa eheiees fer the presideaeY1 whieh preferenees shall he priatea ~pen 

the prill!ary hallet helew the name ef s~eh eaneidatej h~t the aall!~ ef n8 ean

eleate fer the presideney shall he S8 ~sed withe~t his written a~theritYT 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE ELECTORS TO 

VOTE FOR THEIR CHOICE OF CANDIDATES FOR NOMINATION FOR THE PRESIDENCY, AND 

SUCH VOTE MAY BE EITHER DIRECTLY FOR SUCH CANDIDATE OR FOR DELEGATES TO A 

NATIONAL CONVENTION WHO MAY BE IDENTIFIED ON THE PRIMARY BALLOT SOLELY BY 

THEIR CHOICE OF CANDIDATE. 

•� 

•� 
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Section 2a. The names of all candidates for an office at any general� 

election shall be arranged in a group under the title of that office, and� •
shall be so alternated that each name shall appear ( in so far as may be� 

reasonably possible) substantially an equal number of times at the beginning,� 

at the end, and in each intermediate place, if any, of the group in which such� •
name belongs. Except at a Party Primary or in a non-partisan election, the� 

name or designation of each candidate's party, if any, shall be printed under� 

or after each candidate's name in lighter and smaller type face than that in� •
which the candidate's name is printed. An elector may vote for candidates� 

(other than candidates for electors of President and Vice-President of the� 

United States AND OTHER THAN CANDIDATES FOR DELEGATE TO A NATIONAL PARTY� • 
CONVENTION IF SUCH DELEGATES ARE ELECTED) only and in no other way than by� 

indicating his vote for each candidate separately from the indication of his� 

vote for any other candidate.� • 
Note: The committee has other recommendations for Section 2a, dealin~ with ballot 

rotation, which will be presented at a later time. 

Hi~tory and Background of Section 7 • 

Section 7 was added to the Ohio Constitution in 1912. The Proceedings and 

Debates of the Constitutional Convention of 1912 reveal that there was widespread 

distrust and dissatisfaction with the method of nominating candidates that obtained • 
at that time, namely the state convention. 

Theodore Roosevelt. addressing the Convention, said: 

I believe in providing for direct nomination by the people, including therein 
direct preferential primaries for the election of delegates to the national • 
nominating conventions. Not as a matter of theory, but as a matter of plain� 
and proved experience, we find that the convention system, while it often re�
cords the popular will, is also often used by adroit politicians as a method� 
of thwarting the popular will. In other words~ the existing machinery for� 
nominations is cumbrous, and is not designed to secure the real expression of� 
the popular desire. (Debates, p. 382)� • 
J. W. Tannehill, of Morgan County, the author of what is now the first half 
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of Section 7 t admonished the Convention: 

The chief cause of the frequent failure of representative government lies in

• the corr~pt, boss-contro1led t drunken t debauched, and often hysterical nomin
ating convention. The convention must go. (Debates, p. 1239) 

• 
The Debates report that many other persons concurred with Mr. Tannehill in 

his proposal to exchange the state convention method of nominating candidates for 

• 

a primary system. In his original proposal t Mr. Tannehill's language permitted 

nomination by direct primary elections or by:petition as provided by law. His 

thought in including petitions was to permit nominations of schools boards and 

• 

judges by petition if it was desired to keep those offices out of politics. Con

cerning relief of township officers and officers of small towns, he suggested that 

the direct primary is useful only where the office is sought after and nobody wants 

• 

a township office. A primary in those instances would be a needless expense. 

John D. Fackler of Cuyahoga County offered an amendment to the proposal con

cerning delegates to national conventions. The language of the amendment, iS t 

.. 
verbatim, the last part of the present Section 7: IIAll delegates from this state 

to the national conventions of political parties shall Qe chosen by direct vote of 

the electors. Each candidate for such delegate shall state his first and second 

choices for the presidency, which preferences shall be printed upon the primary 

. ballot below the name of such candidate, but the name of no candidate shall be so 

used without his written authority." 

The amending language was neither explained nor discussed in the Debates. Ap

parently, the amendment was made in response to President Roosevelt's remarks. 

• Prior to 1913, United States Senators were selected by the state legislatures, 

pursuant to Article I, Section 3 of the United States Constitution which read as 

follows: 

• The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each 
state, chosen by the legislature thereof, for six years, and each Senator shall 
have one vote. 

In his address to the 1912 Convention, President Roosevelt stated that he 
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favored the election of United States Senators by direct vote of the people. One 

delegate to the Convention observed: • 

For .a great,many years there has been a continuous scandal in the congress of� 
the United States over the manner in which some senators have been elected. I� 
believe it was simply because they were elected by the bosses and cliques� 
within the parties, and not because the people had any voice in it at all.� 
(Debates, p. 1245)� • 
Mr. Thomas offered an amendment to the original language of Mr. Tannehill's 

proposal to include U.S. Senators among the offices for which nominations shall be 

made at direct primary elections. Apparently a movement had been underfoot for • 
some years before the convention, as one senator alluded to the failure of his amend

ments to the Bronson Primary Bill to provide for the nomination of U.S. senators 

and congressmen as well as other officials below the governor by the primary method. • 

He observed that the legislature was unwilling to take positive action on the matter, 

and added: 

You cannot get any matter in the senate that affects their own standing. We� 
have been standing for a good many things that were purely legislative and� • 
this is one of them, but if you cannot reach a thing through the legislature, 
you will have to reach it here. (Debates, p. 1243) 

Arguments were heard on the inconsistency of Mr. Thomas' proposal with Article I, 

Section 3 of the federal Constitution. Others expressed the'view that although the 

U.S. Constitution provided for the manner of electing U.S. Senators, the manner of 

nominating them was an open question. One gentleman offered the view that "the 

amendment simply provides that we have senatorial primaries for nomination, and • 
then when the people express their choice the legislature will obey the will of 

the people and elect the senator thus designated." 

Mr. Thomas changed the wording of his amendment to the present language of the • 
Ohio Constitution, "and prOVision shall be made by law for a preferential vote for 

United States senator." 

?roblems and Suggested Solutions • 
The provision in Section 7 that all delegates to national political party con
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• 
ventions be chosen by direct vote of the electors has resulted in the unwieldy 

"bedsheet" ballot. which is an expensive method and one that is fraught with prob

• 

1ems. One such problem occurred 1n the May. 1972 primary when. as a result of 

the names of Democratic Party candidates for delegate being so numerous. voting 

machines could not contain all the delegates' names. Paper ballots had to be used 

many places where they are not ordinarily used, and both time and expense were 

serious problems. 

• In addition. Section 7 requires a primary only if a party holds a national 

convention. If a party selects its candidates in some other manner, the primary 

is not required. Section 3505.10 permits smaller parties to omit the primary. and 

• have their candidates placed directly on the November ballot. As a fesult of a 

recent decision, the restrictive definition of "political party" which prevented 

qualification by a group of voters to hold a primary election, and.~y Section 7. 

• send delegates to a national convention, was declared in violation of the Equal 

Protection Clause of the 14th amendment. 

It is the thought of the committee that the primary election process is an 

• adequate safeguard against the corruption. and bossism of 8tate .politica1 conventions. 

However. the framers of the constitutional language seem to have inc~uded needlessly 

complicated requirements for that safeguard. The primary election ~thod may be 

retained without leading to the bedsheet ballot or discriminating aga!nst smaller 

political parties. 

The Secretary of State has suggested a solution to the complicated mechanisn, 

of Section 7 in S.J.R. 5. This proposal would eliminate the listing of delegates'• 
names on the primary ballot. and would require, instead, that the delegates be 

identified only by the name of their first choice for the presidency.

• The committee believes. however, that S.J.R. 5 is not flexible enough to 

accommodate all possible methods of selecting delegates and that it would write into 

the Constitution provisions which areessentiaifystatuto~ in nature. One example
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of a method which would not fall within the terms of S.J.R. 5 is the election of 

a certain percentage of the delegates and the selection of the remainder according 

to party rules. S.J.R. 5, like present Section 7, specifies the manner of selec • 
ting all delegates. 

The most flexible procedure, and that is one of the major goals of the commit

tee in writing constitutional language, would be to permit the General Assembly to • 
provide the means by which electors express their presidential prefe~ences. The 

suggested language incorporates this flexible procedure, and in addition permits 

a choice of means to that end. liThe General Assembly shall provide by law the 

opportunity for the electors to vote for their choice of candidates for nomination 

for the presidency, and such vote may be either directly for such candidate or for 

delegates to a national convention who may be identified on the primary ballot • 
solely by their choice of candidate." 

The suggested language: (1) eliminates the requirement of the bedsheet ballot; 

(2) permits either a presidential preference primary or a primary to select dele • 
gates; (3) leaves to the General Assembly the flexibility to change procedures as 

needs change; (4) does not tie the hands of the political parties to rurr~8.eftt181 

party business. • 
The constitutional requirement for laws to be made to p,rovide a preferential 

vote for U.s. Senator appears to be no longer needed. U.s. Senators are now elec

ted in November by the people and nominated at the primary, just as are congress • 
men and all elected state officials. The 17th amendment to the U.S. Constitution 

ratified in 1913, states: 

The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each 
State, elected by the people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall • 
have one' vote. 

2500� 
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The amending language to Section 2a of Article V is for the purpose of 

excepting elected delegates to the national party conventions from the requirements

• of that section that I~n elector may vote for candidates (other than candidates 

for electors of President and Vice- President of the United States) only and in 

no other way than by indicating his vote for each candidate separately from the 

• 

• indication of his vote for any other candidate. 1I If the primary ballot indicated 

delegates solely by their choice for president, the elector would be unable to 

indicate his vote for each candidate separately, and would, therefore, be unable 

to do what Section 2a indicates must be done. 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional ~evision Commission 
Elections and Suffra~e Committee 
April 22~ 1974 • 

REPORT 

The committee on Elections and Suffrage hereby submits its rec~endation8 on 
the follo~~ng present sections of Article V of the Ohio Constitution: 

Section 

Section 1 

Section 2 

Section 2a 

Section 3 

Section 4 

Section 5 

Section (; 

Subject 

Hho may vote 

Election by ballot 

Type of ballot 

Voters privilege from 
arrest 

Forfeiture of elective 
franchise 

Vote of military persons 

Vote of idiots. insane 
persons 

Recommendation • 
Amend 

no ehan~e 

Amend • 
Repeal 

Amend • 
Repeal 

Repeal 

• 
Article XVII concerns the time for holding elections. terms of elective officers~ 

and manner of filling vacancies. The following changes are recommended~ 

Section I Time for holdin~ elections Amend 

Section 2 Terms of off1cers~ vacancies Amend • 
Several sections of the Constitution were referred to the Elections and Suffrage 

committee by the Legislative-Executive Committee for consideration. The followin~ 

recommendations are made: 

Article II, section 21 

Article III, section 3 

Article III, section 4 

Article III. section 18 

Contest elections 

Election returns 

Election returns 

Vacancies to be filled by 
Governor 

Jllo change • 
Repeal 

Repeal 

Repeal • 
The committee has prepared special studies recommending amendment of section 1 

of Article XVI and section 7 of Article V. which have already been presented to the 
Commission. • 
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2. 

• Introduction 

The elective process. by the very nature of our r,overnment) is the cornerstone 

of the democratic process. State constitutions tend to safeguard this process by 

• setting forth certain mintmUA requirements--age and residence--concerninp, who may vote 

or hold public office. Constitutions may also deal ~nth who may not vote--such as 

the mentally incompetent.

• It has been the purpose of the Elections and Suffra~e cOMlllittee, in revie~d.nr. 

the constitutional provisions p,overninr, the franchise and elections, to construct 

the most flexible frame~mrk possible consistent tnth safeguardin~ the elective process.

• Through extensive research and interaction with other agencies. the committee has 

learned that overly restrictive laws result in the disfranchisement and discoura~ement 

of many potential voters. 

• 

• The elective process is not immune to changes in society. A short time a~o~ 

the age for voting was 10l'l1ered to 18 years~ and the number of potential voters was 

increased by millions. The use of neH forms of cotll11unication has rendered the 

netITspaper no lOl\8er the prime means of informing voters about elections, and machine 

• 
voting devices have replaced paper ballots in many areas. The population is more 

mobile today than it was in l85l~ consequently, the residence requirements for voting 

are unrealistic. The Constitution) ideally, should be flexible enou~h to accommodate 

inevitable changes, ~rllile continuing to state basic principles. 

The Elections and Suffrage committee has found much in the nature of statutory 

•� 

• material in the sections of the Ohio Constitution it has studied. The committee� 

considers that such matters should be removed from the c.onstitution, llherev~r possible~
 

to provide needed flexibility.� 
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Article V 

Elective Franchise 
Recommendations 

Section 1. "'ho may vote 

Present Constitution 

Every citizen of the United States, of the age of t~enty-one years, who shall 
have been a resident of the state six months next preceding the election, and of 
the county, township) or uard, in which he resides. such time as may be provided 
by law, shall have the qualifications of an elector, and be entitled to vote at all 
elections. 

Every citizen of the United States being twenty-one years of ap,e who is not 
entitled to vote at all elections shall be entitled to vote for the choice of 
electors for President and Vice President of the United States 1f he shall have 
been a resident of the state. county" township or ward in which he desires to vote 
such time as may be provided by law" provided that he is not entitled to vote for 
the choice of electors for President and Vice President of the United States in any 
other state. 

Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends the amendment of Section 1 as follows: 

Section 1. Who may vote. 

Every citizen of the United States) of the age of ~ftt,.8fte EIGHTEEN years~ 

who s1ota~!-ftaYe HAS been a resident of the state.!. siJHIefttthe-fte.t-p.eee.l'fts-the 
e~eeeieft;-ttft~-e~-eftecounty, township~ or ward) in which he resides, such time as 
may be provided by law, efta~!-ha¥e HAS the qualifications of an elector~ and ~ IS 
entitled to vote at all elections. 

B¥e~y-e'e'.eft-ef-ehe-9ftieei-Seeeee-~e'ftl-~"-efte-ye..s-ei-a~e-whe-'e-ftee 
ea"'!e~-ee-.eee-a'-a!~-e~eeeieae-efta~!-~e-eft&'t~e~-~18.e-i.r-the-ehe'ee-ei-e!eet.re 
fe.-P~e.~eftt-ane-Viee-P.ee~e-ei-ehe-Vft,.ei-8ta.e.-6i-he-e1ota!~-ht!Ye-eeea-a-ree'jeae 

ef-e~e-eeaee~-ee~t'T-teWft.~'p-e.-wap&-ia-v1ot'eft-he-jee'.ee-ee-.ete-e.eh-etme-ae-ma,-ee 

p~e¥~~-e,-!aw;-p~e¥ijei-'hae-he-'e-ae.-eft"e~-e8-Yeee-fer-ehe-ehe.ee-ei-e&eeter. 

ler-PPe.iee~-aai-V'ee-PPeeijeae-ei-.he-9a"ei-S&a.e8-6a-aa,-ether-8tat~-

Comment 

The provision of section 1 that sets tt-7enty-one as the min1mut>l age to vote has 

been I2ndered unconstitutional by the 26th Amendment to the U. S. Constitution" which 

was ratified in 1971. It provides' 

"The right of citizens ~mo are 18 years of age or older to vote shall not be 
denied or abridged by the United States or any state on account of age." 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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• 
Durational residence requirements for voting 'Jere held unconstitutional as violating 

the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment by the Supreme Court in Dunn v. 

Blumstein, 405 u.s. 330, 92 S. Ct. 995 (1972). In that case, the Court invalidated 

a Tennessee statute requiring a one·year residency in the state and three-month in 

•� the county before being qualified to vote. The rulinp, of unconstitutionality was 

specifically applied to Ohio's 6-month state residence requirement on Au~ust 7, 1972 

in Schwartz v. Bro~m, by the United States District Court for the Southern District, 

•� in Civil Action 72-113. 

The committee considered two alternative recommendations made by Secretary of 

State Ted W. Brown. One entailed the repeal of section 1 entirely. The committee 

•� decided that, although it was likely that the provisions of section 1 granted no 

power to the legislature it didn't already have, the section should be retained 

because of the importance of stating the basic ri~ht to vote in the constitution. 

•� In addition, inasmuch as the qualifications of an elector are referred to elsewhere 

in the Constitution as a prerequisite to holdtnp, public office, the committee 

considerd it necessary to retain the statenent deflninp, such qualifications in 

•� section 1. The committee agreed that the second alternative proposed by the Secretary 

of State's office) which suggested lowering the voting age to eighteen and removin~ 

reference to the durational residency requirement was more desirable. 

• The second paragraph of section I provides that if an elector does not qualify 

to vote for state and local officials) he may be qualified to vote for President 

and Vice President in Ohio if he has been a resident the length of time prescribed 

• by law. Since durational residence requirements have been declared unconstitutional, 

different residency requirements for voting in state, local, and federal elections� 

are no longer permitted. At most~ a state may iMpose a reasonable length of time� 

• for reGistration--perhaps 30 days. A person who is re~istered would be qualified� 

to vote in all elections~ state~ local and federal. Hence~ the provision for a vote 

in federal elections by persons who are not qualified to vote in state and local 

•� Z r:-'(' .) LJ:.-> 
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elections is no longer needed. 

Section 2. Elections by ballot • 
Present Constitution 

All elections shall be by ballot. 

COMmittee Rec~endation • 
No chan~e. 

Comment 

The provision for elections to be by ballot is a statement of the fundamental • 
principle of the secret ballot, which allows persons to express their views on election 

matters without fear of retaliation. The Ohio Supreme Court has held that the provision 

permits machine votin~~ its purpose bein~ 

committee considered that the provision 

•to protect the secrecy of votin~. The 

should be retained. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

• 
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• Section 2a. Office type ballot 

Present Constitution 

• 
Section 2a. The mmes of all candidates for an office at any general election 
shall be arranged in a group under the title of that office, and shall be so 
alternated that each name shall appear (in so far as may be reasonably possible) 

• 

substantially an equal number of times at the be8innin~) at the end, and in 
each intermediate place) if any) of the p,roup in ,"'hich such name belongs. 
Except at a Party Primary or in a non-partisan election, the name or designation 
of each candidate's party) if any, shall be printed under or after each 
candidate's name in lighter and smaller type face than that i~ which the 
candidates name is printed. An e1ector may vote for candidates (other than 
candidates for electors of President and Vice President of the United States) 
only and in no other way than by indicating his vote for each candidate 
separately from the indication of his vote for any other candidate, 

• 
Committee Recommendation 

• 

Section ~a? 3. The names of all candidates for an office at any ~enera1 election 
shall be arranp,ed in a group under the title of that office;-aft~-8ha!!-he-ee-a!~erfta~ed 

~ha~-eaeh-ft8Me-eha!!-a"eap-~ift-8e-far-a8~a,-he-pea8eftahi,-pes8ihie~-~h8~a~iaiiy 

aft-e~i-ftUmher-ef-~imes-a~-~he-h~iftfti~--a~-~fte-e~~-~-ift-eaeh-ift.e~e~'a~e-,!aee; 

~~-aft}';-ef-.fte-~HtI,-ift-whieh-tfttelt-ft_e-he!eft~·.THE GENERAL ASSEHBLY SHALL PROVIDE 
BY LAl! TIIE MEANS BY WHICH BALLOTS SHALL GIVE EACH CANDIDATE, T·'1lIEREVER POSSIBLE 9 

• 

REASOUAnLY EQUAL TREATMENT BY ROTATION OR OTHER CC11PARABLE TECHNIQUES APPROPRIATE 
TO THE VOTING lIfETHOD USED. Bltee,..-a~-a-Pal"~}'-Pr_ar,.-e.-ift-a-fteft-pa ••ieaa-e!eee'eft; 
AT ANY ELECTION IN HHICH A CANDInATE'S PARTY DESIGNATIO~! APPEARS ON THE BALLOT) the 
~e or designation of each candidate's party) 1f any, shall be ~'ftt~-tlade.-ep 

a'~ep-eaeft-eaft4'~a'~8-fteme-*ft-~'~~.ep-a~-eMa~lep-."e-faee-~hae-.~.-ift-wh*eh-.he 
eaMHa~e~8-ft8l'!le-·'8-,.*ft.ec.4 LESS PR0r11NENT THAN THE CMmIDAo:r~' S NA.~. An elector 

• 

may vote for candidates (other than candidates for electors of President and Vice 
President of the United States..!. O'rlffiR THAl\! CM"DIDATES FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTE~tA.f\IT 

GOVERNOR, AND OTHER THAN CMIDIDATES FOR DELF.GATE TO A NATIONAL PARTY CONVENTION IF 
SUCH DELP.GATES ARE ~LECTED) only and in no other way than by indicating his vote 
for each candidate separately from the indication of his vote for any other candidate. 

Back~round of Section 

Section 2a ~JaS added to the Ohio Constitution in 1949. Most state constitutions 

• contain a provision for a secret ballot, but Ohio 1s the only state which provides 

for ballot rotation in its constitution. 

The present language of section 2a has been inter~reted to require perfect 

• rotation of names on the ballot, in so far as may be reasonably possible. A case 

is now pending in the Ohio Supreme Court questioning whether the use of voting 

• 



7. • 
machines meets the constitutional requirement for rotation. (State of Ohio ex reI. 

John L. Roof VB. The Board of Commissioners of nardin County), The names of candidates 

cannot be rotated on a voting machine. Once the order of names is established for an • 
individual machine~ that order is locked into place and remains unchanged throughout 

the election. The use of voting machines mip,ht be controlled to meet thexeQuirements 

of section 2a by rotating the machines so that a different order of names appears • 
on each ~achine, and an unreasonable number of electors do not vote on a given machine. 

The Court of Appeals stated that the constitutional requirement could be met by 

equalizin3 precinct size. -Equalizing precinct population, hm1ever1 is difficult. • 
Boards of Elections) in aligning precincts) attempt to combine voters uho are voting 

on the same issues. They take into account school boundaries, representative districts, •and municipal and township lines. amonp, other considerations. A requirement that 

precincts be of equal size may negate the possibility of such "communities of interest". 

Some precincts are, by nature) transitional. This is especially true of colle~e 

to,ms" llhere precincts may vary in size by several thousand ldthin the space of a • 
fCloT months. Hence~ the task before the Hoard of Elections is at best extremely 

difficult. if not impossible in some situations. Further, because of the requirement 

for perfect rotation, an occasional printing error on the ballot could cause an • 
entire election to be invalidated when paper ballots are used. 

Comment •The committee considered several alternative ways of dealine with the rotation 

language of section 2a, includin~ repeal. The committee decided) however, that repeal 

was undesirable because it would leave open the possibility of enactment of a law 

•like one in California which places an incumbent's name first on the ballot. It 

favored retention of the principle that no candidate should have an undue advantage 

or disadvantage by virtue of ballot position. 

The committee nevertheless considered the current provision too restrictive, • 
preventin.~ tne use of new voti~ methods the state should be free to explore. Various 

2508 
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• 
electronic methods are beiua discussed snd tested in other states. A recent Florida 

election employed telephonic voice prints, and cable television holds out the 

possibility of voting by means of digital return systems. These and other methods 

• 
could offer advantages outweir,hin~ the values of perfect rotation • 

• 

The committee concluded that the General Assembly should be fair to candidates~ 

but should be free to alter voting procedures. It therefore recommends a doctrine 

of fairness in relative~ rather than absoluteJ terms~ leaving implementation to 

the General Assembly. The General Assembly is mandated to provide legislation 

granting candidates reasonably equal treatment appropriate to the voting ~ethod 

• 
employed • 

• 

The deletion of the '..JOrds Uexcept at a Party Primary or in a non-partisan election...... 

removes a misleadin~ clause which su~gests that at a Party Prtmary or in a non

partisan election the designation of party can be printed in larser and darker type 

face than the candidate's name. The committee's 1anRu88e requires the printing of 

the candidate's party designation in a less prominent fashion than the candidate's 

•� name, and also removes reference to the print media) so as not to exclude new� 

• 

techno1or,y. 

A change in section 2a was recommended by the Commission in its first report to 

the General Assembly. The proposal was that the words governor and lieutenant governor 

be added to the words in parentheses~ in order to cohere with a recommendation for 

the joint election of governor and lieutenant 30vernor. That proposal is still 

•� pending in the General Assembly.� 

•� 

The recommended additional language "and other than candidates for delegate to� 

a national party convention if such dele3ates are electedU is explained in tfte� 

commentary to the committee's previous recommendation on section 7 of Article V.� 

That proposal is pending before the Commission . 

• 
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A chan3e in the number of this section of the Constitution is being recommended, •changing the section number from 2a to 3) as the committee is simultaneously recommend

ing repeal of section 3 of Article v. 

•� 
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•� Section 3. Voters;a when privileeed from arrest 

Present Constitution 

•� 
Sec. 3. Electors during their attendance at elections, and in ~oinp. to,� 
and returning therefrom, shall be privileaed from arrest. in all C8seSa� 
except treason J felony and breach of the peace. .� 

Committee Recommendation� 

Repeal� 

•� History 

The language of this section appeared in the l8()2 Constitution and 1:las included 

in the 1851 Constitution without debate. Extensive research on the matter revealed 

•� no discussion of t'lhy such a provision should be included in the Constitution. A 

similar privilege for Senators and Representatives appeal'S in Article II, section 12. 

The privilege is very narrow since it does not apply to arrest in criminal cases~ 

• only arrest in civil cases. A recent case. Akron v. Ilingo, 169 Ohio St. 511 (1969) 

confirmed the narrow class of cases to which the privilege applies by its holding 

that "breach of the peace~1 includes all criminal offenses. The instances t·,here arrest 

• in civil cases is pe~itted are very rare and include only arrest of a defendant 

in a civil action before judgment on grounds includin~ his absconding with property 

out of the court's jurisdiction or attempting to defraud his creditors, and arrest of 

• a judgment debtor on similar grounds, since Section 15 of the Bill of RiBhts (Article 

I) of the Ohio Constitution says that '~o person shall be imprisoned for debt in any 

civil action, on mesne or final process, unless in cases of fraud." Civil arrest may 

• also occur in the rare case in which a person is found guilty of civil contempt, defined 

as Itthat which exists in failin~ to do somethina ordered to be done by the court in 

a civil action for the benefit of the opposite l'arty therein" 11 O. Jur. 2d Contempt

• 95. Hence, this section in reality has no practical significance. 

Furthermore) the legislature has extended this privilege from arrest, bOt~ever 

narrow its application) to other groups of persons without benefit of constitutional 

• 
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provision. Section 2331.11 of the Ohio Revised Code contains an extensive listing of 

such additional persons including~ jud~es while holding court and travelin~ to and from • 
court; attorneys, clerks of courts,) sheriffs) coroners. criers~ suitors, jurors} and 

witnesses traveling to and from court and in attendance in court,) members of the 

militia tfhile attending or traveling to or from a parade. tonuoe a few. • 
The committee recommends repeal of section 3 of Article V. It considers the 

provision archaic and that, in any event~ the General Assembly has ample authority 

t~thout this provision to legislate such exemptions. •� 

•� 
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• Section 4. Forfeiture of elective franchise 

Present Constitution 

•� 
Section 4. The General Assembly shall have power to exclude from the privilege� 
of voting) or of being el~ible to office) any person convicted of bribery,� 
perjury or other infamous cr1me.� 

Committee Recommendation 

• 
Section 4. The General Assembly shall have power to exclude from the privilege 
of voting) or of being elip,ible to office, any person convicted of bribery, 
perjury or other infamous crimeJ. »m ANY PERSON ~mNTALLY INCOl'fPETENT FOR 'l1lE 
PURPOSE OF VOTING. 

History of the present section 

Ohio's provision for taking away the vote from a person convicted of a crime 

• is substantially unchanged from the version in the 1802 Constitution. All but 

three state constitutions contain similar provisions) althoueh interpretation of 

"infamous crimes' I varies amon~ the states. The General Assembly has interpreted its

• authority under the constitutional provision to extend to any felony, defined in 

the Ohio statutes as any offense t~ich may be punished by death or imprisonment in 

the penitentiary. (Sec. 1.06 R. C. )

• Under the new Ohio Criminal Code, effective January 1) 1974, a person convicted 

of a felony would lose his right to vote only while actually imprisoned, since the 

statute provides that probation, parole, and pardon, tluring the time such 

• disposition is in effect, and final discharge of the convicted person~ restore the 

right to be an elector. (Section 2961,01 of the Revised Code.) 

Whether denial of the right to vote to persons convicted of felonies violates

• the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment has not yet been decided by the 

United States Supreme Court) although there are now cases pending in which this 

question is raised. The California Supreme Court) in Richardson v. Ramirez, Gill & Lee.

• in l~rch) 1973) held invalid provisions of that state's constitution and election laws 

•� 
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denying voting ri~hts to ex-felons whose terms of incarceration and parole had •expired. The Court held the provisions in violation of the aqual Protection Clause 

of the 14th Amendment. 

Comment: •The committee observed that the state's interest in disfranchising criminals 

might not be as ~reat as its interest in keepin~ those persons from holding public 

office. In any event) the constitutional language is merely pemissive tn-nature. •It empowers the General Assembly to exclude from voting or public office persons 

convicted of bribery, perjury, or other infamous crmes. Since the new Ohio statute 

appears to deny voting rights to felons only while actually imprisoned, and since •such a provision does not appear) at this time) to be unconstitutional. the committee 

could see no reason to recommend a change in the constitutional provisions. The 

committee considered writing a more restrictive definition of "infamous crimes·', •but felt that cbanginp, attitudes toward incarceration and rehabilitation should 

be reflected throup.h the legislative process. Section 4 clearly places this 

responsibility on the legislature. •Comment on New Language 

History 

Article VI section 6 of the Ohio Constitution states that I~O idiot) or insane •person) shall be entitled to the privileges of an elector." The lan~ua~e has 

remained unchanged since first adopted in 1851. The Ohio Constitution, like Many 

other state constitutions;, still uses the words "idiot" and "insane", t10rds "mich •have fallen into disfsvor and are replaced in SOMe of the newer state constitutions 

by terms more narrowly defined. 

The Ohio Revised Code contains provisions regardinP, hospitalization of the 

mentally ill in Chapters 5122., 5123.~ and 5125. A distinction is made bett~en • 

• 
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•� voluntary and involuntary patients. The involuntary commitment process begins� 

• 

when appearance is requested before the probate court) and results in the 10s8 of 

certain rights, among them the right to vote. after a findi~ of lesal incompetency. 

Due process requires that only those individuals appearinp, before a probate court 

• 

and ad1udged mentally ill subject to hospitalization by court order will lose their 

civil riehts. 

The present provision concerning mental illness and voting is unsatisfactory 

for several reaSODS. First) the constitutional lan~ua~e is simply a direct prohibition. 

The Cenera1 Assembly is not expressly aiven the pot~r to determine which mental 

•� conditions are such that a person should not vote nor to establish procedures for 

determining who does or who does not fall into the catecories. Statutory authority 

for the courts to deny the vote to involuntarily committed patients 1s nevertheless 

•� provided in section 5122.15. dealins "'ith leBa! incOfllpetency. But this provision 

carries out neither the letter nor the spirit of the constitutional prohibition. 

The law now tolerates the votin~ of some persons who may in fact be mentally 

•� incompetent. A voluntary patient who does not request a hearing before the probate 

court retains his civil rights, a~ong them the rirht to vote. The loss of the right 

to vote is based upon the idea that a person in need of indeterminate hospitalization 

•� is also le~ally incompetent. But there are other persons ~~ose ri~ht to vote may 

be challen~ed on the basis of insanity. either at the polls. or in the case of 

contested election results. In these instances) there are no provisions resolving 

•� hO~l hearin~s must be conducted» by ,,!hom) or even the crucial question of whether 

medical evidence shall be required. The lack of procedure for determinina who is 

Uinsane ll or an "idiot" could allo\" persons ,,'hose opinions are unponular or ~1hose 

•� lifestyles are disapproved to be challen~ed at the polls) and they may lose their 

right to vote llithout the presentation of any medical evidence whatsoever. 
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In addition~ the United States Supreme Court has ruled that a state must have 

"a necessary and compelling interest" that "1Ould be l»romoted by the disfranchisement • 
of certain persons in Kramer v. Union Free School District 395 U. S. 627 (1969). It 

is unclear how the state would support such a claim, other than by tbe kinds of 

ar~ments used to justify literacy tests. A recent study in a Cleveland state hospital • 
involved questioning the patients and the employees on political and social ~tters. 

The report indicated that both ~roups showed the same voting tendencies. Althou~h 

the results of the survey do not justify the conclusion that all inmates of mental • 
institutions should vote. they do call into question the opinion that inmates of 

mental institutions cannot function as part of a knowledgeable electorate. 

Comment • 
The committee concluded that lar~e scale and possibly arbitrary exclusion from 

votin~ are a greater danp,er to the democratic process than includin~ some who may 

be mentally incompetent to vote. Accord~n8Iy, the committee agreed that the words • 
Ilidiot ll and "insane" ought to be removed from the Constitution) in favor of a more 

acceptable term. "mentally incompetent." The language recommended by the committee, 

"mentally incompetent for the purpose of voting" is a term with a narrower application • 
than Mmentally incompetentU~ and the proposed language is intended to exclude only 

those persons Who should not participate in the electoral process. The committee 

considered that a person should not be denied the right to vote because he is • 
"incOlllpetent." but only if he is incompetent for the purpose of votin;. The 

suggested langua~e allows the lep,islature to draft legislation excluding from the 

franchise persons mentally incompetent for the purpose of votin~ and safe~uardin~ • 
the rights of other persons who can lose their rights under the present constitutional 

langua~e. 

• 

• 
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• Section 5. Persons not considered residents of the state 

Present Constitution 

•� 
Section 5. No person in the MilitarYa Maval t or Marine service of the United� 
States snaIl, by being stationed in any ~arrison, or military, or naval station,� 
within the State} be. considered a resident of this State.� 

Committee Recommendation� 

Repeal.� 

• Comment 

States have attempted to declare that a person 1ivin8 in a federal enclave 

cannot establish votinp, residence in that state. The reason for such a provision 

• ,~as perhaps suggested in Carrin~ton v. Rash, 380 U. S. 89 (1965), ".,here the state 

bad argued that it was proper to prohibit servicemen stationed in Texas from votln~ 

because of the state's need to immunize its elections from the conce~trated ballotin~ 

• of military personnel whose collective voice may overwhelm a small local civilian 

community) and to protect the franchise from infiltration by transients. The court 

rejected this argument sayin~ that "Fencine out from the franchise a sector of the 

• population because of the ",ay they may vote is constitutionally impermissible." In 

a more recent case. Evans v. Cornman, 398 U. S. 49, 90 S. Ct. 1752 (1970) the Supreme 

Court held that such restrictions ~~re in violation of the 14th Amendment Equal 

• Protection Clause. Section 5 of Article V of the Ohio Constitution was declared 

unconstitutional on June 4, 1973, insofar as it denies a person the ri~ht to rep,lster 

because he lives on the grounds of a federal enclave in Stencel v. Bro~m1 (U.S.D.C.) 

• Southern District.1#72-331) • 

The committee felt the unconstitutional lan~ua~e shouln be removed from the 

Constitution. 

•� 

•� 
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Section 6. Idiots or insane persons 

•Present Constitution 

Section 6. No idiot, or insane person) shall be entitled to the privile~es 

of an elector. 

Committee Recommendation • 
Repeal. 

Comment 

The committee recommends repeal of this section. and inclusion of related • 
~aterial in section 4 of Article V. For explanation, refer to section 4. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 
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• Article II, section 21. Contested Elections 

Present Constitution 

Section 21. The General Assembly shall determine by law) before ~mat authority~ 

and in what manner, the trial of contested elections shall be conducted. 

• COIlIDlent 

The committee suggests no change in the lan~uaBe of the section. The provision 

makes it clear that the General Assembly may determine how contested elections should

• be resolved. 

determine t~at 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

If this section were not in the Constitution, possibly the courts would 

resolvin~ such elections is an inherent judicial prero~at1ve. 

-»("':;;1.n 
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Article III section 3. Election returns •
Present Constitution 

Section 3. The returns of every election for the officers, named in the� 
foregoing section shall be sealed up and transmitted to the seat of Government.� 
by the returning officers, directed to the President of the Senate, who) durin?,� 
the first week of the session, shall open and puh1ish them) and declare the� •
result, in the presence of a majority of the members of each House of the� 
General Assembly. The person havin~ the hiehest number of votes shall be� 
declared duly e1ected~ but 1£ any tHO or more shall be hi~hest", and equal in� 
votes, for the same office l one of them shall be chosen by joint vote of both� 
houses.� • 

Committee Recommendation 

Repeal. 

History of section .. 

The language of this section has remained unchanged since adopted in 1851. A 

similar provision, concerning returns of the election for ~overnor) was included in 

the 1802 constitution. Prior to 1851, the members of the executive branch were not • 
constitutional officers) or, as in the case of the secretary of state) were appointed 

rather than elected. The 1851 Constitution speaks of an executive branch rather than 

just a supreme executive office. The lieutenant r,overnor J secretary of state", auditor • 
of state, treasurer of state~ and attorney senera1 became constitutional officers, 

all elected at a Renera1 election. These offieers are those Itnat'lled in the foregoing 

section" in Article III. • 

COI11I!lent 

The comMittee studied the present provision in 1i~ht of Ohio history and present 

statutes. A1thoush the Secretary of State is designated chief elections officer by • 
statute, at the time section 3 of Article III was drafted, there was no state elections 

officer. The General Assembly was a body with continued existenceJ and so it was 

natural to give the duty of opening and publishing state ~nde election returns to • 
the General Assembly. Ohio statutes now contain a detailed description of how the 

•� 
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• Secretary of State shall declare election results. The requirement tbat election 

results be transmitted in a sealedeavelope to the President of the Senate who shall 

declare the results in January following an election appears to be an anomaly. given 

• the present statutory powers of the Secretary of State. The results of an election 

are known long before January. 

The Secretary of State is empowered by statute to decide ~~o is elected in tbe 

• case of tie votes for all officers other than officers of the executive branch. In 
a 

the event that the selection of/winner by the Secretary of State is thought improper, 

statutory provision exists for resolution of the matter by the courts. ~epeal of 

• this section ~muld require the legislature to provide for the rare case of a tie vote 

in a state wide election for an officer of the executive branch. 

•� 

•� 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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Article III, section 4. Election returns 

Present Constitution • 
Section 4. Should there be no session of the General Assembly in January� 
next after an election for any of the officers aforesaid) the returns of� 
such election shall be made to the Secretary of State, and opened. and the� 
result declared by the Governor J in such manner as may be provided by la'17.� • 

Committee Recommendation 

Repeal. 

History of section • 
The language of section 4 t adopted in 1851, had no predecessor in the 1802 

Constitution. The ori~inal proposal was an amendment to section 16 of the executive 

article which provided that all members of the executive branch would be elected for • 
2-year terms) and that the ~overnor would fill any vacancies for the remainder of the 

term or until the disability was renoved which created the vacancy. The lan~uage 

of section 4 was separated from section 16 by the committee on revision of the 1851 • 
constitutional convention. Accord1n~ to another provision of the 1851 ConstitutionJ 

Article II) section 25) the legislature would commence on the first l!onday of 

January, biennially, beginninp, in 1852. Hence, the proble!'l arose of an election • 
being held in the November before a January when the legislature '18S not in sessionJ 

and the President of the Senate bein!', unavailable to declare the results. The 

language of section 4 was adopted as a solution. • 
Comment 

Section 4 of Article III permits the legislature to provide the manner in 

which election returns shall be made to the Secretary of State and declared by the • 
Governor in the event that the General Assembly is not in session the January next 

following an election for any of the state offices. The mannp-r in which election 

returns are made to the Secretary of State is specified in Sections 3505.33 to • 
3505.35, inclusive. of the Ohio Revised Code. 

• 
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• The approval of a constitutional amendment by the voters in 1972 reQuiring the 

General Assembly to meet in January of every year renders &Bction 4 of Article III 

no lon~er necessary, since the General Assembly would be in session the January 

•� next follo\d.ng an election. Another reason in favor of repealing section 4 is the 

committee recommendation to repeal section 3. If it is no longer required that the 

results of elections for state officials be declared to the General Assembly, it no 

•� lonser matters whether the General Assembly is in session in the January next precedi~ 

an election for state ~dde offices. 

•� 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 
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Article XVII, section 1. Time for ho1dine elections • 
Present Constitution 

Section 1. Elections for state and county officers shall be held on the� 
first Tuesday after the first tionday in November in even numbered year8~
 

and all elections for all other elective officers shall be held on the� 
first Tuesday after the first t{onday in November in the odd numbered years.� • 

Committee Recommendation 

Section 1. Elections for state and county officers shall be held on the first 
Tuesday after the first Honday in November in even n1D1lbered years~ and all • 
elections for all other elective officers shall be held on the first Tuesday 
after the first Honday in Tiovember in the odd numbered years. TH~ TEID.f OF OFFICE 
OF ALL ELECTIVE COUNTY.. TOHNSItIP) ~nnTICIPAL, A1Im SCHOOL OFFICE~S SHALL BE SUCH 
EVEN NUMBER OF YEARS NOT EXCEEDI:qG FOUR AS MAY BE SO PR~SCRIBIID. THE GENE'AAL 
ASS&·mLY MAY EXTE~m EXISTUlG TERNS OF OFFICE SO AS TO SWEeT THE PURPOSE OF 
TRIS SECTION. • 

Comment 

See discussion following Section 11 of Article III. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Article XVII, section 2 

Present Constitution 

Section 2. The term of the office of the Governor a Lieutenant Governort Attorney 
General) Secretary of State) Treasurer of State and the Auditor of State shall be 
four years commencinp, on the second Monday in January. 1'59. The Auditor of State 
shall bold his office for a term of two years from the second nonday of January, 
1961 to the second !'fonday of January, 1963 and thereafter shall hold this office for 
a four year term. The term of offices of judges of the Supreme Court and Courts of 
Appeals shall be such even number of years not less than six years as may be prescribed 
by the General AssemblYJ and that of the Judges of the Common Pleas Court six years 
and of the Judges of the Probate Court, six years, and that of other Judges shall be 
such even number of years not exceeding six years as may be prescribed by the General 
.~Bembly. The term of office of all elective county. township, municipal and school 
officers shall be such even number of years not exceed1nt:t, four years aa may be so 
prescribed. 

And the General Assembly shall have po~rer to so extend existing terms of office 
as to effect the purpose of Section I of this Article. 

Any vacancy which may occur in any elective state office other than that of a 
member of the General Assembly or of GovernorJ shall be filled by appointment by the 
Governor until the dhabllity 1s removed, or a successor elected and qualified. Such 
successor shall be elected for the unexpired te~ of t~e vacant office at the first 
general election in an even numbered year that occurs more than forty days after the 
vacancy has occurred; provided, that when the unexpired term ends within one year 
tmmediately following the date of such general election, an election to fill such 
unexpired term shall not be held and the appoin~ent shall be for such unexpi~ed 

term. All vacancies in other elective offices shall be filled for the unexpired 
term in such manner ~8 may be prescribed by this constitution or by law. 

Committee Recommendation 

Section 2. '~e-eerM-e~-efftee-eE-t~e-Qeve~ft8P~-Lt~~ft8ftt-QeYepae.,-AteePfte, 

6efte.ai;,-&eereea.y-ef-6eate;-'Pea~'eP-ef-State--aft~-ehe-A~teep-ef-8eaee-ehaii-ee 

~e~r-years-eemmefte*ft~-oft-ehe-seeea'-Heft~ay-'ft-Ja~a.YT-~9§QT--~e-~~te.-.f-8eaee 
s~ii-he~-h's-e~'.e-fe.-a-tePM-eE-tw&-yea••-f.~-the-.eeeftd-Meft~.y-ef-de~a.y~ 

i9'i-ee-ehe-.eeeft~-Meaeay-ef-~...~~-!q,~-aae-ehePeafeep-.haii-hei4-eh'.-.ff'~e-f
a-je~.-,e••-eePmT--'he-eerm-.f-eff6ee-ef-~d~e.-.E-ehe-~~eMe-e~.e-eftd-ee~.e.-ef 

A"e.i.-eha~i-~e-a~eh-~ft-~8e.-ef-,.e •••'~ej••-a.e-ieee-&ftaa-.iM.,e...-••~,-~.-p.e
h,-ehe-6efte.ei-AeeemeiY--.ft~-th ••-ef-the~~e.-ef-ehe-e~eft-Pie••-S~.e-aiM-yea.e 

.ftd-ef-the-~~-ef-ehe-Pr.haee~er-a*--yee ••-iw~~.a-.h.ii-~••;-aft~-ehee-ef-eeh

.~eh-e¥eft-~ee.-e,-,.a.a-a.e-~eeed~-.iM-,e ••i•••-a.~.,-ee-,.eae.,ee4-h,-ehe-Geae
A••emeiYT--lhe-eePM-.f-efftee-ef-.~~-eieett¥e-e.~e'T-~ah"T-m~a'e',ai-aftd.eeh••i 
off*cer.-.ha%i-ee-~eh·e¥ea-~~e.-ef-yeera-aee-e.eeei'~-f...-,.••~••~,-ee-ee 
,reser-ieeth

Aft6-ehe-6eae••i-A.ae.ei,-.h.i}-~-peve.-e.-ee-..&ead-e."'ial-ee~.-ef-.ffiee 
.$-ee-eiiee.-.he-purpe••-ei-8eceieft-~-ei-eft6.-APe'eieT 
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Any vacancy which may occur in any elective state office other than that of a 
member of the General Assembly or of Governor, OR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR~ shall be filled 
by appointment by the Governor until the disability is removed or a successor elected • 
and qualified. Such successor shall be elected for the unexpired terr.n of the vacant 
office at the first general election in an even numbered year that occurs more than 
forty days after the vacancy has occurred) provided, that "'hen the unexpired term 
ends within one year immediately followinr, the date of such ~eneral election, an 
election to fill such unexpired term shall not be held and the appointment shall be •for such unexpired term. All vacancies in other elective offices shall be filled 
for the unexpired term in such manner as ~ay be prescribed by this constitution or 
by lal11. 

Comment •See discussion followine Section 18 of Article 111. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• Article 111 2 section 18. Vacancies to be filled by the Governor 

Present Constitution 

Section 18, Should the office of Auditor of State. Treasurer of State~ 

Secretary of State) or Attornev General become vacant, for any of the causes 

• specified 1n the fifteenth section of t~is article, the Governor shall f.ill 
the vacancy until the disability 1s removed~ or a successor elected 
and qualified. Such successor shall be elected for the unexpired term of 
the vacant office at the first p,eneral election in an even numbered year that 
occurs more than forty days after the vacancy has occurred; provided) that 
uhen the unexpired term ends within one year immediately following the date 

• of such p,eneral election, an election to fill such unexpired term shall not 
be held and the appointment shall be for such unexpired term. 

Committee Recommendation� 

Repeal.�

• Article XVII. sections 1 and 2) and Article IilJ 

together because they are inter-related. 

History of Sections

• HUh the adoption of a new constitution in l8Sl.J 

section 13 should be discussed 

the elective offices were 

expanded in both the executive and judicial departments. The aud1tor~ treasurer~ 

secretary of state, attorney general and lieutenant rovernor became elective officers 

• of the executive branch. Judicial officers J formerly appointed by joint vote of the 

General Aseembly) were made elected officials. l1ith this expansion was created a 

need to define the terms of office) the time of election~ and what procedure would be 

• follotfed if any of these elected offices became vacant before the incumhent had 

completed his term. 

The judicial and executive articles) as adopted in 1351, provided for these

• officers to be elected at a general election and specified the length of. time they 

would serve. The pO\1er of the Governor to fill vacancies was expanded in 1851. 

Article III~ section 18 provided that the Governor shall fill vacancies in the office

• of auditor~ treasurer, secretary. or attorney seneral. Every vacancy was to be 

filled at the first 3eneral election occurring more than 30 days after the vacancy 

occurred, but the Governor was empowered to fill such vacancy until the disability

• 



27. • 
was removed or a successor elected and qualified. Similarly, under Article IVJ 

section 13. in the event a judicial office became vacant3 the vacancy was to be 

•filled by the Governor until a successor was elected and qualified at the first annual 

election occurrin~ more than 30 days after the vacancy occurred. 

In 1905, Article XVII was adopted~ which expanded upon several features of these •and other articles which dealt ~.th elected officials. Since Article XVII contains 

subject r~tter contained in other articles, amendMents to that article required 

amendMents to the related sections of other articles, and vice versa. •Article XVII, as adopted in 1905J provided for the elections for state and 

county officers to be held in the even numbered years. Officers of the executive 

branch t~re elected for terms of an even nUMber of years, and could fit in with the •
scheme presented by Article XVII. Judicial officers were elected for terms of an 

odd number of yearsJ and in 1912, the judicial article was amended to provide for 

terms of an even number of years. • 
Some minor amendments to Article A17II were made in 1941~ but a complete overhaul 

of that Article as well as related sections of the Constitution occurred in 1954 as a 

result of a change in the te~s of officers of the executive branch t~ich were • 
increased from two to four years; tlith the office of auditor remaining at four years. 

Section 1 of Article XVII ,.,as amended to remove the "lOrd tithe" before "even nW!1bered 

years". Presumably, lithe even numbered years" implied all even numbered years, • 
whereas, officials with four year terms would not be elected all even numbered years~ 

but rat~er every other even numbered year. 

Section 2 was amended to read as follo,"18: "The term of office of the governor) • 
lieutenant zovernor, attorney general, secretary of state, treasurer of state) and 

auditor of state shall be four years commencing on the second Monday of JanuarYJ 

1959. The auditor of state shall hold his office for a term of two years from • 
the second Monday of January, 1961 to the second Monday of January, 1963, and 

thereafter shall hold this office for a four year term••• ota Section 2 of Article 

?r.·rJ'" 
",-,~~J~~ • 
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• 111 was also amended in 1954 to reflect the ch8n~e in Article XVII~ with the added 

• 

wording that; I~O person shall hold the office of 3overnor for a period lon~er than 

two successive terms of four years." 

One situation lfhlch the constitution was amended to avoid 'fas the problem 

of the short-term vacancy. If an official with a four-year term vacated his office 

in his fourth year at least 30 days before the November election, a replacement 

• would be elected for tt·1O months at most. In addition, two candidates for the same 

• 

office would be running from the same party. one for the two-month term, and one 

for the four-year term commencilli the followinp, January. This source of confusion 

was removed from the judicial article in 1942. An amend~ent to Article IV~ section 

13, provided J ,j .. • that when the unexpired term ends within one year :f1'rl!llediately• 

following the date of such ~eneral election, an election to fill such unexpired 

• term shall not be hel~ and the ap~ointment shall be for such unexpired term." 

Section 2 of Article XVII was amended in 1970 to prevent the fillinA of a short-term 

vacancy. 

• Commen, 

Most of the problems inherent in Article XVII and Article III, section 18, 

were not viewed by committee members to be substantive problems, but certain chan3es 

• were deemed advisable. Following are problems considered by the committee in 

reviewing these sections. 

Article XVII, section 2, specifies the terms of office for jud!ea of the common 

• pleas and probate court as six years. In Article IV, section 6, the terms of office 

of judges of the common pleas court are set at flnot less than six years.'" In 

addition, Article IV recognizes the probate court as a division of the common pleas 

• court. The distinction between the t~o courts in Article XVII is obsolete. Article 

~WII also contains a reference to the terms of office of justices of the peace, 

t,hen, in fact. justices of the peace no longer exist, The committee. therefore, 

•� 
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recommends the removal from section 2 of Article XVII of all judicial lan~ua~e. • 
Paragraph 3 of section 2 of Article XVII appears to be inconsistent with section 

IS of Article III. Accordin~ to sections 15-18 of Article III, the lieutenant 

governor is not one of the offices ~ihich the r,overnor has the power to fill should • 
a vacancy arise. The Executive COIUI1littee studied section 18 and concluded that in 

the event the office of lieutenant governor became vacant, it would not be necessary 

to fill the office. However, paragraph 3 of Article ~NII" section 2 states) ··Any • 
vacancy which may occur in an elective state office other than that of a member of 

the general assembly or of aovernor shall be filled by appointment by the governor 

until the disability is removed, or a successor elected and qualified. 1t Those words • 
seem to make a replacement for a vacancy in the lieutenant ~overnor's office a 

~ubernatorial appointee. 

Article XVII and section 18 of Article III are repetitious with respect to • 
fillin~ vacancies of executive officials. The repeal of Article III, section 18 

is recaumended because its subject matter is covered in Article XVII, which provides, 

more generallYJ for "any elected state officer". The committee recommends adding "or • 

lieutenant governor" to Article XVII a section 2, in order to make it clear that the 

office of lieutenant governor is one that shall not be filled by appointment by the 

governor. • 
The sentence in Article XVIIJ section 2.1 "The terms of office of all elective, 

county) tm~ship~ municipal and school officers shall be such even number of years 

not exceeding four years as may be 80 prescribed." has been moved to section 1 of • 
that Article. The committee favored retainine this sentence because it is not 

provided for elsewhere in the Constitution. In the interest of good draftsmanship, 

and in view of the sU~3ested revision of Article XVII, the sentence was more p,ermane • 
to the subject of section 1 of that article. 

r-, .•... "'In' -...
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• The decision to retain the provision in Article XVII, section 2, giving the 

General Assembly the power to extend ~e existinr, offices to effect the purpose of 

section 1 of Article XVII was made because the power was felt to be needed. Section 

• 1 deals with municipal officers and other nersons whose election is provided by 

statute. In the event the terms of those officers should be changed, the General 

Assem~ly's power to extend terms of office would be useful. 

• Additional Matters Considered by the Committee 

Two subjects considered by the committee for possible inclusion in the 

Constitution were voter re3istrat1.on and campai8n f.inance.. The committee considered 

• research that had been done in both these areas. 

The consensus of committee members was that hoth of these topics were 1e81s

lative in character and that inclusion of ~overning constitutional 1an3u88e was 

• unnecessary. 

The committee discussed the recommendations of the National Municipal Le~ue 

in its publication "Model Election System". The c01lllllittee considered that the 

• elections article of the Ohio ConstitutionJ to~ether with the amendments reco~ended 

by the committee, '''ere consistent Hith the aims of the Model Election System. One 

such aim was the creation of a separate state office of elections administered by 

• a chief elections officer. The committee viewed the Secretary of State's office as 

having the basic structure suggested by the National "unicipal League. 

• 
lab 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee • 
April 26.1974 

Initiative and Referendum 
Constitutional Signature Requirements in Other States 

Alaska - Article XI. Section 3. 

Certified petitions for initiative or referendum must be signed by qualified voters, 
not less than 10% of those who voted in the last preceding general election and 
residents of at least 2/3 of the election districts in the state. 

Arizona - Article XXI, Section 1; Article IV, Sections 2,3 

Constitutional amendments - qualified electors equal to 15% of total vote for governor
 
at last preceding gubernatorial election.
 
Laws - 10% of total vote for governor at last preceding gubernatorial election.
 
Referendum - 5% of total vote for governor at last preceding gubernatorial election.
 

Arkansas - Amendment #7 to Article V, Section 1 

Constitutional amendment - 10% of total vote for governor from at least 15 counties in
 
the state, petitions must bear not less than half of the designated percentage of
 
electors ~rom such counties.
 
Laws - 8% of total vote for governor, etc.
 
Referendum - 6% of total vote for governor, etc.
 

California - Article IV, Sections l,lb 

Direct Initiative or Constitutional Amendment - 8% of total vote for governor at last
 
preceding gubernatorial election. (520.806 signatures)
 
Indirect initiative - 5% of vote for governor, etc.
 
Referendum - 5% of vote for governor, etc. (325,504 signatures)
 

Population: 27,227.000 (*) 

Colorad~ - Article V, Section 1 

Initiative for law or constitutional amendment - 8% of vote for secretary of state at 
general election. (50,410 signatures) 
Referendum - 5% of vote for secretary of state. etc. (31,501 signatures) 

Population: 2,357,000 

Florida - Article XI, Section 3 

Constitutional amendments - 8% of votes cast for presidential electors at last 
succeeding such election, from 1/2 congressional districts. (210,537 signatures) 

Population: 7,259,000 
Illinois - Article XIV, Section 3 

Constitutional amendments (legislative article only)- 8% of total votes for governor 
at last preceding gubernatorial election (375,000 signatures) 

Population: 11,251,000 

(*)	 Figures taken from Statistical Abstracts of U.S., 1973, u.s. Department of Commerce. 
Estimated as of July I, 1972 and including Armed Forces stationed in area. 
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Maine - Article IV, Part 3, Sections 17, 18 

Direct initiative - 10% of total vote for governor at last preceding gubernatorial
 
election.
 
Referendum - 10% of total vote for governor at last preceding gubernatorial election.
 

Maryland - Article XVI, Section 3 

Referendum - 10,000 qualified voters, not more than half from Baltimore or anyone 
county. 

Massachusetts - Article LXXXI, Amended Article 48 

Constitutional amendments and indirect initiative - 3% of vote for governor at pre
ceding biennial state election. (37,360 signatures) 
Referendum - 2% of vote for governor, if suspension of law requested, 1,% of suspen
sion not requested. (40,864;30,648 sig.) 

last year 
(According to the elections office, the legislature/reduced the number of signatures re
quired for constitutional amendments and indirect law to 2%. 37,360 is the number required 
if one wished to file a petition this year.) 

Population: 5,787,000 

Michigan - Article XII, Section 2 

Constitutional amendments - 10% of total vote for governor at last preceding guber
natorial election. 

Missouri - Article III, Section 50,52(a) 

Constitutional amendments - 8% of total vote for governor from 2/3 congressional districts 
Laws - (Direct) - 5% " II " " 

Referendum - 5% II " " " 

Montana - Article V, Section 1 

Initiative for laws- 8% of total vote for governor from 2/5 counties 
Referendum - 5% "" 11 "" 

Nebraska - Article III, Sections 2,3 

Constitutional amendments - 10% of total vote for governor from 2/5 counties 
Initiative for laws 7%"" " ""
 
Referendum not less than 5% of total vote for governor from 2/5 coun
ties.
 

Nevada - Article XIX, Sections 1,3 

Constitutional amendments and laws - 10% of qualified electors from each of 3/A of 
state's counties, but not less than 10% of all of state's qualified electors. 
Referendum - 10% of voters at last general election. 

North Dakota - Article II, Section 25 

Initiative - 10,000 electors at large 
Referendum - 7,000 electors at large 

•
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New Mexico - Article IV, Section 1 

Referendum - not less than 3% of qualified electors of each of 3/4 counties, and by
 
not less than 10% of aggregate of state's qualified electors.
 •

Oklahoma - Article V, Section 2 

Constitutional amendments - 15% of total votes cast at last general election for state
wide office receiving the highest number of votes (approx. 15,000 signatures) 
Initiative for laws - 8% of total votes cast, etc. (approx. 8,000 signatures) 
Referendum - 5% of total votes cast, etc. (approx. 5,000 signatures) • 

Population: 2,634,000 

Oregon - Article IV, Section 1 

Note: According to the constitutional prOVision, the number of signatures is figured on •
the basis of total vote for justice of the Supreme Court. The elections office said the 
number is figured on the basis of the total vote for governor, and presumably the following 
figures are on the latter basis. 

Constitutional amendments- 10% (53,312 signatures)
 
Initiative for laws 81- (39,984 signatures)
 • 
Referendum 5% (26,656 signatures) 

Population: 2,182,000 

South Dakota - Article III, Section 1 •
Initiative for laws or referendum - 5% of voters 

Washington - Article II, Section 1 (a),(b) 

Initiative for laws - 8% of registered voters at last gubernatorial election 
Referendum - 4t of registered voters at last gubernatorial election •
 

•
 

•
 

• 

•
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• TESTIHONY B'-~ FOI<E THE OHIO 
CONSTITUTIOnAL RE\' i STO~ Cor·iNISS ION 

Concerning th~ Report of the 
Elections and Suffr'1ge Committee 

May 13, 1974 

• 

• 

I wo~ld like to commend the members of the con@ittee and their staff 
on th0 excellent work done in preparing t!lis report. The Ohio Council 
of Churches is apprecJative of the re~ponsibic and thoughtful processes 
which have generated thi.s and earli_er recor:mlendations for amendments to 
the 8hio ConstituLlon. 

• 
Sp,,-,cifica i 1)', the OLio Council of Churches would like to express its 
support tOi-' t!le cr::l]!11jttee's recommendAtions concerning Ar.ticlp. V of 
the COilstitutL:Jl1. Ve do so based on (lur conviction that an oper: a:[.:: 
re9pons~V0 electorai procesH best serves the interests of the peop~~. 

In t~e past, complexities in the electoral process have disenfr'laci!j~,ed 

voters. A flexible constitutionai framework is necessary if the electJr~l 

process is to meet the r£quirem~nts of a changing society. 

• 
The amendment to Section I, Article V is particularly significant in the 
light of recent legislative aecion regarding the residency requirem2nt 
for voters. The General Assembly was confronted with the option of re

• 

taining existing law, which sets a six month residency requirement, or 
setting a reasonaule len~th of time prior to elections for voter regis
tration. The former violates the decision of the Supreme Court in 
Schw3rl~~£~; the latter is, on its face, in violation of the Ohio 
Constitution. The deletion of a durational residency requirement will 
greatly assist legislative efforts to correct Ohio election law. 

The requirement for ballot rotation found in Section 2a, Article V, 
seriously jeopardizes th2 lise of voting n-.achines. With large numbers 
of people voting, a return to paper ballots could wreak havoc in our

• major metropolitan areas. We believe that the General Assembly can 
adequately protect the rights of candidates, while keeping in mind the 
technology a~ailable for the simplification of voting. 

In the same section, we endorse the lan8uage change which would do away 

• 
with the bedsheet ballot in presidential primaries. Most r~cently, in 
the Democratic primary of 1972, a number of voters were effectively 

• ". ~ .. 41 • rio .... 

'-'- .. "" "l,~~ }> 
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di.senfr<mdiis~d bE'I~p.use of thp confusi!".g ballot. Toe right:; of ..... \~:('r::; 

wi.ll he· adequately protected i.f che iJedsheet ballot: is n'nct~red '.'u
necessary. • 
As an aside, we co~~end yrn!r perseverance in seeking the joint election 
of the governor and it. governor. 

Finally, WI?' applaud d;~letion of the language depriving Itidiots and in
sane persons" of the vote. The language is not only offensive, but 
open to abuse. Appl.icDtion of the stricter standard - "mentally i71 • 
competent for the purpo:,e of voti.ng" - both avoids the blanket restric
tion of the existing language and suggests a jucicial determination 
following due proce,:;s of li-nv. We recommend, hmvever, that this impH
cation be clarified ~y revising the new language in Section 4, Article V 
to read "AND ANY PER~ON AD.JlJDGED NENT.ALLY :::NCO}!l'ETENT FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF VOTING". • 

Catherine L. Harp0r •Research Associate 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission
 
Elections and Suffrage Committee


• June 7, 1974
 

REPORT 

Initiative and Referendum 

• The Elections and Suffrage Committee hereby submits its recommendations on 
the following sections of Article II of the Constitution. providing for the in
itiative and referendum: 

Present Constitution 

• Article II 
Section 1 

Section la 

• $ection 1b 

• Section Ie 

Section Id 

• Section 1e 

S.ction 1f 

• Section 19 

•
 

•
 

•
 

Sub ject 

Legislative Power 

Initiative: Constitutional 
Amendments 

Initiative: Laws 

Referendum 

Laws not subject to the 
referendum 

Limitation on statutory 
initiative and referendum 

Municipal initiative 
and referendum 

Initiative and Referendum 
Procedures 

Recommendation 

Amend 
Article XIV 
Section 1 
~peal and reenact a. 
changed 

Section 2 
Repeal and reenact a8 
changed 

Section 3 
Repeal and reenact 8S 
changed 

Section 4 
Repeal and reenact as 
changed 

Section 5 
Repeal; enact new section 

Refer to Local Govern
ment Committee 

Section 6 
Repeal and reenact as 
changed 



2. • 
Introduction 

Initiative and referendum have been part of Ohio's Constitution since the 
1912 convention proposed and the people adopted the provisions found in Sections 

1 through 19ot of Article II. The progressive IIIOvement of the early 1900's, which 
was reflected in the 1912 constitutional convention, placed .great stress on the 
initiative, referendum, and recall. Most of the delegates elected to the 1912 
convention had taken a position on the int.tiative and referendum prior to their 
election, and substantially more than a majority were recorded in favor of these 
direct people-legislation provisions. In spite of this, controversy about the 
specific provisions occupied the greatest amount of convention time of any slngle 
subject, with the more radical members of the convention attempting to make the 
provisions completely self-executing and as easy as possible for petitioners to 
reach the ballot, and the more conservative members attempting to write "safe
guards" in the process to increase the difficulty of achieving success. Both 
sides of the controversy had some successes and some failures, and the resulting 
provisions in the Ohio Constitution are a compromise between two extremes. 

The present Ohio provisions allow the people to propose and adopt amendments 
to the Constitution directly - that is, without first affording the General As
sembly an opportunity to act • but laws may be proposed only indirectly - a pro
posed law must first be presented to the General Assembly. Initiative and ref
erendum provisions vary considerably among those states which have adopted them. 
In some states, the power to initiate laws or constitutional amendments is very 
restricted, such as the new Illinois provision which permit. initiated constitu
tional amendments applying only to one Article of the Constitution - the legis
lative article. 

The first state to adopt direct legislative provisions was South Dakota 
which, in 1898, amended its constitution to permit initiative and referendum for 
laws. Between 1900 and 1909, six states added initiative aDd referendum pro
visions to their constitutions; four of these six permitting the constitution 
itself to be amended by the initiative process. The great initiative and refer
endum movement took place between 1910 and 1915, when 12 states were added to 
the list. Since then, only Massachusetts, Alaska, and Illinois have adopted any 
initiative or referendum provisions and the one added to the new Illinois Con
stitution, noted above, is very limited. 

Si~ce adoption in 1912, the initiative has been used in Ohio to place 32 
proposed constitutional amendments on the ballot, of which 9 were adopted by the 
voters. Ten laws enacted by the General Assembly have been placed before the 
voters by the referendum process since 1912, and of these only one was approved. 
The last time a law was on the ballot by referendum petition was in 1939; there 
is some evidence that the time restrictions on the referendum process make it 
nearly impossible to obtain the required number of signatures within the given 
amount of time. The most recent referendum effort was in 1973 but the petitioners 
lacked sufficient signatures to go to the voters. Ob1y six laws, proposed by 
the initiative, have been placed before the voters (2 passed and 4 lost) but the 
process has been used considerably more frequently than the referendum process 
to the extent of placing laws before the General Assembly. The last law placed 
before the General Assembly by initiative was in 1971; the last time an initiated 
law was on the ballot was in 1965. 

Before the Elections and Suffrage Committtee considered the details of the 
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• 
initiative and referendum provisions and the problems that have occurred over the 
yeare in implementing and using them, members discussed the basic que.tion of 
whether the Ohio Constitution should contain initiative and referendum provisions 

• 

at all. The committee conclusion was that it 8hould, and that they .hould be, 
as far as possible, self-executing. Initiative and referendum have not been a 
panacea for the solution of all societal and governmental problems, but neither 
have they resulted in the destruction of representative ,overnm8nt as their op
ponents, 60 years ago, argued they would. These processes have been used with 
restraint by Ohioans in the past, and there seemed to be no reason why they should 
not continue to be available in the future. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Article II 

Section 1. The legislative power of the state shall be vested in a General 
Assembly consisting of a senate and house ·of representatives but the people reserve 
to themselves the power to propose to the General Assembly laws and amendments to 
the constitution, and to adopt or reject the same at the poll. on a referendum 
vote as hereinafter provided. They also reserve the power to adopt or reject 
any law, section of any law or any item in any law appropriating money passed by 
the General Assembly, except as hereinafter provided; and independent of tbe 
General Assembly to propose amendments to the constitution and to adopt or reject 
the same at the polls. The limitations expressed in the constitution, on the 
power of the General Assembly to enact laws, shall be deemed limitations on the 
power of the people to enact laws. 

The committee recommends amendment of Section 1 to read as follows: 

Section 1. The legislative power of the state shall be vested in a General 
Assembly consisting of a senate and a house of representatives but the people 
reserve to themselves the power of INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM AS PROVIDED IN 
ARTICLE ~ OP THIS £ONSTITUTION 'e-,~epe8e-te-'he-6eae.al-A.ee"ly-law8-aa4 
a.ea.ae.t.-'.-'he-e•••"'~"8.,-a••-'.-a••,'-.~-~e;eet-the-• .-e-at-the-pelle-e.-a 
~eie~e....-v.'e-a.-he~eiaaite~-,~.vi.e.T--'hey-ale.-~eee ••,t..e-the-,ewe~-t.-a
.~-~e;e.t-a.y-lawT-8ee'i.a-.i-aay-law-e~-aay-"e.-l.-a.y-law-a,,~.,~lal'aS-88aey 
,a.ee.~ay-the~eaeral-A88eBhlYj-exeept-a8-hereiaaile.-previeeej-aae-ineepeaeeat 

.i-'h~~ae~al-A8.e.ely-te-p~epe8e-aaeaemeat8-te-lhe-eea.tit~tiea-ane-te-ae.pt 

.~-~e~.et-the-.eae-at-the-,.11.~--The-li.itatiea8-exp~e88ee-'.-the-eea.tit~ti.a, 

ea-the-,ewe~-ei-th.-eeaeral-A88e.ely-'.-eaaet-law.,-8hall-ae-eeeme4-1iaitatiea. 

••-the-,ewe~-ei-the-,e.ple-t.-eaaet-law8. 

Comment 

Section 1 of Article II sets forth the basic legislative power of the state 
and vests it in the General Assembly. It was amended in 1912 to provide for a 
reserved legislative power in the people to propose constitutional amendments to 
be adopted or rejected at the polls, to propose laws to the General Assembly 
which could subsequently be taken to the people if the General Assembly failed 
to act, and to refer to the people laws passed by the General Assembly for the 
voters' approval or rejection. Although the language of the section appears to 
authorize the people to propose constitutional amendments to the General Assembly, 
subsequent provisions in the Constitution do not so provide. The section con
tains one limitation on the power of the people to enact laws - that the people 
cannot enact laws contrary to constitutional limitations on the power of the 
General Assembly to enact laws. 

The specific sections relating to the initiative and referendum appear as
 
supplemental to this section and are numbered sections ls through 19. The com

mittee felt that they should be re-enacted, with changes the committee is pro

posing, in a separate Article in the Constitution, and chose Article XIV since all 
sections in Article XIV were repealed in 1953. Thus, the sequence of sections in 

Article II~ which is intended to deal with the Legislature, will not be interrupted 
and the 1nitiative and referendum sections will be clearly set forth as a separate 
topic. 

•
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•
 
The final sentence of this section, deleted in the proposed amendment, relates 

only to the power to initiate laws, and has been transferred to the proposed new 
section 2 of Article XIV, replacing section lb of Article 11, where the power to 
initiate laws is set forth. • 
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Section 1a. The first aforestated power reserved by the people is designated 
the initiative, and the signatures of ten per centum of the elector. shall be 
required upon a petition to propose an amendment to the constitution. When a 
petition signed by the aforesaid required number of electors, shall have been 
filed with the secretary of "state, and verified as herein provided, proposing an 
amendment to the constitution, the full text of which shall have been set forth 
in such petition, the secretary of .tate shall submit for the approval or rejec
tion of the electors, the propo.ed amendment, in the manner hereinafter provided, 
at the next succeeding regular or general election in any year occurring subsequent 
to ninety days after the filing of such petition. The initiative petitioDS, above 
described, shall have printed across the top thereof: "Amendment to the Constitution 
IJroposed by Initiative Petition to be Submitted Directly to the Electors." 

The committee recommends repeal of Section la and enactment of a new 'ection 
with parallel provisions as Section 1 of Article XIV as follows: 

Article XIV 

Section 1. THE SUBMISSION OF A IJROPOSED AMENDMENT '1'0 THIS QONSTITUTION 
DIRECTLY TO THE ELECTORS MAY BE DEMANDED BY AN INITIATIVE PETITION HAVING Plll~D 

ACROSS THE TOP "PETITION FOR AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION TO BE SUBMITTED 
p,IRECTLY TO TRE iOTERSII, SIGNED BY TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND ELECTORs, CEllTIFIEl> 
AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 6 OF THIS ARTICLE, AND FILED WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATI. 
THE SECRETARY SHALL SUBMIT THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE ELECTORS AT THE NEXT 
SUCCEEDING GENERAL ELECTION. OR AT A SPECIAL ELECTION ON THE DATE FIXED BY LAW 
FOR HOLDING THE PRIMARY ELECTION, WHICHEVER IS EARLIER, OCCUBRING SUBSEQUENT TO 
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY DAYS AFTER THE FILING OF THE PETITION. IF THE AMENDMENT IS 
ADOPTED BY A MAJORITY OF THE ELECTORS VOTING ON IT, U' BECOMES A PART OF THE 
CONSTITUTION AND SHALL BE PUBLISHED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE. 

Coment: 

This section ~tates the basic right to place a proposed constitutional amend
ment before the voters, and contains the essential condition. for exercising 
that right. 

Thi8 sectlo~ and the following sections, have been reworded aDd rearranged. 
The committee believes that by simplifying the language and the order within the 
sections, it will be easier for persons wishing to use the initiative or refer
endum to find out precisely what they must do; it will a180 make the administrative 
process simpler and will le8sen the necessity for Attorney General or court 
ruling, on various aspect. of the procedures. The committee has attempted to 
place all provisions respecting a particular procest (constitutional amendment, 
initiative, statutory initiative, referendum) in a single sectioD, with certain 
rules of construction applicable to all processes in one ,ection, and all p,o
cedural provisions applicable to all processes in one section. 

Substantively, there are several changes proposed in this section which are 
common to all three processes. The most important, because the committee views 
it as a tentative rec~ndation and one on which it solicits full Commission dil 
cussion, is the question of the number of signatures requi~ed on a petition in 
order to accomplish the petition's objective - placing a matter before the voterl 
or before the General Assembly, as the case may be. In this case. (constitutional 
amendments), the committee proposes to change the required number from 10l of 
the n~er of electors who voted for governor in the preceding gubernatorial 
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election to 250,000 signatures. 

This problem was one of the most controversial in the initiative and ref
erendum debates in 1912. The major elements of the controversy are: should the 
required number of signatures be a fixed number or should it be a percentage and, 
if a percentage, a percentage of what? 

Those who favor a percentage of something as the required number of 8ig
natures argue that the number of signatures will then be related to growth (or 
decline) in tbe population, or in the number of voters, or whatever base is 
used to compute the number. The relationship between the number of advocates 
of a proposal and the population, or voting population, a8 a whole, will remain 
unchanged over the years. 

Those who favor a fixed number argue that if a substantial number of elec
tors wish to have a matter placed before the General Assembly or on the ballot, 
they should be able to do so - since this is only the first 8tep in the process, 
and all the voters will make the ultimate decision. They also note that if the 
percentage is tied into the number of persons who voted in a particular previous 
election (as is the case in Ohio and all states which use a percentage), the 
actual number of required signatures will vary arbitrarily depending on the 
issues and personalities involved in that particular election. It is also 
pointed out that fixing the number of required signatures at a percentage of 
something requires a person wishing to initiate one of the initiative or ref
erendum processes to learn from sources outside the Constitution how many eig
natures he needs on his petition; if the number is fixed in the Constitution, 
it is not necessary to look elsewhere for information. 

Most states with initiative and referendum procedures use percentages to 
express the required number of signatures, and generally the percentage is fixed 
on the number who voted for governor in the precediD8.g~bernatorialelection. 
This is presently the case in Ohio. Only Maryland and North Dakota have a fixed 
number of signatures provided for in the Constitutional provision. 

Most writers on the initiative and referendum agree that it should be more 
difficult to place a constitutional amendment on the ballot than to place an 
initiated or referred law before the voters, and this concept is reflected in 
the fact that nearly all states require more signatures for a constitutional 
amendment petition than for a statute. Not all states, of course, have all 
three processes. Of those states which permit constitutional amendment by in
itiative, the highest percentage required is 15% (in Arizona and Oklahoma) while 
the lowest percentage required is 3% (Massachusetts). Percentage requirements 
for statutory initiative and referendum vary from a high of 101 (Alaska) to a 
low of 2% ~ssachusetts). Of course, the actual number of sianatures required 
varies more widely than is suggested by the percentages becaule of the extreme 
variations in the size of the states. A referendum in North Dakota takes only 
7,000 signatures (a fixed number, not a percentage) whereas it takes 325,504 
signatures for a referendum in California (5% of the vote for governor in the 
preceding gubernatorial election). And yet California, in spite of the large 
number of signatures required, is known for the large number of initiated measures 
on the ballot each year. 

The present Ohio requirements are as follows: 
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Constitutional amendments - 10% 
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Indirect Statutory Initiative - 3% initially; 3% on supplementary petition 

Referendum - 6% 

Translated into an actual number of signatures based on the vote for gover
not in the 1970 gubernatorial election, the requirements become: 

Constitutional Amendments - 318,413 

Indirect Statutory Initiative - 95,524; 95,524 

Referendum - 191,048 

The committee believes that, if a percentage is to be retained, it should 
not be based on a single election because an extraordinarily high interest in a 
particular election would place a greater burden upon those seeking to u.e the 
initiative or referendum process in the ensuing four years than they would other
wise bear. The total vote for governor in the last 13 gubernatorial elections was 
secured. these went back to 1940, and included some elections which were also 
presidential elections before uhio went from a two to a four year gubernatorial 
term. The bighest vote for governor in that period was in 1952 (3,605,168) and 
the lowest, in 1942, was 1,796,536. the average of these 13 elections is ap
proximately 2,970,000. Based on this figure, the following would be the results 
of applying the present Ohio percentages: 

Constitutional Amendments - 297,000 

Indirect Statutory Initiative - 89,100; 89,100 

Referendum - 178,200 

The committee recommends that, 1f the Commission determines that a percen
tage of the vote for governor is to be preferred to a fixed number, the percen
tage be a percentage of an average of the last three gubernatorial elections 
rather than of a single one. The specific language would be included in .ection 
6 (presently 19) because all the procedural matters c~n to all processe. are 
in that eection. 

Other changes in this section which are common to all the procesles are: 

1.	 Requiring petitions to be certified rather than verified (explained in 
Section 6). 

2.	 Permitting initiated and referred measures, to be placed on the ballot 
at a primary election as well al at a general election. Presently, 
such matters can only be placed on the general election ballot. 

Becau8e legislative sessions are, today, longer than they were in 1912 and be
cause the committee is also recommending that the length of time before the 
election for filing petitions be increased, it would be impossible, under certain 
circumstances, ever to reach the ballot with a ref,rendum or a supplementary pet
ition. Although these time pressures are not applicable to initiated conatitution
a1 amendments, which do not have to be presented first to the General As.eably, 
the committee nevertheless felt that the procedures should be kept consistent 
and that there is no· reason why matters could not go on the ballot at the primary 
election, especially since the General Assembly can propose constitutional emend
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ments to be placed on the ballot at the primary election ( or any other time it 
chooses). 

3. The present section provides for placing a constitutional amendment on 
the ballot at the general election "in any year". The proposal eliminates "in • 
any year". This language has been construed by the Attorney General to mean 
"1n the year in which the petition is filed" and this, also, becomes increasing
ly difficult as the legislative sessions increase in length and the time before 
the election for filing is increased. The co~ttee recommends that the matter be 
placed on the ballot at the next general or primary election occurring subse
quent to 120 days after filing, without regard to whether or DOt the election • 
occurs in the following year. 

4. Presently, petitions for an initiated constitutional amendment must be 
filed at least 90 days before the election. Consistent with the newly -adopted 
provisions of section 1 of Article XVI (legislatively-proposed constitutional 
amendments), the committee recommends that the 90 da,. be extended to 120 days • 
before the election. Assuring time for proper challenges, for preparation of 
ballot language and arguments, and for an opportunity for the timely printing of 
ballots so that absent voters will be enabled to vote on all issues are the 
reasons for the extension of time. 

•s. The elimination of the requirement for the "full text" of the proposal 
to appear in the petition is explained in section 6. 

• 
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Article II 

Section lb. When at any time, not less than ten days prior to the commence
ment of any session of the general assembly, there shall have been filed with 
the secretary of state a petition signed by three per centum of the electors 
and verified as herein provided, proposing a law, the full text of which shall 
have been set forth in such petition, the secretary of state shall transmit the 
same to the general assembly as soon a. it convenes. If laid proposed law 8hall.~ 

be passed by the general assembly, either as petitioned for or in an amended 
form, it shall be subject to the referendum. If it shall not be passed, or if 
it shall be passed in an amended form, or if no action shall be taken chereon 
within four months from the time it is received by the general assembly, it Ihall 
be submitted by the secretary of state to the electors for their approval or re
jection at the next regular or general election, 1f such lubmission shall be de
manded by supplementary petition verified as herein provided and signed by not 
less than three per centum of the electors in addition to thOle signing the orig
inal petition, which supplementary petition must be signed and filed with the 
secretary of state within ninety days after the proposed law shall have been re
jected by the general assembly or after the expiration of such term of four months, 
if no action has been taken thereon, of after the law as passed by the general 
assembly shall have been filed by the governor in the office of the secretary of 
state. The proposed law shall be submitted in the form demanded by such sup
plementary petition, which form shall be either as first petitioned for or with 
any amendment or amendments which may have been incorporated therein by either 
branch or by both branches, of the general assembly. If a proposed law so sub
mitted 1s approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon, it shall be the 
law and shall go into effect as herein prOVided in lieu of any amended form 
of said law which may have been passed by the general assembly, and such amended 
law passed by the general assembly shall not go into effect until and unless the 
law proposed by supplementary petition shall have been rejected by the electors. 
All such initiative petitions, last above described, shall have printed across 
the top thereof s in case of proposed laws: "Law Proposed by Initiative 'etition 
First to be Submitted to the General Assembly." Ballots shall be so printed a. 
to permit an affirmative or negative vote upon each measure submitted to the 
electors. Any proposed law or amendment to the constitution submitted to the 
electors as prOVided in la and lb, if approved by a majority of the electors vot
ins thereon, shall take effect thirty days after the election at which It was 
approved and shall be published by the secretary of state. If conflicting pro
posed laws or conflicting proposed amendments to the constitution shall be ap
proved at the same election by a majority of the total number of votes cast for 
and againsttbe .same, the one receiving the highest number of affirmative votes 

shall be the law, or in the case of amendments to the con.titution shall be the 
amendment to the constitution. No law proposed by initiative petition and ap· 
proved by the electors shali be subject to the vet8 of the governor. 

The committee recomaends repeal of section Ib and enactment of a new aec

tion with parallel provisions a. Section 2 of Article XIV as follows:
 

Article XIV 

Section 2. (!> '.tHE SUBMISSION OF A PROPOSED LAW TO '.tHE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
MAY BE DEMANDED BY AN INITIATIVE PETITION HAVING PRINTED ACROSS THE TOP "!ETITION 
FOR A I.AW TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY", SIGNED BY ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND 
ELECTORs I CERTIFIED AS PROVIDED IN §.ECTION 6 OF THIS ARTICLE, AND FILED WrrH THE 
SBCRETARY OF STATE. THE SECRETARY SHALL TRANSMIT THE PETITION AND THE PULL TEXT 
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OF 'lllE PROPOSED LAW FORTHWITH TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 

A LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION SHALL NOT BE PROPOSED NOR ENACTED BY 
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AS AN EMERGENCY MEASURE. IF A LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE 
PETITION BECOMES LAW, EITHER AS PROPOSED OR IN AMENDED FOIM, IT SHALL BE TREATED 
AS A LAW OlUGINATING IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, EXCEPT THAT, IF THE PROPOSED LAW 
IS AMENDED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND BECOMES LAW, AND IF A SUPPLEMENTARY 
PETITION IS FILED AS PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION, THE LAW ENACTED BY THE GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY SHALL TAD EFFECT ONLY IF THE LAW PROPOSED BY A SUPPLEMENTARY PETITION 
IS REJECTED BY A MAJORItY OF THE ELECTORS VOTING THEREON. 

IF, WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE TIME THE PETITION IS RECEIVED BY THE GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY. THE PROPOSED LAW HAS NOT BECOME LAW AS PROPOSED, ITS SUBMISS ION TO THE 
ELECTORS MAY BE DEMANDED BY ONE OR MORE SUPPLEMENTARY PETITIONS AAVING PRINTED 
ACROSS THE TOP "SUPPLEMENTARY PETITION FOR A LAW FIRST CONSIDERED BY 
THE QENERAL !SSEMBLyll 

, SIGNED BY SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND ELBCTOltS, C~(t'tU'I.ED AS 
PROVIDED IN !ECTION 6 OF THIS ~RTICLE, AND FILED WI'Dl THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
WITHIN NINETY DAYS AFTER THE EXPIRATION OF THE SIX MON'1'HS EXCEPT THAT IF THE 
PROPOSED LAW HAS BECOME LAW IN AMENDED FORM, THE SUPPLEMENTARY PEnTION SHALL BE 
FILED WITHIN NINETY DAYS AFTER THE AMENDED LAW HAS BEEN FILED WITH THE SECRETARY 
OF STATE. A SUPPLEMENTARY PETITION MAY DEMAND-_SUBMISSION OF THE PROPOSED LAW 
EITHER AS FIRST PROPOSED OR WITH ANY ONE OR MORE OF mE AMENDMENTS WICR HAVE 
BEEN INCORPORATED THEREIN BY EITHER OR BOTH HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 

<!) THE SUBMISSION OF A PROPOSED LAW DIRECTLY TO THE ELECTORS MAY BE DEMANDED 
BY AN INITIATIVE PETITION HAVING PRINTED ACROSS THE TOP IlPETITION FOR A LAW TO BE 
!UBMITTED ~mCTLY '10 THE YOTERS Il , SIGNED BY ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND 
ELECTORS, CERTIFIED AS PROVIDED IN !ECTION 6 OF T8IS ~RTICLE, AND FILED WITH THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE. 

(£) UPON THE FILING OF A SUPPLEMENTARY PETITION UNDER DIVISION <!) OR A 
PETITION UNDER DIVISION Q!) OF THIS SECTION, THE SECRETARY OF STATE SHALL SUBMIT 
THE LAW PROPOSED THEREIN TO THE ELECTORS AT THE NEXT SUCCEEDING GENERAL ELECTION, 
CIt AT A SPECIAL ELECTION ON THE DATE FIXED BY LAW FOR HOLDING l'BE PRIMARY ELECTION, 
WHICHEVER IS EARLIER, OCCURRING SUBSEQUENT 1'0 ONE HUNDRED TWENTY DAYS AFTER THE 
FILIm OF THE PETITION. IF SUCH LAW IS APPROVED BY A MAJORITY OF THE ELECTORS 
VOTING THEREON, IT TAKES EFFECT THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE ELEcnON. 

(tV NO LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE OR SUPPLEMENTARY PETITION SHALL CONTAIN 
MORE THAN ONE SUBJECT, WHICH SHALL BE CLEARLY EXPRESSED IN ITS TITLE. NO SUCH 
LAW APPROVED BY THE VOTERS IS SUBJECT TO VETO BY THE GOVERNOR. DIE LIMITATIONS 
EXPRESSED ON THIS CONSTITUTION ON 'l'HE POWER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO ENACT 
LAWS SHALL BE DEEMED LIMITATIONS OM THE POWER OF THE PEOPLE TO ENACT LAWS. 

CotIII1Ient : 

Section Ib of Article II presently sets forth the provisions for the in
direct statutory initiative - the right to petition, first, the legislature 
to enact a law and, failing that and by securing additional signatures on 
another petition, to take the matter to the voters. 

Although the number of laws which have actually reached the ballot over the 
years since the adoption of the initiative and referendum has been small, interest 
has been great, and the section, as presently written, contains a number of am
biguities and problems, particularly with timing, which have caused problems for 
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the Secretary of State and for persons wishing to use the procedures. 

The Secretary of State, therefore, originally recommended to the committee 
that the indirect initiative be eltminated, and the statutory initiative be con
verted to a direct initiative similar to that employed for constitutional amend
ments, only requiring fewer signatures to reach the voters. That 18, the require
ment that the law be presented firet to the General AS8embly would be removed. 

After considerable discussion, however, the committee agreed to recommend 
that both types of statutory initiative be made available to Ohio citizens. The 
committee believes that there are good arguments for pre.enting a proposed law 
to the General Assembly first - even if the law is not enacted, it may be subjected 
to the legislative hearing process, which will brins to light aspects of the . 
legislation of which the sponsors themeelves may originally have been unaware. 
In ad4ition, the form of the law may be improved by expolure to the legislative 
process and the amendment procedure. Thus, the sponsor. may be able to go to 
the voters with a better bill than the one they originally proposed. The committee 
therefore felt that the indirect initiative should be retained, and have reworded 
the section substantially in order to re~ve many of the problema which previously 
existed, 

However, the committee also desired to offer the maximws opportunities 
within the possible range of the initiative and referendum to Ohio citizens, with
out makin~ it so easy to place a matter on the ballot that the legi.lative procel' 
i8 likely to be bypassed frequently. Therefore, the committee has added to this 
section a pfocedure for a direct statutory initiative. requiring al many ligna
tures as the two parts of the indirect initiative added together, but fewer .1g
natures than a conltitutional amendment initiative. 

As with the constitutional amendment initiative, the committee i8 recom
mending that the number of required signatures be expressed in fixed number. 
father than percentages of the number who voted for governor. Again, however, 
the committee solicits full ca.mission discussion on this point. For the indirect 
initiative. present provisions ~equire 3% to place the law before the General 
Assembly and an additional 3%. tf the General Assembly fail. to act lati.factor
ily, to place the law before the voters. The committee recommendation 1s 100,000 
signatures and 75,000 signatures. For the direct initiative, the committee rec
oDlDenda 175,000 signatures. 

The changes noted in the discussion about the constitutional .mandment in
itiative as being common to all processel have been made here. For discussion 
about these changes, please refer to the preVious section. The.e changes are: 
requiring petitions to be certified rather than verified, permitting questione on 
the ballot at primary elections, eliminating the restrictive "in any year", 
requiring filing 120 days befo~ the election, and eUminating the "full text" 
requirement. 

Other changes made in the indirect'.lnitlative provision. (Division A) include: 

1. Requiring the secretary of state to transmit a petition to the General 
Alsembly whenever it is filed. Presently, a petition filed at least 10 days be
fore the beginning of the session is transmitted wh.n the session begins; if filed 
tater than that, it presumably must wait until the next s.ssion. Since the Gen
eral Assembly now meets annually, and since the term "ses.ion" is somewhat _1
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guous (since it is used to menn different things in different contexts), the com
mittee felt that this provision no longer served a useful purpose. The committee 
is extending the time for General Assembly consideration of an initiated law from 
4 to 6 months, and felt that, under present circumstances, the General Assembly 
will nearly always be in session sometime during six months after a petition is 
filed. MOreover, the General Assembly can now call itself (through leadership 
action) into special session; if an initiated law is filed and no meeting of the 
General Assembly appears likely within six months, the 1eader8 can, if they feel 
the matter is of sufficient importance, call the members into session for the 
purpose of considering the legislation. 

2. Under the present provisions, an initiated law, if passed by the Gen
eral Assembly, is specifically made subject to the referendum. However, there are 
two unresolved questions in this respect. One, could the General Assembly, by 
attaching an emergency clause aa an amendment to an initiated law, effectively 
prohibit a referendum? Two, since laws which are not otherwise subject to the 
referendum (tax levies, appropriations for current expenses) can, neverthele8s" 
be initiated, if initiated and enacted by the General Assembly, would they be 
subject to the referendum? The committee seeks to solve both these problems by 
specifically prohibiting an initiated law from be~Dg initiated or enacted as an 
emergency measure, and by stating that if an initiated law is enacted by the Gen
eral Assembly, either as proposed or as amended, it shall be treated as any other 
law enacted by the General Assembly - subject, to gubernatorial action and subject 
to the referendum if it would be subject to the referendum as a legislatively 
initiated law. 

3. The present provisions contain some confusing language about "rejection" 
of the proposed law by the General Assembly, and trigger certain action by the 
petitioners on the basis of "no action" or "rejection". Both of these concepts 
require interpretation. The committee recommendation requires the petitioners 
to wait six months after the petition has been received by the General Assembly 
and then, if the law has not become law as proposed, whoever wiehes to take the 
matter to the voters can begin the supplementary petition procedure. MOre than 
one supplementary petition on a particular law would be permitted. A law "be
comes law" when it has been enacted by the General Assembly; presented to the 
Governor and either signed by him, 'Vetoed, or permitted to become law without his 
signature; if vetoed, passed by the General Assembly over a veto; and filed with 
the secretary of state. The law proposed by supplementary petition or petitions 
must be the law originally proposed or with one or more amendments adopted by the 
legislature. This is the same requirement as in the present provisions. 

4. The requirement of waiting six months would not apply if the General As
sembly enacts the law and it becomes law before the expiration of six months. If 
enacted as proposed, of course, there 1s no right to f11e a supplementary petition
since the petitioners have presumably reached their goal. If, however, the Gen
eral Assembly amends the law, a supplementary petition or petitions could be filed. 

S. Supplementary petitions must be filed within 90 days after the date 
the law is filed with the secretary of state, if it has been amended and enacted, 
or within 90 days after the expiration of the six months, if it hal not become law. 
The 90-day period is unchanged from the present provisions. It was retained by 
the committee in order to keep the supplementary petition provisions parallel with 
the referendum provisions. Thus, the effective dates of laws will not differ 
according to whether they are proposed by initiative or by the general assembly, 
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and if a supplementary petition and a referendum petition are both filed with re
spect to the same law, both versions will be on the ballot at the same time. 

Division (8) of the proposed new section is entirely new. since it provides 
for the direct statutory initiati.e. 

Division (C) contains provisions about submitting a law to the voters and 
the effective date of the law if approved by the voters. These are the same as 
in the present provisious, except for the addition of the primary election. 

Division (D) contains certain rules about initiated legislation. The 
second and third sentences are the same, with minor language changes. a. in the 
present provisions. The first sentencB, restricting an initiated law to "one 
subject" has been added by the cODlDittee. This is presently the rule with rea
pect to laws enacted by the General Assembly and it appeared to the colllllittee to 
be a desirable addition to the rules of drafting initiated laws. 

Certain provisions in the present section lb have been transferred elsewhere, 
since they are applicable to other matters. Provisions for resolving conflicts 
between two or more laws appearing on the ballot at the same time have been 
placed in a separate section. A provision postponing the effective date of an 
initiated constitutional amendment to 30 days after the election at which it is 
approved has been eliminated. The cOllllllittee believed that, since a constitution
al amendment proposed by the General Ass~mbly takes effect immediately. there was 
no reason why a constitutional amendment proposed by the people should not also 
take effect tmmediately. 

•
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Article II 

Section lc. The second aforestated power reserved by the people is designated 
the referendum, and the signatures of six per centum of the electora shall be re
qUired upon a petition to order the submission to the electors of the state for 
their approval or rejection, of any law, section of any law or any item in any 
law appropriating money passed by the general assembly. No law passed by the 
general assembly shall go into effect until ninety day. after it shall have been 
filed by the governor in the office of the secretary of Itate, except as herein 
provided. When a petition, signed by six per centum of the electors of the state 
and verified aa herein provided, shall have been filed with the secretary of state 
within ninety days after any law shall have been filed by the governor in the 
office of the secretary of state, ordering that such law, section of such law, 
or any item in such law appropriating money be submitted to the electors of the 
state for their approval or rejection, the secretary of state shall submit to 
the electors of the state for their approval or rejeetion such law, section or 
item, in the manner herein provided, at the next succeeding regular or general 
election in any year occurring subsequent to sixty day. after the filing of such 
petition, and no such law, section or item shall go into effect until and unless 
approved by a majority of those voting upon the same. If, however, a referendum 
petition 1s filed against any such section or item, the remainder of the law 
shall not thereby be prevented or delayed from going into effect. 

The committee recommends repeal of section lc and enactment of a new section 
with parallel provisions as Section 3 of Article XIV a. followa: 

Article XIV 

Sec t10n 3. NO LAW PASSED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL GO INTO EFFECT 
UNTIL NINETY DAYS AFTER. IT IS FILED WI'nI THE SECRETARY OF STATE, EXCEPT AS 
OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION, OR. !ECTION 2, Oil !ECTION 4 or THIS !IlTICLE. 
DUllING SUCH NINETY-DAY PEIlIOD, THE SUBMISSION TO THE ELECTORS OF SUCH LAW, SECTION 
OF SUCH LAW, Oil ITEM IN ANY SUCH LAW APPROPRIATING K>NEY MAY BI DEMANDED BY A REF
ERENDUM PETITION HAVING PIlINTED ACROSS THE TOP "!EFERENDUM lETITION FOR Y0'mll 
QONSIDERATION OF ~W !NACTED BY THE ~ENEBAL !SSEMBLY", SIGNED BY ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND ELECTORS, CERTIFIED AS PIlOVIDED IN !ECTION 6 OF THIS !llTICLE, AND FILED 
WITH THE SECRETAIlY OF STATE. THE SECRETARY SHALL SUBMIT SUCH LAW, SECTION, OR 
ITEM TO mE ELECTORS AT THE NEXT SUCCEDING GENERAL ELECTION, OR AT A SPECIAL 
ELECTION ON THE DATE FIXED BY LAW FOil HOLDING THE PRIMARY ELECTION, WHICHEVER IS 
EARLIER, OCCURRING SUBSEQUENT TO ONE HUNDRED TWENTY DAYS AFTEll THE FILING OF THE 
PETITION. NO SUCH LAW, SECTION, OR ITEM SHALL GO INTO EFFECT·. UNLESS APPROVED 
BY A .MAJORITY OF THE ELECTORS VOTING ON IT. IF SO APPROVED, IT SHALL GO INTO 
EFFECT THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE ELECTION. THE FILING OF A REFERENDUM PETITION PRO" 
POSING 'nIE SUBMISSION OF A SECTION 01. ITEM DOES NOT THEREBY PREVENT TIlE REMAINDER 
OF THE 1AWFROM GOING INTO EFFECT. 

Comment: 

This section contains the basic provisions for the referendum, with the 
statement of which types of laws are not subject to the referendum in the fol
lowing section. In Ohio, the right to petition to place before the voters a 
matter passed by the General Assembly includes a "law, section of law, or item in 
a law appropriating money." Although no instances have been found where a pet
ition was filed to refer a section or item, the committee could see no reason to 
change this provision. 
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The changes common to all processes have been made in this section also. The

• number of signatures required for a referendum would be 100.000. Pre8ently. the 
requirement 18 6% of the number who voted for governor. which i8 the same as that 
presently required on. totally, for the indirect initiative. The committee'. 
recommendation for the indirect initiative is 175.000 - 100.000 to place the 
matter before the general a8sembly and 75.000 to be gathered in the 90 day period 

• 
after general aS8embly action or inaction. as the case may be. By requiring only 
100,000 for a referendum petition. the committee recognizes the substantial 
problems involved in obtaining a large number of signatures in an eatremely 
limited period of time - since those promoting the matter must necessarily con
sume a portion of that time in securing a summary of the law from the Ballot 
Board (presently the Attorney General) and having petitions printed. 

• The only other major change made in this section is the addition of a 30
day effective date to a law placed on the ballot by referendum. Thi. was done 
to make the provision8 parallel to the initiative provi8ion8. 
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Article II 

Section ld. Laws providing for tax levies, appropriations for the current 
expenses of the state government and state institutions, and emergency laws nec
essary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, 
shall go into immediate effect. Such emergency laws upon a yea and nay vote must 
receive the vote of two-thirds of all the members elected to each branch of the 
general a8sembly, and the reasons for such necessity shall be set forth in one 
section of the law, which section shall be passed only upon a yea and nay vote, 
upon a separate roll call thereon. The laws mentioned in this section shall not 
be subject to the referendum. 

The committee recommends repeal of Section ld and enactment of a new lection 
with parallel provisions as Section 4 of Article XIV as follows: 

Article XIV 

Section 4. LAWS PROVIDING FOR TAX LEVIES, APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE CURRENT 
EXPENSES OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT AND STATE INSTITUTIONS, AND EMERGENCY LAWS 
NECESSARY FOR THE IMMEDIATE PRESERVATION OF THE PUBLIC PEACE, HEALTH, OR SAFETY, 
SHALL 00 INTO IMMEDIATE EFFECT. SUCH EMERGENCY r.~WS UPON A YEA AND NAY VOTE MUST 
RECEIVE THE VOTE OF TWO-THIRDS OF ALL THE MEMBERS ELECTED TO EACH HOUSE or TH! 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND THE REASONS FOR SUCH NECESSITY SHALL BE SET FORTH IN ONE 
SECTION OF THE LAW, WHICH SECTION SHALL BE PASSED ONLY UPON A YEA AND NAY VOTE, 
UPON A SEPARATE ROLL CALL THEREON. THE LAWS INCLUDED IN THIS SECTION ARE NOT 
SUBJECT TO THE REFERENDUM. 

CODme.t: 

This section sets forth the types of laws which are not .ubject to the 
referendum and which go into effect as soon a8 they become law. The committee 
does not propose any changes in this section except changing the word "mentioned" 
to "included" in the last sentence, which the committee doel not consider lub8tan
tlve. 

The committee discussed whether any laws should be permitted which are not 
subject to the referendum, and concluded that it is appropriate that tax levy 
laws and current governmental expenses should be enacted by the General Assembly 
without interference by referendum. There is no prohibition against using the 
initiative to propose or repeal a tax levy, or to propole or repeal an appropriation 
law. 

Once the General Assembly has properly enacted a law as an emergency, the 
courts in Obio will not interfere. to inquire into the fact of the emergency. 
It is therefore possible for the General Assembly to place any law beyond the 
reach of a referendum petition providing 2/3 of the members agree to do so. The 
committee considered whether any change should be made in this situation, and con
cluded that no change should be made. Political cousiderations will frequently 
prevent an abuse of this power by the legislature, lince obtaining 2/3 consent to 
an emergency may be difficult if there are reasons to believe that a substantial 
number of constituents are opposed to it. Moreover, a law passed as an emergency 
can be repealed or altered by using the initiative procesl, so the people are not 
without remedy if the General Assembly enacts a law which is against the wishes of 
the majority. The committee studied the percentages of 8ID8rgenc:y laws enacted by 
the General Assembly over the last 2S years, and concluded that the device 18 not 
used in Ohio to as great an extent as in some other states, although it is obvious 
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that the General Assembly does use "emergency" clauses to accomplish objectives

• other than securing the public peace, health, and safety. 
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Article II 

Section leo The powers defined herein as the "initiative" and "referendum" 
shall not be used to pass a law authorizing any classification of property for 
the purpose of levying different rates of taxation thereon or of authorizing the 
levy of any single tax on land or land values or land site. at a higher rate or 
by a different rule than is or may be applied to improvement. thereon or to 
personal property. 

The committee recommends repeal of Section leo The committee a180 recom
mends enacting Section S of Article XIV, a8 follows, but calls to the Cem.is8ion's 
attention that the prOVisions of the new section are not parallel to Section leo 

Article XIV 

Sec tion 5. IF CONFLICTING AMENDMElfTS TO THE CONSTITUTION ARE APPROVED AT 
THE SAME ELECTION BY A MAJORITY OF THE ELECTORS VOTING THEREON, THE ONE RECEIVING 
THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF AFFIRMATIVE VOTES IS THE AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION. 

IF CONFLICTING MATtERS OF LAW ARE APPROVED AT '1'HE SAME ELECTION BY A MAJORITY 
OF mE ELECTORS VOTING THEREON, THE ONE RECEIVING 'l1IE HIGHEST NUMBER OF AFFIRMA
TIVE VOTES IS THE LAW. 

COlIlIDent: 

Repealing Section Ie. Section Ie was inserted by the initiative and ref
erendum proponents at the 1912 convention as one of the compromises necessary 
to obtain approval of the provisions at the con.ention. Herbert Bigelow, the 
president of the Convention, was one of the strongest initiative and referendum 
proponents and was also well-known as a "single-taxer". Fears were expresaed 
that the initiative would immediately be used to classify property or to enact 
a single "site-value" only tax on land. The initiative and referendum propo
nents noted, correctly, that this section only prohibits the use of the initiative 
to pass !!!! classifying property or levying a tax on land at a higher rate or 
by different rule than applicable to improvements or personal property. It 
does not prohibit the use of the initiative to amend the constitution to accom
plish these objectives. 

The cODlDittee rec01lllDends repeal of the section for two reasons. One, the 
Constitution has since been amended to permit the classification of personal 
property far tax purposes. Two, as long as section 2 of Article XII requires 
that land and ~provement8 thereon be assessed and taxed by uniform rule, the 
committee does not believe it would be constitutionally possible for the General 
Assembly, or the people by initiative, to enact a law taxing land by a different 
rule than the improvements. 

Enacting New Section S. The new section places in. one section the rules 
about conflicting amendments or conflicting laws appearing on the ballot at the 
same time. The rule of construction stated - that the one which will prevail, 
if more than one receives a majority, is the one which receives the greatest· 
number of votes· is the present rule. However, by placing the rule in a sep· 
arate section, the committee hopes to make clear that it will apply in all sit 
uations regardless of the origin of the conflicting provisions - whether the 
conflicting constitutional amendments are proposed by the general assembly or 
by the people, and whether the conflicting laws ("matters of law" is the expres
8ion since a referendum could apply to a section of a law or an item in an ap
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• propriation act as well as to an entire law) have been initiated by the people 
or initiated by the general assembly and referred to the people by petition. 

• 

The present constitutional provisions do not attempt to solve the question 
of: what i8 a conflict? The cODlDittee discussed this question and determined 
that it was not possible to e.tablish rules to enable this question to be resolved 
without resort to court action. Even though the same section of law or the con
stitution might be involved in two or more amendments or laws 011 the ballot at 
the same time, it does not necessarily follow that the provision. are conflicting. 
It might be possible to give effect to both or all. If there i. a question of 
conflict, a court decision is nece.eary. A rule written into the con.titution 
would necessarily be arbitrary. 
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Article II 

Section If. The initiative and referendum powers are hereby reserved to 
the people of each municipality on all questions which such municipalities may 
now or hereafter be authorized by law to control by legislative action; such •powers shall be exercised in the manner now or hereafter provided by law. 

The committee recommends that this section be referred to the Local Govern
ment Ccmmittee with the following cOlllllents: 

1. If the section is to be retained in the same Article a8 the remainder •of the initiative and referendum lections. it should be placed at the end of the 
series. which would be section 7 of Article XIV. 

2. Since the section applies only to municipal corporations. the Local 
Government Committee might wish to place it in Article XVIII. •3. Although the Elections and Suffrage Committee did not study in detail 
the operation of the init:la ttve and referendum locally. and understands that 
some charter cities have charter provisions governing these processes while the 
rest of the cities follow statutory procedures. members of the committee believe 
that tbe statement of local issues on the ballot can be improved by some pro
visions which will make it clear to voters that "yes" means "yes" and "no" means •"no". Confusion often results at local elections because issues are 80 worded 
that the voter must vote "no" if he is in favor of the proposal and vice versa. 
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Article II 

Section Ig. Any initiative, supplementary or referendum petition may be 
presented in separate parts but each part shall contain a full and correct copy 
of the title, and text of the law, section or item thereof sought to be referred, 
or the proposed law or proposed amendment to the constitution. Each signer of 
any initiative, supplementary or referendum petition must be an elector of the 
state and shall place on such petition after his name the date of signing and his 
place of residence. A signer residing outside of a municipality shall state the 
township and county in which he resides. A resident of a municipality shall 
state in addition to the name of such municipality, the street and number, if 
any, of his residence and the ward and precinct in which the same is located. The 
names of all signers to 8uch petitions shall be written in ink, each,.ianer for 
htmself. To each part of such petition shall be attached the affidavit of the 
person soliciting the signatures to the same, which affidavit shall contain a 
statement of the number of the signers of such part of such petition and shall 
state that each of the signatures attached to such part wa. made in the presence 
of the affiant, that to the best of his knowledge and belief each signature on 
such part is the genuine signature of the person whose name it purports to be, 
that he believes the persons who have signed it to be electors, that they so 
signed said petition with knowledge of the contents thereof, that each signer 
signed the same on the date stated opposite his name; and no other affidavit 
thereto shall be required. The petition and signatures upon such petitions, so 
verified, shall be presumed to be in all respects sufficient, unless not later 
than forty days before the election, it shall be otherwise proved and in such 
event ten additional days shall be allowed for the filing of additional signatures 
to such petition. No law or amendment to the constitution submitted to the 
electors by initiative and supplementary petition and receiVing an affirmative 
majority of the votes cast thereon, shall be held unconstitutional or void on 
account of the insufficiency of the petitions by which such submission of the same 
was procured; nor shall the rejection of any law submitted by referendum petition 
be held invalid for such insufficiency. Upon all initiative, supplementary and 
referendum petitions provided for in any of the sections of this article, it 
shall be necessary to file from each of one-half of the counties of the state, 
petitions bearing the signatures of not less than one-half of the designated per
centage of the electors of such county. A true copy of all laws or proposed laws 
or proposed amendments to the constitution, together with an argument or explan
ation, or both, for, and also an argument or explanation, or both, against tbe 
same, shall be prepared. The person or persons who prepare the argumen~ or ex
planation, or both, against any ...law, section or'litem, submitted to the .electors 
by referendum petition, may be named in such petition and the persons who prepare 
the argument or explanation, or both, for any proposed law or proposed amendment 
to the constitution may be named in the petition proposing the same. The person 
or persons who prepare the argument or explanation, or both, for the law, section 
or item. submitted to the electors by referendum petition. or against any pro
posed law submitted by supplementary petition, shall be named by the general as
sembly, if in session, and if not in session then by the governor. The secretary 
of state shall cause to be printed the law, or proposed law, or proposed amendment 
to the constitution, together with the arguments and explanations, not exceeding 
a total of three hundred words for each, and also the arguments and explanations, 
not exceeding a total of three hundred words against each, and shall mail, or 
otherwise distribute a copy of such law, or proposed law, or proposed amendment 
to the constitution, together with such arguments and explanations for and against 
the same to each of the electors of the state. as far a8 may be reasonably possible. 
Unless otherwise provided by law, the secretary of state shall cause to be placed 
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upon the ballots, the title of any such law. or proposed law. or proposed 
amendment to the constitution. to be submitted. He shall also cause the ballots 
so to be printed as to permit an affirmative or negative vote upon each law. 
section of law. or item in a law appropriating money, or proposed law. or pro
posed amendment to the constitution. The style of all laws submitted by initia
tive add supplementary petition shall be: "Be it Enacted'by the People of the 
State of Ohio." and of all constitutional amendments: "Be it Resolved by the 
People of the State of Ohio. II The bas is upon which the required number of . 
petitioners in any case shall be determined shall be the total number of vctes 
cast for governor at the last preceding election therefor. The foregoing provi~ 

sions of this section shall be self-executing, except as herein otherwise pro
vided. Laws may be passed to facilitate their operation, but in no way limiting 
or restricting either such prOVisions or the powers herein reserved. 

The committee recommends repeal of Section 19 and enactment of a new 
section with parallel provisions, Section 6 of Article XIV, as follows: 

Article XIV 

Section 6. THE STYLE OF ALL CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED TO THE 
ELECTORS BY PETITION SHALL BE: "BE IT RESOLVED BY· TUE PEOPLE OF THE STA"lS OF- - - _.
OllIO." THE StYLE OF ALL LAWS-SUBUITtED TO THE GENERAL hSSmmLY BY INITIAtIVE 
PETITION SHALL BE: "BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN RESPONSE TO AN 
INITIATrJE PETITION.ii THE STYLE OF ALL LAWS SUB1.frrTED TO THE ELECTORS BY INI
TIATIVE OR SUPPLEMENTARY PETITION SHALL BE: "!E IT !NACTED BY THE !EOPLE OF THE 
.§.TATE OF 2,HIO." 

WHOEVER SEEKS TO FILE AN nUTIAtIVE. SUPPLEMENTARY. OR REFERENDutl PETITION 
SHALL FIRS'"£ FILE WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND THE 2,HIO BALLOT BOARD A COPY 
OF THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL TO BE SUBl1ITTED, TOGETHER tIITH THE NAMES, 
ADDRESSES. AND WRITTEN CONSENTS OF NOT FEllER THAN THREE NOR Z'DRE r~HAN FIVE 
ELECTORS HBO HAVE AGREED TO SERVE ASUEMBERS OF A COMMITTEE, WITH A DESIGNATED 
CHAIRMAN THEREOF, TO REPRESENT THE PETITIONERS IN ALL MATTERS RELATING TO THE 
PETITION. THE BOARD SHALL, \HTHIN FIFTEEN DAYS AFTER IT RECEIVES THE TEXT. 
PREPARE AN IDENTIFYING CAPTION AND A FAm. AND TRUTHFUL SUHHARY OF THE PROPOSAL 
AND SUBMI1 TllEl1 TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND TOTHE CHAIRHAN OF THE COlfMITTEE. 
THE COMHITTEE SHALL THEN PREPARE THE PETITION, WHICH SHALL CONTAIN A TRUE COPY 
OF THE CAP! ION AND THE SUMMARY PREPARED BY THE BOARD, AND SHALL FILE A COPY 
OF THE PETITION \'11TH THE SECRETARY OF STATE BEFORE SOLICITATION OF SIGNATURES 
TO THE PE"':::ITION. THE PETITION HAY BE CIRCULATED AND FILED IN PARTS BUT EACH 
PART SH!:.LL BE IDENTICAL TO THE COPY FILED WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE. THE 
PETITION NEED NOT CONTAIN THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL, BUT IF IT DOES NOT, 
EACH SOLICITOR OF SIGNATURES; TO THE PETITION SHALL CARRY A TRUE COPY OF THE 
FULL TEXT HHILE SOLICITING AND THE PETITION SHALL STATE, IMHEDIATELY FOLLOlHNG 
THE SUMHARY: "THE SOLICITOR OF YOUR SIGNA'i'URE IS REQUIRED TO HAVE A TRUE COPY 
OF THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL SUMVJARIZED IN THIS PETITION. UPON REQUEST, 
HE MUST PRESEtlT IT TO YOU FOR EXAMINA'~ION.II 

EACH SIGNER OF A PETITION HUST BE AN ELECtOR OF THE STATE AND SHALL SIGN 
HIS otom HAME IDELIBLY ON THE PART PETl'fICN. THE SIGNER'S· ADDRESS AND THE 
DATE OF SIGNlNG SHALL BE PLACED ON THE PET ITION AFTER THE NAl'JE. SUCH ADDRESS 
SHALL INCLUDE THE TOHNSHIP AND COUNTY FOr. A RESIDENT OUTSIDE A MUNICIPALITY 
AND THE HAl'JE OF THE MUNICIPALITY AND THE STREET AND NUMBER, IF ANY, FOR A 
RESIDENT OF A l1IJNICIPALlTY. 
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23. 
Article XIV, Section 6 (cont'd) 

ON EACH PART PET IT ION SHALL APPEAR :Im SOLICITOR I S CERTIFICATION, STATING 
THE NUMBER OF THE SIGNERS OF SUCH PART PETITION, TrIAT EACH OF THE SIGNATURES t'1AS 
MADE ON THE STATED DATE IN THE PRESENCE OF THE SOLICITOR, AND THAT AT ALL TIl1ES 
HHlLE SOLICITING SIGNATURES HE CARRIED AND MADE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST A TRUE COPY 
OF THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL; AND STA'.L'ING THAT, TO THE BEST OF HIS KNOWLEDGE 
AND BELIEF. EACH SIGNATURE IS r£HE GENUlllE SIGNATURE OF THE PERSON toffiOSE NAME IT 
PURPORTS 'LO BE AND THAT SUCH PERSON IS AU ELECTOR RESIDING AT THE STATED ADDRESS 
WHO HAD IalOHLEDGE OF THE CONTEl'rrs OF THE PETITION. NO AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER CERTI.
FlCATION THERETO SHALL BE REQUIRED 

AS SOON AS A CERTIFIED PETITIO~! COlflAINING A PROPOSAL TO BE SUBllITTED TO THE 
ELECTORS IS FILED tHTH THE SECRETARY OF STATE, THE SECRETARY SHALL TRANSMIT IT 
TO THE QHIO BALLOT BOARD, t-ffiICH SHALL PRESCRIBE THE BALLOT lANGUAGE AND AN 
EXPLANA'"l'ION OF THE PROPOSAL IN THE SANE HANNER AND SUBJECT TO THE SAHE TERMS AND 
CONDITIOHS AS APPLY TO ISSUES SUBl1ITTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 1 OF ARTICLE XVI OF THIS CONSTITU~ION. THE BALLCY£ LANGUAGE SHALL BE 
PRESCRIBeD SO AS TO PERl"'IT AN AFFIRl1ATIVE OR NEGATIVE VO~E UPON EACH cm~STITUTIONAL 

ANENDMEN".L, LAW. SECT ION, OR ITEM SUBl1ITTED • 
THE CON1UTTEE REPRESENTING THE PETITIONERS SHALL PREPARE AN ARGm-mNT SUPPORTmG 

THEIR POSITION. THE GENERAL ASSEliBLY EAY PROVIDE BY LAU FOR THE PREPARATION OF 
OPPOSING ARGmmNTS. THE EXPLANATION AND ':IlE ARGUMENTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THREE HUNDRED 
WORDS EACH. THE PROPOSAL, THE BALLOT LAHGUAGE, THE EXPLANATION, AND TIlE ARGUMENTS 
SHALL BE PUBLISHED ONCE A HEEK FOR THREE CONSECUTIVE WEEKS PRECEDnlG THE ELECTION, 
IN AT LEll.S1 ONE NEt-lSPAPER OF GENERAL CmCUIATION IN EACH COUNTY OF THE STATE, WHERE 
A NEWSPAPER IS PUBLISHED. 

tmEH PROPERLY CERTIFIED AND FILED HITH NOT LESS THAN THE REQUIRED NUl·mER OF 
SIGNATURES, THE PETITION AND THE SIGNATURES SHALL BE CONCLUSIVELY PRESUMED TO BE 
IN ALL RESPECTS VALID AND SUFFICIENT, AHD SHALL BE PLACED ON THE BALLOT BY THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE UNLESS NOT LATER THAN SEVENTY-FIVE DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION 
THE PETITION OR SOME OF THE SIGNATURES ARE PROVED INVALID AND THE REMAINING NUMBER 
OF SIGNATUr..ES IS INSUFFICffiNT. THE SECr~TARY SHALL CAUSE TO BE PLACED ON THE 
BALLOT THE CAPT ION AND THE BALLOT LANGUAGE PREPARED BY THE BALLOT BOARD FOR EACH 
PROPOSAL TO BE SUBIlITTED. 

THE INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM PROVISIONS OF THIS CONSTITUTION SHALL BE SELF
EXECUTING , EXCEPT AS OTHERtHSE PROVIDED. LAWS MAY BE PASSED TO FACILITATE THEIR 
OPERATION, BUT IN NO WAY LIMITING OR RESTRICING EITHER SUCH PROVISIONS OR THE 
POWERS RESERVED TO THE PEOPLE. 

Comment: 

Section 19 sets forth the initiative andreferendum procedures that are 
common to all three processes - constitutional amendment initiative, statutory 
initiative, and referendum. 

As presently written, the section is long and involved; part of the difficulty 
of reading it and understanding what must be done is the fact that it is poorly 
arranged and that it is written as one, long paragraph. the committee considered 
dividing the section into several sections, but decided that there are advantages 
to having all procedural matters in one section and that some of the section"s 
difficulties could be solved by making several paragraphs, rearranging the 
subject matter so that it flows in a longical time-sequence, and simplifying state
ments wherever possible. Some substantive changes are also recommended. The 
follOWing discussion about the section follows the order in the proposed new Section 
6 of Article XIV. 



24. • 
1. Presently, provisions for the style clause of laws and constitutional 

amendments submitted pursuant to initiative or supplementary petitions are found 
near the end of section 18, and the committee recommends placing that material 
at the beginning of the section since the style clause appear. before the amend
ment or the statute being proposed. The present section does not provide a 
style clause for a law being presented to the General Assembly by initiative 
petition; the committee is filling that gap. 

2. The present constitutional provisions do not provide any preltminary 
steps to filing the petitions with the necessary signatures with the secretary of 
state, but the statutes insert an important preliminary step. A petition with 
100 signatures must be filed with the Attorney General and his approval given to a 
summary of the proposal before the petitioners may proceed. Although some have 
questioned whether or not this requirement is uncon8titutional as a limitation 
or restriction on the people's powers contrary to the last sentence of present 
section Ig, the Supreme Court of Ohio has not, so far, so held. The committee 
felt that there is value in having an official or an official body approve or 
prepare the summary of the proposal, since the summary should be as accurate as 
possible. The summary is all that many people will read when their signatures 
to a petition are solicited. It seemed to the committee that, rather than having 
the Attorney General perform this duty, with t he potential for delay which present
ly exists, it would be better to use the newly-authorized Ballot Board, which will 
be required to write the summary and an identifying caption within 15 days after 
the full text of the proposal is submitted to it. 

3. Persons wishing to instigate an initiative or referendum petition would 
file the full text of the proposal with the Secretary of State and the Ballot Board, 
and the full text would no longer be required to appear on every part petition. 
The solicitor, however, would be required to carry the full text with him when 
he solicits signatures and any person wishing to do so could· ask for it and read 
it. In the case of an involved and complicated statute, with many sections, 
requiring the full text to appear on each part petition greatly increases the 
costs of printing. The committee felt that few people would take the time to 
read a long petition and that an accurate summary and caption would be sufficient 
as long as the full text is available for anyone wishing to read it. 

4. The initisl filing would consist of the full text of the proposal and 
the names and addresses of a committee of 3 to 5 persons, with their written 
consents, who will represent the petitioners in all matters relating to that 
petition. Presently, the constitution authorizes the petition to Dame persons 
to prepare the arguments and explanations on behalf of the proposal, and the 
statutes have converted this group of persons into a committee to represent the 
petitioners in all matters. It seemed to the committee that the concept of the 
statutes was a good one and should be written into the Constitution so that any 
person wishing to start an initiative or 'referendum procedure can ascertain im
mediately what he must do to get started. Under the language proposed by the 
committee, no one could be name~ to an initiative or referendum committee without 
giVing his written consent. 

5. Once the summary and the identifying caption have been prepared, the 
committee would proceed to have the petitions printed, a copy of which must be 
filed with the secretary of state before signatures are solicited. If the petition 
does not contain the full' text of the proposal, a statement must be printed on it 
advising any person whose signature is solicited that the solicitor is required to 
have a true copy of the full text with him and present it to anyone wishing to read 
it. 
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6. Signatures must be affixed "indelibly" to petitions - the present pro
visions require that signaturel be written in ink, but this has been interpreted 
by the courts to include indelible pencil. Signature. must be affixed by the 
person signing but his address and the date of signing may be filled in by some
one else. As is presently required, a signer mUlt be an elector. 

7. Presently, the solicitor is required to sign an affidavit to each 
part petition, requiring him to secure ~ notary public's aeal and signature on 
each petition. Although the committee believed that the requirement of the 101

icitor's statement on each petition with respect to the persons who signed the 
petition was a good one and should be continued, the committee felt that re
quiring each petition to be notarized was not necessary. Therefore, the solicitor 
would be required, under the proposal, to certify to certain facts, as far as 
he is able to ascertain them, rather than takl an affidavit. The committee has 
added to the fact required to be in the solicitor's statement that he carried 
a true copy of the full text of the proposal and made it available on request. 

8. Under the present provisions, petitions, for the most part, muet be filed 
90 days before the election and signatures can be proved invalid up to 40 days 
before the election and the petitioners are given 10 additional days for filing 
signatures if they do not have enough. The statutes provide procedures for the 
secretary of state to transmit petitions to county boards of elections, and the 
committee has not altered those provisions by any constitutional language. Howe
ver, the committee's proposal, which, as noted previously, would require filing 
120 days before the election, requires that any proof of invalid signatures be 
submitted 75 days before the election and eliminates the 10 extra days for filing 
signatures. ApprOXimately the same amount of time (4S instead of SO days) is 
thus allowed for proof of invalid signatures. Elimination of the 10 extra days 
was done on the recommendation of the secretary of state, and because the committee 
felt that certain other provisions being changed will make it easier for persons 
to obtain signatures and that there is no need to give petitioners additional 
time which will bring the deadline too close to the election. If signatures are 
not proved invalid in the time given, that question and defects in.the petition 
itaelf cannot be raised after the election to invalidate the issue if adopted. 
The committee has altered the language of this rule by elimination of a sentence 
which seemed surplus, but intends that the rule remain the same. 

9. Section 19 contains the rule for ascertaining the base upon which the 
percentage of required signatures is figured for all processes - the number of 
persons who voted for governor in the preceding gubernatorial election. Aa 
noted in the discussion in connection with the previous sections, the committee 
recommendation is for a fixed number, but with the realization that there are 
valid reasons to keep the percentage concept and the recommendation that, if per
centages are used, the base be the average of the "total number of votes cast 
for the office of governor at the ]a st three preceding elections therefor" rather 
than based simply on the last election. 

One other important change is recommended in computing whether the correct 
number of signatures has been affixed to a petition. Presently, the required 
number must include from "each of one-half of the counties of the state the sig
natures of not less than one-half of the designated percentage of the electors 
of such county." This means that, 1£ a constitutional amendment i8 bebig .ought, 
requiring 10%, there must be filed petitions with at least 5% of the number voting 
for governor in the preceding gubernatorial election from at least 44 counties. 
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The committee, ana tho secretary ~f Btoto, agreed that such a p;ovision, which' 
was inserted in 1912 as 0 port of the cooprooiscs mode between those for and 
those against the initiative andreferendum, is a protection to ~he residents • 
of less populated counties which amounts to giving signatures of electors from 
those counties greater value than signatures of electors from h¢avily-populated 
counties. Although no exact parallel has been found, the closest being holding 
invalid similar requirements for signatures to candidates' petitions, the com
mittee felt that provision would very likely violate the one-man one-vote con
cept established by the U.S. Supreme Court under the equal protection clause • 
of the 14th amendment and should be eliminated. 

10. The committee has provided that the Ohio Ballot Board will prepare the 
ballot language and an explanation for issues to be placed on the ballot pursuant 
to initiative and referendum petitions. The time within which this would be 
done, and the possibility for court challenges, would be the same as under the • 
new proposal for legislatively-adopted constitutional amendments, by reference 
to section I of Article }CVI. The committee named in the petition would prepare 
the arguments for the constitutional amendment or statute being submitted by 
initiative petition and against the law passed by the General Assembly being 
submitted by referendum petition, as the case may be, and the General Assembly 
could provide for the preparation of opposing arguments. Publication would also • 
be parallel to the new provisions for legislatively-adopted constitutional 
amendments. In the case of initiative ana referendum, however, there is no 
authority for other dissemination of information as in the case of legislatively
adopted constitutional amendments. The committee reasoned that, in view of 
the great public interest clearly involved in voter-sponsored measures, such 
authority would not be needed as in the case of legislatively-proposed constitu • 
tional amendments, and that the expenditure of public funds toward this end was 
not warranted. 
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LEAGUE OF \'.'OMEN 
65 SOUTti FOIJR1'H 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

614-469-1505-06 

VOTERS OF OHIO 
STREET 

43215 

~TATEMENT BEFORE 
THE CHID CONSTITUTION REVISION CDt/MISSION 

By MIRIAM HILLIKER 
JUNE 17, 1974 

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE LEAGUE OF \vOM£N VOTERS TO SPEAK ONLY TO THOSE SUBJECTS 
WHICH THE MEMBERSHIP HAS STUDIED AND ON WHICH CONSENSUS HAS BEEN REACHED. 
THEREFORE, THIS STATEMENT WILL DEAL ONLY WITH THE SMALL BUT IMPORTANT PART OF 
PROPOSED ARTICLE XIV, SECTION 1, WHICH SETS A FIXED NUMBER OF ELECTORS' SIGNATURES 
NECESSARY TO PLACE A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ON THE BALLOT. 

THE LEAGUE FEELS THAT KEEPING THE PERCENTAGE PROVISION IN THE NEW SECTION 1 OF 
ARTICLE XIV WOULD BE MO~E IN LINE WITH OUR GOAL OF FLEXIBILITY IN THIS TYPE OF 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION. 

IF THE COMMISSION DECIDES TO RETAIN THE PERCENTAGE RATHER THAN THE RIOlO 250,000. 
WE BELIEVE THE SUGGESTION OF THE ELECTIONS AND SUFFRAGE COMMITTEE THAT IT SHOULD 
NOT BE eASED ON A SINGLE ELECTION HAS MERIT, THOUGH WE HAVE NOT STUDIED THAT 
PARTICULAR POINT. 
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Article XIII: Corporations 

This memorandum discusses each of the sections in Article XII of the Ohio Con • 
stitution except section 6. Section 6 is excluded because it deals with municipal
 
corporations, its provisions are largely duplicated in Section 13 of Article XVIII,
 
and it has been considered by the Local Government Committee in conjunction with
 
that comraittee's study of Article XVIII.
 

The research contained in this memorandum may reasonably lead to the following • 
conclusions: 

1. It may be desirable to retain in the Constitution two prOVisions, found in
 
sections land 2 of Article XIII: that corporations may not be created by special act;
 
and that the general assembly has the pOl~er to alter and repeal general laws pursuant
 •to l',hich corporations are formed. 

2. Tha remaining provisions in Article XIII can probably be repealed without
 
affecting the state's power to act, or depriving any individual or corporation of
 
any right.
 •Section I 

Section 1. The general assembly shall pass no special act conferring corporate
 
po't,ers.
 

H~tMY • 

Section I of Article XIII originated in the 1851 constitutional convention. This 
section superceded the prOVision of the 1302 constitution, Article VIII, Section 27 
which provided 

That every association of persons, when regularly formed, 
within this state, and having given themselves a name, may •on application to the legislature, be entitled to receive 
letters of incorporation, to enable them to hold estates, 
real and personal, for the support of their schools, acad
emies, colleges, universities, and for other purposes. 

This prior method of incorporation had proved to be impractical and undesirable •because of the lack of uniformity and the abuse of special privilege in the grants, 
the burden of excess legislation it placed upon the legislature, and the polit~cal 
logrolling tactics that it engendered. 

At the 1351 convention, the Committee on Corporations Other than Bankin~ proposed • 
the present Section 1 as a solution to these problems. At the time it was introduced 
the committee noted that similar provisions had been enacted into the newly revised 
Iowa, C~lifornia, and New York constitutions. The debate on this provision reflected the 
novelty of the idea of general corporation laws to these nineteenth century delegates, 
as well as the delegates' distrust of corporations generally. Fears were expressed 

in the debates that the idea was impractical, that it would multiply corporations • 
beyond public need, and that it would discourage capital investments. 

Amendments were proposed to except banks and municipal corporations from the 
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operation of the section and to allow special charters at the legislature's discretion. 
However, all these proposed amendments were voted down and the section was enacted as 
originally introduced. 

Comparative provisions - Approximately 3/4 of the states constitutionally forbid the 
formation of corporations by special acts. However, ten states have a "charitable, 
educational, penal or reformationll exception to the prohibition. The Model State 
Constitution is silent as to corporations but does have a general prohibition on 
special legislation. G. Braden and R. Cohn, The Illinois Constitution: An Annotated 
and Comparative Analysis 516 (1969). 

Judicial Interpretation - Article XIII, Section 1 prohibits the conferting of cor
porate pOllers by special act. This prohibition applies to both private and municipal 
corporations. In State v. Cincinnati, 20 Ohio St. 18 (1870), the Ohio Supreme Court 
held that an act of the General Assembly extending the city limits of Cincinnati to 
include·suburbs conferred upon that municipal corporation additional corporate 
powers by special act. The Act was thus unconstitutional under the provisions of 
section 1 of Article XIII which the court held apply to both public and private 
corporations. The holding in the above case was apparently unaffected by the addition 
of Article XVIII, the home rule article, to the constitution in 1912. Although no 
court case has decided whether section 1 of Article XIII is still applicable to mu
nicipal corporations, the possibility that the two articles might conflict was 
raised in Goebel v. Cleveland Railway Co.,17 Ohio N. P. (N.S.) 337 (1915). The 
discussion of this issue, however, was inconclusive and shed little light upon the 
subject. A current reference to the applicability of Article XIII, section 1 is 
found at Sections 3.03, 3.04 and3.06 of Crowley's Ohio r~nicipa1 Law (1962). These 
provisions imply that section 1 still applies to municipalities by their statement 
after an historical discussion of section 1, that since 1852 a municipality can be 
incorporated only under general law. This section I probably is still applicable 
to municipal corporations. 

Some question also exists as to the applicability of section I, Article XIII to 
school districts. The Ohio Supreme Court in State v. Powers, 38 Ohio St. 54 (1862), 
held that a school district did not have a life of its own but was: a "mere agency 
of the state" for the purpose of providing public education. However, in a case 
decided by the Huron Circuit Court b~elve years later, a special act conferring the 
power to issue bonds and borrow money on a school district was held to be an act 
conferring corporate powers in violation of Article XIII, section 1. Eckstein v. 
Bd. of Education, 10 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 430, 4 Ohio Cir. Dec 149 (Huron 1394). 

Boards of trustees of public universities are not within the provisions of 
section I under an analysis similar to that of the Powers case, supra. 19 Thomas 
v. Trustees, 195 U. S. 207, 49 L. Ed. 160, 25 S. Ct. 24 (1904), the United States 
Supreme Court, applying state law, held that the Ohio State University Board of 
Trustees was a division of state government and not a corporation. The issue of 
whether the board was a corporation arose in the course of determining whether di 
versity of citizenship existed. In State ex. reI. Atty Gen. v. Toledo, 3 Ohio Cir. 
Ct. R (N.S.) 463, 13 Ohio Cir. Dec. 327 (lS04), the board of trustees of Toledo 
University was held to be a governmental agency rather than a corporation. Toledo 
cited the school board rationale of Pm~ers as the basis of the decision. 

A further extension of the governmental agency analysis, exempts townships snd 
counties from the operations of section 1 of Article XIII. Townships and counties 



3. • 
are created as governmental units for the convenience of the state and they are not 
corporations nor do they exercise powers within the definition of section 1 of Article 
XIII. Atlas Nat'l Bank v. Trustees, 13 Ohio Dec. 472 (Hamilton Cm. Pl. 1372);
 
Brattleboro Bank v. Trustees, 93 A.524, 13 Ohio F. Dec. 313 (Cir. Ct., N.D. Ohio,
 
E. D. 1399). 

Special acts which have been held to confer corporate power and thus violate 
section I include a statute which specifically granted to the Cincinnati City Council 
the power to approve or reject the regulations of the trustees of the Cincinnati 
~ospital, State v. Cincinnati, 23 Ohio St. 445 (1872) and a statute granting Cincin
nati the power to issue and repay bonds for the purpose of raising funds for a city 
hospital, Cincinnati v. Cincinnati Hospital Trustees, 66 Ohio St. 440, 64 N.E. 420 
(1902) • 

Special acts which have been held not to constitute a grant of corporate power
 
and not to be against the provisions of Article XIII, section I include an act au

thorizing the sale of state canal lands to a pre-existing railroad company, Vought
 
v. Columbus H. U. &A.R., 53 Ohio St. 123, 50 N.E. 442 (1898) and an act granting
 
permission to a street railway company to exercise its pre-existing corporate power
 
of expansion granted under general law, Sims v. Brooklyn St. Railroad, 37 Ohio St.
 
556 (1882). Both of the above cases were decided upon the rationale that the cor

porate pOl~ers of the corporation already e,~isted under prior general grants and
 
thus these special acts could not be grants of corporate powers.
 

Special acts are defined as laws which are temporary and local in operation. 
State ex. reI. Kauer v. Defenbacher, 153 Ohio St. 268, 41 Ohio Ope 278, 91 N. E. 
2d 513 (1950), in deciding that the Ohio Turnpike Act was a general law set forth 
the above definition. The Ohio Supreme Court in that case arrived at that definition 
by means of an analysis of the evlls the law was designed to cure, i.e., log rolling 
legislation and special privileges. The court then concluded that the Turnpike Act 
was not special privilege or logrolling legislation, but was, instead, for the bene
fit of and in the interest of the whole state and thus was not special legislation. 
Defenbacher, by requiring that the act be both temporary and local to be special, 
seems to overrule Cincinnati St. Railroad v. Horstman, 72 Ohio St. 93, 73 N.E. 1075 
(1905) by implication because that case held that an act could be temporary without 
being special and that it was possible to have a permanent special act. 

Another example of a challenged law which was held to be general is found in
 
Brooklyn Bld~. and Loan Ass'n v. Desnoyers, 4 Ohio Cir. Ct. R.{N.S.) 337, 16 Ohio
 
Cir. Dec. 352 (Cuyahoga Co. Cir. Ct. 19~~). The law challenged in that case ex

empted savings and loan association from provision on usury. The court in deciding
 
the case held that because the exemption as to savings associations applied to all
 
saVings and loan associations throughout the state, this law was not special with
 
the context of Section 1, Article XIII.
 

Current Question - Is a special section prohibiting special legislation conferring 
corporate pot1ers necessary in light of section 26 of Article II of the Ohio Consti 
tution which provides that general laws shall have a uniform operation throughout
the state? 

The Model State Constitution has no special section prohibiting the conferring 
by special act of co~porate powers but instead relies upon a general prohibition 
against special acts at section 4.11. (liational ~funicipal League - Committee on 
State Government, MOdel State Constitution, section 4.11 (1968». However, the 
wording of section 4.11 is substantially different from that of Ohio section 26,
Article II. 
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Section 4.11 of the ~lodel State Constitution reads 

The legislature shall pass no special or local act t7hen a 
general act is or can be ma~e applicable and uhether a 
general act is or can be made applicable shall be a matter 
for judicial determination. 

The pertinent portion of Ohio section 26, Article II reads 

All laws, of a general nature, shall have a uniforul 
operation throughout the state • • • 

Thus, Ohio's provision, at least on its face, is not as broad as the Hodel State
 
Constitution's provisions.
 

Section 26 of Article II is applicable to general laws requiring them to be 
uniform throughout the state, and does not forbid the enactment of special or 
local laws by the general assembly. Ohio Constitutional Requirement that Laws Shall 
Have a Uniform Operation Throughout the State, 3 Cin. L.R. 344 (1929). In the 
case of tlelker v. Potter, 18 Ohio St. 05 (lC75) involving the constitutionality of 
establishing a police commission in Cincinnati, the Ohio Supreme Court held that 
lithe power of the general assembly to pass local and special laws is embraced in 
the general grant of legislative power • •• Section 26, Article II was not in
tended as a limitation on that power." Supra, 111. However, 't~hen the subject matter 
of the legislation involved is general in nature, in that it is capable of being 
achieved by general legislation, local or special laws cannot constitutionally be 
enacted as to that subject matter. For e~~ClIilple, when the creation of new school 
districts oay be provided for by general lut7, special legislation on the subject 
wouldbeunconstitutional. Hirschv. Spellrnire, 67 Ohio St. 77, 65 N.E. 619 (1902); 
Ohio' 'Constitutional Reguirement ••• , suprn. rhus section 26 of Article II has 
been expanded by judicial construction to prohibit special legislation in areas 
where general laws could be used. 

It would, therefore, appear that section 26 of Article II standing alone does
 
in fact prohibit special legislation conferring corporate power, since this is a
 
subject matter which experience has shown is governable by general law.
 

However, section 26, Article II even with judicial interpretation is not as 
broad as the ~hdel State Constitution section 4.11 because there is no provision 
for judicial determination of the applicability of a general act. In fact any law 
passed by the general assembly of Ohio is required to be construed by the court to 
be valid wherever possible. Butler County v. Primmer, 93 Ohio St. 42 (1915) declares 
the existence of a required presumption of validity in relation to section 26, Article 
II by holding that general laws must be construed as general whenever possible•. A 
like presumption that a special law is vulio would probably also arise. Thus judicial 
determination of the validity of the appropriateness of special law is not unfettered 
by presumptions in the Ohio provision as it is in the Model State Constitution pro

. vision. 

Section 2 

Section 2. Corporations may be formed under general l~~s; 

but all such laws may, from time to time, be altered or repealed. 



•
 
Corporations nay ~e cla&Di~ie(., ~n8 there may be conferreQ upon 
:.-,ro:,er ~oards, co~,~.lisf:ions ot· o:~yicers such supervisory anc: 
l'eGt~la'~:ory pouers over their or::;r,::1i:?;s'i:ion, business and issue 
and sale of s'.:oc!:s snG securi-::ies, and over the ilusiness and 
cdc of :::le 5'1:oc1:s and securities of forei~n corporationo and 
':;oint 5tOC!~ coulpanies in this !j'::ate as may be prcllcribec", 1"y 
lr.~l. Lems nay 0e pallsec1 re::;ulai:in;; the sale and conveyance
0:: ot:ler personal pro»)erty, u~le'::Lcr oHneci by a corporntion, 
jOillt stoc:: cor,1:?~ny or incliviC:ual. 

History - ',:~le current Section 2 0:1: Lr:=icle ~:III is the "lorl: product of both the 
l~50 and tile L'12 conventions. The first sentence, all(mir..~ corporations to be 
formed un'~c:.· rltcrable lmel repealable :::;enerr.J. 1al-1S, constituteci the original sec
'::ion as en~ctel!;)Y the 1350 convention. ~::1'~ specific stateL!ant o~ the genernl 
assembly's pO~ler ~o enact zenera! corporation lffi'7s was intended uy the convention 
to lie tl fe;'·:'::~cr ~onfirmation of the 1c:?;islc.'.:ure' s pOller to enact such !aHS under 
the: 1eeislntive nrticle of the consl:itt'.tion. 7.he stipulation that these la",S 
~l~re su~je~t ~o repeal nnd alteration wac ~~cled to the section to counteract the 
restr iC';:ion3 uhich D':::'.:~loUth CoHer;e v. HooQu.:'lrC:, 17 u. ::;. 51C (l~l~: r.light place 
l.!pon that ;,-l0ue!". Itl Dartmouth, ':he Unitcci :::;'::atec Gupreme Gour'~ :lell~ that a cor
porate ch<.~~~:er constitute(~ a contract bet,',~en the state ~nd t:le corporation and 
thet such n contr~ct ~1~S not sUuject to unilateral chan~e by the stnte, b~csuse 

such a chen~;e nou1e: JC an unconstit1.!tion~l Llpairment of contract r1cht8. '.'~he 

incertion 0:: t~v? :::ti::)Ulationi:h~t all genc::n~. corporation lam::: nere e1:1endable an.d 
repealable in the Constitution ~'1ac intenect to act as n condition on the crantins 
of all suLcC!c:'eent: corpo::ate charter ;Icon'crnc-:=s", thus ;,1akin:::; them subject by t(le 
termc ~~er~o: to repeal ~nd amendnent. 

~ revi~l o£ the 1:50 convention cieJstes incicates that the modification and 
repeal of ~3ner.:'l1 co~poration ncts by the ceneral assembly l1as vieued as a des1r
aole methocl o~ chec~:in~ corporate abuses, ~lhich l"1ould be more zeneral in effect 
than guo w~~~nnto actions. nowever, sone ~cle~ates feared that the chartering of 
corporationc unGer repea1nu1e and ap;cnda~le ccts would discourase corporate in
vestl!1ents, uilile o~;her delegates t~lou::;ht t:hC'~: a ceneral cor~,or8te 1au syotem \-10uld 
be unuor~:a0J.e. After much detH1te and cevernl amencment proposalf: to 3uarantee 
corporate investments, the convention was evidently convinced that this system 
uhich had r::ovec1 'feasible for Nel1 'lo::k, Hisconsin, Iowa, i.iichican, !~issouri, and 
:alifornia could work for Jhio and the ~eneral corporate act provision was approved. 

~:he second and third sentences of sec~ion ~ nere the l1orI: products of the 1912 
convention. ~hesc provisions were aL{ed to the Constitution to enable the legis
lature to enact lawG regulating corporate ~nd commercial transections. At the 
time of th~ 1912 convention SO,le doubt exis~cd as to whether or not the legisla~ 

ture had ti._e authority under ti.le 185~ constitution, in ligh-:: of the Ohio Supreme 
Coert :~ol<:insc in lliUer et a1 v. Cra~l~ord c~ 81., 70 Ohio St. 207, 11 H.E. 631 
(190l:.~ an(~ 'jilliaus and '.i:'hon8s 80. v. ~reDlo, Cl} Ohio Gt. 320, 95 H.lL 900 (1911). 

''::hese casec :lnd held that prior corporate £1n(, cOr.IDlercia1 ree;ulations were unm!r
rantec restrictions on tra~e which violated the first article of the Constitution 
by rectric-::inG a person's ri8h~ to hold pro~erty. :~e pro~osal to alter the Consti 

tution to allo~l cOD~Jercial and corporate resula~ion was readily accepted by the 
delegates l1S a neeciei chance an~ approveL, ~li~h little opposition. 
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Comparative ?rovisions - 1l.pproxL~at:eJy tlll:e~-£ourths of the other states have 
constitution~l ?rovisions providinz ror the ~ormation of corporations under General 
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corporation laur. G. Braden and R. Cohen, ~he Illinois Constitution: An Annotated 
and Comparative Analysis SlG (lS69). 

Judicial Interpretation ~ Lrt1cle XIII, section 2 grants to the ~eneral assembly the 
full and complc~:e authority to provide by zener"l lat-IS for the formation of eorpora~ 

tions and chan~es in the oreanization or structure of existing corporations formed 
since laSl. Beloen v. Union Century Life Insurance Co., 143 Ohio St. 329, 55 N.E. 
?cl 629 (1944) Zowever, the reserved p~~ers to amend or repeal conferre{ by this 
~rovision are su~ject to certain constitutional safeguards. these powers are limited 
~y Article I, sp.ction Ie of the federal constitution and its state equivalent Article 
II, section 2C 'l;-1hich forbad the state to impair the oblielltions of contracts; by 
hrticle I, section 10 of the feJeral constitution and Article II, section 2D of the 
ctate constitu~ion forbidding ~ post facto laus; by the 14th amenument of the fed~ 

eral constitu~ion and Article I, section 1; of ~he state constitution forbidding 
thessizure of private property without adequate compensation; and by Article I, sec
tions I and 2 o~ the state constitution guaranteeing the people the right to oun and 
enjoy private )ropcrty. ~'!hest1y v. A. I.. r.oot Co., 147 Ohio St. 127, 6~ N.E. 2d In7 
(1~46); P. Bicl:el, Gcope of the Reserved POHer to Amend Corporate Laus, 19 Ohio Bar 
eEl:7) • 

~ection ? is prospective in effect and th~refore necessE\rily referfl only to 
charters ~1hich uere sranted efter the section bec.~me effective. Citizen I s Bank v. 
::right, (;, Ohio ~.~. 3lC (W5S~; Cleveland Gaslin:-? and Coke Co. v. Cleveland, 71 F. 
010 (1091). L special charter Sranted by the eeneral assembly ~rior to lG5l and 
uhich contains '::erms amountine to a contract r'.c':-. does not contain a reservation of 
)ouer to repeal, ~annot be repealed ~y the constitution of 1851 or by any legislation 
enacted thereunder. Cleveland v. Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati Railroad, 93 F. 
113 (IC61). ~:o,]ever, e:::emption from leeislativc control must be pleaded and proved 
and ~1ill not ue assumed. Zanesville v. Zanesville Gas-Lisht Co., 1 Ohio Cir. Ct. 
123 (lOG6~ Cor;orntiono createu before SeptenLcr 1, l~Sl, may elect to be subject 
to the Constitution or laws enacted pursuant thereto, or may, ac a matter of 1~1, 

~e subject to the corporation laws if it takes cny action which it would not other
~]ise be authori=ed to take. (Section l701.~C o~ the Revised COGe~ 

~he power to nIter post lu51 charters is constitutionAlly permissiole and its 
e~:ercise does no": violate the prohibition aeainst laus impairing contract rights, 
because this recerved pouer to amend and repeal 1>ecame a condition of all subsequently 
issued charters cne ~ portion thereof. Allen v. Scott, 104 Ohio St. 436 (1922). 
Corporations ors~nizeG since 1051 have no privileges of trnich t~e leGislature may noe 
deprive them. C~larter changes effected '''hlch ~:ave been held to be constitutional 
include a l~1 nn~ing changes in the railroad fencing law, a Im1 permi~ting consoli 
dation of exist~n3 corporations, a law imposin~ double liability on corporate share
ho1der~, and ~ law revo!cin3 the regional exclusivity of a power company ~rant. 

Baltimore and Ohio Railroa~ v. Schultz, 43 Ohio St. 270, 1 N.E. 32~· (1305); Dunham 
v. ~~auffman, I':: Ohio H. P. (n. s.) 4~, 20 Ohio Lec 274 (1910); BerB v. Putnam County 
Bankinz. 22 Ohio H. '2. (N.S.~ 201, 31 Ohio Dec. 70 (ISiS); Hamilton Gasling and Coke 
Co~ v. Hamilton, 146 U. S. 25~, 36 2 Ed. 963, 13 S. Ct. SO (1092). 

~he reserved repeal and aDendment power hO~1ever may still be limited in that it 
cannot be used to im~air vested contract rights between the corporation and its share
holders. For e~~ample, the state may not ~e able to legislatively excuse a corporation 
from paying an cccumulated dividend on preferrec stock. Drane v. L~wton Co., 141 
n.E. 2d 253 (IS5C~, t~estly v. L. L. noot Co., 147 Ohio St.127 (1945); ? Bickel, 



or 
I • 

'':~le Scope 0;( ':;:113 I:eservec1 POHer to Amend Corporlr::e La,~s, 19 Ohio Bar 3S (1~l~7;. 

The sale an~ conveyance provision for personal ~ropertyfound in section 2 
is a qualificetion of the guarnntee contained in the Ohio bill of rishto, specifically 
in Article I, sec~ion 2, and section IS, to the extent that it specifically grants 
to the le3isla~ure the po,.,er to provide by la"7 ;(or the re3ulation, sale and convey
ance of personal property. Steele, Hop~.~ins and Co. v. laUer, ~~ Ohio St. 115, 
llC N.E. 64C (1~15). 

Section 2 Jy implication prohibits the ~orr!rtion of public or private corpora
tions by special acts. Ltldnson v. i:arietta an(~ Cincinnati Railroad Co., 15 Ohio 
~t. ~1 (1064:. ~~uever, section 2 1 s provisions do not make 1a~is1ative enactments 
the only means of alterin::; corporate lal-1S, thlHl e"c1uding the possibility of reeu 
lation by conc':itution<.1l amendment. Allen v. ::::.ott, 10l~ Ohio St. 435, 135 H.E. 603 
(g22~. 

Section 1 r?~lies to both Jublic and pri7n~e corporations. A1thouch for the 
purposes of section 2 counties are considere~ to 0e political subdivisions rather 
than corporations. f...~ty. General v. Cincinnati, 20 Ohio St. le (1:310:. 

Section 3 

Section 3. Dues froH private corporAtions shall i:Je secured 
by Ct~C:1 :.leans as .-nay be prescriber~ 0, la\~, but in no case shall 
any s'::oc~:holder be individually Hacle otherl.lise thOR =or t:he 
unpni:' s::ock o~med by him or her. 110 corporation not orzsnized 
uncle:: '::I1e laus of this state, or oi: t~1e United States, or pcraon, 
partnc:"ship or association shall use the 't1ord jlbank,'; "ban:ter,'; 
or ;Iinm!.:in::;;,' or words of similar i:leerl.ing in any foreinn lansu8se 
as a c1eciznation or name under l]hic~l such corporation, person, 
l)artL1e~:ahip or association shall suimi'; to inspection, e:tamination 

ant' ::eeulation as may here~fter '(,e p::ovidec~ by the 1m~s of this 
state. 

::ls:.:ory - Sect:'on 3 of Article XIII, amended bto its present form in 19"36, is the 
culmination of ~ series of constitutional amenCDents to the oriGinal 1u51 section 3. 
~:he orisinal sc~~ion providec for additional ~ieti1ity of each corporate stockholder, 
over an{ above ~he stoclt owned by him and ~~y unpaid amount due thereon, to a further 
sum at least e~ul\l to the l'10rth of tile stock. '.:i1is form of additionnl liability is 
!mol·m as double or superadded liability. 

7.he orig:f.m,l superaddec liability provision was deleted fron the section by 
constitutional auendl.1en~ in 1903, t:·lUS es~;a')1is:ling liability United to the un
paid subscription on the stoelt. The superadde"~ liaiJIUty provinion llao later re-' 
introdueec into tbe section for bankine corporation shareholders by the 1912 con
stitutional convention, only to be again deleted ~y amendment in l~3C. 

~he leeislntiv~ intent of. the 1351 framers oi the constitution in providing 
for doubl!, liability l.,.!S :to se£.ure those lJ(!.rcon!.7 "'ho labour em£. :c!!,rnish ma
terials !J!..o corpo:'lr::ions, uhi1~1 at the sar.le tLle • • • not de'i:erLing/ men from 
subscribin8 stoc!~ in euch conpnnies.·; 
Debates and l'rocce":"in:::;a of the Convention, Vo!.. 1, 370, 1850-1851. ?he double 
liability provision represented a compromise be~ween those dele~ates lnlo wished 
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to eliminate limitec' liability corporations C11tor;e"i:l1er and those who ~'lished to encourage 
corporate investmen~. ~he corporate and liability issue split the convention alone 
Doth party and sec'::ional lines. The ~Jhigs and less developed sections uere for limited 
linuility corporations as a means of encourasin~ corporate inves~ment, llhile the more 
developed sections and the Deuocrats uere ;;1r;sinst limited liability corporations as 
beine unsound econor,ic units and beneficiaries of special privi1ece. ~hese Dv10 !ac
tions de~ated this issue lon~ ~nd hard. Finally ~hc compromise superaddecl liability 
provision lMS acreed upon then in 1902, the superadded liability provision uas re
peeled, apparently markinc a chanLe in public attitude towerd luaited liebility 
cor:10rations. hm7cver, no legislative history is <1vc.ilable to explain the ~ackgrounc: 

of tile 1902 amendfJent. 

In the lS12 convention, the superadced liahili~y proviSlon wac reintroduced into 
the Constitution for ben~ing corporations. ~he reintroduction of this provision lIas 
l~rr;ely the result of the ban~ panic of 1907, "hieh Lereonstrated to the convention's 
~a~isfaction the need for tighter state controls on jan~s. In the 1~12 convention 
deLetes, it was noted ~ majority of states at th~~ ~:ime had a double lia~ility pro
vision f:or banks. In a further e~fort to achieve ti3~lter controls on banks, the 
second sentence o:~ ~:le presen,;: section 3 "las addec: ~;o the Constitution. r":he second 
sentence provicies for limitins t:le use 0;: the "7or6::; "bank," :'l>anker, ,: and :)anldng to 
corporations whic~l ~7Cre willinc to subnit themse~.vr:!:J::o state jurisdiction and con
trole. ~'~his scntell~e uas intended to assure the [)~cte the pOttIer t.o control banks 
not. or~anized unde1.' :'1110 or federal 1at-1s. I,'~he convelttion deiJates do no~ indicate that 
the convention had a particular model in mincl, \Jhcu t~ley drafted this 1'10rd usase 
lici:::.ntion provision. 

In 193G, a constitutional amendment deleted the double or supe~added liability 
provision for ~an!:inc corporations, thus limitinG liaLility for all corporate stock
holders in Ohio to t~e unpaid amounts ~ue on their ctocl:. Apparently the douJle 
lia~ility provision for tnnl~ stoclmolders was dele~ec due to the hcvoc it had created 
in t~e bank cri~!c of 1933. Sguire v. Abbott, 5 Shio Ope 352 (193(;. 

Co~,arative Analysis - In most jurisdictions dou01e or unlimited li~bility provisions 
~ave been eliminate2 from state constitutions an~ etetutes, as they were frol~ the 
Ohio Constitution L1 E'3(). ?:i.. llann, Lau of Corpora::ions section n (B70:. ~he 

Ohio limitation of I:)'i:ocl~holder's liability to the '-1l:lpaid portion o~ their stock, is 
concistent \7ith the ceneral rule of corporate livbility. althoueh ~his provision for 
lir.:i::ed liability i::; statutory rather th~n constitutional in a nuu1Jer 0:': s·::ates. 
ll. ~:enn, Lau of Corporations section 17 (lS70;. Ohio has a statutory provision for 
limited liability ~t Jhio ~evined Code section 17Cl.lC (A), in addition to its con
s~itutional provision. 

Gome form of restriction on the use of the uon~ :'ban1-:.: and its derivvtives by 
persons or corpor~tiol:ls not subject to state control as found in the second sentence 
of section 3, is an ';unauthorized banking;; provision 17hich is founa. in the LJanking 
statutes o~ most s~ates. Bank Law Journal, Encyclopedia of Bankin~ La\1s (lS64). 
'.:hese provisions 8cnerally provided for the 'uan1: to subject itself to state control 
in e:cchange for the privilege of the use of the "1orc:. :;ban:~n and its derivatives. 
C~io also has a statutory provision althou~h its statutory provision prohiLJitinc the 
use of the term ':u.:lnl:'; is not conditioned upon subr:ission to state controls. Ohio 
:.evinecl Code section :10L 02. }lo\lever, even in the l1Jsence of a specific provision 
grcn~:in8 the state con':::"ol over the b~nl:s. tI1e stc:=c has inherent;po1ice :?ouer: t 

authority to regulate 0an'~s £'i:1d 1nmltins Hithir:. the ::;'::ate due to the btml:' s quasi" 
public nnture. Sgeire v. l1ational City Bank, 56 C;'~;;'o Lpp. l:·01 (1~36:, Hoble ritate 



" .;;. • 
... ..Dant: v. Hasl"ell, 7..:':.:' U.G. 10l:., 55 L. Ed. 112, :31 ~. ... 1.. 1£:6 (191l~. 

~tatutory Provisions - ~ile provisions of section 3 have statutory parallels in sec
tionci 1701.10 an(' llCl. 2 (".~ of the Ohio r,evioed Code. Section 1701. 1G provides 
for shareholder's lia~ility for the unpaid consideration cue on corporate shares, 
thus implementing the otoc~lolder's liaLility provicion of section 3. hlthough 
l70l.1~ does not c~eci1ically prohibit further liaLility from attachin8 to the 
otoc!::lolders, no provision for li"bility iJeyoncl the cn.paic1 portion of '::~le stocl: 
is r:L~de. Honever, the ailsence of f. specific provision for liaLility can be construed 
a::: lLliting lie;,ility to tte specific provision by ir.lpl1cation. '::he Lau of Corpora
tions ily Ilarry nenn thus construes a suustonticlly iGentical section of the An~-ALI 

J.~oc;.el :'uoiness Corpo::£ltion Act. r1enn, ':::'he Lal-1 of Cornorations p. l:·03 (1~70: '':hus 
sectior: 1701.lG sttlr:ci:l2; alone uould probably have t:~e oame effect as it nem has in 
tan(~er.l l1ith section 3 of Article XIII. 

Section 1101. 02 (li.;, a statutory provision prohi:'itinS the use of the nord 
';L,~!l:~:' anll its c.eriv:-::;ives as a designation or name, is a statute l1i'::h parallel pro
vicions to the reG':::::.ctions on the use of the uord ;j~ant,,;l in sectiot.~. AlthouZh the 
atatcte does not con~ition the use of the 110rd upon ~~e submission to Ohio laws and 
reculations, Ohio has inherent police pouer to control banks and ban!:1n::; "'ithin the 
stl:!te, as UlIS notec.'. supra. ::hus the statutory and ~onstitutional provisions in ef
fect accoml,)lish the C~i:.1e enC:s. 

Judicial Interpret~tion -~he judicinl comnlent on sec~ion 3 involves the former double 
or superadded liability provisions and is therefore inapplicable to the present sec
tion 3. It is still cnresolved, however, whether or not liability under these former 
pro'~isions is curren~ly possible for stockholders in corporations which contracted 
debts durinG prior ~eriod of ~ouble liability and whose debt's collection have not 
been bnrrecl by the statute of limitation. Ohio ~ttorney General Ope GGO (1937;. 
2uch liability could t~eoretically ~e possible, 1f the 1937 amendment was prospective 
in e:::::ect as ~'1ere tIle lest tl70 aL:~ndments. Lattner v. Osborn Bank, 25 Ohio Dec. 
?~,G (1~14) :he prior obligations which, due to their contractual nature were pre
v:'ous1y protected ~J:'om impairment by the 011io ancL feeleral constitutions, 110uid 
th~~e~ore still be in effect. However, after 37 yeara with no indexed litigation on 
the issue, the poso:!.0ility of sl~ch Uc.bility is extrei,lcly remote. 

Current Iesues - ~re the provisions of section 3 Appropriate const1tu~ional r~terial 

in li~ht of the Ohio statutes effectinG the same results and the ten~ency nationally 
to include such provisions in statutes rather than the constitutions~ If section 3 
is re':ainecl, the phrase ;;or her': should be deleted :':rom the end of the first sentence 
to mc~:e the Hordin::; of the section conform with the ~hio Bill Draftinr; iIanual's style. 

Section ll· 

Section 4. 7he property of corporations, now exiotin~ 

or hereefter created, shall be forever subject to tm:ation, 
th~ DawC ac the property of indivic1ua~s. 

:~istory - Prior to the 1'::51 constitutional convention, the Ohio General l.ssembly had 
~r~n~ed some corporations e,:emptions from taxation in order to encourage capital 
inves~ments in public i8~rovements, such as railroces. plank roads, and canals. 
n()l]ev~r, by the tine the IG51 comrention lnet, this practice uss vieued as an un
democratic special ~~ant of privilege. ~herefore, ~cction 4 of this article uas 
deDi~nerl to elimina~~ this special privilege. ~his p=ovision was a~~eed to '7ith 
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COCi'.')ar.!\tive Analyses - The pO"1er of the ler;islature to Grant exemptions varias
 
ui<.1ely among the states. At:. leas' 21 oth3r state conntitutionv limit e~:er.W1:ions
 

either to those maoe under general l~~ or to those specifically listed as per

1,1issi:)le in the Constitution, most conunonly charit::'~n, reliGious purposes and ed

ucational purposes. ~he Hodel State Constitution, in ~:eeping ~1ith its policy of
 
aUoning the uidest possible freedom for legislative action in fiscal affairs, is
 
silen~ on tile sl~bjcct on permissible e~:empt10ns. ~. :'3raden C' ...d ~;.. Cohen, ':hc
 
Illinois ~onst1tution; ~n Annotated and Comparative Lna!ysis 465 (1~G9
 

In'::erpretation - 'ihcrc is no absolute necessity fot' this section, hecnuse uithout 
it, ::lection 2 of L.r::icle ;ar uould have covere(~ eJdstine and iutur~ corporations 
and uould have prohi'Jitec1 a oouble tax on corpornte ::oeal property. ClevelDnd 
Truc~ v. :on~ler, C2 Chio Gt. 2~~. Its presence in the Constitution merely indi
eaten ~he stren~th of the cieleBstes' feelinLs on thin su~ject. ~reacurer v. Peoples 
:an!:, 1~7 Ohio 3t. SJ:, ?S N.:Z. 697 (18S0): ~xchanr.e :'ank v. Hines, 3 ::-11io St. 1 
(1853:. 7hls section enables the lecis1ature to tox ~oth corporate property and 
to tm~ corporate sh~rcc. llcnl: v. iiiller, 19 F. 371., 5 Ohio F. Dec. 20 (lSSn. 

'.:.'~1e 1egisl£'::u:-~ cannot constitutionally under section l:. lay a (~oub:!.e tE\:~ 

upon corporate prop~r~:y. ~leveland ~~'rust C·o. v. :r..a:1(~.e:;:, ~7. Chio St. 7.0:>, 5C H.E. 
lC:6 (l~OO). Ilm1ever, the legislature is under no s~c~ constitutional restrictions 
as to corporate francllises or privileLes. Southern '::':.1;,1 Co. v. Lay!i.n, 66 'hio St. 
57C, 54 N.E. 554 (1~C2~. 

Current Problem - L. current question exists as to ~hc importance of h3ving section 
4 of Article XIII in the Constitution, in lizht 01 ~~e fact that section 2 of Article 
i:II c.lso covers existing and future corpor~tions an~ double property taxation. If
 
~his provision is to 0e retained, a further question e~:ists as to the possibility
 
of relocating this provision in Lrticle 1:U de~lin[; uith taJ:etion.
 

Section 5 

Section 5. No ri~ht of way shall be appropriated to the 
use of any corporation, until full compensation therefor be 
first pai~ in money or first secured by a deposit of money, 
to the olmer, irrespective of any benefit :::ron any improvc~1ent 

proposed 0~' ::uch corporation: '·1hLeh compensation shall 0e 
ascertained ~y a jury of ~le1ve men, in a court of record 
as shall :>e prescribed by laue 

lIistory - The current section 5 of Lrticle :'III uas ac:.opted in its present form
 
by the lG5l convention. ~:he lG5l convention adoptee this provision to curb the
 
D~uses of the commission system of assessing the val~c of condeumeL land then in
 
use. Un.~er this prior system the value of land to be condemned m~s :axe~ -:>y
 
three commissioners ~ppointed oy the court anc ther~ clas no means of. ~ppeal avail 

able. Hany landOlomers felt that they had been chea~ec'. by rro-railroad cor~Nis


sioners appointed 01 pro-railroad courts and that thoy t1ere left com:,letely uith

out recourse.
 

Section 5 "las desiened to alleviate thene probler!s by providin~ for the de
teruination of property values by a t~'lelve man jur:' ia a court of record and 

•
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/;ayment o:~ the v~lue ~rior to the takinc. ~he convention debates indi~a~e that the 
deleGatee intende<.1 the :?hra~e :'in a court of record: to provide for a hearinc in 
accordance ~lith due process cnd accompanied by the rieht of appeal. SOQe discuscion 
uas hearc. in the floor de:lates that cection 5 might be too pro-property o~mer and 
would thus iMpede capitcl improvements. Never~hele8s, wi~~ the fincl iloor vote of 
l}~ to 3~', cection 5 Ut1S ado:;tecl. 

Compars';;ive Lnalycis - Llmost all of the states have an eui.nent dO!.lain provision in 
their conc':.:itu::ions. ?hecc provisions usually rec;.uire t:U~~:ijust::, "adee:t~a~e," 

·:reacona',,;,lc,·1 or 'full" COi'11JCnsation be pl!id ':or the conLennation of priva'i;e property 
for public use. 5ix~een ot~cr sta~e constitutions re~uire that the value o~ the 
property condeLmec. be de~:erminec1. by a jury. G. :.'3raden a "1':, P,. Cohen, The Illinois 
Constitution: An f~~nota~cJ and Compara~ive Analysis G4 (!~S9~. ~he Ohio provision 
that the payment of noncy r.lt:S~ i:>e Made or secured prior ':;0 the ta!:iue is concistent 
uith the n.':ljori<:y rule -:'::wi: compensation must be secured prior to t~le t£!l-:ing of the 
~J~Ol)erty. 2:': i. Corpus Juris ~ecundum E1.1inent Bowlin section S9 (1%5). 

:lowcver, state provicions requiring the paywent o~ just compensation for the 
t~~~i.nc of: ~)riva~e proper::y :-:::e super:':luous in li=:;h':; of ti:~ feder~l re~uireilent to 
the Ce.ne e:'::':ec·;: fOlmc' :ion ·::~1~ fifth :1menc1.blent of t~le Unite ~ States Constitu·'::ion. '--'he 
l~o<.lel G'::flte Constitution cont'lins no eminent domni!l provicion. G. nraden cn~~ ~. Cohen 
'.:he Illinois Constitution Ln f.nnoteted en~ CO!'1paretive Lnalys1.s Gi:. (1969). 

Ste.tc~ory Provisions - ~:~e statutory ?rovisions implement inc the sa::eguards of section 
5 are found in Chapter 163. of the Ohio Revised Code. 

Judici~l Interpretation - ~~inent GOMe-in ic an inherent sovereien pm1er o~ ~he state. 
Section 5 of Article XIII therefore merely sets forth the method of exercisin~ the 
er'linent domain pouer, rather the.n creatins it. ~lasy v. Cincinnati. Ullmington and 
L;anesvillc 2..eilroad, l:. Ollio ~t. 308 (l~51:.). :~e pOHer to grant rights of uey to 
private ~orporations also uould e~cist even in the absence of the impliel grant of 
pmler :':ound in section 5. 

Section lS of Article I of the Ohio Constitution reiterates snd sete forth t~le 

il1ilerei.lt c:1inent domain ~-..ouers of the state. The majority interpretation of the 
?0~·1er o~ e:dnent c101nain allo~'1s the state to tal~e private )roperty for anY":~li~13 of 
public benefit, even H II :')rivate person or corporation ui11 also ~enefit in-:icientally 
~erman v. :'ar1:er> 34C U. C. 2(-. (E:Sl}): J. Cribett, Principles of the La'''' of Property 
'3'!/:. (l~~~;. The Ohio Supre;,le Court l:as adopted the majority l""ule and has i~l';;erpreted 

Article I, section IS in conformity ther~.,.ith. In the c£!s~ of Jruestle v.~ich, l5~ 

0hio St. 13, 110 W.E. 2d 770 (l~53;, the Ohio Supreme Court held that private property 
in ';hlie:1tec'i: areas coule1, be ta!~en by the city ~nd then "i:l~rned over to private indi
viduE-Is aU0 corporations ior redevelopment. The court noted in Bruestle that tl:c 
p~rase ;pu0lic use: l

, fou~d in section 19 wes the equivalent of public benefit ~nd 

th~t the ::eclevelopment of the blichted areas was for the ~m1>lic benefit al';;houGh 
private in'lividuals did L.'eneHt from it incidentally. 

~~he <1~~ove public benea.t analysis has also been epplied to the takinc of private 
land [;or riCh'i::s of nay ci~l(ln to private individuals anc corporations. Clearly u:len 
the tll::inZ is a riEht of T.7ay for a road or public utilit::,' open to or for the !.>enefit 
of the public, the ta~dn: is a valid PU~jlic use or i.:enefi~. Shaver v. :tarrett, 
l~ ",~:lio 3::. ':,S5 (le55;; E:i. Jur. ~d secllone 23 and 24. !urther land mal be taken 
for privcte uses such as t~~e'10cetinB Lol!ditches or ro~ts uhich '\'1Ul assist indi
vi{~uals in the cultivation o~ their land ml(~, thus indirec~:ly enhance the public 
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't'1elfare, 'I l'ontiac c;ompany v. Commissioners, lOl(· Ohio ~t. 1:.L~7, 461 (1922~. Houever, 
when lane ie taken ~o facilitate the development of land, it m~st be shown that the 
public viII benefit from such a takin3. IS O. Jur. 2d ~~l ( ~. 

The acoption of section 5 of Article XIII invalidated all prior Ohio lM~s in
consistent 't1ith it, Perryouurg Canal and nydrAulic Co. v. ~itzgera1d, 10 Ohio St. 
514 (lG74~. Its adoption cnabled the lesislature to enact subsequent eminent domain 
latIn consistent uith its provisions and to establish these ~s the exclusive methods 
of compensation for injuries to private property. l11e Little hiami Railroad Co. v. 
Hhitacre, e Ohio St. 590 (1858). 

'.:.'he section 5 requirc;-ilcnt that a jury consist of t't·,el-vc men uses the vord "menu 
in the [;I~ncric sense and (~oeG not e.tclucle women from si~tin:; on condemnation juries. 
Th~tcher v. Pennsylvani~. Jhio and Detroit Road Co., 121 Ohio St. 205 tl~2S;. 

'.:.'he risht to obtain ~~operty under a judgment of con0cmnation is continGent 
upon the payment of the judcnent \Jagner v. r.ailroad Co., 38 Ohio St. 32 (18C2~. 

~~oncver, t.he company has no ooligation to pay the judCulec.t if it abandons its ri::::;ht 
of way. :~ayes v. Cincinno·':i cn.d Indiana ~ailroad Co., 17 O:lio ~t. 103 (1~56:. 

1_ jU~~2cnt of con(e~n~tion under section 5 is ootainable by a corporation only 
upon a shm1in3 o~ properly derived po~er from the sovereicn in the form of a corpor
ate chnr'::er- lind a grant 0:; ef~inent domain_ )otler and of su~stantial compliance uith 
the teruo conditionin::; ::he :;rant. Atkinson v. llarietta £n,', Cincinnati Railroad, 
15 Ohio St. 21 (1:64~. 

~eCDuse a delegation of the eminent domain pot7er is a delegation of sovereign p~1er 

and contr~venes the right3 of property mlner, such de1eG~~ions are strictly limiteQ 
to their stnted purposes nnd terms. Currier v. l~rietta and Cincinnati Railroacl Co., 
n Ohio Dt. 22C (1060:'. For example, in Iron Railroad Co. v. Ironton 19 Ohio St. 
2$'9 (1869), the Ohio Suprer.1e Court held that the 't>lharf ouned by the railroad m!s 
not 't1ithin the specific pcrpose of its srant of eminent donain and not entitled to 
the specid exemptions 'tlhich it granted. In Currier, supra, the court held that a 
erant o~ eminent clouain to bei1d a railroad did not, without special provisions to 
that effec·':, permit the corJ?t'ny to conciemn lano. for tempor~ry tracks. In Littl~ 

Uiani I~ai1rol'ld v. Haylor, ;: Ohio C·::. 235 (lC53) the court, again narrowly construing 
a cleleGction of eminent clol.win, held that a grant to bui1r a railroad be~1een two 

nnued points did not give ~he railroad the rieht to relocate the tracks once they 
had been initially locate2. 

;:'urther, the Ohio Supreme Court has held that the purchase of the prop~rty of 
a corporation does not carry with it the franchise of the corporation and its richt 
of eminent (lomain, absent £1 legislative grant of specific authority for SUC!l a 
transfer. ~e v. Columbus. Pigua and Indiana Railroad Co., 10 Ohio St. 37~ (lu59); 
.l.tl:inson v. Larietta nnel. '.::incinnati P,ailroad Co., 15 Ohio Gt. 21 (1364;. 

The cOL'!pensation required by Article ~aII, section 5 :~o the fair marl~et valc~ 

of the real estate taken, at the time it was taken. withoct any deductions for bene
fits as a r0sult of the proposed improvement. Gersy v. Sincinnati. tlilminaton and 
2.ancsville ~;'ai1road Co., l;. Ohio St. 303 (lG54~. Additional damar;es, knonn as in
ciLental deh~3es, mcy be ~oya~le for injury done to the =ecidue of the land by the 
tal~in3. Cleveland and ri~:sburr, Railroad Co. v. Ball, 5 Ohio St. 56u (1356) • 

•
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·:~::adition2.11y, section 5 ~lllC been rea(~ in conjunction ,1it:.. /:.rticle I, Sec'::ion 1~ 

so as to reCfuire tha'~ no "~e,-:uction for benefitc to any pro:)crty of the owner:: iJe 
made. A lo~g ~ecognized exception to the rule, hO\leVer, 1s that a benefit in (ir~ct 
mitipation 0::: an incidental ::"•.lage could be considered in dC';;ermininc the ahlOunt of 

,j 

incidental daGage cone. For e~tCrnFle, \-,hen the construction of a limited access 
highuay cuts off a landouner's former means of en~rance and exits from his land 3ivin~ 
rise to incidental damages, the construction of an access road giving the owner a 
n~l means 0= entrance onto hie land via the limited access ~oaci must be taken in 
mitiGation of the incidental damages. ~ichley v. B~~line, 2~~ B.E. 2d ?GG (1972:. 
Another e~~ample of a benefit in Mitigation of an incidental ii1jury would OCCt!r uhen 
in the conctruction of a railroad, n ditcb or excavation is Dade, which drai~c a swamp 
and renc\ers a part of the ouner' s land valuable, tlbich hal. oeen previously of little 
or no value, but the same di~c~l in draininG the swaL~, destroys a valua~le sprin~ o~ 
",ater, the injury ana benefit ney oe so blencl.ed that they lilUot necessarily ~e t2.!~en 

into conGiderotion is estilI1a'dn::; the compensation to be made. ~levelanci and ::"ittsuurr; 
~ailroDd Co. v. nall, 5 Ohio S~. 568, 57C (lC5G~. 

The ,,)hio Supreme Court, in I:ichley v. B0\'1lin8, 299 n •..::. 2c' 20u (1~7:'!~ oeems to 
indica'~e th~t c!1other excep~:"o~; to the "no benefits:: rule [My :'e recognizable in the 
Ohio courts, ~:lat iJeinb t.he dlollance of deductions ~or 3l=,eciaJ. iJenetits. HOllever, 
the cot\rt only eJ~preoses t~lic <'.0 a possi'Oility £1nc' does not c:;.c:ide that thia io the 
case. epecisl damages are ~c~iiled as those that a~crue directly and solely to ~:~~ 

owner, rather than to the conr~unity as a whole. 

'.:~le proviaions of section; ::(0 not apply to tIle tal-:inr;: of a ri811t of UllY by a 
municipality or a county for ~ road open to the general ~ublic uithout charee. 
Toledo v. Peeoton, 50 Ohio Gt. 361, 34 n.E. 353 (l903~. 

3action 7 

Section 7. No act of the general asce~~ly, authorizin~ 

associations \~ith ban!dn(; pOllers, shaH tQ~:e effect until 
it shall i.>e submitted to the people, at '::he zeneral election 
next succeeciinz the passaGe thereo:, an~ 0e approved by a 
najority o~ ~he electors, voting at such election. 

History - Dection 7 of Article ;:111 was enacted by the lu5l constitutional convention 
as a compromiae provision de::::i:::;ned to satisfy both the ilgold atandarcr'; anc~ the :easy 
money" factionc of t:le conven';ion. :'11e split oett'1een these 'i:':70 factions \'18S one of 
the most baaic cleova~es at the convention. ~his issue divided the convention alone 
party lines and had been a con~J:oversial campaiGn issue on "'hieh delecates were de
feated or electe~ to the convention. 

Therefore, because of the hiehly sensitive nature of ~hio issue, t~e conven~ion 

l'las £::r£1ic1 to endanger the j?,nosage of the uhole constitution by taking an aeacyiO or 
"hard rJ.oney position:; in the Gonstitution. 'Eherefore, the convention, after Lluch de
bate on the tl"O alternative proposals of the banldnc con.lit·i:ac,enacted the re~erenclur.l 

provision uhich l10uld a110';1 t~le voters to con~rol the policy ~:e~isions behind the 
enactment of :jll1lk legislation by the general assembly but C':: t:le flame time avoid ~a~dng 
either a ;lh,nrd': or .lellsy money'; position. 

Comparati~e.Ana~.ysis - ~10 ot:lcr states, Io\~a and i(anoas, re,-::tdre a refe renc:un for tIle 
passa~e 0;;: LJ~n~:lng acts in their constitutions. Illinois dale"~;d a similar referenc1uh1 
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• 
requi'::ement from its constitution in 1~70, on the re'i:ionale that such acts were too 
complc~~ to be readily understood by the public. G. Br~c1en and It. Cohen, ':.:he Illinois 
Constit~tion: An Lnnotated and Comp~rative ~oalysis 52? (1~6~:. 

• 
Under the holcling in Dearborn v. j.1orth~1estern Savinns Ban!: (infra), Ohio's 

refercmc1uIi1 requiremen;; is lL1ited to It'';~s invo1vinZ ball:~s of issue. Host states 
have con~titution:ll or statutory prohi'Oitions or impediments to the issusllce of 
bi'lot: notes. S Corpus Juris ~ecundum. Banks section lGS (lS3C~ For example, five 
stater aD of l~70 had prohibitions in their constitutiouG aceinst the suspension 
of paYL~en:: on uan!: notes. IIouever, Illinois delete(~ its prohiiJition to that effect, 
becal'~e it uas vie~'7ed '1S obsolete in li[;ht of the prohi;;'itively high federal ta~c 

on ~l:c icsu~nce of banI: notes. G. TIraccn and f .• Cohen, t.~he IlUnois Constitution; 
I~ Ln~0~~te0 and Comparative Lnalysis S25 (1969) • 

• Statl~;;o::y I:.efc;:ences - ':.:here appear to ~e no ban!dnc Ilms currently in effect l1hich 
were ~cti~icd by the electorate purs~allt to section 7 of A~ticle ~~III~ 

• 
JuG.ici~l Intcrpretation - Cection 7 :12C ~ecn narrowec' ~y the courts to apply only 
to 1uo,10 ~:overninz the issuance 0;: I..<:ln:~ i.lotes, Dearborn v. Hortnuestern Savings Jenk 
l:./. Ql~::"o :':t. 617 (lGn5;; Bates v. l~col?lc's savin,,::: and :'.oan i.ss'n, l~2 Ohio :::'1:.655 
(100::, .:lnci only such 181;10 as "t'1erc enncted suhsel'!uent to 1G51, Citizen's Bank v. 
~Jrirjht, G Ohio Ct. 31.: (125t;:. '.:heJ:1i.o 3upreme Court in DearJorn, supra, noted 
that '::::e 1au l c lceiclative history inciic~tecl that 'I::1e law usa intended to achieve 
just one 20a1, t~at is, to repress t~e unauthorized ci~cu1ation of paper money, an" 
tl:el:c:':o:re the court 1imite(~. the hm ~o::I1l1.~ purpose.

• Cl~rrcnt r.uec-::ion - 1. SU0st£lntial C!ues'::ion e::ists as '0;0 uhether or not section 4 is 
an ol>solete l,)l"ovision of the Ohio 8ons-::i'::ution, in li0::t of t:.e prohibitively hiZh 
fec1e~nl tax on the issuance of bank uO'::e~ end the apparent lac!: of current legisla
tion rntifiecl pursuant to its provisiono. 
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Odio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage COllunittee 
.August 6, 1974 

Workmen's Compensation 
.Article II, Section 35 

.Among the constitutional amendments which came out of the 1912 Constitutional Con
vention was an amendment to the Legislative Article, enabling the Legislature to pass 
laws governing a program of workmen's compensation to be administered by the state. 
Proposal No. 24 was passed by the convention without debate, and adopted by the electors 
to become effective January 1, 1913. The language adopted read: 

.Article II, Section 35. For the purpose of providing compensation to 
workmen and their dependents, for death, injuries or occupational diseases, 
occasioned in the course of such workmen's employment, laws may be passed 
establishing a state fund to be created by compulsory, contribution thereto 
by employers, and administered by the state, determining the terms and con
ditions upon which payment shall be made therefrom, and taking away any or 
all rights of action or defenses from employes and employers; but no right 
of action shall be taken away from any employe when the injury, disease or 
death arises from failure of the employer to comply with any lawful require
ment for the protection of the lives, health and safety of employes. Laws 
may be passed establishing a board which may be empowered to classify all 
occupations, according to their degree of hazard, to fix rates of contri 
bution to such fund according to such classification, and to collect, adminis
ter and distribute such fund, and to determine all rights of claimants thereto. 

The absence of extensive discussion on the proposal at the 1912 Constitutional Con
vention should not be interpreted as indicating that the concept of workmen's compensation 
described in the amendment was not controversial. In fact, the resolution of cases in
volVing industrial accidents by procedures established by the legislature was a radical 
departure from the existing method of resolving such cases. The early history of 
workmen's compensation laws included several challenges to the constitutionality of such 
laws. Constitutional arguments appear to have been laid to rest by the adoption of 
amendments to the constitution authorizing the legislature to enact workmen's compensation 
laws, and an examination of the arguments may serve as a guide in deciding whether or 
not the present constitutional provision should be retained, amended, or repealed. 

History 

The idea of workmen's compensation originated in Germany, under the government of 
Bismark, in 1884. Prior to that time, if a person was injured on the job, in order to 
collect compensation he had to prove in a lawsuit that the injury resulted from negli 
gence on the part of the employer. The injured employee carried a heavy burden in 
proving that the employer was at fault, and that the accident did not result from some 
carelessness on the part of a fellow employee, or because of some oversight of the 
injured employee. Of course, the employees did not win too often, since the task of 
proving absolute negligence on the part of the employer was a difficult task. If the 
injured employee was able to trace the negligence directly back to the employer, the 
money awarded was often a large sum that either the employer did not have, or could 
not pay without hardship to his industry. The concept of workmen's compensation pre
sented by Bismark appealed to the capitalists and the workers. To the employers, it 
offered an available fund to payoff compensation awards without jeopardizing the 
industry itself. To employees, it offered financial aid together with adequate medical 
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aid. 

In the United States, the first comprehensive workmen's compensation law was adop
ted in New York in 1910, to overcome the inability of employees to recover damages for 
medical expenses and loss of income resulting from industrial accidents. The employee, 
prior to that time, had only one recourse available to him to collect damages on a job
related injury, and that involved time-consuming and costly litigation. The employer 
in the 19th century had three common law defenses: contributory negligence, the vol
untary assumption of risk, and the fellow-servant doctrine. The voluntary assumption 
of risk defense was based on the individual's right of contract. The fellow-servant 
doctrine rendered the employee unable to recover if the injury resulted from negligence 
of a fellow employee. 

Ohio History 

In 1851, in the case of Little Miami v. Stevens, the court adopted an exception 
to the fellow-servant doctrine, the "vice-principal" exception, whereby a supervising 
or directing employee was not a fellow servant. Although the Ohio court decision was 
a step forward, the employee rarely emerged the victor from the costly litigation. 
In 1904, the assumption of risk doctrine was modified by the acoption, in Ohio, of 
the Williams Bill, which provided that the fact that an employee knew of his employer's 
negligence or omission to guard and protect his machinery and place of employment could 
not operate as a defense for the employer. Two laws passed in 1910, the Norris and 
Metzger bills, further modified the employers' common law defenses by abolishing the 
defense of contributory negligence and modifying the fellow servant and assumed risk 
defenses. The notion of "comparative negligence" was substituted and applied to certain 
dangerous employments, attempting to gauge whether the employer was guilty of gross 
negligence or the employee's negligence was only slight. These modifications still 
did not end the necessity of the employee's resorting to court action in order to obtain 
compensation. ' 

The 1910 New York statute established the principle that the cost of industrial 
accidents should be charged to the industry rather than fall unevenly on individual 
employers. It specified eight classes of industries which were defined as hazardous, 
for which medical benefits and compensation were to be provided for injuries, regard
less of the cause or fault, except where the injured party was guilty of serious,wi11
ful misconduct. The law was challenged on three grounds in Ives v. South Buffalo Ry. Co. 
201 N.Y. 271 (1911): that it violated the due process clause of the federal and state 
constitutions, that it violated the right to trial by jury, and that it violated the 
equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment to the federal constitution. The Court 
of Appeals found no basis for violation of the equal protection clause; nor did it 
agree on the issue of the denial of the right to trial by jury. The Court, however, 
did sustain the contention that the law violated due process, by finding that the 
poli.ce powers were not broad enough to enable the state to require that an employer 
compensate an injured employee, when the injury or death occurred through no fault of 
the employer nor any violation of the employer's duty to the employee. Furthermore, 
the court said that to sustain an exercise of police power, the court "must be able 
to see that (the legislation) tends in some degree to prevent some offense. or evil; 
or to preserve public health, morals, safety and welfare; (that) if it discloses no 
such purpose, ••• (it) is clearly calculated to invade the liberty and property of private 
citizens ••• " (1) In the storm of protest that surrounded the decision, a constitutional 
amendment permitting the legislature to enact laws protecting the health and safety of 
employees was drafted and adopted, which became part of Article I, Section 18 of the 
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New York Constitution. 

"Because of distrust of the courts, the section was drafted with a particularization 
better suited to legislation than to a constitution. The Legislature then enacted, 
and in an excess of caution, re-enacted, the forerunner of our present law. The 
new law was quickly challenged. With a minimal reference to the newly adopted 
amendment, the court reversed itself. It now found that federal constitutional 
due process was not infringed (relying on the very federal cases it had first 
rejected as not applicable) and that the reserve police power of the state was 
more than adequate to deal with the matter." (2) 

The United States Supreme Court, in reviewing the constitutionality of the act, found 
no violation of due process, and said that the subject matter~ the law bore so close 
a relation to the protection of the lives and safety of those it concerned, that it 
was properly within the police power of the state~ 

The first workmen's compensation law in Ohio was passed in May, 1911, and was elec
tive in nature, applying to any employer who employed five or more workers. If an em
ployer amenable to the law elected to participate, he was not liable to respond at 
common law for damages, injuries .or death of employees. Failure to participate by em
ployers amenable rendered them liable for damages, and'denied to the employer the common 
law defenses of contributory negligence, voluntary assumption of risk, and fellow-servant 
relation. A challenge to the constitutionality of the law was made, reaching the Supreme 
Court in State, ex rel., v. Creamer, 85 O.S. 349 (1912). The poi9ts of argument raised 
embraced several issues: police power; taking private property without due process of 
law; due process of law - jury trial; interference with freedom of contract; impairment 
of existing contracts; arbitrary classification; conferring judicial powers; taxation 
for private purposes. The Court, emphasizing the voluntary nature of the act, upheld 
the constitutionality of the provision. Reference is made to the Court's decision in 
the 1912 Debates, by Mi. Cordes, the sponsor of the proposal, in his address to the 
Convention. He said: 

"Proposal No. 24 undertakes to write into the constitution of Ohio a constitutional 
provision making secure the workmen's compensation law passed by the last legis
lature, and declared constitutional by the Ohio supreme court by a vote of 4 to 2. 
Labor asks that this proposal be adopted, because we believe that by writing it 
into the constitution, it will make it possible to continue this beneficial 
measure without any further fear of a constitutional question being raised again 
on this matter. It will also given an opportunity to still further improve the 
law to meet modern conditions of employment as they may arise." (3) 

The 1912 constitutional amendment gave authority to the legislature to pass laws 
providing for a State Fund to be created by compulsory contribution from employers only. 
Under the~ terms of the 1911 law, employers contributed 90% and employees contributed 
10%, voluntarily. Following the adoption of Article II, Section 35, the legislature 
passed a compulsory compensation act, and established the Industrial Commission to replace 
the Board of Awards charged with administering the fund under the 1911 act. Constitu
tionality of the amendatory law was challenged and upheld inPor'terv. Hopkins, 91 Ohio 
St. 74 (1913). In an article entitled "the Ohio Compensation System" in the Ohio State 
Law Journal, vol. 19, pp. 541 (t958) James Young, former administrator of the Bureau 
of Workmen's Compensation, comments on the Supreme Court decision: 

"It is apparent, therefore, that the authorization for legislative enactment in 
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the field of workmen's compensation has a two-fold course. It flows from 
article II, section 35 of the Constitution and also from the inherent police 
power. The adoption of article II, section 35, did not, through specific grant 
of power, alter the fundamental source of authority. Rather, the constitutional 
grant is an implementation of the general and the validity of compensation'legis
1ation rests upon the aathorization of the police power as well as the specific 
grant." (4) 

What emerged from the constitutional prov1s10n was a workmen's compensation system 
where recovery is based upon the fact of injury, and not upon its cause, making fault 
an,; irrelevant consideration. The replacement of the common law system by the workmen's 
compensation system transferred the decision-making process from the courts to the 
legislature and administrative board appointed pursuant to law. 

In 1921, a legislative act was passed consolidating state administrative functions 
into several departments directly responsible to the Governor. The Industrial Commission 
became part of the Department of Industrial Relations, with the primary function of 
actine as an administrative court on claims under the workmen's compensation act. The 
Commission was returned to its independent status in 1934, after an investigation of 
the Depression-related funding failure concluded that the Industrial Commission should 
be the sole administrative body for workmen's compensation. 

In 1924, Article II, Section 35 was amended to take away the right of an employee 
to sue at law when injury or death resulted from failure to comply with lawful require
ments for protecting health and safety. The amendment provided for the board to hear 
the case alleging failure to comply with such requirerr~nts, and upon finding that injury 
or death resulted from the employer's failure, the board shall add to the usual amount 
of compensation between fifteen and fifty percent of the maximum award established by 
law. The amended section expanded upon the powers of the board alld required industry 
to pay a certain amount to a fund used for investigating industrial accidents. 

The section, as amended in 1924, remains unchanged in our present constitution. 

Article II, Section 35. For the purpose of providing compensation to 
workmen and their dependents, for death, injuries or occupational disease, oc
casioned in the course of such workmen's employment, laws may be passed 
establishing a state fund to be·created by compulsory contribution thereto by 
employers, and administered by the state, determining the terms and conditions 
upon which payment shall be made therefrom. Such compensation shall be in lieu 
of all other rights to compensation, or damages, for such death, injuries or 
occupational disease, and any employer who pays the premium or compensation 
provided by law, passed in accordance herewith, shall not be liable to respond 
in damages at common law or by statute for such death, injuries or occupational 
disease. Laws may be passed establishing a board which may be empowered to 
classify all occupations, according to their degree of hazard, to fix rates of 
contribntion to such fund according to such classification, and to collect, ad
minister and distribute such fund, and to determine all rights of claimants 
thereto. Such board shall set aside as a-separate fund such portion of the 
contributions paid by employers as in its judgment may be necessary, not to 
exceed one per centum thereof in any year, and so as to equalize, insofar as 
possible, the burden thereof, to be expended by such board in such manner as 
may be provided by law for the investigation and prevention of industrial ac
cidents and diseases. Such board shall have full power and authority to hear 
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and	 determine whether or not an injur.y, disease or death resulted because of 
the	 failure of the employer to comply with any specific requirement for the 
protection of the lives, health or safety of employes, enacted by the General 
Assembly or in the form of an order adopted by such board, and its decision shall 
be final; and for the purpose of such investigations and inquiries it may appoint 
referees. When it is found, upon hearing, that an injury, disease or death 
resulted because of such failure by the employer, such amount as shall be found 
to be just, not greater than fifty nor less than fifteen per centum of the 
maximum award established by law, shall be added by the board, to the amount of 
the compensation that may be awarded on account of such injury, ~".d1sease, or 
death, and paid in like manner as other awards, and, if such compensation is 
paid from the state fund, the premium of such employer shall be increased in 
such amount, covering such period of time as may be fixed, as will recoup the 
stale fund in the amount of such additional award, notwithstanding any and all 
other provisions in this constitution. 

From 1934 to 1955, the three-member industrial Commission retained all authority 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

In 1955, the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation was created by the General Assembly 
headed by an administrator, appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of 
the Senate. The duties of the administrator ,are set forth in Section 4121.121 of" the 
Ohio Revised Code. 

"The administrator of the bureau of worlanen's compensation shall be responsible 
for	 the discharge of all administrative duties imposed on the industrial com
mission in Chapter 4123. of the Revised Code, ••• 
(A) The administrator shall do all acts and exercise all authorities and powers 
discretionary and otherwise, which are required of or vested in the industrial 
commission or in any of its employees or subordinates in Chapter 4123. of the 
Revised Code, except such acts and such exercise of authority and power as is 
required of and vested in the commission in section 4121.13 of the Revised Code ••• " 

The powers and duties of the Industrial Commission, whose three members are appointed by 
the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate, are set forth in 4121.13 R.C. 

1 To investigate, ascertain, declare and prescribe hours of labor, safety devices, 
safeguards and reasonable means of protection for every place of employment. 

2 To investigate, ascertain, and determine reasonable classification of persons, 
employment. 

and 

3 To ascertain, and fix reasonable standards, and prescribe, modify and enforce such 
orders for the adoption of safety devices and other safeguards, including construc
tion, maintenance and repair of places of employment. 

4 To adopt rules governing the exercise of its powers, and rules to govern proceedings, 
investigations and hearings. 

5-·	 To "do all in its power" to promote voluntary arbitration and conciliation of dis
putes and avoid strikes, lockouts and similar tactics. The commission may appoint 
temporary boards of arbitration to help resolve disputes between employers and 
employees. 
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The powers and duties of the administrator of the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation, set 
forth in section 4121.121, include, in addition to duties relative to staffing and running 
the	 bureau itself: 
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1:	 preparing and submitting to the industrial commission information and recommendations 
for the classification of occupations or industries, premium rates and contributions, 
amounts to be credited to surplus fund. 

"(E) ••• (to) prepare and submit to the commission such information as the admin
istrator may deem pertinent or the commission may require, together with the 
administrator's recommendations, for the determination by the commission of 
classifications of occupations or industries, of premium rates and contributions, 
of the amount to be credited to the surplus fund, of rules and system of rating, 
rate revisions and merit rating and of contributions to the administrative costs 
of the commission, the bureau of workmen's compensation, and the regional boards 
of review ••• " 

The workmen's compensation law, as of July, 1974, applies to all employers of one 
or more persons. Another point of note is that the money contributed by employers is 
divided into two funds, a public. fund and a private fund, each independent of the other. 
The public fund receives money from the state, including state hospitals and municipal 
corporations, townships and school districts, as well as hospitals owned by a politieal 
subdivision other than the state. The private fund receives income from private cor
porations and public corporations, as well as persons and firms engaged in private 
industry. 

Recommendations for change 

The Temporary State Commission on the Constitutional Convention of New York con
sidered the pros and cons of retaining a constitutional provision supporting workmen's 
compensation. The arguments reprinted below seem relevant to the work of the Ohio Con
stitutional Revision Commission, since the provisions of the two constitutions are 
similar, drafted about the same time, in the same climate of judicial decision. 

"Arguments cited in favor of retention generally: 
--The principle of assessing industry for the cost of industrial accidents, rather than 

having them fall on individual workmen, is of such vital importance to labor that its 
protection is of constitutional magnitude. 

--The present constitutional provisions were adopted precisely because a court overturned 
the first legislative effort to establish the principle. Th~ protection and perpetua
tion of the principle cannot be left to the vagaries of court decisions. 

Arguments cited in favor of retention in its present form: 
--The present workmen's compensation law operates in derogation of certain rights of 

constitutional dimension. For example, the right of an employee to sue his employer 
in negligence is abrogated, even if the injury causes death; so also is the right to 
trial by jury. Both of these ri3hts dre protected elsewhere in the Constitution. 
The present Article IX, Section 18, expressly authorizes the abrogation of these 
rights. Without such authorization, the tvorkmen's compensation statute may become 
vulnerable to constitutional attack on the grounds mentioned. 

Arguments in favor of retention in simplified form:
 
--There can be no question that Article IX, Section 18, is couched in languase better
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suited to legislation than to a Constitution. It is, therefore, unduly restrictive.
 
The subject matter of workmen's compensation is highly complex. Granted that re

tention of the reference in the Constitution is desirable, the Legislature
 
should nevertheless be free to experiment with remedies fashioned for new problems
 
as they arise. When changing conditions require modification of treatment, change
 
in statute law is relatively simple compared to the cumbersome mechanics of consti 

tutional change.
 

Arguments against retention: 
--Constitutional support of the workmen's compensation laws"is unnecessary. The prin

ciples underlying such laws are now so interwoven in the fabric of modern industrial 
society that it is inconceivable that a modern Legislature would abolish the system, 
or that a present-day court would invalidate it. Since the present Convention has 
for one of its goals the simplification and reduction in size of the Constitution,
 
Article I, Section 18, should be eliminated." (5)
 

Looking at Article II, Section 35, it appears that several details, possibly 
legislative in nature, are contained therein. For example, the section requires that 
of employers' contributions to tQe fund, an amount not to exceed 1% in any year, be 
set aside for the purpose of investigation and prevention of industrial accidents. 
The time may come when 1% of the fund is not sufficient to conduct such investigative 
and preventive studies, and perhaps the constitution should be more flexible with respect 
to allowing the necessary funding to be available. Another detail, which perhaps should 
be left to legislative descretion, is the mandate that when injury or death of an employ
ee results from failure of the employer to comply with lawful requirements, the addition
al award shall be between 15% and 50% of the maximum award established by law. 

The principle of workmen's compensation seems to be a vital concept, deeply in
grained in our economic system, and perhaps the detail and forcefulness of a consti 
tutional provision that appeared necessary when the idea was new and not as popular 
need not be retained. By repealing the provision, as'was observed by the New York Com
mission, there exists the possibility that judicial interpretation of workmen's compen
sation may restrict the system's operation by re-opening the constitutional questions 
that were laid to rest by adoption of a constitutional amendment clearly giving the 
state the required police power. 

The present administrator of the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation, Anthony Stringer, 
noted a problem with the present constitutional provision. In his opinion, the Industrial 
Commission, created pursuant to the constitutional provision that "laws may be passed 
establishing a board which may be empowered to classify all occupations ••• " and the 
Bureau of Workmen's Compensation, created by law, share many of the same functions. 
The Industrial Commission, being composed of only three members, was too small to carry 
out all of the functions required to implement an effetttive workmen's compensation 
system-hence, the creation of the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation by the Legislature. 
Because of the residual power of the Industrial Commission, in several instances, it 
operates merely as a rubber stamp on the recommendations of the administrator. He 
suggested that the constitution be amended to allow the two organizations to have sep
arate functions, with the Industrial Commission acting as the appellate body, and the 
Bureau responsible for all administrative duties. 
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FOOTNOTES 

• 1. rves v. South Buffalo Fr. Co., 201 N.Y. 271 (1911), cited in State of New York, 
Temporary SLale Commibsion on the Constitutional Convention, Housing, Labor 
Natura; Resources, vol. 9, 1967. p. 74. 

2.	 Ope cit., p. 75 

• 3. Pl'oceedings and Debates of be C0nstitutiona1 Convention of the State of Ohio, 
1912. p. 1J46 

4.	 Ohio StaLe Law Journal, vol. 19, "The Ohio Compensation System" by J.ames L. 
Young. p. 542 

• 5. op. cit., Housing, Labor, Natural Resources. pp: 76-77 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffrage Committee • 
September 19, 1974 

Article V, Section 4 
Revision of Committee Recommendation 

Section 4 of Article V, dealing with the power to deny privileges to persons • 
convicted of crime, presently reads as follows: 

Section 4. The General Assembly shall have power to exclude 
from the privilege of voting, or of being eligible to office, any • 
person convicted of bribery, perjury, or other infamous crime. 

Section 2961.01 of the Revised Code implements this section. Under the new 

criminal code, a convicted felon is denied the privilege of voting until re • 
leased on probation, parole, or a conditional pardon. The section reads as follows: 

Section 2961.01. A person convicted of a felony under the 
laws of this or any other state of the United States, unless his 
conviction is reversed or annulled, is incompetent to be an elec •tor or juror, or to hold an office of honor, trust, or profit. 
When any such person is granted probation, parole, or a conditional 
pardon, he is competent to be an elector during the period of pro
bation or parole or until the conditions of his pardon have been 
performed or have transpired, and thereafter following his final 
discharge. The full pardon of a convict restores the rights and •privileges so forfeited under this section, but a pardon shall
 
not release a convict from the costs of his conviction in this
 
state, unless so specified.
 

The original committee recommendation would have amended Section 4 of Article V •to read as follows: 

Section 4. The General Assembly shall have the power to deny 
the privileges of an elector to any person convicted of a felony 
only during the period of incarceration. •At the July 23 meeting, in discussing this section, a consensus appeared to 

develop that the privilege of voting and the privilege of holding public office should 

be separated so that the General Assembly could continue to deny the privilege of •
holding office to a convicted felon even though he is not incarcerated. The committee 

proposes a substitute for its original recommendation to amend Section 4 of Article V 

so that it would read as follows: • 
Section 4. The General Assembly shall have the power to deny 

the privilege of voting to any person convicted of a felony only 
during a period of incarceration and to deny the privilege of being 
eligible to office to any person convicted of a felony. 

?t':§C'1'\0,'. ". 1If) • 



•	 Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Elections and Suffra3e Corrmittee 
October 23, 1974 

Article III, Sections 3 and 4 
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Article XVII, Sections 1 an~ 2; Article III, Section 18 

As part of its report on Elections and Suffrage, first presented to the 
Commission in April, 1974, the Elections and Suffrage Committee studied and included 
recommendations on Sections 3 and 4 of Article III; and Section 18 of Article III 
and Sections 1 and 2 of Article XVII. Following commission discussion of these 
recommendations, the con~ittee has recon~idered its original recommendations and 
now presents the following as a substitute report. 

Article III, Sections 3 and 4 

Section 3. The returns of every election for the officers, named in the 
foregoing section, shall be sealed up and transmitted to the seat of Government, by 
the returning officers, directed to the President of the Senate, who, during the first 
week of the NEXT REGULAR session, shall open and publish them, and declare the result, 
in the presence of a majority of the members of each House of the General Assembly. 
The person having the highest number of votes shall be declared duly elected; but 
if any two or more shall be highest, and equal in votes, for the same office, one of 
them shall be chosen by the joint vote of both houses. 

Comment: 
The original committee recommendation was to repeal this section. However, 

some Commission members expressed the opinion that the ceremonial function of having 
the elections returns referred to in this section presented to the General Assembly 
should be retained. A second point raised was that removel of the expression lithe 
person having the highest number of votes shall be declared duly elected" would per
mit the legislature to provide for run-off elections in the event no candidate for 
any of the offices covered received a majority of the votes cast. 

The committee, therefore, recommends retention of the section but with modi
fication of the time when election results would be presented to the General Assembly 
to specify that presentation would be during the first week of the lInex t regular ll 

session. Section 8 of Article II provides that the General Assembly shall meet in 
"first regular" and in "second regular" session. By inserting the words "next 
regular" in this section, the committee intends to preclude the possibility of a 
special session being called in the event of a tie vote as well as the possibility 
of presenting the election results to a General Assembly already in session. Under 
normal circumstances, the election of the six elected state officials and the elec
tion of all members of the General Assembly except approximately one-half of the 
senators will occur at the same time. If the vote for any of the six elected of
ficials should result in a tie, the committee believes that the General Assembly 
elected at the same election should be the General Assembly to resolve that tie vote. 

Section 4. Should there be no session of the General Assembly in January 
next after an election for any of the officers aforesaid, the returns of such elec
tion shall be made to the Secretary of State, and opened, and the result declared 
by the Governor, in such manner as may be provided by law. 
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Conmen t: 

• I 

The committee recon~cnds that this section be repealed. It refers to an 
event that is no longer possible - that there will not be a session of the General 
Assembly in the January follm~ing an election for state offices. Section 8 of Arti 
cle II now requires the General Assembly to be in session every January. .. 

Article XVII, Sections 1 and 2 
Article III, Section 18 

Article XVII .. 
Section 1. Elections for state and county officers shall be held on the
 

first Tuesday after the first Honciay in November in even numbered years; and all
 
elections for all other elective officers shall be held on the first Tuesday after
 
the first Nonday in November in the odd numbered years.
 •THE TERM OF OFJ?ICE OF ALL ELECTIVE COUNTY, TOHNSHIP, MUNICIPAL, AND SCHOOL
 
OFFICERS SHALL BE SUCH EVEN NtJ}ffiER OF YEARS NOT EXCEEDING FOUR AS MAY BE PRESCRIBED
 
BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
 

THE GENERAL ASSE}ffiLY ~~Y EXTEND EXISTING TERMS OF OFFICE SO AS TO EFFECT THE
 
PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION.
 • 
Comment: 

This reconnnendation differs from the original ;committee recommendation only in
 
the substitution of "as may be prescribed by the general assembly" for "as may be
 
so prescribed" at the end of the second pEiragraph.
 •

All of the new language ~ paragraphs 2 and 3 - is removed from Section 2 of
 
Article h~II and added to Section 1. It does not, therefore, represent any substan

tive change from existing constitutional provisions.
 

Sec tion 2. 'fhe-term-or-the-e£H.ee-o£-the-Go1fernoI';"-1.iet1t:enent-Go1fernor. • 
A~t6rney-6efte~ai;-Seereta~y-o£-Se3ee;-Xreast1re~-o£-Sta~e-and-the-~~6itor-or-State-8he!i 

8e-f6~r-years-ee~eneing-en-the-seeond-Honoay-o£-dant1ary.-!959.--~e-A~ditor-e{-St6te 

8hall-held-his-o££iee-fer-a-~erm-of-e~o-years-from-the-eeeond-Henday-o£-dan~ary.-i96i 

te-~he-see6nd-Henday-of-d6~~e~y.-i963-and-thereafter-ehaii-hoid-ehis-offiee-£or-e 

ie~r-year-term.--'fke-te~m-o£-o££iee-of-jt1dge8-of-the-St1preme-€ot1rt-and-€ot1rte-e£ 

Ap~eais-sh6i±-be-st1eh-even-nnmber-er-yeers-net-ie88-than-9ix-years-as-may-be-pre8e~ibed • 
by-the-6enerai-Assembiyt-end-thet-e£-the-dt1ages-o£-the-€oMmon-P!ea8-€0t1rt-8ix-yea~8 

8nd-e£-the-5~d~es-e£-the-Probate-€e~rt.-8iy.-yeer8;-end-th~t-o£-ether-d~d~e8-sh81t-be 

8t1ch-e1fen-n~mber-o£-year8-not-exeeeding-six-year8-a8-may-be-preseribed-by-the-Genera! 

Asse~b!y.-~~term-of-ef£iee-e£-the-dn8tiees-o£-the-Peaee-ehaii-be-st1eh-e1fen-nnmber 

e£-years-net-exeeeding-feur-years.-as-may-be-preseribed-by-the-Ge~e~6i-A~8emb!y.-xhe 

term-e£-ef£iee-ef-aii-eieeeive-e6~nty;-teMnshi~.-mtlnieipat-and-seheoi-ef£ieers-shali .. 
be-st1eh-even-n~meer-e£-years-not-ey.eeeding-fotlr-year8-as-may-be-se-preseribe6.
 

And-the-6enerai-Asse~biy-shaii-ka1fe-pbwer-to-se-e~~end-existing-terms-e£
 

_e£fiee-as-~o-e££eet-the-p~rpe8e-o£-Seetien-i-6f-this-Areieie. ' 
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ANY \7ACANCY WHICH MAY OCCUR IN ANY ELECTIVE STATE OFFICE CREATED BY ARTICLE 
II or II I OR CREATED BY OR PURSUANT TO ART ICLE IV OF THE CONST ITUT ION SHALL BE 
FILLED ONLY IF PROVIDED IN SUCH ARTICLES. - - Any vacancy 
which may occur in any elective state office NOT SO CREATED e~ftep-~h~ft-~ft~~-e~-~-meM
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eep-ei-~he-6eftep~t-A88em8t,-ep-e~-6evePftep; shall be filled by appointment by the 
Governor until the disability is removed, or a successor elected and qualified. 
Such successor shall be elected for the unexpired term of the vacant office at the 
first general election in an even numbered year that occurs more than forty days 
after the vacancy has occurred; provided, that when the unexpired term ends within 
one year immediately following the date of such general election, an election to fill 
such unexpired term shall not he held and the appointment shall be for such unexpired 
term. All vacancies in other elective offices shall be filled for the unexpired 
term in such manner as may be prescribed by this constitution or by law. 

Comment: 
This recommendation differs from the original committee rccoIl~endation in the 

proposed language of the final paragraph regarding filling vacancies. The committee 
offers the following reasons for the recommendation to repeal the first two paragraphs: 

1. First paragraph, first and second sentences are duplicated, in every sub
stantive particular, in Section 2 of Article III. Section.2 of Article III has al 
ready been considered by the Commission and no changes ar~ being recommended. 

2. First paragraph, third sentence - terms of Supreme Court and Court of Appeals 
Judges are covered by Section 6 of Article IV and the provisions do not differ sub
stantively. Ter~s of Common Pleas (and Probate) judges are also covered by Section 6 
of Article IV and there is a difference - this section specifies that such terms 
shall be six years and section 6 of Article IV says "no t less than" six years. Terms 
of 0 ther judges are not covered e Ise\<lhere. The commi t tee is of the opinion tha t 
judicial terms is a proper subject for the judiciary committee, and has been assured 
that the judiciary C01Tllllittee is, in fact, considering that subject. The Elections 
committee believes that, since terms of executive elected officials are covered by 
Article III and terms of legislators by Article II, terms of judges should be covered 
by Articl2 IV. 

3. First paragraph, fourth sentence - justices of ' the pe~ce no longer exist 
in Ohio. 

4. First paragraph, fifth sentence - transferred to Section 1. 

5. Second paragraph - transferred to Section 1. 

The final paragraph has been changed from the original committee recommendation 
but the change is not intended to accomplish a different result. The office of a 
member of the General Assembly is created in Article II, and filling of vacancies in 
that office is provided for in section 11 of Article II. The offices of governor, 
It. governor, secretary of state, auditor of state, treasurer of state, and attorney 
general are created in Article III and filling of vacancies for all except the Lt. 
Governor is provided for in Section 18 of Article III. The commission has already 
made extensive recommendations with respect to the offices of Governor and Lt. Gov
ernor providing for succession to the office of governor in the event of vacancy. 
If the office of Lt. Governor were filled in the event of a vacancy, it would not he 
consistent with the prior recommendation. Vacancies in judicial offices are filled 

• 
pursuant to section 13 of Article IV, which is presently before the Judiciary Com
mittee for consideration. It is the opinion of the Elections committee that the 
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method of filling judicial vacancies is a matter for the judiciary article, and 
should not be duplicated here because of the possibility of conflicts in the 
future. As proposed, the second sentence of this paragraph would presently apply 
only to members of the state board of education, although there is the possibility /•
that the General Assembly will create additional elective state offices in the 
future. 

Article III 

Section 18. Should the office of Auditor ~f State, Treasurer of State, Sec
retary of State, or Attorney General become vacant, for any of the causes specified •in the fifteenth section of this article, the Governor shall fill the vacancy until 
the disability is removed, or a successor elected and qualified. Such successer 
shall be elected for the unexpired term of the vacant office at the first general 
election in an even numbered year that occurs more than forty days after the vacancy 
has occurred; provided, that when the unexpired term ends within one year immediately 
following the date of such general election, an election to fill such unexpired term • 
shall not be held and the appointment shall be for such unexpired term. 

Comment: 
Originally, the commitee recommended repeal of Section 18 of Article III 

since its provisions would be covered by Section 2 of Article XVII with the addition 
of liLt. Governor" to the persons excluded from Section 2 of Article XVII. However, • 
the committee now reconmends that Article III, Section 18 be retained without change, 
for reasons discussed in the comment to Section 2 of Article XVII. 
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WRIGHT, HARLOR, MORRIS & ARNOLD 
ATTORNEYS AT lAW 

FRANCIS ..1. WRIGHT WILLIAM P aOARDIAAN 

JOHN C. HARLon GEORGE M. HAUSWIRTH 

EARL r. MORRIS HUNTINGTON TRUST BUilDING .JOHN F SHAMPTON 

H. BARTLEY ARNOLD CHARLES C.WARNER 
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September 19, 1974 

Mrs. Ann M. Eriksson, Director
 
Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission
 
41 South High Street
 
Columbus, Ohio 43215
 

Re: Article XIII: Corporations 

Dear Mrs. Eriksson: 

Your inquil'y to the Ohio State Bc,r Association concerning Article 
XIII of the Con~titution dealing wi th Corporations was referred to me as 
Chairman of the Corpol"<'ltion Law Committee. As you know, I supplied the 
seventy-thl'ee members of our Committee with copi es of Research Study 
No. 38 \vhich you so helpfully furnished. The recommendations contained 
in Research Study No. 38 were discussed at the meeting of the Corporation 
Law Committee earlier this month, and I am writing to provide you with an 
informal report of the reaction of this group of lawyers. Incidentally. you 
might be interested to kno\v that the Corporation Law Committee is composed 
primarily of lawyers from private practice witl.l some representation, hO\l\'ever, 
of corporate counsel and law teachers. I should also advise you that the views 
expressed here have not been reviewed by the Executive Committee or Council 
of Delegates of the Ohio State Bar Association and do not represent the official 
position of the State Bar Association. Finally, although all of our Committee 
members had an opportunity to review Reseach Study No. 38, we did not 
undertake any independent study of the proposals for constitutional revision. 

With these disclaimers, I should like to advise you that our Committee 
was in agreement with the conclusion of Research Study No. 38 that the 
following provisions found in Sections 1· and 2 of Article XIII should be retained, 
namely that corporations may not be created by special act; and that the general 
assembly has the power to alter and repeal general laws pursuant to which 
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• 
corporations aj:c formed. 

CUl1trary to tlw ccnclusions o{ Res~arch Study No. 38, our Committee is •of the opinion that the second Ci<lW;:C of the first sentence in Section 3 should 
be r<'l(1ined aLa. This cL:lm;c provides that in no case shall any stockholder 
be individually liable othenvisp than for the unpaid stock O'-x.'Dcd by him or 
her. Although the matter of stockholder liability might be dealt with eithcr in 
the Constit.ution or in statutes, the mattcr is too fundamental to be l':.1t to implied 
statutol"y construction if it is not covered ill the Constitution. Most publicly held • 
stock of Ohio corporation::: has been issuerl. on the basi s of legal opinions rendered 
in part in reliance upon Section 3 of tht; Ohio Constitution. In view of the past 
history oL variations in the ext.ent of stod:holdcr liability, we believe the retention 
of the consti.tutiond provision is desilable and that thp. matter should not be 
relegated to statutory tl'eatnJ.{;nt regardless of whether such statutory treatment • 
be explicit or implicit. 

The remaining Sections 4, 5, and 7 dealing with taxation, appropriation, 
and banking do not involve: the law of corporations, and accordingly; our 
Committee expressed no Gpinion concerning the conclusion that these provisions • 
might be repealed. 

'We appreciate the opportunity you have gi.ven us to express these views 
informally at this stage of the constitutional revision process, and if we can be 
of further assistance, I hope you will let us know. I would also appreciate it •if you \-vould advise me of the action taken by the Elections and Suffrage Committee 
with regard to Article XIII. 

• 
FRM/rjs 
Copy: . Mr. Joseph B. Miller • 

Mr. Robert A. Manning 
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• Oblo CO:iS(-U.uUc~i:.l PLvision Cor,:"lission 
. E;.(~c L::!. -t'a~:: dIU.I ~;HFi r.];~c CO::.T;;i t tec~ 

Hove::,]):,'.' 13, 1971: 

REP 0 R T 

• Corporations 

The Elections and Suffi:u~c Committee hereby submits its recommendations on Article 
XIII of the Constitution, dealing '.-lith corporations: 

• Article XIII Recommendation---,-_.. _---- ---". ---- _._._-
Saoject 

Sec tion 1 Special Act Confe~ring Corpor&te Repeal; enact simil~r 

Pmvers pl"ovis iOll in no\", sec tion 

• 
Section 2 Genera 1 1\<; ts of Incorpora tion Repeal; ennct simi12~ 

pro~ision in part in 
nel" section 

Section 3 Personal liability of sto~k ~epeal; enact simil~r 

holders; bankir<::., terms provision in part in 
no\", section 

• S'2ction t.~ Cor~orcte property subject to Repeal; enact similnr 
taxc::.tion provision in part in 

tleTH section 

• 
Section 5 Rizht of \Joy Refer to Bill of 

Rights Committee 

Section 7 Associations with llanking Powers Repeal 

• 
Section 6 is not included in this report because it has already been studied by 

the 10CDl Government Committee and included in that committee's report on municipal cor
porations. It will be repealed if thct committee's recommendation is adopted by the 
CommiGsion. It deals solely with municipal corporatioils. 

• 
Except for Section 5, ~hich would be refe~red to the Bill of Rights Committee to 

be considered in conjunction with that connnittee's study of eminent domain (Section 19 
of Article I), all sections in Article XIII would be repealed and replaced by a single 
section to be placed in Article A~, miscellaneous. 

Article XV 

Section 2 Corporations Enact 

• 
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Sec cion 2. CORPORA TraNS NOT GOVERNED UNDER ~RTICLE XVI1l. OF THIS 

fellS TITUTION H.'\Y BE FOR}!ED, EHPOHERED, REGULA TED, AND TAXED ONLY UNDER GENERAL 
LAWS \.p,nCH MAY, FROM TINE TO TINE, BE ALTERED OR REPEALED. STOCK OHNERSIUP 
TIIE:mIN SHALL NOT CREATE INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY FOR CORPORATE OBLIGATIONS IN 
EXCESS OF THE STOCKHOLDE;l' S UNPAID STOCK SUBSCRIPTION. 

The Conroittee recommends the enactment of Section 2 in Article XV as set forth 
above. The present section 2 in Article XV (dealing with public printing) has already. 
been recommended by the Commission for repeal. The above corporation section 'llouid re
place those provisions of the first 4 ,':lections of Article XIII which the committee be
lieves Rhould be retained in the Constitution, and th~ remainder of those sections, which 
are statutory in nature, would be repealed. The first 4 sections of Article XIII read 
as follows: 

Article XIII 

Section 1. The General Assembly shall pass no special act conferring cor
pot"ate powers. 

Section 2. Cl"\rporctions may be formed under general laws; but all such 
l.:ns may, frem time to time, be altc1."ed or repealed. Corporations may be classified 
and there m;.;y be confcl:red upon proper boards, commissions or offi.cers, such super
visory &nd ~ig~l~tory pow0rs over th~ir orgpuization, business and issue and sale 
of st,)(,"s ,mel r:;eCtl1·~.tics, imd over the business and sale of the stocks and securi
ties of fQrci.~n corpor<ltio:'lS and joint stock comparlies in this state, as may be . 
pt",;Gcri1>cd by l.:n;. L"'·.lS Q,ly 0C paslied regul<:tir:.g the sale .:md conveyance of otlwr 
pen:ioH<ll proper ty, \·:he thcr O\vued by a carpor" tion, joint stock company or individua 1. 

Secti0n 3. Dups from private corpor~~ions shall be secured by such means 
DS n:ily i,e pre';(~~~ibc(~ by 1&\:, h"t in no CDse shEll any stockholder be indiv!.dually 
1i,<)10. Oi.h.~·r:;d.:~c t!lJil fol' th,~ lmp,:id stock ()tvnc.d hy hi.m or her. No cerporation 
not o·r;;;G:-li::,.;d uCidc'( 1:L0 1"l',J:, of tl\·'.s stale, or of the United States, or person, 
P<'.;:·~ll~rst:i.p Ot" ~J:;soc:;tlt':.on shall liSe. the ~,;!)nl 'bank', 'ban!:er' or 'bankins', or 
:-;or(:::; (1:[ s i,tii tai: '(it(,('Llln~; i~l an.y fOl"e ign languzlse, as a des ignD ttOl1 or n;JJue under 
'.vhich bl1,,1.~12SS e'<,· oe condllC:tecl in this st<..tc unless st.;cb corporation, person, 
:)iHtn(~r:';:;ip or cssO;:I.;lti.;){\ sh211 Gubwit to iniJpcctio;l, examination and regulation 
<IS r:lay iler<.~[;£tcr be p::o'lided by the 1m.s of this state. 

f:ecUon LI·• The prOrr?l·ty of corporation, no,; existing or hereafter created, 
shall forever be subject to taxn::ion, the SBme as the property of individuals. 

1. Genera 1 Lm-JS 

Prior to 1851, all corporations in Ohio, including municipal corporations, were 
specially chartered by the legislature. I"deed, the 1802 Constitution specifically 
?rcrviderl [or aryplications to the leGislature and grantin~ of letters of incorporation 
to ,i3socL-ltions of persons "regulcn1.y formed ••.• nnd having given themselves <:l name." 
6.:t~.'N>n 1[02 and 1[;50, as Old.o'ln:; scttlu1 into comnll:ni.ti~J and into various forms of 
h:1SLle.5S nnd in.du;itrial entel:priscs, tbe legislilLure sm,] an inc:teasing CHilour~t of it:, 
Urne and eacr3i.cli consum81 \",itll the process of incorporatin[;. Legi.sli.ltivf~ [,buses of 
tl,(: Ilroce::;e, - lOSJ.:olli.:lg, sp!cial privit"gf:S, lack of uaiformity - led to the i.Hloption, 
i.n F'Sl, of many oS: the cO;:'?Ot'~l~:ion provisions of the ?r~scnt Articl(~ ;':III. Of these 
:)iO'l1.S10f1G, tlw nos, irnpc'1'.'t<Jnt T'iould app,oar to be the pl:ovi.sion requiring corporat.ions 
to l:e fnrl1iCd unde,:' ~;cneral l.i.ms .:;nd prohi.;)itiIlg the coni:erring of corporate pmvcrs by 
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sp(;cial Dct. At lLc' [;;lm(~ tir:1C, Cl ,;ep<lLJte section \·}CJS enacted (Section 6) reClulrlng 
the Genernlllr;,,:('wlJJ.y to plov.i.de f)r til{-.: org['.ni'cation of cities and incorporated vil 

• 
].~~es 1'1 LCl·l(r~l. lbws~ 

The ]850 Convention 8t1(led i.l "u'liform" L.'18 provisi.on, also, to the Consti.tution. 
Section 26 of Arti~l~ II reaJu, in part, as follows: 

"A 11 1<110"" (1f " :.;.e11(;'-.:;l n,llur f ,:, sha lJ. have <1 unifon,1 opera tion throu[;h
out ttL::.. Sta!.:c .•.•. " 

• Tl1(~ co.I!r-.ittcc considerc..d \~hethcr pro'Jif-Oior!s rc(]uiring corpm:i-'ti.ons to be formed 
O:-lJy lrnJl:.l f;E'T:(~~~Ll1 It.:,.-.is \,:,:;".'-' nee :ss.:;ry j.n Ij ~~~hl of tbl.-.:,bo\l,:; 12n:::~u;.:ge of sect5.otl 26 
01- L\l"~:icl~~ T.:'e r~)'.l('·Jej,~) L~. 5.s :~.~~' '-,: t;~c::L SCC!';r)':l 26 of .:\rticl(~ II do~.::: !l(Jt t"i«:;lihit 
.r.~L.'cir 1 ,-':t.-1.,:-, - i ~~ ~...' ~~\;:t'.. _-.~.'~:! L~';;j~-O···~l CP(..:Ti:l':.(Y;. 0f lt~\\'fJ of .:l ~c'l1\~l'()l n~tur~; r>r<?!')~jrnrl)ly 

1(.~'.!.s ~lL'i (:i: ~.;-~P ~·(\t of ;: .....',.-iCl~( ... 1. L,~,: tU1:(~ L-'L ') ~J t i 11 b(_~ pnl~s(,;d :)y the 1.e::,1.8 l[ltu.rc ~~nd, in 

•
 f.:Jcl:, L.l'·:.. ·,.~:,.:IJ;,,:-;: 1: .. i::; l!.):2" L~ (>_ :.:!.;1~u.l n;4tljr,~." Iti.Coy l~e t:,<:: ~u~)jeC'.t of liLi.~~D tion.
 
TL~ c·:'~.::~dt:i:!:-:. t~I·<!.-jt·\'c;,:, :'~j:.·r ..;-·(y.,.. r., th:~ t:~(: t~.lq,t.d.rcrJ·.2nt o,f :';'::',:cr~l l{'~.ls' :~ov0rnin6 t':e 

fr~·J,,~.,(..,L.;o\"'j :~i;·l ~;l':~;~"'_"'''.J of ~(y",".:l:.::'S ;~C c:)~(r,or(.::..;n;.... s shoull:. :),2 retE.incc: in the C()n[.~lituti..on.. 
T>~:: r:o_;',~r-i tl_'-C I"i':« r)~,'·l ~,·'o:.lJ.:J ";..~cpJ..::c~_ ti.~e follo\·,i-;.1G lr:.!l~l1'.:;c; found in section 1 ;:,:nd 2 
of ;\ l' L j. eli.. ;-: I I I : 

• The ((c)'.->.·;'.l f)"~;Q;::\)lj :,1 1:.111 J)i:~[.S no S[12ciul ;:;ct cOllf(;j.. rin~ corporntc po\·)(:rs. 
C01:p0rd tj 0)';3 1li~·.y lJC fOi:r1K:d u~1d8r genct"iil ItJ,\.n; ..••• 

CORPOH.. \'TIOI'S ••..• l~·.·: '3~ FOr..1 '':D, LI'iPO:-JEB.ED, ••••• om;;, u'mER GENERM, I.J\\JS 

• 
An early decision of the U.S. Supn:Tr.r; Court, nart~C?l1th-S~~l~_ge v..:...JLoodlvard, (17 

U.S. 518, 1819) hGld tl1i't a corp,natc charter, once granted by the legislature, \·}as 
D contract between the stete and die corporation and could not be revoked or altered by

• subsequent legislative' action unless tile charter specifically reserved these ri,ihts 

• 

to the s ta tc. The 1350 conv.'ntion, therefore, in order to counterac t the effec t of 
this decision, added to the Ohio Constitution the provision in section 2 that the laws 
under which corporations may be formed may, from time to time, be altered or repealed. 
Such a provision could nol affect corporations ,already in existence at the time the 
constitutional provision \"'lS enacted, but as to all corporations formed si.nce 1851, 
the constitutional provision is a condition of the granting of the corporate charter. 
The committee found no evidence that the Dartmouth College case had ever been reversed 
or otherwise rendered inapplicable, and therefore believes that the constitutional 
language should be retained. The constitutional provision proposed by the committee 
now reads: 

• CORPORATIONS ••.•• MAY B~FOr~D, E}IT01~RED .•.•. ONLY UNDER GENERAL LAWS 
H1UCH MAY, FROM TIME TO TIME, BE ALTERED OR REPEALED. 

• 

These reserved powers to alter or repeal corporate laws are subject to certain 
other cons ti tutional safeguards, \~hich are not intended in any way to be modified by 
the committee recommendation. For example, Section 10 of Article I of the Federal Con
stitution and Section 28 of Article II of the Ohio Constitution prohibit ~ost facto 
laws and prohibit laws impairing the obligation of contracts. Thus, although the 
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ability of the legislature to alter corporation laws becomes a part of the contract· 
be t\veen the corpora tion and the s ta te, the legis la ture cannot pass laws which impair 
the contract obligations which corporations have incurred between the corporation and 
other individuals or corporations. 

3. Municipal Corporations 

In 1851, when the corporation provisions were written into the Constitution, muni
cipal corporations, as well as private or business corporations, were specially char
tered by the legislature. Section 6 was written into Article XIII to restrict the 
General Assembly Lo providing for municipal corporations, also, by general laws. 
Moreover, section 1 of Article XIII (prohib{ting the conferring of corpora~e powers by 
spec:lal act) !las also been interpreted to apply to municipal corporations. 

Bct\Jcen 1851 and 1912, in spite of the language of Article XIII, the General 
Asscr.1bly~'Cngaged in extensive classific;;tion of cities, to the extent that some classes 
were cr.eated wHh population categories so narrm,' that only i city fell within the 
class. Thus, the General Assembly \'7as in fact passing speeial laws tor cities under 
the guise of a clast;ification system. The 1912 convention, in response to a Supreme 
Court ~ecision holding the city classification system ~nconstitutional and in response 
to the dem.:.mds of tll~ ciLies for home rule pm'ers. wrote Article 1.'VIII dealing with 
l1~lmii~ipi1l corporations. Althou~!1 th8re was discussion at the convention about repealing 
section 6 of Article XIII, that action was not ,aken. 

As notcd carlier, Sectio";) 6 of /\rticle XIII was studied by the Local Government 
Cammi.ttce ;mc1 \'7i.11. D'; rcn~"lcd, if th~t comI!littcels recommendations are adopted. In 
COtL,:i.(.L~dn~;'·;LC r.;lntio:1sliip of ::he re.mainder of Article XIII to municipal cor!"orat.ions, 
:::i2 :~].2c:::i.ri!1.5 <:it1:i Sufft-;::.c," Cc;r:dtt,.~c felt thaL it should be IT!iJGe clcur th;:t municipal 
C:",-c?OLli.::i.':'!ls ;l1'e ~c<Jlt 'i';':'::\ c:\:.e:l'Jsivel.y by Arlit.:1.e XVIII and that vJhnf:ever l<lngu<1:,~e 

t::e (jot1,3ti.Lutlon cO;1t:a5_n~, ':);.th t'.::~pcc;; to corpor.::;.tions ;;;enc:rally should not be construed 
to i:'pp :.y to mu,Jc lp" 1 C'Ycpor.:J tiens • TherE fore, t;1e commi t tee recommends the addi tion 
of the phrase "no'.: bove:rned under Article XVIII af this Constitution" as a definition 
of the ;·.'ord "corporations." The sentence no\v reads: 

C()R::'ORJ:\'TIO~IS ~JOT GOVSRNED FNDCR A~~TICLE XVIn OF THIS CONSTITUTION H.I.'\Y 
BE FOR~!=D, ~~r:.PO-:E:J,1;D ••••• ONLY UNmm GENERAL Lt\HS 'i-HUeH l~l..Y J FRON TINE TO 
TI~f~, RE ALTt:llED. OR :(.EPl:~\LED. 

1h2 second sentence of sec tion 2 of Article Xln ;~as added by the 1912 convrn tian. 
L: Tee':;;;: '!Corp01~,Jtions may be classified .mel tbcre n:ay be conferred upon prope.':' boerds, 
com,:li.:;,:i'ions or officers, slld\ SllpCl'V1.SOT; and regulatory POt·,(XS over their organizati.on, 
bUEincss a~d issue 6n~ sale of stocks and securities, and over the business and sale of 
the stoeb, ;.md securi.ties of foreign corporctions and joint stock companies in this state, 
",s r:wy be prescribed by 121'7." T!le Co;mdttee proposes to replpce this \<lith the single 
\wrd ":~:~GULi\TED.II 

There was debate on the floor of the conv~ntion about this prOV1S1on, with general 
agrecr'k:nt i.:h<lt t',e Gencrc-,l A5S'~lI1bly Ghould n,~gulate and classify corporations ( as i.t 
:~i.ld, in fact, bee!1 doing) and, more particul.:lrly, thilt the legislature should enact a 
"blue sky" la',·] sL:ilar to one already enActed in Kansas to prevent the sale of fraudulent 
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secllrir:ie.'s, \;hcther iSSlCcl by uo;;:u;cic 0-( forci.ga corporations, to Ohio citL~('n8. 

• 
Th:; qlles lion ';Ililld :"(;~'Li to be '!hetber the l.DI1E,.1Clge is necessary DE' cons Litutional 

langtlB,_c. Ii Ewjor'ity or t'-:(: corn,;,ittr'(': 0'1 CC)]:pol:c'tions other th"ln municipal corporations 
be 1 icved t h;: lit ~}D';; a 1 tl:oug11, Dr, \,;old cd by the; C on.mi :.: tee, the prov is ion "IOU ld have 
rCICuired the Cener,,) ,\ssclnDly to poss LJ'.'s rcguli.ilin?, the s.:lle of stocks and securi.ties 
~1~;~';'-int:~nded to lie 1;:;\~lc1i:tory. SOI;lC uPleg8tes hcli.(~ved that the GenerDl [\sserr-bly 
alruldy lied the po,);:;r pc('scrib(~d. 1:0 case,s I·JLre cited by any of the debaters in \vhich 
the 01Lio Sup'u.'lllC Co,jrt I:a(~ L,;1d that tlle (.\:11(:1:<'1 i\ssell'b1y lacko.d r.o'-;er, ijcncrnlly, to

• n:gLll~L8 cor:'ocati(l;lS or ::0 ·cc';ul;1.(: tile ;:.::.1c of securities so ,IS to prevent frc:ud. 
If tht;rc i~; (':;·ubt c:;)('ut t11': lC~:i.f;1:ltllre's pm·18r, tbe ,.}Onl " rq;ulatr.: f1 seems to the com
mit:lJ~e to bf' Llc;CqU::t l? to covc~: t:I" needed out!lority. 

• 
The (Jllcstiol1 of ClclS,::i.!'jC;l[ioil migl,t be SOniC"ib;il mO'Le Pl1e~ti.oal)ble th~n other 

rc:~,u~.:ltion, in li)lt of t~.c ili~tc,cy 01: l(!i;:is1.a~ive municipd1 cla:,~ific[ltion .:md its 
~ubscqU~·... l i: ove::l"tbrr;·;.: by the :::lflJ:C,r;1c COllI't in C:do. Hoc·/ever, class ifica tion for vi .lid

'
Ic[';isJotivc p~lrp()::c:s i::: notl:n:;~~r.:;t.1.;:ut.i.O!kJ just bechllRc i_t is clussi!ic<\tion; other 
cO'1C~Lil!\l.:L,,·.dJ ;>::0··;:3:0r..::; n;L,~.L·,::,. lr.1 (;(,itc,'! ptotc:ct on 0: the 13"'5 [,;:.d due. pt'OCCSS of 
l;,v :1i-lVC led ;:he (:""lj'tS [;0 'L,'cuLc;; tL;.(: cl.0:;5ific~,t'ions be rcnsofleiJle, rl~l<lted to the 
ptlrpose ~C): \<dcL,,'::>, !'nc1 tk.t ;.1.l ~ntitir" falling ir.Lo the class:ification he treated 
fuirly ane equally. 

• The c0:moittct;, lh(~l"('f();'e, 110'18 rCiOcivcd the concluc>ion that all th,:;- lc:mguage of the 
second scnL'2H.:e :;5 Si'l'~)'_t::"<'(; iT; til: t it: u.o.:'[; net confer on tb~ :J;enrcraJ ~]ssemb1y any 
pO\'i<~r it cloer; no~" ;jli"r?"'(-ly D[;3::(':,3 ;11 virtw..: of irs g~2'1\::rdl legislative pmJ(ol" under 
sect:ion I of Article I:. 1.':)(· co:,\;dttce ;:ecomn;::,nds the repenl of this sentence. 

•
 
TIw third sentenc~ of S0ction 2 of Article XIII was also added by the 1912 conven


tion. It ._"c<ids: "J,,::;;.'s 1:t;~Y be PC:2SI:d n':L,ulatin,; tile 5Ble and cOI1vey<;nce of other p,-rsona 1.
 
property, l,,,helLer m'incJ by D COl'por-ation, joint stock cOIl1pany or individuDl." Prior to
 
the 1912 cnnvent~o~, the legislature hai twice Dttemptcd to enDct & lQW regul&ting bulk
 
sedes not in the r2S1J1£iL c·'u;:-.,;e of the sellerls busJ,ncss. Both times, the Supreme Court
 
strucl~ dm,m tILe statutes ae viol.::tin6 ?rovision3 of the nill of Eights (specifically
 
sections 1, 2, and 19) protect~n~ the right to own Rnd dispose of property. The 1912


• convr~nt.con at:ded th:i.s sentence to the section, specifically to overcome the effect of
 
those decisions. "Other" property obviously means othc'r than stocks and securities. 

• 
Follo,·.,ing; the adoption of this provision, the general assembly ;.;zain enDcted a 

bulk sales act, aw! this time H \v8S uphdd by the Ohio Supreme Court. (Steele,_n<221dns 
and CO-!-"'y--!-~iller, 92 Ohio St. 115, 1915) •. Th~ court hdd, in the Ste~~ case, that this 
sentence constitute~ an exception to the Bill of Rights guarantees. 

• 

\\'hether the sentence is useful today as a basis for commercial regulation seemed 
very doubtful to the co~~ittee. Even if it is still of constitutional validity, the 
co~~ittee believes th;;t it is misplaced, since it relates to entities other than corpor
ations. Therefore, the committee recomruends that this sentence be referred, together 
\o1ith the entire section 5 of Article XIII, to the Committee studying the, Bill of Rights. 
If that committee is of the opinio~ that it should be retained, it would appear appro
priate to recommend placing it in Article I, the Bill of Rights, or in Article II, the 
legislature and legislative power. 

5. Taxation 

• Section 4 of ArUcle XIII states: liThe property of corporations, now existing or 
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hereafter created, shall forever be subject to taxation, the same as the property of 
individua Is." 

The 1851 convention was distressed by prior legislative policies of specifically 
exempting the property of particular corporations or particular kinds of corporati.ons 
from taxation. In reaction, it added section l~ to Article XIII. The section does not, 
of course, levy any taxes. It merely appears to state a general principle of ecruit:y 
that property should be treated alike for taxation purposes, whether it is the prop~rty 

of corporations or of individuals. Section 2 of Article XII states this principle in 
more specific terms, by requiring uniform taxation 9f real property, permitting clas

sification of personal property for taxation purposes (subject to the general rules \vith 
respect to classifiation of reasonableness etc.) and permitting the General Assembly 
Lo dct0mline exemptions. "lith respect to corporate property and taxation, the corrrnittee 
believes tlwt this section confers neither greater powers nor provides greater restric
tions on the General tlssembly than does section 2 of Article XII, and therefore recommends 
its rcpeo.l. llm,'2ver, the comr:littee is also u'''are that repeal might tend to permit the 
ar;;u!1lC":nt th,:L, since the sec.tion appeCTS to confirm some power to tsx corporation pro
perty, repeal mi:~ht som~how diminifih this pm.er. Therefore, it recoTIu:lends the addition 
of the ~"ord "taxation ll to the first sentence of the proposl·:d ne\v section outlining in 
general terms legislative power over corporations. The committee's proposal now reads: 

COI~PORATIOiIS 110T GOVEPJn:n UNDER ~RTICLF. XVIII OF TIllS f.0NSTITUTION NAY BE 
rorr<E:::J, EN~'CUErr~m, RZGUL;\,rr:D, AND 'lAXBD ONLY tINDER GENERAL LA~.JS mUCH MAY, 
FRm1 TIh~~ TO Tue, BE .i\LTERED OR RZPEALED. 

The first sentr~nce of section 3 of Article XIII reads as fo11m"s: 

Due'S frum priva te cOc~)Qr::; tions shall be! sr!curcd ~)y such means as may be prescribed 
by 1;:;;,;, but in no c.:::sc ,,1[2.11 ,my stockholuer be individually li&ble other,vise than 
fIn' th2 ll{i?<~Ld S to~k m-med by him OT her. 

'1':: -L" pl'ovis ion \,,"'S las t an'e.nded in 1936. The origi.nb 1 1851 sec tion permi t ted ad
(jf.tio,,:~l lial:d.Lty of €;::ch (',;,;:,pol"ate ~;tock\older, over and above the st;()ck o,med by him 
:>nd w:':::; unpaid &'i:ount ~~\.lC thereon. to a further "um at least equal to the worth of thE' 
:;tock. This last provision, tIl<: "douhle" or ltsuper<lddcd" liability, r·las deleted in 
lS03, added for banking cor?o~ation shareholders in 1912, and again deleted in 1936. 

Tlle dena tGS revE:,ilthat the word "dues lt was used oS .(\ synonum for lIdebts lt , and
 
30mcd:.~:::Llssior, ;.;bout securi.ng the debts of E'.!..~..it:E§}~i~corporation::; as opposed to
 
!.:.:'}~L':.'~::'d.l or .2.~~Ll..i...c::....:??2:'Y}S£ COC10l"atioD.S led to the inc:rusion of the Ivorrl. ltpri.'Jate" •
 
.. I fi:1y (",V'~Ilt, U;e fire t p<: rt of this sentence oppears to the committee to be surplusage 
.'iiHl c J.cLrly \·.. i thin dw pm'lcrs of the genet"al o.3scmu ly to provide under the general 
autho~-ity to regulate co:cporations. Tbe committee n,,;ommends its deletion. 

Eecause of tIle varyiH~; shifts in public opinion regarding \vhether corporate share
holders .;;hould be held ii, ble for corporate debts beyond th~ amount due frem their un
p"id st:oek subscri['>l:ion, the cmrrnittee recofim,cnds the retention in the Constitutio~1 of 
tile pre;cnt rrovisi::m hllich prohi.bits "double" or "superadded" liability. The conunittee 
l'ecorrJGellGation for a second sentence to the proposed new secti.on is as follo~]s: 

STOCK O\.'NSFSHTP THElzEIN SHALL NOT CRFNl'E INDIVIDUAl. LIABILITY FOR CORPORi\TE 
OBLIGATIONS IN EXCESS OF THE STOCKHOLDC:R1S mTPAID STOCK SUBSCRIPTION. 

•
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•
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Section 5 of Article XIII reads DS follows: 
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Section 5. no rigl-.l of \~<IY sbrtIl be appropriated to the use of any corporation, 
uatil fU"~ COlrl"'C'l/s<':lLon :-berefo,- I)(~ fin,t rn<lde i.n money, or fixst secured by a 
deposit of money, ['0 l:hc 0'.·;ller, Lcrespccti\,(' of 2ny bc;-:e[it from ,my i.mprovement 
P1:oposed by E:uch co)'p:'·~'at.Lon: ..';liril compe:l1siltion 8;1811 be ascertained by a jury 
of t\y(:lvc men, in iJ court of record, "1'; shull be prescribed by lmvo 

This sec ~ion, <: 1:':0, u-:.~ :idd~::cl t'1 the Cons l. i tution in 1851 and has not bee:a altered. 
Hhcn l:h},l to;;cthcr 'cdl'l f;CCi:.ir··n J.J C< 1>rl.i.cle I, the c;ninent dom:::in provisi.on of the' 
'll:Lll cf l~~:~.ht;;, ',r,<my !',:a-alle];' in lc.n:c'·u<:;;e nwy be found, Drid a f'(;~iI differences. Some 
of t::e Dpcci..fL- [Jl·o'/i.i.;C:J:" r:ipch as L>:lL r,cquL-ing a jury to dete'·In1.ne cor,1p8nsati.on. 
viCj(~ '.d(;cd to tbc Cc'i-:;.t: tUlion:cr t!l" 8iil!":' rC<:J~;ons thai similiJr provi,~o:lS in Sect'on 19 
O( /n t'clc .I. (·:'.n, iJU'lcc1 - to iJr,~Y('nt the abc!S2S of t!1C pOlver that lI::id occurred prior 
to ISSl, dcpcivL1J ]:.Jdc\,.ncrc; of their prop;')-ty oitllOlll ju"t or ud",nuate compensation. 

'l'lk COTHd.ttc:c r:::r.CE!"1cnd,:; C':lt this 3CCUC.l:1 be referred to the Committee studying 
the Bill of lU;;~lL': fe)!." its "".''':i.'c'v &itd rec()ij1~l)C!:';ddtion'3 ion conjunction with its study 
0f:. S<,,· U'Jll 1. ') 0 f 1~ rt ie Ie T. 

,~ 
(, . 
The t;econd Sl~nt~nel~ of ~;ection 3 end .:111 of Section 7 denls h'ith banks. The f,ccond 

sentence of S(~C t\.on 3 re<:Jb as fol10~"~;: 

No c orpor <} t ion no t fE" 2,2 nL.:ed undn" the 1. ;'~'IS of t J1is s La Le, or of the Uni ted S ta tes, 
or p<O)'SO:1, p:,"t·:~cr~·:hip or ::::;soci"ti0:l 8:;011 lISC C'i£' ~,'ord llbank", "b::mker" or "hankinc~lI, 

or words of similar rr~mling in Q~Y forei~n lan~lIage. as a designation or name under 
\vhich busin.(~S5 f.:ay be conducted in this st2.te unless such corpol"ation, person, 
partnershin or association sh~ll submit to inspection. examination and regulation 
as may hereaf ter be provided by the Im.Js of this s ta te . 

This sentence permits the General Assembly to regulate foreign banking corporations 
wishing to do business in Ohio. The committee is of the opinion that this po'.vcr is 
t-lithin the plenary 1('::isL tive pmycr of the General Assembly even without this sentence; 
if the General Assembly regulates in such a IV[J.y as to violate the interstate comnerce 
clause of the Federal Constitution or some other provision oj the Feder .. l Constitution 
or Federal 1m" this provision of the Ohio Constitution will not render such a statute 
constiLutional. Therefore. the committee recommends the repeal of this sentence. 

Section 7 reads as follows: 

Section 7. No act 01 the General Asse~bly authorizing associations with banking 
powers, shall take effect, until it shall be submitted to the people, at the general 
election next succeeding the passage thcreof t and be approved by a majority of all 
the electors, voting at such election. 

This section was added in 1851 and was designated as a compromise between advocates 
of the gold standard and advocates of an easy money policy. The compromise was to re
quire submission to the people of acts authorizing associations with banking powers, and 
let the people decide. Although in its terms "acts authorizing associations with banking 
powers" sounds very broad, it was apparently intended to apply only to authorizing banks 
of issue, and was so construed by the Ohic Supreme Court. There are currently no l::ws 
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in effect ill Ohio submitted to the people in accord with this provision. 

Nor is it likely that the state will enter the business of authorizing banks of 
issue, in light oi: fcdernl dominance in this field. A similar provision was deleted 
from tIll.' recent Illinois Constitution, since it was viet~ed as obsolete i.n light of • 
the prohibitively high federal 

The cO\Th.lIittee recommends 

tax on the issuance of bank notes. 

repeal of this section. 
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•	 &l'lttru aIolll1fy 

GEORGE L FORREST Jrnhatr IDiuininn Phone 
Judi. Qhllr:UOtl tUrns <!tourt 419-447-3121 

{lHffin. ®~in 448B3 

•	 May 1, 1975 

• 
Re: Proposed Article IV 

Ohio Constitutional 
Revision Commission 

Senator, take another look at the constitutional revision you 
are suggesting for the courts ••• Please. 

• 
First ••. The amendment would not make the Courts more flexible, 

but would remove the responsibility from each Judge to mai~tain a 
current docket and to supervise what is taki~g place in his Court. 

• 
Second ••• It is very important for the general public to be 

able to identify with the Judges of the respective Courts. If 
the amendment should be passed, it will make it much more difficult 
for the people to select a Judge that they believe has the qualities 
necessary in each respective Court. I believe it is important that 
the people have the confidence, so far as either the General Divi
sion, Probate or Juvenile Division of the Courts. 

• 
Third .•• The supervision of each Court is an intricate and 

sometimes difficult matter. The expertise gained on being able 
to preside and administer is of greater value than being able to 
move a Judge from one Court to the other at the will of those in 
charge. 

• 
So Senator, in summary, I do not think this recommendation 

is in the interest of justice or the people. 

• GLF/jk 
cc:	 Ann M. Erickson, Director
 

Julius J. Nemeth,Research Attorney
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Local Government Committee 

Chairman, Mrs. Alexander Orfirer •First Meeting, May 10, 1971 

Last Meeting, May 18, 1975 

Minutes begin on page 2603 

Research begins on page 3267 • 
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Local Government Committee 
May 19, 1971 

Summary of l1ay 10 Meeting 

The Local Government Committee met on 118y 10 in the Commission offices. Present 

were Messrs. Duffey, Leedy, Fry, Russo, Brockman, Heminger, and Ingler. 

The Honorable Alba ~fuiteside, of the Tenth District Court of Appeals, met with 
the committee for the purpose of reviewing the provisions of Article XVIII of the 
Ohio Constitution and pointing out the interpretation of these provisions and the 
problems "lhich have resul ted from the application of the constitutional language. 

The following is a summary of the discussion at that meeting. 

Duffey: Local government and local government problems are one of the greatest 
dome.stic problems in the country today and in Ohio and also one of the vastest in 
subject matter and information. One of our difficulties is to sort out carefully 
those kinds of local government problems which are appropriate for constitutional 
consideration as opposed to just social problems, legislative problems, legal prob
lems, and practical political problems involving local gov~rnment. We have at this 
meeting someone who will bring us a thumbnail view of particularly where we stand in 
Ohio today in this difficult area of municipal law and p~rhaps also put the municipal 
law in the conte~~t of local government and of government structures in general. 
Judge Whiteside not only has had an eminent career in the last four years on the 
bench but from our viewpoint, more importantly, he spent a number of years in the 
city attorney's office in Columbue and spent quite a few of those years as chief 
counsel. He spoke frequently a~ bdr association meetings and elsewhere on the 
problems of local government, particularly in the field of annexation and has liti 
gated many of the local government problems in Ohio on behalf of Columbus. 

Hhiteside: Thank you, John. Actually before I start I want to allay any false ap
prehensions as to expertise. Probably the man who has done more studying in this 
area as to the meaning of the various constitutional provisions concerning municipal 
law is John Duffey. I'm not going to attempt to tell you all the meaning of all the 
terms in the various sections of the constitution. What I'm going to attempt to do 
is point out the problem areas in Article XVIII of the constitution adopted 1n 1912. 
Of course the first thing they did was divide the municipal corporations into two 
types--the cities and villages, with a 5,000 population being the dividing line. 
Soon after that the Supreme Court held this was the only division that could be made 
of municipal corporations by the state legislature. 

Brockman: There is no penalty being a village? 

Whiteside: It's a different form of govcrnment--the statutory form. Other than that 
you can have a charter the same as a city. If you have a charter you have a lot of 
leeway. Prior to 1912 there were many divisions of cities--first, second and third 
class, many divisions of municipal corporations. In other words, prior to 1912, 
the various types of powers under the state statutes depended on population differ
ences. The two sections I like to look at together are sections 2 and 7 because 
they are talking about the same thing. Section 2 provides that the state legislature 
can pass laws for the government of cities and villages. Section 7 provides that a 
municipal corporation may frame snd adopt a charter for its own government. So 
basically we're talking about charter and noncharter cities. l-le are talking about 
the area of "government," whatever that means, and. this has been one of the areas of 
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confusion and concern. Apparently it includes the type of organization that govern
meuts have, number of council, whether you have a councll form or whatever form you 
may have. At one stage there was some confusion as over whether or not appointment 
of certain employees, especially police and firemen, was controlled by the state 
law or the charter. In the case of a charter city, and they adopted a theory called 
statewide concern that they--the police--were governed by the state statutes irre
spective of charter provisions. More recently this was abolished and those cases 
overruled. Apparently, this falls within the area of "government" because on an 
occasion which, I believe, Judge Duffey criticizes in his article, they held that 
the state law provisions to apply to charter municipalities. So again we have got 
the problem of what does government mean. How broad is it? It' 8 a procedure to 
some degree but again it's never been completely set down and clarified. 

Civil service in general has been held to be under that aspect controlled by 
charter if the municipality adopts a charter and governed by the state law otherwise. 

Another portion of section 2 which refers to additional laws which may be 
passed by the legislature are effective only to the extent they are adopted by the 
municipalities. They are in certain sections of the code and are called "optional" 
forms of government. They have to be voted upon and adopted by the Dlnicipal1ty, 
which they may do by single vote. The people adopt a specific statutory plan of 
government--federal plan, mayor, council plan, a manager plan, a commission plan. 

When a charter has been adopted, to what extent has the charter actually abro
gated the state statutes? In Columbus, the charter had provisions on how the coun
cilmen were elected and how vacancies could be filled by council. The state statute 
says that if vacancies exist more than 30 days, the vacancy can be filled by the 
mayor. The charter had no language concerning what to do when the council were split 
on a vote and could not agree on appointment. The Supreme Court held by a very 
close vote that the language of the charter would still prevail and covered all of 
this. Basically it was a matter of interpretation of charter rather than state law. 
But again having a charter doesn't el~inate all the problems concerning the state 
law because if it doesn't cover something, what happens? 

But the most essential part and the vague part to me is what is meant by gov
ernment. "Government" can mean everything or it can be very l~ited to form of 
government and basic procedures. It's a very broad term and has not been clearly 
defined by courts through the years. Very few of the cases have taken the word 
itself and tried to define it as such. Basically they have talked in terms of what 
controls rather than what does this language really mean. 

The whole basic part of home rule as it is called, by municipalities, is con
tained in section 3 of Article XVIII. This has two parts and the first refers to 
the power of municipalities to exercise all power of local self government. This 
has been held, very early to apply to charter Bnd noncharter municipalities. In 
other words, all municipalities have the power of local self government. The prob
lem which obViously arises is what is meant by this power. What is local self gov
ernment? An~ this is not a clear thing yet today. Earlier there was a statewide 
concern theory. This was apparently rejected as such but more recently, the Supreme 
Court in a decision referred to matters which are purely local in nature, and 
matters which affect not only the local community but also adjacent communities or 
the state as a whole. 

•
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Brockman: I donlt understand something here. It goes on giVing them local self 
government adopted and enforced within limits--police, sanitary, etc. as are not 
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in conflict with general law. Is what it is saying that the legislature may define 
what the powers of local self government are? Or is that a matter for the courts? 

Whiteside: The Supreme Court has held that "as are not in conflict with general 
laws" moUifies only the second portion of the section which is "to adopt such local 
police and sanitary and other similar regulations" and that those words "are not in 
conflict with general laws" do not modify the authority to exercise all powers of 
local self government. It would have been possible, as you indicate, to have read 
it differently. 

lngler: I suppose you couldn't dissolve a local corporation, a chartered one, by 
statutory law. 

Duffey: You probably can dissolve them, wipe them out. 

lngler: Could you, by act of the legislature? 

Brockman: When a charter is drafted, it has to be accepted by the legislature, 
doesn't it? 

Whiteside: No, it does not. It has to be accepted by the people who vote and simply 
registered with the Secretary of State, and it is then, so to speak, the constitution 
of the municipal corporation. 

Russo: H. far was a test case taken on section 31 

Whiteside: This was a Supreme Court decision in Canada vs. Phillips about 1958 
which very thoroughly made that statement. The conflict portion modifies only the 
second portion of section 3, not the first portion. The theory behind it is 
simply this. If it modified "all powers of local self government" there would be 
no powers of self government except those which the state legislature granted. If 
you go back to the constitutional debates it is very clear that they meant to grant 
certain powers to the municipal corporation to operate beyond the power of the gen
eral assembly to control. If a "not in conflict" provision were applicable, it 
would be legislative control and there would be no change in the situation which 
existed prior to the adoption of section 3 because they had the power to exercise 
local self government to the extent that the general assembly saw fit prior to 1912. 

!Il: Those states where the legislature does get into local government are really 
cluttered. It's fortunate that they did interpret that way. 

t>1hiteside: You will find that in many legislatures somebody is asking the state 
government to authorize the municipalities to do something. The real question is 
uhat do these words mean? There have been various interpretations through the 
years, particularly in the area of statewide-local concern doctrine of the 30's and 
40's. There they held that the matter of police and fire are so important that they 
were matters of statewide concern and the statutes regulating the salary, the hours, 
the appointment and discharge of police were so important that they were matters of 
statewide concern. 

Broclanan: How do we justify matters such as mandatory police officers training 
council? These are administrative regulations growing out of an enabling act. 

Whiteside: This is one of the problem areas which mayor may not be valid depending 
on the interpretation. 
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Frx: As for police and firemen, the hours of work, that is simply a device for a 
group, a special group, to enforce. In other words they can get a law passed in 
the state and they don't have to go to each municipality itself. 

Brockman: If someone wants to fight it, you don't know if the constitutionality would 
stand. Is that what you are saying? 

fIt: I think that, as a matter of practice, a lot of the provisions we make as 
applying to police and firemen, for example, are subject to question because what 
happens within that particular district is the same as happened with the sanitation 
workers, or the income tax question or anything else. 

Hhiteside: If you deal with a noncharter municipality and those areas are inter
preted as being part of government then of course section 2 would be applicable, 
but as to charter cities which have adopted a charter they would not be applicable. 
On the other hand, if those areas are looked upon as being part of local self gov
ernment all municipalities would have the right to do what they wanted to. They 
can decide for themselves in those areas. And this 1s some of the problem area, 
what do these words mean? Hhere are the dividing lines between the government and 
local self government? You can use the same word but they have to have a different 
meaning, and where the dividing line between one and the other is has never been 
clearly defined. Most frequently in the cases where they talk about Section 2 
or Section 7 or Section 3 they use them conjunctively and say "sections 3 and 7." 
The problem is the delineation between these two basic things, laws pertaining to 
government which, for a noncharter city, are passed by the legislature; for a 
charter city they are determined by the charter except to the extent they may have 
adopted the state statutes by the charter. And it seems to me that that word 
"government" and the powers of local self government there is no clean delineation 
as to where one begins and the other ends. 

Brockman: My feeling is that so long as we don't have any serious problems our 
best bet is to leave well enough alone. Is there any value to this committee getting 
into the question of constitutional language? 

Hhiteside: t"ell, there's no question that any time you get into this area you may 
open a can of worms. On the other hand, in the revision of a constitution, you have 
to decide where you want to go, not where you are, and you really are not in an 
area of clarity. If you try to clarify it, obviously you're going to make some 
people unhappy and some people happy. You can't move in this area without having 
some people who may not agree. Some 1'1ill think it should be more restrictive and 
some will think more powers should be given to local government. There are real 
problems existing today--police and fire pension plans, the fluoridation law, the 
solid waste disposal law, police training. These things don't end up in court 
usually if the legislature provides money or the subject is popular like the 
pension plan was originally. As a basic proposition nobody wants to fight them. 

Brockman: Or if one or two large cities decide not to pay to the pension fund. 
They may take it to court so they can balance the budget this year. 

Whiteside: The same problem existed all these years with PERS and the cities have 
chosen, through the years, not to raise that issue. So there are some areas where 
there might be a question but no one raises it because they really like what exists. 

Fry: I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that as we go through this area we might be able 
to find language that would identify those areas where there is a common interest 
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state-wide so that ''Ie might clear up the language. I think this 1s the very basis 
of what we're trying to do. 

Hhiteside: Two areas where there have been problems are in the regulation of new 
power lines, high powered power lines, and liquor est.ablishments. Now where a 
state permits these or permits them to go through how far can a municipality go in 
saying that they can't be in this location or that 10cationZ Both issues are the 
same problem. The state statute has fairly recently been upheld in the area of 
power lines. Does local government decide where the location should be? It seems 
to be application of zoning. How far do the municipalities have by zoning or other 
means to say we won't have a liquor establishment here or to say you can't put a 
high powered power line here even though they may have gone to the POCO and gotten 
a permit. These are areas and the types of problem we frequently get into. It may 
be that the power line is serVing not only that municipality but trying to go 
through to serve another area. To what extent should one municipality control the 
location of a pm.,er line to serve another area? On the other hand, in the area of 
streets in the matter of maintenance and limiting vehicular traffic, the courts 
almost uniformly through the years have held that this is a matter of local concern 
and the local authority may make weight limits, designate thru streets and streets 
which even though the traffic is going thru they cannot use in that city. But 
these are types of conflict of local interests and those of the state. And they 
can exist and do exist. Many of these are in the area of the exercise of the 
second part of section 3 dealing with local police, sanitary and other regulations. 

Duffey: What the judge is pointing out is that, by virtue of the present consti 
tution, we have made the Ohio Supreme Court the arbitrator between the local bodies 
and the legislature. The Supreme Court is literally acting as the final determina
tion as to whether the municipality or the legislature has the power to do it, and 
as the membership of the Court has shifted, those answers have shifted, because 
they are political questions. 

~1hiteside: Also between adjacent municipalities you can have problems, and between 
the municipality and a township or other regulatory body. You had a case before 
the Supreme Court where the City of Columbus wanted to put a trailer camp in one of 
its parks in an area where county zoning was such that it would not be permissible. 
The city did not ask the county. The lawsuit was brought. The Court of Appeals 
held that the county had no power to regulate the city. The city exercised other 
governmental functions because it exercise4 by grant of the legislature, certain 
powers outside the municipality on property it owned. So now to what extent--not 
clearly answered in the Constitution--does this power of local self government to 
operate outside its city and to control the land in its park system, if outside 
the municipality. 

Fry: And the direction that is taking we're going to have more and more of this, 
instead of less, i.e. pollution control. You just can't have a single municipality 
taking care of pollution control. 

lngler: Keeping in mind the main legislative article of the Constitution what 
really would be the results if you repealed, 1, 2, 3, and 7 of Article XVIII? 

Duffey: Essentially it would put you right back where you were before 1912, when 
the power was in the legislature. 

lngier: Let's pursue that. Where were we? Was it all that bad? 
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Russo: But there was no focus on the problems at the time. 

Duffey: That was the era of log rolling, which was a complete mess and led to a 
popular revision of local government in 1911 by fiat of the people and declaring 
much of the statutory law of Ohio unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. Basic
ally what happened, even with the l~itations of so called general laws and pro
hibitions against special laws, was that if a particular community was interested 
in something the legislative delegation of that community literally controlled 
because the rest of the legislature didn't have that much interest or concern. 
Representatives will recognize this sort of thing like the fight a couple of years 
ago on the deaf school, where they wanted to put a road through up there. Most 
of the legislators felt if they weren't from Franklin County they had plenty to 
worry about as opposed to this. 

Ingler: Did these sections eliminate that or did the prohibitions on special 
laws? 

Whiteside: The limitations on special laws were in existence before 1912. As I 
indicated earlier, the legislature devised classes of cities--fictitious classi
fication--and oftentimes there would be one city in that class. So while a general 
law applied to all cities in that class, there was only one city in that class, 
so it became special. It was passed under the guise of general law. 

Fry: I think, Bill, that if we could draw a general line and then let local 
government operate within those lines, it is to be desired to taking care of 
these things in the legislature. 

Russo: I think you brought up a very fundamental question which is "are we going 
to be saddled with local government forever?" Or are we going to the regional 
concept? If we're giving the local government better methods to work with we 
may, at the same time, hamstring the legislature with the particular problems 
that are coming up state-wide. 

Fry: I think you have these areas of general interest that the legislature will 
have to get into, but maybe we can come up with language that will describe those. 

Ingler: Right now £!m. they get into? I am somewhat confused about the effects 
of this vague demarcation. 

Whiteside: This is a vague area and as new things have developed, especially 
recently, it has become more important. 

IngIer: To go to a historical case. In the region of Toronto it got so bad 
wIth that multiplicity of jurisdictions, the bonds began to go sour. And they 
tried and tried and tried with the exercise of all these local government powers 
and never got anywhere. Everybody was for it except the public. Finally, with 
that inverted federalism they have in Canada, the provincial legislature wrote a 
charter and shoved it down the throat of the voters. The bonds came back and 
they are getting the place straightened up. 

Fry: Indianapolis did the same thing. They adopted a special form of government 
for whatever the county Is that Indianapolis is in. 
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There are several and Pl?ThSPfl ~ll of the citi.es in Ohi~ "'here you can't even do this 
with a county charter even if you can get a charter Adopted. In the Dayton area we 
have a bona fide multi-county arrangement. You can't get a charter adopted in the 
Dayton area because one ~hf~"d of the metropolis lives b the next county. 

Whiteside: This is in the area of regional government, rather than municipal. 
Where you do have municipal government, we're talking about what should you have? 
Whether you should have some type of county or regional government as opposed to 
our present system or expand the municipal corporation to a larger area I think is 
not a problem existing within a municipal corporation area but in the broad picture 
of what kind of governmental arrangements to you want? 

Duffey: There are two very basic subjects which we are inadvertently mixing up here. 
One is the question of: assuming you have a governmental unit and for the moment 
concentrating on municipalities, as opposed to counties or townships, what kind of 
powers should that governmental unit have that are constitutionally granted to it, 
if any; how much authority should the legislature have to be able to control what 
this local community wants to do and how independent can it act of the legislature? 
The other question that I think Bill 1s raising is what should be the governmental 
units? As you point out, you are now stretching into three counties. Columbus, 
according to the federal census, covers four counties now. Now getting into the 
question of the governmental structure not powers now, but what is the governmental 
unit? The third area of discussion that at one point or another we're going to 
have to get into. I want to make two observations and then let's get back to the 
subject matter. So far as what are the governmental units and what are their bound
aries, I think you will agree that this is strictly a matter for the legislature. 
The only thing they are required to do is to adopt a general law for incorporation 
of municipalities. Article XVIII presupposes that you are' a municipal corporation 
but there is nothing to prevent the legislature from unincorporating you, abolishing 
you. They could abolish all the municipalities in Cuyahoga County by classification. 

Ingler: They couldn't do it except by abolishing all of them, could they? 

Whiteside: It would have to be a general law assuming that the power to abolish 
municipalities or merge them or something of that nature-Mit is probably one of the 
general legislative powers because it isn't mentioned in the Constitution. I'm 
trying to avoid giving specific answers to questions that aren't going to be re
solved. The legislature has some power under the constitution expressly to change 
counties and townships. This has been sparingly if at all exercised by the legis
lature. This is an area they have not gotten into; however, to some degree, that 
power clearly exists. 

Duffey: On the issue of creation of municipalities and governmental bodies, the 
present constitution clearly leads us up to the legislature. I think that most of 
us would agree that dissolution would also be a legislative power.' The problem is, 
assuming that you've got the governmental body, how do you determine the structure 
of the government? In any area except rr~nicipal government, (counties, townships) 
it's up to the legislature. In the area of municipal government we have an option 
created by Article XVIII, section 7, local government, that the people may by vote 
through charters create their own form of government. The third and controversial 
area that he has been talking about 1s assume you have a municipality and whatever 
organization it may have, legislatively created or charter created, what are the 
powers that that body has? 

Brockman: Let's tie you~ question with Bill's original question about lopping off 
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several sections of the Constitution. What's the value of keeping section I in the 
Constitution? It causes villages to do silly things around census ttme. It causes 
friction and from what you say it seems to have no significance legally between 
villages and cities. 

Whiteside: there is a difference. The difference is in the form of government the 
legislature has enacted. Section 1 was enacted to prevent widespread overclassifica
tion and had the effect at least of limiting the number of classes of governmental 
structure as well as powers. It was felt that smaller villages should have less com
plex governmental structure. than cities which were more complex. lfuether or not 
the 5,000 differential is still valid - - -

Duffey: On the one hand they wanted to make it clear that the legislature could not 
classify into !2££ ~ villages and cities. I donlt know that the Court will buy 
it that way but I think they were shooting at it, because of the history. The other 
thing was they recognized that small villages are so small in many instances that 
their governmental structure problems have as a practical political matter no re
lationship to the bigger areas. Government almost had to run itself because nobody 
wants to be mayor or councilman. In little towns, particularly out in the rural 
areas, government is a problem there and the people who operate are very part ttme. 
If you donlt give them a detailed code telling them what to do, and when and how, 
they wou Idn I t know how to do it. 

Brockman: Then doing this would not affect the power of the legislature to offer an 
alternative. 

Whiteside: If you wanted to make more classifications it would be better to say so 
than repeal a section of the Constitution. 

lngler: Just for a little further interpretation on section 7. Suppose all of the 
charter municipalities legally. pursuant to their charters, found themselves exercis
ing a particular kind of governmental power. At some future ttme for some reason. 
I've no idea what, the legislature chose to exercise that same power, at all levels 
in Ohio, pursuant to state law, rather than allowing it to be exercised by charter 
municipalities, pursuant to their charters, is there any guideline right now as to 
whether the legislature has the power to do that? 

Whiteside: There's probably no question about the power of the legislature to exer
dise such a power. One area where it has been done is health. The legislature a 
few years ago established health districts, and the Supreme Court upheld that. A 
more recent decision has referred to this as being that health districts are state 
agencies not part of the 1IP.1nicipal government. However, in the Canada case, which 
is the one I referred to earlier, there was an indication that if this happens you 
may end up with parallel operations. In other words, while the general assembly 
may adopt and establish a state police to operate everywhere that doesn't mean they 
can regulate the municipal police force insofar as who you hire and what the quali 
fications are, and how they are appointed and the question of whether or not they 
had to appoint the top man on a list or whether they could appoint one of the top 
three. And that case overruled some of the prior cases which adopted the statewide 
concern theory. So there is some indication that the state legislature may in all 
these various areas adopt a state agency to operate and while that state agency is 
operating there is a question of to what extent may a municipality operate. To the 
extent that it is part of local self government they may operate but to the extent, 
if any, that what they are doing constitutes a local police, sanitary or other reg
ulation, then the municipality, while it may operate co-existently, it may not 
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conflict with the state statutes. 

Ingler: But the state may not withdraw in that case a power of a chartered munici
pality that is being exercised under its charter and hv that municipality? 

Whiteside: The early case indicated that the state could--that the language used 
was when the state withdraws from a municipality the power to do something and takes 
it over, but Canada v. Phillips more recently indicated that the state can take it 
over but can't prevent the municipality from operating in the same field. So it's 
not a clear area and no clear answer. It is a very definite problem area where 
you might want to give some study. 

Duffey: If you mean, can they prevent the city from acting on their own in that 
area, the answer Is, if it's so-called local self government and not police and 
not sanitary, probably not. If you mean, might the statute operate to make it clear 
that charter and noncharter cities may act as the legislature has authorized, clearly 
yes. This is where it starts getting pretty sticky. One example might be urban 
renewal. The Court came along and said urban renewal was not a police power nor is 
it a health power. It's not a problem of conflict between local law and state law. 
They said it's a power of local self government, and a charter city has it by virtue 
of the constitution. The Court held the state law unconstitutional. On the other 
side of the coin let's suppose the city of Columbus just went ahead and chose to 
appropriate property by virtue of the state law on urban renewal. I think probably 
all, including the Court, would rear back and say "Well, that's perfectly all right, 
if you want to act under state la"l that's fine." 

Whiteside: Not only the charter cities but the noncharter cities also have consti 
tutional power that cannot be withdrawn. I guess I didn't state that at the outset. 
What we're talking about is a constitutional power that; illlm.micipal1ties"h\'l~e. 

Duffey: Even there I have to draw a distinction. When the legislature actf, we'll 
say regulating urban renewal, the legal fight then turns around the question of 
whether this matter is something that is more than local self government--wat the 
judge has referred to as statewide concern. If the Court said "Urban renewal here 
has become such an important and overwhelming problem that it is overlapping bound
aries. What you do in Columbus is going to affect Arlington and what you do in 
Cleveland is going to affect Shaker Heights," then they'll say, "Well, we think 
this is of general concern and the legi5~.lature may validly act on it." There is 
still hanging in the air, which way is the court going to come out when you ask 
them the question "Is this local self government?" What I can't really answer for 
you very clearly is what is X power and is it local self government, or is it a 
matter for the legislature under Article II. Even if the courts answered it once, 
changing conditions put us in a position where the court might change its decision 
next time around. 

Ingler: I don't want to delay any longer on this point. But back to the Chairman's 
question, I'd like to leave in the record, if I may, a suggestion that before we try 
among us to resolve particular fundamental questions with respect to charters and 
home rule that we at least defer those until we have looked at other ramifications 
of the same subject, such as county charters, regionalism, highways, legislative 
article, etc. Because they do have a powerful bearing on each other. Time and 
again we're running into such problems as getting a water system for a newly devel
oped area. What you've got to do is negotiate with three or four jurisdictions, 
sometimes all of them having powers from the constitution directly and therefore 
they can't be reached by legislation. And the point comes in at the top of the 
development that it's not big enough to support the distribution lines at the bottom 
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of the development than another jurisdiction, usually a special district, has to 
pick up the sewage and yo\' '.ve got an infinitely complicated matter. What people used 
to think. it made flexible by adopting home rule, the fact is that home rule may be 
intervening in people's attempts to be flexible right now and this is a de facto 
condition which is coming on very very fast. In view of that I am not specifically 

raising questions of regionalism. But we may reach a time where we want to put a 
function on a regional basis to make it work. It may be transportation or it may 
be water and sewers but I would not want to be party to any judgment of the home 
rule article either as it is or by particular amendment or by repealing the whole 
thing without reference to these matters. 

Whiteside: It's not because of the home rule charter because the charter doesn't 
give a municipality any additional power to exercise. The municipality has as much 
power to exercise government whether it has a charter or it doesn't have a charter 
and as much power in the field of utilities which we haven't gotten to yet. All the 
charter does is tie in with section 2. The government is controlled by the charter-
to some degree your civil service provisions; to some degree your organization, how 
far it goes down the line, whether you control hours of employees has not ever been 
clearly defined. This is the kind of thing you're talking about between charter and 
noncharter. 

Ingler: Theoretically speaking, doesn't a legislature have more power of withdrawal 
and consolidation of powers in the case of statutory governments than in the case 
of charter governments? 

Whiteside: Only in the form of government. Organizational and structural matters are 
the only differences. How far this goes, I won't try to draw a line. Government 
is a very broad word and what it means, I don't know. \~en we get down to local 
self government, local police regulations, those are the same whether you have a 
charter or noncharter. So most of the things you are talking about a charter would 
make no difference. 

Duffey: Perhaps it would be wise for this first real meeting to go on and let the 
judge discuss other areas within Article XVIII. We have in Article XV!!I also sec
tions 4 and 6 which deal with public utilities, municipal utilities and which have 
created some horrendous battles and arguments inside and outside the legislature. 
We also have, looking ahead, section 13 which is getting into the field of taxation 
and while we have put this aside temporarily, we'll never be able to get away from 
the question of tax because it's fundamental to government and to local government, 
but there is a thing called the pre-emption doctrine which says if the legislature 
passes a tax any similar tax by the municipalities is wiped out, unless the legis,," 
lature chooses to specifically say "You may do this." These are some of the addi
tional problems I'd like to have the judge bring to your attention so we can get 
a whole panorama of Article XVIII. 

Whiteside: I want to say one thing more about section 3. In the latter part of it. 
police~ sanitary and stmilar regulations not in conflict with general law. Usually 
the courts have interpreted this provision to mean a general law which is regulatory 
in nature, a law which regulates activities of citizens generally. It has been held 
that while municipalities may not adopt local regulations in conflict with general 
laws they may adopt the identical regulation or may adopt regulations which differ 
from state law so long as they don't conflict with state law. At first we had a 
theory that this conflict was determined upon whether or not an ordinance permitted 
that which state law prohibited or prohibited that which a state law permitted. 
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That was the early test ,:f: conflh.t. That was not ent~ .. dy satisfa.ctory and in a 
recent case it came down to a problem of a c1ty ordinance which made an offense 
which was a felony unde~ state law, a misdemeanor. The Court held this was a cone 
flict. We're talking a~~~~ charter as well as nonchaL~~r cities, all of which hav~ 
the power to adopt local police, .sanitary and similar regulations unless they con
flict with general law. The other aspect of this is that we have certain regulatory 
state agencies which have regulatory powers such as liquor, PUCO, and certain other 
departments of state which have the power to adopt rules. To what extent, if any, 
do the regulations adopted by that agency pursuant to the authority of a statute 
make municipal ordinances in conflict with those regulations invalid? This has 
never been squarely or clearly decided. In some of the liquor cases, a state reg
ulation prevailed over a conflicting municipal ordinance, where the board had the 
power by statute to adopt regulations. These are some of the additional areas that 
you get into. 

I am going to skip section 4 and go directly to section 13 which says 
"laws may be passed to limit the power of the municipalities to levy taxes and incur 
debts for local purposes." This has had an interesting history because it has been 
interpreted many ways. It has to be read in conjunction with section 6 of Article 
XIII because that section provides that the general assembly shall provide for the 
organization of cities and villages by general laws and restrict the power of taxa
tion, borrowing money and incurring debts and loaning their credit so as to prevent 
the abuse of such power. So we have two constitutional provisions in the same gen
eral area. Some years ago it was held that st.ate statutes regulating the manner in 
which contracts were entered into constituted an exercise of this power, 1~itin8 

the power to incur debts. About a month ago, the Supreme Court overruled that de
cision and now have held that how you enter contracts, the p~~er to contract, and 
entering the contract is not incurring debt in the constitutional sense. So we even 
have a problem of what is a debt. That's to be limited by the state legislature. 
As a matter of fact the language of that case opened some questions because it said 
it may limit the amount of incurring a debt but it doesn't mean they can control the 
procedure for incurring debt. It may open some new areas of concern and some other 
statutes may have some question attached to them because of this decision. There 
is COD5tant litigation and constant change of interpretations or new areas opened 
up as new interpretations are made. It is an area you have to think about, levying 
taxes and incurring debts·-does that include the procedure as well as the amounts? 

Sections 4, 5, and 6 deal with utilities. Basically they give complete 
power to municipalities to acquire, construct, own, lease and operate a public utility 
or to contract with any person or company. As far as contracting, the procedure is 
set forth. The ordinance cannot take effect for 30 days and there may be a refer
endum upon the ordinance by the people of the municipality. The Supreme Court also 
has held municipalities operating a public utility are not subject to regulation 
by the General Assembly as to their own operating utility including that portion of 
it which is operated for the purpose of supplying service Qutside the municipality. 
It is probably this area that causes the area of concern because municipal utilities 
are not limited to the particular municipality. The transportation service that you 
mentioned earlier is one instance where it will extend beyond. Larger cities provide 
sewer and water service not only to their own municipality but to surrounding mu
nicipalities and unincorporated areas. 

Duffey: Tell about that interesting case in Columbus that you can tack utility and 
police laws together, so that if we build a reservoir in Delaware County we can po
lice the reservoir and Delaware can't. Columbus has water lines and sewer lines through 
other unincorporated areas, even through other municipalities, and nobody has any 
legal right to tie into those lines unless Columbus gives permission. The legislature 
cannot give the right. I think it's fair to say that they are not public utilities 
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once they leave the city boundaries, at least they are not controlled by the legis
lature. 

Whiteside: A recent case held that, and there were other statutes which the 
Supreme Court declared unconstitutional. A statute attempting to control the price 
to be charged to purchasers outside the municipal corporation was declared uncon
stitutional. 

Whiteside: There is a statute which permits the city to provide for complete regu
lation,presumably including police powers, in an area outside its corporate limits 
where it owns the property. It provides that violations should be prosecuted in 
the municipal court and that creates a very interesting question. 

Duffey: In an airport like Blue Ash one of the interesting legal questions that 
comes up is who has the power to police the airport, Blue Ash or Cincinnati? And 
can Cincinnati exclude Blue Ash policemen? There is litigation going on right now 
on the question of whether a city can take its sewer lines outside the city and 
patrol the property under the Constitution without the legislature having any power 
to control. 

Iooler: I feel very strongly that as we think of illustrative cases like the ones 
that have just been mentioned, our first reaction ought to be to ask not whether� 

we can solve them but to find out rather is the Constitution in the way of solution� 
and if so how do we get the constitution out of the way? This is my psychology.� 
I think more confusion arises because of constitutional language than because of� 
the absence of it. 

Duffey: If we find a problem, the first question is who ought to be working on the 
problem and is the constitution preventing their doing it? For instance I'm in
clined to think that this problem of metropolitan government is more a legislative 
than a constitutional problem simply because the legislature hasn't done anything 
about it. They've got the power. 

IngIer: I will also be looking very carefully to see where if at all the constitu
tion is in the way of solution. 

Duffey: Are we going to create constitutional revisions that affirmatively solve 
the problem as opposed to eliminating the provision blocking the problem? 

Brockman: Why does the Constitution have to give the municipality authority to 
set up and operate a public utility? Would there be anything to stop them if it 
weren't in the Constitution? This seems very clearly these three provisions and 
the one about bond issues all seem to be here because you have the implication that 
if they weren't there, something would forbid it. 

Whiteside: I think that the reason these provisions are in the Constitution is 
not because the municipality might not have the power but a fear that it wouldn't 
and secondly a fear that it would be subject to regulation by the General Assembly 
and they wanted the municipalities to have this power on their own. There's no 
legal reason, purely a matter of philosophy, what powers do you want to clearly 
give to municipalities? If you repeal those sections you then have the problem-
is that part of local self government? If it's not. they they would only have the 
power insofar as it is given by the General Assembly, and if it is, it would not be 
subject to regulation by the General Assembly. You might have another area of 
regulation laws which are applicable to everybody. not aimed at municipal corpora
tions but general police laws and the courts have held that those are applicable 
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to every municipal corporation because they are a gen~rdl law applicable to every
body. 

Duffey; Sections 4 tt~~ugh 6 are the result of thl_$ ~hings: one is that if y~ 

assume the constitutional interpretation that the court has more or less adopted 
over the years they seem superfluous but you ought to remember that in 1911 it 
wasn't clear in everyone's mind and I don't think it's really clear in anybody's 
mind yet today that the local self government powers were beyond the power of the 
legislature to take away or whether the conflict clause meant that the legislature 
could do anything. One thing that was really clear in 1911 was that municipalities 
had a tLme getting their utilities built, their water lines and their s'ewer lines. 
There were many private water companies. I think the point was to make it clear 
that private water companies could be taken over--they had high rates, high costs, 
inefficiency; a lot of municipalities wanted to buy them out. If you notice, this 
is self operating. You may go out and buy, lease, condemn, purchase of anything 
else. Also you had the problem that is extraterritorial. Local self government 
of municipalities is basically within the city and the utility provision is ex
plicitly extraterritorial as well as within a municipality. Finally you had the 
financing thing as the judge has already pointed out to you, Article XVIII, section 
13 and section 13 of Article VIII on fiscal controls. This one sets up a method of 
financing which is rev~nue bond law, traditionally outside of debt controls and 
in 1911 they wanted to malte it clear that there was an independent method of financ
ing which was not dependent on legislative approval or disapproval or l~itation 

or control. It's structured financing. It's revenue bonds with a mortgage in the 
background. which is ordinarily debt and controlled by the other provision of the 
Constitution. Here's an explicit provision that says you may incur a debt which 
is revenue in nature but which is backed up by a mortgage. For very technical 
reasons of bond law. that is a very peculiar animal. 

Whiteside: In 1912 it was not as common and there was not the litigation upholding 
this type of thing as much as there is today. In addition you had some possible 
problems with the '1lending your credit" provisions of the Constitution and section 
12 has made it very clear that this was a proper method of financing the utilities. 

Duffey; Revenue bond law means that the creditor has only the revenue and general 
bond law means backed up by taxes. There's a third intermediate thing. Suppose 
you lend me the money in the City of Columbus here and the City of Columbus says 
we'll back that up not with our taxes but with our property. We'll turn CIty 
Hall over to you or we'll turn the water plant or the sewer system. Obviously 
that's public property. It's ordinarily interpreted as throwing the public credit 
in the picture because theoretically the creditor can foreclose and acquire owner
ship of the property. These bonds are peculiar bonds. They're revenue bonds that 
have an operating mortgage at least in the background. Private interests can 
come in and foreclose and acquire a right to operate the publicly owned facility. 

lngler: You know this question raises an underlying question applicable to all the 
sections we've been looking at. As an underlying doctrine, are the state and local 
governments of Ohio. governments of delegated powers meaning that the only powers 
that they have come directly or indirectly from provisions of the written Constitu
tion? 

Whiteside: The Constitution has usually been interpreted as being a limitation on 
power rather than a delegation of power. 

Ingler: These basic powers are inherent. so to speak? 
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~fuiteside: The inherent powers are in the state. 

Ingler: As a matter of doctrine, do you have to find the utility power in the 
Constitution? These powers were adopted for historical reasons, but as a matter 
of constitutional doctrine, the absence of these sections wouldn't mean that mu
nicipalities couldn't get in the utility business. 

l-lhiteside: Municipalities have no inherent powers. 
the state, the General Assembly. 

The inherent powers are in 

Ingler: But assuming they got them from the state. 

~fuiteside: Assuming the legislature delegated them. they might exercise them. 
The whole purpose of Article XVIII was to give direct powers to municipal corpora
tions. In effect. in 1912 they gave a part of the sovereignty of the state to 
the municipalities and it could not be done other than by constitutional provision. 
Also the delegation is so broad it says "all powers of local self govermnent." The 
effect of it is probably like the state legislative powers. 

Duffey: Underlying Article XVIII in 1911 and permeating many of its provisions 
is not an enabling grant but actually a limitation on state legislative powers. 
Many of the provisions were designed to prevent the legislature taking power away 
or preventing the legislature from stopping municipalities from doing certain 
things. 

Duffey: By way of summarizing: One, Article XVIII was an effort to give power 
to municipalities, free them from what most people thought at that time was the 
very bad and very narrow restraints of the legislature.-the restraints the legis
lature had put upon the ability of municipalities to respond to their problems 
and they inadvertently threw the deciding power as to who has legal authority to 
the courts. I think the courts are very ill equipped to make these kinds of de
cisions as to who should deal with these problems. the local government to the 
exclusion of the legislature or the legislature to the exclusion of local govern
ment, or cooperatively, concurrently, or what. I personally think the courts are 
badly organized and structured to answer these what I consider very basic political 
questions. I think inadvertently that's what we have done in Article XVIII. I 
don't necessarily intend to suggest that we ought to be fiddling to any great 
extent with it, but it's a very difficult problem and I think a fundamental one. 
After 1912 until say the late 1930s the emphasis of the court was to implement 
those constitutional revisions reforms by being very much on the local government 
side and pretty much restrictive on the legislature. Then comes the 1940s to the 
mid '50s, and the pendulum swung very heavily in the opposite direction; makeup 
of the courts had changed, World War II was here and without making a big socio
logical analysis I think most attorneys would agree that the shift in the opinions 
is very apparent when you start reading through them. Then I would say that in 
the 1960's the courts became very concerned with the problems of small ~nlclpal
ities. small villages, who need state law and they got concerned, I thin\ about 
this problem of giving to a lot of little small part-time mayors too much power 
and I think they took a crack at that in a couple of cases and came around to a 
narrower construction of "local self government." 

Finally, I'd say right now I think the court is in a real state of flux 
over the modern problems. The judge has pointed out a couple of decisions here 
where they are getting testy about legislative efforts to restrict local government. 
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action. On the other hand, they have been quite broel in upholding legislative 
acts of a broad nature which cover a lot of areas. They upheld, for instance, 
the pension program although the lines of attack on it were Dot as well directed 
as they might have been. 

Would you talk about the areas of annexation and incorporation and ex
tension of governmental power, because I think it's hard for a lot of people here 
to understand. 

~fuo can deal with these problems if they want to? 

t~iteside: The legislature has the power to deal with annexation and incorpora
tion. For a long time annexation and incorporation laws stayed the same, but 
more recently they have been changed. This deals with creation of new municipal 
corporations and extension of boundaries of municipal corporations and transfer 
of territory between municipal corporations. These are statutory, not constitu
tional, procedures. 

These areas create a lot of problems. When a municipality annexes a portion 
of • unincorporated area, a township area, or incorporates newly out of that 
township area, that does not under present laws eliminate the township. The 
township still exists, and presumably still functions. The only exception is 
where a township is completely included within a municipal corporation. Then 
there is a provision that the city officials perform the function of the township 
officials and more recently there are provisions for municipal corporations to 
be devoid of townships. There is a very real overlapping and some confusion in 
this area. There is provision for a transfer of territory from one township to 
another following annexation. Most major municipalities will follow this 
system to make the municipal corporation include anything they annex to the city. 
In one fashion or another they use this, which minimizes the problem. Some 
people say they see no further reason for township government in your metropolitan 
counties, whatever reason it may have in the more rural areas. What purpose does 
it serve in the metropolitan areas? Your township people feel very strongly that 
it serves a very real purpose. Of course you have the problem of what powers 
should townships have, and this is basically a problem of legislation today. The 
same thing is true of counties. It's primarily a problem of legislation. There's 
a constitutional provision for a change of boundaries which hasn't been exercised 
for a long time. 

!U,: t-1hat we ' ve done in the area of county government has always been subject to 
a vote of the people. Are you saying that the legislature could actually set up 
a different type of county government? 

Whiteside: The legislature has the right to control the form of the county gov
ernment, as I read the Constitution. However what happens to municipal corpora
tions is very interesting if you were to provide for some means of merging the 
county and the municipal corporation. 

Duffey: Suppose you get them to pass a law that says we'll have a Cuyahoga county 
government which shall have s"ewer and fire and water and police. What do you 
think happens 1 Is that constitutional? 

t1hiteside: There would be some problems because there is no clear dissolution of 
the municipal corporation. The procedure for merger is not referred to in the 
Constitution. \-Jhat powers the legislature has saying "0.1<. you're no longer a 
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municipal corporation" have never been decided. 

Hould that be a special law or a general law? 

IngIer: Yet the people of a municipality are presently exercising their powers 
pursuant to the Constitution directly. You mean an act of the legislature can 
validly remove those powers from them? 

tn1iteside: That is one of the questions--can the legislature? In other words, we 
have provision for annexation of a village to a city. Assume that village had all 
the powers of local self government, whereas in the city it would still have the 
power of local self government on a different basis as part of a larger metropolitan 
government. They've lost it as this entity and gained it in another. 

Duffey: Taking the example of making a Cuyahoga county government and giving it 
those four powers, it would be perfectly clear in my mind that that would be valid 
legislation in creating the governmental body providing there was a classification 
by metropolitan area and it didn't specify Cuyahoga County. If you said all 
counties havine a population of over 400,000 who have these kinds of characteristics 
which are not arbitrary characteristics but describe metropolitan areas. Number two, 
it would be legal insofar as it was concurrent; that is, Cleveland has its police 
department. The metropolitan government also has its police. As long as they oper
ate concurrently there would be no problem. This probably would get into severe 
constitutional questions if the City of Cleveland remains a municipality and there
fore under Article XVIII has powers of local self government. The difficulty comes 
when you want to take away the Cleveland police department and put the police au
thority exclusively in some other body. 

lngler: To what extent constitutionally is concurrency guaranteed? 

~fuiteside: It's never been determined because it has never been tried. There is a 
provision you have to look at closely in thinking of this, Section 1 of Article X. 
This provides that municipalities and townships have authority with the consent of 
the county to transfer any of their powers or to revoke the transfer under regula
tion provided by general law. But the rights of initiative and referendum should 
be secured to the people of the municipality ot township in respect of every measure 
making or revoking such transfer. Whether this means that you can't take away any 
of the powers of the city is an open question. Look at it, study it and determine 
what you want to do with that language. 

Duffey: As an example, the legislature provided for the creation of port authorities. 
In Lucas County, that authority is a county-wide governmental body. It deals only 
with port matters, both Lucas County territory and the City of Toledo territory but 
the question has never arisen as to whether the City a Toledo would be precluded or 
prohibited from also engaging in port authority operations. control, policing, reg
ulation. etc. Toledo has never chosen to do so. They much prefer to have the port 
authority do it because it is supported county-wide by a county-wide tax, but the 
interesting legal question is that nobody quarreled with the right of the state to 
provide for a super-governmental body which dealt with a subject matter which was 
more than the City of Toledo. Nobody challenged, as yet anyway, as to whether the 
legislature has constitutionally the power to prevent Toledo from doing the same 
thing. 

Leedy: Last session, a bill was proposed to give port authorities everything from 
soup to nuts. It did just exactly what you're talking about. It took powers away 
from Cleveland and made it county-wide and they had power to do everything. It never 
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got an~lhere. The major newspapers jumped on it. 

vJhiteside: In the conser.v~ncy district act and the vatershed act there are certain 
efforts to at least limit what municipalities may do in a watershed and they have 
provisions that nobody including I.ronicipalities may do anything in the district, 
like build dams without approval of the district. 

Russo: Could you submit legislation creating the Cuyahoga county form of'govern
ment? There may be no solution to greater Cleveland's problems unless it comes to 
the legislature in this way because we may not be able to vote it in the Greater 
Cleveland area. I'd like to make a test, and I see we've got plenty of brains here 
to cover all the questions between the concurrency and the absorbing powers. I'd 
like to see this legislation in the hopper, because this can go a great way for some 
of the solutions. 

Hhiteside: Section 1 of ~rticle X ~rovides the General Assembly shall provide by 
general law for the organization and government of counties and counties exercise 
only such power as given by the General Assembly. Again we have the general law 
provision, that it must be a general law. You may have alternative forms of county 
government \~lich would take effect only by vote of the people. Of course, you could 
have a county charter which would have very broad powers. The power of the legis
lature is plenary, but in giving counties power, the question arises not whether 
you can give the county certain power but if you take it away from the cities are 
you in conflict with the various provisions of Article XVIII. If the power is one 
of those which the municipality has the right to exercise in Article XVIII, the 
legislature cannot take it away. 

Russo: Well you can readily realize we're going to do just what you're talking 
about because all those things belong to the local government. Now if we have the 
right to abolish the municipality then can we go back to this concept of abolishing 
all the municipalities and forming a county government with the abolition of the 
municipalities. 

~fuiteside: It is very doubtful that the state legislature can, by act, say a city 
is dissolved. It would be special legislation. It would have to be by act with 
general provisions as opposed to special. As far as providing a means for this 
occurring, obviously this must be, if it exists at all, within the realm of the 
General Assembly because it's no place else. On a procedure or means for this 
occurring which is different from an act saying it happens instead of abolishing 
Cleveland and making one government out of the county, some states have provisions 
that annexation is by no more than the ordinance passed by the municipal corporation. 
And if that were true then the council of Cleveland could enact an ordinance saying 
Cuyahoga County is Cleveland. You may have alternatives, thinking in terms of 
general laws for functions of counties where you don't have an unincorporated area, 
if there are such in existence. 

Question: Where in the Constitution does it prohibit the special laws? 

Hhiteside: Section 26, Article II, if I am right. 

lngler: Isn't it almost certain that an act would be constitutionally valid if it 
required the transfer of a unit of power of local government from a municipality or 
from municipalities over to some other jurisdiction? 
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Whiteside: It would be questionable. I mentioned earlier the situation of the 
health districts and the Supreme Court decision that this was a taking of the power 
in the area of health from municipalities and transferring it to a health district. 
The Court upheld the act indicating that at least that court apparently felt that 
something along this line could be done. The theory was that the health district 
was not a part of local government but a state agency. The health functions were 
taken away from the cities and transferred. At the next session of the legislature. 
those cities which had their own health department prior to the enactment of the 
Griswold Act. which was 1919, I believe. were excepted and so many of the charter 
cities still have health departments pursuant to their charters which they adopted 
previously because of a subsequently·enacted exemption. 

Ingler: That explains Dayton, where the county health department and the city 
health department have tried to merge for more than ten years. 

l'fuiteside: The law provided for health districts to take over health powers but 
they were separate districts. It did not have an express provision sayiog that a 
city cannot have a health department of its own but it did create this entity 
which in most areas has operated to the exclusion of any city health department. 

Leedy: I believe that the only thing the county commissioners or the township 
trustees can do is what the statute says they have the right to do. 

~fuiteside: However. the question here is how far can the legislature go in giving 
them a broad power as opposed to specific powers? The question really goes back 
to section 26 of Article II which I referred to earlier as to laws of a general 
nature because that also provides that "nor shall any act except such as relate 
to public schools be passed to take effect upon approval of any other authority 
than the General Assembly except as otherwise provided in this Constitution." 

Duffy: Let's suppose the legislature came along and passes a law along that 
nature--to grant to counties of the State of Ohio the power to do anything the 
legislature can do by virtue of Article II. This could be declared unconstitutional 
as an unconstitutional delegation of the legislatu~e's authority. The traditional 
approach required the legislature to say reasonably specifically what it was the 
county or other government was going to do. The more modern cases. particularly 
in the 1960's and some of the cases the judge mentioned, such as zoning cases. 
have gotten pretty much to the POillt where in a number of areas the court is 
willing to say that if the legislature simply describes the subject matter, i.e. 
counties may enact zoning laws, it's all right. By and large the odds are that that 
would be upheld. But you see at least you have knocked out a specific identifiable 
subject matter and they don't require you to come in and be too detailed, but if 
you try to dump unnamed subject matters I doubt if you could do it. 'lbe consti 
tutional provision for the transfer of powers to the county was a means of creating 
of a greater than municipal government that would have this kind of initiating 
power to create law that is not in conflict with anything the legislature has al 
ready done that could have legislative powers without having to find a statute to 
point to. The same thing that municipalities got in Article XVIII they wanted to 
give to county government, at least in some areas. 

lngler: A de facto difference in the substance of bodies of law between a city 
council and a county government is not as great as the legal doctrine would suggest. 
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We went through three or four county charter fights in the lat, 50's and early 
60's and in the heat of these fights over these county charters, to try to persuade 
the voters to adopt, the voters asked, '~ell, why do you want the county charter 
in terms of powers? t-1hat would it be able to do if ~.~ were chartered that it 
doesn't now have power to do as a legislative body?1l That's a very interesting 
question. By example I went back and looked at, in fact we have examined several 
years accumulation of the municipal ordinances and there was very little material 
in there of the character of substantive law, as I would call it. There were 
thousands of resolutions having to do with the rendering of services to the public 
but as far as law binding on a citizen was concerned there is very little law in 
that context enacted by city or county governments in Ohio. The people are gov
erned by state law, when you get right down to it, local outfits are essentially 
service agencies. There are exceptions, of course. You can adopt a local zoning 
ordinance which requires that a certain piece of property can only be utilized in 
a certain manner and that can be enacted by a municipal city council. You have 
the same power in county commissioners. 

Duffy: I think the difference is very real in narrow areas. That is when you 
run into the situation where you want to do something that is a newly developing 
thing, a new material, you want to change from linotype to another processing 
like the legislature wanted to do on its printing contracts a few years ago, 
plastic street markers or something and the state law says that street markers 
shall be painted, so if we are dealing with municipalities they can do this; if 
we're dealing with counties they're probably stuck with the exact wording and 
can't initiate much. I can think of very few substantive areas either, the one I 
think of is urban renewal. I know the City of Columbus and Toledo were enacting 
urban renewal ordinances and getting into the field of urban renewal long before 
the legislature of Ohio was willing to consider the adoption of urban renewal 
programs and the cities entered into contracts with the federal government without 
statutory authority. There were no statutes to say that you can go into thb kind 
of contract or financing structure, or appropriate private land for the construc
tion of housing to relocate people from condemned areas and all these things were 
going on without any enabling legislation by virtue of the Article XVIII doctrine 
that this was a field of local government law and there was no conflict problem. 
In that kind of a situation that the county government, being the legislative 
creature, couldn't step in unless we would define a statute. So that the county, 
as 10ns as it didn't have the p~ler to initiate it. a county type government is 
going to be in the political position that if the law isn't already on the books 
it must lobby one through successfully before it can act. And that is one of the 
disadvantages, I think, that Article XVIII avoids, which I personally would hate 
US not to avoid for the future. 

Fry: It might be a direction we could look 

Ingler: It does suggest, doesn't it. that if you ever go to a city-county consol
idation device, either as a local decision or as a constitutional exercise it 
probably would be wiser and safer, wouldn't it, to see that the resultant consoli 
dated entity is incorporated as a municipality. 

Whiteside: I don't care what you call it. You say you make it a county government 
or you say you make it a township government if you give it these powers you have 
the concept of a municipal corporation. These are traditionally referred to as 
municipal corporations. A municipal corporation by definition has been basically 
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that agency which did have the ?ower to make laws as opposed to townships and 
counties. You might not be able to abolish the structure of counties depending 
on whether the constitutional provision for county organization would require 
some kind of governmental structure for counties but as far as whether you could 
classify on this basis the powers of county governments would be questionable. 
At least this is an area that you could explore. lbe interesting aspect is that 
so far as I know there is no provision in the Constitution of granting the power 
to ~he counties to levy taxes, although there is a provision in the Constitution 
expressly providing that townships shall have the power of local taxation as pro
vided by general law. I know of no provisions relating to counties. 

Duffey: Perhaps you could abolish all the municipalities in Cuyahoga County other 
than Cleveland by providing for compulsory annexation by statutory action, annex 
them all to Cleveland that makes Cuyahoga County coextensive with Cleveland now, 
then Cleveland under its charter under the authority in Article XVIII to adopt 
any structure of government it wants. It could turn around and structure sub
cities, creating mayors, legislative bodies, etc. in each of these sub-cities. 
You could create metropolitan government from the opposite direction. 

Russo: I have no objection to turning over the city's problems to county gov
ernment. My argument is that the county can't cope with it unless we give it 
the powers to do so. 

~fuiteside: The county structure traditionally has not been designed to handle 
complex problems. 

Fry: Sooner or later, as a committee, we've got to recognize that counties have 
those types of problems now. The power to determine the organization and powers 
of the county government rests with the General Assembly at present and there 
are provisions for charterj however, they have not been adopted anywhere in Ohio 
because of the cumbersome nature of the requirements. Everybody has to agree. 
Each majority has to agree. 

Leedy: You have no idea as to what is going to happen to a piece-of legislation 
until it gets tested. We've no idea of what the Supreme Court finally is going 
to say about our actions here, that we recommend here in the way of this consti 
tutional revision. I don't think that we should get so deep that we are trying 
to guess what the court will do. 

w~iteside: No, you cannot do that. There have been changes in interpretation. 
In the health district case I have no doubt they meant what they said, at that 
time. That was back in the days where they had the statewide concern doctrine. 
All the other cases in this area have been pretty much overruled, but this one 
still stands. If it meant what it said, there would be no question of the 
power of the legislature to withdraw powers from municipal corporations. You 
need a basic idea of what the law is. The law isn't that a, b, c simple and 
you can't make it that simple and anything you may draft never will be simple 
to interpret. }bre important is, are we at the right place? You can't be sure 
of all the details. Is this the direction we should be in and if you feel that 
we should be going off in some other direction, obviously you need some amend
ments to the Constitution. On the other hand you could eliminate the conflict 
provisions in section 3 completely and give complete power to municipalities in 
police regulations. Or is this kind of balance that was adopted in 1912 still 
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a good balance? 11aybe some clarification is needed. Maybe it isn't • 

• 

.' Duffey: The article on home rule from the 1960 Ohio State Law Journal that you 
have been given gives you some of the historical baclcground and some of the dis
tinctions about initiative, power, and delegation and some of the problems that 
led to some of these provisions. There are some citations in there to some 
excellent articles that will give you some history and I think constitutional 
provisions in Ohio or anywhere else can be best understood if you see the con
text in which they arose. If any of you, or any of your constituents, local 
government officials, or anyone else have any specific constitutional proposals 
in this are I'd like to see them come in to us in the form of a proposal or at 
least identification of the problem•. Going back to Mr. Inglerts remarks that 

• 
what we're looking for is obstacles perhaps one way of finding obstacles is to 
identify--committee members and others--local government problems and then we 
can take a look at whether those problems have any origin in the constitutional 
provisions. But on the other hand I expect that some of these problems we're 
dealing with we will find that there are constitutional provisions which create 
the problems. 

• Fry: I would hope that we would get some way of representing the commissioners 
and township trustees and the other levels of government. 

Duffev: Yes, we will invite these people, if this direction is agreeable to the 
committee, and likewise solicit in general from you and anyone else anything in 
the way of local government problems, not with the view that we are going to

• find constitutional problems but because if you don't look at the problems you 
won't find what the constitutional problems are. 

lngler: At some later stage when we come back into some legal questions could 
we hope that we could have the judge with us again? 

• Duffey: I'll be glad to try and draft him. 

The next committee meeting was set for Monday, June 14, at 2:30 p.m. The meeting 
was adjourned. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Con~ittee 

June 14, 1971 

Summary of 1"1eeti n9 
June 14, 1971 

Committee members present were Chairman Duffey, Mrs. Orfirer, and [1r. Heminger. 
Mr. James Farrell, attorney from Cincinnati, met with the committee to discuss 
the municipal uti lity provisions of Article XVIII of the Constitution. 

DUff~_: VIe are seeking constitutional obstacles to solutions to governmental 
problems, so we must first understand what some of the metropolitan problems 
are, and then canes the more difficult step of sorting out the problems from 
those with constitutional implications. For example, the ~ue Ash case, which 
dealt "lith the right to expand an airport and who controls the right to appro
priate the necessary right of way} is one such problem with constitutional 
implications. The question is: are there obstacles In the constitution which 
prevent their solution or are there constitutional provisions which could be 
written to faci IItate their solution? 

farr~LL: As I see the municipal utility provIsions in the constitution, they 
pretty weI I take care of the municipalities and to some extent the areas outside 
except to the extent the constitution limits the amount of product or service 
available to people outside the municipality (section 6 of Article XVI I I). You 
have to be a certain size to efficiently operate a utility. In 1959 an amend
ment was adopted to remove the 1/3 or 1/2, however you look at It, restriction 
with respect to water and sewage disposal so that took care of that problem, 
but the restriction on the sale of excess product or service sti I I applies to 
such things as airport and transit. 

QU!~~ So long as you have a surplus, you may sel I sewer and water services 
and products outside the municipality without restriction, but the restriction 
applies to other uti tities. You can sel I 1/3 of the total amount of capacity 
or 1/2 of the amount used within the municipality. ' 

farrelJ_ The Cleveland airport operation Is probably unconstitutional; It seems 
to me that probably more than 50% of the people using the airport come from 
areas outside Cleveland. 

QUffey_: The same restriction would apply to a municipal electric system. What 
are some of the other examples? 

Farr_e-L1_: Transit. Electric may not be too important any more, because that 
has to be such a big operation anyway to be efficient. Gas -- although a 
municipality may have its own distribution system, it has to get its product 
from some pipeline company so it isnit too important whether gas goes beyond 
the municipal I imits. But in transit, where yourire going to have municipal or 
regional operation by some governmental authority> and in areas like airports 
where they ire al I losing propositions and you have to have some kind of public 
support, the limitation is significant. 

DUif~: One so Iut ion is to put these funct ions under someth i ng like a Port 
Authority -- the traditional, piecemeal response to a governmental problem. 
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Farr~-'.I_: I suppose any metropo J i tan prob Iem can be hand Ied that way. but If 
you do it that way, the home ru Ie ar.,endment becomes rather un Important. 
By and large, case law has upheld the right of municipalities to operate utilities 
just as any private corporation could operate utilities. subject only to the 
limitations set forth in the Constitution. The legislature can't fix the 
rates for the product, whether sold Inside or outsr~e the operating uti Iity. 
and municipalities have the power to acquire existing public utilities without 
limitation by state statute. The only adverse areas are: what can you do with 
a profit if you have a profit? The Supreme Court has said you can't do anything 
with It except what the statute permits you to do, which Is a deviation from the 
position taken In other matters relating to municipal uti litles. 

DUi!e~; Are they relying on section 13. restrictions on taXing power? 

farrel I: No. not really. The Roettinger case held that. to the extent you 
charged more than necessary to operate the uti I ity, you were levying a tax and 
therefore came with in the lim i tat Ions of sect ion 13. He (J ust ice r'~arsha I I) 
relied on a statute passed before the home rule amendment which said you could 
use up to 51 of the profit for purposes other than utility purposes,'and construed 
this statute. which was an enabling statute when passed, as a limiting statute 
after the adoption of the home rule amendment. It was an unusual approach. 
Over the years, the court has changed back and forth In the phi losophy as to 
what municipalities should be permitted to do and what they should not. 

ort i rer: What do municipalities do with the extra revenue from utility operations? 

f..arr~: In most municipalities, they attempt to keep the charges down so there 
really Isn't any Incentive to have rates that would produce a profit. 

Qul~~_: There may be a tendency in some cities to load up the water department 
with anci I lary services, such as policing the reservoirs, so that these people 
can be paid out of the water department. In the days of surplus, Columbus did 
this. although they have now transferred the function of policing the parks back 
to the parks department. 

Farrel I; Excess revenues can also be used to give free water service to municipal 
functions such as playgrounds and municipal institutions. In addition, you 
can charge a pro rata portion of the expense of running the city government to 
the waterworks. They did this in Cincinnati for years and It wasn't questioned. 

Comment: In \~estervi lie, they use profit from the municipal electric plant to 
~un city government. 

Farrel I: The statute containing the 5f; limit applies only to water and sewer-
do~sn't apply to electric. 

Quffe~: This distinction, which is a carryover in a statute enacted before 
the 1912 home rule amendment, doesn't make much sense. 

Farrell. A municipal uti I ity is in the same position vis-a-vis the consumer as 
a'~i\lc3te uti lity was before the establ ishment of the PUCO -- that is, you always 
have a common law right to enforce the common law obligation of the uti lity 
to provide the service to the consumer on a reasonable basis which includes not 
charging excessive rates and a municipal utility, although not subject to the 
PUCO, has the same obligations under common law as any other uti Iity. This 
includes not discriminating against consumers outside the supplying municipality, 
once the supplying municipality has dedicated itself, by contract, to supplying 
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consumers in an area outside its boundaries. But the municipality supplying 
the service or product can make its own conditions for sel ling, such as requiring 
annexation or petitioning to annex by the persons wanting the water. This is 
permissible as long as there is no contract for service in the area the consumer 
lives in that makes the municipal uti I ity a utility In that area. 

A consumer ot a municipal uti lity product or service who has a canptalnt 
must go Into court to enforce his rights, he has no recourse to the PUCO. 

It Is di ff icu It to wri te a home ru Ie amendment that wi II exc Iude the 
possibi lity of changes In court interpretation over the years, changing with 
the court's philosphy and what the court wants to do, unless you put a provision 
in that it is not subject to court interpretation. 

D~t~; Is the Blue Ash case a barrier to expansion? It seems a peculiar 
result that you cannot appropriate property devoted to a public use Inside 
another municipality. 

Farrell; I believe the decision was wrong, but changing the constitution 
won'lF--help unless you get very specific. Secondly, I suppose the court's 
phi losphy there was that there wasn't any need tor the airport to begin with, 
although that was not not an issue in the case. 

Oues!.i£.n: \~i II this be a problem in expansion of rapid transit systems which 
may depend upon appropriation of rights of way in existing streets? 

Farre I I: Yes. 

QUi-f~_~ It you want to appropriate additional parking area for rapid transit 
or an additional widening point for transit system vehicles to pul loft, you 
may end up appropriating within the existing right of way. Wouldn't Slue Ash 
be a problem? 

Farrell: Yes, from the operating munlcipallty l s point of view, although I would 
as~me that the transit system wouldn't be In the other municipality unless1the 
people there wanted to be served. It wouldn't necessarily require a franchise 
to go through the second municipality, although It would need a franchise to 
make stops and provide service In an adjacent municipality. It there is area 
between the two municipalities, according to the statute, a PUCO permit is required. 

Dutte~: But it the municipalities can't agree and consent, there is no other 
authority to appeal to and the second municipality can successfully keep the 
transit system from operating. Is there a need for an enabling provision which 
states that the legislature could pass a statute establishing priorities? 

FaE.re I I.: I don't be I i eve there is such a th i ng as pr iori ty of one use over 
another. In 31ue Ash, we contended for a doctrine of paramount pUblic necessity. 
This can be determined by the courts or by some agency designated by the consti 
tution or by legislature If the constitutional authority is present. At 
the present time, there Is no authority to make a determination like that -- it 
can only be by agreement between the municipalities. 

Duff~: Another solution is to by··pass both cities and create a regional authority 
establ ishing it by state law. 
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Farrel I. If there had been a state statute, I suppose the Court In the Blue Ash 
case might have said, you can take it. In the case, the court went back to 
the governmental-proprietary distinction, which had no basis In Ohio decisions 
and wasn't even In existence at the time the home rule amendment was written. 
So you cannot say that the poeple, In voting on the home rule amendment, had 
in mind a distinction between governmental and proprietary functions and wanted 
to make governmental functions have priority over proprietary functions, and, 
even If they did, It would be difficult to understand which Is which. When 
you construct a sewer it's a governmental function and when you maintain it, 
It's a proprietary function, although it Is difficult to understand how you can 
be an agency of the state, which is the definition of governmental function, 
in constructing a sewer and not an agency of the state in maintaining It. 
Even if the constitutional provision were clear, you wil I stl I I have some of 
the same problems you have now -- that Is, the Court, depending on the facts 
and circumstances of the particular time and Its phi losphy of the particular 
matter, Is going to search for ways to do what they want to do and if it means 
straining the language of the constitution, that 1 s what's going to happen. 

Qutf~; I think that, in the areas of governmental law, the courts respond 
with more flexibi I ity than In the areas of private lavi. where stare decisis 
plays a greater part. The courts respond to pressure and shift their view 
when you get into areas of governmental structure and authority and 
away from areas of due process and private rights. Looking to the solution 
of metropolitan areas problems, or intergovernmental problems, are there problems 
that you see, such as a suburban community blocking effectively the development 
of a transit system by refusing to grant franchises? As a practical matter, 
I think transit systems are like an electric utility -- you have to have a 
certa In opt i r;lum size or it cannot run eft ic ient Iy. As you increase usage, you 
drop costs. 

fa~J_ Yes; I think this would be a problem. 

Quffey They would block the appropriation right of way along or across an 
existing public road and could refuse to grant a franchise. Or could the 
legislature give the right to operate to a regional transit authority which 
would override the municipal home rule right? 

FarreLL: I think they can. There is no reason why a private water company 
could not go Into Cincinnati with a puc~ permit and establish a water system 
in cor:lpetltion with the municipal water system -- nothing but the economics 
prevents this. You have a private electric company in Cleveland. 

Quffey: Don't they have a franchise from the city? 

Fa..!:.!'"ill: Yes. but I think that was because they started prior to the establish
ment of the PUCO. The older municipalities had their gas companies, electric 
companies franchised before there was any statewide agency to franchise -- It 
was a state statute, but authorized municipalities to franchise uti Iities. 
But now there are many cases which say that whatever authority municipalities 
had to control private uti lities has al I been withdrawn and vested in the PUCO by 
the state legislature. 

DuffeJL~ Then you see no problem of private uti lities going into and through 
cities without a franchise? Here in Columbus. for example, the cable TV people 
have been trying for years to get city counci I permission to operate. 
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£.a!r~.l'-: That i s because they are not a ut II Ity _.. they don; t fit the 
definition of a uti lity _.. everything they do that falls \'Iithln the definition 
of a utility is really handled by the telephone company. 

Duffey: So the problem is if one municipality tries to operate a uti lity 
Inside another municipality without consent. 

F~rrel I· Even there, the Blue Ash case limited itself to a use which destroyed 
the existing public use, and if Cincinnati had wanted to appropriate the right to 
lay a pipe line under the street, I think the court would have permitted it. 
Again, the court made the distinction between the airport, a proprietary function, 
and the street. a governmental function but I think that if the court had 
wanted to reach that decision It could just have said that here are two equal 
rights of eminent domain, and the city within which the property is located 
has a prior right over the other city. 

Qu~s~i~: Is an airport a proprietary function? Is It taxable? I notice that 
the parking lots are taxable. 

DU1J~: Public property devoted to publ ic use Is not taxable even if a 
proprietary function. 

farrel I; That's a special statute that permits taxing of the parking lots. 
Passed when municipalities went into the parking lot business on a grand scale. 

DULf~: Apart from franchises, appropriation, and the limitation on the sale 
of excess service or product from a municipal uti Ilty, looking at the problem 
the other way, is there a problem with compel ling people to use the utility? 
I am thinking of the pollution problems -- such as sma I I communities pol luting 
the water reservoirs -- Hi I liard, for example, a couple of years ago had 
grown to such an extent that the effluent from their sewage system was coming 
into our water reservoir. They couldn't afford to build their own tertiary 
system and Columbus agreed to build a trunk I ine sewer and bring them into 
the Co Iumbus system. If HI I liard had refused to cooperate, I suppose the on Iy 
solution would have been on the state level. 

Farrell.: Yes, and this Is the proper solution. There would be common law 
actions against Hi I liard, but that is al I. 

Duffey· Other than by state action, there would be no way Columbus could force 
them into the Columbus system? 

Farrel I: That cuts two ways, it also would require Columbus to take them. 

Quif~: I'm looking at this from the point of view of a metropolitan area 
so Iut Ion _.. a metropo I i tan sewer system. 

Farr~' You have to decide, from a constitutional point of view, what your 
approach is going to be. Are municipalities going to bear the brunt of solving 
these problems or are they going to be handled by counties or by a series of ad 
hoc agencies? Then you have to look at the constitution to see what changes 
need to be made. 
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Qui!~JL' From a constitutional level, I don't think we should make the choice, 
but provide the capabi Iity in the legislature or some other body for a number of 
solutions to the problems and permit the legislature or other agencies to make 
the choices. Are there constitutional obstacles now that prevent these choices? 

[arrel'.: There's certainly a constitutional inhibition against requiring 
Columbus to serve any area. The cases hold that a statute cannot, for example, 
authorize the municipality to extend Its water line outside but restrict the 
amount that may be charged persons outside the municipality for service. 
It can't be done. State statutes can't tel I you what rates you/re going to 
charge nor who you're going to serve. 

Quffe~; If the state wanted to create some type of metropolitan area government 
and transfer to It, for example, the Cincinnati sewage system, it couldn't be 
done. Could it be appropriated for a reasonable compensation and taken over? 

Comment: Under county home rule, if a county adopted a charter, It could be done. 

Fa!!~ll: I believe it could be done only with the consent of the municipality -
there's nothing in Article X which would permit the county to do this. You 
can make the county a municipal corporation and thereby all municipal corporations 
and townships disappear and the county Is the successor but you have to say 
specifically that you are ceding al I municipal powers to the county. 

D~ff~JL: Relying only on the power of the legislature, and not considering the 
provisions of Article X, are you of the opinion that the legislature could not 
pass a law providing for the appropriation of municipal uti lities by a county or 
regional authority? 

Farr~ll: Thatis what I believe is a proper interpretation. 

Duffey: In Canada v. Phi I lips, the court observed that the state can create Its 
own police force to operate in municipalities but It can't simply take over 
the eXisting municipal pol ice force. 

Farrell: In the case of health districts, the state created health district 
which took over city health departments. This was litigated again In St. Bernard 
within the last year. The state has the authority to withdraw from municipalities 
their health functions and powers. I think the case Involved the city of 
Bucyrus, and if you analyze the facts, the health employees of the city continued 
to be paid by the city but it was a state agency. That's equIvalent of saying 
that the state can pass statutes saying how city police and fire departments can 
be run. 

9~ffey; Taft did observe, in the Canada v. Phi I lips case, however, that there's 
a difference between the state coming in an doing the job Itself and the state 
taking over the city function, and the state prohibiting the city from doing It. 

fa1T~: With respect to uti litles, though, it's hard to make some of the 
arguments that are made under sections 3 and 7 to justify state action because 
the utility powers are specifically given to municipalities in the Constitution. 
Municipalities could have done practically everything with respect to utilities 
without the addition of sections 4, 5, 6, and 12, but the language was specifically 
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written Into the Constitution because the people who wrote the document wanted 
to make very sure that the municipalities had these powers without interference 
by the state legislature. I think the Court would have a hard time authorizing 
the state to take uti Iities away from a municipality. Of course, I think the 
same thing Is true of local self"government under section 3. 

Orf i rer: Where does metropo I itan federa IIsm fit into th Is -- someth ing like 
Toronto has? 

Quff~: Our constitution contains no provisions for establishing metropolitan 
federalism. These are the questions I think we are pinpointing -- under our 
existing constitution, how far could we go toward creating something like 
Toronto? Could the General Assembly) by uniform law. dissolve municipalities? 

Farrel I: There's nothing In the Constitution about It. I would think the 
proper Interpretation would be that they could not be dissolved by the state 
legislature without specific constitutional authority to do so. The constitution 
requires the legislature to provide for the incorporation of municipalities, 
and I think this constitutes a limitation which would prevent the legislature 
from dissolving them. 

Quffey: I have always thought that the legislature might be able to do this; 
that the provisions of Article XVI I I do not come into play unless you assume 
the existence of municipalities and this depends on legislative action. The 
legislature has this power under Article I I. 

Farrel I: But you're going to have to create something which wll I, in effect, 
be a--municipal corporation. 

Qu!f~: Yes, but you could, perhaps, dissolve al I municipal corporations under 
a unifoITn law establishing certain criteria on a reasonable classification 
basis and then create a new body and then Article XVI II would come Into 
operation again if it were construed to be a municipal corporation. 

Orfire~: How about Dade county -- the combination of Miami and Dade County? 

£a~ll; That was done by vote of the people -- the adoption of a county charter. 

Comment: The comb i nat Ion of Ind Ianapo IIs and Ma r Ion County Into one un I t by
thEl state legislature Is being challenged In the courts now. 

Duff~: Shouldn't we clarify the question in the constitution as to whether 
the legislature can or cannot dissolve municipal corporations and create another 
unit of government, or take certain powers away. or form a federal form of 
government? 

Orfirer: Under what authority has the state reduced the number of school districts: 

Duffey: By statute. I think there Is no doubt that, except for Article XVI II, 
the legislature can create and dissolve such structures of local government as 
it sees fit. It has delegated to the state board of education the power to merge 
schoo I di str i cts" under certa i n cr iter Ia. 
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F~rJ:ell: I am reluctant to see the state legislature have the power you are 
suggesting. I think the annexation policies adopted originally by the legislature 
set out to prevent the growth of metropolitan areas by setting up incorporation 
through the county commissioners where the citizens of the area could Incorporate 
and prevent the growth of the city. In one Instance in Hamilton county, 87 
voters in an area of about 25 square miles with a tax duplicate, when they 
Incorporated, which was by far the highest tax duplicate at that time of any 
municipality in Ohio, were able to Incorporate and remove the tax duplicate and 
the area from the expansion of the city and the board of education. Some 
state legislators have advocated making it impossible for the central city 
to annex adjacent territory. In both Cincinnati and Cleveland, the only 
significant annexations took place under the old Cox law, which was a very 
simple proposition. 

QUi~: If the legislature cannot solve the probelm --- such as In Cuyahoga 
county where the number of separate cities and vii Iages creates a government 
monstrosity; do you think this commission should come up with some constitutional 
provision which enables the solution to this problem? 

farrel,,- Yes. definitely. 

DUffey: It would be quite valuable, if you have some ideas how this should be 
provided for in the Constitution, for you to submit your suggestions to us. 
We would appreciate having them. Not legally drafted, but just an outline of 
how you would approach the subject. 

Qrflrer; Do we have in the constitution a double problem -- one, because we 
have already permitted to be created all these municipalities which makes 
annexation in Cuyahoga county impossible so we need a solution to an existing 
problem and second, some provision to prevent it happening in other areas? 

Fa~JJ_: I think that whatever device you use to correct the present situation 
could be used to prevent Its occurrence in the future. 

Politically, I think today the only way to solve problems is one at 
a time -- trying to make a metropolitan area out of separate governmental units 
may not be politically feasible. 

~~: Yes, if you mean that the separate units wil I lose their identity 
to a metropolitan area. I'm not sure there is opposition to the creation of 
a central body with some degree of authority over them, as long as they do 
not lose their identity and can keep control over certain local issues. 

farr~JLL: I think you have to recognize that issues such as housing are 
important -- a governmental unit can keep out low cost, government subsidized 
housing and to the extent thay they want to do this, and many of them do, they 
wi II not agree to a contra I government. 

Orfl~_: It works the other way, too. Cleveland has rejected metropolitan 
government because they donit want to lose the power they have acquired. 

Duf~: My attitude about the function of this commission is that we are not 
attempting to solve the problems but to recognize the potential solutions and 
then make it possible for these solutions to be applied. We may want to rework 
the Article X approach -- giving a significant role to local consent in the 
restructuring process, or let the legislature restructure local government any 
way they want to. We may want to go both routes. 
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Farrel I: There's a third posslblity -- an amendment that would facilitate 
the expansion of the core city by expanding functions or at least permit 
the veto of certain functions in outlying areas, retaining, however, some 
local functions in those areas. • 
Duffey~ lIve advocated that we could create subcitres within the city to control 
some very local functions; such as school zones, speed limits on some streets, 
and zoning. We should create a constitutional provision which will permit 
restructuring along the economic and social lines that accord with reality -
the way we are really living. • 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission
 
Committee to Study Local Government
 

Summary of Meeting

• July 12, 1971 

The Committee to Study Local Government met at 2:30 p.m., July 12, 1971, at 

the office of the Commission, 20 South Third Street, Columbus.

• Present were Chairman Duffey and Messrs. Heminger and logIer. The speaker 

for the meeting was Mr. John Gotherman of Dayton, of the Ohio Municipal Attorneys 

Association, and counsel for the Ohio Municipal League. However, Mr. Gotherman 

• stated that he was expressing his own views at this meeting, based on his exper

ience of working with the League and municipal officials, particularly municipal 

attorneys. He addressed himself primarily to issues relevant to home rule, and 

• other issues in the area of local government. 

In his view, Article XVIII of the Constitution has served municipal government 

well in the 59 years that the Article has existed. It has permitted most citizens 

• of the state to adopt a form of municipal government of their own choosing through 

• 

charters under Section 7, 8, and 9, it has enabled municipal gov.aments to take 

the initiative to try to solve their own problems without having to ask permission 

from the General Assembly, through the portion of Section 3 conferring "all powers 

• 

of local self-government", and it has enabled urban citizens to lead the way in 

some areas of police regulation where the .tate has either not acted, acted slowly, 

or simply has not shown a great deal of concern, such as planning and zoning reau

• 

lations, and some minor criminal offenses which one finds in municipal codes but 

not in the state code. 

One of the questions receiving much attention today i8 what impediments the 

• 

home rule provisions of the Constitution impose on the state in trying to imple

ment programs it feels are relevant in urban society. Mr. Gotherman stated that 

most complaints against the home rule prOVisions are based either on ignorance 

of what the provisions say, or a misunderstanding of the present relationship 

between the state and its municipalities. 

• 
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One area of interest is the question of restructuring local governments in 

metropolitan areas. Mr. Gotherman expressed the feeling that the General Assembly • 
has the power, at the present time, to prescribe the method of organizing, creat

ing, merging or dissolving municipal corporations under Article XVIII, Section 2, 

under properly drawn general laws. • 
Chairman Duffey at this point referred to the opinion previously expressed by 

Mr. James Farrell before the Committee, to the effect that the Constitution pro

vides only for classification as villages or cities, and that the Constitution • 
provides for incorporation, but that it would be a negation of home rule to permit 

the General Assembly to consolidate and merge local governments. Mr. Gotherman 

pointed out that there has not been a case on the point;'isimply because the Legisla • 
ture has never chosen to act in these areas. Fundamentally, this is a political 

rather than a legal question, he said, involving such things as the vested interests 

of municipalities, caution on the part of political parties as to what happens to • 
county government, and the reluctance of minority groups in center cities to possi

bly relinquish the political power they have gained. 

Mr. Gotherman stated that if consolidation within a county is to take place, • 
the effort ought to be directed toward a general governmental unit for the county 

rather than special districts, such as districts for police protection. Special 

districts and special authorities have not been adequately responsive to the needs • 
of citizens, many of whom do not understand how such districts operate. "For 

example, they can not understand why a conservancy district is run by judges," he 

said. Even the functions of boards of education in regard to school financing • 
are difficult to explain, and are one reason why city halls get so many questions 

on school tax rates. In Mr. Gotherman's view, if there is a need for a governmental 

unit larger than a city to provide a service, the power to do so should be lodged • 
in the county, and if county boundaries need to be changed to meet a regional gov

ernmental need, then changes in boundaries ought to be made. 
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The meaning of home rule powers has changed substantially in the last ten 

• years, he said. For example, the Police and Firemen's Pension Fund case, 12 

Ohio St. 2d 105 (1967) was decided under Article II, Section 34, which prOVides 

that laws may be passed fixing and regulating the hours of labor, establishing 

• minimum wages, and providing for the comfort, health, safety and welfare of all 

employees, and that no provision of the Constitution impairs or limits this power. 

This provision was interpreted to cover the employees of local government and, in 

• effect, overrides the home rule amendment. As a result of the Pension Fund case, 

• 

it is conceivable that if a statute were enacted establishing certain standards 

for a municipal police department, and providing that if these standards were not 

met the police function would be exerci~ed by another unit of government, such as 

• 

the county, the statute would be upheld as constitutional. 

In response to a question by Mr. Ingler, Mr. Gotherman stated that the power 

of Ohio cities to grant franchises for transit systems, taxis and the like, does 

• 

not derive from home rule power, but from an exception in the public utilities 

law. For that reason, the state is free to vest the power to grant such franchises 

exclusively in counties, if it chose to do so, by way of the "conflict clause" of 

• 

Article XVIII, Section 3. Cities may regulate franchises of this type onl~ because 

state law permits them to. Cable T.V. could also be regulated exclusively by the 

state, he said. 

• 

Mr. Gotherman continued, stating that as they are presently organized, counties 

are not equipped to handle many functions which municipalities handle. For one 

thing, counties do not have a strong executive branch. They don't really have 

one at all. But, he said, contemporaneiously with a reorganization of county 

government, the General Assembly should grant broad powers of local self-govern

ment to the counties, whether or not they have adopted charters.

• Mr. Gotherman further stated that the home rule amendment is not the only 

grant of power or limitation of power on municipalities. Article II, Section 34 
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(heretofore mentioned) is a rather essential limitation. The sections of the 

Constitution dealing with taxation and debt, such as the ten mill limitation, are • 
others. He felt that in several cities and counties, the ten mill limitation is 

an arbitrary restriction on the ability to finance capital improvements--for ex

ample, where it prevents the issuance of unvoted general obligation bonds which • 
could be paid out of utility revenue. He advocated negating the constitutional 

debt limitation on local governments. 

Mr. Gotherman also suggested a re-examination of the restrictions on the in • 
curring of debt and the extension of credit which bind the state and its political 

subdivisions in the present Constitution. For example, the state can and does 

mandate water quality standards. However, the method most often used to finance • 
the equipment necessary to meet these standards is, most often, the use of revenue 

bonds, which carry a higher interest rate than those backed by full faith and credit. 

However, under the present restrictions of the Constitution, the state could not • 
build a water pollution control facility financed by full faith and credit bonds 

for a political subdivision, even though the subdivision agreed by contract to repay 

all or part of the debt service, and there was little likelihood that any tax money • 
would have to be expended, since the utility rate could be set high enough to re

tire the bonds. "To impede the ability to have financing arrangements which in

volve the state and its political subdivisions doesn't make a lot of sense," he • 
said. 

Returning to the point of the possibility of consolidating existing political 

subdivisions, Mr. Gotherman expressed the view that, even though the General Assem • 
bly may have the power to do this, it would be preferable to accomplish consolidation 

on a local level, since people on a local level are much better able to judge local 

needs. To this end, he suggested present Article X;' Section 3, which inter alia • 
prescribes the four majorities necessary to adopt a county charter, ought to be 

amended. The four majorities now required are (1) in the county, (2) in the largest 
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municipality, (3) ia the county outside of such municipality, and (4) in each of

• a majority of the combined total of municipalitie~ and townships in the county 

(not including within any township any part of its area lying within a municipality). 

In his view, we have to have the first of these, the second and third are designed

• to protect the county and the largest municipality from "swallowing each other", 

but the fourth should be removed. "Whoever drafted that Article obviously intended 

for county charters never to transfer municipal functions," he said. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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•Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
November 23, 1971 

Summary of Local Government Committee Meeting 

Present at the meeting on November 23, held in the County Administration Building 
in Cleveland, were Chairman Orfirer, Mr. Heminger, Professor Schroeder, Mr. Ostrum, 
l~. Carter, Mr. Pokorny, and staff members Kramer and Nemeth. This summary is not 
a verbatim record of the meeting. 

Mrs. Orfirer pointed out that the committee was starting its study of local 
government and the constitution afresh, because of the reorganization of the commit
tees of the Commission and the fact that few of the members of the prior committee 
are now members. She stated that she hoped the committee would not begin with any 
preconceived notions of changes needed in the Constitution, either minor or major, 
but would maintain an open attitude toward all suggestions. 

The committee discussion began with the question: 
What functions are local governmental units expected to perform? Are the 

present allocations of functions working effectively? 

Functions include taxing power, legislative power, judicial power, general 
welfare, public safety, public utilities and sanitary facilities, transportation 
and highways, and others. A chart was distributed, prepared by the staff, showing 
various units of local government and the powers they have or services they perform. 

The planning and zoning function was discussed first, and Mrs. Orfirer noted 
that this function is primarily to make plans and recommendations for public and 
private improvements and developments, including roadways, utilities and buildings, 
to review and pass upon plans for public and private improvements and developments, 
to preserve and care for historic landmarks, to divide an area into zones or districts 
and to limit and regulate the height, location, set back line, etc. of building and 
the uses of buildings and other structures in such zones or districts, and to hear 
and decide appeals from decisions of administrative officials enforcing such limi
tations and regulations. The chart (distributed to members) shows what units perform 
this function--counties, townships, municipalities, and regional planning commissions. 

Schroeder: What is the authority of the regional planning commission? 

Kramer: It has recommendatory powers. We have combined planning and zoning geared 
to some sort of rational development of an area, although the two functions are 
separate. Zoning should be in accord with some sort of plan. 

Orfirer: Why do these particular units have this power? Is this the logical place 
for this power to remain? Is this a state function being carried out by a local unit 
or is it strictly a local government power? 

Schroeder: Problems of planning and zoning never got started until we had urban 
problems--at least, we never recognized planning and zoning as problems until theu~ 
How far does county zoning extend in Ohio? 

Kramer: It is an overlapping function and applies only in rural areas of counti~s. 

There are provisions both for county rural zoning and for township zoning. In the 
same county, the county may provide zoning for some of the unincorporated area and 
townships for some. So there is no one system for unincorporated area and some such 
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areas have no zoning. Zoning is almost universal in municipalities. 

Ostrum: Is there any specific reference to planning and zoning in the Constitution? 
In the Model State Constitution? The Wilder Commission report? 

Kramer: No. Zoning has a very short history as a governmental power. There had been 
some attempts in the early part of the century to provide land use planning by means 
of zoning, but it was not until 1925 that the matter was ever considered by the U.~.'S. 

Supreme Court. The City of Euclid had an ordinance attempting to restrict certain 
uses to certain areas, and this was challenged. The Court ruled that this was a 
proper exercise of the police power to provide for public health, safety and welfare. 
This power has mushroomed since then. The Constitution does not specifically mention 
this function and I don't know of any Constitutions that do. It's not entirely clear 
whether it's a police power or a power of local self-government, although generally 
regarded as a police power but with many characteristics of a local self-government 
power. 

Schroeder: It is not a question of changing something in the Constitution but a 
question of whether we want to put something in. There are a number of current con
troversies over the zoning power--including law suits at both federal and state 
levels. If we do anything. it would not be granting a power to local government to 
do something. but disciplining them not to do certain things, or to force the county 
in an u~ban metropolitan area to do the zoning and not local municipalities. Not a 
question of granting a power but of restricting or controlling local zoning at the 
state level. 

Carter: At last week's seminar. several people commented that zoning started out as 
a local power but now. in metropolitan area, has larger effects than merely in the 
~~~ ~here the decisions are made because of the ripple effect. Is there a need for 
constitutional support of the concept of regional zoning or statewide zoning or is 
this within the plenary powers of the state today? 

Kramer: If zoning is a police power. then a muntcipality can act only to the extent 
not in conflict with general law. But this question is not yet really resolved--!f 
the state attempted to enact a state zoning law or provide regional zoning which in
vaded the territory of municipalities, the question would be presented. 

Carter: We are not trying to solve the zoning problems, but make sure our elected 
representatives can deal with it. This is, therefore, a valid question for the Com
mission to consider. 

The committee considered a list of economic and political criteria for alloca
tion of urban services prepared by the League of Women Voters. 

Ostrum: What are the issues involved in the law suits Professor Schroeder alluded to? 

Schroeder: These are not Supreme Court cases, but at the federal district court 
level. They are attacks against zoning in the suburban areas where you have a 
minimum one acre lot and you bar, by that device, a low income family from buying 
in that area. This is part of the problem of trying to figure out how white people 
and black people and rich people and poor people can live together in some kind of 
peace and harmony. And a federal court in Detroit has decreed that you can take 
children in Detroit and place them in another school district--not merely transfer 
them from one place to another within a district. This tears up local self
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government in the Detroit area for education. The zoning thing is not far behind. 

Kramer: The court found ~ jure segregation, not merely ~ facto segregation based 
on housing patterns in the Detroit case. 

Schroeder: That is correct. And the zoning is even clearer than the education, 
because at least the school in the suburbs is open, but zoning, by its one acre 
requirement, puts a burden ~ law on the fellow who can't afford to buy an acre. 

Pokorny: Can this be handled by constitutional amendment? What effect .0 the 
municipal charters have on this problem as it relates to constitutional changes? 
From the point of view of one involved in county government, it seems to me we 
need a wider geogr~phic approach to the multiplicity of problems which overlap city 
boundaries--the 62 separate municipal jurisdictions in Cuyahoga County--these are 
real problems for us; the overlapping of fire, police, sanitary services--sewers, 
air and water pollution etc. In several of these fields we've been twice to the 
electorate with guidelines laid down by the statutory authorities and we've not 
been able to comply with the guidelines because we cannot get electorate approval. 
As county officials, we see that there has to be a wider geographic approach to 
our problems here as they exist and these are most pointed problems which can only 
be solved by going to the electorate. There are many important areas--soI1d waste 
disposal, water pollution, sanitary sewers,--! think this committee should spend 
an appreciable amount of time to get rid of some of the hurdles before us in the 
constitutional structure and the legislative enactments. To make it easier for us 
to cope with the overlapping problems within the county. All urban counties share 
these problems. We need some easier method of solving these problems to attain the 
goals we are trying to attain. We're trying to do it by contractual agreement 
today and it is most difficult. 

Orfirer: We started with planning and zoning as an example, and perhaps should now 
move on to some of the other areas and see whether these same problems exist. It's 
quite obvious that some of these other problems, such as air pollution, know no 
local barriers. 

Heminger: What is the typical area included in regional planning? 

Kramer: The regional planning commission can include part of a county, all of a 
county, several counties, parts of several counties--formed by agreement among 
political subdivisions. No boundaries set by statutes. 

Pokorny: These regional planning groups exist in the metropolitan areas, perhaps 
there are about 15 of them in the state today. They are entirely by contractual 
arrangement among the units of government involved. The federal government recog
nizes them--same federal programs require consultation with the regional planning 
unit before federal funds can be used for a project. In law enforcement, a seven
county coordinating unit exists in northeastern Ohio, including Cuyahoga County. 
Air, water, open space, housing, urban development--all these programs require con
sultation with a regional planning unit or coordination with other groups in order 
to attract federal moneys. 

Orfirer: We are in another area where the federal government is beginning to stop 
in--

Pokorny: They set standards and regulations and we have to conform in order to get 
federal money. 
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• In Cuyahoga Gounty, the reg1.onaL planning doe:> not go outside the county, but 
we have the areawide coordinating unit which has imput into the problems of the 7
county area. 

Kramer: In Summit County, a regional planning commission includes part of Portage 
and Medina Counties. 

• Orf!rer; Let us move on to air pollution. The function consists of establishing 
standards for emission, monitoring emissions to determine compliance, securing co
operation and enforcing compliance with these standards. The units of government 
that perform this function at the present time are municipalities and counties. Mu
nicipalities get authority through home rule and through the Revised Code. 

• Carter; Is a municipality limited to enforcing its air pollution control on residents 
of the municipality? Is there any extraterrllorial control? 

Orfirer; Just within the municipality. 

Pokorny; Our county thought that a countywide olregiunal approach would be much

• better because air pollution transcends all geogr.aphic boundaries. What we don't 
like in the legislation as it presently exists is that, while the responsibility is 
vested in the county. true enforcement is placed otth the attorney general. If we 
are to take the responsibility for pollution, we should have the power to enforce 
on the local level, Presently, air pollution regulations are enforced by the Air 
Pollution Control Board on petition to the attorney general.

• Kramer: The statute giving the power to the Air Pollution Control Board to establish 

• 

regional standards. issue permits, etc., has a section prOViding that nothing in 
the act restricts the powers of political subdivisions to provide for these same 
things. I dOll't know how that will work out. The Board has not done enough so far 
to determine how this is going to work. That section could nullify all actions 
taken by the Board, if political subdivisions have the overriding authority. 

Carter: Is there a constitutional question involved? 

Kramer: This is one area that could be classified as police and sanitary regulations. 

•
 
The best example where the state has overriding jurisdiction is health. Health dis

tricts are state agencies--not municipal or county--they are arms of the state. Al

though the funds come from municipalities, they operate under state law and, even
 
under a charter, a municipality cannot create ~omcthing different. The General As

sembly can create and change health districts, and I think the General Assembly would !".t
 

have the same power with respect to air pollution, and could override municipalities
 
in this function.
 

• Orftrer: This area is not restricted by home rule provisions. then.
 

•
 

Pokorny: We have a health department and municipalities have their own, with Bome
 
overlap, so they are working at cross purposes to some extent. The County Health
 
District takes in those jurisdictions that cannot afford to set up their own health
 
districts. Although it is called a county health district, it is in reality a state
 
agency, not established by the county. Some of the health functions are handled
 
se~arately by the various jurisdictions. but there is some overlap. I think it would
 
be more economical to bring all within the county structure. But the municipalities 
wish to maintain their own autonomy. 
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Kramer: This is an example of an area where perhaps we don't have a constitutional 
problem--it's up to the legislature. The Constitution could, of course, require 
different ways of handling some problems. 

Orfirer: Perhaps we should look not only at what is in the Constitution that needs 
to be changed, but at what is not there that should be there. 

Pokorny: The problem is with home rule--the people think they are the best judge 
of how something should be done, and when an elected official tries to tell them 
how he thinks it should be done, they do not always agree. In some areas, things 
can be done best on the local level, but in other areas perhaps other authority can 
do the job better. 

Carter: In those areas which go beyond political boundaries:-air pollution, sewers, 
etc.--I would want to make sure that the Constitution does not place barriers in 
front of the people of the state to deal with these problems through their legis
lature. In the area of health departments, the question may be: who can do it 
best? But in some other areas, political subdivisions cannot do it effectively at 
all, even though they might wish to do so--and in zoning, with the ripple effec~, 

what happens in one small area can affect all the surrounding area. It has to be
come more than a municipal concern. Does the legislature have the power to deal 
with this problem? Or does it require constitutional attention? 

Kramer: We could ask these same questions for each of the powers listed. 

Q!firer: What other ways are there of handling these various problems and are these 
w~ys permissible under the Constitution? Some functions might be handled on a county 
le':el, some on a regional. Could they be done this way or are these solutions 
stopped by some particular provision of the Constitution? Does the legislature have 
the power now to provide these solutions or doesn't it? 

Pokorny: Everything we have tried to do has been by contractual agreement--I do not 
know what might be done under the Constitution otherwise. 

Kramer: The legislature has gone out of its way to provide that almost anything can 
be done by agreement. A county can contract with just about any subdivision, can 
exercise powers jointly with other subdivisions and counties--almost any arrangement 
you can think of can be achieved under present laws. A Council of Governments, 
which is a voluntary council of political subdivisions, could, if the statute is 
read literally, contract with subdivisions to take over almost all their powers-
schools, police and fire departments, etc. Counties can contract with municipalities 
to deal with sewer problems and others. But simple authorization to enter into 
agreements may not be the solution. 

Orfirer: Is the fact that agreements are permitted sufficient? Couldn't some 
problems be solved only by mandatory legislation? 

Pokorny: We are now involved in a sanitary sewer project in the county under orders 
from the Water Pollution Board and are trying to come up with a reasonable figure 
based on water consumption in order to amortize the cost of the sewers, but Cleve
land controls the water and makes money from the sale of water, and charges different 
rates to different customers. We are trying to meet standards set down by the 
state, and need to have a meeting of the minds on how it's to be paid for. The city 
is reluctant to give up that authority. The suburban-m~nicipalities are willing to 
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enter a regional se\oJer system, but: are reluctant because of the differential in the 
assessments charged by Cleveland for the water. We're not trying to reach some 

,agreement on these differences in rates to be used to amortize the cost of the 
sewers. The city wants to be reimbursed for its investment, and that is understand
able. I don't know whether we can spell something like this out in the Constitution-~ 

making it mandatory that people have to do something like this. This is just one of 
the problems--and we've been working on it for 18 months now--involving the city, 
the county. and 60 other municipalities. 

Carter: If all but one municipality agreed, could the one municipality thwart the 
plans of the other 59? 

Pokorny: No, the others could proceed under their contractual agreement, but the 
only club we can wield now is the building ban, imposed on the city of Cleveland 
and perhaps to be imposed on other municipalities soon. 

Carter: Is this ban imposed by the county'? 

Pokorny: No, by the Water Pollution Control Board--a state authority. It's just a
 
matter of time until it comes to that. We govern by crisis in the large urban areas.
 
Cuyahoga County, and the other counties in Ohio, have been most derelict in facing
 
these ecological problems. This is a hammer the state can use--prohibiting building
 
until the sewer problems are solved by the City and the other municipalities involved
 
in filtering their wastes through the city system. Presently, they've cut off
 
Cleveland but everyone else is proceeding as they did before.
 

f~r!!£: Isn't there any way to force a municipality to cooperate under a contract?
 
0,: could a municipality appropriate property outside its boundaries for utility
 
purposes?
 

K~: There is no legal method to force cooperation. As for appropriation-
there we have the Blue Ash case, in which the Supreme Court said that Cincinnati 
couldn't appropriate property for a utility in another municipality which was al 
ready devoted to a municipal public purpose. You could have situations where a 
municipality, by refusing to enter into an agreement, could preclude others from 
providing needed services. 

Carter: This is not just an academic question, then. Suppose the major polluter
 
in the area is located in Broadview Heights and if there is no power on behalf of
 
the region to exercise some control over air pollution, it would be a serious prob

lem in the whole area. Is the constitutional grant of authority sufficient for the
 
public problems to be solved?
 

OSF~um: Could the legislature enact laws to permit these problems to be solved? 

Schroeder: This is the conflict between home rule powers and the state. In trying
 
to come to grips with problems, we've only given permissive legislation. We need
 
to know whether the state would have the authority to provide solutions to these
 
p~Dblems without this constant conflict.
 

Pokorny: It is difficult to go into a municipality even as a county official and
 
try to sell them on what you think is right \oJhen they have such a \'1ide range of
 
alternatives, and city council is so close to the ~€ople. r may have experience
 
on a broad geographic base but I cannot superimpose my experience on those officials
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who are so much closer to the pp.ople in the municipality. That is the problem of 
this committee--the city councilman is so close to the people and he knows what 
they think about problems. 

Carter: We want to make sure that we do not impose constitutional barriers to the 
solutions of these kinds of problems. There are always conflicts between the pa
rochial interests of the smaller group and the problems of the larger, or regional, 
group. We cannot hope to resolve these problems within the framework of the con
stitution but it seems to me awfully important that the constitution be flexible 
enough so that the representatives of the people can do this job. I agree the 
solutions should be on a give and take basis, but the conflict has to be resolved 
somehow. 

Orfirer: We should look again at the criteria. Some things, perhaps, should be 
mandatory on a regional basis but are there not other matters which need ~ be 
accomplished on a regional basis? Some matters Mr. Pokorny suggests--such as side
walks and rubbish collection, could be handled locally. Where do the problems go 
beyond the municipal line? 

Pokorny: We need more authority in those areas that go beyond municipal boundary 
lines, but there needs to be some balance between the local community and the 
wider geographical approach. 

Orfirer: We can see this idea in the criteria--that the governmental unit carrying 
on a function should have a geographic area of jurisdiction adequate for effective 
performance, etc., and that the performance of functions by a unit of government 
should remain controllable by and accessible to its residents--that the unit 
~hasen to perform a function should be that one which maximizes opportunities for 
~itizen participation and permits adequate performance. 

grfirer: Perhaps we should look at all these functions and ask: where should they 
be handled? Then we can get to Mr. Carter's ~uestion, does the constitution now 
prohibit this? 

Ostrum: In these criteria for allocation of urban services, I find it very helpful 
to see the separation between economic and political criteria. Perhaps another 
word for "political" criteria would be "practical" criteria. They are very real
istic. 

Kramer: We could take air pollution, for example, and apply the criteria to thRt 
area, because there are not a large number of vested interests so far in that field. 

Orfirer: Looking at the first criterion, what are the boundaries of air pollution? 
How wide an area do you need to control it? 

Ostrum: It's not only what you can see, but what you can measure, also. The area 
in which air pollution can be seen is much smaller than the area in which it can be 
measured scientifically. 

Orfirer: Suppose that it goes beyond a county. 

Ostrum: Or state. 

Orfirer: Then we're beyond the state constitution. 
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Kramer: Looking at the units ('f government in Ohio, 1 think we can see that townships, 
villages, and most municipalities are too small a "nit·~be(;t.tUse the pollution spills 
over. 

Orfirer: Do we have a unit of government now existing that could handle this problem? 

Schroeder: Although not entirely satisfactory, the county would be better than what 
we have now. 

Orfirer: We come back continually, no matter which example we take, to the same 
issues of home rule. 

Carter: What are the limitations ot home rule under the present constitution? 

Mrs. Drfirer read section 3 of Article XVIII and reviewed briefly the history of
 
chartering municipal corporations prlor to 1851; then by general law but the legis

lature made numerous classifications 80 it was still almost individually; the Ohio
 
Supreme Court 1n 1902 held this system unconstitutional; then the legislature enacted
 
municipal code with the same form of government for all cities and the same form for
 
all villages; this 'Jas so unsatisfactory for the cities because of great differences
 
in size; 1912, home rule amendment adopted. Is home rule accomplishing the purposes
 
for which it was created?
 

Schroeder: For the people living within the munidpaUty, it is probably fine·~they 

are happy with it. 

PIf}!!I: At least it accomplished its purpose of avoiding special legislation. But 
w:/ were the municipalities created in the first place~~to provide services. Does 
hOl~e rule help with that? Sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't. 

§~~roeder: Some municipalities do a very good job of prOViding services for their 
people. If you have the money. you can do the job at the local level with home rule~
such as providing good police services. It is often a question of money. That's an 
important aspect of this problem. 

Orfirer: As noted in the criteria, one standard for allocation of urban servic~~ is 
that the unit of government should have financial resources to perform servicB~ as
signed to it. 

Pokorny: That's the crux of the whole thing. Over the years, we've taken OV8r. 

certain facilities that were in central cities here and each one is a losing ?t~po
sition--we have to pay from general fund moneys. We've been assuming all the white 
elephants. Economically, they don't pay their way as far as the county is concerned. 
Solid waste is an example~-there is no more landfill area in this county. We have 
to resolve the overall situation, but nothing 1s really done on a regional or 
countywide basis. The county only gets those facilities and functions that are losing 
propositions for the municipalities. If the county is to operate the airports, for 
example, that are not paying their waYt ~e would like to be able to have Cleveland~ 

»opkins airport t also, which is paying its way. and perhaps we would have some money 
to subsidize the other airports. I think we should make it easier to adopt a county
wide or regional approach to problems and find a way to make it easier for the people 
to adopt this approach. 

Qrfirer: Another thing to look at is whether the municipality includes most of the 
urban area within the county. 
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Ostrum: Referring to Dr. Schroeder's example of the police services, I'd like to 
observe that all the money in the world in Cleveland Heights or Shaker Heights 
wouldn't help solve the pollution problem because it cannot be confined to the 
boundaries of the city. So having enough money is not the only answer. 

Orfirer: There's another point in connection with the police situation--there's a 
much different set of police problems in the Cleveland area than in Cleveland 
Heights. 

Ostrum: There are many social problems--lack of jobs, opportunities--that cause 
people to commit certain crimes and these problems exist to a greater degree in 
Cleveland than in Cleveland Heights or Shaker Heights. 

Pokorny: The county sheriff tried to create a communication network in the county, 
and bring together all the municipalities. The police chiefs of the municipalities 
were reluctant to deal with the chief law enforcement officer of the county. Subse
quently, the police chiefs association of the county got together and are setting 
up a network now--there are personalities involved, and jurisdictional disputes. 
The original concept was not adopted because the county sheriff wanted it, but now 
it is moving forward through the police chiefs association, which will have control. 

Carter: Does the last clause of section 3, the conflict clause, apply to the whole 
section or only to the portion relating to police, sanitary and similar regulations? 

Orfirer: Only to the police, sanitary and similar regulations. The powers of local 
self-government are derived directly from the Constitution and the state legislature 
has no control. This is the stumbling block. 

Kramer: This question was worked out on a case by case basis over many years and 
it was not until 1958 in the case of Canada v. Phillips that the Ohio Supreme Court 
finally clarified this matter and held that the last clause applies only to police, 
sanitary and other similar regulations. 

Orfirer: Let us go back to the question of whether the municipality contains nearly 
all the urban area--if it does, then the constitution is not so much of a stumbling 
block to the performance of functions that extend over the whole area, but in a sit
uation like Cuyahoga County, where there are many individual municipalities within 
the urban area, it does create problems. Perhaps we should not only question the 
concept of home rule, but also look at the area to which it is applied--who should 
have the power? What would happen if it were given to a wider area, not confined 
to municipalities? Is it more workable and feasible and more desirable to have? 

Carter~ We have focussed on home rule at the municipal level, but clearly will have 
to consider home rule at other governmental levels--, such as the county. The com
mit tee should also take a look at the basic structure of local government. One 
thing is the role of the township, which has little relevancy in many areas of the 
state today and may be an impediment to the performance of some services and fUnc
tions. There was also discussion at the seminar on the role of the county and pro-
Viding home rule powers for counties, changing the powers of counties for the larger 
counties, and classification of counties on a population basis. 

l2korny: It 1s most important that we examine the role of the county and county 
~owers--again using this county as an example, no other county in the state resembles 
Cuyahoga. We have more people on welfare in this county than comprise the entire 
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population ot about 65 other counties in the state. Our budget equals that of 17 
other states. We have the sixth largest welfare department in the United States. 
and we're Che sixth largest county in the United States. We have problems that 
some rural legislators·-and I say this with respect because 1 served in the legls
lature with them for 10 years--cannot comprehend. Uniformity, as applied to county 
government, just doesn't make sense--even applying the same structure and powers to 
Hamilton and Franklin as to Cuyahoga doesn't make sense. because their situations 
are different. Many legislators only worry about their own locations and dotnot 
look at the problems of other areas of the state. A 4% increase in welfare may be 
insignificant to many legislators, but will create a crisis in our county. So 
give us a littla more to work with. so that we can solve our problems. 

Carter: This is a constitutional question. 

PokornI: That is correct. County government is the government of the future, and 
we must do what is necessary. It's got to come, whether municipal governments ac
ce~ it or not. Realizing the urgency of the problems in the larger urban areas of 
the state, it's got to come. 

Carter: Would you include in your thinking the structure of county government--such 
as providing for a county executive? 

PekornI: I have on two separate occasions voted for putting on the ballot an al 
ternate form of county government which provided for an executive, and for three 
commissioners running at large and four from the contressional districts within 
the county. I believe it has to be done this way. But 1 don't think there's any
thing in form if there's nothing in the substance--that won't solve the county's 
problems unless we have more leeway--more flexibility within the framework of the 
constitution and the stat~tory powers. 

Orfirer: What you are saying is that counties need more powers and it's going to 
have to be on some sort of a classified basis, so won't apply to all counties with
out all the problems of the big counties. 

For future discussion: Concept of home rule and the level of government to 
which it is applied? 

t~hich powers should be left to home rule? 
How do we deal with the large number of independent municipalities--the fact 

that incorporation is easy and annexation difficult? 

Kramer: The General Assembly provides the methods of incorporation and annexation, 
and can control them. 

Orfirer: There is disagreement about whether the General Assembly presently has 
the power to mandate dissolVing municipal corporations, or combining and merging 
them with each other, and if the constitution is not clear perhaps it should be 
made clear on this point. 

Mr. Carter suggested a written outline of the various issues involved so that 
the committee can tackle them one by one on a systematic basis and review wbat needs 
changing and what needs to be put in the constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer stated that the discussion of the effects of home rule and ques
tions just raised would be continued at the next meeting, and the committee would 
discuss when persons who want to be heard will be called to testify. 

TIle meeting was adjourned. 2647 
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Summary of December 22, 1971 meeting 

The meeting was called to order at 1:40 p.m. at the meeting room of the Board 
t

of County Comm~ssioners of Cuyahoga County, County Administration Building, Cleve· 
land. Present were the chairman, Mrs. Orfirer, and committee members Messrs. Russ), 
Schroeder, Heminger, Ostrum and Pokorny and consultant Mr. Kramer. Mr. Carter, 
the chairman of the full commission, arrived during the course of the meeting. 
Present also were }~s. Marilyn Zack, councilman-elect of the City of Rocky River 
and former State board member of the League of Women Voters, and Mr. Edward M. Loc :e, 
government affairs specialist of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. Joe Kelly o~ 

the Department of Development. 

The first order of business was the fixing of the'ttme and place of the next 
meeting of the committee, which was agreed upon as 9:30 a.m. on January 12, 1972 
at the faculty lounge of Gund Hall of the College of Law of Case Western Reserve 
University, 11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio. Professor Schroeder advised 
that parking would be available at the University Circle garage next to the Commo· 
dore Hotel on Ford Avenue between Euclid Avenue and Belleflower Road. (Subsequent 
to this meeting, the ti~e of the .next meeting was changed to 1:30 p.m. on January lO.) 

Mrs. Orfirer proposed that the meeting be conducted on an informal discussion 
basis, using the discussion outline which had previously been supplied to the mem· 
bers of the committee. The topic first to be considered as a continuation from th~ 

preceding meeting, was municipal home rule. It was generally agreed, as stated by 
Mrs. Orfirer in response to the first question concerning the purposes which the 
framers of the municipal ltoine rule amendment had in mind, that Article XViII, whic'l 
was proposed by the 1912 Constitutional Convention and approved by the voters of 
the state in that year, was intended to alter in a radical way the allocation of 
powers concerning local government by a direct grant of certain of such powers to 
municipalities. This was to be in distinction to the priorsyst~ under which all 
pouers of mun:f,ci.!,aHties were received by grant from the general assembly. The in
tention was to permit municipalities to act on their own, and without the necessity 
of looking to legislation of the General Assembly, in providing for matters of 10c1l 
self-government, with certain exceptions tn the area of local police, sanitary and 
other similar regulations. Municipalities were also to be given expres$ authority 
to own and operate public utilities and to provide for their own form of governmer.t 
by means of adoption of a charter, as an alternative to the general plan or organ
ization or one of the optional plans which the Generai Assembly coulq provide. 

Mr. Ostrum suggested that the purpose of the horne rule amendment seems to hav~ 

been to liberate municipalities from the legislature. Professor Schroeder indicat~d 

that in his view, under present circumstances, the problem is not so much to liberlte 
municipalities from the legislature as it is to provide for greater cooperation be
tween the state and the municipalities in the relationship between themselves and 
with the federal government. Mr. Russo said that problems have arisen be~au8e of 
confusion ~a the roles of the state and local governments resulting from the federal 
government's vacillation between funding of programs through the states and funding 
directly to local communities. Whether any change in the state constitution might 
alleviate this problem should at least be explored. 
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Mr. Russo also suggested that the best approach to solving the problems of th~ 

fragmentation of local government and any resulting difficulties in providing area
wide services, such ~s sewers, water ~nd ~~~~ transportation, might be th~otigh the 
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type of constitutional amendment proposed several years ago for the creation of 
urban services districts. This type of district might facilitate cooperation, 
while still permittiu6 existing local governments ~~ =etain their autonomy. It 
would a180, according to Mr. Russo, overcome problems of area-wide cooperation 
which now result from demands such as those being made by the City of Cleveland 
for compensation for capital outlays in such things as sewer and water treatment 
systems and mass transportation facilities as part of the price of cooperation 
with the suburbs in regional service arrangements. Mr. Russo said that such demand. 
are unreasonable, since a large percentage of the payment for such facilities was 
made by persons who are now dead or who have since moved to the suburbs. He a189 
stated that, whether or not it 1s politically feasible, it may be that the only 
means of securing the necessary cooperation or unity of action needed to solve 
regional problems would be a constitutional provision mandating the surrender of 
municipal powers over at least some functions. Mr. Pokorny stated that his exper
ience has been that the cities thus far have been willing to turn over to the 
county only their unprofitable "white elephant" enterprises, whUe being reluctant 
or opposed to doing the same with profitable or popular facilities. 

Mr. Ostrum, with respect to the discussion outline questions co~cerning whether 
court interpretations of the home rule amendments are frustrating the purposes 
thereof, questioned whether the framers of the amendments intended that the courts 
should have such extensive power in the allocation of po~ers and duties between the 
state and the municipalities. Mr. Kramer responded that a reading of the portion 
of the debates of the 1912 Constitutional Convention dealing with the home rule 
amendments indicates an awareness on the part of the members who discussed the 
matter that the use of the term "loca l self-government" would require the courts 
to make final determinations as to the allocation of powers in particular cases. 
The framers seemed to feel that unless a listing of powers and their~.llocation 

was made in the constitution itself, it would be necessary for the courts to make 
the final determinations and, given the experience of the relationship between the 
legislature and the municipalities during the nineteenth century and prior to the 
convention, that this would be preferable to permitting the General Assembly to 
have the final word on the matter. It seems unlikely that the members of the local 
government committee of the 1912 Convention or the other m~bers of the convention 
forsaw the extent and complexity of the problems that would have to be resolved by 
the courts in this area, but it seems clear that it was recognized that this func
tion should belong to the courts. Despite complaints by the courts and criticism 
of the system by political scientists and others, therefore, the method of allo
cating powers and duties seems to be operating 8S intended. 

From the discussion concerning the question whether a practicable alternative 
to the present system would be a listing in the constitution of the various powers 
concerning local government and their allocation to various levels of government, 
the con'8ensus seemed to be that this would be impossible or impractical or both, 
Such a provision, even if suitable at the time adopted, might be outmoded in a 
relatively short time, but its presence in the constitution might cause it to be 
difficult to change as needed. 

Mr. Ostrum suggested that the so-called "Fordham principle" as embodied in 
the Model State Constitution might be another solution to the problem of allocation 
of powers. Mr. Kramer pointed out that such a provision really would have the 
effect of making the General Assembly in most cases the final arbiter of the division 
of powers between the legislature and the municipalities and, in re.ponse to the 
suggestion that this might be leading again to ~he kind of situation which existed 
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prior to 1912, stated that there would be a fundamental difference from that 
system. Under the pre-1912 system municipalities had to look to enactments of 
the General Assembly for each of their powers, while under a provision such as 
that in the Model State Constitution based on the "Fordham principle," a mu
nicipality would presumptively be able to exercise any power which was not spe
cifically denied to it. While such a provision would not eliminate all uncer
tainty and potential for litigation, these probably would be lessened substan
tially, but the General Assembly would clearly be given supremacy and the direct 
grant of all powers of local self-government to municipalities would no longer 
exist, a situation upon which many supporters of municipal home rule would not 
look favorably. 

Professor Schroeder stated that some solution, possibly the approach just
 
discussed, is necessary to solve the problems of lack of cooperation among mu

nicipalities in matters of area-wide importance and gave the problems of Cuyahoga
 
County in securing the necessary agreements for sewage treatment facilities and
 
rates as an example. He also indicated that it may be necessary to prOVide by
 
constitutional amendment for the mandatory consolidation of some municipalities
 
or some of their powers in order to meet regional needs. Mr. Kramer replied
 
that many municipal attorneys, such as Sam Sonenfield and John Gotherman of the
 
Ohio Municipal League, probably would dispute the contention that the present
 
system is incapable of resolVing the problems which arise. Mr. Sonenfield's
 
contention is that home rule is not the problem so much as the failure of mu

nicipalities boldly to assert and act upon the power which they possess under
 
the constitution. Instead, he asserts, they have been "forging their own chains"
 
by going to the General Assembly with requests for grants of power.
 

Mr. Kramer also stated, referring again to the point raised earlier by Mr. 
Russo concerning the channelling of federal funds, that the matter is further 
confused by the fact that powers can be rendered meaningless if the fina*~~al 

resources to carry them out are not present, and the ability to finance c~rtain 
functions can sometimes effectively work an alteration in the allocation of 
powers. As an example he cited the matter of the takeover by the state from the 
municipalities of the entire system of police and fire pensions. In that case 
the larger municipalities, which had deficits in their pension funds, were happy 
to be relieved of the burden and failed to oppose the legislation vigorously, as 
they might have done had a popular or profitable operation been involved. The 
supreme court did resolve the litigation which arose by upholding the action of 
the General Assembly, but no opposition came from the large cities. 

Mr. Russo observed that some opposition to the measure ca.e from some smaller 
cities which had solvent pension funds, but agreed that the question of powers in 
this instance was subordinated to the question of financial resources. Mr. Pokorny 
said that he was a member of the General Assembly at the time of the passage of 
the pension fund bill and that he regards it as another example of the willingness 
of the cities to rid themselves of "white elephants." 

Mr. Kramer cited as a further example, from the viewpoint of supporters of 
municipal home rule, of progress in defining the relationship between the state 
and the municipalities under the present constitutional provisions the case of 
Village of West Jefferson v. Robinson, I Ohio St. 2d 113 (1965), discussed at 
page 8 of the staff paper entitled "the Present Status of Municipal Home Rule in 
Ohio. It In that case the supreme court upheld an ordinance which prohibited door
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to-door solicitation even though a statute which provided in some detail for 
municipal licensing and regulation of such activities probably would not permit 
under its terms a prohibition of such activity. The court held that the power 
of municipalities (including noncharter municipalities such as West Jefferson) 
to enact police regulations is derived directly from the constitution as a 
power of local self-government and is not dependent upon legislative grants of 
power. As a result, the General Assembly does not have the power, according 
to the court, to limit directly the exercise of the power of municipalities to 
enact police, sanitary and other similar regulations. The only instance in which 
the "conflict" provision found in the last clause of Article XVIII, Section J 
operates to limit the power of municipalities is when the General Assembly enacts 
legislation covering the same subject. 

Following a short discussion concerning the provision of Article XVIII, 
Section 1 dividing all municipalities into two classifications, ~~. Russo sug
gested that the committee take up consideration of the p08sibility of placing 
on the ballot at the Mayor November 1972 election a proposal dealing with changes 
in county government. He expressed concern over the fact that the procedure for 
adoption of a county charter requires a significant period of time, so that if a 
constitutional change is required to permit adoption of such a cl1arter. it should 
be done as soon a~ possible. Of particular concern to Mr. Russo is the provi.ion 
in Article X, Section 3 requiring multiple majorities for the adoption of a county 
charter conferring certain types of powers on a county. 

Mrs. Orfirer inquired of Mr. Carter whether sufficient time would be avail 
able for the Commission to give its full attention to and provide public hearings 
on any proposed amendments to be submitted in Mayor November of 1972. Mr. Carter 
replied that the full commission had at least tenta~ively decided upon not having 
any amendments suggested by it appear on the ballot in 1972 because of the short
ness of time before the May election and the possibility of confusion of any luch 
amendments with the question of calling a constitutional convention Which is to 
appear on the November 1972 ballot. He also said that he did not think it would 
be possible for the Commission to act upon any amendments for the May election 
according to all of the procedures which it intends to follow with respect to 
all proposed amendments. Mrs. Orfirer stated that failure of any amendments pro
posed by the Commission to appear on the ballot by the end of 1972 might be con
strued by some persons as evidence of inaction on the part of the Commission. 
Mr. Ostrum suggested that Mr. Russo could, if he chooses, submit his own bill 
proposing an amendment and Mr. Russo agreed that this might be possible. Mr. 
Carter pointed out that other amendments might be on the ballot anyway and that 
the Commission had not taken an unalterable stand against making any recommenda
tions for amendments to be submitted during 1972, and that the procedural require
ments for hearings and other formalities are self-imposed and thus could be re
llXed if the Commission so chooses. 

Mrs. Orfirer asked the committee members if they wished to proceed at the 
next meeting with consideration of proposals for changes in county gov.rnment and 
it was So agreed. The committee then proceeded to discuss some of the questions 
under Division F. G and H of the discussion outline pertaining to counties. Ar
ticle II, Section 30 was discussed as its requirement of a popular vote on changes 
ot county boundaries could 1 imit or affect the ability of the General Assembly 
or other bodies ~o provide for governmental units which are of appropriate .ile 
or location to deal with problems which are widespread in their effects. It wa. 
pointed out that Bome counties have populations af as few as 10,000 people and 
that consideration might be given as to whether the Gener,l Assembly should be 
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authorized to provide for consolidation of counties or their territory. 

Mr. Kra~er was asked about the reason for the inability of the General 
Assembly to classify counties for various purposes and he referred to Article II, 
Section 26 w~ich requires all laws of a general nature to have a uniform effect 
throughout tpe state. It was under this provision that the supreme court in 
1902 in a series of cases struck down the scheme of classification by which all 
of the large cities in the state had each been placed in its own separate classi 
fication. The same rule has also been applied to counties, as in a case which 
arose in Cuyahoga County concerning a statute which permitted a certain number 
of signatures--different from that otherwise required--on petitions for the 
office of judge of the probate court in counties haVing a population of more than 
one million. The supreme court in that case held the statute invalid since it 
was not of uniform effect. 

Mr. Pokorny pointed out that the statu~ governing the compensation of 
county commissioners provides for varying amounts of compensation depending upon 
the population of the county. Prof. Schroeder and Mr. Kramer said that this and 
the statutes providing similarly for the compensation of other county officers 
seem to be exceptions to the general rule, and exceptions which apparently have 
not been challenged in the courts. Mr. Kramer said that any attempt at classi 
fying counties for the purpose of granting powers to some counties which differed 
from those granted to other counties, even if more than one or two counties were 
to be included ina classification. might well be challenged and would be of 
doubtful validity under Article II, Section 26. 

Mrs. Orfirer and Mr. Kramer suggested that prior to the next meeting of the 
committee Mr. Kramer could prepare and provide to the members drafts of a number 
of possible constitutional amendments dealing with classification of counties, 
county charters, and forms of county government. The committee members agreed 
that this would facilitate their discussions and requested that materials of 
this type be prepared. Among the purposes for which classification might be per
mitted were discussed governmental structure, powers and grants of general legw 

islative authority. If criteria or factors upon which such classifications might 
be based are to be provided for, the members listed as possible factors popula
tion, area, location) taxable value and the number of governmental units located 
in the county. 

In connection with question H of the discussion outline, Mrs. Orfirer sugw 

gested that the words "without charters" be added at the end of the question, 
since it seems clear that a county charter may confer legislative power upon one 
or more county commissions, boards or agencies created by the charter. Mr. 
Kramer stated that this question is important with respect to proposals such as 
pending H. B. 435 which would give to the board of county commissioners of each 
county power to legislate.-, on any matter as to which the county is not by the 
constitution or laws denied such power. It has been suggested that the second 
part of Article II. Section 26. along with the general principle limiting the 
power of the General Assembly to delegate to others the legislative power con
ferred upon it by the constitution. might render any such legislation invalid. 

At the suggestion of the chairman, the meeting was adjourned at approximately 
4:00 p.m. 
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Summary of Committee Meeting 

January 10) 1972 

Present at the meeting held in Cleveland on January 10 were Chairman Orfirer, 
Mr. Schroeder, Mr. Heminger) Mr. Ostrum and consultant Mr. Kramer. Mr. Russo was 
present for part of the meeting. 

Minutes of the previous meeting were distributed. and a request made that mem
bers report any errors, or additions. Mrs. Orfirer read a letter from Miss Betsy 
Tarlin of the Department of Urban Affairs stating that the Governor was considering 
the establishment of a Local Government Task Force to consider the problems of 
local government'~and asking for suggestions for issues to be considered by such a 
task force as well as names of persons who might serve on it. The Task Force mem
bers could be suggested from five areas: Local Government officials, state offi 
cials, Local Government Organizations) the University Community and Citizen Organ
izations. 

The members made various suggestions for persons and topics and the staff was 
asked to forward them to the Department. 

As requested at the last meeting by one of the committee members. the committee 
considered some suggestions for amendments to the Constitution in the general area 
of county government. The overall goal of the committee) to consider all constitu
tional provisions relating to local government, has not changed. and the committee 
has made no commitment to proceed with amendments to the county government portions 
of the constitution. but did agree to consider several possibilities, for which 
drafts have been prepared by Mr. Kramer. 

The first subject considered was classification of counties, and several 
methods of amenqlng section 1 of Article X in order to cl~ssify or permit the 
classification of counties were placed before the committee. The first version 
would classify counties according to population but would permit the General 
Assembly to make use of the classifications in providing county organization and 
government as it saw fit. It would, however, mandate that the General Assembly 
provide for county organization and government according to classes. Mr. Kramer 
suggested that there could be as few as two or as many as 38 classes, but that 
keeping the number of classes low is desirable. He stated that the first question 
to be decided is, why should we have classes of counties? What purpose would 
classification serve? Mrs. Orfirer stated that the purpose would be to give certain 
powers to some counties but not to others-·that a large. industrial county could 
be authorized to perform certain services or have powers that would not be given to 
smaller counties. M~. Kramer noted that classifying the counties in the Constitu
tion would permit mandating that there would be a certain number of classes. and 
to determine generally which counties would fall within the classes that were ex
tablished. By placing the classes in the Constitution, the General Assembly would 
be more likely to provide the necessary governmental machinery and powers than if 
the Constitution merely authorized the creation of classes by the legislature) .ince 
the permission to ~rovide alternative forms existed in the Constitution about 27 
years before the General Assembly enacted enabling legislation. The dlsadvanta.e 
to placing the classes in the Constitution is the rigidity of the plan--when these 
classes outlive their usefulness. it will be difficult to change them. 

Mr. Ostrum noted that the reason for considering the suggestion of classification 
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of counties is that every county does not face the same problems and classification 
would enable the legislature to provide for different counties in different ways. 
Mr. Kramer stated that different forms of government could be effected by adoption 
of a charter or alternative form, but both require the vote of the people; and 
under an alternative form the people cannot control the form of government except 
within the limits provided by the General Assembly. No county has yet adopted 
either a charter or an alternative form, although both have been tried several 
times. Mr. Kramer stated that the alternative form of county government provisions 
in the law most closely resemble the option forms of municipal government, which 
are provided for in the statutes and which constitute a "ready-made" city charter 
which can be adopted by the people of a city or village. This differs from a 
charter in that a charter is a distinctive form of government dra~ for the par· 
ticular city or village by a charter commission. The same general concept existS 
for county government--provision in the Constitution for adoption of a county 
charter by the people drawn up by a charter commission if the people of the county 
vote for a charter commission, and alternative forms of county government which 
may be adopted by the people but which are established by the statutes. Both pro
vision for alternative forms of county government and the charter provisions were 
added to the Constitution at the same time--in 1934. The advantage to providing 
for classification in the Constitution is that the General Assem'ly might then do 
something about the particular problems of particular counties if they did not 
have to be concerned with the reaction of county officials in all 88 counties, some 
of which may not have the same problems. An alternative form requires only a 
simple majori.ty for adoption, al though a charter requires majorities in particular 
parts of the county, but neither has been adopted so far. 

Mrs. Orfirer noted that there is a disadvantage to the first version of the 
classification proposal--that the General Assembly would not necessarily act to 
provide governments for different classes. However, Mr. Kramer stated that, since 
the classification proposal would not require the vote of the people in order that 
a particular form of government would be applicable--application of the forms and 
powers would be automatic if the county fell within the particular classification-
it would have an advantage over the charter and alternative fo~ar.provision8. Mr. 
Kramer used as an example the power to hire a planning consultant, which could be 
given to certain classes of counties but not to all--because some counties might 
not need this pQwer and perhaps would not want to have it. Mr. Kramer noted that 
a danger of classification, if done so finely that individual counties are placed 
in separate classes J is the additional burden on the General Assembly to legislate-v.•' 
for only one county--as happened previously with respect to cities--and, as a result, 
increased "logrolling" and perhaps, finally, the failure of the General Assembly 
to act either because of lack of interest in one county's problems or lack of time. 
If the classifications were few in number and fixed in the Constitution, the 
danger of too many classifications would be eliminated. The constitution makers 
are then substituting their judgment for that of the General Assembly. 

The committee then looked at version B of the classification proposals, which 
would simply permit the General Assembly to establish classifications and provide 
for the government and organization of the classes. Mr~ Heminger asked whether 
this provision could not be made mandatory--which would require the General Assembly 
to establish classes but would not, as is done in Version A, place the class li~its' 

in the Constitution. He also stated that making the provision mandatory instead 
of permissive might not have much practical effect, because the legislature could 
still ignore the provision or could establish meaningless classifications by pro
viding the same laws for the different classes. 
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Version C would enable the General Assembly to establish classes bu~ would 
limit the number of classes. 
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Mr. Kramer noted that all versions So far could be circumvented by the Gen
eral Assembly by the device of providing no meaningful differences among the 
classes, regardless of who establishes them. He also pointed out that if the 
Constitution is made so specific in this regard--by attempting to write into the 
Constitution specific guidelines for different governmental forms or powers to 
be given to different classes--this is poor constitution making because it then 
necessitates frequent amendment as conditions change, and amending the Constitu
tion is often more difficult than securing changes in laws. 

Mr. Ostrum asked what the difference would be between the alternative form 
provision and the classification proposal, and Mrs. Orfirer responded that the 
alternative form is applicable in a county only when voted by the people, 
whereas the classification provision would make the provisions automatically 
applicable to all counties within the class, without a vote of the people. 

The committee discussed whether there was any way that the legislature could 
be forced into taking action to provide for classification or for the government 
of counties by classes. Mrs. Orfirer expressed the opinion that some initiative 
might come from the people, but Mr. Kramer noted that the people of the various 
counties have consistently voted against efforts to change their own county gov
ernment. Mrs. Orfirer asked whether thought could be given to having a mandated 
opportunity to review county government at regular intervals, either by the legis
lature or by the people, such as is constitutionally prOVided for a review of the 
constitution itself every 20 years. 

Version D of the classification proposals permits the General Assembly to 
establish classes but specifies the criteria to be considered: population, area, 
lQcation, valuation of property, and number of governmental units located in the 
county. These factors, or others if determined relevant, would provide the Gen
eral Assembly with guidelines for forming a reasonable basis for classification. 
Mr. Schroeder commented that he considered the listing of factors other than pop
ulation very important·-that numbers of people is not the only, and perhaps not 
the most important, basis for distinguishing one county from another. Mr. Kramer 
noted that the combination of location and property valuation would be a goodway 
of distinguishing the counties in Appalachia from other groups of counties, and 
that a classification on the basis of population alone might not result in the 
same grouping. Mr. Kramer noted that "number of governmental units" might be used 
to provide special provisions for particular counties rather than to lump counties 
together, and that the legislature would have to define "governmental units." 
Whether it would ~e a good idea to include this standard should be carefully con
sidered. 

In response to a question from Mr. Ostrum, Mr. Kramer noted that he thought 
"organization and government" included both structure and powers, since this term 
1s presently used in the first sentence of the same section. 

Version E was examined, with the comment by Mrs. Drfirer that it was similar 
to Version D except that the number of classes would be limited in the Constitu
tion. 

Mrs. Orfirer asked how the power to classify was abused when the General 
Assembly had that power. ~tt. Kramer responded that the abuses were (1) need' of 
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particular cities were not met because it was not possible to get enough votes in 
the legislature to pass the necessary legislation, or the legislature did not have 
sufficient time to consider the legislation; (2) extensive logrolling in the legis
lature resulted in poor legislation--delegations traded votes in order to obtain 
something they wanted, and often the legislature passed bills without considering 
the merits of the legislation; (3) the great amount of legislative time that is 
consumed with local legislation, especially when there are many classes so that 
few cities (or counties) fall into one class. 

Mr. Kramer noted that the number of cities has greatly increased and the 
burden on the legislature would be much greater today if cities or even counties 
had to come to the General Assembly almost individually to obtain legislation to 
correct local problems. There are two inconsistent attitudes--one, that everyone 
will agree to legislation if it deals only with one county or one city; the other 
side of the argument is, why should the legislature bother if the legislation is 
intended to deal with only one county or city? 

Mr. Kramer pointed out that several of the suggested versions of section 1 
of Article X would limit the number of classes and, if the Constitution limited 
the number of classes to a few, the situation could not occur which resulted pre
viously in an excessive number of classifications of cities. On the other hand, 
if classifications are established or are required by the Constitution to be es
tablished which result in grouping together counties which are near in size but 
which may have vastly different problems, the usefulness of the classification 
system may be impaired. He used as an example the grouping of the three largest 
counties--Cuyahoga, Franklin, and Hamilton--in one class, which might be satisfac
tory for some purposes but might not work well for others. He noted that classi 
fication could exist together with county charter provisions, and that classifica
tion might even encourage the adoption of a charter because the people of the 
county might not like the scheme of government or powers provided by the law for 
the particular class in which the county falls. Or they might like the provisions 
for the classification, and decide they could do even better under a charter. It 
has often happened that when a reorganized government is imposed upon an area, the 
p~ple decide that they like it even though they would not have voted for it in 
the first place. Toronto is an example of this phenomenon--surveys show that the 
p~uple would not have voted in favor of the metropolitan government had they been 
given the opportunity originally, but it appears, now that the people have~een the 
benefits, they would approve it. 

Mr. Kramer noted that the purpose of presenting and discussinB'these drafts 
of proposals for county classification is to make more meaningful other proposals 
relating to specific problems which are caused by the present constitutional pro
visions. 

Mr. Ostrum noted the possibility that hypothetical classifications could be 
established by the General Assembly--classes into which no county fit. 

The committee then discussed several proposals for amending section 3 of 
Article X, relating to county charters. The first proposal eliminates all the 
special majorities required for the adoption of a county charter which contains 
certain provisions, and would permit any charter or amendment to become effective 
if approved by a simple majority of those voting on the charter or amendment. The 
first effort at a charter in Cuyahoga County (1935) would have passed had the only 
requirement been a simple countywide majority. 
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The Supreme Court t ho~ever, held that the proposed charter attempted to 

vest municipal po~ers in the countYt and therefore the charter needed the four 
majorities specified, and had not obtained approval by all the majorities No 
other county charter attempts have secured even a simple countyuide majority, 
~hether or not they attempted to vest municipal powers in the county. It is, 
of course. difficult to say what the effect would be if the Constitution author
ized a "strong" county charter (the assumption of some or all municipal and 
township functions by the county) by a simple countywide majority. The idea of 

• metropolitan government arouses opposition from people who oppose a county charter 
without even knowing what its provisions are. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer noted that making the change suggested in the procedure for 

adoption of a county charter retains more power for the people in determining 
the form of government than the proposals to permit the legislature to classify 
or to mandate classification. 

• 

Mr. Kramer commented that, before going too far with either the classification 
proposal or the proposal to amend the section dealing with the adoption of county 
charters, some thought should be given to whether the county is the appropriate 
unit to work with. Do some problems cross county lines to such an extent that 
you wouldn't be solving enough of the problems by adopting a county charter? 
Mr. Heminger pointed out situations where communities straddle the county line 
and it would be difficult to isolate some problems as being appropriate to only 
one county. If a city lies in more than one county. a county charter in each of 
the counties would pose many problems for that city. Mr. Schroeder stated that 
he felt the concepts of regional government should be included in the Constitution

• so that there would be an opportunity to solve such problems on a regional or 
multi-county basis. Mr. Kramer noted that the only present constitutional pro
vision which is relevant is section 30 of Article II which prohibits any change 
~n county lines without a vote of the people affected. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
February 14, 1972 

Swmnary of Meeting 

Present at the meeting of the Local Government Committee on February 14, at 
Theresa's Restaurant in Cleveland, were Chairman Orfirer, Mrs. Hessler, and Messrs. 
Fry, Heminger, Ostrum, Russo, and Schroeder. The committee began with a discussion 
of various functions and services performed by various local government units, and how 
the best unit of government could be chosen for a particular function. Mr. Russo noted 
that if Cleveland could obtain $200,000,000 for its water and sewer system, the c1ty 
would be able to take advantage of some pending federal matching fund programs--for 
example, mounted police program, or urban renewal. How could we borrow money on this 
system and provide these services? 

Mr. Fry I If we go on a regional basis for water control and water supply,
 
establish the pattern of using user fees we could use the full faith and credit of the
 
state to support bonds.
 

Mr. Kramer: Section 2i of Art. VIII permits this type of financing for several things-
parks, pledging receipts of statewide park system for a facility, and it could be done 
for regional water and sewer if we had a series of districts and could pledge receipts 
from all, although you know that you will not need all that to pay for a particular 
facility. 

Mr. Russo stated that revenue bonds are based on projected reveIl\les, and experience 
is necessary to project revenues. A facility such as Cleveland t s waterworks is valu
able to the city because it produces revenue, and it should be possible to sell bonds 
on the basi s of the revenues, not the value of the facility. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is your point that municipalities would not be willing to give up this 
function because it would result in loss of revenue? 

Mr. Russo: Yes. If cities could obtain more in revenue, these functions could be 
taken over in the regional service concept without a vote of the people. 

Mrs. Hessler noted that Cincinnati had just had an AG opinion that we could use payroll 
taxes to noat bonds to borrow money in order to be able to pay the police and fire
men pension fund payment. 

Mr. Russo stated that people are reluctant to vote for money for capital improvements 
for services of this type, such as water and sewer. Most people don't care who gives 
them the service as long as they get the proper service, and they don't know haw to 
get it. !U1 example: police service. People don't want to know about the complicated 
systems, or Supreme Court decisions, or anything like that--only how they can get 
police service so that they feel safe going shopping or going to church. Perhaps we 
have to mandate a change in government, since people won't vote for it. 

Mrs Ortirer stated that services directly affect the people. Sane services are not 
accomplished properly on a municipal level. \<le need a new concept that does not 
strike people as being a new level of goverment and they want to know what it will 
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cost. People don't know, for example, what county government is or how it works. So 

tI perhaps a new concept--a regional service concept. 

Mr. Fry asked whether these decisions should be taken away fran the local voters. 

Mrs. Hessler noted that sane services have an effect beyond the established boundanes. 

• Mr. Fry I Cleveland might have its municipal water system made available to other 
canmunities--in Cuyahoga and maybe other adjoining counties. Who will make this deci
sion? 

• 
Mr. Ostrum noted that the service area concept, to be established without a vote of 
even a majority in the entire area, was a new idea not previously discussed by the 
committee, although to solve some of these problems, we do need to go beyond the 

• 

municipal level. Could the legislature mandate changes in services without even a 
SimPle majority? 

Mrs. Orfirer; In the Constitution we might provide for the establishment of semce 
areae--then we proceed fran there to who does the establishing. 

Mr. Ostrum: My thought WDuld be that a simple majority of the people in the service 
area should be allowed to establish 1t. 

• 
It was noted that defining the area is the difficult part, and the legislature 

might have to make that decision. 

Mr. Russo stated that he believed that the service areas should be mandated, not left 
optional for communities or voted upon. 

• 
Mr. Ostrum disagreed, stating that multiple majorities need not be reQ1ired but that 
whatever are is defined for whatever service, the people in that area should be able 
to vote. 

• 

Mr. Kramert Keep in mind that the present multiple majority requirement goes only to 
the adoption of a county charter...to give the cbunty municipal powers or allow it to 
l:>8 created as a l11Unicipal corporation. If that happened, all the problems would be 
solvecl because you would have a legislative body able to make decisions for the whole 
county. 

• 
Mr. Fry stated that if it is a matter transcending local considerations, a body such as 
the water pollution control board or the air pollution control board could be authorized 
by the legislature. A plan could be drawn for the state such as water conservation 
areas. Members of the legislature res-pect the opinions of the people who have studied 
this ~atter. other matters he still feels should be left to the people to decide, 

• 
Mr. Heminger noted that popular vote is a good idea, but you I'1,JJl into logjams on things, 
and can't get some things, such as air and water pollution. done that way. So you go 
back to the legislature, which is elected by the people" and let the legislature decide 
sane iS9IIles. 

Mr. Schroeder suggested that Ohio needs to move from territorial government to function
al governnent--functions are defined by the needs of the people. What cannot the 
legislature draw functional lines just as the legislature originally drew territorial 
Unes..-the township lines, going back to the Northt.,est Ordinance and the original
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territorial legislature. If the legislature detennines the lines to meet the sewer 
function, for example, the people to be served by this function should have the right 
to vote, but they'll be voting as constituents of that function and not constituents of 
a territory--not as residents of a territorial line, but as residents of a functional 
line. Then you could have the sewer district power in the people as a single vote, 
which is an intelligent l'lay to have a sewer district in the greater Cleveland area. 
Another possibility is represented by Hetropolitan Toronto, which was created without 
a vote of the people--sometimes you have to foist such things on the people, because 
they would never vote for it although it is for their own best interests in the end. 
But we should think that through before going too far. But we should at least go as 
far as the functional approach--create the functional area. and then everyone in that 
area votes and if a majority of the total universe in that area votes for it. then 
everyone is in i t--not each community voting to go in or stay out. 

Mr. Fry: Suppose the people vote and say no, then what do we do? 

Mr. Russo noted that so far, in the alternative forms of county government, which only 
need a simple majority, we haven't had any success. 

Mrs. Orfirer commented that the alternative forms didn't mean arvthing to the people 
personally because they did not deal with services--those votes were voting only on 
sanething with form, not substance. 

Mr. Russo: Even though you call it functional, you will still have the same problem-
the people within the area who have their own sewer system which is already paid for 
won't vote for the service district. They will vote against the regional sewer concept 
because it's going to cost them money and they won't have as much control over it. 

Mrs. Hessler agreed that bond issues often failed because people who already had a 
particular service voted against the issue. [111en the state came in and said you can't 
build another thing without expanded sewer services, the city and county made an 
agreement which didn4 t go to a vote, and nobody seems to care. 

Mr. Fry noted that the legislature establishes guidelines for the air pollution control 
board and similar agencies. It was agreed that financing services is the most difficult 
problem. If the state pays for them, the state will be repaid through user fees. 

Mr. Russo commented that Cuyahoga County could establish a transit authority, but it's 
not operating here because you can't get a levy passed. Laws already exist for county 
transit authorities, regional transit authorities, regional sewer and water districts-
it's a matter of money. 

Mr. Kramer: We're talking about functions, but are we talking about a different unit of 
government for each function? 

Mrs. Orfirera Perhaps we should have service areas for a number of functions. The 
legislature could create them as anns of the state for perfonning certain functions. 
Should the Constitution provide for the establishment of such units and what should 
they do? 

Mr. Russo suggested providing in the Constitution only that the GA may establish service 
areas. If you limit the powers in the Constitution, then you're always in the courts-
whereas the legislature can meet the demands of the times without changing the Consti 
tution. 

• 

• 

•
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Mr. Kramer; In Maryland, intergovernmental units can be established either by the 
legislature or by the counties or by petititon or the people in the area, and these 

•
 would cut across subdiviSion lines and would be a general unit of government with an
 
elected legislative body. They would have whatever powers are conferred on thf:lll1 by 
the state, by the counties, by the people who establish it-all powers except taxing. 
It's an agency on which powers can be conferred and money given to run tbings--thel 
can collect taxes but they cannot levy taxes. 

• 'lbe committee then returned to the discussion of classification of counties. It 
was agreed that classification is needed because urban counties need greater powers 
or different ones, than smaller counties, and the legislature will find it easier to 
pass such laws apply only to counties that need them. New suggestions were discusled 
by the committee. Draft BI requires the GA to establish classification, and provides 
a deadline.

• Mrs. Hessler asked what happens if the legislature doesn't meet the deadline? 

Mrs. Kramer: There is the possibility of mandamus action, but the theory il that it 
would be difficult for the GA to ignore such a provision if you put a requirement Uke 
that in the Constitution with a deadline.

• Mr. Fry noted that it is difficult to get the GA to do sanething that hey don't want 
to do. 

Mrs. Orfirer: This proposal grew out of our discussion last time that alternative 
torms were made permissive and took 20 or 25 years for the legislature to act. A

• deadline would provide psychological enforcement. 

• 

Draft B2 proVides that each classification must include at least one county (to avoid 
meaningless classification). Draft B3 establishes a minimum number or classifications. 
Draft C1 establishes minimum number and criteria and canes fran the Model State Cons
titution.Classification would be on the basis of population or any other reasonable 
basis related to the purpose of the classification. This is an attempt to limit the 

• 

discretion of the legislature by providing that classification has to be related to the 
purpose. 

Mr. Kramer noted that it may take a great deal of legislatuive ingenuity or draftsman
snip to find some reasonable basis to divide the 88 counties into 6 or 7 classes. It 
could be a source of 11tigation, and it might be better to establish the classes on a 
certain basis and then write the legislation to fit the classes. 

• 
Mr. Schroeder remarked that he liked the idea of different classifications for different 
purposes. The counties along Lake Erie might be placed together and the counties along 
tt,le Ohio River might be placed together for particular purposes. Classification could 
occur as often as necessary for different purposes. They purposes for which they were 
classU'ied could 1>e specified in the law instead of putting it in the Constitution. One 
~ocal unit might tall into different classes for different purposes. The legislature 
would establish the classes. Local units of government wculd not have the right to be 
removed from a class for a purpose. The GA now has power to provide particular dis1iricts 

• tor particular purposes, but such laws must have uniform application. The port authon.ty 
law, for eJt&Mple, is written so any county can create a port authority--the landlocked 
counties as well as those on Lake Erie or the Ohio river. The proposal would really ) 
institute an exception to the uniformity provision. 

•
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Mrs. Hessler noted that if we had a classification provision, the legislature could 
create port authorities be designating a class of counties as those along Lake Erie for 
that purpose. 

Mr. Kramer: It would have to be done by general la'toTs, of course--general laws would 
apply to all within a class. You could classify counties one way for port authority 
law , and another way, maybe by population, for ability to reorganize or to get more 
legislative powers, and another way for water purposes. Only in one classification at 
a time for one purpose. 

Mr. Ostrum questioned whether that 'toTas clear from this draft. It was agreed that a 
particular classification would not be a permanent classification for all purposes-
for the legislature, it would be the ability to pass a law for those counties affected 
by it. Mr. Ostrum asked whether any state constitutions now provide for classification 
on bases other than population. Mrs. Hessler replied that some provide for classifica.. 
tion on the basis of the tax duplicate. 

Mr. Russo noted that Draft D gives a much broader base, and would give the legislature 
enough options that it would be difficult for the legislature not to create some plans 
that will be useful for the future. 

Mrs. Orfirer: :'Te have several basic decisions to make. Should counties be classified 
for purpose? l.-lould they be in more than one classification? Do we want to spell out 
some of the criteria or should criteria be left entirely to the GA? 

Hr. Fry suggested not spelling out criteria in the Constitution but to specify the basis 
on which the classifications are made. This would take care of the future when we 
might have to classify counties on the basis of communications or public transit, or 
sane other standard, which we would not include today. 

Mrs. Orfirer noted that the legislature might take the easy way out and just classify 
on the basis of popUlation, if left entirely up to the legislature. This is what is 
normally done, and this is why we wanted to plant an idea of needing classifications 
on different factors--such as location, economics, or other factors which might apply 
to an area such as Appalachia. This lolould be a good reason for spelling out sane of 
the criteria and then saying "and others". It would serve to suggest to the legislature 
what we have in mind. 

Mr. Kramer: Since we do not have a tradition of creating legislative history in Ohio to 
determine legislative or constitutional intent, it is important to put in the text any 
such ideas; the courts will not usually look beyond the text of the statute or 
constitution for legislative intent. 

Mr. Fry: Requiring the legislature to show their intent at the time they pass laws 
classifying counties for different purposes would be a new concept in Ohio. 

Mr. Russo noted that spelling out these factors broadens the Constitution rather than 
narrowing it in this instance. You want to make it broad enough so that the legisla
ture is not restricted in any way--so that, as factors develop in the future not 
presently thought of, the legislature will still be able to deal with the problems. 
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The committee reached general agreement to the principle that counties should be 

classified and, tentatively that classification should be mandated in the Constitution, 
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but the actual classificatiob left to the General Assemblyq There was also general 
agreement that the Constitution should mention same factors but add "or oth,r15' related 
to the purpose of classification". 

Mr. Kramer: There is always the possibility of a challenge to a classification on the 
basis that it is arbitrar,y or capricious. 

Cuyahoga County Commissioner Seth Taft camnented that he questioned "location" as one 
of the criteria. It was explained that it was explained that it was included because 
all counties in a particular location might have a common problem--such as all counties 
on Lake Erie might have water pollution control problems which differ from. those of 
counties not on Lake 'Erie. Mr. Taft replied that there could be abuses of that concept, 
though, such as a classification of all counties located within 10 miles of the State 
House, and that also seems too specific. 

Mrs. Orfieerr 110st states have used population as the sole criteria, and we would hope 
that the GA would take other factors into account. 

Mr. Fry. He could say "population or other reasonable basis" and then specify that the 
GA spell out in the legislation the criteria uses, and this might encourage the GA to 
use other criteria than population for creating classification for different purposes. 

Mr. Kramer: It is difficult to convey the idea that you want different classifications 
tor different purposes. 

Mr. Russo: Can you give powers to counties without taldng them away from cities? Is 
the vote of the people in the city necessary? 

Mr. Kramer: You can give counties powers now w:tthout the vote of the people--for 
example, you could give the health function to the county if you wanted to and you 
could change all the provisions of the organization of county govenunent by classes 
without needing a vote of the people in the cities--for example, if you could classify 
counties, you could provide that all the counties in a particular class will have 
$ county manager form of government. If we're talking about alternative foms, then 
the people have a chance to vote, but not if we simply provide a particular form of 
govermnent for a particular class of counties. 

Mrs. Orfirer: He agreed that we would list several factors for classification and 
provide for others, and also "which shall be related to the purpose" should be 
included. How about the minimum and maximum number of counties in a class J or providing 
that the GA shall establish at least 2 but not more than ••• classes. 

Mr. Taft commented that good argument can be made for limiting the number of clas8es 
~o that the legislature is not beseiged by requests for changes in laws for a very 
~al~ nmnber of counties J or almost individually. 

Mr. Kramer: If you have even a feloJ' classes, it greatly increases the amount of time 
taken by the legislature to consider local laws--in Maryland, about 40% of the legis
lature's time is taken with local laws, and they have only 21 counties, and the county 
is the major unit of local government. Counties in any group will become in effect a 
legislative caueus with respect to the matters affecting that group. 

Mr. Russo: I do not think the legislature will abuse its authority to classify, and it 
we place limits in the Constitution we will have to change them when we have change. in 
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population growth, ecology, econOll1Y, etc. He should write things that are not restrict
ive so that they will not be limited in time. 

It was 'pointed out that it might be better to limit the number of classes for aD¥ 
purpose than to specify a minimum number of counties for a class, because that could 
change fran year to year. The idea of having no limits should be weighed against the 
experience in Maryland and in Ohio in the 19th century with respect to cities, when 
classes got out of hand and local laws occupied too much of the legislature's time. 

Mrs. Hessler asked whether there would be pressure on the legislature to increase the 
number of classifications and thereby increase the amount of local power exercised by 
the legislature. It was noted that, in some instances, it might be necessary to have 
separate laws for one county with unicpe problems. Mrs. Hessler stated that, in Md. 
even though there is much local legislation in the legislature, they have good county 
government because they have given individual attention to the problem of counties. 

The committee agreed generally that the Constitution should not specify a mininmm 
and maxiJnum number of classes. Next, the committee discussed whether a time limit 
should be placed on when classification should take place. 

l"1rs. Hessler noted that a time limit would serve no purpose if classification is related 
to purpose. 

Mr. Kramer: Can we give the mandantory duty to classify any reference point? If no 
min1Jmnn number of counties or minimum and maximum number of classes, but simply on the 
basis of purpose, then why make it mandantor,y? 

It was noted that even though you mandate a classification system, there is nothing to 
stop the GA from passing the same law for different classifications. There is no T;lay 

of enforcing the duty on the part of the legislature to pass different laws for differ.. 
ent classes. The committee then agreed that the classification could be permissive 
rather than mandantory, so that the legislature can, in fact, deal with one or more 
counties without dealing with all counties. 

~irs. Orfirer stated that the canm:ittee wants to get an overall look at the entire local 
goverment picture, including cities and townships; before making any recommendations 
to the Canmission for passing along to the legislature, but this consensus on the 
classification question will pennit the committee to move along to something else. 

Mr. Taft raised a question about county charters and stated that it takes too long to 
get the matter on the ballot and the mechanics are too cumbersane. Sane mandantory 
powers in areas of metropolitan wide concern are needed for larger units such as air 
or water pollution or transportation, which are not subject to a local option to opt out. 

Mrs Hessler: Matters of statewide concern or police powers can be acted on by the GA 
without the mimicipal powers of local self-government applying. For example, in air 
pollution, several municipal!ties in Hamilton county entered into an agreement that the 
county would provide air pollution control, and then several dropped out, which they 
could do because it was an agreement to begin ldth, but if the state had passed a law 
providing that the county would perform this function, the cities tvould not have had an 
option to drop out--it would be a matter of statewide concern on t~hich the legislature 
had acted and if there were to be a referendum, it would have to be all the people of 
the state. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Camnission 
Local Government Committee Meeting 
March 13, 1972 

SID-tMARY OF }F:!:TING 

The Local Goverment Committee met on March 13, 1972 at Theresa'a Restaurant in 
Cleveland. Present were lirs. Orfirer, Hrs. Hessler, Mr. Heminger, !oIr. Kramer, and 
Mr. Russo. Hrs. Eriksson was also present. 

Mrs. Eriksson stated that the Committee on Finance and Taxation is proposing a 
revision or Article VIII, which has to do with state debt. Two sections in Ar~icl. 8, 
Sections 5 and 6 deal with local goverrunent. Section 5 states that the state shall 
never assume the debt of any county, city, town, or township or of aI\Y corporation un
less such debt is related to invasion or war. These provisions are all traceable to the 
Constitution of 1851. The Finance and Taxation Committee is considering retaining the 
basic provision as presently stated in th~ Constitution, but pennitttng the General 
Assembly to provide for the state assumption of debt, but unless the General Assembly 
made specific provision for this, the prohibition against the state assumption at debt 
would be continued. 

The other changes being considered in that section are to change the designation 
of the particular Bubdivisions of county, city, town or township to "any governmental 
entity" so that it broadens the prohibition to that extent. It would require action of 
the General I\ssembly, and it would require the same action if the section were being 
repealed. 

Mrs. ~riksson added that there is one other provision in that section uhich doesn'-G 
necessarily have to do with local government, but it presently includes the 1110rdS "or 
of any corporatiop whatever." This must be taken as meaning private corporations, not 
municiPal corporations, because it has already been spelled out as ncity" although 
"village" has not been spelled out. The Committee on Finance and Taxation felt that 
there m$J be emergency situations in which it would be advisable for the state to assume 
the debt of local government. This mit,ht be necessary, for instance, in the consoli
dation of local governments. Another possible example mibht be the payments that yarious 
cities owe to the state firemen and policemen pension fund if these were considered 
debts. 

Mrs. Orfirer said that opening the door to assumption of such obligations might 
develop a tendency for the legislature to repeat this kind ct th1~. If the legislature, 
could have taken over this function to begin with, are you not encouraging a situat10n 
on both sides where the state will be expected to do more. lirs. Eriksson remarked. that 
this would be difficult for individual legislators who would be pressured j.n their local 
areas. Mrs. Hessler felt that this 1l1ould still be subject to the general law provision 
of the Constitution. 

Mrs. Eriksson stated that the Finance and Taxation ~ommittee believed the General 
Assembly should have the greatest amount or nexibility possible. In practice, this 18 
what haa been subscribed to in all of the Commission' ~ amendments thus far, added Mrs. 
Ortirer. She felt that this might not bene!1 t the legislature, but place them in a bo~, 
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opening the.. door to a besieging of the legislature.� 

Mr. Russo pointed out that local governments need operating funds, not assumption 
of debts. HI's. Crfirer noted that permitting the assumption of local debts lo10uld sub
ject the legislature to more pressure than that l-lhich it is subjected to now, and that 
might encourage local government to overspend~ 

Mr. Russo noted that often the legislature creates changes, but doesn't appropri
ate any money for it. Consideration should be given by the G.A. to funding required 
programs rather than to pick up the debts of local government afterwards. This would 
provide for uniform application, at least. 

There was some discussion about a possible situation where a debt of local govt. 
Has a direct response to the fact that it had been mandated by the general assembly to 
consolidate. Does it make sense for the state government to make {;.ood the debt that 
1.Tas incurred because of mandated consolidation'i 

Mrs. Hessler: This .is, ,in a way, what the state has done on the property tax--the 
homestead exemption. They couldn't do this on debt because of the constitutional 
restriction, but they can do it on operations. 

Mrs. Crfirer: If the committee makes a specific proposal concerning consolidation, 
where asswnption of local debt liould make that more feasible, we would wish to examine 
the proposition them. 

Mr. Kramer cited an example in l..rhich the question of the purpose for which the debt was 
incurred might be an issue: the state carning into a particular municipality to payoff 
the bonds of an issue for city hall; this is a Question to which same consideration 
should be given. The Supreme l;ourt might question spending state funds for that pur
pose. 

Mrs. Orfirer stated then that the committee was in agreement that any repealin~ of the 
section should be held until ue see what decisions we are going to make in terms of 
consolidation, when new problems created for local government could, perhaps, be solved 
only by the state assuming debts. 

Mr. Heminger: The Finance and Taxation Committee must have had apprehension about 
pressure on the legislature just as that l-lhich we're expressing here and they must have 
felt that flexibility l..ras worth it. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Because there's no Hay to ascertain exactly what situations lnll arise. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It's my feeling that it's just too big a price to pay for flexibility, 
with not enough advantage. 

Mr. Kramer: lfe've had this provision for so long, and I don't know of any situation 
where the state has wanted to asswne any debts. It may be that the state could work 
out an installment purchase, on the installment principle. I think it is difficult to 
point to any example in our history where the prOVision has prohibited any necessary 
course of action. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Hany problems result from the state imposition of new duties or new 
standal'ds that, really don't have to do with debt. 
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Mr. R.usso: That could be part of the problem of local gov". For instance,.-welfare was 
part at the prob~em of local government until the wel.fa:re reform law was passed. The 
state was forcing local government to raise more and more moeny for wellare. 

Mrs. Hessler: Constitutional changes should not be made unless needed. If there were 
some reason for this at this time, then it would be different, 'rhere are all kinds of 
aids that can be given to local {sovts. without assumint, their debts. You might want to 
make it attractive for a community to do something or other, either take over a function 
at a higher level, or throw in a big chunk of state aid to that operation. Then the 
local area can asslDIle its am debt. 

It was noted that if it were necessary to provide by general law for the state 
assumption of debt, the problems would be so great that the general assembly would 
never dream of doing it. For instance, if it ,,,ere going to be a proposition of takLng 
over 10% of everybody's debt, this would be a much greater benefit for those that had 
incurred more debt. This would not benefit everyone equally. On the other hand, 1f it 
could be done by special law, then there would be the problem of doing for one and not 
doing for the other, 

Mrs. Crfirer: I think that our feeling is that we cannot find any !mediate necessity 
for changing this section. If in our deliberations about the problems at local goverm
ment, we find that it would be helpful, we would at that time raise it in direct rela
tionship to the problems of local government. 

The committee also discussed the possibility that changing the section might en
courage the local governments to go into debt. 

JoIrs. Eriksson: At the present time, of course, governments are restricted by statutory 
and constitutional prOVisions. I don't know whether there is leeway in debt l1m1t, 
which might encourage them to incur debt • 

Mr. Kramer: Sane communities, including Cleveland, have a large amount of unvoted debt 
issuing ability. If there were an ability in this state to assume local debts, it could 
create some temptation on the part of local governments to go to the hilt, saying that 
state can bail the county governments out. Dut now if you reach the ten mill limitation, 
there's just no getting around it. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The second section that the Committee on Finance and Taxation wanted 
to call to your attention is Section 6 of "'rticle VIII. SecSUon 6, which has a parallel· 
tor the state itself, reads as follows: "No law shall be passed authorizing any county, 
city, town, or tm-lnship by vote of its citizens or otherwise to become a stockholder in 
$flY joint corporation or association whatever, or to raise money or loan it for credit 
or in aid ot any such company, corporation or association, provided that nothing in this 
section shall prevent the insuring of public buildings or property in mutual insurance 
charged or to be charged by any insurance company, corporation or association organized 
UJlder the :J.aws of the state, or doing any insurance business in this state for profit." 
The last sentence does not really have anything to do with the rest of the section. The 
Finance and Taxation's Committee's feeling t-rith respect to that sentence is that if it 
is necessary to give this authority to the G.A., then it should not be done in this 
section or in this artiole. There probably isn't any necessity for it to be in the 
Constitution at all, but if there is, it is out of place. The end of the prior Elente~ce 
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•apparently beeause the section itself prohibits local government fNlt!1 being a stock�
holder in a joil'lt stock ccmtpQl1¥. and insuring ao bui1d1.ng in A J1Mt~ insurance company� 
is in effect participation in the Olmership. of a comp8J\V'. This would also appear to� 
be no longer necessary, or if it is, not in thl0 p1ace.� 

With respect to the rest of the section, which prohibits counties, cities, towns� 
or townships from becoming stockholders in joint stock companies etc., this is basic� • 
ally a prohibition against local governments participating in or lending their credit� 
to private corporations. There is a similar prohibition against such state partici�
pation, and the committee is proposing to drastically alter the section concerned with� 
the state.o i'Tith respect to this particular secti:onj dealing with local governments,� 
the committee is propesing to say "except as otherwise provided by law, no governmental� 
entity (which is an extension of the terms county, city, town or tamship) shall be� • 
come a stockholder••••••etc." As I noted in the letter I wrote to you, this section has� 
already been legally and constitutionally altered to the extent the economic develop�
ment section of this article, section 13, does permit local governments to engage in� 
certain types of development by lending their credit or engaging in loans to private� 
corporations providing they meet the restrictions of the law. So it already has been� 
altered to that extent.� • 
Mr. Kramer: This has to do with the general assembly passing laws authorizing local� 
government to do certain thinf-,s, which would permit the general assembly to authorize� 
local government to prOVide debt credit to private businesses for the prevention of� 
pollution, for example. Again, this basic section is a railroad canal business of the� 
1800' s, which meant that the general assembly passed laws to allow local governments� • 
to buy stock in canal and railroad buildin{:, corporations, etc. 

Mrs. P.riksson: The committee again wants to permit the G.A. to have the maximum amount� 
of flexibility. This is a question of state authorization for local govts. to engage� 
in joint enterprises with private corporations which they are not now pennitted to do.� •It would permit the G.A. to develop policy towards govt. involvement in private corp
orations. 

Mrs. Hessler: There are counties doing that now, aren't there? They write bonds for 
industrial development. •Mrs. Eriksson: Under Section 13 of Article VIII, adopted in 1965, there are a good 
many things permitted that would be prohibited if Section 13 did not exist, and the� 
reason that they would be prohibited would be because of the two sections prohibiting�
the lending of credit. 

Mr. Kramer pointed out instances where the prohibition against a local govermnent lend •ing its oredit had prevented extension of a sewer line and expansion of an electric 
utility by two different cities. He stated that he believes that it is possible that 
there are a number of types of transactions which might be beneficial which cannot be 
entered into now because of this section, and a good case can be made, at least with 
the reatrlctlon t.hat it f'irot be ,quthori~d by the general assembly for changing this 
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The committee then resumed discum-on or cllussi!1c.ation ot~t!.... fhe-_.'c.onsensus 

at the last meeting was to provide 1'o.r provision of the, G.,A.. tor the organization and 
classification of counties, to make provlm.on for alternative foms of county government, 
and providing for the transfer of pOTTers from towns and townships to cOWlties. The 
proposal would allow ,,,hat is in effect unUm!ted classification--any number of classi
fications based upon the list of factors or any other reasonable basis, and wouldn't 
make any limitation as a minimum or maximum as to the number of possibilities or the 
number ot counties If.ithin any classification. 

Mrs. Orfieer: I raised the question of number of classes within a classification. vIe 
established I think to everyone's satisfaction that N'e wanted to suggest that more than 
the factor of population be in the minds of the legislators. This gives four of five 
factors. Under that, supposing one of the factors is population. Then you are going 
to break dam population to several cases. This multiplies very quickly. Under each 
one of the factors you are going to have a range of subdivisions. Do we 'trant to have 
an unlimited number of slots, or should we limit the number? 

Mrs. Hessler: It would be very difficult to use all of these, thereby giving such a 
large number of slots, because you do have to expressthe purpose of the classification 
in the law. 

Mrs. Orfirer: l:lould it hinder or unnecessarily tie the hands of the legislature, which 
we do not want to do, if we made some kind of reasonable limitation? Or would it per
haps be an aid to them in turning down requests for special ldnds of legislation. 

Mr. ttussOf We don't know what would be reasonable in the near future. Now Constitutions 
can't be changed everyday, so I'd make it very flexible. I think that the issues on 
which we were basing the classifications would be limited. 

Mrs. Hessler: The more possibilities you have the more you open up what amount to 
special legislation, because you have special situations. If Hamilton County couldn't 
agree with Cuyahoga County to have planning over zoning, t.hey could just change the 
population--there are all kinds of ways they could distinguish between the two counties
to give it to one. The question is whether you want to give that much authority-
there is much to be said for it--but the legislature would receive a lot of pressure. 

Mrs. Orfirert The words "or any other reasonable basis" may not be necessary. I think 
that five factors ought to give any legislature enough flexibility. 

Mr. Heminger I Agreed. 

Mrs. Hessler: The number of governmental units has been included as one of the tactors. 

Mr. Kramer: It occurs to me that even if you only use one of these factors, if you dOJ1't 
put any limitation on the nwnber of classifications, you could have great difficulty. 
And one thing that does concern me is the matter of confonnity and certainty in the law. 
If you have wide open classification, and especially various classifications for ~ecial 
pl,lrposes, then it's difficult to detennine exactly what a county's powers are, One 
oounty may be in one classification for one purpose and another tor another....it may be 
a source of trouble. The statutes could become voluminous, and they're bad enough now. 
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Having a separate set of laws for counties which are in numerous classifications could 
just become canepletely unworkable, and while there may be 'Benefits, I think there 
really are countervailing considerations, and one of those is the necessity for those 
who need to know what the law is, to be able to find out what those powers are without 
undue difficulty. Therefore, it may be desirable to have a limited number of classifi
cations. You have to draw the line somewhere between flexibility an one hand and pro
liferation of classifications 1-'hioh will lead to logrolling and a number of other undes
irable results. Somewhere you may have to compromise for the desirable fiexibility in 
order to prevent undue pressure on the legislature and the cluttering up of the statutes. 

The simplest arrangement would be to have each county in one classification for all 
purposes. 

Mrs. Hessler: It seems to me that classification would open the door for local govts. 
to do many things, and I would have to see this kind of thing enacted for several years 
before deciding on consolidation. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Our present consensus is that the legislature would have to spell out the 
purpose for which theyl re making the classifications. This would eliminate further 
confusion, because then a county could not fall into twenty-five categories, because it 
has to have all five in order to fall into a particular category. 

Mr. Heminger: If you broaden the base of the five, so that it can include Hamilton and 
Cuyahoga County, and yet exclude other counties with the same geographic area, you have 
the same problem. 

Mrs. Hessler: There are a lot of things the legislature might want to do that would have 
nothing to do with the number of governmental units or the evaluation. This would leave 
them out of that particular classification for that particular purpose. 

Mr. Kramer: '!hat welre getting into is the limiting devices. For instance, there should 
be no more than so many classifications or at the time any classification is created, 
a county must be able to fit into it. i\nother limiting device would be that no county 
shall be in more than one classification for all purposes, so there are all sorts of 
limiting devices you can use. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The only real limit in this section is that the purpose of the classi
fication be set forth in the laH. 

Hr. Kramer: ;wen that limitation has its problems, though, but it does open up a large 
area of central dispute. 

Mr. Heminger: To what extent are we talking about the organization of /i>overnment in 
counties? 

Mrs. T:riksson: Helre talking about both organization and government. I think you have 
to keep both in mind when you I re talking about the purposes of classification. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think welre agreed that there has to be some controlling factor here, 
so that endless proliferation is prevented. 
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Mrs. Hessler: I don't knOli that I would agree with that because the legislature auto
matically is going to consider clas~1fication only as it relates to a given power and 
they don't have to consider all five.-all they have to consider is one or more--and it 
does have to be related to the purposes of the law--so it doesn't give them nearly the 
leeway that five seems to confer. 

It was agreed that the number of factors could be limited. It was questioned whether 
tax valuation should be kept as a factor, and Mr. Kramer noted that it might be used to 
detennine which counties are in need of industrial aid. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you inclDde "or any other reasonable basis," you really don't have to 
worry about the specific factors. 

Hrs. Orfirer: It seems to me that this valuation of property has a vlue even if you 
get rid of the property tax, in terms of an industrial versus a rural county. I think 
if we take out the "or any other reasonable basis" at least we're eliminating sane and 
limiting it to five. That certainly is not going to make it inflexible. Are we agreed 
on that pointi Alrif!,ht. The question is whether you want to make a "reasonable" 
lim!tation on the number of elivisions Hithin each of these claasifications? Or do you 
want to leave it wide open? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Hrn-l can you some to a conclusion on that without lalowing what pwrpose is 
served by the classification? 

Mrs. Orfirer: I'm not sure that it matters. Considering we've had no classifications, 
I'm not sure the problem is affected differently. If the problem is basic enough in 
nature, it's automatically going to cover a wide enough range to have it make sense. 

Mrs. Hessler: You don't really need more than three categories of population....large 
urban, medium, and small counties. As far as any powers the legislature might 8.ive, I 
can I t imagine needing any more than that. 

Mr. Kramer: I know ther' has to be some degree of arbitrariness in decidinb this king 
of thing. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I'm loold.~ at this from another point of view. You're not establishing 
population classifications, are you? Aren't you establishing a purpose, and aren't you 
going to say, for this purpose, then you may have two or three of these things. 

Mrs. Hessler: i\1any state constitutions have up to eleven classifications, but the only 
law they passed applied to class 1. They've never used the other classifications but 
just set them up. 

Mrs. "'l'iksson: There's probably no need for a lot of classes--but I don't think you 
have to think in terms of classes for each of the categories. 

Mr. Kramer: Let me give you an example of a case that arose in Cuyahoga County--in the 
1950's when the legislatur, provided the number of signatures required on the nominating 
petititon for probate judge, in the counties with more than 1 mill., a smaller percen
tage of the number of electors W()uld be required than in other counties. The Supreme 
Court held that this was in violiltion of\rt. 2.26, and applied to theoffice at Judge 
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of the Probate Court. Special provisi ons for a oertain oounty violated the constitu... 
tion. There doesn't seem. to be a problem in the "rording as we now have it. If you 
set up a classification, and ten categories fall within that classifioation, the law 
has to apply uniformly. I\.1so, classifications have to be reasonable. There are equal 
proteotion considerations and laws. The reason for having a number of factors which 
can be used is to alloN' the legislature to consider its reason when classifying for a 
purpose--so that you "on't use population ,;,rhen it has no relation to the purpose. 

Mrs. Orfirera Hay I suggest that lie leave this as amended, knocking out the words 
"or any other reasonable basis," and adding "there shall be no more than three class
ifications for any one purpose," and set this aside now, until we get into sane of 
the other areas, and get further reactions at a public hearing. 11e'll get back to it 
at a later point. 

Mr. Heminger Buggested adding an environmental factor to the factors. 

The canrnittee then moved on to a new topic, a general discussion of reiional 
government, something broader than counties, or at least a discussion of lmat purpose 
might be served by going wider than the county area. HI". Kramer raised sane questions. 

1) Are the counties of Ohio, as presently constituted, appropriate units for dealing 
with regional problems? 

2) Do they cover sufficient amounts of territory'? 
3) Are problems of a regional nature generally confined to the limits of counties? 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think we started off our original discussions more or less on this 
basis and it might be useful to continue. Some things fell within the geographic 
boundaries of a smaller unit and Bane things were wider than either municipal 
corporations or a county. If counties, as presently constituted, are not appropriate 
units for dealing with a silfficient number of regional problems, could they be made so 
by oonsolidation? 

Mr. Kl"amer: Or could they be changed to be made capable of handling these kinds of 
problems also--as to territory and governmental structure. '7.verything we talk about 
is interrelated--it could also go back to the question, I suppose, if their powers 
and structure are not now sufficient for the purpose of effectively dealing with 
regional problems, whether by means of classification of counties this mit=,ht be brought 
about. 

}~s. Orfirer: It seems to me that the powers of counties are really rather strictly 
llmited at present, and that they cannot deal with all problems. 

Mr. Kramer discussed the recent Supreme Court decision upholdi~ the airport zoning ~ 

laws as against challenges by municipal corporations. This has been held a matter j)f . 
state rather than federal concern, and therefore airport zoning was made a state 
function by the general assembly. But this might easily not apply to Bane other 
function. 

Hr. Kramer: I think it's very significant though in that it was portrayed by the 
oourt as at least having the possibility of a direct confliot between the exercise by 
tho Jrnlnicipality of .R. powe-l:' which is a difficult power to talk about--becdase sometimes 
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it is considered a power of local state f=,overnment. But there was a case where the 
airport zoning board enacted zoning regulations which the city said were directly in 
conflict. There are a number of areas l:Lke this-you have to look at individual cases 
to see what the courts have said--if these are state matters or matters of local con
cern. 

Mrs. Hessler: Going a little further, talking about the general question of planni~, 
which would include review perhaps of local zoing--like the Twin Cities prol:,ram, would 
the state say we are going to set up a government for certain purposes, like planning, 
which would have the power and a tax base--and have the pOt"Ter to overrule municipali
ties, on the basis of this matter of state concern? 

Mr. Kramer: Right now I believe that a bill which tiaS presented by the task force on 
housing contains such a concept. 

Mrs. Hessler: The original did, and they changed it to say "for the purposes of grant
ing state or federal funds." Instead of actually setting up a government, they simply 
gave review power to the regional planning agencies, giving them power to veto. 

Mr. Kramer: From the drafts of that bill, at least there would have been a direct 
confrontation between the state and the municipality wi th regard to zoning, because 
it would have given the state power to veto municipal zoning. Each is decided by means 
of litigation. I don't think that anybody can give you an answer on most situations 
which might be presented. 

rrrs. Hessler: Pe're asking two things. fe're asking'the legislature to say we're 
going to take a chance on this being unconstitutional, and this is a hard thing for 
legislators to do--and then you get into the question of making the decision, and 
that'R a bad way to make a decision. 

Hr. Kramer: I think that's our present situation. It's new--the whole issue of hane 
rule has been a matter of the courts having to draw the line and determine where there 
is a conflict between municipal ordinances and the state laws. 

Mrs. Orfirer: l:hich is one of the basic tenets we started out with in this committee, 
the separation of powers really being defeated because the courts were being called on 
to make so many decisions as to what was consti tutional--and this is what we wanted to 
reconcile. 

}Ir. Kramer: I think t-re really have hit the varied type of problems that have to be 
resolved if there's going to be any type of regional govt. that would have effective 
powers and broad powers. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Perhaps tVe should discuss what the alternatives might be for larger 
units? 

Mrs. Hessler: I think that He have proved in the last five years that councils of 
government cannot solve the problem. 

Mrs. Orfirer: This is one of the questions that I raised tod::ty. It wouId be inter
esting to have someone from the dept. of urban affairs or from a council of govts. 
cane and tell us ttThat their experience has been. I don't know where they are effect
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ive and where they are ineffective. 

Mrs. Hessler: A council of governments is not a government at all. Nowhere does it 
have taxing p<]Wers; all it has is revi-ew. -And. the review powers come from the federal 
goverrunent, 

Mr. Kramer: There are sane councils in Ohio that have taken on some governmental 
functions, and basically, they refer to section 167.08 of the Revised Code which pro
vides that the appropriate officials, bodies, counties, boards, municipal corporations, 
townships, special districts, school districts, and other political subdivisions-
makine. the definition as broad as possible--may establish councils of government and 
become members. rEhese may contract with any council of governments to receive any 
service from such councilor to provide any service to such council. 0uch contracts 
may also authorize such council to perfonn arry function or render any service on behalf 
of such subdivisions which the subdivisions may perfom. That is really quite a mouth
ful. The language may sound initially broader than it is--it has to be read in context 
of other provisions, so it doesn't really allCM for a "super government." It probably 
does not have the pO',rer to lay taxes or incur debt. Then you have to go back and 
consider that the whole council can be set up by only a few members, powers t,iven to 
it by the members, and no member has to remain a member for very long. From the 
statute itself, you can see that it would never be possible for very long to enter into 
agreements and engage in long tem planning. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If arrybody can walk out at anytime, it's pretty tough for them to do 
much about it. 

Mr. Kramer: ')0 it's very difficult to undertake projects, and they're not very powerful. 

Mr. Rus so: It's a broad law--it 's a questi on of funding, and term and participation-
but it's still a good kind of legislation. 

lfr. Kramer: This law is a potential vehicle for change if this kind of concept were 
not possibly worked into the Constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Tlhat is your suggestion--to tum this over to the Legislative Service 
Commission? 

Mrs. Orfirer: Do you think that we should discuss constitutional changes for larger 
units? Let's move on to look at the theoretical and practical possibilities of what 
kind of units could be established and who would do the selection of who comprises this 
larger unit. 'ole had a pretty good example from the talk we had last month on the Md. . 
units which were as I recall, state mandated, fomed of the officials of the units 
within each geographical unit. 

Mr. Kramer: F~ther for a group of counties or people within an area by petition could 
establish one of these regional units of govenlment. 

It was agreed to begin the next meeting with this discussion. The committee will meet 
Thursd.:::w,t April 20, at 6 p.m. for dinner at the Athletic Club in ColUJllbus, followed 
by a 7:)0 lnOQ-t.::I ng.. . 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Local Government Committee� 
April 20, 1972 

SUlYIIlary of Meeting 

• 
Present at the Local Government Committee meeting on April 20, 1912 at the Athletio 

Club in Columbus were Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Fry, Heminger, and Ostrum, and Mrs. Hessler. 
In addition, Mr. Loewe of the Chamber of Canmeroe, Mr. Kelly of the Department ot Dev
elopment, and Mrs. Brownell of the UN were present. Mrs. Ortirer opened the meeting

• with a discussion of units ot government larger than counties. At the last meeting, there 
was sane discussion of councils of government. We start with the very basic question-- . 
Are any new govermnental structures or units required in order to deal with matters 
relating to regions which do not coincide with established units of local government? 

Mrs. Hessler: It depends on whether or not the state legislature can do oertain things

• that within the existing constitution are not possible. 

Mr. Kramer: The question is really one of general policy; first, in tems of what 
exists now and second, whether something more is needed. Our overall SUbject is regional 
government. 

• Mr-. Fry: I think that we have gone into regional provisions in certain areas, water 
oontrol, possibly transportation. 

Mr. Kramer: There is a distinction bet'lrTeen authorities or special districts set up for 
limited purposes and what really amounts to a government as opposed to an authority. 
A unit of government is one that has broad authority to take on additional functions.

• Sane are special districts which have more than one function. They're generally related 

• 

functions. This is a way of getting into this question--when does an authority become 
what may be a county. l/Jhat is a county? The constitutiona recognizes the existence 
and powers of counties to a certain extent--in Article 10, Section 1, the G.A. is author
ized to and given the obligation to provide for the organization and govt. of counties. 
Article II, Sec. 30, also protects the integrity of counties and boundaries by requiring 
t.he vote of the people in each special county for any change in county boundaries to be 

• 

made. I think that another factor is that the counties preexisted the state, and certain
ly we must take this into consideration in determining what the constitution had in mind. 
Bven though the courts very often talk about counties aa being arms and instruments ot 
the state and the G.A. each session changes counties and does what it Nill with the 
counties. A county apparently can be several things and it could change. Now the 
county as presently constituted has a particular fonn of ~overnment and certain powers-

• 

and these are not much different than they were in l85l--at least in respect to structure-
the pOlfers have been expanded considerably, but they're st.ill counties. NOW' the G.A. 
tomorrow could change the government of counties to provide for a legislative, executive••• 
and so on, and still be a county; they could change the powers considerably, and it would 
still be a county. An existing county eould adopt an alternative form of govt. It 
could be different from all the other counties surrounding it, and it would still be a 
oounty. The chart~r could be radically different from every other county and it wCNld 
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still be a county._ The county apparently is not-s.ome'thing wh1ch h:t!1 a.Darticu1.~r form •
of government of specified .pOl"1ers.The...c.ClI1D.'tY in its es:tenCe appeal's to be a unit of 
local government Which has as 1 to- .basic function to carry out state functions in an 
area and which also may have local functions.. NQVf" what all this is corninE!. up to is 
again--what is ~ county? And I lvould think that there has to be some kind of definition 
similar to that which I just gave, being this local unit which carries out state function 
and which may also have local functions and powers, whatever its govermnental functions •
may be and whatever its particular powers may be. So this leads us to the question of 
the power of the general assembly, then, to provide for some other fom of regional 
govermnent which would be some general form of govermnent. Now let's assume that the 
G.A. in an act of providing for say, twenty regions in the state--you can call them 
borroughs, or provinces, or whatever you call them--and that of course isn't important. 
But then suppose the G.A. attempted to make these regional governments really govts. • 
with general functions and to begin assigning to these regional govts. the powers that 
counties now have•••you can see that it would be very easy for the G.A. to in effect 
make the counties powerless--to take away their pm-Ters and give them to this regional 
unit of govermnent. So, the question that arises in my mind is when does one of these 
regional units--whatever you may call it--become a county? So that the G.A. then would 
be guilty of violating the constitution by changing the county boundaries,)in effect, • 
really creating a new county which would be this new regional area of govt. without 
getting the consent of the people. 

Mrs. Hessler: But there is nothing in the Constitution which says what the powers of ·a 
county shall be. • 
Mr. Kramer: No. Because the G.A. provides organization and govermnent of the counties. 

}.irs. Hessler: But to leave the counties setting there and to try to carry out a couple 
of functions and still assign functions to a different govermnent without changing the 
bo 'ndaries as long as that county were still there? • 

Mr. Kramer: But you see why this gets to be such a touchy question and such a nuisance 
thing to try to detennine what point at which a new creation is really a county. And you 
have in effect emasculated the counties. 

Mrs. Hessler: Let us assume that this G.A. decides to set up a new regional government • 
which might or might not be cotenninous with counties, and gave it planning powers. 
Counties don't haveplanning powers now. They could adopt them, but most of them don't 
have them. It's not a power to enforce their planning over municipal govt. which would 
be a new power that the legislature would be granting to a new agency and my question 1s 
would this be c onstitutional or do you then run into hane rule for cities which makes 
this invalid? And that is specifically in the Constitution. • 

Mr._ Kramer: 1-le may be getting just a little bit ahead of ourselves. lrle'll have to 
explore this question a little more, but I hope everyone can understand how we got to 
this discussion. Now, there is no constitutional power to establish regional units of 
govermnent, which would attempt to supplant the counties. •Mrs. Hessler: Let's take health--now we recognize that health is a matter of. state 
concern but we do have local health boards and they have existed in the same way 
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counties are set up by state la,,,, but if we were to apply the recommendations of these 
medical and T"ublic health agencies as suggestions for regionalization of the health 
function, wouldn't this be a problem--the same problem as planniIl{:. for example, except 
that planning hasn't been said to be state function as health has by the courts. 

Mr. Kramer: Health function is a very interesting subject. There are cases saying that, 
since health is a matter involving the public health safety, and welfare, health dis
tricts are something apart fran the municipal govt., and the G.A. has the power to create 
health districts in whatever manner it desires. But that really 1s an exceptional 
situation because it's somewhat inconsistent with recent cases such as Canada v. 
Phillips. The police departments which have formerly been treated by the courts as 
being a matter of state concern is really a power of local self-government, and a 
charter municipality, at least, may have its own procedures and requirements With 
respect to the organization of the police department. There are other similar cases. 
It's only where the G.A. lelisla tes on these matters and that ordinances or charters 
conflict that you have a conflict. The decisions on health districts really are out 
of the mainstream as far as local self-governments go. 

Mrs. Hessler: Has there ever been a case on planning? 

Mr. FryJ It may be wrong to use health districts as an example if we look at local govt. 
as a whole. I '''ould say as a practical matter what you are going to do in the legis
lature that ,,,e would be better off if as a subcomr.d.ttee of the commission, we aSSUJlle 
that we are going to retain our county boundaries. lVe have organized political organi
zation in each of these counties, and to say you Ire going to change any of them-
you might be able to do it in two out of the 88--but you just can't do it in all of them. 
Sol think that it would be better to assume that we're going to stay with the 88 coun
ties and then see what we're going to be able to do within that framework. 

Mr. Kramer: Under present constitutional provisions, there may come a point where an 
attempt will be made, in effect, to take a substantial number of the powers of counties 
and put them into the powers of some form of regional govt. There may be a constitution
al problem as to whether fOU have created something that are really counties masquerad
ing under another name and have done this without getting the consent of the voters in 
the counties. 

l-frs. Hessler: "Tith this much d.oubt abol1t what might be decided in the courts, we would 
be better off to assume that we do need a constitutional amendment in order to be sure 
that we can create some ldnd of regional govt. if that is what we decide is necessary. 
T'Tas this the decision made on the two occasions ,,,hen metropolitan government went on the 
ballot? 

Mr. Fryl When metropolitan goverrunent went on the ballot, it was simply a matter of 
certain communities or metroploitan areas or cities caning in and saying l~e want this 
or give us the opportunity to approve the way we are operating at the present time. 
was chairman of the govt. operations committee \orhen we adopted that last proposal and 
it came in because Cleveland and Cincinnati thought they could use it but there was no 
consideration as to Hhat this could do to the other 86 counties. 

Mrs. Hessler: There was nobody liho said this was necessary because we couldn't do it 
without it? 
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It was noted that one proposal_ was .. that an urban...sen:iee a.uthorl:t;r without directly 
elected administrators or legislative people be created, and the other was a Metro
politan Federation Amendment.. Bot.J:1 were dereated. This was the authority approach 
where you could have one function or many functions dependiI1€. on what you wanted to 
get together on and it could be two or :,10re jurisdictions which would join together to 
provide for the services. This authoiryt appr08ch does not provide for responsiveness 
to the voter. In Ohio, governing boards of some special districts are appointed by the 
courts and other by the commissioner. 

Mrs. Hessler: Is it possible to set up any authorities or special districts lmich 
would have an elected body at the head of them? For example, our sewer district in 
Hamilton County is run by the elected county commissioners. Now it happens that it is 
a county-wide agency--if it were regional, I'd have no idea. 

Hr. Kramer: Proposals in the legislature in that area usually go back to the commiss
ioners in an area appointing saneone to represent them on a regional basis. It hardly 
seems to be necessary to elect officials when you are talking about a special function. 
In theory, then, you want to appoint someone who has expertise in that area. If you 
are talking about several functions, then I suppose that the .general opinion would be 
that people should be elected and responsive to the electorate. 

?1r. Fry: As a practical matter, we have made a lot of these provisions, but very few 
of them have been used. 

Mr. Kramer: Do you think that's because most of them do require the participating units 
to come to some agreement? 

Mrs. Hessler: We've had more special authorities go down the drain because as soon as 
they tried to get funding, the people said no. 

Mr. Fry: This may be a sign post though. If this has been happening, rather than goi~ 

to the people for it, give the responsibility to the people that they've elected, not 
that they won't be responsive to the people that are their constituents, but it might 
be a lot easier way to arrive at regional solutions in these areas. 

Mrs. Hessler: I have to disagree, on the basis of what has happened in the Councils of 
Government. Councils of Governments have been created all over the country because the 
federal government has said you won't get funds unless you do. They have all failed to 
do what they were originally intelided to dO, which was to have two functi ons--first a 
clearinghouse function and also a planning function.l\nd they have had the clearinghouse 
function--this isn't difficult--this is just sending around to all the constituents a 
note that so and so is making an application for such and such, and that's easy. But 
the review agency has not been successful in most places because you're asking the 
people who are applying for funds and who are elected by a particular constituency to 
get the most federal bucks they can for that constituency and you're askinb them, also, 
to review the application. They're all going to t;,et as much money as they can into their 
area from the federal govt. They have not functioned as regional planning agencies. In 
my opinion, you have to have a regional planning agency, because all future developments 
in metropolitan ou"ea.s are outside of' the existing govts--intercity or suburban city--in 
t.he area l-1here there are no controls. If you have an agency with representatives of 
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• a municipal canstituency and c ollnty c-onsti.~&e-who..._ara_ pl ann; Dg far-- :fi:rtNre- develop
ments and still having to go back to their constituencies to answer -!'or-them, you have 
no implementation. 

The committee considered next the subject of annexation. Tom Bay was introduced 
to the committee. Mr. Bay is the Executive Director of the Development Canmittee of

• Greater Columbus, and he noted that annexation had been used extensively in Franklin 
County, but while annexation has been a strong tool, it is not the answer. 

Mr. Heminger: Does Unigov in Indianapolis relate to what we are talki.ng about? 

Hr. Kramer: The Indiana supreme court has not taken the same view tCMards uniformity

• that the Ohio S.C. has taken--recall some of our earlier discussilons about what it was 
that led up to home rule. There was the requirement that general laws be of uniform 
8Pplication in the 1851 constitution. The G.A.'s response to 'this requirement has been 
an attempt to prohibit the granting of mUnicipal charters to establish an elaborate 
system of grades and classifications of municipalities, with the result that each one has 
its own particular form of goverrunent and its Ol-m puwers. This Has struck down in Ohio

• just around the turn of the century, and the courts said you cannot by setting up grades 
adn classes obey the requirements that general laws must have uniform application. In 
Indiana, hat-,ever, the S.C. has upheld these classes of municipalities and counties. The 
Constitution really has been interpreted differently which has been the important factor. 
With respect to Unigov, the combination of Marion County and Indianapolis, it was a . 
fortuitous set of circumstances) the people worked very hard to get it through the Ind.

• legislature. It does not seem feasible for Ohio at this time. 

Mr. Fry: He might consider doing lIoyhat they did for some services•••canbining the 
sheriff and the police department, for instance, might be something that we really should 
oonsider•••a unified safety department or the fire departments. City boundaries are 
not good in these matters. 

• 

• Mrs. Hessler: But Springfield is not about to consoli4late except for those services 
which would be an advantage to them. 

Mr. Fry: I think that in our constitution we should make it easier for people to do • 
.t\nd if it is true for Springfield, then it is certainly more true for Hamilton County. 

Mr. Ostrum: What has happened in Indianapolis is really pretty progressive. Once the 
legislature spoke, you didn't need all¥ municipal consent by either Indianapolis or any 
other municipality. 

Mr. Fry: We can't mandate it -for Columbus and Franklin County, or for Cleveland and

• Cuyahoga County, but we could set it up. Ohio has more cities than any state in the 
union, and if ,ie were to make it possible, I think we would have a good chance of 
getting it passed. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Perhaps we should talk about TJ-That l-le' d have to do in Ohio to get that 
k1nd of thing here.

• 
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Mrs. Hessler: We have done this in welfare--made a function ..cll'unt.7"ll1einstead of 
municipal.. Municipalities couldn't handle it tinancial17 so it was turned over to the 
next uni.t o.f grWArnment.. A lot o.r the police services are now countywide '''hich were 
fomerly local because they require a broader base. You can always do this for special 
services. But you can 1 t put anyone out of business and say you can 1 t do your own zoning 
or you can't raise your own taxes. 

Mr. Kramer: It's an illustration of how difficult voluntary cooperation is. r"e've not 
had much success in setting up countywide public services. 

Mrs. Crfirer: How do we go about getting this if it cannot be achieved bn a voluntary 
basis? 

Mr. Ostrum: What kind of constitutional change is necessary to make it possible? I 
think it might be very useful for Dick Lugar, the Mayor of Indiana to come and talk to 
us. 

Mrs. Orfirer: What kind of constitutiona changes might be necessary in order to give 
powers to larger units? Essentially there are two ways--either give the local communi
ties the power to set it up based upon broad constitutional outlines or give the G.A. the 
right to do the same thing. 

It was noted that the first one would have more popular appeal in terms of the.� 
democratic lvay to do it, but the second way might be easier if you could convince the� 
legislators. But you still have a le~islator representing that particular area that� 
you are talking about--and the G.A. is going to have to pass on this legislation.� 

Mr. Kramer: When you are talking about amendment of the constitution you can propose� 
whatever seems desirsble--either authorize the G.A. to do sorrething or do it directly� 
in the Constitution. You could provide for the creation of or consolidation of all of� 
the governmental units within a county into one overall government. That's one way of� 
doing it. If you have one, or two or three counties where this was necessary and you� 
were able to do that, I think you could do it. It's also possible to take the route� 
which is presently in the Ohio Constitution by doing this by means of a county charter,� 
which has been sing1.l1ar1y unsuccessful in Ohio thus far. I think we've already talked� 
about the fact that there are hurdles that are in the way of adopting a county charter� 
which assumsd municipal powers.� 

The committee discussed the Minn.-5t. Paul Twin Cities project, noting that this . 
was done by the state legislature, too, not by the existing units of local government_ 

Mr. Kramer: It would not have been done if it had not been done at the request of the 
people in Minn.-St. Paul and I think it was 136 surrounding municipalities. It was 
specific legislation for that area only. 

Mrs. Hessler: 'I'he interesting thing about that was that the population of that seven 
county area is half of the population of the state. So Hhen their legislat.ors were for 
it, it really was because it Has a home rule. What Minn.-5t. Paul was saying was that 
we l-Tant a council that will give us home rule for this area. So that the state won't 
make our decision. 
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•� Mr. Kramer: The interesting point, thou~h, I think, is that they were able to agree on 
this. Of course it is much different fran our situation, but they were able to avoid 
the problem of parochialism on the part of their representatives by having the govern
ing body of the council be made up of representatives appointed from the state senatorial 
districts rather than having them be representatives of the municipality. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: I think He ought to keep that in mind. This strikes me as being a very 
interesting Hay of going about it that we might find helpful. 

Mr. Kramer: And now there is some discussion of having this governing body be elected 
rather than appointed. 

•� Mrs. Hessler: I do think that having someone from the Twin Cities talk to us might be 
helpful. If you talk about a planning agency that has a tax base that has represent
atives tolhose const!tuencies are metropolitan and not the local conununitie s, then you 
are talking about somethi~. 

Mr. Fry: TTe've had so many problems. For example, Southwestern Ohio wanted to have

• the regional air terminal, so this involved Hamilton County, ButJe r County, Montgomery 
bounty, Clark, a number of them--and we could never get to the position where we didn't 
have two counties pulling out. You can't get over the provincialism. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Consider the suggestion that something similar to the Twin Cities thing 
might be feasible. Hhat kind of changes would have to take place in our constitution

• to permit this kind of thing? 

Mr. Kramer: We need a better outline of what the Twin Cities council can do. I think 
that it's probably the strongest pOi'1er nf the council to make plans for the area and to 
veto the activities of the regional members if they are inconsistent with the overall 
plan.

• Mrs. Hessler: There are two other things. It can actually implement plans and has 
appointive powers in areas such as sewer and water districts. ltle have so many special 
districts that were set up as we went along because the federal government has expertis~ 

in various depts. and programs were implemented through special districts to correspond 
with federal programs. Each federal department has its own clientele, and operates

• independently from any other department. Congress tried to bring these departments 
together--to get at some kind of national urban policy--with no success. They simply 
can't handle these enormous bureaus. So what was attempted was to try to put together 
these policies through a priority setting organization like the Council of Govts. at 
the local level. This means putting more and more pressure on these COGs to take on 

• 
more and more planning and priority settin.,; to the point 1-1here you really have to give 
the COGs more pOloler to become priority planning agencies and to bring together into 
one coherent mass urban development pollcy.-and the state has to do it because the 
state really is responsible for these local government~. 

Mr. Loewe: But how can you set them up in such a way that perhaps the G.A. or someone 
outside of the units themselves wouldn't argue about every change that takes place to

• f:,ive more powers to this unit? How can you do it to set. it up in such a way that 1'1ould 
mandate it, as they were able to do in the Twin Cities area for that area? It gave 
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them cert.sin rules and powers and then as they wanted-.t.o-inerease' i't, 'they must go'" 
back to the G.A. 

It was noted that the Franklin County regional planning council functions as a COG. 

Mr. Kramer: A COG might have broader powers--it would deal with the Intergovernmental 
Personnel Act, for example. 

Mrs. Orfirer: ~'Je have discussed possible constitutional changes in respect to territory 
and boundaries. The consensus seems to be that it isn't practical to propose this. 
We can live with and work with what we have. Would we retain counties and superimpose 
another level--and they l'lould retain certain functions and the new level would take 
over same of their functions and also have new functions. 

Mrs. Hessler: I think it is important to realize that there are tl..ro trends in the 
country now and they are both extremely important. One of them is toward more region
alism in certain decisions that affect urban development. The other is toward more 
people participation, local control for the kinds of things that can be handled that 
way. T1e must consider giVing smaller areas sane controls, as well as large areas. 

l-1rs. Orfirer: I think that is a very good point and we have to keep the two trends 
in mind and try to tie them together as we go along. 

Mr. Kramer: Consider what has happened to counties in this state. Although structure� 
is really the same, counties now act as both the agent of the state and they bave also� 
taken on many urban functions. So that they really have a dual role and if there would� 
be any plan to provide for a regional government that would take over, the counties� 
would still be there and they would still have to be taken care of.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: TThat we are talking about is constitutional changes with respect to 
conferring power of larger uni. ts. I think we agreed that this has to be in some way 
mandated. Local units do not seem to confer power on larger units voluntarily. 

Mr. Kramer: I think this ties in to the earlier discussion about counties and the 
power of the general assembly to create larger units, taking power away from counties 
and giving it to larger unitis. I am talking about the powers of counties as anns of 
the state--rather than ;urban powers. It seems to me that these additional powers 
should be removed from the counties and given to another unit by the G.A. So the real 
problem apparently lI-l0u1d be Hith the municipalities and not the counties in those 
particular kinds of services. 

The canmittee discussed providing "home ru1e ll powers at more than one level, and 
the possibility of establishing certain things for home rule at the municipal level, 
and others at regional levels. 

Mrs. Orfirer: There is nothing wrong with home rule that changing the level of local 
government at which it is applied wouldn't cure. 

Mrs. Hessler: You have home rule but it changes all the time depending on the size of 
the govenltnent and its requirements. What we have to decide about is which functions 
should be at which levels. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: It BeemB to me that we established early in~...life.~ttee that 
one of our major concerns was there is such an ambi.£uit;y-'mdel' ~ uwn:lcipal home rule 
provisions between what is a local concern and what is a state concern and so often 
these things are thrown into the lap of the courts. ITe didn't feel that a constitution 
should be written in such tems that it continually had to be decided in a court• 

Mr. Kramer: I recall the discussion of the counsel for the Ohio Municipal League that 
all of the problems can really be handled by the proper interpretation of the hane 
rule amendment. I think it is interesting to knO\ol that there has been a lot of movement 
in the states which are revising their constitutions to provide home rule in munioipal
i tiea. Since 1912 there really has been no other state that has followed Ohio' a lead 
toward home rule • 

Mrs. Orfirer: Don't we have the strongest provisions for home rule of any state? 

Mr. Kramer: Probably so, but since that time no other state has evolved this kind of 
thing. The recent trend has been to provide home rule but to have overriding control 
in the hands of the legislature• 

Nr. Fry: 'fhe more power we give the municipalities and the county unit of government, 
the better off we are. But there has to be modified control in the G.A.--the effects 
of what we might enact has to cover more than just one area. The majority of the 
state legislatures of the country spend most of their time taking care of local 
problems • 

Mrs. Orfirer: "hat can be handled on a local level should be, and what transcends 
local boundaries must go into a wider area. 

Mr. Ostrum: The Fordham concept is that each county or city may exercise any legisla
tive power or perform any function which is not denied to it by its charter or denied 
to counties or cities generally or counties of its class. Thia is in the model cities 
charter••• "within such limitations as the 1egislaturf-' may establish by general law" 
is also part of the clause. 

Mr. Fry: Let me give you a specific example from the last week that we were in session. 
Cleveland haa a financing prolem. The mayor who is leaving--his estimates of revenue 
were based on having an income tax adopted which was not adopted--so the city of Cleve
land ends up with a tremendous deficit and it comes back to the legislature to make it 
possible for t':e city of Cleveland to find a new financing means. It was enacted but 
this is not a healthy thing to have that kind of thing decided in the legislature. One 
county shouldn't have to solve another county' a problems. It was finally enacted but 
it would have been so much better if it could have been hamdled at the local level• 

Mrs. Orfirer: I do not deny that, but the Democrats were not only opposed to it be
cause it was a ~epublican mayor but because it was necessary to have a Bounder finance 
system in Cleveland. 

Mr. Ostrum: Haven't we said several times in this committee that there are certain 
problems of a regional nature that can only get solved in a regional way, maybe, and 
isn't this the whole problem? 
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•Mr. Fry-t .. I,oeal people should solve loc.al ..problems. 

Mrs. Hessler' If the ~Q$lislature wants to have local. ...deeisi.ons by local people, they� 
have to set up a form of local. l!OV'QT'f\I'II.8nt. which can make decieions, which means, in� 
some cases, a goverl1ll1eht which can make regiona! d~cisions. If you leave it up to a� 
vote of the people it will never be done. •� 

Mr. Fry: I don't think the federal government is doing it in the right way by offering� 
ITll,mey. I think we should give local goverl1ll1ent the chance to raise the money.� 

Mr. Kramer: I think the Toronto experience is enlightening on this. There was a case 
where a city was having very serious problems, and they were unable to get together to •solve this problem, and because the same was true in Ontario--it may be that providing 
sane machinery for government which will enable that area to take care of its own 
problems t.J'ould be the best. 

Mrs. Hessler: You have to have a regional outfit to say this is the way the regional 
growth should go. • 
Mr. Bay asked whether the consti tutioncould require the legislature to establish dis
tricts for the entire state and also establish optional forms of government for the 
districts. It could even be left open enough that the people could establish their 
cwn form. But this would trigger the process of setting up statewide regional. govt. •Mrs. Orfirer: You could leave it up to each individual unit to do this within a time� 
limit and then if they did not, one of these forms would haVie to be adopted automatic�
ally--so there really are tlVO options. As I understand it, then, one of the advantages� 
of this plan would be that it would not interfere with the universal application of .� 
the law.� •Mr. Kramer: This would extend to a third level what we have in effect now concerning 
municipalities and counties. A statutory form of government and certain alternative 
forms--regional governments could be as modest or as complex as you loTanted them to be. 
They would have sane fundamental povers, such as planning powers. The key problem 
today is when a problem goes beyond a given boundary. •
Mrs. Orfirer: Houldn't you suppose that each specific option might also spell out that 
range of pmolers? There could be an option that could cover more pOTTers than another. 

Mr. Bay: I was thinking of options more in terms of structure. 

Mrs. Hessler: 1vould you leave the optionsto the legislature--authorizing the legisla • 
ture to decide what the options and boundaries should be? So you don't have to have 
constitutional change every time? 

Mrs. Crfirer: But somebody is still mandating--the constitution. 

Mr. Kramer: The provisions that were suggested in the Nary-land Constitution which was • 
not adopted on regional government and governmental authorities are relevant and 
interest:f.ng. The inst..1'U1lJ.elnt. C1f t;'overnm~nt may be created by the general assembly by
law. 
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Mr. Loewe: They were strictly pennissive even in regard to creating the region. The 
general assembly could set up the region but they weren't recpired to Bet up the region. 

• 
Mr. Kramer: The general assembly could create the instrument of government or it 
could be created in several other ways. This is how the regions were estaolished-
it went on to provide for regional popularly-elected government. I think the most 
important section, though, concerned the powers and how they are established. Powers 
may be vested by counties relinquishing powers, or by the General Assembly delegating 
powers of the state to regional government. 

•� 11rs. Orfirer: It's two different powers and two different methods.� 

Hr. Kramer: There is the power conferred upon a regional government, and there is 
power conferred by the G.A. I think it is important to remember though that the 
county is the most important unit of regional government in Maryland. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: I don't know if our provision would have to be quite like that, or quite 
so complicated. Should we have Gene prepare for the next time Bome examples of how 
this could look? 

Brs. Brownell: Is this still going to interfere with the municipal home rule businesst 
The question of conflict may still have to be spelled out in the Constitution. 

•� Mrs. Hessler: You might say it was only for regional problems that transcended munici
pal boundaries. 

• 
Mr. Fry: I think we will be on more nearly solid ground if we say tvhat we think is 
right than if we keep thinking about political expedience. He can't start equivooatingJ 
we shouldn't operate like legislators even if we do get hit over the head. ~e have to 
ask for what we know is right. 

Mrs. Crfirer: l"1e can offer alternatives to the commission--shol'll' different routes of 
getting at the same end. 

• The canmittee adjourned. The next meetine. will be on May 15th at the "Clevelander 
Club" on the 38th floor at 100 Erieview Plaza in Cleveland. Dinner will be at 6 p.m., 
followed by a meeting at 1:)0. 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Can."lli.ssion� 
May 15, 1972� •
Local Government Com:r.ittee 

Summary of Heeting 

•
A meeting of the Local Government Committee lias heJd at the Clevelander Club in 

Cleveland on May 15, 1)72. Present e.t th~. llltf.'et:jr1[!, '{31"; "':;::rmission mer'ibers Mrs. Or-i'irer, 
Mrs o Hessler, and Messrs. Fry, Heminge:t:>, Ontn\~1. '8/'\LJ. Po'k0t'~!r" Also prB3ent were Mro 
Eugene Kramer, Mr. Loewe of the Ohio ChD1l\p;:::,{ of CC':.llmeI·(~!.~ ~'nd Professor Lyndon E. Abbott 
of the Political Science Department of th';) VniY€r-sity of Dayton. The discussion at • 
the meeting began with a statement prepared by Mrs. Hessler, and a transcript of that 
statement follows: 

Fundamental Questions Posed by Options on Regional Units of Government 
by lola o. Hessler • 

Traditionally, when we talk about governmental reform or "progress," we tend to ask 
ourselves, where are we now and where can we go from here? I'd like to see us change 
the emphasis on the question to ask, where do we liant to go and how can we get there 
from here? The very comprehensive list of option"S""P'Tesented by Hr. Kramer will be in
valuable for deciding hOl'T to get there, once we have decided where we 't'1ant to go. • 

Changesin the powers, functions or area of local governments are necessary only it 
existing governments do not have the capability to make the decisions and serve the 
purposes citizens expect them to serve. If it can be shown that a substantial number 
of fundamental social choices cannot be made at the municipal or county level, choices 
which currently are being delegated to local governments, then some other government • 

with broader jurisdiction must make them. 

But, must be not first decide "That areas of decision-making are no longer appropriate 
for existing local governments, and at what level or over what area they might be more 
appropriately allocated? It Hill then be necessary to ask, what changes in the home 
rule provisions of the constitution will be required to make such allocations. • 

This leads to an even more basic question. The state is the sovereign body in the 
American federal system. All fundamental social choices for 200 years have been made 
at the state level/ For example, the states created our economy, our capitalist system, 
through property law, commerce law, inheritance law, banking and credit and insurance 
law. States created local governments, election law, family law including morals, the • 
judiciary, criminal and penal law, tax systems, the educational system, public health, 
occupations and professions law. 

Although given home rule in 1912 in Ohio, the cities have never made such basic� 
choices and the county, of course, has been simply an administrative arm of the state.� 
Both have operated ldthin the framework of social choices detennined by the state legis... •� 
latures. In the past 30 or 40 years, however, the federal and state governments have� 
been delegating more fundamental decisions to local governments than they are capable� 
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• of handling. The re~ cities have outgrmm their boundaries. Technology has trans
formed our society. 

Hay I suggest that today a Ilinimum list of important functions which can no 
longer be performed efficiently at the local level, would includel 

• 
(1) planning for metropolitan l:>rowth and development, including implementation 

or incentives and enforcement ot land-use policies; yet all such controls have been 
delegated to local governments; 

(2) all torms of environmental pollution, air, water, solid \-laste and conservation 
of natural resources; 

(3) provision of adequate housing epportunity for all segments and income levels 
of our citizens;

• (4) education; 
(,) povertJ and l",eltare; closely associated ldth manpower development and employ.. 

ment opportunities;
(6) public health; 
(7) transportation;

•� (8) a tax system design2d to support state-urban policies.� 

All of these functions require fundamental social choices which home rule does not
equip our fragmented system of municipalities, counties, and special districts to malre~ 

Everyone of them requires some or considerable state control. ; 

•� The basic question, then, is: does the sovereign state have the right to delegat,� 
unguided power to local governments to make decisions having an impact outside their 
boundaries; or should the state seek to recover its sovereign authority to delegate 
functions as appropriate, retrieve already delegated powers as required by the rush of 
history, and determine what levelS, fonns, powers, and resources of substate governmenl's 
are necessary from time to time in a changing society? : 

•� 

• If our purpose is to find a government capable of making, fundamental social choices� 
in the areas I have suggested, and any others that come to your minds, then I submit :� 
that the state is that government. Only the state can maintain sufficient flexibility� 
to tailor substate governments to meet changiJlg needs. If we can ag.ree on this basic� 
point, we have then accepted the necessity of modifying Ohio's home rule through the� 
Fordham concept, and we can then go on to consider the options tor creating regional� 
governments.� 

•� 
fIr. Pokorny expressed the view that consideration of proposals for creation of� 

regional units of government may be visionary or impractical, in view of his own exper�
ience as county commissioner in Cuyahoga County with attempts at securing agreements.� 
among various local government units for the provisions of services to the public. He 
gave examples such as the failure of Cleveland and the suburbs to agree with the county 
on a regional sewer system or on a county-wide health atstrict to illustrate his view 
the regional government may be presently unattainable. 

• Mrs. Hessler and Hrs. Orfirer both pointed out that one of the features of a regional 
unit of 60vernment which makes it desirable at least to explore the subject would be 
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elimination of the need to engage in difficult negotiations and pargairdng among J,ocal 
units of government as to those functions and services over which such a regional urdt 
would have govermnental authority. 

Mr. Fry expressed the view that from his standpoint as a member of the General 
Assembly some form of regional government unit would be desirable if it would enable 
local areas to solve thier own problems rather than having the General Assembly be 
called upon to deal with essentially local problems. As an example of the latter he 
pointed to the recent legislation authorizing the issuance of bonds by the City of 
Cleveland to help in solviI1€; that city's fiscal problems. He also alluded to the case 
of the 11aryland legislature, which devotes as much as one-half or more of its time to 
strictly local legislation as an example of a type of situation to be avoided in Ohio. 

Mrs. Orfirer then suggested that the Camm1ttee discuss the matter of regional units 
of govermnent on the basis of the outline sent to the members prior to the meeting. It 
was agreed by the members that creation of any such urdts should not be accomplished by 
defining their number and boundaries in the constitution. This method was rejected on 
the basis that it would be too rigid and that the units once established could be alter
ed only by constitutional amendment. The alternative of having the number and boundari~s 

of the regional units defined in the constitution, but with the General\ssembly author
ized to alter them was reganied as less objectionable, but was still considered to bw 
too rigid. 

The COII11I1ittee then turned to a discussion of possible provisions involving authori!'" 
zation for the General Assembly to create regional units. In connection with the 
suggestion that the General Assembly mi&ht be &iven unlimited power to establish a~ num
ber of such units and their boundaries, /fr. Fry suggested that it would be desirable, 
if such a constitutional provision were adopted, to require that someone be made res
ponsible for initiating a proposed division of the state into regions. The General 
Assembly would then have the power to approve, disapprove, or modify such a plan. Mr. 
Fry explained that it is difficult for a plan such as this to originate in a legislative 
body. It was suggested that responsibility for initiating the plan might be given to 
the Governor, to the Governor and the presiding officers of the two houses of the Gen
eral Assembly, or to a boundary commission created for such purpose. 

Hith respect to the possibility that a minimum or maximum number of units be estab
lished in a constitutional provision, Mr. Heminger suggested that such a number, rather 
than being expressly stated, might possibly be based upon population or percentage of 
population. other directives might be included in such a provision relating to the 
creation of districts J including broad criteria based on such factors as natural re
sources, social and cultural units and amounts of tax and financial resources. 

The Committee felt that a provision for creation of less than all of the regions 
required to encompass all of the territory of the state, thus allowing the General 
Assembly to create one or more regions initially and the remainder from time to time 
would be undesirable. In this connection Hr. Loewe pointed out the importance of con
sidering the relationship of a~ such system of regional units of local government to 
any system of districts for purpose of admirdstering state services such as that now 
being considered by the Governor's Commission on Local Government Services. 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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• 
The possibilities of having regions created by the governing bodies of existing 

local governments through agreements or by the residents of proposed regions by petitions 
and elections were thought by the Committee to be not particularly useful in view of 
the experience to date in attempts to secure regional cooperation among local govern
ment units or by referendum procedures. 

• 
1Jith respect to the type of government t.,.hich might be established for regional 

units of goverr.ment, the Committee rejected the idea that the constitution should provide 
in aQY detail for the form and structure of such governments. The consensus was that 
this matter could be provided for in a manner Similar to municipalities and counties. 
Under this system the General Assembly could by general law provide for a statut.ory 
fom and alternate forms of government, but residents would also be able by charter to 
establish individual forms for any region which chooses to adopt them. 

• The Committee agreed to continue at its next meeting the discussion of regional 
units of government based upon the outline previously provided. When a date for the 
next meeting is established, the members Nill be notified.• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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•Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Governnent Committee 
Jul~ 19, 1972 

Summary of Meeting - July 19, 1972 

Present at the meeting held in Columbus on July 19 at the Athletic Club were 
Mrs. Orfirer, Chairman, Mr. Ostrum, Mr. Pokorny, Senator Calabrese, Representative 
Russo, Mrs. Hessler, Mr. Heminger and Consultant Mr. Kramer. 

Mrs. Orfirer opened the meeting with a discussion of future meetings, guest 
speakers and public hearings. Agenda for future meetings will include conclusion 
of discussion of regional units, then return to municipal corporation charters and 
county charter problems, then call in outside individuals and organizations. She 
suggested an increase to two meetings a month, one in conjunction with the monthly 
Commission meeting and one between Commission meetings, probably in Cleveland unless 
a public hearing is called for elsewhere. The date of the next meeting was set for 
Wednesday, AUGUst 16 at the Clevelander Club in Cleveland. 

The co~nittee then discussed Section 13 of Article VIII. Mr. Kramer explained 
that the proposal would expand authority under section 13, which now provides for 
industrial revenue bonds, applies to both state and subdivisions, and permits lending 
of aid and credit ro private persons. Prior to the constitutional amendment, such 
a program was ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court to allow state and subdi
visions to construct facilities for private business or industry with tax-exempt 
bonds and then lease to private business or industry, making payments of principal 
and interest from the lease payments. The General Assembly retains control over 
borrowing under this constitutional provision. Under the proposal to amend section 
13, authority would be expanded to permit use of provision not only for creating 
jobs but for maintaining jobs--not just to attract ~ industry. In addition, it 
could be used for environmental welfare and living conditions--housing and related 
facilities for low and moderate income as defined by the General AssemblJ, and 
pollution, waste disposal, and other enVironmental matters. The proposal also pro
vides for a pledge of reserves which could be provided by appropriation for the new 
purposes. 

Mr. Pokorny - Hill there be a commission like the Ohio Bond Commission? 

Mr. Kramer - No, all set up under legislative powers, like the industrial development 
bonds. 

Mr. Pokorny - I would like to see the application of this section prohibited in such 
fashion that encourages relocating from central city to suburban areas. The central 
city is dying--if we are going to give tax advantages to industry to move out of the 
central city, ,~e're promoting this type of movement. We should provide inducement 
for industry to stay in the central city--and rebuild the central city. 

Mr. Kramer - Use of the additional language proposed for the section "to protect 
job opportunities" helps to provide for maintaining industry where it is. 

Mr. Pokorny - Unless something is mandated, they will still leave the central city 
and establish themselves in suburbia. 

Mr. Ostrum - The legislature should be concerned about this problem, but the con
stitution should be flexible and permit the legislature to make that decision. 
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• 2. 

Mr. Russo - A possible solution would be to restrict this type of funding to those 
designated to be in urban renewal areas by legislative bodies--urban renewal areas 
are defined by federal law. Perhaps the Constitution needs tightening in this area. 

• Mrs. Hessler - t~e have much yet to learn from urban renewal and rehabilitation pro

• 

grams for central cities--model cities, etc. If you tie this to urban renewal, you 
are tying it to a federal program which may change or may not be working. There 
are many problems in expanding industry in the central cities, because of changing 
land use patterns and demands. There may be other ways to solve the central cities 
problem. Rather than writing into the Constitution a restriction of land use in 
central city. it would be better to do son~thing about the property tax as a base 
for schools etc., so that local governments uere not so dependent on the property 
tax. 

Mr. Pokorny - I was not thinking of industry only as supplying taxes. If we are

• serious about our approach to what is happening 1n all the urban ar~as in the state 
and in the country. we see that we encourage industry to move by tak~~ advantage 
of section 13. We are defeating the things we are trying to preserve by encouraging 
movement to a more palatable taxing area, more palatable service area - better geo
graphically located because of the freeways. If we put on restrictions on the use 
of the funds so that they gat help if they stay in the central city, industries will

• stay there. 

• 

Mrs. Hessler - If the trend continues that ue see now--the changes in land use--the 
fact that the pattern of the central city and dependent suburbs as changing rapidly 
because the suburbs are not as dependent as they once ~ere, and you are getting 
settlement in sattelite communities, and different kinds of communities, you are 
going to have to change ~and use in central cities. An industry that needs a lot 
of space, and a lot of free parking, is not going to be able to rebuild in the 
central city even if you give them a subsidy. The answer is switching to the income 
tax and putting more of the services such as welfare and education at higher levels 
of government that are depending on the income tax~ 

• Mr. Pokorny - This concept will further remove dependency on the central city--it 
will sit there and rot. We've got hundreds of acres in the central city of Cleveland 
that is barren right now and that could be developed with incentives such as section 
13. 

• 
Mr. Russo - He need not only tax breaks but we need to be able to finance the 
structures for industry because our big problem is giving the inner city people a 
job, or an opportunity to ride to a job or to part of the industrial complex·-and 
to provide the industrial complex adjacent to the area where the manpower is avail
~~le. If we let most of industry slip out to the suburbs because of the things we 

'can give theD there, we are going to let the central city deteriorate at a much more 
rapid rate.

• Mrs. Hessler - The proposal would permit the holding of industry where it is, by pro
Viding the protection of job opportunities. 

Mr. Kramer - Existing legislation does not distinguish between central cities and 

• 
suburban areas--the central cities have the same ability to engage in industrial 
revenue financing as suburban areas--so it is not the provision itself. it is the 
use made of it by various areas that has the results we are talking about. The prow" 
ViS~OD has been used by both. One of the lareest uses of this type of financing, 
~efore the federal government put a lid on the amount that could be issued under 

• 
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these schemes t lJaS by Lorain County which financed the construction of a plan by 
U. S. Steel in the City of Lorain. But in Cuyahoga County, the great bulk of this� 
financing has been in suburban areas.� 

Mr. Pokorny - He should also look at the overall problems of the state to determine 
where developt:lent is needed, not just at the problems of the central city. 

Mr. Kramer - Ohio really got into industrial financing as a defensive measure be
cause the southern states were doing this and attracting industry to those states. 
I would call to your attention the reports from the Minneapolis-St. Paul area about 
the tax-sharinc provisions whereby new industry does not benefit solely the subdi
vision in which located, but a portion of the growth in the assessment is allocated 
areawide. This woUld cut down, to some extent, the competition within an area for 
location of industry, so location will be based on factors other than solely tax 
incentives offered by an individual political subdivision. 

There are the advantages of tax-free bonds in this type of financing, since 
industry would not be able to borrow tax-free if it borrowed the money itself, and 
there are, in addition, real estate tax abatement programs offered in many states 
and localities for industry location~" Congress, by limiting any one project ·to 
$5,000,000 over a period of three years, has cut down substantially the size of in
dividual issues and the total volume of this type of financing. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Section 13 proposal has not been recommended by the Finance and Tax
ation committee, but was presented to the Commission by the Department of Finance 
and referred to that committee. A public hearing will be held tomorrow at the Com
mission meeting on the proposal. As drafted, it would apply section 13 to additional 
purposes. It does not change the economic and industrial development purposes of 
section 13, except to permit this type of financing to help industries maintain jobs 
as well as create job opportunities. It would add housing and environment to the 
purpose. 

Mr. Pokorny - If we approve this section, perhaps the original program ought to be 
changed to encourage industry to locate in the central city--a positive program for 
this purpose. 

Mrs. Hessler - Didnt't this proposal come out of the housing commission? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The kind of housing finance program that is desired by the adminis
tration might not be constitutionally possible at the present time. 

Mr. Pokorny - Is the state's full faith and credit behind the bonds issued under 
section 13? 

Mrs. Eriksson - No, although the new language will permit the establishment of re
serves which may be pledged to the housing and environment bonds and which may be 
supplemented by appropriations from the General Assembly - they would be a hybrid-type 
revenue bond similar to those now issued under section 2i, issued for example, for 
higher education. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The hearing tomorrow is the opportunity for this group to hear about 
these proposals, and we do not have to reach any conclusion about this section now. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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Mr. Ostrum - The problems we have been discussing about the central city VB. 
suburbs in attracting new industry are present in the existing section 13. The 

• 
addition of housing and environment does not change that. 

Mr. Pokorny - Hhile I can see the adverse effects on the central city, I can see 
that this might also benefit the central cities by the addition of housing and en
vironmental and pollution as purposes of the section. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer reviewed the out~ine on regionalism:� 

(1) Methods of creating regional government (1) by the Constitution; should it 
define the number and boundaries? Agreemenb that it should not, but perhaps should 
give a maximum and minimum number. 

• (2) By the General Assembly - this is the better way. If minimum and maximum 
number established by the Constitution, the General Assembly should have ability 
to alter the number within the limit. It should be required to establish all 
regions at one t~e. The committee has rejected the idea of these units being set 
up by governing bodies of local government or by resident petition. 

• (2) Each region to have minimum and maximum population, and perhaps other criteria 
should be established. 

(3) Structure: left flexible so the General Assembly can provide for organization, 
by general law; keep option open so could be established by charter, and alternate 
forms authorized by the Constitution. 

• (4) Type of governing body; elected representative? 

(5) Should regional units be established without regard to the boundaries of ex
isting constituent units? Tentatively, there 'las agreement that even county bound
daries could be disregarded. 

• Mr. Loewe - There are advantages to keeping county lines, even though they are� 
arbitrary - politically and for other reasons. The things you lose because you� 
chose county lines can be relatively minor, compared to the problems involved in� 
disregarding county lines.� 

•� Mrs. Orfirer - What might be lost in disregarding county boundaries?� 

•� 

Mr. Loewe - The tradition of the way government is organized, and the political� 
parties depend on the counties as an important way of organizing. Perhaps eventually� 
counties might be dissolved, but in the immediate future I believe they are impor�
tant. You can live with almost any county line and still come up with a pretty� 
good region.� 

Mr. Heminger - On the other hand, a city such as Fostoria which sits astride three 
counties might create problems if all three counties were not included in the same 
region. Flexibility to disregard county lines in such a situation would be desir
able. 

• Mrs. Hessler - You don't hava to obliterate the counties for the functions they are 
now proViding - they are primarily administrative agencies of the state; and they 
can go right on being administrative agencies, and you can still combine them as 
counties into a regional pattern for other functions. 
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Brs. Orfirer -It might be very much an advantage to follow coun,ty~1ines")butperhaps 

l~e should not write it into the Constitution .that theYlllU8t" in all cases be :folLowed, 
merely make such suggestion a recommendation to the legislature, which they would •probab'lydo ~mYl'1ay. .;:1 ,,', , • , 

,~: r 

Nr. Kramer - The flexibility permitted by 1.'efraining'ftlotn defliling.ho~,:the'UneB 
should be drawn is probably more important than temporary political considerations 
that was my understanding from the last meeting. ". •Hr., Pokbrny ;"'Thc!'appordonment of 'tne General Assembly follow·f;:gu'ldelines'lihi:ch 
reiqttife' th,i'apportioDltlehtboard to foUololpocUtical suidlvisl()n''l.'ines'W11er~ever·: 
practical and possible. ", 

Mrs. Orfirer-Perhaps we should suggest similar language - fo:l.lo~t county' Tines 
l"hereeverpract'ical and possible, and this gives the Gfmeral AsS~mbly leew't.y td'make •
exceptions, and permits flexibility. This might be more acceptable 'politically .. 

. ,,", ': :. 

Hr. Kramer - Have l~e discussed the question of the type of governing ·body?· Should'� 
it be an elected, representative body with an executive also or morelike a, counci.l� 
of governments? If the region is created without regard to die. boupdarles afcon- ; •� 
stituent units it l~ould seem to indicate that this would be a newlorm ofgdvernment� 
independent of the constituent units. It is important to the whole concept to deter
mine, where its pOl'lers come from - from the people of the region ':lho elect the govel":n
ing body, or from elected officials from within the region. .' '.� 

Nr s. Orfirer - The reason we are discussing this is that the local units nowexisti,ng, •� 
in many cases, are not prOViding the services that we want loca't government' to provide. '� 
If it's not being done right, we need a new unit of government. Dupl~cat1pns,.,and,� 
services not being carried out.in the most effective and economic way:.' "",espould'� 
start with the things we would expect a regional unit to admin~~te~~
 

Nr. Pokorny - Hill the region derive its powers from the Consti~u~ic;>tl or fro~ ,the •� 
region itself? Or from the legislature?"� 

Brs. Hessler - From the Constitution. although the Constitution can 'delega,te .. toth,e 
General Assembly the allocation function of powers. 

Mr. Pokorny - If you leave it up to the legislature. you are getting right back to 
county government. The legislature will not make the decisions. • 
Mrs. Hessler - The legislature cannot give certain powers,notto regional gover~~ts, 
because there is no provision in the Constitution for setting them up. 

Mr. Pokorny - Even under the present structure, we could have Unprovements if we 
could get certain things through the legislature. Why do we assume thatth~,le,gls"1" • 
latere will act if we go to a regional approach? 

Mr. Loewe - If you spell out the powers in the Constitution, it makes the system s,9, 
rigid that you are right back where we are now. •Brs. Orfirer - He would have to work with the language to assure ,that there is SOQl8 

flexibility maintained. 
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}~. Kramer ~ AnQther approach is to turn the present system on its head - the powers 
of the General Assembly vis a vis local units, except municipalities. That is, instead 
of having only ,delegated local powers, you start out with the proposition that the 
local unit has all powers to carry out its functions except those specifically pro
hibited by the ~egiBlature. its charter, or the constitution1 If this were done by 
the Constitution, it wouldntt have to go through the legislature. 

Mrs. Orfirer P This would be the Fordham approach at a regional level. 
~• Hr. Kramer - You would not look to a delegation of powers, only to whether there was 

a restriction of power. This would be a device to overcome legislative inaction. 

• 
}~s. Pessier - l~hat functions are we concerned about in setting up regional governments? 
The chief problem is that we have developed metropolitan areas that cannot be controlled 
by any existing government. These developments occur because of the placement of 
highways, supported at least 90% by federal moneys, by the placement of various other 

• 

public utilities and then by the private sector purchasing and developing the land. 
The state should buy the land in the areas of grol7th, and control its use. The countie8 
may not trust the state, and may not like this because the state legislature has not 
been forward looking as far as county powers are concerned. But now it is beyond the 
county level, it's regional ~ and when you have regions of entirely different size 
and growth patterns, only the state can take the responsibility. 

~~s. Orfirer - What happens when the state buys the land? 

•� 
}~s. Hessler - The state can plan for the use of the land, and can control its use.� 
The state is protecting the public this way.� 

Mr. Pokorny - You cannot preclude private land speculation, because landowners who� 
O~1Il land where highways are built or near water are smart enough to understand the� 
value of their land and to hold it for a profit. 

•� }~s. Hessler - If the state controlled the ~ of the land, speculation could be con�
trolled. But a regional government cannot do it.� 

•� 
~~. RUBSO ~ Columbus has offered the simplest solution by annexation - you don't get� 
any water unless you become part of Columbus. Could we not take the most important� 
services and allocate the responsibility • for ex@mple, give a particular service to� 
Cleveland or Cuyahoga County and then make it ~possible for those in the county or� 
region or whatever to obtain that service except through the governmental agency au�

•� 

thorized to supply it. You will never get the people to delegate the power to a� 
different or new unit of government. The county commissioners and the city govern�
ments will be fighting the regional authority. So we have to look to the Constitution� 
itself, which has to be voted on by the people. If you give this power to the legis�
lature. the people will refuse to vote for it because it takes power away locally� 
and gives it to the legislature.� 

t~s. Orfirer - The reason we need regional government 1s because, in some areas. func~ 

tions such as water and air transcend county boundaries. 

• t~. Pokorny - Often, they transcend regional boundaries as well. Water pollution 
cannot be controlled even on a watershed basis. Ai~ pollution shifts with the wind; 
Pollution must be controlled on a wide geographic basis, and even regions may not 
solve these problems. 

• 
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l~s. Orfirer - ffuy should we have regional government? 

1~. Russo - For functions such as water and sewers. If the state passes a law applying 
to regions, then those administering the law in the regions must follow it. Regardless 
of a shift in the wind, the law would be applied in all the regions. 

~~s. Hessler - The power to set up regions has to be at the state level. The purpose 
of having regional government is to make it possible for people who know the area to 
make decisions, but that the overall land use control would be statewide, based on 
recommendations of regions of the sort that were presented to the Local Government 
Commission - for the purpose of planning and implementation of laws and policies de
termined by the state. 

r~s. Orfirer - Do you see regions as administrative arms of the state? 

}~s. Hessler - With a considerable input into the state policy from the regions. In 
Minnesota, the state has delegated certain powers to the Twin Cities metropolitan council. 
But the state ~ ;hange the powers given to the Council at any t~e, including the 
boundaries of the region. The state is the source of the local powers. We took that 
power away in Ohio in 1912 by the way we gave home rule to cities, and I think this 
has created many problems because now we have outgrown the cities. 

}~. Pokorny - I disagree with that concept, because you are taking the power away 
from the peo~e and giving it to a remote area of government in Columbus which hasn't 
got the slightest concept of the problems. 

}~s. Hessler - But the people elect the legislature. 

l~. Pokorny - And the county commissioners and the mayor and the city council. I 
believe we should give the powers to the local gove~nment8 and let them solve their 
own problems. 

11rs. Hessler - Some powers have to be delegated; the legislature cannot solve all 
local problems and is trying to solve more now than they should; but the legislature 
has to decide which problems can be solved locally. For example, the legislature 
should decide who should handle air pollution - statewide or regional. Should sewer 
systems be operated by counties or regionally? 

}~. Pokorny - I think the counties should have more authority, because county com
missioners are closer to the problems than the state legislature, and know what they 
are. No one else has the same problems as Cuyahoga county, or the same population, 
or the same conditions. It's frustrating to come to Columbus and have to try to get 
things through the legislature. 

}~. Loewe - What powers would you be willing to give up to a regional unit? 

}~. Pokorny - Water and air. 

}~. Lowew - How about land use? zoning? 

}~. Pokorny - Zoning we have nothing to do with. ~le have a regional planning organ
ization that is starting to work - the rural and urban people have their input, and 
l1e reach compromises and make decisions, as the federal government insists on, and 
it is beginning to work. Until the federal government assumes some responsibility 
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in the water and air fields, 1 would be willing to have these hanaled regionally, 
although i tni1l1(. ~ile6e t'roblecs transcend rentons JUBt as they transcend counties. 
The regional concept is not a utopia. Local units should have input into a regional 
unit just as I have input into our 7-county regional planning unit. Our transpor
tation committee-all sit together and draw up a plan that will affect us all. 

}~s. Hessler • But cannot be implemented. 

l~. Loewe - All this happens because the federal government says, you have to do it 
this way and have regional plans or you don't get any money. That's not going to 
happen at the state level. 

lIrs. Drfirer - We are back to what do we need a regional government for? 

Hr. Bay· I see the need 8S an agency that can Imoclt heads together t-1hen you can't 
Get agreement othen1ise. It's a decision-making body that imposes decisions on the 
counties and municipalities after getting all the inputs from them. Planning and 
development are the central areas. The regional agency, beyond that, should have 
options of takinG on other functions turned over to it by the local units. If it 
controls planning and development, it can operate a sewage system if it so desires 
or it can tell the center city to operate it for the region. If local units want 
to turn over the refuse collection function to the regional agency, they could. I 
would give it basic powers - much like Twin Cities Council, but more general purposes, 
taxing powers, sufficient money to sustain itself. The regional agency l'1ould have 
pmler to set standards, for example, for individual sewerage 8y~ems within the region, 
uithout necessarily taking over the operation of that function itself. 

l~. Bay - I thiwc I would like to see the regional government have key powers but 
still leave the other powers with the local units rather than putting it in the posi
tion of playing one local unit against the other. The regional government might say 
that Columbus should provide the basic sewer system for Franklin County or Delaware 
for Delaware County, but canaot force Columbus to provide the service for Delaware 
county. It would have a residual power to provide service upon a determination that 
a local government was not adequately providing a service. 

Mr. Kramer - It could enforce restrictions, or require affirmative action under a 
penalty of taking over a function itself. 

~~. Heminger - Functions would seem to be areawide are planning and zoning, police, 
some aspects of health, mass transportation, airport and port authorities and some 
facets of education might be multi-county functions, such as vocational education. 

~~. Kramer - Some people believe zoning is an infringement on their rights. No 
official in Bucyrus could get elected if he advocated zoning. 

Ik. Russo· Some states have, by state law, taken over the zoning powers. 

}~s. Hessler - The American Institute of Architects has had a task force on the 
question of land use controls and concluded that, in the future, development and 
planning controls must be on a much larger scale - people can't just buy a lot and 
build a house. Development must be economic and for creating better communities-
zoning may not be so important in the overall development of communities, because 
the planning will be based on density of population desired, and meeting the needs 
of the people in the community in terms of parks, etc. Zoning, as such, may be on 
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the way out, but it is still very important to people who have it because it is 
protection for them. 

~~. Loewe - There uon't be a big protest at land use planning in areas that are not 
notl developed because no one lives there yet. It would be difficult to try to trans
fer the traditional type of local zoning laws to a county or regional setting. 

l.irs. Hessler - An area like Forest Park is an e:tample of a planned conmunity which 
doesn't need zoning, because no one is going to put an industrial plant in the 
middle of it. 

Hr. Loewe - But there are a few highrise apartment houses they are toJorried about 
because of the population density. 

lIrs. Hessler - So you try to control the density depending on the public facUities 
you are planning to install. 

~~. Ostrum - How do we get support for a broader or regional approach to solving 
some of these problems that we all recognize can no longer be handled locally with 
the mult~icity of local units we now have? Some of our local governments that 
can handle~~these matters locally efficiently can do so because they are wealthy and 
they have the money, but others do not. But where governmental functions are not 
handled well because they do not have the money,they have to look to the federal 
government or wherever the money is. 

~~s. Orfirer - For regional governments, perhaps federal or state revenue sharing 
could help the funding problem. 

~~. Loewe - Existing local governmenta will feel their money is being taken away from 
them. 

Hr. Russo - In Cuyahoga county, we could use 1/5 of the state budget just in that 
one county to accomplish all the services we are talking about. It will cost 
$40)000,000 to buy the sewer system from Cleveland, without any money for additional 
construction, and 2 1/2 million just to study the possibility of making it a regional 
system. 

~~s. Hessler - You uill have to charge the sewer users to pay for the system. If 
you have to have setlers) you have to pay for them. 

Hr. Kramer - Summary: we're still talking on a general basis but there seems to be 
a consensus based on our observations and the criteria we considered before that 
there are a number of problems which, because of their nature and the existing po
litical setup, are not being ad~quately handled by local government and are not 
likely to be met by local government adequately under existing conditions. One 
mp.thod of meeting· these problems is a regional unit, because of several factors, 
including a wider geographic area which includes more of the area affected by the 
problems, or a uider tax base, or a wider base for the generation of fees for 
services, and also the ability to have a governmental body which can oversee and 
make policy for an entire region, not bound by narrow interests in part of a region. 
This type of government would then be able to exercise certain powers of its own 1n 
a region and to exercise certain supervisory powers over existing local governments 
tlithin the region. It has been suggested that one of the major powers of such a unit 
is planning and development. Others are zoning, mass transportation, some educational 
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functions, ports, airports, police and fire protection, lewers, water, solid waste 
disposal, air pollution. These functions might not necessarily be given to each 
re3ional unit, but the regional unit might be given some of the basic powers and 
have the ability to accept and carry out some of the others if voluntarily turned 
over by local units, or a power in the regional unit to take over if the local. are 
not adequately providing--or the state might give powers to the regional unit ona 
finding that they are not adequately handled otllen~ise locally. lIe have not had 
much discussion yet about financing the regional units. 

}~s. Orfirer - Should the officials of such a unit be elected from the region? from 
local subdivisions? 

Hr. Loewe - If they have powers to carry out services directly affecting the people, 
I think the elected process is practically mandatory. 

l~s. Hessler • One man· one vote would seem to require this. 

l~. Kramer - If it is a general unit of government, that is true. But not every 
unit that has the power to tax and to spend public funds has to be elected on that 
basis. Some of our existing units with planning and advisory powers on a regional 
basis do not, apparently, have to be elected on that basis. Even where you set them 
up on the basis of representation of subunits ",ithin the overal~ unit, they do not 
have to be proportionally representative. However, if we did provide for elected 
officials, then I think they would have to be elected from districts of substantially 
equal in population. 

~~s. Hessler· Could the Constitution specify that the state set up regional units 
without specifying in the Constitution what form of government they would have? 
There might be different choices··or you might start with appointed officials and 
then go to elected. Might not be uniform among the regions. 

}~s. Orfirer • I believe we talked about alternate forms, so that several options 
might be open. 

1~. Kramer - As with counties, the General Assembly could provide alternate forms 
or we could provide for a charter so that the people themselves could determine 
thc form of government. Counties po not get the cooperation from the local units 
of government nor do they get the power they need from the state legislature. Some
l1here, an infusion of powers has to come from outside those two sources, and this 
,",ould be through the constitutional provisions. 

}~s. Hessler - I l~ould prefer that members to a legislative body on a regional basis 
empowered to make decisions would be elected to that body on a one man • one vote 
basis, rather than representing a constituency that controls their vote, such as a 
city, but I hope we can keep some flexibility in the Constitution. 

~~. Loewe· How about the executive? Is that required to be elected, or can the 
executive be an appointed official? 

}~s. Hessler - lle have that option at the county level. I don't know why we couldn't 
have it at the regional level. 

t~. Kramer • Flexibility is important but the whole concept of a regional government 
as being a functioning body which has definite pOl1cr may depend on lihether it wUl 

• 
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be popularly elected and representative with powers independent of the constituent 
governmental units, as opposed to the councils of government as we lcnow them now-
subject to the direct control of the constituent units. 

}~. Loewe - Some people like the representation from the jurisdictions because it 
keeps their identify alive and does not submerge them, as might happen if people were 
directly elected from a district to serve on a regional government. 

l~s. Hessler - That is the very reason that the COGs don't work. 

l~. Russo - If you had at large elections, and had combined Cuyahoga county with six 
or seven other· counties, all the representatives would be from Cuyahoga county because 
it has the largest population. 

}~. Pokorny - Even if you elect from districts, the total population of Cuyahoga 
county is greater than the total of the other counties, and they will be reluctant to 
join--just as in the regional planning unit--because they will say that Cuyahoga county 
,"1111 getall the advantages. 

11rs. Hessler - The answer to that is, that they have to join or they don't get any 
money. 

l~. Kramer - The Constitution could provide that joining is mandatory, not optional, 
by establishing the regions in the Constitution or giving someone the authority to 
say that these are the regions. 

1~. Pokorny - l~ould the legislature have the power to subdivide a county and make it 
part of two regions or more? 

Hrs. Hessler - We should establish criteria which uould prohibit dividing counties. 

1~. Russo - As a practical matter, there will be a lot of politics involved in what 
is included in the regions - Cuyahoga might want to team up with Lake, for example, 
which has no taxing problems. 

1~. Russo - Perhaps the committee should adopt the regional idea as a strong constitu~ 

tional concept, very general in nature so it is palatable to the legislature, and per~ 

missive, but not binding. 

Mr. Kramer - The legislature could establish regions and 4istricts now--as has happened 
with health districts, which 1s not necessarily a state function any more than police 
protection, which is also a matter of health, safety, and welfare. The question is 
about local self-government, and whether the state can make general laws with which 
the local ordinances cannot conflict. For state functions, there is no question now 
that the state can create regions, but we did have a discussion about the state set
tinG up units to carry out state functions which have traditionally been carried out 
by the county as an arm of the state. The discussion was about whether the state 
could take away pmlers from the counties, and leave them a mere shell, and give these 
powers over to a new form of government as an administrative arm of the state, since 
the constitution does not recognize the existence of counties and provides that there 
must be a vote within a county before it can be abolished. If, as a matter of fact, 
you abolish the county by taking away so many of its powers that it becomes a shell 
and give them to another unit, that other unit may be construed to be a county not· 
created in accord uith the Constitution. So it could be a problem if regions were 
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established which had cOl1nty po,."ers. Some of the pO't1ers which have been added to 
counties - such as 't]aters and sewers and solid waste - in addition to the traditional 
powers of roads and collecting taxes, etc. - could be taken away and transferred to 
other units, but the things which make a county a county might not be able to be 
tal;en away. 

Hrs. Orfirer - The pouers we are talking about, though, fall into the category of 
the ones given to counties in the first place by the legislature, not traditional 
county powers. What is the federal government decanding in regionalization? 

t~. Loewe - The usc of regions for the administration of federal funds, so that there 
is planning and coordination. This will make it eaGier to make the creation of 
recions by the General Assembly mandatory. 

t~. Pokorny revieued the various agencies to plan and receive and distribute different 
federal program moneys in northeastern Ohio - there are different agencies for law 
enforcement money, for example, for the city and the county. 

~~s. Hessler - All these things could be put into a single regional government. 

r~. Ostrum - The federal government may change its programs and criteria. 

~ks. Orfirer - If the state sets up regions, would not the federal government use 
those and not require all these separate and overlapping agencies? 

t~. Kramer - We want to make sure that we consider that the state for its own pur
poses 1s creating regions and whether it needs to be recognized in the Constitution 
or at least that the Constitution not preclude the General Assembly from making 
these regions coincide as nearly as possible with state needs. 

Mrs. Orfirer - If there are going to be regions, they should be the same as far as 
possible for all purposes - federal and state and local. 

t~s. Hessler - The purpose of the local government services commission is to obtain 
a complete inventory of services and costs so that they can determine what makes a 
logical organization into regions. Perhaps they can come up with some agreement by 
the end of the year about creating regions for the administration of state functions~ 

but they still might not be ready to state which local services should be handled in 
uhich way. 

}~. Kramer - From a constitutional standpoint, it would be ideal if we could say 
that regions for administration of state services should coincide "itb local gov
ernment services but we don't want to provide that it has to be done, or to do any
thing that would preclude it. 

}~s. Orfirer - We don't want just to add another set of boundaries to those already 
existing. 

}~. Pokorny - We have to provide enough flexibility GO that you can do what was done 
in law enforcement - take the high impact crime areas and give them special assist
ance. They won't fall into a single regional pattern. All functions will not fall 
into the same patter~. 

~~. Kramer - These problems cannot be easily sorted out--we are now recognizing the 
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exi!:lting situation. If a state, on its own, sets up a system 9f"re3ions, it ''1i11 be 
possible, I believe, to work with the federal agencies, even though at present they 
are constantly chan~in~ their requirements. So we need a certain amount of flexi
bility in the Constitution for this reason. If we are to make a rational system 
out of our government, we should assume that l-1e must have something ue can work with, 
and that the federal agencies will accommodate us. He still have not really dis
cussed municipal corporations. After we have looked at all the possibilities, we 
may decide that, initially, what we need to do is something about the existing units. 
He must come back to the things we have started ldth and make decisions. He '-lill 
discuss municipal corporations and then take up both county and municipal charters. 

Mr. Pokorny - I think l'1e should strengthen county government by removing the hurdles 
in the Constitution, and making it easier to adopt home rule. We cannot do that and 
have regionalism at the same time; because in the latter, we may end up uith a mere 
shell of county government. We cannot have both. 

Hr. Loewe - I think you can have both- -the people can decide whether they "lant 
stronger county government or regional government. 

Hrs. Hessler - We nm1 talk about two-tier government, and perhaps we should talk 
about three or four tier government. 

M~. Russo - Perhaps lIe can strengthen county government by giving it the option for 
regionalism. If we ~ave Cuyahoga county the powers of a county charter and give it 
the right to join with or deal with the adjoining counties, we are giving it the 
authority to deal with problems on a regional basis without taking ~~ay any authority 
from the county connnissioners. 

Mr. Pokorny - We can do that presently by contract. 

Mr. Russo - But we haven't spelled out the legislative powers you need, such as the 
power to tax. We haven't given you a strong county form of government with which to 
work. If we put that in the Constitution, you can do it very simply. If the region 
took over the Cuyahona county sewer system, it could spread the tax out allover the 
region. It would be a multi-county approach, but with the power to tax, it would 
be much more effective. It is not clear yet to me hmf this will work, but I would 
like to see a stronG county government that could nen~tiate with other counties on a 
regional level and lIouid have the rights that go ''lith it, the same as a charter 
amendment. 

~~. Kramer - TIlere are already extensive powers to enter into voluntary agreements. 

Mr. Russo - But there are no taxation rights or right to take proper.ty to go with it. 
Cuyahoga county cannot go to Richmond Heights and say: You are part of the county 
S~'1er system. We could give them that right - to go into the suburbs and take over 
the services at the county level and then they could negotiate at the regional level. 
They would not have to pasa a county charter, if our proposal would give this authority 
to them. Both the regional concept and the strong count)'''(:oncept ,·li11 be difficult 
to sell. But many people have already determined that there has to be a stronger 
county. Many have not yet seen the concept of regions. 

11r. Kramer - ~~ny counties resist any changes in their own power and structure be:
Cause they think they are doing fine as things are. Only about a dozen counties feel 
any real need for change presently. Classification may be the answer to resistance 
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from those counties that do not see a need for change. The question is: is the county 
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the appropriate unit to take care of the kinds of problems that we see as needing 
a regional approach? 

• ~~s. Orfirer • It ,~ould have been easier if the state had gone ahead and established 
regions in those areas where there is a need. 

• 
Hr. Loewe· I think that by the time the proposals of the Constitutional Revision 
Commission get to the ballot. the Governor will have acted to create regions, and 
they nill have been tested so that there will 'be some sort of history. 

Brs. Orfirer - Shall ne continue this discussion or shall we try to have an expert 
for the next meeting? Someone who can help us cut through all this? 

• It was agreed to invite someone from the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council to 
meet "lith the committee in August. 

Hr. Poltorny - l'le need someone to tell us what they did with their municipalities, how 
did they elect the regional structure, what powers do they have, do they conflict 
with the underlying poners of the municipalities? 

• }~. Loewe - It would be good to have a person with knowledge of a specific regional 
concept. such as the ~~in Cities, but also a generalist such as Bill Cassella of 
the Hational Municipal League who could give an overall view of regions generally. 
including the good and bad features and where they ~10rk and where they don't; 

• ~~. Kramer - Also keep in mind Toronto - even though the conditions are not the 
same, ve should remember that we are now trying to decide, not how to accomplish 
reGi~balism, but whether it is worth accomplishing. 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Const!tutional Revision Commission 
August 16, 1972 
Local Government Cormrdttee 

Summary of Meeting 

Present in addition to Committee members Mrs. Orfirer, Mrs. Hessler, Rep. Russo, 
Senator Calabrese, Mr. Ostrum and Mr. Heminger were Senator Kermeth ,rolfe from Minnesota, 
County Canmissioner Seth 'ralt of Cuyahoga (;ounty, Mr. Martin Jenkins of the Development 
Committee of Greater Columbus, and l-ir. Ed Loewe of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce. 

Mrs. Orfirer a Senator HoIfe, we're really delighted to have you with us here tonight. 
And as we start loold.ng at the problems of regional government, we couldn't think of a 
better place to go than to the Twin Cities. And so we're eager to hear what you have 
to tell us about it. Do you have a few remarks you would like to make before we start 
bombarding you with questions? I think most of what you have to say l'1ill come out in 
your response to questions, but perhaps, you might want to give us a little idea of hOW' 
this all began. 

Senator Wolfea Thank you. Gomebody said to be classified an expert you have to have ' 
cane more than a thousand miles, so I guess that I don't quite qualify, but I am happy 
to be here tonight. I have been to a number of cities and towns in the U.S., talking 
about the Twin Cities experiment, and that is exactly what it is--an experilllent. It's 
an attempt to solve some urban problems--whether our pattern can be followed exactly 
is another question--I would imagine that you would have to modify itsanewhat. He I re 
not sure as to exactly i-There we're going--plans are being modifed all the time. Greater 
powers are being given to the l1etropolitan Couneil than were originally intended in the 
act--and I would like to just give you a brief history of how we got involved in this. 
Just from my standpoint--as one individual who SalrT it from its beginnings. The State 
League of Uunicipalities in Minnesota has been a viable organization, and taken a lot 
of interest in l-That's happening. In 1965, they organized a subsection of the State 
League called the Urban Section. I wound up being chainnan of this particular section 
of the State League. . 'e had a wonderful crew of people working on the Committee-I 
think that there were ttrlenty people ",orking on the Cammittee--we thoul:,ht our first job 
should be to try to identify our problem and get cooperation among the municipalities 
and governmental entities to try to solve these problems. We never thought at that 
time of setting up any superbody whatsoever. 

From 1955 to 1965 we tried the cooperative approach. TIe have 130 canmunities in the 
metropolitan area of Minneapolis-St. ?aul. je have canmunities that run between the . 
population of 350 up to a half a million. They run the whole gamut of size. We also have 
7 counties in the Metropolitan area--it's half the population of the state of Minnesot~, 
about 2 million people. He tried to identify the problems and the problems we identified 
were mechanical problems--mechanical to the extent that they llere sewage, treatment and 
disposal, transit, green areas and parks--we identified the whole gamut of urban prob- ; 
lems--but we didn't know how to solve them. Tre didn't know how to approach it, so we 
thOUGht that we would start by the (;ooocil of Qovernments approach so in each of the 7 
counties we set up regional councils of governments. These served as a sounding board· 
for all the problems affecting the cities and their suburban areas. We had some very, 
spirtted discussions at these meetings. Another mayor and myself wanted to do somethiIlg 
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on a regional basis. The big push at that time was to make one si~le city out of the 

• 7 county area. We truthfully were trying to save local govennnent--and we wanted to 

• 

only give those pOl'1erS to a regional government that local government couldn't handle 
on their own. That's as far 88 we wanted to go--and with that thought in mind, we start
ed \d.th what was then called the Hetropolitan Planning Agency, established by the 18gis
lature to plan for the metropolitan area. The one problem with metropolltan planning 
agency was that they would plan and they could plan--but they had no lIIUscle to imple
ment aD¥ plan they came up with. They spent over three million dollars developing a 
canprehensive plan for the area--and I tried to find a copy of that plan--I finally 

• 

found it in a closet. Nobody paid any attention. So we went to the legislature with 
the first and major problem that had to be solved immediately--untreated SEn1age going 
gown the Hississippi river--we had to do sanething about i t. ~le drafted with the aid 
of the Metropolitan Commission the first metropolitan bill which was introduced in the 
legislature in 1961, and passed the house in 61, 63, and 65, but it never got through 
the Senate. 're tried to get a traffic bill through-but that didn't get through the 

• 

legislature. He hadn't had aI\Y reapportiorrnent in the state of Hinnesota for 43 years; 
the rural areas controlled the state of Minnesota almost 100%. So we had a lawsuit in 
the federal courts and got reapportionment. Then I got elected to the Jenate, and I 
tried to get sane of my colleagues in the Senate interested in regional government, and 
we tried to set up sane kind of plan for a metropolitan agency whose only powers would 

• 

be those in which local government could not do the job by themselves. The cooperative 
approach as I explained before was like trying to grasp a balloon--the minute you think 
you have control over it, it pops. We never could get anybody totally agreed on where 
\.,e should go. So we went to the legislature, and in 67, we proposed a council to be 
set up, an elected cOUl18il--it was to consist at 14 members and the chairman. The 14 
members were to be elected fran districts canposed of two senate districts. We were 
given one man-one vote in that system. We had to compromise--and we wound up with a 

• 

fourteen member and a chainnan appointed-council. The fourteen members were appointed 
fran the districts and the chairman was appointed at large, by the govemor. The 
governor was to consult tdth the let,islature about his appointments. He did consult, 
but he didn't pay much attention, but he did an excellent job, and he put sane out
standing people on the Uetropolitan Council. He had some at the top business people 
in the area--people who probably 'tTould never have been ll1EIllbers if they would have had 
to run for election. These members serve on a part-time basis, except for the Chairman•. 
The ~hairman has practically a full-tiile job. He is a voting memberJ he presides at all 
the meetings of the Council; he acts as the principal executive officer. And he is 
responsible for carrying out all the policy decisions of the council. He appoints all

• of the council employees subject to the approval of the council, and the council sets hi~ 

salary. The pCMers we gave to the Hetropolitan Council were to be planning, and coor.. 

• 

dinating--which doesn't sound like much, but I have a copy at the act with me. I am not 
going to go through all the powers--but I '"10uld like to point out that in the process 
of planning they are required to come up loTith the development guide for the \'I1hole seven 
counties. This development guide shall include physical, social, and econanic needs of 
the metropolitan area, future developments which have an impact on the entire area, , 
including but not limited to such areas as land use, parks, open space, airports, high

• 

W1!7S, public libraries, schools, health facilities, transit, and others. We set up , 
the Transit Commission which must comply with the overall Development Guide. An¥thing 
that they do or recomend must be approved by the Council in the process. We set up a 
metropolitan sewer board--they too must cane ,,11 thin the scope of the Metropolitan Council 
and 8I\Ything they do must recei\Te their o.k. Also we gave the metropolitan council 'Jihe 
right to review all federal grants to municipalities, Nhich gave them considerable pbwer 
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as far as the planning Nithin municipalities. Any major comprehensive plan of ~ 

municipality must be submitted to the metropolitan council; the council must then 
either o.k. it or within sixty days, they must t:;ive reasons 't'Thy not. They have Within 
their scope the prevention and control of air pollution; acquisition of and financing 
of suitable parks and open spaces, the control and prevention of water pollution in 
the metropolitan area, the control of long range planning in the metropolltan area, 
acquisition of the neassary facilities for the disposal of solid waste material, examiD8' 
ation of the tax structure, assessment!1ractices in the metropolitan- area, acquisition 
for storm water drainage, necessity for the consolidation of common services of local 
government, that consolidation being most suitable far the public interest; acquisition 
for development purposes in the metropolitan area. And then we went in the 11 session a 
step further, and said within themetropolitan area, we will put 40% of the entire growth 
of the industrial-commercial development into a canmon pot--which will be distributed 
then to all municipalities and school districts on the basis of population--whieh we 
did. This is the first time I have ever heard of anything like this. It's on a straight 
population basis. This provides additional funds for those areas that don't have the 
funds to operate. School districts receive funds on the basis of need. 

Mrs. Hessler: Hasn't the Citizens League recommended that this be on the basis of need. 

Senitor Wolfe: This probably will come. If it has done nothing else, it has slowed 
down this canpetititon among municipalities for tax base in our area--and the competi
ti on was really wild for awhile. Now in the 1971 session, tle expanded somewhat the powers 
of the Hetropolitan vouncil. '1e included water shed districts, health care facilities-
there '£-las tremendous campetititon among the hospitals in our area to build the biggest 
hsopital--now all the plans go through the metropolitan council, before funds fran the 
federal government can be used for this purpose. They must get a certificate fran the 
state department of health--a certificate of need--and that certificate can not be 
issued until the Hetropolitan crouncil has given its stamp of approval. A Transit 
Commission has been put more directly in the control of the metropolitan council, so 
that all of their plans must be cleared through the council. Now, I have made this as 
brief as I possibly could--to take you through fifteen years of development. The 
biggest single factor outside of the support of a few dedicated public officials was the 
Citizens League which got thepublic behind this thing t..rhich made it possible for this to 
get through the state legislature, and none of it was easy. Most of these things . 
passed by a very small margin--but I do have here the results of four or five hearings 
that have been held during the last bm months by the i1etropolitan Council throut:;hout 
the metropolitan area to allow local officials to cane in an hear 't'l1hat we are doing apd 
discuss where we should go. The surprising thing is that all of them, except for perhp.ps 
one, said that they are for the council. They think the council has made sane mistakes 
in judgment--but they are all for an elected council rather than an appointed one--and: 
the feeling behind this is that electec municipal officals don't feel that they should 
have to go thrQlgh an appointed body to get their plans through. Elected officials are 
more responsive--and they would like to see an elected body. 

Mrs. Hessler: The Citizens League said that the chairman of the council should exist 
clearly as a leadership office ,ond not merely as an additional duty imposed on one of 
the council members if they are to be elected. But that's not true is it? 

Senator Wolfe: No it isn't--that's a mistake. Somebody made a mistake, because he 
would be elected at large, and not elected from representing one of the council districts. 
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Mr. Loewe: If they did have elected council members, would the chairman have pretty 
much the same duties he has now, or would he change?

• Senator Wolfe: I would say that he would probably, in tmproposals 1'le have made up 
to this point, the chainnan was the only person not elected--all the fourteen council 
members were to beelected--but the chainnan appointed from the entire district. And 
the basic reason for this was the fact that having 2 million people vote for the office 
would make it a terrifically large political job, and we though that we probably would

• get a person of good caliber--but l'1e didn't uant to make it a political thina. So 
that was to be an appointive office, by the Council i teelf• 

Mrs. Orfirer: Phat were the original pressures to have the council appointed? 

Senator Wolfe: They came fram a senator--one of the more able senators--who though that

• an elected body representing half of the population in the state would beoane more 

• 

powerful or at least as powerful as the legislature. He didn't like this idea--he was 
very pCMerful--he was chairman of practically everything--and he cut out the election 
l1ortion. And he was able to bring it with him to the floor--the idea--he sold it by five 
votes, that it would have been too powerful a body. So we wound up lath it appointed-
but that was the only thing ,{-lmch was really changed. The rest of it was my bill--it 
has t-lorlred quite lIell. An appointed body has one disadvantage I think--aI\Y man who is 
elected to office has the tendency to feel that he must canmunicate with his constitu~ts. 

If there be a fault on the part of the metropolitan council members, they have a terri
fic amount of work to do--they are on a nart-time basis and their salary is nothing-
but they have not had constituency contact, and they don't talk to mayors. They should 
be talki~ to these people--they should be gettinb them on their side. As a consequence,

• there is sarne back S1'rirl among these people. Ilve told them to go out and talk, and 

• 

they respond that they don't have time to go out and talk to these people. Well, if theY'd 
been elected, they would have found time enoubh to go out and talk to them. I think 
there is a fear on the part of the mayors and councilmen that they would feel more 
canfor1lable if there was somebody elected from their district, and if he didn't come 
and talk to them, they'd have some sa:y about whether he got elected or not. 

Mrs. Orfirer: How did they happen to agree on the Governor to be the appointer of the 
chairman? 

Senator Wolfe: That was no.t too hot--somebody had to pick him out, and they had to� 
pick him from the entire seven county area. Nobody questioned that point. And both�

• times he has picked good council chairmen--excellend in each instance. The govemor� 
also appoints the members.� 

Senator Calabrese: How come they don't choose a chaiman from the membersmp--or is 
it more or less political? 

• Senator TTolfe: Probably so. It would mean then that this man who was appointed to 
serve on a part-time basis would then have to spend practically his entire time on th' 
job--because it is a full-time job. So I suppose that they thought that this wasn't 
the best way to get someone t,rho was willing to do this. We wanted to appoint someone 
who had the desire, the ability, and could take it on as a full-time job. 

• Rep. Russo: The people want to have elected representatives at the county level, nothing 
less than that, I would assume .. will be promulgated in the future. I 
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Senator Wolfet Sane unbelievable people--good people-..have accepted these appointments. 
One of the ':>enator's arguments against having the mell elected (the mEl\'lbers of the 
council, that is) was that we could get better men if they l'lera appointed. And we 
certainly have had t,ood members. I don't know if he is correct or not--but we sure do 
get some top-notch brass. Business people, attornyes, labor--surprisingly excellent 
civic-minded people. We had one woman member, and that's all, but I am sure that there 
will be more. And it's almost a certainty that we will have an elected council after 
the next legislative session. everybody is running on that basis--and that's the way 
it seems to me. 

Hr. Ostrum: Senator Wolfe, one of the reasons our committee has been discussine, is 
unit of government larger than local, regional governments, because of the problems 
of local government that can't seem to be solved by local government bodies. So if you 
take a problem like air pollution, one you mentioned earlier, can you gi.ve us any 
example of what the metropolitan council has done in regard to that problem. 

Senator Wolfe: We have a tendency to do in the state of Hinnesota what all goverments 
do all over the United States--that is to devise t'!IO or three solutions--or t\-10 or three 
bodies to take care of anything. At the same session at which we set up the Hetropolitan 
Council we set up the Pollution Control Agency for the state. Fe now have a little 
conflict between the pollution control agency and the metropolitan council because the 
powers overlap. The pollution control agency was threatening to sue the metropolitan 
sewage agency because it wasn't moving fast enough, but right now they have come to an 
agreement by which the pollution control agency 't'lill be the operating body--it will do 
the monitoring and set up the standard, but they must cane to the metropolitan council 
for approval of what they do so that it fits in wi. th the rest of the plan. The whole 
point of the metropolitan council is to coordinate--to see that these single purpose 
districts l-lOrk it out with each other where the sewer lines will go, where the monitoring 
systems will go. All must fit in under the metropolitan plan. They must get all their 
plans o.k.yed--instead of lettiIlt, them just go ahead--there really can be sane kind of 
organized planniIlf:;. I think we have solved the problem of the two agencies--telling 
them to get together. So that the pollution control agency will set the standard through 
out the state of liinnesota, including the Twin Cities area, and then the methods of 
monitoring and operating must be o.k.yed by the Council itself. 

Mrs. Hessler: Now who is payiIlf:; for this--for the 200 million dollars wmrth of sewers, 
for example? 

Senator Holfe: It's a user charge. The l1etropolitan Council only gets seven tanths of 
a mill to operate--so it's by a bond of the state of lli.nnesota. The municipality will 
pay about 35% of the cost of the installation, am the state and the federal government 
pick up the rest. So "1e are using the credit of the state and the federal government 
to provide the rest. Charges are set up on the basis of the fonnula outlined in the sew
age bill itself. The bill is a long and detaile0. bill--it allows for postponing sorne 
of the charges until the end of the development9 In this sewage bill, the most difficult 
thing we had to work out lias the charge system whereby we could take care of something; 
30 years into the future and still pay for it. rJe couldn't possibly pay for it today. 
Sane areas are still not developed. 

Mr. Ostrum: The metropolitan sewer board was not created by the metropolitan council, 
but by the legislature? 
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• 
Senator Wolfe: All of this was created by the legislature. It exempts the previous 
sewer district (Minneapolis-St. Paul) from the present new district. 

Mrs. Orfirer: How did the council get the various facilities you described? 

• 
Senator 'lolfe: 1-1e bought them. He bought out lIinneapolis. They were selling surplus 
capacity to suburban areas, at an outrageous cost. l"Jhen we bought out, we bought out 
that surplus from the city of Himleaplois. The price was determined on the basis or 
original cost, updated, tdth a depreciation, and it was set up in the bille-so that 
the legislature l-yould know "'hat the cost would be. It cost the city or HiMeapolis 
3~~ million dollars--and that was 45 years before--so under the fonnula they were paid 
back 140 million. But it would have cost us more than that to replace it. 

• Mr. Ostrum: Isn't there also a budgetary role? 

Senator nolfe: They also review the budgets of the setoJer ae;ency. \nd the council 
actually cut back on their bUd€;et this time, s¢ng that the agency was expanding too 
faat. 

• Mr. Ostrum: Hhat's the budget? 

Senator TroUe: I think it runs about 2 million dollars--I'm not positive. 

Mr. Ostrum: How large a staff does the council have? I can't imagine for such a 
council?

• Senator Wolfe: It's a pretty big staff. That 2 million dbllars is well spent. They 
have a large staff--there must be a hundrerl and fifty. 

}.fJ'. Loewe: Senator, when l'1as the comprehensive regional plan first canpleted? 

• Senator l-Jolfe: The plan is not totally complete yet. All the powers of the previous 
metropolitan planning commission were granted to the metropolitan council and all of 

• 

their staff was moved over. So they had a runnine-; start on the planning--they knew 
where the big development areas could go. As I said, much of their staff was inherited. 
The major part of their development guide is completed and then in some areas, like the 
health area, they haven't yet made the total decision. But for instance, in health 
care, we have way too many beds in hospitals in the metropolitan area, and it runs the 
cost way up--so they just put a lid on the number of beds. "Telre going to use the 
rac-ilities we have now. 

J.1rs. Orfirera Senator, when you started out, was there any opposition and where did it 
come from?

• Senator Tfolfe: Yes, there was a lot of opposition, and the major part of the opposition 
came from COllUIlUnities that bordered the rivers--they thought they could provide the 
sewage disposal more cheaply, and setoJage disposal was the 1st thi~ we wanted. These 
people who lived alon& the rivers wanted to run their awn sewage disposal, and skip the 
idea of a council. But these people were the minority--at no time did we have less than 

• 80% of the community behind us. But those communities spent alot of money trying to 
beat down the idea of a council--and a metropolitan sewage board--they hired consultants 
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and they really fought us--mainly local government officials. The counties fought us 
on the green spaces. But we always had 80r, support of the citizens. The big problem 
was the upstate representatives in the legislature. 

Senator Calabrese r Does Dade County have the same set up? 

Senator 1"!olfe t No, Dade County is very differenb. There they really went in and took 
over the municipal functions. irhen this was all being proposed I was President of the 
League of Hunicipalities. and we sent a couple of our men up to Toronto to look it 
over, and I ':rent up to Dade County and up to the Bay area, and up to Seattle--I didn't 
see anything I liked. In Toronto, they had one community--one county--and we had seven. 
The "ti',nglish are a different sort of people. OUr local government officials were not 
about to give up their local government power. They were wl1liIlb to give up the things 
they couldn't do themselves, but they weren't loti.1Ung to give up the other part. And I 
didn't want them to. 

The Council didn't have a lot of money, but they control all the special districts 
that loTe have now--and they coordinate all the plans, and the budget must be approved by 
them. So they control those expenditures of the special purpose districts. 

Mr. Taft: The thing that impresses me is that everything that the Senator describes-
it was not authorized by the legislature--it was passed by the legislature. "Thou 
shalt do it." Nml in our laws we've got a lot of permissive legislation--a lot of 
things we can do--lITe've been able to reorganize ~:r regions for 30 years here, and we've 
had about ten elections on the subject, and they've all been voted dOtm. The thing th~t 

our legislature has never been willing to do is to say IIThou shalt" •••reorganize along 
the following lines." As a matter of fact, the number of school boards in our state is 
maybe half what 1t was fifteen years ago, because of the compulsion of the state legis
lature, but they have never been wi lling to provide that canpulsion in the general 
government area. The legislature has got to act; the voters have been voted down too 
many times. 

~enator uolfe: In Hennepin County reorganization, I carried all those bills. 1.1e got rid 
of the elected county auditor, treasurer, sheriff, and put in a county manager. In otJ'ler 
counties, they did the same. Special laws passed for each county. 

Senator Calabrese: You see, Senator, we have all these public officials--mayors, 
sheriffs, ete., and they don't want to give up. If we don't do it by the legislature, we 
are never going to get it. 

Mrs. Hessler: You said that there was 80;'--almost universal--citizen approval. "t'le don't 
see to have had this, and thiR is what I am so interested in. That you managed to get 
citizen approval, although you didn't have a vote-I don't know how you did it. 

Senator T!olfe: Let me tell you what happened. I said we first tried to create a sounding 
board. 'The (.;itizens League, in one case--of citizens. \Je finally created a Metropolitan 
teague of Nunicipalities. And this was the sounding board. And we were in the paper 
everyday. I'll tell you--we had same battle royals at these meetings--unbelievable-
formal votes of censure were taken. I was censured by the council for proposing a 
metropolitan sewage district. The r1i.nneapolis Chamber of Commerce came out with broad!" 
sides against this whole idea. It took us a number of years of hard education, meeting 
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after meeting, selling it, cmd finally it got so that He could work together. Some of 

• 
my best friends are on the 11innesota city council--they cane to me lo1hen they want some 
of their legislation passed, because their own legislc:.tors don't have guts enough to 
pass them. We discovered something; and that is that the state legislature really Wt:o•., 

• 

the key. The key to the whole thinb~ These cities are important to our state, and 
they must be developed on a planned basis or they are going to get deeper into trouble 
all the time. The legislature has the pOto1er to do anythil1€;. T;e said the hell with the 
constitution--you can find a way to get around it in anything you want--the welling 
job has to be done to the letislature. I lobbied for this idea while I was I·iayor 
through the whole 61, 63, and 65 sessions. I spent a lot of time lobbying for this 
proposal. I uent from door to door. 

Mr. Taft: I think that right now, if the le€,islature were to pass a law, specifying how 
sewage problems were to be handled, the Supreme Court l.rould say that it's not a matter

• of local self-government. I don't think the Ohio Constitution is, anymore7'"i restriction 

• 

on the kind of regulations that we're talking about here--now maybe, the people don't 
like the idea of getting the supreme court to reverse itself, which is What they would 
be doing. That which l-laS local 50 years ago is no longer local. 

Senator Wolfe: \oA1at you need is people who will fight for it in the face of anything, 
in the face of damnation, if you think that is what you should do. If you feel you 
need canprehensive planny agency that will coordinate all these single purpose districts, 
then you are going to get these people to get up and get in the newspaper, and create 
fights and problems--out there where everyone can see them. 

• 
Senator Calabrese: Let the court decide, atter all. ':fe pass a bill, what are you 
worrying about the Constitution. Let's pass the bill. 

• 

Senator '..rolfe, If it doesn't do anything else, it at least cCllles back at the next 
session of the legislature. I really think it depends on whether or not you've got 
enough people who l-lant to do something--to get out there and work for it and really 
make some hard-nosed statements and keep on saying it. 

Mr. Taft: Locally, we tend to muddle through, to concentrate on the problem, rather 
than how the problem is being solved. And so lie get a solution that relieves the 
pressure to reorganize and so we don't reorganize. 

• 
Senator Holte. He still have counties functioning. It may be that lie stiU have one 
level of government more than we need. I wouldn't be a bit surprised to see, maybe 
within the next ten years, there uill be a local. municipality, there'll be a lot of 
consolidation, and then there will be a metropolitan council and if the counties 
don't serve a real function, they are not necessary. I don't know your problenls weU 
enough to tell you how it would be here. ,(aybe your county can be your coordinating body. 

• Mr. Taft: 'fe have one central county which is tt-m-thirds of the metropolitan area. It 
still is increasine,ly apparent to me as a county commissioJ)er that our county is now the 
metropolitan area--which in fact includes ,arts of seven counties around us. The majo~ 

functions of our county are really serving the metropolitan area, which is beyond the 
borders of the county. 

• Senator "folfe2 I guess instead of brill6illl:, all these docwnents, I copld have done you 
more good if It d brought you clippings from the newspapers for the last fifteel1 ye~s, 
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l~hen we battled this thing out. But that lias l~here we really had it--l-lhere the gut 
business came o~t--and it was' really a battle; it's a wonder I didn't get ulcers, and 
I wasn't alone. The C5.tizens League was a terrific help--they did great work in 
selling the community on it, and they didn't mind t;etting into a controversial stand 
and doing something. lIld uhen people see a group ldth the status of the Citizens 
League coming out for something, it really helps--they weren't partisan, they had no 
public or political officers--so they really could make a point. nut it took us ten 
years to get it done. 

Mr. Loewe: Senator, can you appraise some of the valid criticisms that are made of the 
present structure, of the council, that have been made by municipal officials in recent 
years, or that have been made by yourself? 

Senator Wolfe: The bie:;gest problem is the number of things that have come before the 
council, because it has had so much to do, and it has really been overburdened. 'they 
have so much to ;~o that they have a tendency to do the right thing, but not do it lnth 
a good selling Sob. I d.onlt think that I have any complaints about what they've done, 
I think that their decisions ha.ve been excellent--but they've made decisions and then 
they haven't thought that they had to explain it to anybody. The communication was not 
bad bet17een people as such, but between municipal officials and county officials, and 
the metropolitan council. I had a mayor tell me just the other day, they act like a 
bunch of bureaucl"ats over tl1Elre--they don't come and talk to us. I told him he has to 
go and communicate \-lith the council too--it's a two way street. The mayor felt that 
they should come to him, and that they were just appointed. They haven't been consulted 
enough. I think the mayor's objection l>1aS a valid objection. ':e've told them too. 
You've got to get out and talk to people. You've got to tell them why you are doing what 
you are doing. And I don't kna--r if the message has gotten through or not. But that 
is the biggest and most valid criticism I can think of. Other than that, I think they 
have done a magnificent job. 

l1r. Loewe: .I\re there any changes in the offing for the council that you haven't men
tioned? 

Senator Wolfe: No, I think that some of the laws establishing the various services 
need some clarification--the Transit Commission for example. I introduced legislation 
at the last session for this. The Airport Commission is the worst one--this is one mich 
was set up man,y years before the beginning of the council, or aQY of the other agencies. 
'\rlhat's happened is that they plan on their own--then come to the council for approval-
and the council is not in on the original planning. That needs to be changed. But 
other than that I think that we are in pretty good shape. 

l1r. Heminger: Have you had any big constitutional hurdles? 

Senator Holfe:' Only local consent. In the state of lfinnesota, we have run the whole 
gamut from one end to the other of our constitution on local consent. ~Te said no 
special law could be passed in the legislature, unless it was receiving of the consent 
of the local community "'hich it would concern. And then we went the other way and said 
that thel'e couldn't be any special legislation--you can't just \'Trite a bill for one" 
town. So talk' about getting around the constitution--they p'assed a bill \"lhich said that 
all communities in the state of Minnesota that have a hundred thousand population and are 
located in a particular county--and they made it stick. md finally to put this thinr:, in, 
we had to knock out the local consent clause, because if one corrununity in the seven v 
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county area had disagreed llith the metropolitan council act, they could have thrown 

• the whole thing out and killed it. So we mocked out the local consent clause. Now 
we can pass special bills in the state legislature t-ri. thout getting local consent. III 
Hinnesota, you have to pass a constitutional amendment by a majority ot those voting, 
too, and that's miserable. 

Mr. Ostrwu vas there a tight to get that constitutional amendment adopted.

• Senator Wolfel Fe got rid of it b,. legislative action, in 1967. 1 1ll leave you all 
the history of it. 1 re got rid of it by legislation, a.nd made it stick. The present 
constitutional provision reads, "Every law lIhich applies to a single local goverment 
unit or group of such units or a single county or a number of contiguous counties, is 
a special law, and shall name the unit or in the case of counties, the counties to

• ,.,hich it applies. The legislature may enact special legislation, concerning a local 

• 

goverrrnent unit. A special law, unless otherwise provided by general law, shall become 
effective only after approval by such bovernment unit, and by such majority of the 
goveming body••• " and so forth. We made a legislative change. He've gone back and 
forth on this three or four times. Constitutionally required approval of speltial laws 
unless general law provides otherwise--so we wrote a general law. That's haw we made 
it stick. So you can see, you can get around the constitution on anything. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Senator, we thank you very much. Your discussion is most illuminating. 

• 
Has everyone a copy of the draft that Gene prepared of suggestion leg;tslation for an 

amendment to the constitution7 We're also giving you copies of lola's suggested amend
ment. I thought that to start out with, it might help the discussion along a bit, by 
pointing out what this wording does accomplish, specifically and in general terms. It 
applies to the creation of regions. It provides that it would be mandatory for the 
general assembly to create the regions, and for the total area of the state. It leaves 
open temporarily the minimum and maximum number of regions which could be created by 
the general assembly. We had tentatively agreed that we thought there ought to be a . 

• minimum and a maximum, but we wanted to give the legislature between those, as we talked 
about earlier. It provides for a boundary canmission which would obviously set the 

• 

boundaries. This would reflect, as we heard at the last meeting, that we can't expect 
the legislature to be responsible for the technicalities of this--but give them a plan 
and have another group do that, and so on. It provides that the regional boundaries be 
cotenninous with existing groups of county lines, in every case except where a IIlIIJlicipal... 
traverses a county line.l'hi.s is the only loophole fran following sane sort of county 
boundaries. It provtdes that after these have been established, there should be sane 
way for the possibility of review of these boundaries, and it also tries to provide that 
this not be able to happen every six months or year or 50--S0 that they aren't constantly 
bombarded, with requests to change a boundary line before you can really see how they &fe 
working--but there should be sane way to reconsider how they are drawn at some interval.. 

•� on a fairly periodic kind of basis. Do you want me to continue this way, going through'� 
the bill, or do you want to stop now, and discuss how they are created. 

I-frs. Hessler: This is a constitutional draft--doesn't the legislature have the power 
to do this without a constitutional amendment? 

• Mr. Kramer: Yes , it. has the pm-rer. 

•� 
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Mrs. Hessler: What you're doing here then is making it mandatory and setting up certain 
standards for how it is to be done. . 

Mrs. Orfirer: Form of li:,overnment. The first thing is the means of adopting the form 
of government, and this could be done according to this wordiIli:. in three ways. It 
could be done in a statutory way by general law; it could be done by special law in one 
or more regions, but in that case, it provides for a referendum of the people; or by a 
charter, within that region, and that the procedure for implementation of the charter 
would be prescribed by the general assembly rather than being spelled out in the cons
titution. The structure would provide for a separate legislative and executive branches, 
the legislative branches to be either elected ar appointed as determined by the ret:,ion. 
They would either be appointed or elected from unifonn districts or a canbination of 
districts and at lart;e. Then, basica ' ly, what was outlined was powers, and there were 
certain principles behind the spelling out of these powers. '1'e bring to you for your 
thoughts and discussion that these regions would begin lath fairly limited powers, and 
to have the ability to add more as the region acquires experience in handling these 
problems, and the confidence of the people lolithin the regions develops. The stages of 
powers within these regions l'1ould be three: one would be the planning and review 
function uhich they would mandatorily have at the outset; they would also be able to 
contraot for services with the local governments on a voluntary kind of basis. The 
next step could be the assuming of services and functions that are nO\'1 provided by units 
of local f>overnment, and there are qualifictions made for this, the reaana for which 
will be obvious. One is that it ldll be a constitutional mandate that there will have 
to be notice, and a hearing before this took place. Such a takeover would be subject 
to both the initiative and the referendum, and that in the absence of initiative or 
referendum procedures, it would be subject to a veto of the general assembly. We 
tried to make this as warkable, as equitable, and as politically feasible as possible. 
~']hat is really does is provide the capability of taking over functions without the 
requiring of the taking over of functions. It does not dismantle any present units, 
which I think is very important. It provides polltical checks and balances over the 
assumption of power. It becomes not threatening because it is subject to the control 
of the people and the legislature. The regions would have a limited for of home rule-
all those powers except those denied by t,eneral law, or charter, or statute. That is 
basically how lole see what this provides. And it is more an expansion and condensation of 
the material we sent out to you with the draft. Now shall we just start reading the form 
of the draft itself, and we can discuss what we have just outlined' here. . 

"'me general assembly shall by law divide the state into not less than and not more 
than regional units of local government, and establish the boundaries thereof, and 
may, as hereinafter provided, revise from time to time the number and boundaries of 
such regions. II 

Mr. Kramer: I think that it is important to note that these are regional units of local 
government, and this is as ttistineuished fran state subdivisions for purposes of admin
istration--these N'ould be general units of local government, operating l·d.th their own 
powers, and handling local problems. 

Mrs. Hessler: How does this ~10rk in with the phrase "local government" in the hane 
rule article? 
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Mr. Kramer: It is not local self-goverment-this is merely descriptive of what it is,

• and doesn't result in the conferring of pouersunder the local self-government provision 
of the Constitution. 

Rep. RuSSOI There is a conflict in the lal1€!.uage--that a certain number must be created 
initially but unlimited changes are pennitted. 

• Mr. Kramer: The intention is that any revision would be within the min:imwn and maximum 
number. The boundary commission approach is just used initially, because this would 
be a difficult thiI16 for a legislative body to initiate on its own but once you have 
the system established, you wouldn't have that problem. 

Mrs. Hessler: Would a commission be as effective a method as using an executive

• agency or the Uovernor to set up the districts? 

Mr. Kramer: The boundary conunission would not be directly a political matter. It is 
stipulated that not more than half of its members can hold political office. 

Mrs. Hessler: l1aybe none of them should.

• Mr. Kramer: This is just eanething to talk fran, and maybe that should be a' point for 
consideration. 

Mrs. Hessler: It seems to me extremely desirable that any regionalization of state 
functions should be coordinated with regional functions as created here. You're going

• to get terribly confused about where to &0 if you have different boundaries for the 
local administration of state functions and the local administration of regional 
functions. 

Mrs. Orfirer, It can work either l",ay. It would have to be a cooperative effort. 

• Mr. Kramer: I think it would of course be an ideal, but we have to recognize that they 
might not coincide in any event. 

Mrs. Hessler: The state might not be able to put all of the functions into coterminous 
groups. 

• Mr. Kramer: So that it would be great if they did coincide, but I don't think we would 
want to require in the Constitution that they must coincide. One or the other would 
possibly be forced into disadvantageous boundaries. 

I'JrS. Hessler: 'Jouldn't it be easier to get the citizens of Ohio to pass such an 
amendment than to get the e,eneral assembly to do this? If you take it to the people,

• you have a tremendous education job as we all knOl'l, but maybe you ou{:;ht to start with 
the legislature and then take it to the people if you can't get it thrauoh there. 

Senator Calabrese: You have to do it through the legislature. Otherwise, lou're never 
going to get it. 

•� Rep. Russo: It's much easier tor us to say "the powers not denied by the constitution."� 
It's too long, and you have to argue on too many individual points. 
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Mr. Kramer: No question that it is much simpler, but I think that there are many 
ramifications to it. People may fear to have a regional government come in and take over 
.all.powers. This language is limiting \nth a purpose--to provide the region with sane 
basic limited pOl.,ers and the planning and review powers and to allow them to develop 
from there. This ,.,ay, they could not take on too m~ things at once•. The idea of 
this proposal is to give them power and then let it develop fran there. 

Hr. Loewe: Once we've got this in tlie constitution, there's nothing we can do to get 
around it short of going back to the voters. The chances for unconstitutional acts in 
the region happen more often. 

Mr. Kramer: You're talking about a complicated subject. Of necessity, you can't l-Trite 
about it in half a dozen words. A lot depends on how you envision a regional government-
if you think it is feasible and workable then you can give it a broad power--then 
obviously, you don't need a provision that Soes into great detail about its powers and 
limitations. And if you feel that the regional system of government is somethiIlb which 
many people would basically distrust, because of t'Je loss of control, and problems l'1hich 
have COl,Ie up, then regional government has to be strengthened in certain ways, and its 
pOTr:rers should be limited and its ability to take over functions should be limited also, 
and subject to political control. 

Urs. Hessler: You spell out that such a regional government could take over any 
services which the people give it, so you wouldn't have to go back to the Constitution, 
and amend it. 

Mrs. Orfirera Where the restrictions come in it is more difficult, and this is what we 
thought was essential; because it was the only way to not scare off every other public 
official and every other person who wants to maintain identity with his cwn home 
community--and they do have certain functions l-lhich they are capable of carrying out. 
t'!e've talked here very briefly about the tlvO extremes--one of having a regional govern
ment but not handling everything and leaving some things to be handled on a local level, 
and this is what lve attempted to do with this. I think it really is a very exciting 
kind of concept, and maybe lmat we really need to do is to contime to read along and 
discuss it as loJ'e go along so that we're all at the same place at the same time--in terms 
of where it is fiexible and where it is limited--and then decide loThere you want to loosen 
it and tighten it. As you go along there are probably certain things in it that cannot 
be done any other way than in the Constitution. It's a question of whether you want tq 
do them or not. 

Mrs. Hessler: !\s we go along, will you point out those things that do reqUire consti
tutional amendment? 

Mrs. Orfirer: Number of re~ions considered l'1aS approximately nine as a minimum. 

Mr. Kramer: Possibly as many as twenty•••••The draft attempts to present a great many 
ideas) not all of l-1hich may be necessary to the proposal--but there are a couple of lim
itations provided for the number of regions. One limitation is the maximum number, ancl 
there is also a provision dealine, ldth the compactness and contiguity of the territory: 
and the appropriate size of providing governmental services on a regional basis. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Let's go on together. "Not later than so m~ months after the effective 
date of this section, the Governor, the Speaker of the House, and the President pro 
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tempore of the Senate, shall jointly appoint a cOl'lll1ission consisting of so many tlembera 
not more than half of l1'hom shall hold other public offic'1 ••• " This is a debatable 
point, mentioned by lola, of whether you want any of them holdi~ pUblic office or not, 
anyway•••"who shall within a certain time after their appointment, subnit to the General 
Assembly their recommendation as to the number of re~ions to be created and the bounda
ries thereof. Each region shall be composed of compact and conti!:SuouB territoties, and 
be bounded by county lines, except that each municipal corporation shall be located 
entirely within one region, and shall be of appropriate size and canposition for the 
purpose of providing governmental and proprietary service;. on a regional basis for the 
protection and advancement of the health, safety, and welfare of its inhabitants. The 
General Assembly by a 3/, vote of the members elected to each house may on its otm 
motion or on the petition Of the legislative authority of any region, of the legislative 
authoiryt of any county or mUnicipal corporation l<d.thin each region, revise the numbers 
or boundaries of any region, but the boundary of any region shall not be revised within 
a period of so many years after it i::1 established." I would hope that could be simpli
fied, Gene, because I think all He really want to get across is that there is a way 
that this can be reviewed and corrected, but not everyday. 

Hr. Kramer: There are a number of mUnicipalities that cross county lines--itfs usually 
a small portion in another county--there are a few--The problem is that if you say, 
"shall be bounded by county lines," then there may be a situation in which a municipal
i ty may be divided. 

Mrs. Orfirera This is l'l1'hat l"le Here trying to avoid, as some of you mentioned. 

Hr. Loewe: Of course, in such cases you might belong to one region but contract with 
another for certain purposes. 

Rep. Russot You might change the lIord "shall" to "may" to deal with individual situa
tions. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You mean that "each municipal corporation may be located within only 
one region" so that it is an exception to drawing the line alo~ the county borders. 

Hrs. Hessler: I don't like the idea of requiring a 3/5 vote of the general assembly. 
I never liked anything but a majority. 

Mr. Kramer: They are required to be set up so it is not practical to reqUire an 
extraordinary majority. to set up regions. Bat it makes it difficult to change what is 
done. It requires stability of regions and to make sure that there is only a change 
when it is really wanted. 

Mrs. Hessler: I think stability is a bad thing. You shouldn't make change difficult. 

Mrs. Orfirer: ~.IW other canment on this one? On the 3/, vote? Bces anyone else have 
feelings with or disagreeing l·Jith lola's? 

Mrs. Hessler: You're talking about change, and this motion would come from the regions-
I just don't see ,,,by it should be more diffieult to change. 
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Hr. Kramert Uhat we were emphasiziIJt; was the stability of boundaries. I duppose •
inertia would itself require a lot of stability. It has to be approved by referendum 
in the counties. Once the reg.ions are set up and they are operating, that in i tsel! 
would be a great deterrent. 

Hr. Taft: I understand why some of these details t'1ere put in--to make clear tlhat is 
intended. on the other hand, when you finally get dOtm to l·lTitiIlb a constitution, • 
super detail is worse than litigation. 

l~rs. Hessler: What about "the General Assembly may revise the numbers and the 
boundaries"? 

}Irs. Orfirer: "The General Assembly shall provide by ge1.eral law for the fom of • 
government for regions, and for'the framiJ;18 and adoption by the electors of any region 
of a charter providing fC1I.' the form of government." 

Hr. Loewe: That implies that there is a form of government for all the regions immed
iately, when they go into existence, but then there would be a charter if they adopted 
one. • 
Mrs. Orfirer: "'the general assembly may also, by special law, applicable to one or 
more regions, provide for an alternate form of government for such region or regions, 
but no such form of govermnent shall become operative until the same shall have been 
submitted to the electors thereof and approved by a majority of those voting thereon, 
under regulations provided by 1all. 11 • 
Mr. Kramer: The charter and the alternative form must be voted on. 

Mrs. Orfirer: "The fC1I.'m of government of each region shall provide for an elected or 
appointed executive officer, and for an elected or appointed legislative authority, • 
consisting of representatives from districts, or a combination of representatives elect.ed 
from districts and at large." 

Mrs. Hessler: I don't understand that--providing for either elected or appointed--we've 
got to decide that. •Mr. Loelle: Why do you have to spell that out--that it shall be .either elected or 
appointed? 

Mrs. Orfirer: What l'1e are saying is that you have the choice. You are mandating that 
either is a possibility, for each region to make that choice. •Mr. Kramer: You're making. sure in the constitution that the choice is there for each 
region. 

Mrs. Hessler" : hat about leaving out that last sentence? 'then we don't have to argue 
about l~Thy He can't have an all at large election? •Mr. Kramer: One question is l-rhether the constitution should place any limi.tation on 
the forms of government. Do you want to require separate executive and legislative 
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branches--that is the first part of that sentence. If you want to require it, then you 
need a provision in the constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer: lie want to require--I thought that the point was to give them a choice� 
between elected or appointed. .~o just take out "elected or appointed." Now don't you� 
need "consisting of representatives from districts"?� 

lIr. Taft: You don't have to say it. The question is do you want to limit it? 

Rep. Russo: I think we've got to spell out districts am at large--so that it is a 
representative board. As a matter of fact, the chamber likes them at large better 
because then they have better control. If they are all out of districts" then they 
bec",me parochial. You're destroyinb the concept of regional citizenship. 

Mrs. Hessler: Consider providing that no local officers can serve on this bo<:\v'. 

l-1rs. Orfirer: I thought that they would not be taken from the local goverrunent officia~
dam, but from wider districts. 

Mr. Kramer: There are already existing restrictions on public officials holding other 
public office. 

Mrs. Hessler: Not if you have an appointed legislative authority..-you could do it any
way you want. 

Mr. Kramer: That is why it is specified that if it was representatives from districts, 
they would have to be equal population districts. It would be a general unit of gov
ernment--but not representatives from existing goverrunental units, as a COG. 

Senator Calabrese: I believe in the same principle. 

Rep. Russo: He've got to have some at large representatives here--to represent other 
kinds of thinking. If you put only districts in there, then we've gat a problem. 

Mr. Kramer: Then the type of provision you Hould mean would be not more than certain 
" of representatives shall be elected at large. 

Rep. Russo: I t-rouldn't want this draft to be limited to the district only. 

Mr. Kramer: We could say not more than half•••• 

Mrs. Orfirer: Phy don't you just say "from a combination of representatives who are 
elected from districts and at large?" 

Mrs. Hessler: Now are you going to require the general assembly at the beginning of� 
that paragraph to provide for the fonn--are you going to say that they have to provide� 
a form t.,hich has some members at large?� 

Mr. Kramer: Yes, however the form of government is determined, you have to provide for� 
a form.:.� 
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Mrs. Orfirer: Are we going to leave in "elected or appointed" or do we want it to say 
elected on1y1 

Senator Calabrese: Elected. They want responsible people. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Elected on a non-partisan ballot? 

Senator Calabrese I You don't want to destroy the two party system. 

I'Irs. Orfirer: O.K., you're going to leave that••••ltand for a legislative authority 
consisting of representatives elected from districts and at large•••" temporarily. 
ltThe regional government shall be responsible for formulati~ and revising canprehensive 
plans for the development of the region as a whole or portions of the region substantial
ly affecting a county or a municipal corporation therein, for regulating such develop
ment in accordance With the comprehensive plan." This is one of the things where I 
think maybe your question is answered, lola. The regional government and its depart
ments shall also be the local agene;>, with the power to review applications for federal 
and state aid. 

Mr. Taft: I think this is a detail that doesn't belong in the constitution, moreover, 
you can't tell the federal government to use a particular agency. 

Mr. Kramer: Itts an attempt to have this agency act as a review agency. It's a very 
difficult thing to try to provide this, and to do sanething ab~t the multiplicity of 
review agencies. This is a very troublesome proVision, and the idea is of value--it 
lolould require that this be the revie'tol agency to the extent possible. On the other h~, 

it does add some detail to the provision and it is sanething that should be taken care 
of by the general assembly. Some federal provisions do require special review abencies. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Letts hold it and continue and then see where it fits in. 

Mr. Taft: Planning authority may be too broad--too comprehensive. 

Hr. Kramer: If you are not going to have them planning for ever,ythi.%, including local 
planning in a region, you've got to limit it samehow--the only things you've got to 
work with are municipalities or a county. The alternative would be sane vague languag~ 

about developments affecting a substantial portion of the region. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think you are obligati~ the regi.onal government to be responsible fOT 

formulating and devising plans all the way dCMll, to municipalities--isn't it sufficient 
that they should have some regulatory powers and let saneone else do some formulating? 
Why should the regional governments have to formulate and devise? 

Mr. !{ramert What you are talking about is a plah for the entire regional area and you 
would not necessarily get into this question of water supply for a few small municipal
ities. That isn't part of a canprehensive plan--it's a detailed matter. But if the 
region isn't going to both plan and regulate--then you are going to have to have sane-
thing equal to do it. A comprehensive plan for the region is an overall plan•••that 
~.,ould not necessarily go into detail in every corner of the region. 

Mrs. Crfirer: Perhaps there is a better wording. 
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Senator Wolfe: lIe r.ave hJ pa~~tn to this laJ1t;uage in HinIlesota. First, lie leave it l 

to local goverrunent to do their own planning. You couldn't put it into your constitu~, 

ti on; it I s too detailed--there is a mechanism here that if they can't come to any res 011'" 
tion of differences it goes back to the legislature. And the lIetropolitan Council h.", 
the pOtoJer to make comments and recommendations. 

Mr. Kramer: This is of course aimed at municipal corporations, and "substantially 
affecting II language •••\vhere their actions affect more than their own municipality. 

Mrs. Orfirer: O.K., Gene, Why don't ~rou take another look at this and see if you feel 
that there is a better way to phrase this. No1'1 what about the rest of this paragraph? 
"A region may upon such terms and provisions as may be agreed upon by and between the 
regions and any mne or more political subdivisions or units within the regions, form any 
function or render any service for, or in behalf of, such political subdivision or unit, 
and may agree to provide any service or to receive any service from any other reason or 
any political subdivision." 

Mrs. Hessler: Isn't this already in the Constitution? 

Mr. Kramer: The Constitution already provides for this kind of power as for counties and 
tmmships and for municipalities, but you have to include regions or they l1ouldn't have 
the power. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We're going to take one more section. "The legislative authority of.a 
region may. at any. time propose that any function or service, including but not limited to 
those related to••• the follo~dng things •••which are found by such legislative authority 
to affect the development, or the health, safety and lvelfare of the inhabitants of the 
region as a whole, or portions of the region encompassing more than one political unit 
or political subdivision thereof, or which begin or terminate Hithin the boundaries of a 
municipal corporation, but l-1hich substantially affect the areas of the region not lnthin 
the boundary of such municipal corporation be assumed by such regional government." 
Here comes the important part ••• "No measure authorizing this assumption shall be passed 
by the legislative authority of the region, until the notice of such proposal shall 
have been given and hearing held thereon. The right of initiative and referendum shall 
be secured to the people of the region as to every such measurell - ..ww do you have to say 
'without exception? , __"and no such measure except such as is adopted by the people or' 
to which a petition signed by not less than %of the electors of the region shall 
have been filed with the executive authority-or-the retion ydthin 30 days of the passage 
of such a measure demanding a referendum thereon shall became effective until submitted 
to the General assembly and not disapproved within 60 days of the date of such submis-. 
sion.1I 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think that you have e,ot to give the people this right and you have got 
to giva the general assembly some power. 

Mrs. Hessler: You can't get anything done with initiative and referendum. 

I'd's. Orfirer: It's not so easy to get something done that flay; it really isn't. I 
don't see hOYT you can take it BWay from people. At the next meeting we lodll give this 
a lot more thought and oompare it \cdth a lot of other things we have. 
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Mr. Kramer: Eminent domain is needed to permit to buy property being used for public • 
use already.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: The next committee meeting will be in Col\D1lbuB the night before the� 
Commission meeting., the 21st of September, 
the 22nd. 

and the morning of the Commission meeting, 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
September 21, 1972 

Summary of� Meeting 

•� A meeting of the Local Government Committee uas held at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Athletic Club in Columbus on September 21, 1972. Present were Mrs. Orfirer, Chairman, 
Representatives Fry and Russo, Senator Calabrese, ~~s. Hessler and Dr. James Norton, 
President of the Greater Cleveland Associated Foundations, and staff members Kramer 
and Eriksson. Attending were representatives from the Chamber of Commerce, the 
League of Women Voters, the Housing Advisory Commission, and the Local Government

• Services Commission.� 

The Chairman invi~d Dr. Norton to comment on the committee's regional proposal.� 

Dr. Norton - I notice that you want to divide the ~lhole state up into regions. You� 
don't say you're going to abolish counties. Why regions? Why should the whole state�

• be divided into re8ions other than for administrative purposes on the part of the� 
state? 

~~s. Orfirer - Lmmediately for planning and reVie\l purposes, and then according to 
the present draft they would have the capability, llhen a necessity is shown, of 

•� 
providing services and taking over other functions.� 

Dr. Norton� - Are these so important for every section of the state? So that you 
uou1d literally create another unit of government? 

~~s. Hessler - Hou do you control and regulate urban growth unless you have what have 
always been municipal powers?

• Dr. Norton - Yes, but you are talking about not only urban areas but what are you� 
going to do in the rural areas?� 

}~s. Hessler - Regions would offer a means of meshing programs, state and local.� 

•� Dr. Norton - But you've got state government which as you say is going to be more� 
and more active in any field, and you're telling me that even in the poorest sections 
of this state we still need another layer of government. The way I read it you have 
to divide the whole state into regions. And that there is going to be governmen~ 
established in each one of these regions. 

•� ~k. Kramer - You uould eliminate all the various regional planning agencies, councils 
of governments and all these sorts of things, with one uniform state-wide system. 

Dr. Norton - Let's imagine the most rural section of the state, where we have town
ships and an occasional village within a county·. We're now going to impose over 

•� 
that another level uhich will be a regional government.� 

•� 

~k. Fry - In establishing these areas we are not just thinking of the urban areas.� 
but you've got problems where the state is divided up into regions and for other pur�
poses and if we could establish one regional unit for all purposes it would be� 
simpler~-agriculture, federal money in Appalachia. I don't know what is going on� 
dO~ln there with federal money but I'm certain there is something going on there. One� 
plan, if it can be uorkdd out is preferable to having half a dozen different plans.� 

Mr. Russo - A diversity of problems doesn't mean the concept of regions is bad. If 
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you have a county that is full of townships and villages there's going to be helter 
skelter system that will develop in a period of years. If you have a regional con
cept for functionnl services you won't have that happen. If you go with regional 
concepts you have an orderly development of functional services regardless of the 
amount of people that are there and the kind of planning that is necessary. No 
matter what the state keeps saying about assuming their own authority we've got to 
go to the federal government more and more often and they're making us more dependent 
on them. We have to be prepared to do the kind of planning that is necessary to 
solve those problems. For instance, how does a back country farmer get his stuff 
out to the main market? How do we control the strip mining situation if we don't 
have a regional concept in strip mining? 

Dr. Norton -My feeling would be in regard to your last two questions--farm to market 
roads and strip mining--they can't be done on a regional basis. If they're not going 
to be done by the state they won't get done. I don't think that any region that you 
would devise that encompasses an area in which there are strip mines would have the 
strength to protect itself against strip mining. 

Mr. Russo - Let me point this out. For every $1 that we were to get for mass transit 
we have $3 federal dollars available. If we're not talking about roads, then we're 
talking about a mass transit system. For every $1 that we put up for reclamation 
purposes, we also have $3 available in federal money. The State of Ohio has only 
spent in the reserve fund $1,000,000 for reclamation of land prior to 1949. All it 
can get out of that is $3,000,000 in matching funds. If we had this on a regional 
basis I think we could go much further if we can pick up the money that is necessary 
to solve some of the problems. The state is not going to be able to tax at the level 
that we need now for these kinds of problems and the only thing we can look for is 
to the federal government and be prepared to get it from them in this fashion. 

Dr. Norton - That I agree with. There are going to be more federal funds and they're 
going to be available for a broad range of projects, but I don't understand how a 
rural region or a primarily rural region can get the federal funds. They don't ha.e 
the wealth which is necessary to match the federal dollar and they don't have the 
bureaucratic competence to look for the federal dollars. For the more rural areas 
you've going to have to look to something like state government. 

Hr. Russo - When you do that you're going to have the city boys beating the rural 
areas out of their money. 

Dr. Norton - I think that's probably right. I don't disagree. 

l~. Russo - We've got to have a Constitution flexible enough to meet the coming 
crises. With a regional concept, regardless of whether it's Appalachia or Cuyahoga 
County, it doesn't have to be imposed in Appalachia today or tomorrow as a functional 
government, but the concept should be there. 

Dr. Norton - Am I the first person who has raised the question of whether you really 
have to establish regional governments? 

Mrs. Orfirer introduced Dr. Norton to the committee and guests. He is Presi
dent of the Greater Cleveland Associated Foundations. He is currently serving on 
the Citizens Committee on the State Legislature, and is Chairman of the Governors's 
Committee on the Recertification of Noaca. Before coming to Cleveland to direct the 
iletro Study Commission he held several educational positions, including a professor
ship at Florida State University, at Harvard University in public health and 
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Louisiana State University, Western Reserve University and the University of Texas. 

• Hrs. Orfirer - He invited Dolph here tonight for the express purpose of giving us 
his reaction on the proposal of regional government, and I think before we get into 
that I ought to make it very clear that the committee has determined that they will 
not make any recommendation, even to the full Commission, until we have looked at 
the whole gamut of local government, so that what you have received as a draft on 

• 
regional government is simply a working document. It's much easier to talk pros 
and cons with a proposal before you that you can study and tear apart. This is a 
draft proposal and that is the way that we look at it. One of the things that 
make us look, at the moment, favorably on the proposal, is the very fact that it 

• 

has a capability of being gradually implemented, so that when it starts out, all 
regions are only given functions of planning and review, that it can, as a second 
step, contract for services. The third step of taking over any kind of services 
is predicated on the demonstrated need of the local governmental units for this 
particular service. It may be a later step. Assumption of functions would be sub
ject to the referendum and to the approval of the General Assembly. 

Dr. Norton - I want to express my appreciation for the invitation. Let me tell you 

• 
uhy I accepted the invitation. Because I like to know what is going on the field 
of regional affairs and I enjoy talking about it, because I am convinced that most 
of the problems, that is local government problems, cannot be handled by the units 

• 

of government that we have traditionally assigned those functions. We are in very 
serious trouble and to work on the problems we have to have something that has a 
regional approach. I am very much committed to that. I have written articles that 
date back 15 years on this subject and have spent a great deal of time on it in my 
academic profession but secondly, let me make the point that I accept what you have 
as a draft but once a draft is written the question comes up then :'How many people 

• 

are going to say that the idea is a good idea or that the idea deserves modification?" 
And I was raising the question because I think that you have written something down 
about it and I ~lant to find out what'a the argument. How many people really would 
believe that there is an important reason for establishing another level of govern
ment with the costs involved all across the state of Ohio. If I had been drafting 
this or planning it I think I would have come up l1ith something quite different. I 

• 

think that I would have proposed that the legislature shall establish a regional 
government or a region for each metropol~tan area or combination thereof, and then 
begun with that, because that focuses on urban problems. You've got the Cleveland 
region, you've got the Akron metropolitan area, the Lorain metropolitan area, the 
Stark County metropolitan area, the Youngstown metropolitan area. I don't know 
whether you need a government for all of those or not. At least those have a certain 
set of problems that I think warrant the cost that is inherent in another level of 
government. I really don't quite understand why a lot of the rural areas of Ohio 
cannot utilize the present structure of government to solve some of the problems 
that we're talking about. We've got problems in transportation and pollution and 

•� natural resources but many of these, I think, have to be solved by the state govern�
ment. That's not l1hat loJe're talking about. He talking about another unit of local 
government. I mal:.e this point just to try to clarify in my own mind ~'lhat you're 
really talking about, and I just wonder if you really think that you need another 
level of local or sub-state government, throughout the State of Ohio. 

• lk. Hunger - I was at the County Commissioners convention on Tuesday and we talked 
specifically about regional government and county 30vernment, and county government 
reform. There was much talk about home rule from the larger counties, and the small 
counties talked about they don't need any more than they have now (the rural counties). 
Then one of the commissioners from Medina County cot up and said l~~hat about us? 

• 
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He're 26th in population. We don't fit in A or B. Can't you make it A, B, and C7" 
Finafly he said I'Let's call in red, green and purple. We're green and you're red 
and you I re purple.:: \~e tried out our ideas that He have been talking about--a 
variety of ideas such as districting, increasing the number of commissioners, per
sonnel and budgeting power for county commissioners on through to home rule. Some 
people would say "O.K. you define region as a rural county." That liould be feasible, 
L)ractical and all the rest. But the township trustees say "Give us home rule." 
Forty-five thousand people in a township asking for home rule. I might add that I 
recommended and the Local Governments Services Coomission accepted not the word 
"government" but that we should be looking at regional governance. But the whole 
idea of what kinds of functions or activities should be put on a regional level-
voting, tax levying, eminent domain, etc. 

Dr. Norton - I think that this group is ahead of you on that. It's fine to talk 
about functions first, but the question eventually comes to one of ~h4tl there be 
a viable governmental unit on the regional level? And this proposal here which 
suggests one is good in recognizing that there \1111 be. We could come up with 
something like a council of governments which is the biggest farce that has ever 
been perpetrated on the American population, and I think we've got to be realistic. 
At the same time, I hate to throw out what, from all sides I hear is an outstanding 
regional planning authority. 

I think we should tackle this head-on, why it should be state-wide. It's no 
longer a question of whether you're going to have some form of regional unit but 
what form it's going to take, A number of considerations can go into something 
like this. One would be the massive problems to do something other than state-wide. 
Now you've said, llith respect to functions, you're going to start and build. Why 
with respect to regions wouldn't you be willing to do the same thing? 

Mr. Kramer - Well, because there has to be some over-all planning. Each part of 
the state is completely covered by planning organizations of one sort or another. 
This would be really a modest proposal in the beginning in that it would be a re
placement for these. 

Dr. Norton - If you do that you're going to come up with something unsatisfactory 
for those that really only need regional government t and is a burden for those to 
bear who don't need it. 

Hr. Kramer - Well, every municipality, every village that wants to apply for federal 
funds has to go some place. 

Dr. Norton They're not hampered. They don't need a region for that. 

Hr. Kramer - But they need some form of regional planning. 

Dr. Norton - They need a regional review agency. That's quite different from 
regional government. Why not begin with the idea that for those that really need 
a regional unit of government you're going to establish something that has the 
strength to do something valuable. As for the others, you'll let it evolve. When 
the time comes you'll have the legislature prescribe another unit. Hhat do you mean 
by something valuable? 

•� 
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Dr. Norton - Give them some tax authoritYt or a source of income. \1hat you have to 
provide is for some structural government. You're setting up a one general law 
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government and then you're setting up a seri.es of alternatives with the provision 
that they can go through the process of writing their own charter. For we know 

• that the writing of their own charter for a large region is a futile exercise. The 
history is clear in Ohio. If you're going to really do something, give them a 
strong form of government and establish it. Once it is established then it can 
come up with its o~n charter. Then it can choose options. That's one of the 
questions you raise--l.,hether it all ha's to be an elective leg1e1:l1tive authority 
or not. I'm not so sure that I know the answer to that. 

• Mr. Kramer - It will all be elective. 

• 

Dr. Norton - And no appointees? The legislature in Minnesota, as it started squar
ing away on this thing, came up with the idea that at least initially they would 
appoint them. I don't know that they got a better group. Maybe it would be good 
to have them appointed and provide that in four years there has to be an election. 
But your point is uel1 taken. At some point you're going to have to have elected 
officials. 

Mr. Kramer - If it's going to be a general unit of government, they're going to 
have to be elected. 

• Mr. Fry - If we could make the region conform to other districts, it would be good. 

• 

vfuen we were doing redistricting and reapportionment we tried to get an area--rep
resentative districts, senatorial districts) and congressional districts so they 
llould all mesh. He couldn't do it. If we do go into regional government l.,hat about 
using the elected officials that you already have in those areas and making them re
sponsible for appointing officials? Using the people that are elected so we just 
donlt get a whole ne~ level of elective officials. The regional responsibility and 
the state responsibility would be in the same fields, anyway. 

• 
Dr. Norton - We spent a great deal of time thinking about this in a seven county 
area that includes Cleveland and Akron, and the best thing to come out is the idea 
of choosing members of the legislative body from the state legislative districts. 
You would have a 30 member board. The legislative districts meet the one man one 
vote requirement. Some districts which are all white, some are all black, some of 
~ne ethnic or another, and it's a good representative group. Now I'm not sure you 

• 
would want that in a district that would have fewer people. That area has about 
2,500,000 people. I'm not sure you would want that for 800,000 people. Maybe you 
OUCht to raise the salary of the representatives so it would be a full-time job. 

Mrs. Hessler - Could one person handle both jobs? 

Dr. Norton - I really think that it would be two different jobs. I think the dis
tricts are right but I see two different jobs. 

• Hr. Fry - Where the responsibilities overlap, you Hould be better off l~ith the 
fellows already elected. 

Dr. Norton - I would be happy if you would just eliminate the prohibition that 
would prevent a person from serving in both capacities. In Massachusetts you find 

• very often a person who is a township trustee or a small city mayor also a member 
of the legislature. 

}~s. Orfirer - Donlt you think that there might be a conflict of interest? 
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Dr. Norton - Perhaps, but you know I am a participatory democracy man. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Hopefully, the people who would represent such a district would have 
this wider view which is the purpose of the region. 

}~s. Hessler - The big handicap with councils of ~overnment is that the representatives 
are representing their own constituency from which they are elected and they are 
unable to represent a region because they have to represent their own political sub
division. 

Senator Calabrese - I get elected from the 22nd senatorial district. But when I 
take the oath of office, if's for the State of Ohio. 

Dr. Norton - The point you are making is a very important one. It differs from what 
happens in a C.O.G. when a mayor represents his city. He's not going to get elected 
unless he does a good job for the city. I think that's quite different. 

Hr. Fry - In the lOOth General Assembly we had a bill that had to do l'1ith flood 
control, somethin~ based on flood basins, etc. You don't have many choices in setting 
up new functions. You either go for the county commissioners and they choose some
one to represent them, or you can take the state representatives. I think Tony has 
a good point. You've got an additional responsibility, because he may be elected 
by a local constituency. When it comes to regional matters you represent this 
region. If we were to have regional government it would be preferable to have a 
whole new level of elected officials. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Let's get back to the statewide carving out of regions. Before we 
talk too much about the details of who's going to be elected to it, we ought to go 
back to this question of whether it should be state-wide, which has been our feeling 
from the beginning. 

Dr. Norton - First of all, is there a need in every area of the state for a planning 
and review agency? 

l~. Kramer - You can make a distinction. One of the ideas behind it was to set up 
one system throughout the state but make the assuoption of powers gradual. So far 
as additional pm'lers are concerned then, you might distinguish bet"leen the rural 
areas which probably don't need the region, allow them to have an appointed group 
of officers and allow only those regions which have elected officers to have the 
additional powers. This makes for flexibility: one region may have many functions 
and another only the basic functions. I think a distinction could be made on the 
basis of whether they had elected officials or not. 

Dr. Norton - The only' concern I have is the concern that if you create that sort of 
option you're goinG to have ~~tually developing over a period of time governments 
which are not given the attention. strength, and the concern of the state legislature. 
Traditionally, we uould just like to go along \·1ith uhat we've got, or '17ith the 
sli~htest modification of it that satisfies some need. And I think if you're talking 
about a regional government that's satisfactory to handle tough questions that come 
with rampant urbanism you're going to have to have somebody biting dO\ln hard in the 
structure of government, and my feelins is that if you want to provide flexibility, 
your basic flexibility ought to be given to the legislature in establishing the 
government to serve urban areas first. Other things we have managed to take care of 
very nicely, thank you. To be sure they could be metered on a chart or they could 
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be more logical or that sort of thing but we're talkin~ the real world of politics. 
I think we had just better do something that addresses itself to the key problem. 

•� I am obviously not as knowledgeable as you on politics, you who have spent your� 
lives in it, but I feel pretty strongly ,bout that. Let me put another question. 

• 

The reason I asl.ed earlier about what you've done with local government in 
general was so I could get a feel whether you were distinsuishing regional govern
ment from what a lot of people call metropolitan government, or with what a lot of 
peopLe deal with today as county charter government, or an optional form of govern
ment, that sort of thing. My own feeling is that anything we do to improve any 

• 

level of government ought to be welcomed. I have another feeling and that is that 
there are some metropolitan areas small enough where county government is an appro
priate question to be discussed. I think anybody l'ho really worries about metropol
itan government of Cuyahoga County is wasting his time. They should have been worry
ing about that 30 years ago. This of course gets me away from my home turf but one 
of the ideas that is currently being bandied about when you talk about metropolitan 

• 

government is the one that your committee, John, will get into and that's this busi
ness of two-level, Olo-tier government that was propounded in a formal fashion by 
the Council for Economic Development. This is the structuring of metropolitan government 
that actually says there are some things we'll handle over the metropolitan region, 
whatever that is, and it may be that within the metropolitan region we can actually 
handle a lot of the other things on a real sub-unit basis. We'll take Columbus, 

• 

for example, which I gather is one of the cities that is currently considering this 
sort of t~ing and l,e'll actually cut the City of Columbus up for certain purposes 
to give more opportunity for people in a local level to have impact on their own 
services. Now as I read what you wrote I gather that you do provide that that could 
take place because you say that you can divide this unit of government--that you can 
divide the region up almost any way you want it to go for services, or politics, and 
so on. Have you actually thought through a sub-regional structure and how it might 
relate to the region? 

• 
Mr. Fry - Mark Hatfield has a program on that. He tried to get it accepted at the 
National Republican Convention. It wasn't, but it's the idea of neighborhood gov
ernment. I don't think it received serious consideration anywhere but he got an 
impression about, I can say that. 

Dr. Norton -The City of Rochester, New York is working on this and there are conver
sations going on nith the city officials of Columbus about it. 

locs. Hessler - We had a proposal from the city manager in Cincinnati about three 
or four years ago. It died. 

Dr. Horton - Do you think that maybe you ought to put in something on sub-regions 
and how they relate to the region? 

• Mr. I{ramer - I think now the sub-regions are contemplated to be fairly large. We 
are not talking merely about neighborhood but it l10uldn't preclude municipalities 
from dividing themselves up. 

Dr. Norton - But that's not what I am talking about. There are some existing mu

• nicipalities that if you wan ted to you could say "These are the sub-regions." Or 
you could use your counties in the seven-county area as sub-units. But I am thinking 
about a place like Columbus--by the way I don I t knOll what a neighborhood is--some 
sort of district that considered itself some type of community for certain purposes. 
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The people who worl~ in this field talking about centralization and decentralization, 
talk about decentralizing to units of 250,000 in the City of New York and that's 
not much decentralization. 

}~. Fry. Madame Chairman, it seems to me that what ue would want to do in the Con
stitution would be to keep flexibility. We don't uant to get anything so tied 
doun, either local or regional, that the district areas couldn't handle themselves. 

Bra. Orfirer - We have talked during all our discussions about this fact that the 
decentralization ouCht to accompany the regionaliz8tion, but this is not something, 
as 'Ie have seen it, that demands constitutional attention. tole' 11 leave that to 
John or we'll leave it to the cities and townships. But there is nothing in the 
draft that in any uay precludes the kind of neighborhooa development. 

Dr. Horton - Do you think that what you have here permits it in adequate form? I'm 
suggesting that there may be political functions that you do not provide for here. 

Senator Calabrese - You are very familiar with our problems in Cuyahoga County. 
He've got 64 chiefs of police, 64 mayors, etc. 

Dr. Norton - It fits a definition of a neighborhood but I don't think that I could 
handle that if I \-lere 110rking in the field of structuring a government because it 
is so small a part of such a very large unit. If you get down to Little Italy's 
population it must be on the order of 5,000 or less. 

Hr. Russo - You miGht have a complex in the neighborhood. You might 'Jant to make 
provision for some special activity of that complex within the region concept. 

Dr. Horton - Right. 

}rrs. Eriksson - Could you give us an example of the kind of activity you had in 
mind? 

Dr. Horton - Start 'lith the aged. 

rrrs. Hessler - Day care centers, or the ability to choose how they will spend 
capital funds. 

Dr. Norton - A health program or essentially a model cities program, except not 
have it isolated in the model cities area. 

~rr. Russo - When l1e talk with the students participating in the neighborhood program, 
they don't have any say of where they're going to be able to participate. Each 
unit could have its own autonomous body. That could fit in any regional concept. 

Dr. Horton - I would see it being a little bit different. For example, let's take 
a school. Let's say the way the school system will allocate or will determine its 
curriculum needs for the people who live in the neighborhood as contrasted with 
those who live in the region is sort of left up to the people in that neighborhood. 
Now there would still be certain regional functions: vocation education has to be 
regional, special education for the deaf, the blind, the handicapped has to be 
regionalized, but oaybe we could devise a technique which would let the people in 
the neighborhood have more control over whatever went into the schools. 
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Hrs. Orfirer - HOl'1 do you see this relating to the concept of creating regions as 
units of government? 

Dr. Norton - I'm really back to the basic principle llhich you enunciated which was 
that you wanted flexibility in the whole thing. A lot of people who worry about 
metropolitan areas hav~ identified the decentralization of certain choices, as well 
as the centralization of choice. I would suggest maybe you should get the C.E.D. 
document and take a look at it. 

1«s. Hessler· They provided two levels of cities, one is the regional and one the 
urban. 

Dr. Horton - This they did not make clear. One could be regional and one, the 
community. 

Mr. Russo - Couldn't ue have a regional government with its powers granted by the 
legislature, without putting it in the Constitution? 

Dr. Norton - As long as the Constitution doesn't preclude it. 

Mr. Kramer - For the most part, the suburbs do provide for neighborhood government. 
The idea of this regional system is that existing units would not be disturbed except 
when needs are demonstrated to have the region provide some of these services. 

}~. Russo - How can lIe assure the people's rights to participate at the local level, 
whether they're a unit or not. 

Dr, Horton· Ie would have to be a governmental orientation. You have to operate 
through some structure but you take a look and try to rationalize the suburbs in 
Cuyahoga County. 

}tt. Kramer - But there is great attachment to them. ~nd I think we have to recog
ni7.e the attachment and they they do carry out many functions effectively. 

Dr. Norton - It's very interesting. You like to be right even if it hurts. I was 
at llestlake recently and some people were explaining to me about the trouble they 
have ,.]ith sewers. He told them that in 1959 they ucre going to have these problems 
and they said "0h no, we ''1on' t." Gates Mills has the same thing and is totally in
adequate to perform the function. 

Brs. Orfirer - But it performs a neighborhood function. It doesn't perform \-lell 
as a unit of government but it performs as a decentra1iz~d home base kind of t~ing. 

Mr. I{ramer - There are services that are being carried out improperly by these local 
units and the region should have the ability to tal,e over. Some of these suburbs 
are just big blocks on the map, old townships and that sort of thing; people have 
formed attachments to them. They do serve a function and do provide for the neigh
borhood. 

Dr. Horton - You are auare, of course, that precisely those blocks are the ones that 
are attacking regional government. 

lIrs. Ilessler· You are really talking about a three level at the very least. 
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Dr. Horton - We cannot accept as an excuse maintaining the form that lie have the 
fact that people are opposed to change. There are l1sys of changing that are easier 
to accept and which can accomplish the goal. 

~~. Hunger - You could talk about two tiers allover the state if you relabel what 
that tier is. In a rural area the regional tier might well be the county. 

}~s. Hessler - We hove a growth pattern in the southern Ohio metropolitan area 
taking in at least four counties. But you never could get rid of those counties. 
You've got the whole political system built on the counties. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think that's one of the plusses in the draft, plusses in terms of 
saleability. We're not disturbing any other layer of government. tIe may lead them 
gradually to the point where they feel that so many of their services have been 
better provided at a regional level that they can cut down some of their activities 
or even that they may then look toward mergers. But it doesn't in any way require 
it or even suggest it. I think this is pointed out. Metro is a dead word where 
'ole are. 

t~. Loewe - Would it be more viable to mandate the legislature to set up these 
regions or put it in the Constitution and let the legislature decide the proper 
time to do it. Hhich \'1ould be more viable? 

Dr. Norton - I don't Imow. I think that would be a good question. HO\'1 do you get 
the amendnent passed? l~ feeling is strongly in favor of moving as much in the di
rection as possible. If you think you can get it passed then have the people man
date it. If you don't think you can get it passed, permit the legislatuve to do it. 
The legislature is more rational about local problems than the local units. 

Mr. Fry - I think that raises two questions. First I hate to see the legislature 
getting into the position that a lot of state legislatures are in of voting on local 
problems. I would favor the legislators in Cuyahoga County, for example, doing 
what needs to be done. On the floor of the legislature, where the legislators from 
Hamilton County have to vote on something that has to do with Cuyahoga County, you 
encourage log rolling, trading votes. The second point is in education. I don't 
know anyone who has studied the state educational system that wouldn't tell you 
that ue would have a ouch better educational system \-1ithout some 640 boards of edu
cation. But if you have a person elected to a board of education he feels a certain 
responsibility to retain that board of education in existence. But that person 
might not be uncomfortable if you took it out of his hands. Then we would have one 
board of education for Clark County. I'd be willing to make that decision in that 
area, but the local boards of education aren't going to accept that. 

Dr. Norton - I think that your experience, you kno\'1 uhat happens when you start 
dealing with local legislation is entirely right. It usually works out that legis
lative courtesy prevails, and the legislature will go along with any unified county 
delegation as to ~mat happens. 

Senator Calabrese - Before the reapportionment, that used to happen. 

Dr. Norton - There is another point. Charlie mentioned the business of school 
boards. In the last 30 years we have gotten rid of some 30,000 school boards in 
the United States,and we haven't done it because the school boards got rid of them
selves. We have done it because of the state taking action. The question was why 
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has there been the willingness to change the school structure? And not the willing
ness to change the municipal structure?� 

• Mr. Fry - The school board members don't have the political power.� 

Mr. Uusso - There is sone political philosophy involved in the township concept. 

Dr. Norton - Except for the home rule concept. 

• Mr. Hunger - The school districts have always been regarded as being merely agents 
of the state, and single purpose entities. 

Hrs. Orfirer - I think you have all come up ,dth the answer to why this is consti
tutionally mandated, because w.e, feel it is to the greatest advantage of the legisla

• ture. 

Mrs. Hessler - Further the statement in our proposal that the state shall set up 
these regions. I have the feeling that you're not very happy with this, Dolph, and 
feel it shou ld be re'.orl~ed. 

• Dr. Norton - I would probably be repeating myself but if I could summarize (1) I 
think that nothing should be done that would lessen the strength of establishing 
regional governments for urbanized areas; (2) I do not see any particular advantage 
to be gained by establishing a new form of government llithin the political and social 
economic cult involved "here they are not absolutely needed. That would be my sum

• 
mary. I would not be inclined to say the state should be divided, you don't have to 
divide the whole state if you set up regional governments. The legislature shall by 
law establish regional governments within the metropolitan areas of the state and 
in such other areas as necessary. 

• 
}~. Loelle - If you put it into a constitution, how do you make it flexible enough so 
that you don't leave sonebody out? In the northeastern Ohio area I'd include at 
least three and maybe five metropolitan areas, in any regional government. I'm saying 
take the metropolitan area basically and mandate that there shall be a regional gov
ernment. A regional Bovernment could encompass five metropolitan areas. ~~ question 
would be why do you have to establish a regional government where we currently have 
a satisfactory arrangement without the attendant disruption of starting a new Bovern

•
ment. I think you may be underestimating what it tal:es to establish a unit of gov
ernment. It is a trauLwtic experience. The legislature has the authority here to 

, decide the boundaries. I wouldn't sit here and write it or I wouldn't write it into-' the Constitution. I'd urite the authority for the leGislature to decide. It's cur~ 

rently ~oing on right nm~ and I doubt that you could defend establishing a government 
against a strong attad: uhich says "What additional benefits is this government 
going to bring with all that it takes to establish a regional government?1l

• Hr. Kramer - There's too much emphasis upon the term "(Government." It's simply 
providing a different framework for performing functions that are already being 
performed. 

• 
Dr. Horton - This is precisely my point. I would hate to see the casualness of that 
take mlay the emphasis that 1 think must be in your Cincinnati, your Cleveland, and 
your Columbus and Toledo areas. If it can be done easily, you're undermining the 
whole concept. If you're going to do something that is already going on across the 
state or if you're goinG to meet the needs of an urban area, what's going on currently 
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is so inefficient as to be totally outmoded I wouldn't turn my hand to have what's 
going on now. 

~~. LO~le - Isn't it true that long before this has the chance to be put into being, 
the federal government is going to require the state to create these planning 
regions? We'll have them long before the regional set-up takes place for our large 
urban cities. 
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into doing it, so most a:..·~,tl:i all'clGl.dy have uhat they ';1&.:1': or what they need. Then yC7.1 
can concentrate upon what Dolph has been talking about--the .,.etropolitan area. 

Dr. Norton: I would suggest. that you take what Y'ou thil~'; ,iou've written here and sPt~l.l 
it out for three different areas of the state--a large metropolitan area or a congresb 
of metropolitan areas such as you have in the Cleveland area, take an isolated metropol
itan area, and take a rural area. See what you come out w:l:th. I just think that you'll 
be quite sur;>rised with ~'mat you~ve got liritten into the draft. .ry predicition is that 
when you do that you lo.i.l1 r~ct come up \lith something that can satisfactorily handle a 
rural area of Ohio ar.d the multiple metropolitan area. 

l-Jr. Kramer! 'Tould it be because of the structure of the government or powers? 

Dr. Nortom The structure and powers of the goverrunent. 

l-1r. Kramer: The structure can be different, and the pot..rers. 

Dr. Norton: But what you're doing is coming up with same general law of government to get 
the thing off the ground. NCM for you to say that that's going to be the same in the rural 
and urban areas I think Hould fly in the f ace of political experience. I don' t think that 
you W"ould convince the county commissioners or the state legislature of that. I also want 
to comment on contracting. I Te have a classic example of the contracting for services prOi.·. 
tieion in the state. It is built into state law. It has guaranteed the worst public health 
system in the U.S. There may be one that is worse, but I dcn't knOoi if it. It is a provi
sion that runs like this. Any municipality or any city can contract with the county health 
dept. for health services as long as it tdshes. It can back out of the contract at any' 
time. !'That happens is that the mUnicipality can meet its legal requirement with a mi~ 

expenditure, an expenditure of 5¢ per person, or something on that level. They then con.. 
tract tnth the county for what they think might be adequate public health. They county 
Im-Ters the requirements to such a level that it cannot provide adequate public health in 
the city or anywhere else, and you have Gresham's laH, the bad driving out the good so that 
we have a complete t-laste of the public health dollar in places like Cuyahoga county. YOU'd 
have to go a long way to dream up a worse system. I think that's the problem you bump , 
into here. If you give somebody the authority, f,ive them the power to act. If it's a 
governmental unit that is responsible and there are responsible officials, give them pOtTer, 
Don't put them in the business of trying to bid. 
Mr. Lo8we: Couldn't contracting work for an interim penod'l 
Dr. Norton: I think then you 117ill get into the situation you find in Cuyahoga, between 
our central city and our suburbs. l1e have one of the best water systems that is available 
for a countY-ldde area but that is constantly under attack, between the City of Cleveland 
and the suburb over contract terms. I just think that He've had enouir,h experience to sitiY 
if we l'Tere going to propose whatever we could propose we ou€,ht to propose sarethiIlB else. 
Mrs. Hessler! Hay I just add to uhat you said. ':e considered the county had to take over 
sewerage, etc., simply because the state of Ohio said your health problems are so great 
yeu have to do it, but the county could not handle this so they contract with the city to 
do a county-wide service .hich keeps the county as a lousy government in existence that 
much longer because the serviCeS don't meet the standard. T~ereas if they had to provide 
it, they would have had to change the fonn of the government. 
Mrs. Orfirer: So you don't feel that they should be pennitted to contract. 
l1r. Norton: If you can impose enough obligation that makes it unpDofitable to contract, 
maYbe so, but when they take a function, take it. 
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Dr. Norton: There is nothing here about ·race. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Uhy should there be? 

Dr. Norton: Because one of the most important aspects of .American politics today is 
the blacks' attitude towards whites and the whites' attitudes towards blacks. And there 
is no place where it ShCMS up more than in questions of governmental jurisdictions. 

Mrs. Crfirer: I understnad but hGl do you write something about race into the cona.t1-· 
tutional amendment? 

Dr. Norton: Not in the constitution, in this paper about effects. I think one of the 
effects of not adopting but proposing a regional government ~endment is going to be 
key conflict in the political sphere between black political leaders am white political 
leaders, and this is going to prejudice everything you do, and that you're going to 
have to try to evaluate this in sane way and cane up with a strategy that satisfies 
different groups. 

Mrs. Hessler: The bnly real reason for breaking down your central city government for 
local self detei'mination is this racial or ethnic question. 

Dr. Norton: You might feel that way as a political scientist bu t there is a group of 
theorists that I talk to occasionally that think it 18 dear to their hearts because 
they are great participators and you have to give them at least credit for the emotion, 
whether they do have the reationality or not. 

Mrs. Hessler: This may be justifiable from the point of view of the people who live in 
the ethnic neighborhoods. 

Mrs. Orfirer: tie are going to have to deal with the question of taking the power base 
away fran the black people, in the big cities. I think we have to be prepared to meet 
this. 

Mr. Russo: I've discussed this with enough regional and county leaders and it's been 
simple enough with the leaders lIve discussed this with..-not national leaders. All we 
talk about is the fact that how much representation can the blacks e-,et in the county 
lorm of government and we've determined that we go on a ration basis--that' s i t--no 
problem. 

EIr. Norton: This is one of the beauties of using the legislative districts in a place 
like Cuyahoga County, or if you were to do it in the seven county area on a regional 
basis. 

Mr. Russo: nelre tanking locally on a county basis. But we are talking to the black 
community in terms of their share of county government and double money. You're going 
to get a big chunk from Cleveland, and then you're going to get more money from Cuyahoga 
County. That's practical politics. 

Dr. Norton: That's right and that Is one side of it. The other question is what are you 
going to tell the Mayor of I1aple Heights? 

Mr. Russo: Now the blacks have for years opposed the county form of government, at 
least since 1958. vJhat we are going to do is divide districts so that they will have a 
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proportionate share in trIG- cour.ty fonn. of government.. Y-'ll can't ask for any more .. 

• 

• Dr. Norton: lrJait a minute. If you take a look at the vote, I think it is easier to 
sell the blacks than it is t.'1e white suburbanites. If 'Ie" take a look back at what 
happened in 58 and 59-...race was the key iasue. The blacks saw their political base 
destroyed--the whites saw that their suburbs would be impacted by blacks. You have 
that double thing. I think if we talk race-...that t s what we~re talking. He' re talking 
both those things. 

• 

Mr. Russo: He now have a distribution pattern in Cleveland outside suburbs, and we've 
never had that before. 

Dr. Norton: All I'm saying is that there is a white problem that you've got along with 
the black problem. 

Mr. Fry:� It will be a lot easier to impose at the state level and a lot easier to get 
adopted at the leeal level. If you did it on a representative basis and you used the 
local goverIlITlent as regional organizations in this region would have a claim on so 
much of the local goverrunent moneys going to that district. Just as we do on a ten 
mill limitation--we could say that so much of it could be used for regional purposes • 

.41� This puts all of the decision making on the representatives, but it's a lot easier to 
work it out on that level, and the blacks are there electing their representatives too. 

Mr. Loewe: There has to be some balance between what the state contributes and what the 
region raises itself. 

•� Mr. Hunger: Dolph, the whole question of revenue sharing, is up to the legislature, 
because clearly the bill now coming out will have major role on what they can require 
in the lrlay of regional government. 

Dr. Norton: The legislature has a magnificent opportunity because of revenue sharing. 

•� Mr. Fryl. The federal govt. thinks it has taken care of it by saying so much has to go to 
the cities but all the legislature has to do is to say considering the amount the cities 
get, we're going to make this sort of distribution. 

Mrs. Orfirer: 1'!e outlined some possible sources of revenue. ~"le started with Operating 
Fund Sources and the first sub-headimg under it is State funds frOJ11 revenue sharing and 

•� existi~ sources of funds fran federal contributions for planning and review agencies 
~,	 and the state income tax. Local goverrunents within the region on a voluntary or enforced 

basis-..two possibilities. Then there's the region as a taxing authority which has the 
possibilities of a voted or unvoted property tax, regional income tax, regional sales 
tax, user charges for revenue producing operations. Then the second big heading was under 
Capital 3xpenditures. Under that, Federal Grants, State Grants, contributions fram 

• 

• units within the region, and regional bondinf; authority, both voted or unvoted general 
oblil5ation bonds. Can anything be added to this list? I wonder if we should s'bart on 
the more general basis of "rhether there is disagreement on the need for these units of 
goverrunent to have their own taxiIlf; authority. I think that's pretty well accepted. 
Does anyone want to comment on that? It dpes go with what you were saying, Dolph, that 
they have to have raise money from the unit that has the responsibility. 

Nr. Hunger: Here than that, though, they need locally raised taxes frail units or areas 
to force those people out of stake and the decision making that comes out of those areas. 

•� 
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Dr. Norton: Not from units.._you mean locally from the region? • 
Mr. Hunger: I don't care whetper it ' s neighborhoods or units or whatever, but 1 1m not 
suggesting billing the units. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You just mean that it's good philosophy to have the people knowing l1That 
they're paying for. •Hr. Hunger: The receivers of the service that have a stake in it. 

Mr. Loewe: Picking up transfer of service charges for regional govts.-that is pretty 
simple and doesn't have too many effects on problems although I suspect that direct 
debt limitation might have some effect there when you start financing sewers and water. 
It gets pretty complicated in terms of the ability of that unit to get inside 10 mills. •There is that constitutional limitation that makes some units run out of the ability to 
finance water and sewer. 

Mr. Fry: Then I don't think 10 mills \'1ill have much to do with regional govt. anyw". 

Dr. Norton: I think that unless some adjustment is made, that's a good way to give up 
the whole thing--schools and cities don't want to give up their inside millage. • 
Mr.4 Loewe: 1Werything regions get would be outside, right? They-ttl have to vote for 
everything • 

Mrs. Eriksson: You could build into your proposal a certain amount of millage which would 
be in addition to your ten mill limitation. • 
Mr. Loewe: Don't we have to be somewhat crystal ballish to come up here with where 
local Sovt. is going to get its money from and to recognize what are the possibilities for 
the competi~ regional govt. to also get into the 'BWim? And if things are going to change 
drastically, like the state is going to take over all the property tax and the schools" 
how is that going to affect regional government. Regional govt. wontt have any of the •
property tax at all. /

I 

Mrs. Orfirer: This is going to be a tough one because if a~hing can kill us besides 
the problem we l1Tere talking about earlier it's going to be this taxation business. 

Mr. Russo: I subscribe to user's fees and {:.eneral bonding. • 
Mr. Kramer: Ideally the regional govt. is not going to be addiIlf, greatly to the tax 
burden. It should be a shifting of the tax burden. And again the idea l'1ould be that 
overall it would effect the economies, but that's a little hard to sell. As you said, 
it would be very easy to transfer user fees, it doesn't make any difference if somebody 
is paying this water bill to his region or to city hall, and to the extent that it •is carrying out existing functions, it should not greatly increase the cost of that. 

Dr.. Norton: The constrtints on the money that's available are such that you don't 
always do a good job. I think this is one thing that gets back to my earlier question 
about why do you need more money. That is, it is going to cost more money if you do 
anything, and if you do a good job it is going to cost substantially more money. And 
you are just really at the nitty-gritty when you talk about dollars. • 

•� 
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Mrs. Hessler: You can't promise to reduce costs, becat.'se the reason you l:lant cha%e 1:1 

• 
to provide more services. 

Mr. LOel-le: But the real selling point is that you are going to do it so gradually that 
the pilnch� will never be so heavy that people ldll get upti~ht about it. 

Mrs. Hessler: Uell, they're uptight right now. 

• Mr. Loewe: \·reJ.l, what I mean is you transfer functions one every three or four years, 
or you move into B. certain area slowly enough that impact will be slight. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer: It's €)oing to cost them money anyway--they have to have the services. 
They're going to have to increase to meet all the neli capital expenditures and the new 
guidelines for so many of these functions--pollution, t'later. Have we any idea what 
realistically we I re talking about in tems of money? 

~Regele: The Housing Commission lvas talking about $100,000 to each unit of state 
funding for administrative purposes for planning. 

Dr. Norton: Let's take this seven-county Cuyahoga County. He're going to have as I 
•� speculate 30 representative~, from these districts. Are lie going to pay thEl11 anything? 

Hhat about the executive? We're goine:, to have to pay him something, and he's going to 
have different functions. Helre essentially going to have 30 times 10,000 each plus 
the executive--do you see what we I re talking about? 

Mr. Hunger: I had it figured out roughly as three-quarters of a million, with 19 or 12 
districts in the state. That's minimal. It is $12S,OOO-:i>lSO,OOO for transportation 

planning--just one function. 

Mr. Fry: I think we could get some basic administrative costs for the state's contri
bution to local government from the local govt. fund. This would be the easiest way to 
do it--no one has to voteon it--give you the same money for the ongoing cost of govt. 
If' you do it aJV other way, you are going to choke out regional govt. The first thing 
they have to do is say now we're organized, nOli let's go out and raise the money-
you're going to choke them out. 

Mr. Kramer: Like joint vocational school districts--the first thing they have to do is 
go on the ballot. And a lot of them are just sitting there as paper organizations, 

•� becuase they can't get any money. 
~, 

Mr. L01iIWe: How much of an obligation do you have towards giving thelegislature a wq 
to implement this? How far down the line do you feel that we really have to go? 

Mr. Kramer: That's a good questi on of hOH much to entrust the legislature to provide. 
•� adequate funding. If you are confidant that the g.a. tall do it, all you have to do is 

not prohibit them from doing it. If you think othert·Tise, you might have to add more, 
for instance, adding a property tax, that would insure that they would have money. If 
you are talking in tems of a modest amount, a mill or less, it doesn I t sound like that 
much, but it would raise a lot of money. 

•� Mr. Fry: PartiCUlarly if it is made up of a lot of state representatives, I can see� 
them welcoming the oppo rtunity at' transferring to this group of representatives-�
so we don't have to change everything in the law because Cleveland's got a problem,� 

•� 
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which is l1rong. New York is the greatest example--if you could dissolve N.Y.C. fS 

problems--you could cut the statutes in half. But if you offered the legislature the 
possibility that these problems could be handled on a local level by the legislators in 
that region, and give them a chance--local gov.t money and taxing authority on their 
own--make this the responsibility of the state legislator because he should be more 
familiar to make these decisions at a regional or state level than &I\YOne else.. Right 
now I can see some rationality to it. 

Hr. Hunger: Hould it be logical to put in there something about the ldnd of funding the 
legislature could authorize? 

Mrs. Eriksson: '.Ohere' s never really been ~ problem though with the legislature 
authorizing for example, special tiistricts which levy property taxes. 

Ur. Hunger: Sales tax is always the easiest one to get through. liouldn't that be an 
easier one for regional govt., because the model is for a piggyback sales tax, already 
in the constituti on. 

Mrs. ~rik8son: I don1t think you need to write it into the constitution. 

Mr. Fry: The legislature might do it and make it generally applicable across the state. 

Mr. HUnger: The legislature is going to be asked to implement it--they're going to 
want some guidelines. You can't really stop at the end of the cc:mstitutional aznenanent-
you have to go as far as you can. 

Mr. Kramer: As far as the statutes are concerned, there's quite a difference between 
giving the region its own independent tax sou&'ce that the g.a. can't tamper with and 
making provisions for the g.a. to enact provisions. Now you may want a guaranteed 
amount, with the recognition that you may have to provide funds over and above that-
but a certain minimum may well be necessary if you want to have an effective regional 
govt. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If you provide general bonding authority, you have to provide taxing auth
ority with it. 

Mr. Loewe: ind what besides the property tax can you use for that--for general obli
gation, not for revenue bonds,--what sources in Ohio? 

Mr. Kramer: Tlhatever the market will accept. 

Fr. Fry: He've paid bonds off with cigarette taxes, with highway-use taxes--

Mr. J..oewe: That's at the state lvel--what about locally? The city of Columbus uses its 
income tax to finance its bonds, but :iln the ballot they've got the property tax to back 
it up. 

Mr. Kramer: That's the way that self-supporting utilities operate in municipalities 
too. They're actually paid out of those sources, but that is why they are high 'lUaUty 
bonds. It is extra security for the bonds. The property tax is still very important as 
the base for the securi. ty of the bonds. You miGht provide for a sales tax or some ofher 
tax; they probably could sell the bonds--it's a question of hew much interest you're 
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going to have to pay. 

• l11's. Brolmell: Is there any reconnnendation on balance between state and looal ~dil.d 

Mr. Kramer: Ohio traditionally has left local govts. very much to th8lllselves...they :.d{ 

• 

ilidependent taxing authority and they issue boMs....and the state has provided funding 
for school districts. That may be changing now With the federal revenue sharing, you have 
another level caning in. FrOJll the standpoint of local govt. officials, they're so hard 
pressed for money they ~dll 'take it from anyplace they can ~et it. 

• 

Mr. Fry: I think that the concept that could be the most easily adopted would be suf
ficient funds fran the state to provide for the operating funds but special projects 
handled regional1y..-Now I don't knO\i but this llou1d be my guess that this is the one 
that you could sell to the legislature. I think that we don't want to handle this the 
way that we handle the schools because there is no one happy with the way the schools 
are being handled. 

• 

Mr. Loewe: It is very difficult to realize all the possible projects that a region 
might be required to fulfill, or all the operating funds which might be needed--and 
until these really are visualized, I really think you can't make a move to finance 
things to the very end until that happens. Maybe you're a little bit early in terms of 
trying to figure the financial situation. 

Mrs. Orfirer: vlell, what l'1e want is the miniJllUm that ue can put into the Constitution 
that Will assure the flexibility of finance that may be necessary. It is going to have 
to be different in each region. 

•� Mr. Fry: I can Bee successful campaigns for some functions, such as parks, in sane 
regions, that wouldn't sell in others at all. 

Mr. Kramer: Let's take the user thing. There seems to be no reason why a regi,on should
n't have the power to submit voted tax levies or revenue bonds. Those are easy, because 
the people of the re&ion are going to vote on them. The hard one really is those taxes 
which can be levied without a vote of the people. That's tihere the hard choice cOJlles 
in-hO\i that power 1r provided, w::'ll be provided-..or if you want to have state funding 
for the minimum functions--p1anning and reviet". 

Mr. Fry: You could say the state will go so far, and then beyond that, it will be 
subject to voter approval. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Hhat is the minimum we could say in the constitu [.ion that liOUld provide 
the kind of flexibi 1ity we "rant and adequate funds? 

Mr. Kramer: \-le11, if you want flexibility I could say leave it up to the general 

•� assembly.� 

l'-1rs. Orfirer: What happens if you say the legislature shall provide for taxing powers 
tor the region, and give a second step of providing functions to the region. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: If you l'1ant to give them some taxing powers, then you probably should 
give it to them directly--in the constitution••if you want to make sure that they have 
independent taxing pouer-a. 

2741� 
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Mr. Kramer: If you give them the same kind of powers that municipalities have, then • 
they have got taxing pOl-TerS, because the court a.lJ-eady says that ldthin its Olm domain a 
municippl corporation has the sa·:e plenary taxing power that the general assembly has, 
except as limited by the pre-emption doctrine. I fm not sure the pre-emption doctrine Would 
applp:� to a region unless you have this same kind of provision that you have concerning 
the municipalities from article XVIII, Section 13. 

•Mrs. Eriksson: But then you would have to give them hane rule or "local self-government." 

Mr. Kramer: So this would be one way of providing it. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Which has much broader applications than taxing powers--you l'TOUldn't want 
to do that unless you really wanted to give them all powers. ." 

Mr. Kramer: Then they would be able to levy a broad range of taxes. 

rirs. Eriksson: I don't know lrThat it liould mean if you just said they shall have power 
to levy taxes. 

Mr. Loewe: I guess our politicians would play it pretty coolon the financing and hope 
that it would be taken care of by the state in the aarl¥ st~as of ~gional govt. lind 
they'd do it within the first budget that became available once the regional govts. 
became created without disrupting the whole financial structure of the state government. 
That would be the lvay, as far as I can see it, to try to implement the thi~ immediately 
upon the adoption of the constitutional amendment. •Mrs. Orfirer: I think we can do a lot with regions for years without having to get 
into� finances and raise a lot of t -xes lnth funds available from what you have all been 
saying. Somewhere along the line, they're going to have to have their own source of 
revenue, if they are going to be the kind of regions capable of taking over, and I don't 
kno'" how 've get around it. 

Mrs. Hessler: If you have a regional govt. that covers more than a couple of counties, 
you're going to have to have a bigger legislative body than anything we're used to now. 

Ur. Kramer: I would think that the salaries paid to the legislators of the regions 
should be comensurate with the kinds of services that they perform and while they are 
perforning the minimal services of overseeing planning and review, salaries need not 
be great. 

Mrs. Hessler: None of the present plannint, commissions are paid. 

rir. Kramer: It would be when they actually bef:;an to ta.e over substantial amounts of 
services and have more repsponsibilities. • 
l-irs. Eriksson: The Twin Cities Council receives no compensation. 

Mr. Kramer: I just can't see why if you have a thirty member legislative body they should 
be paid i:ilO,OOO a year, l-Then they're just starting out--put the money into staff people.

•� This region would take over the funding and the personnel of existing agencies to a 
very large extent. • 
Mrs. Eriksson: John, was you 3/4 million based on the assumption that you l-Tould be 
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paying a salary of something like :;>10,000 to legislators? 

Mr. Hunger: Yes, and staff, etc. 

Mrs. Hessler: Hell, John, \-Te've got a budget of 3/4 million for our planning mperations 
nOti. 

Mr. Hunger: I know, and that's really minimal service. 

l!rs. Hessler: It's as minimal as you can get. 

Mrs. Orfirer: T)ho pays for bhat? 

Mrs. Hessler: The local govts. that are members thereof. 

fir. Kramer: Is is possible, John, to take an existing region o~ a hypothetical region to 
detennine uhat the present costs rea1.ly are of carrying out planning and revietoJ'...and 
then to give also a figure as to what should be established. 

Hr. Hunger: That's one thing we are doing. 

l'irs. Orfirer: Tlhen you say should cost, sometimes it should cost less and sometimes it 
should cost more. 

Hr. Kramer: And then what would be the effect of having one overall board to di this-
that would be the kind of data and information that we need to talk about, the amount of 
money that's needed. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You know one thing that bothers me, Gene, is that sometimes we talk about 
these regions in terns of planning powers, as unbrella regions that would coordinate 
the work and review the toJ'ork of the existing or future existing planning commissions and 
sometimes t'Te talk about it as though its going to take them over, maybe employ some of 
their staff--or that the funding that goes into them will go into the region. I think 
we are talking about tt-TO different thirl/ss, sometimes, and maybe it would be one way in 
one region and another tiay in another rei:;ion. 

Mr. ~,ramer: Federal requirements may not pennit that--it may come under the umbrella 
of the regional govt., but if possible, vTheu you are setting something up like this, you 
really want to have the t.,ide range of authorities. 

f1rs. Orfirer: Do you see some of the existing ones as disbanding? 

Hr. Kramert I would certainly forsee all of the c.o.g. 's, all the regional planning 
commissions disappearing. 

Mrs. Hessler: Actually, they will all disappear, because right now more and more you 
are getting the regional commission, which is the county-wide commisson, doing work for 
the seven or nine counties--on a metropolitan basis. Tlhen you get to the regional zoning 
stage, the local planning commission Hill disappear. 

The Carunittee adjourned until 9:30 a.m. the next day at the office. 
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qhio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Eiections and Suffrage Committee 
A'..lgust 1, 1974 

Res~arch Stu~y No. 39 

Public Officers: Qualifications, Oath, Salaries 
Article XV, Sections 4 and 7 
Article II, Section 20 

This study examines three sections of the Constitution dealing with public 
officers: Section 4 of Article XV, which states that a person may not be elected or 
appointed to a public office unless he possesses the qualifications of an elector; 
Section 7 of Article XV, which prescribes that every public officer shall take an 
oath of office and an oath to support the federal and the state Constitutions; and 
Section 20 of Article II which, among other things, prohibits in-t2rm changes in 
salary of a public officer. 

Summary 

Since Section 4 of Article XV makes the qualifications for pubHc office 
depend on elector status, and since constitutional elector status present~y consists 
(by construction) of being 18 years old and a resident such time as provided by law, 
the most important question raised by Section 4 is whether the Constitution should 
specify additional age and residence qualifications for all or some public officers. 
The Legislative-Executive Comnlittee discussed this question in connection with quali
fications to serve in the General Assembly and in the Executive Branch (notably Gover
nor and Lt. Governor) and made no recon~endations for additional qualifications. 

Ap. noted in the d5scussj on r~garding; S"~tion 7, DO Cllrrent ~:robIeI"<; :ll'pe.~:r. 

Since the people have removed the prohibition against in-term pay increases 
for judges, Section 20 of Article II raises the question whether a recoIPmendation fo.c 
modification should be made for removing the pr.ohibition for some or all other public 
officers. It is noted in the discussion that the people recently rejected a proposal 
which would have removed the prohibition for some officers. Again, the Legislative
~xecutive Committee studied this question in connection with legislators (section 31 
of Article II) and elected Executive officials (section 19 of Article III) and did not 
recommend change. 
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Article XV, Section 14 

No person shall be elected or appointed to any office in this state unless� 
possessed of the qualifications of an elector.� 

History 

Section 4 of Article XV first appeared as a constitutional requirement in 1851. 
This section was proposed by the Legislative Com~ittee and was adopted by the convention 
without debate. The Committee on Arrangement and Phraseology moved this provision from 
the legislative to the elections article of the constitution. 

No model for this section was noted in the convention debates nor had any 
similar provision appeared in either the Northwest Ordinance or the 1802 Ohio Consti
tution. Both of those prior organic acts contained requirelnents for the positions of 
governor and legislator only, and these requirements were phrased in specific rather 
than electoral status terms. 

In order to determine the specific qualification required by Section 4, it 
is necessary to consider the constitutional provision setting forth the electoral quali
fications, Article V, Section l~ The original 1851 section on electors required that 
a person be 21 years old, white, male, resident of the state for one year immediately 
preceding the election and a resident of the county, township, or ward in which he re
sides such time as .shall be provided by law. However, the 1851 list of qualifications 
did not require that the person also be a taxpayer or a laborer on county roads as 
the first Ohio constitution had. 

At the 1912 constitutional convention both Article L; and its correlative elector 
section were amended. Section 4 m'!s amended to contain a proviso that '\-lOmen who are 
citizens r::~y ~c appcirltec 38 Ih2mbers of or to positions in, those departmc:lts &nd ir:st:"t~,,· 

tions establ~shed by the state or any political subdivision thereof involving the interests 
or care of women or children or both. l ! This amendment was intended to allow women to par
ticipate in state government by holding certain offices which were "particularly suited 
to their talents,'! irrespective of their lack of electoral status. A further proviso which 
would have allo\ved women to hold notary positions was defeated on the convention floor. 

The electoral section was anlended by the 1912 convention to delete the requirement 
that electors be 11\vhite." This deletion \·ias a mere matter of form due to the prior enact
ment of the 15th amendment to the United States Constitution which had taken effect in 1870 
and which prohibited the denial of the franchise on the basis of race, color, or previous 
condition of servitude. A proposal to delete the word "male" from the list of requirements 
was approved by the convention but was defeated by the voters. 

In 1953 Section Four was again amended, this time, to delete the 1912 prov~s~on 

concerning women which had been made obsolete by subsequent amendments to the United States 
Constitution and to the Ohio Constitution granting the right to vote in 1919 and 1923 
respectively. 

In 1957, Amended Senate Joint Resolution no. 20 (102nd General Assembly of Ohio) 
which would have entirely repealed Section L~ \Vas 113rrmvly defeated by a popular vote of 
996,513 to 1,040,216. 

In the same year, the voters approved an amendment to the electoral section al
10\viog citizens of the United States over 21 years of age and citizens as required by law 
to vote for presidential and vice-presidentLll electors if they \Vcre not qualified to vote 
otherwise becausc they did not meet the residence requirements. However, these citizens 
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"ere not called "electors", and thus the amendment did not affect Section If or qualifi
cations for holding office. 

The state residency requirement of one year for being an elector and thus office 
holder was reduced to six months in 1971 via an additional amendment to Section 1 of 
Article V. However, the six months requirement has subsequently been held to be uncon
stitutional under the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment to the United States 
Constitution. Schwartz v. Brown, V.S.D.C. (S. D. of Ohio) Civil Action 72-113 (1972) 
applying Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 V. S. 330 (1972) (Dunn, .§..upra, had held that because 
voting is a fundamental right, a very substantial state interest must be shown in order 
to restrict that right.) 

The interpretation of Section 4, Art. XV, was further altered in 1971 by the 
passage of the twenty-sixth amendment to the United States Constitution which prohibited 
the denial of the franchise to those over 18 on the basis of age. Thus this change in 
the interpretation of Section 4 opened public offices in Ohio to all those over 18. 

The proposed amendment to Section 1 of Article V of the Ohio Constitution 
already adopted by the Commission as part of the Elections-Suffrage Committee's report, 
alters the section to require only that a citizen be eighteen years old and comply with 
the applicable state, county, township, and ward requirements as prescribed by law in 
order to vote. The proposed amendment, if adopted, would assure eighteen year olds the 
right to hold public offices in Ohio by granting them the undisputed right to vote. 
Ohio has no other age requirements for public office, nor for specific public offices, 
other than Section 4, Art. XV. Section 3 of Art. II requires members of the General 
Assembly to have resided in their districts one year preceding their election. An 
exception is made in Article IX for a reapportionment year. 

Comparative Provisions 

Nine other states prohibit non-electors from holding office, while three states 
specifically lnake all electors eligible as office holders. Five additional states have 
similar requirements which are qualified in one respect or another, such as provisions 
which are inapplicable to school boards or city managers. Thus approximately one-third 
of the state constitutions corrolate the ability to hold office with the ability to vote. 

Six additional states have a general residency requirement for office holding, while 
seven states including six of the states requiring residency require citizenship to hold 
state office. 

Specific require~ents of age, citizenship, and residency are also common in reference 
to particular state office such as governor, judge, and legislator. For example, 34 states 
have age requirements for being a Dlcmber of the upper house of the legislature, and in 18 
of such states, the age is 25, while in other states the requirements vary between 21 and 
30 years of age. Thirty-one states have age requirements for the lower house and in 23 
of such states the age is 21, while in the other states the requirements vary between 21 
and 25 years of age. Eighteen states specifically require U.S. citizenship to be a 
legislator, and 13 states require between 2 and 5 years of state citizenship. Eight 
states have residency requirements in the district from which the legislator is elected, 
most con~only one year. Seven states require residency in the state varying between one 
and seven years. 

The office of governor is even more likely to have specific qualification in the 
constitutions of other states. Forty-one states have an age minim~m for holding the gover
nor's office. Four states require thnt the governor be 25, thirty-six require that he be 
30, one requires that he be 31, and one that he be 35. In addition, thirty-six states re
quire that the governor be a U.S. citizen and twenty-one of these states specify a number 
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of years for \·]hich the person must have been aU. S, citizen. One state requires� 
2 years of citizenship; seven states,S years; one state, 7 years; five states, 10� 
years; one state, 12 years; three states, 15 years; and three states, 20 years.� 
State citizenship is required for the post of governor in fourteen states. The years� 
of state citizenship required varies as follo'ds: one state requires 2 years; eight� 
states,S years; two states, 6 years; two states, 7 years; and one state, 10 years.� 
Thirty-six states require a period of residence in the state prier to election. One� 
state requires 1 year of residence; eight states require 2 years; one state, 3 years;� 
one state, 4 years; fourteen states,S years; two states, 6 years; seven states, 7� 
years; and one state, ten years.� 

'rIventy states have minimum age requirements for the post of judge of the 
highest court in their state constitutions, and several states, including Ohio, have 
a maximum Clge of seventy. HinimuTn a.ge requirc'l1ents commonly set are thirty-five years, re
quired in four states, and thirty years, required in fourteen states. Minimums of twenty
six and twenty-five are set in one state c3ch. Other states get around age minim~m for 
these posts by setting up a requirement that the person must have been a lawyer for a 
prescribed number of years, usually five or ten years. Nine states require state citizen
ship and fifteen states require U. S. citizenship. Eighteen states set forth some form 
of residency requirement for this post in the cons titution. .lnd~~_!2ig_~_~_~_of-..:~ta~e COI~

stitutiQ,Il§" 2nd Legislative Drafting Research Fund of Columbia University, 1959. 

Chapter 3503 of the Ohio Revised Code sets forth ~le further statutory qualifi
cations necessary to be an elector in Ohio. Section one of Chapter 3503 sets forth the 
statutory age and residency requirements and the rules for assigning electors to precincts. 
Section 2 sets forth the rules for determining tIle existence of residenc 0 1S call~d for 
in S,:,,~f~ic'l 1. ~>""-~.~"':"" 3:;,~~1 I; •• ~':'~- ::-:,.~_ .• ~1:_ ~-:"'-~d: fOj the vcting l'i[;h of certain 
inmates of soldier! s homes, public institutions and private instit.ucions, j'he residue 
of the chapter der.ls wi.th the voter registration requirements. 

Section 4 of Article XV does not by implication forbid the general assembly from 
requiring addition:ll reasonable qualific~tions for office holding. TIle legislat~ve article, 
section 1, specifically vests Ule le~islative power in the legislature; this power can be 
restricted only by a direct expression of restriction and not by a mere supposed ~npli
cation. St~.~te ~~r~c:.L. Att,~(:'n_._~_C_ov~:l'::'l~.~~, 29 Ohio St. 102 (1875\. In CovJn~toJ~., 
~upra, the l.au in ~uC'stion se'·: forth c,ddjtioIlo.l residc;l':y and lit8racy requir<o,ments for 
policemen in cities of the first grade, the court held that these requircucnts \,'ere 
reo.sonabJ.e and that they were not in cOl1flict with Section 4, Art. XV of the Constitution. 
Other requirement.s for office hoJdil~g in Ctddition to elector stAtus \·]hich have been held 
to be valid include a law providing that meniliers of a public board of city affairs be of 
different political parties and a law provirling for the exclusion from office of those who 
used corrupt practLces to obL'lin election. ~t_<.ltc__ !:,~~:.-rcJ..-!::tty. CC::Q.~~~.tt':-"f~~"0:., 58 Ohio 
St. 731 (1898); ;),i1~'<2~~~_~t~_t:.c:._c:.~:Tel. ~'lc~0.Y., 58 Oili..o Sr.. 30 (1098). These C3ses confirmed 
the CO~~[1~3~l2.12 doctrine th;{t in order to restrict legi slative pO\'7C~r the restriction must 
either be explicitly stated or a necessary inference rather than a mere permissible in
ference. Thus Section 4 Art. XV does not forbid the legislature from establishing addi
tional requirements for office holding. 

The elector status rcquirenlcnt of Section 4 is applicable to all state officers 
elected or oppointcd. The chief elements of an office, \vhich trigger the electoral re

·.q~1:rr('r:1Cl1t,. [lre i.llCiCrl(\;lc1pnt public: c1tJ~:.j·0S ·\'hi-ch" ~:)~C ·;~l p::1rt of t1io· stntc'fl sov'crcign pO-~';(~l", 

ve~;tjll<', of t.Ile'ie dUl:ivs by virene of thc lloldeT's election or 2iliJointmc,nt, and the lackJ 

.0': 
" ..... : . ,', : .:: " :., .' 
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of control over the holder by a superior officer. .?ta,tc __ex reI. Horgan v. Board of 
Assessors, 15 N. P. (N. S.) 535 (1914) (citing and following St_ate~E...~2tty.:..... Ger:er~1. 

~J~2.l2.:L~_~, 57 Ohio St. l~15 (1898).) In ['forgan, sUE§., the court held that the post of 
deputy tax assessor was not an office due to its subordinate position to the post of 
tax assessor and therefore could be held by a non-elector wom'ln. In f.~l<inson~~~a\.Jfor~, 

13 N.P. (N.S.) 73 (1912', the court defined an officer as one who exercises in an inde
pendent capacity a public function in the interest of the public. The r..arki12~on case held 
that the post of special constable was an office and thus must be held by an elector under 
Section 4, Art. XV. 

Positions which have been held to constitute offices in the Section 4 context 
include a trustee of a state university, Thomas v. Ohio State Universi~, 195 U.S. 207 
(1903); a special constable, E.~_rld.nson, ~upr~; and a notary, State ex reI. Robinson v. 
McKinley, 57 Ohio St. 627 (1898). 

Positions which have been held not to constitute officers include the position 
of supervising judge of the court of CO:lunon pleas, because the duties of this post were 
not distinct from those of a judge; the position of chief of police, because the city 
charter failed to vest this position with independent powers; and the positions of deputy 
tax assessor, deputy supervisor of elections, and deputy clerk of court, because of the 
lack of independent function in these positions. §.t~§.te ex. reI. Hogan _~~-1!~~.!:., 84 Ohio 
St. 11+3 (1911); ~~ Polla v.:-.12.avis1. lfO Ohio Op. 2/,1+ (1948); ~Ol"g~E:, supra, State ex. reI. 
Vail v. Craig, 8 Ohio N.P. 148 (1900), 1954 Ohio Atty. Gen. No. 3999. 

Whether or not an individual is an elector and thus eligible for office is 
determined by the state lmv governing electors, Pa'f.~ins_on, ~~"p"ra. THO Cluestions con
cerning elector status in relation to Section4 have been raised and reported. This first 
of the decisions held that citizenship is necessary for elector status and the second that 
the date for determining age eligibility is the date of the general election rather than 
the primary. St<1_tc ~:: ~cl. I~cc1cr v. Cclli3t:e::.:-, 6 Ohio Cir Ct. (N.S.) 33 (1905), 191.::1. 
Ohio Atty. Gen. No. 4013. 

Current Questions 

One, is the restrictive policy of Section 4 as to ~l state offices a wise policy 
in our highly mobile contemporary society in light of the highly specialized training 
necessary for some jobs and the thus restricted labor pool available to fill these 
jobs among Ohio electors? 1\'10, should higher qualifications .in terms of age, citizen
ship, and residency for some state offices such as governor be placed upon candidates? 

"0 •• ",". ..... . . ", .' ;. '. . . ",- . .. : ." :.

.:.' . . . 
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Every person chosen or appointed to any office tmc1C'r this state, before 
entering upon t.he discharge of its duties, s11all take an oath or affirmation 
to support the Constitution of thc:~ United Stiltes, and of this state, and 
also an oath of office. 

,The concept underlying Se~tion 7 of Art. XV that every elected and appointed 
officer should take an oath or affirmation to support the applicable constitutions ap
parently uas originally derived [ron the federal law through the: Norttmest Ordinance. 
An oath requirement concerning the support ot the Ohio al~d Federal constitutions and 
the faithful disc.1larr;e of the duties of the oHice "Jas includc·cl in both the 1802 and 1851 
Ohio Constitutions. 

The United States Constitution, Art. ~I, requires that 

Senators and Representatives (of the United States) and the members of 
the several State legislotures, ar,d all executive 2nd judicial officers 
both of the United States and of the severed Staes, shall be bound by 
oath or affirmation to support this constitution. 

Section I of Article II prescribes the presidential oath of office ,'lhich includes 
an oath to faithfully discharge the office as well as an oath to uphold the Constitution. 

The Nortln.lOst Ordinance, the original orgnnic act governing the Nort~}est ter
ritory, required officials of ~le tcrLLtory to take an oath of fidelity I1nd of faithful 

1~) ~~ ~-t", n~-.l~_.. ~~~~ _'._~n.~!,~ jdi~sh~~~~ ~f n~~{~~ ~~~ti~~ _ ..... "...... 1...' _ .... "_.c.'_ L· ......J.•.. ~\,.l 

The governor, judges, legislative council, secretary, and such officers 
as Congress shall appoint in the district, shall take an oath or affirmation 
of fidelity, and of office ... 

The original Ohio Constitution of 1802 contained an oath require7I1cnt at Art. VII, 
Section 1. It read: 

Every person ,,,ho shall be chosen or appointed to any office of trust 
or profit, under the authority of this state, shall, before the enter
ing on the execution thereof, toke <111 oath or affi:ciilation to supf'ort 
the constitution of the United States and of this state and also an 
oath of olfice. 

At the 1851 convention, the legislative comnittee recommended and the convention 
adopted \>Jithoui: debate, a subst2nti~111y identiu~l section. The 18S1 oath section deviated 
from the prior section only in the omission of the <1djectival phrase 11 0 f trust or profit" 
which had formerly modified the word office. The Committee on Phraseology and Arrange
ment was responsible for this alteration and no debate concerning dIe change is recorded. 
Tlli~; latter con:l1itte(~ ,'7as also responsible for tl1t: placement of thi~; requirerc:ent in the 
elections section rather than tvith the other provisions introduced by legislative com
mittee. 

::;~.,. :.: ..... :..:P~~ y.-?s.~ I\lajor;i.tY,);>f s.t(lt(;' ..c0115;.ti.l;:~~~ip!Js ,rpqlti;.r~ :2...n 0'~fJ\,t.?".s.U.V;1pr.t:.t~1~)Jllit,C'd.,;.:, :;.;,.: .. 
'Stnt'(s 'C()'llStlt-'l!-i(~lt: t-1je :1:~(\[iL'C11Jl) ~~i.·.lt·c..··C()n~~t~iL!lti·o:! ::~~d to'fC1ttLr\~]iy r'c:rfor~·.: tb(~ 

Llt'tics ol LiIL~ cl'ricC'., Tnc: j·;ollcl Sl:<1L:C Cu,u;LiL.d:J():l cib;lLS 11,) oatil Glll::ci bn1.j hO\7CVer, . 
..... •".,,: ••• ~ •. :;' .. ~ : ; 

:,.~';'" .~:.;., 
~ 

:~ ••...• ~~.,: .•:.:: : ~ t·~ :•..••.••• f.' ~ :.':,.: ", • ".: :" .••••• ! !.~~, :~': " .'.'~" :'.~!' :. , ..; , ._.:=.: ',aa 
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however, its Bill of Rights prohibits the requirement of any other oath than one to 
support the federal and state constitutions and to faithfully execute the office. 

Statutory Provisions 

The general provisions governing oaths of office nre found in Chapter 3 of the 
Ohio Revised Code. Section 3.22 reiterates the requireIOents of Section Lf of Art. XV, 
that all officers chosen or appointed under the constitution or lai'lS of this state 
shall take an oath of office. ·This section also expressly requires that deputies and 
clerkS of such officers also take an oath. Sections 3.20 and 3.21 provide for an af
firmation in lieu of an oath and section 3.23 sets forth the elements of the oath which 
must be taken. Other sections of the Ohio Revised Code require specific officers to 
take an oath pursuant to Section 4 of Art. XV. The section numbers and the offices 
involved are: 311.02, County Sheriff; 315.03, County Engineer; 317.02, County Recorder; 
319.02, COllnty AudItor; 321.02, County Tr~asurer; 337.04, Superintendent of the County 
Home; 503.25, Township officers; 271.05, Supren:e Court Justice; 2701.06, Judges of the 
Court of Appeals and the Common Pleas Court; 2965.04, l-1embcr of Parole Board; 2965.08, 
Secretary of the Parole Board; 4713.02, State Board of Cosmetology; 4717.04, State 
Board of Embalmers 2nd Funeral Directors; 5537.02, Ohio Turnpike Comni.ssioner; and 
5593.02, State Bridge Co~~issioner and City and County Bridge Co:~missioner. 

Whether or not a person holds an office and is thus required to take an oath as 
prescribed by Section 7 of Art. xv is not determined by the statutory designation applied 
to that position but rather by the nature of the position. ~ta~e ex. !"_~Lj.\_tty. Gen:-'y'. 
Ken~n, 7 Ohio St. 546 (1851); ~,,:~~k~12~teil]_<:_~:-_~_Schott,92 Ohio St. 29 (1915); 
fartJnso.~y~aHfor~, 13 N.P. (N,S.) 73 (1912). 

In Kppgon, ~..I?!.:, the qnestiC'n before tht: CO'Jrt ccnc:erned whether or not c~rtai:r: 

commissioners had be(, properly appointed under Art. II, Section 27 of the Ohio Consti
tution governing the appointment of state officers. The court, in response to one of 
counsel's allegations tl12t the commissioners were not offices within the meaning of 
Art. II, Section 27 because no oath of office was prescribed in the statutes under w~ich 

they were appointed, held that they were officers and that they therefore were obligated to 
take the oath eVen Hithout a specific statutory x·cquirement to that effect. The corrrrnis
sioners were officers because they Here cllarged \-lith" a particular duty, charge or trust 
conferred by public authority and for a public purpose" and that their positions ~"ere "an 
employment on behalf of the government, in any station or public trust, not merely tran
sient, occasional or incidental. 11 Kennon, at 556 .• 

Thus the omission of the designation 11 0 fficer ll and a specific oath requirement 
from the statute creating their position was not determinative of whether or not they 
were officers. 

In another case, Parkinson v. Crawford, 13 N.P. (N.S.) 73 (1912), the oath requirement 
was again discussed in connection \·lith a determination of whether or not a certain position 
was an office and thus fell within the definition of an office in another provision. The 
office in that case ~vas that of a process server and the constitutional provision involved 
was Section 4 of Art .. XV \vhich requires officers to be electors. The court noted that 
Section L~ and Section 7 of Art. XV both use the term officer in the same sense and then 
defined an officer as 

one who exercises in an independent capacity, a public function in 
the interest of the people bv viJt:uc 01: 11.11-;', upon ,·,hOUl is devolved the 
performcmce of independent statutory cluties, \.Jhich to a certain extent, 
.invo.lv.es . the.. ex.el~ct.se ·.of .part .of, the sQvere.ignty of, the statc'. 

. . . . ". - ·. 
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As noted above tile designation of 2 position as an office or its holder as 
an officer cloes not L~~: _s~~ create a teclmical office nccessit:nting an oath \vithin 
the provision:] of 1\rl:. XV, Section 7. In the ~.~1]CI~s:.12~t~~i2?: carle, _SllP_~~, be Ohio 
Supreme Court held that the re:f"ercilce to an "officer" takins a deposition in O. G. C. 
1105 was not limited to "technical" officers, i.e., those vino had taken the Section 7, 
Article XV oath. Section 1105, \'Jhich allo\·Jed officers taking depositions to imprisoll 
persons who refused to be sworn, ~as preceded in the code by a section permitting out
of-state officers to take dispositioils. In light of that preceding section, the court 
held that the Ohio oath was unnccess~ry. The unstated rationale underlying this 
decision, however, appears to be that the out-of-state deposition taker was not an 
officer of an Obio court, but rflther \JC1S taking the deposition by the permission of the 
state of Ohio but under the authority of anothel." st3te. 

Problems 

There do not appear to be any current problclls wlth this section. Although 
it may be questioned whether it is necessary, its presence does not seem to create 
problems. 

. . .,
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Article II~ection 20 

The General Assc~bly, in cases not provided for in this constitution, 
shall fix the term of office and the compensation of all offices; but 
no change therein shall affect the salary of any officer during his 
existing term, unless the office be abolished. 

History 

Section 20, Article II of the Ohio Constitution was an original portion of 
the 1851 constitution. This section, applicable to "all offices", had no equivalent 
in prior organic acts. 

However, the prior 1802 constitution did have prov1swn which prohibited 
changes in the salaries of the judges and the governor during their terms of office, 
at Art. II, Section 6 and Art. III, Section 8 respectively. These prior sections may 
have been adapted from the United States Constitution which prohibits in-term pay in
creases or decreases for the executive and decreases for judges. 

Section 20 was introduced at the 1851 convention by the legislative committee. 
The convention floor debates seem to indicate that the delegates vie'ved Section 20 pri
marily as a provision to prevent graft and pocket lining. However, though no mention 
of such purpose is made in the debates, historically such provisions were designed to 
assure the division of pmver between the three branches of government and such an un
stated purpose for Sect~n 20 can safely be assumed. Frederick Woodbridge, History of 
§.eparation of PO~'lers in Ohio, 13 An. L.R. 191 (1939). 

The merits and demerits of Section 20 were debated at great length on the convention 
floor. At one point, the section was even stricken from the co~~ittee report as being un
neceRsary in light of similar prohibitive provisions in the executive, judicial and legis
lative articles and a:; being poorly worded in that it civered more than one subject mat
ter, i.e., it both granted and restricted legislntivc power. Later in the convention 
the section was reintroduced and, after members of the cOlmlittee explained that it would 
have no effect on officers compensated on a fee basis and that it would apply only to 
in-term pay raises, the section was endorsed by the convention. 

Comparati~c Analysis 

Ten other states prohibit increases and/or decreases in compensation for all 
state officers. after they are appointed or elected or during their term of office. 
Index DigcsLQ.UtJJ.te Constit\1J~:.:h.Q~~, 1959. Hm\lever, a majority elf the states expressly 
prohibit such changes in term for executive officers, legislators and judges. The Model 
State Constitution prohibits in-term pay increases for legislators only. G. Braden and 
R. Cohn, The Illinois Constitl1~.io~l~\n_~~~r:tot§...te<]~1..nd_Cc)1l~parat-LveAnalvsis (1969). The 
federal constitution as noted above prohibits any change in com?ensation for the presi
dent and prohibits the diminution of salary for federal judges. 

The primary source of the legislature's power to fix terms and compensation 
for state offic(~rs is Section 1 of Artic Ie II. St0te ex reI. :'!el~~31f v. ])ol1ohev, 101 
Ohio St. 490 (1920). However, Section 20 of Article XV imposes a duty upon the legis
lature to exercise thnt pO'·lCr. l·;ctc~.lf, ~uP)~Cl_; St~~~£..~x reI. llmve, 25 Ohio St. 588 
(l87!f); State e,,: rd. Attv, GcnC'ral v. :'il'jlblin;~, G Ohio St. 4.0 (356). The. legislature 

.... i.n fixingti~e· ter'ms·. of·. o·rfLce ccfri t'lot' va:i·'y th~C-2ei"ms .~)( 6t'-ficf> set ·~for·d·('lri t~he ~orisd.- .. :.;. 
'. ... t·ut iO·I1. ····.Ji~'i· fl21..~~, .~~}"J:n;· ITil;';C', .'~L'..; "I~'x:,:nlJ] os of ·prgpcr·in~tali.ces for 1:11e .exe~cise o/.· , " 

...'. :~. :tlj (i ;.1: ~;.g j"t;'l··cl-tH,:r.= c·J~; .~} c:<.'.thni .'2 0- ·~i'l~\: ('"C .':. i1i:(> .1 :; <l (~,. tll (;: .r·-i::::i' il~':\" f·· t:T1e '··{i.'c·tr,(i.d::· Q:'c1 :';i·k'.>;-;.(' c: o.t'rc-t 'a'i~;.·· "': ' 
pointC'J to fill a \·;;C:ilC\ d;ld i-l,e 0:-:i.:":·'\f;i Oll of tile LC.l'li\ of Lho prior supcri:,.,:cllcont of 

':"','. ,. ;}l~.~~ .~,o~ '.~.,:~;,~~.t; ,~.~:l.l()o .\"t:Q..:.£~,~-\: .t;h~, ;h~.y?· j~r\ :up~ ~.1, :#.: !il)~~pS.~:q·J;. ·.v¥~~ (fl~a~:H-ied. ··,,~~c.iIIG.iEg:.;·:< ~:'. ';, 
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The term "officer" in the cont~zt of Section 20 opp1ics both to holders of 
offices provided for in tIle constitution and hold~rs of statutorially created offices, 
And to appointed as \,'<:.11 as elected offices. !-j('tcCllf, ~~l:'!:.:~; §"t£:!~!: re_~Is':.i~[i!I!-0.-~a v. 
£amp.~~1.1, 9!+ Ohio St. Lf03 (1916). IIO\JeVel·, the fact that ,-'U office is created by the 
constitution docs not per se make it a state office subject to the provisions of 
Section 20. St0.te e.:?::._~~l.:..J}('~_S ~:.._?:..;)Li~~_~L, 19 Ohio i~.P. (N.S.) 337 (1916). :For exam
ple, mayors and other officers of Inunicipal corporations or officers of school dis
tricts hold offices created for the be6cfit of the locality rather than the state and 
<::re not therefore subject to the provi ~d()ns of Section 20. ?tate c:?S-!.el.:.-Ferry"~_. 

BOI:ln1 of E~~~'lU o~, 12 Ohio Cir. Dec. 333 (1901). But \·,hcn the state seeks to exercise 
its soverei [;n pmoJer through the agencies of thp county or to\mship officers, the 
statute creating the office and the cC>1opcnsation for the office must conform to Sec
tion 20. State ex rel. Godfrey v. O'r,~.ien, 95 Ohio St. 166 (1917). 

The le8islature in fixing the terms or compensation for an office may do so 
by a description or for~ula from which the time or amount may be determined as well 
as by specifically setting forth a term or an amount. .B2.':-'~, ~':1'p_0'.:.., (term determined 
by description); Cricl~~t v_._~tat.~, 18 Ohio St. 9 (1868) (formula set forth to deter
mine compensation). The legislature's Section 20 power to fix terms of office in
cludes within it, the power to extend terms of office once they are set. HO\-ie, ~upra. 

Tile second clause of Section 20 acts as a lim.LtRtion upon the power of the general 
assembly to fix the compensation for an office. Hetc:.0.-lL supra. This clause pro
hibits any change in tIle salary of any officer during his existing term, unless 
the office is abolished. 

The second clause's prohibition is applicable only to officers as opposed 
t.o employees. State f'X reI. }1Ub~~~'0_ Pethel, 153 Ohio St. 1 (1953); ~!:J.~~_~~_rel. 

Q.l.Q.nd~r v. t'erguson, ILlS Ohio St. 581 (1947). The usual criteria for determining 
\-Jh'2thcr.::; F".:;i::':'cn L. & FutILe of':::;.':" ~l:':c durilbiJitv of lCiiUre, the presence of an oath, 
bond and cmolurrlcnts, the independenc.e of fiJ:lcticl.3 ci:::rci::.;::c by the c.ppo::':,::cc, cl::"d the 
character of the dut~~s imposed upon him. The character of the duties, however, is 
the chief determinant of officer status. If the duties involve the exercise of continuing 
independent political or governmental functions then the position is an office and not 
an employee. .!-an~is, ~~. The l:.~mdis cose which set forth the above criteri<1 arose 
'onder a similar section of the Ohio Constitution ~hich prohibited pay raises for county 
·:ficer during their term. Its definition of the term " o ffice" was applied to Section 

20 via NiLbu~D., sup,£§_, "ihich held tk2t I:1cmbers of the county board of election \'Jere 
officers in the Section 20 context and "Iere thus prohibited from receiving an in-term 
salary incre<lse under Section 20. ~~!~l2.~~I~, in so holding, noted that the officer's 
power must irivolve an exercise of a porti.on of the judicial, legislative or executive 
function in order for Section 20 to be applicable. Other cases defining the term 
!'officer" in the context of Section 20 Iwve stressed that to be an officer one must be 
the individual appointed or elected to office rather thnn a mere deputy or assi.stant, 
th;~t the officer must aid in the perFJanent administration of govcnment rather than per
forming some temporary or special tnsk, nnd that the offi~er is <1 public servant upon 
\vhom the public has it right to call for the discharge of his duties. The~~~'c~d_y_.~tGte, 

10 Ohio Cir. Ct. (N.S.) 175 (1907); l:!J~L1S:.,:o.'!::.-y-:..._g,i:lc~_j_1J}.E!..~, 21 Ohio St. 1Lt (18"11); St(lt~ 

c)~~LC'r1.:".is ~~~12.:.:b., 12 Ohio N. P. (1:. S.) 309 (1912). 

The prollibition of the second clause of Section 20 is also limited to changes 
in salary. The \wrds "s<1l ary " and "compensation" as useo in Section 20 are not synony-
l,;':;US. 'fi1('"m~;on v. Philljps, .12 Ohio St.. 017.(1861)·; 19.39 OhioAG No 7{t9;.1951 Ohio .. 

..·:-·····AG :N(Y::"978:~~~·".'-- ~.:.: :..: :;:.:.:. :'~'.: .;, :-,. :.: : .: :.. : -.., : .: :.::..:..\;'--.:" ~ ..~ '.,:: 
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It is manifest from the change of e~prcssion in the two clauses (of 
Section 20) that the word salary was not used in the general sense, 
embracing any compensation fixed for an officer, but in its limited 
sense of an annual or periodic payment dc,pendent upon time, not on 
the amount of service rendered. Thompson, ~_~E.~ at 617. 

Examples of compensation based upon tile amount of service rendered and not 
constituting a snlary are pcrcJiem payments, compensation based on the amount of the 
tax duplicate, ,:mel fees charged by the piece of '(·7crk. 1951 Ohio AG No. 978, Gobrecht 
~:.-__Cincinnati., 51 Ohio St. 68 (1894); State eXJ~l. Taylor v. Carl isle 3 Ohio N. D. 
(N.S.) 54/+ (1905); Theobald, !,uprd_, 

However, when the officer's compensation is salary, i.e. periodic payment 
dependent solely upon the passage of time, no cllBuge in that salary can be constitutional 
made during his term. M<:-~~~ar§., ::~l?.1':"~'.. , 1951 Ohio AG No. 978. An imposition of addition
al duties on the office holder does pot mnkc an e:;ception to this rule. pona.hey~.St~C1t.£ 

~x reJ;;..:..Ji§.rst~l.L 101 Ohio St. 473 (1920); 13C2.~c1~~1~~tEc;J:.~~!~~_._LJnRrel, 29 Ohio N. P. eN. S. ) 
1932. The salary which is not subject to change is the salary in effect at the commence
ment of the term not withst~nding tile fact that a bill changing the salary has become 
law at the commencement of the term and is merely '(}aiting the expiration of the refer~ 

endum pedod to take effect. 1917 Ohio A. G. vol. 2., p. 138/+. Nothing in the prohibition 
of Section 20 forbids the establish1I1ent of a salary .cor an officer during his term Hhcn 
no salary had previously existed nor does Section 20 forbid a voluntary relinquishment 
of salary hy an office holder. .§.~~'~~~::_reL_::G:~yl~'_~~_~~_~~~l-isl~,3 Ohio N.P. (N.S.) 
544 (1905\; Q!;~~)an~.--!.~_ Phillins, 19 Ohio L. AbS. 71 (1935). The prohibition against. 
salary ch2.nges in term refers stricd_y to the officer' s term and does not apply to a 
person appointed to a partially expired statutory term w~ere the salary of the office 
is incr0~sed l~j a ~t~tut~ c[fcctiv~ d~ri_llg tIle j)Y2c:cding po~tion of tIle ~er~ ~Jl~~~ sc~~

one else held the office. Stat_~~~__L~.L~](;.nci~_~:._ Fer3~~2~, 1/j·8 Oluo SL. 581 (1047). 

Cases in v!hich cllcmges in s"lary have been lH,,1d to be unconstitutional include C<1ses 
invol vi ng the sa lar ies of a common p leas judge, Z~~.~fLer.L~y_:...__~_~.~t~_~":£._r~_L __~t<lnt'2.~?., 105 
Ohio St. 650 (922); a judge of the court of appeals, .t!.<::~~_§...!£. ~~r~; a member of the 
state raihvay comnission, }2.9_~Dhey", ::l.Tra; a county commj_ss.Lonel~, St0te_£~~E-£1:_~J~:Cl..'0..l2.t 

~. Kesl~er, 133 Ohio St. 429 (1937); 2nd a justi.ce of the peace, 1927 Ohio A. G. p. 905. 

Current Issue 

Should Section 20 be retained as a portion of the Ohio Constitution? As stated 
above, the legislature '(wuld have the 1'o,;;e1' to fix tC:J:nw of office and conpensaU.on 
under Section 1 of Article II even ahsence Section 20. Further, the 011io Constitution 
currently prollibits in-term compcnsntio~ changes for executive officers £t Art. 111, 
Section 19 and for state legislators at Art. II, Section 30 and prohibits diminution 
of juelf,CS' compensation durin~ their terms at Art. IV, Section 6 (B). In addition, 
Art. II, Section 29 of the Ohio Constitl1 i:ion :.;t2t:CS that 

No ~~J~t.<~_t'2.?!:T_,~nsaj:LQ~_.~·dl,~lJ .... ..l)_·:; 1~~,'J,1(~ to_~,-:,,-:'_..c)r:Li:s~e1~, rl1bl.ic agent, OT con
tract 0 r, £.!J e ~- -..1- 11 C_...'~'22:~::,,:L£.s:._..:::L U_~:::.Y .~....Jl....'::!: n __...(:":",: ~'.::E-~~I_.-.0..~LI_ (.> ~'? ~ ::: J~~_~_~~_ 
_ter('d_Ll~t:..C2.: nor shall .:my [!'OIWY he paid, on any clcd.m, th2 subject: nJLltt.er 
of ,(·)ltich ~;hal1 not lwvl' IlLer! pruvidcd for by p:cc-('xistin:;; len.;, ~1~:l)_2~uch 

.. ' · .. l:'ompen:cc.l·j.on·,. or ·.cl<lj·.':.J .he <}1 !·,,)('d. hv.. .t:\.'o··L;·i1-c1s.. of the: 11Ii'mbC'rs o1.cnc.h . '. . '. , 
...'.:.'::.;: .>".... ·,E~·~iSJ;. ~;f:-t1e :g;~1);;i~~;Cc1'l_~G':'.liJ.i-.·4---:-:::~!.~:~ .~~~~: ... '.: '.: .:.:: :<:" ..,' :'~'~:-:~~" ".'. ~:: ::.,,: ,.' .. :".. ~.; 

.......� 
! ", ..J 
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,:'~, ;.: ··;:.·.··iilUbl ,t1>·:.;b 'ftf';n·H:·p:il:i::·~·~llj·~-t<i.t{i t Jng:"0' :.:l~()i'i't)~·.::l~;ci·{v.o\l··lA·· hitv.e 'ih":j:,;~"h "l!'~:t~~cC'B' t.l~~ ·V}trh:lt:c· ··i·d·d ':')~::" ... ~;'-',
tlJ~.' 'n:r~C(' (i'j,--·,·j~., ;")1-," 1'..,!.! ~-~:' {~'<'j \ ~'T:l :~:: .. ,,'.,~ Ie { \'.~·:li.'~, ::"!\~i 
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'. 
Section 4) he]cJ that a puhlic offi'·'r'l" :is 8 p1Jb 1 ic servrmt <1.nd tll,ll: hc~callse of t1JDt 

•� position. a CO:llcact exists lJet\!ccofJ hiin ClnJ tlw ]'lluLi.c \-ihich take's effect at the 
latest '.JiH1I1 the 0[[1ce1" take:; his Qat'1 cf office. The J,'~'t:t:r!('1" contJ~o.ct ration:cde 

---~---_.-

should by ar;alo~~:y be appl:Lca!Jlc to ~)cetion 20 officc:rs thus r:!akilli; a t~,.'o-thinls 

vote necessary for in-tcI"m pel)' rai.se's.) Thus i:.lJ11ple prot('ctions .:if;<-tinst pod<et
lining raiscJs and raises \vhie11 \\1()ul:l j;·ljl<:i.r the inclcpc'llclC!lCC of the: three branchc;s 
of governmcilt ;Jpi,car to be 1:>l"2~;cnt: in the Ollio Con,'i[:it;ILioll even ,·;ithout Section 20. 
Therefore the question arises, is Section 20 necessary? 

In the: consideration of this } ,,;suc: , it sh()uJd !Je noted thLlt vote''cs failed 
to rntify in a rCCc;lt election a cCJIl,t:Ltutional ~l:;Cndirc'nt l)hich v.'Oulcl 11[(vc alloHed 
in-term pay increase:] for cc~rt;oin counLy officia 1.;;, and oth2j~s - offici<=11s occu
pying a posit j (1)1 j dcr,ticcl1. to that of: anothc~r per;;on \,,'ho~;c salary is hir;her be
cause 11is terra begins and ends at a different time . 

. . '.� . " . 
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Public Employees 

Section 10 of Article XV was added to the Ohio Constitution in 1912 and has� 
not been changed since then. It reads as follows:� 

Article XV 

Section 10. Appointments and promotions in the civil service of� 
the state, the several counties, and cities, shall be made according� 
to merit and fitness, to be ascertained, as far as practicable, by com�
petitive examinations. Laws shall be passed providing for the enforce�
ment of this provision.� 

No other provisions of the Ohio Constitution deal exclusively with public� 
~nployees. A variety of provisions relating to public employees, in addition to� 
a merit system requirement, are found in other state constitutions, however. These� 
include provisions relating to political activity, conflict of interests, right to� 
bargain collectively, and pension systems. This study wj.ll discuss the merit� 
system provisions and the constitutional issues arising under su~h a provision, and� 
will briefly mention some of the other provisions not found in the Ohio Constitution.� 

Merit System 

History. The 1912 constitutional convention adopted Section 10 of Article XV� 
with little debate and only a f2w negative ~otes. Proponents of the provision as�
serted that it was a "blow to the spoils systemll 

• It was viewed as part of the� 
progressive, reform movement that incorporated the initiative and referendum--one� 
spokesman for the merit system in public employment stated that the Initiative and� 
Referendum and the merit system, together, would get rid of political bosses in Ohio.� 
A merit system was already in effect in sone Ohio cities at the time of the conven�
tion. Proponents recognized, in their supporting statements, that some positions� 
would have to be exempt, but felt that a general constitutional provision, leaving� 
the implementation to the General Assembly, was preferable to a detailed provision� 
attempting to spell out such matters as precisely which positions would be exempt.� 

The history of the movement, and the abuses that led to it, for merit sy~tems 

for the employment of persons in the civil service--those in public emploJ~eut not in the 
military service--is an interesting one, and thoroughly documented in many sources. 

The grand and familiar political themes of the early civil service� 
movements were uncomplicated, to begin. The public official was to be� 
protected from arbitrary replacement as different parties or factions� 
succeeded one another; and the merit system was to be out of the reach� 
of "spoils politics." Politics was to be kept out of public personnel� 
administration, to put the underlying intention in its most simplistic� 
form. There was a quid pro guo. In return, again simplistically, pub�
lic personnel were to keep out of politics. The civil servant was� 
idealized as a useful technician, in short, competent but politically� 
neutral and intent only in his strivings to achieve the ends determined� 
for him by political policy makers. l� 

From the time of the Pendelton Actin 1883 to the present time, there has been� 
a constant, if sometimes slow. progression at all governnlental levels toward a merit� 
system in the selection and retention of public personnel. State and local govern�
ments have proceeded more slowly than the federal government, as a general rule, 
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although merit systems were operative in some states even before the federal systGtn 
really took hold. 

As noted above, the concept of the reformers had two parts--the employee, se
lected on the basis of his qualifications and not his affiliation ~'1ith the party 
in power, was to be protected in his job, as long as he performed satisfactorily, 
from the whims of politics; such an employee would be politically neutra1--that is, 
he was to perform his job without permitting his own convictions about policy O~ 

politics to interfere, and was not to use his job as a tool for the advancement 
of party. The first objective is easier to define and administer than the second. 

Node1s; Other States The provisions in the current edition of the Nodel 
State Constitution for' a merit system read as follows: 

Section 10.01. Merit System. The legislature shall provide for the 
establishment and administration of a system of personnel administration 
in the civil service of the state and its civil divisions. Appointmenf, 
and promotions shall be based on merit and fitness, demonstrated by ex" 
amination OY by other evidence of competence. 

Earlier editions of t.he Hodel carried a more detailed prov~s~on, requu~ng a 
classification system, an' creating a department of civil service, and requiring 
certification of the dep;:n'tment (or similar municipal department in the case of a 
home rule city) before payTlent could be made to an employee. The cOlTJ11ent in the 
current cd.ition of the Hodel. indicates that the drafters no longer considered the 
longer provision necessary except, perhaps, in jurisdictions where the civil serv
ice merit system tradition is not strong. 

Similar model constitutional provlslons have been proposed by other individuals 
and organizations. For example, Elmer Graper, Hriting in an issue of the '" I,; 

in 1935 (an issue iarge1y devoted to a revision of the Pennsylvania ConstituL, 
recommended the folloHing constitutional provision: 

Appointments and promotions in the civil service of the state and of� 
municipalities shall be made on the basis of merit and fitness, to be� 
ascertaiped, so far as practicable, by competitive examination. The� 
legislature •••• 2� 

The National Civil Service League promulgated a revised model public personnel 
administration law in 1970, and recommended at the same time the merit system provision 
of the Model State Constitution. 

t 

Slightly over one-fourth of the states have merit system civil service prov~s10ns 

in their Constitutions. }~st are fairly simple and short, similar to the Ohio pro
vision. The Alaska Constitution, for example, requires the legislature to "establish 
a system under which the merit principle Hill govern the employment of persons by 
the State." A feH, such as Missouri's, limit the mandatory application of the merit 
principle to specified state agencies or institutions. Some states which do not 
have a mandatory constitutional provision have applied the merit principle only to 
agencies, departments or programs Hhere it is required as a condition for receiving 
federal grants, and in others, such as Illinois, the merit system is a long tradition, 
at least in state government. There seems to be little question that a state 

" 
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legislature has full legislatIve power to provide for a merit civil service 
system if it so desires, whether or not mandated or authorized by the con
stitutiQn. Such a syste~ in general, does not abridge anyone's constitutional 
rights. 3 

Contrasted to those state constitutional prov~s~ons mandating the merit 
principle in general and leaving the implementation to the legisla
ture are a few state constitutions which spell out, in great detail, the ad
ministration and operation of the system. Michigan is the most often quoted 
example of this; California's Constitution is also detailed with respect to 
the civil service system and even the new Louisiana Constitution has lengthy pro
visions dealing with both state and city civil service commissions. 

The 01iO SL~en1. The General Assembly responded promptly to the 1912 con
stitutional mandate, and enacted a comprehensive civil service law in 1913, to 
take effect on January 1, 1914. (103 Ohio LcMS 698). As required by the consti
tution, employees of the state, the counties and cities were covered. In ad
dition, employees of city school districts Here includ<~d. The civil service 
was divided into classified and unclassified service, with the unclassified 
service including the specified Ilexempt" persons and categories and the classi
fied, or competitive service, including all the rest. The unclassified category 
included elected officials, court bailiffs, heads of principal departments, 
boards, and c01mUissions appointed by the governor, secretaries to such persons, 
boards of elections, and others. Although city school districts were brought 
within the merit system, one category of exempt persons included all teachers, 
instructors, superintendents, presidents, and principals employed by the school 
districts, colleges and universities so that the school employees covered were 
only nonteaching employees. Separate civil service commissions ,vere to be es
tablished in each c~ty. 

Many changes, of course, have been made in the statutes since 1913. Most 
recently, Senate Bill 174 of the 1973-74 session of the General Assembly, effected 
a complete reorganization of three state departments by combining them into one-
the new Department of Administrative Services. The combined departments ,vere the 
Department of Finance, the Department of Public ~~orks, and the Department of State 
Personnel. The personnel function, included the administration of the merit system 
and the Personnel Board of Review, which replaced the former Civil Service Commis
sion, are nOlv part of the new Department. Ch..-:pter 143. of the Revised Code, Hhich 
formerly contained the civil service provisions, is now Chapter 124. of the Revised 
Code. l 

The basic scheme, 'however, is much the same. The civil service has been ex
panded to include city health districts and general health districts as well as, 
as originally, the state, counties, cities and city school districts. The most 
recent addition is a category of "civil service to,vnships" which authorizes, but 
does not requi~e, to,voships with a population of more than 10,000 to establish a 
civil service system for fire and police employees. "State service" describes 
employees of the state, the counties, and general health districts. Employees of 
cities, city health districts, and city school districts come under the appropriate 
municipal civil service connnission. "Class ified service" embraces everyone not in 
the unclassified service--those required to take competitive examinations and 
unskilled labor, for which competitive examinations are deemed impractical. The 
unclassified service describes the exempt categories--elected positions, depart
ment heads, legislative employees, substantial numbers of court employees and 
county employees, employees of the governor's office, and others. The number and 
variety of unclassified employees has increased substantially since 1913. 
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It is not the purpose of this study to describe the operation and admi~is- . 
tration of the Ohio civil service system, but only to note possible constitutional. 
issues. 

Issues 

1. General or detaile.d constitutional provision? Or no constitutional provision? 

As is true ,-lith any constitutional provision that is unnecessary in the sense 
that the General Assembly has power under its general legislative povler to provide 
by law for whatever is under consideration, Section 10 of Article XV could un
doubtedly be eliminated from the Ohio Constitution without destroying the st~~tels 

civil service system. Hith respect to cities, at least those 1;-lith charters, in 
the absence of the constitutional requirement, there might be some question 
whether the state could require cities to maintain a merit system. However, 
merely because the provision could be removed without dimini.shing legislative 
pmver it is not necessary to conclude that it should be removed, since it man
dates the general assembly to act in a field in which it might otherwise fail 
to act. If the policy conclusi.on is reached that a merit system in publ:L..::: em
ployment is desirable, it would be difficult to justify removing the provision 
from the Constitution. J. Alton Burdine, 1;"riting about the necessity for con
stitutional revision in Texas in 19L,3, advocated a constitutional provision 
requiring the enactment of a general merit system lmv covering state and local ad
m:Lnistrative employees and employees of the legislative and judicial branches. 
He noted that the legislature has p01;ver to pass such a law, but had consistently

4failed to exercise its power. 

Arguments given in favor of the system used in }lichigan, California, 
Louisiana, and perhaps other states, of providing in some detail a civil service 
system in the Constitution, are that it creates an agency independent of legis
lative tampering, and possibly of executive tampering as well; and that it permits 
limiting the exemptions by spelling them out in the Constitution, also safe from 
legislative or executive tampering. 

The independence of the constitutional agency, however, can create problems 
for administrators and is not generally favored. The Committee for Economic 
Development, in its 1967 report entitled "Modernizing State Government" commented 
as follows on the personnel function: 

.'. 
We believe that it is time to make a clean break with the 

past, and that the states should take a leading role in the 
installation of up-to-date personnel systems. 

'. 
When this function is vested in an independent civil service 

commission, "management often finds itself unable to determine 
its own manpower requirements, to rotate as part of their devel
opment, or to promote primarily on the basis of ability. II Even 
greater frustrations result when attempts are made to maintain 
departmental discipline or to remove incompetent employees. 
Independent state civil service conwissions should be replaced 
by central personnel agencies under directors appointed by 
and responsible to the governors. Admimistrative responsibility 
cannot be placed upon a governor unless he also has basic 
authority over personnel • 

.., . 
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Constitutional rigidity can Le worse than legislative rigidity because 
it is more difficult to remedy, and the 1961 Michigan Constitutional Convention 
added to the list of exemptions <1 number of positions in the governor's office: 
"thus giving constitution<1l sanction to a pr<1ctice that had become customary,,5 
as well as other positions. Horeover, the l'iichigan system permits the civil 
service commission to establish pay rates for the employees under its jurisdic
tion, and one of the issues at the convention \<las \Vhether the legisl<1ture should 
not have sorne control over at least P<1Y rates. A provision \Vas finally added 
pel~litting the legislature, by a 2/3 vote, to reject or reduce proposed pay 
increases. Another problem that developed because of the constitutional inde
pendence of the }1ichigan Civil Service Con®ission surfaced when public employee 
unionism began its up\<lard surge in the mid-1960's and controversy developed in 
Michigan not only over the \Vhole issue of public employee labor relations and 
the right to strike and bargain collectively, but a~so over whether the legisla
ture or the Civil Service COlmnission was in charge. 

2. What governmental units are covered? 

The Ohio Constitution mandates the application of the merit principle to the 
employees of the state, counties and cities. The legislature has added city 
health districts, general health districts, and city school districts and, 
permissively, certain townships. The Model State Constitution and other similar 
model proposals would make the merit system mandatory for state and all political 
subdivision employees. There no longer seems to be any doubt about the General 
Assembly's ability to extend the requirement to units of governrnent not mentioned 
in the Constituti.on (Karrick v. Bd. of Education of Findlav School District 174 
Ohio St. 467, 1962) and the only question is whether the Constitution should 
mandate a merit system for additional, or all, public employees not presently 
covered--villages, townships, special districts of various types. 

As with all matters relating to cities, Section 10 of Article XV must be read 
together with Sections 2, 3, and 7 of Article XVIII of the Constitution, the mu
nicipal corporation government and "home rule" provisions. The folloHing general
izations are offered with respect to civil service and cities in Ohio: 

1. A charter city which provides by charter for a civil service merit 
system need not follow the statutory rules. The chief of police, for example, 
in such a charter city need not be chosen from a civil service eligible list as 
provided in the statute, but could be selected as provided in the charter or by 
ordinance enacted pursuant to the chapter. (Lynch v. Cleveland, 164 O. S. 437, 1956). 

2. A charter city which does not provide for a merit civii service system in 
its charter would be in the same position as a noncharter city in that respect. 

3. A noncharter city must follow the state laws for civil service. It cannot 
vary from them. (Petit v. Wagner, 170 Ohio St. 297 (1960) 

4. A noncharter city can, however, enact laws establishing pay scales and the 
number of employees--these are essential elements of local self-government. (State 
ex reI. Mullin et al.v. Mansfield, 26 Ohio St. 2d 129, 1971). 

Conflict appears to exist in the statutes concerning the civil service status 
of employees of elected county officials. However, it seems clear that if a county 
should adopt a charter, it could create its own civil service system as to charter 
cities'. 



3. Who is Exempt? .. 
.. The lengthy list of exempt positions and categories (the "unclassified" 

service) in Ohio might lead to the conclusion that the Michigan or California 
system--writing the exemptions in the Constitution--is better than leaving 
the .determination to the General Assembly. Since the constitutional mandate appears to 
require all appointments and promotions in the specified governmental units to be 
made according to merit and fitness "to be ascertained, as far as practicable, 
by competitive examinations" the only constitutional test for exclusion is ~vhether 

it is practical to devise an examination for the position. To the extent that 
policy-making functions and political sensitivity may be part of the position, 
it would be difficult to devise such a test. Department heads, for example, 
and the Governor's press secretary, would fall within such categories. However, 
the present law exempts all employees in the Governor's office, and such an 
exemption may be suspect. Many county employees and court employees are also 
exempt, whose jobs could very likely be defined with sufficient exactitude and 
objectivity to enable the examinations to be prepared to test for the necessary 
skills and knowledge. 

At the same time, it should be noted that, of the total state employment� 
(no county or other local employees) of 58,571, 52,866, or between 88 and 89%� 
of the total, are in the classified service. Since Some states cover only those� 
employees necessary to meet the requirements of federal funding, 88% represents� 
a substantial percentage of the total.� 

If the present system of permitting the General Assembly to determine which� 
employees should be covered is not satisfactory, it is difficult to determine� 
how the constitutional language could be changed except to include in the Consti�
tution a specific list of positions or categories to be exempt from the merit� 
system.� 

4. Merit and Fitness: Other Job Qualifications and Requirements 

Without the reviewing of laws and literature on civil service in detail, it is� 
apparent that "merit and fitness" include the knowledge and skills required for� 
satisfactory job performance. Merit and fitness are to be measured, so far as� 
practicable, by competitive examination.� 

What about other job requirements? Does the fact that the Constitution� 
specifies only "merit and fitness" rule out other requirements? Even if part of� 
"merit and fitness", many job requirements are today found to be unconstitutional� 
because they discriminate against individuals or groups of persons on the basis of� 
race, sex, religion, national origin, or color, or because they violate the Consti�
tution for some other reason. 

A recent report published by the International Personnel Management Association 
details some of the many legal problems besetting public employers, as well as 
private ones. Some job requirements, such as citizenship, enumerated have been 
part of public employment, and the merit systems, since the early days of public 
employment, when qualifications were first specified by law. Today, however, if 
they are found to discriminate or to violate the due process or equal protection 
clauses of the Constitution, they are increasingly being held unconstitutional by 
the courts. The following excerpt from the report summarizes some of these job 
requirements or qualifications: 

~ . 
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Job requirements 

S:i~i!::...e21:~JY 8n~resi~~12-C:.Y..:. Both of these commonly accepted requirements 
limit open cOIT!petition, restdJ't mobility, and discriminate by r<1ce, 
religion, and nntional origin to the degree that these people are not 
evenly distrihute~ across all political jurisdictions. Expect court 
cases unless these requirements are dropped. 

~. Hany jurisdictions require a minimum age of either 18 or 21 years 
for all job applicmts. This TI12Y discriminate <.lg2.inst poverty groups 
(largely minorities) \)ho seck cl<lp10ymcn1: het\-yeen the ages of 16 nnd 21 
rather thc:m continue their education as their more affluent (largely 
nomninority) counterparts elo. Ninimum c:ge requirements should be lov}c:red 
to age 16 unless a hi~lcr age is necessary for successful job performance. 

Height ''!]].?,.~~:i;~h~. These requirements are often found in firefighter and 
police officer jobs. Hinimum heights usually X'anze from 5 1 7" to 5'10", 
VJ1.th weight proportioned to height, \\!hich i-IOU ld discriminate against 
the shorter races aDd Homen unless height i-Jere a BFOQ. 

9cc~E£.~.r~2.:':1i:.L<::re51.ent:j::2..:1.~.. 11.con8 es, reg i s tr at ions, cert if ieel t iOllS, "mel 
the like may he required by stnte 1m.... , but a national survey by the De
partment of Labor (19()9) found that exorbitant fees in some states put 
severe restrictions on mo~ility and tile selection procedures used by the 
credentia]-t;ro.nting autborities i·Jere typically u11vaIiu8.ted. Thus, any 
employer using occupc,tiona1 c1"(:6cn1:io18 as part of his/her se.lection 
process \!Ould be i\'el1 advised to obti.1in a selection mallual from the 
credential-granting authorities to determine whether their selection 
procedures were fair and valid. If no fairness or validity could be 
demonstrated, the employer should seek legal counsel to decide Hhether 
or not to suspend these requic('L'.cnts for initia.l employment u·':ltil the 
selection procedures [or the credentials were revised. It does not 
appear to he any defense to argue that the responsibility for the 
credential selection procedures rests with the credential-granting 
authority and therefore the employer is an innocent bystander. 

~ducation and 0.Y.J)crience. These requiJ:ements, of course, must be validated 
as tests. ~aining and experience may be suhstituted for formal education, 

if there is evidence for doing so, but the practice of waiving education re
quirements for present employees all. open exams if the empioyees are 
" othenvise qual ified'l is definitely suspect and should be discontinued 

t
unless there is research to support its use in specific situations. 
General education requirements (e.g., high school diploma or college 
degree) should also be avoided, as stipulated in the 9.rigz..§. decision 
(U. S. Supreme Court, 1971c). A more acceptable approach is to use 
education requirements only Hhen they could be considered to be obvious 
samples of job performance (e.g., an engineering degree for engineers, 
courses in bookkeeping for bookkeepers, etc.) rather than signs of job 
performance (e.g., high school graduation indicates high motivation) 
unless there is strong validity evidence to support such practices. 
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"Hinimum" versus "desirable" requi.rements. Desirable requirements are 
sometimes used in hopes of avoiding the rigidities of minimum standards. 
Unfortunately, the results can be far worse. Potential job applicants 
often select themselves out 'vhen they see they do not meet the "desired" 
standard, which by defi.nition is usually set at a higher level than one 
would need to do a minimum acceptable job. Furthermore, experience and 
training ratings have a 'vay of turning desirable requirements into the 
minimum needed to pass, rather than the mnximum possible score, and, in any 
event, there is alwo.ys some point on the scale \vhich is a functional 
minimum needed to pass even though it is not formally stated. Thus, 
there are always minimum requirements and the so-called desirable re
quirements only serve to limit applications--oftcn to the detriment of 
the groups protected under law. The only answer seems to be set 
realistic minirnurn standards which can be defended by research evidence. 

fharacter requirements 

Every set of laws analyzed contained some provlslon for rejection of 
app licants or dismiss-'ll of emp loyees on the basis of "bad Character" in 
the follm-ling areas: (1) subversive activities, (2) infamous conduct, 
and (3) personal problems. Legal problems can result \olhen these require
ments are phrased so vazuely as to preclude their consistent application 
to all persons or when they conflict with the 5th A.'l1endmcnt, the lLfth 
Amendment, or the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 

Prohibited subversive activities usually specify membership in groups 
advocating violent overthrO\v of the governlnent. The 1964 Civil Rights 
Act does permit discrimination against Communists and any other group 
'vhen national security is threatened, but civil service lmJs \'Ihich reject 
applicants who have been "in any manner disloyal to the Governrn2nt of the 
United States" or vlho refuse to test ify on the grounds that it might tend 
to incriminate them face possible conflicts with the 5th and 14th Amend
ments. 

The next category of civil service laws in this area rejects all appli
cants who' 

1. are "guilty of infamous conduct" 

2. have committed "conduct unbecoming of an employee" 

3. have committed "scandalous or disgraceful conduct while on duty" 

4. have evidenced "bad character, dissolute habits, or immoral conduct. lI 

A related law denies sick leave or reemployment rights after leaves of 
absence due to "moral delinquency." The vagueness of these laws makes 
their consistent enforcement almost impossible. Great caution is advised 
whenever these laws are invoked. 

Personal problems (e. g., drug dependency, poor credit rating, arrests, 
and convictions) may be discriminatory reject~on criteria unless their 
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relationship to job performance can be dcmonstr~ted. Inconsistent� 
application of these laws often occurs, for cX2mplc, when some al�
coholic employees arc discharged while others arc sent to treatment� 
centcrfJ.� 

Prohibitions ogain~t more them one n~cmber of 1:~l'C sLIme family� 
~\7orking for th(~ :][JToe ()rg;nli;:ati.o~'1_, or for t';~c ~~r.n1C dcpartrnCill:� 
within [1D. oJ.'CJlld.zation, t~l:'i.c~l.lly ;;~,)rk,; aga:;.n~~t \·n.\E1c,n, in ,,:,llich� 
case it Hould vioLstc the 196(! Civl.ll~i2,h::s Act unless it vlerc� 

l' ' , 7 ,USlown) to 1)c a Jus~ncss necesslLY. . 

The conclud.on~ re.'lched by the c.uthor of this rcrort 2rc based on court cases� 
from many jurisclicU on.s, not n(~ccc;s[lrily CJh~o, [,Bel ,nany of the problems have not:� 
yet rcocll\..~<J tLc ~:>l.prcrlif.~ Cou:.ci~ LU1- £i1'la1_ dC~tC<lTlli~L1.:~tioTl. They Dre n.8~ccl here, 1-:'0t� 

to su~',;cst tll<.it chr,l1?/'s in S~:ction 10 of ALticlc, XV of tho. Clitio C(jn,sti_'(~,lltion a~~e
 

indic,;l:CC\, hut 0'11y t:o p(1il"~t out the vrrricty of p1:oi)1e::103 th<lt lc.:;is12tivc~ bodies� 
and ex\; (:.\1 t. i'v'e ag,-:.[lC i.e:') rnus t C011~i i (le i'" in c:c ct:d~ ii.1g per sonne 1 ay s t O1'ns tod ay "� 

An i.rr:purt~:nt l"~-1:Ci:' of the: o~ci;.;jjl.~ll conccpt of tbe c.ivil scrv~ce merit systern \,,88 
pre!h ib it :i.on L<~a j n:-:; t pel it i.e ~~ 1 ~l Ct _~ \,·c L~ >"1 by ~~. ov ':.::Y n~:lC) r;.t t:~IilP l.u/ce.s co"';,' er 12cl t:y th c sy S t:CID. 

1~h(:~ Ill1~~tCj111 J\ct: 1:·(-:prl.::~cr:t0 ·i.~l'lC ~_;'·~~:t;~c:·~:C'nL: (i'~ i1 no pC)l.i.L.!.caL ~.~C.·~:L\7j_;.·.:..'~1: fol.'" :~:ed2ral (.:,:i"t: .... 

pl\...,,'ees i~1 tIl·:-: cJ_·vL)_ sc:;..·'v5.c(:. ~:J~:LC':Tl, CllJU tn:t~ ~-:·:.:ai:2 r:r:.cl locLll C'~~~pluy'C:C's ill pl~c~r'~:,i',lS 

supplied \.'itll fL~dc:~ral It1.;)ds, ;-i~: c.L :~c·:i.~·~:la:L j:ulc. ~.j(,:j:.J st<..t··,-: civil EJ~.:rv"i.cG E)yst[~n~~;~ i 11Cll}'_ 

in.g Ohio'f.".,h;T\:-C: a siJJil(IT P;:Cy'v:~.~:ion ~.l"l tll(~il" l(-:·\,?sc /\.t l,=~c.r.~t one s':.:.::~t0, LOi.lisi3n~1, 

has '.irittcn the prohib:LL:ioIls inl.::o it'.> C(\n:~Lil..ul:ion. 

ProJd.bit:Lon,~ 2.g,:d.nst ;'olitic;il tlctivity '):" l'ubL_c cI~T)loye('s h",ve COTf;C under 
scI"u. tiny ilL J: (·c 2r.! t YC [Jr s, L10\',.'C';V c'r, r.1,n(~. 8<..)T:12 li (. 'V~ b ·:::C' !.1 11 C ld U11.COr};") t il.:u t i(;n~: 1 (1 ;:; Lin

l1ecessarily :ce~trict:j,.ng the :(j.~:.l'JL.s of t11(~ el:rpj.oy(~c:; U:l.ctc.r t>c C':!1.l:11 IY.COl:cction ~-:~l.d 

due process clauses of tl'l2 fC(~l:r~l. Constj.1:~tio~1. ].i1 1966, ConLr~ss 2S~flbli.sl·I('d 2l 

Corn':nissio:'~ 011 PoLitical l\ct:i\lit~/i 0.[ CO'/c:~·n'l~cT~t l)crf~ollnc'l to in,.Tc:st:igatc and stlLdy 

Federnl 1m'is ,,,'hich lL"it Oi' dJ.~;COi.!:ceH"'c tllC p2:cticip,~;::i.on of FCde):i~l or stete ofii_
cers [md cmployecs in politic21 2ctiv:i ty. '.2bo r'.~poJ:t of tid.s CO'iFlJ.ssion, rurtller 
studies by federal and stete officials, and court c~scs have r~sulted in rc-eX2min2
tion and restatement of the l'ule::; ,md rc~ula[::;ollS gCNcrniDg ,:hat public cr.,ployu:s 
can and cannot do in the realm of political activity. In this eve Jving field of 
Lnv, it ,wuld be clifficul t and prob::.bly ullneCeSSa]~y to attcmpt: to \';<].'itEO into the 
Ohio Constitution any provisions relating to political <lctivitytby persons covered 
by the merit system. 

Conflict of interest and ethics provisions for state or state and local officials 
and employees have also been written into some state constitutions. For example, 
the Haw2.ii Constitution requires fillnncial st~terncnts to be filed by candidates for 
and holders of certoin offices; it also permits the legislature to adopt a code of 
ethics for state and political subdivisiollS elected and appointed officers and 
employees. (Section 2 of Article 13 and Section 5 of Arti,cle XIV). 
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Collect ive Barg~ining nnd Unions [or P~Jh lic ymp loyees. 

The relationship between a civil service or merit system of public employment, 
an elected 1(';gisI3tivc body that traditionally hCls resulated the terms and conditions 
of employment of publ ic employees, and orgi.mL.:ati.ons of such employees devoted to 
collective bargaining as the method of fbd.n,·; tenTS and condition,} of employment, is 
a difficult relationship to sort out. For constitutional purposes, it is not really 
necessary to analyze the variOllS conflicts inherent in these systems, since they CB:1 

be resolved by statute Dnd by the procc~;s of administration. 

Severa 1 state constitutions, h 01'1 ever , do contain a positive statement gc~anti.nz 

public employees the ri~lt to oTBanize and bargain collectively, or do somcthj.ng less 
than bargain collectively such ~\S make grievcm.ces kmvo through their ovm represC:l1tatives. 
Section 2 of Article XII of the Hawaii Constitution recognizes the ri~ht of 1')uh11c 
employees to organize and bargnin collectively, as prescribed by'lm'l. (Section I of 
this Article reco;.;nlzes the riz,ht of private employees to organize and bargnir: col
lectively, The original Hawaii constjtution only gave the right to public enlployces 
to present grievance',,; through r~presentLltives of their- ol,m choos;~ng, and the colL,c
tive barg.:lining provision replaced the prior provision in 1968.)0 Article I of the 
New Jersey Constitution, parngrcph 19, recognizes the right of public employees to 
organize and to mal<:e griev.::mces ];:nOl,m through represent:,tives of their O\"n choosing. 
A r:eH P1.·ov:L~)ion in the pc;ansylvanin Constitution (section 31 of A:cticle III) prev.Ld(·s 
for collectively bargaining for police and firemen. 

These constitutional provisi.ons [01101,1 the trend of the times, rather than th ..., 
other uny around, and such provisions tend to be obsolete before they nrc adopted. A 
constitutional provision attem~ting to define the subject matter of bargainin~, and 
I'lith \vhom the bnrgninin:; is to tak2 pl.:lce (hm-7 do you cxpress the prOCCC;\lrC 10l: b:l::
gaining with the legislature?) would be e~tremely difficlJ1t to write and it, too, vauld 
be obsolete before it could b(~ adopted. It 8e(':1,;s desirD,ble to lC'.av'~ these 1l:8ttC:C'S to 
stDtute and to the evolution 0::.' public eTIiployer-e]11ployees relations rather tkm o.ttc.mpt 
to \n-i te such pr0visions in the COI'stitution. H:i.chigan, hC"iv2ver, hns \'lritten at least 
some elements of the bargaining process in the. Consti.tution by assigning the Ci.vil 
Service Conunission the responsihility for fixing state employees I \vages) giving the 
legislature only <1 veto power over the final results. 9 . 

Justification for vlriting a. public employee collective qargaining provision 
into" the Constitution might exist if a statute providing for the right of public 
employees to organize, have dues check-off, bargain through their chosen representatives, 
and similar matters, had been held unconstitutional. This has not' ho.ppenecl, ho\levcr, in 
Ohio. An ordinance of t.he City of D:::yton permitting union dues check-off ,v3s, originally 
held unconstit.utional (HC!.gerri~n v. Da'c_~on, O. S. ) but a subsequent statute 
passed by the General Assembly (Section 9.40 of the Revised Code) authorizing dues 
checkoff has cured the defect. The right of public employees to joi.n unions has been 
upheld as a federalIst amendment right. 10 There is much public employer-employee 
collective bargaining taking place in Ohio without the benefit of any st2te lnl-7, but 
the a~thority of the General Assembly to pass such laws if it so chooses is not gen
erally questioned. The Ohio laH forbidding strikes by public cmployees (the "Ferguson" Act) 
although not very effective in prevcnting strikes, has, neve·.cthelcss, not been held 
unconstitutional. 

In commenting on employee organization and collective bargaining (both public and 
private) constitutional rights, and constitutional right-to-work proviSions, the 
authors of liCon-Con - Issues for the Illinois Constitutional Convention noted that: 
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"1n pr<1cticc UIC prcscnc~' or ;:;hs(;ncc~ of ccnstituti.oncll ur ot!](:'r lC~~21 ban:ier,'; to 
cor,certeu Clction D)' public.: crrnJ.oy(:u; II,s ll.citho: 6ctsrrc0 nor l'r,,\~cllt(;d such fiction, 
nor ha,c; the )'1' CS (;)1 (.:(, of con~;titllt"LO:l<1l j>TOV'l.;.10i.1S Ll1c',l i.hCL:J1.y gran:: t'iH:~ rJ.:.;~t ::~) 

or Gdll.i%c cillcl hL1;~:'~:1i~l). (>.---,lJ ccti\Tely to ,]1J. e:~:plt)~\.'cc~: si~~·n.j f iC(1ntl~l c·nhc~nc·::d tllcir or ..· 
• '7" <. "I-I' ,"~'-' l!lL r~l; , .... \I( .~'nl c;_ ... l..') C n< 1--;' • .'-.; ...~ .", '- . <.' - '. 1"; ·:·"i~·;\7""" 1.., n';'- _galJ.l.".Ln c., (Ll-S. 1..\_ l,')d " ,'_Ul.,- ,O.. ,'~ J:dL,.,( L (O.)I.,.lll,J dO CC).""~C,_"",c. )"rb •. Lnu 

in~; pro·\1is.L()lL~~ f.:Jr c.itIlcr pubJ.ic or pri.v<Jtc ~J;~ploY0e:; n~lr r~Lbht-to-\·.]o·J~k pro\rj.::'»~.'JES, 

Dl: .. l\.lbcri.: Sttr:~m, irl h ~;:j 'tTr2.nds :L.-l St.Jt~ C0D.sti·~:llL-.ion""i'L:-~1':illg 19(~6·<L)7?tl 110!:C~S 

th~~ t, 1. n til ~'l t [J (:'pc.i.e d (' r t :l~:::~ '\ C n~') ~-; .;: 1. "L'U i: iO:·l:ll c;!.~~ ::'0CS in.c 1utI c;d I! s ,·I'ttd.r.y pr ~y\r::-s iO"LlS [01

the (;~·;t::{blishr:~(~;11""l i~l\'(-'~:l::('l':i:, lil.'":r;~~~:Jc:t~(~nt, ?·n.j U~-;~~~ of p(~n~;jon ;·tnd ~r[:tj.-cl~~:.1~211:: funtls 
[e,r p'lblic e7!~FL():'e,(':~. 5~r~ ar:p:~o:'~;JY:nt:~~ly a ,;':ifth of ::;-~c s~>ttcs.1' p, ()2 ~C~l";ll:i)~) L·Yr:.i.c2.1 
of tll'2~;e rr~y:.!j_~)~;-o::·:~- i~) one:. in ·J'i;~""~t"i.ir~, C~J"~l:..~tj·;.·1..i:::i.cLJ,;I ~~i..:\::L:i(jl'l2 cd~j~rt.i.clc \L\.'., ....:1"t1.ch 
')rovLuf.::s ttl~t;-~ ~:iSl·,;b(;r~:~li.~) in a :\·;:~Jl~r..: e~"'li)lr;:,Yc:~~ '.l-(.:t:L~."CU~:;11t ~·:ystc~n is c0nt~(:(~tu81. '.·;i.th 
lJ2n12fits not to Lt.~ d.i.;~:~~n:~.~:L(~(t 01 ii':p~:.~=;.YL(L. ~~ILi..: ('·~.i·:lect~'J(~ ()f :i~[..llY cf tl),:,~~~c ~")To\Ji,3ions 

\.,701.11(~ <lppE.'i-:lI" t.n l-)~~ ;:j~C)tcCt~i';'Jil tl~c: c;-:-;l)lo\:(:(.)~~ I -::~~ "i.:~] =:_D. ~~ s~~rstc.~n 1.~ 1.:~~CJ~(:~ is 01'.0... 

TL C: 112"\·J ~:.Oi. t ir: .Lt'l ~ l,~ CGll J ';,: i ·l~'J. i.: j (I r:. ~~ :.'.(~; i .. -~ (~ ::: t:1 c 10 ~.' j t~' L;~~ !:-:..n~ :.' to f':C ()\i' .i.(.!;;; fo.r ~.:i.'~ e r (.! t 'L'i..~ Cii-~2n. t 

of oi.:(ici,~t,l~:-; ;:l'r'~'-: t::~~';~,~i_nye(~:3 of _~1C: ~:~-dL:C ~.·~r'l(i po.'_~L~i.c(.11 Sltt)(l~.v:L3~C~.'l~;, :tn.d scllool 

t~acl1c"l:'~)5 (~r:d gl~Dl.~i>1~tccs t~lC C!:lpJ.O".·~"~I_:s; ~)(~Jl;~'ft,'(:~ ~ ~nl:: ·.:10 CQI:stit~l;:,:J.G~·:,:il p·i.'u\7.isio'ns 
~·~f~I'e. :C: OLlltd ~~~ p c j.1 :!..llg out li1 d(: ~~.3 ~i_ 1. 'L:i~ C:. pr ':'1\7 .i_.::: i Cl,l:~ 0:;: <.. ::: c'C i r (~lil~~n t U)T £:: t C:-:l ~ 

ret i~c e:n I:?!'lL :j ~,' ;:; t: crlS f c:r p l.:"t) J ~ C ~~"-.') J. ('y (: E-~ s, rJ: ~} ~2 ~:: (:'~::'::-; <»::. ,-; :: i.L-: 11 t.i Gll ("'. I F,c,·.r i;.:. :L un C'~);~:~1! 'i_ f, ::-; i en 
n.o t eel t.il (1 t ::):~~;:'c: 0 j~ ti') c pr 0-1.' ~j.:] i 011 ~.: ~i.r,:. f:; t ~.: L..~. cor::-~ \... i ';,:u ~~ :~. ~"';'·l~J \<i(~r C: ~l J{) ;,).;.....:;;1 b,::.: nus c ·ci-.' ~~1:' e 

'oar-; SOlT:e (;oli.i~t CtLcu~-, Lh(~ c()ns~:~"t)'1ti_(r,~tajit'~I 0': .r;t~-:tc ?.-cti.j~(~i;·:Cllt ~)~.... ster~s, but th0.;: sueil 
doubt lIO 10n;;c:c e~,:j.:3t~d. 

A ~8ccn.t issue of the P1l1')J.ic. .Ad;~~i.nist·.;~;li:i(jl1 It C'Fie,." cOl'l""l..:ai.J1~i c ~·,~·;rr;p\;0iu!li on. 11'~11:10 

~lc.-.rit PrincipJ2 T\")dayl; T,}h:i.cil po). 1'1.1.:;'; U;j!.: the \";~l~iO~l[:; pJ-:-oL)lc'l~lS 8n(~ cO;:l.flicts e~~istin); 

bet\'1C?e11 rncdc>_"n princit)lc'::~ of p:..:rsOi\71 121 ,:~11~t'Lnisl:j~2tio1-,t:1 Ull.l.01i~;, C(1021 C!~~I1J.oYj'lcn\.: 0].' .... 

porttl111tic~~~ tcsti.n.g sY$:':(~;-:s .::,n:1 pr.~ncj.pJ.{:;~.;, li1(1. l:ll(~. tr c di.t:i.0nal c.i'v:Ll ser\Tiee systei.ll. 

David T. St~mley ci th(~ }jrooki.Dr;S inst:il.:"t:i,on, th2 sY~''f'os.i.um cJ:ii:or, slims up t:,C 
findings \,rith "I'le 1J.:1ve p:J.intc,i <2 Jl;,_ssy pJ.cLu:ce, b\i'l:: Uwt's t:jH~ \12)' it is." 

Ac~suming (1 d(~('.:i.~1i.on to rctctin 3. con~3titlltior.31 nlCll1e]2tC to the legisl<ltu:re to 
provide a merit system, 011io l s S~ct'l.on ]0 of Article XV appears to be as adequ~tc 

tiS C1ny, ,-,lith poss:i.'I)le cO::lsiJe,:at:ic)fl for c);paudinr; it to require '\ merit system for 
all politi.cal subdivisions. 
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Employee Welfare 
Article, II 

Section 34; Section 37 

Two constitutional prOV1S10ns governing employee welfare proposed by the 1912 
Constitutional Convention will be examined in this memorandum. Article II, Section 34 
and Section 37, as they appear below, have remained unchanged since approved by the 
voters in 1912. 

Section 34. Laws may be passed fixing and regulating the hours of labor, 
establishing a m1n1mum wage, and providing for the comfort, health, safety 
and general welfare of all employes; and no other provision of the consti
tution shall impair or limit this power. 

Section 37. Except in cases of extraordinary emergency, not to exceed eight 
hours shall constitute 3 day's work, and not to exceed forty-eight hours a 
week's work, for workmen engaged on any public work carried on or aided by 
the state, or any political sub-division thereof, whether done by contract, 
or otherwise. 

The provisions emerge from an era of American history when the forces of labor 
were not clearly defined, nor fully organized. Some workers were forced to accept 
labor conditions that were intolerable in order to survive. The government, commit
ted to a policy of laissez-faire, was re~uctant to adopt policies and laws regulating 
industry; likewise, some courts took the stance that legislation attempting to govern 
aspects of labor were in possible violation of the rights of liberty, contract, and 
private property. When the delegates to the 1912 Constitutional Convention began 
to discuss proposals regulating labor conditions, it was apparent that many feared 
that conditions had become so unbearable that strikes, shut-downs, and possible 
violence would follow if the state did not take some positive action regarding employee 
welfare. 

I. Section 34 

Early History 

The standing committee on labor of the 1912 convention first considered the 
proposal by Delegate F~rrell to enable the legislature to regulate hours of labor, 
minimum wage, and the comfort, health, and safety of employees. Article II, Section 34 
is the original proposal, verbatim. The merits of the proposal were debated at length, 
with attention given, almost exclusively, to the minimum wage clause. The sponsor of 
the proposal stated that he formerly had not been an advocate of a statutory minimum 
wage, but had been compelled to change his position. 

"When one considers the relentless war that has been waged against the trade 
union movement in this country, and the war of extermination that is now going 
on, and, in some instances, meeting with success, in putting some unions out 
of business, and the general application of IIblack list ll 

, all for no other 
reason than the piling up of capitalistic profits without any regard for 
justice in the premises, when we see the attempts making to build up industries 
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on a foundation of wages too low to admit of sufficient rest and relaxati~'" 
for even moderate health, we are driven to the knowledge that it is time that 
a decent humane effort should be made to remedy this un-American condition. 1I (1) 

The history of minimum wage legislation was sparse at the time. The first mini
mum wage law was adopted by New Zealand in 1894, providing for conciliation boards 
with authority to fix minimum wages. England adopted a similar law in 1910. Massachu
setts was the first of the United States to pass such a law, in 1912, and minimum wage 
bills were presented to the legislatures of Minnesota and Wisconsin during the time 
of the convention. 

Opponents of the proposal argued that a minimum wage was detrimental to employers 
and employees. They predicted that a legislature controlled by labor unions would 
promptly limit hours and establish a minimum wage. In addition to constituting a 
deprivation of liberty by regulating a man's earning powers, such restrictions, it was 
argued, would force the employer to pay the lazy and the industrious eoual wages. 
They predicted that employers would not hire afflicted persons. (An interesting dis
cussion of the effect of the minimum wage on the handicapped, unskilled, and other 
minority groups appears in IlThe Minimum Hage - Hho Pays", Brozen and Friedman, The 
Free Society Association, 1966). The merits of applying a minimum wage to agriculture 
and domestic laborers were debated at length. Some felt the consequent rise in agri
cultural prices would negate any positive effects of the minimum wage. 

The proponents of the measure noted the permissive nature of the proposal and 
felt the general assembly could apply a law to some groups and not others, as circum
stances warranted (i.e. farmers, domestics). 

Clearly, the reason for the constitutional provision was to give explicit power 
to the legislature to pass laws regulating labor conditions. Court decisions in 
some states indicated that such legislative power was in question. Prior to the 
1912 constitutional convention, several cases dealt with the power of the state to 
regulate the hours of labor in private industry. The u.S. Supreme Court affirmed 
the right of the state to regulate labor in dangerous employments in Holden v. Hardy, 
169 u.S. 366 (1898), by sustaining a Utah statute limiting hours of mine workers. 
In 1899, the Colorado Supreme Court nullified a similar statute in In re Morgan, 
26 Colo. 415 (1899). Through 1915, 10 stat.utes regulating the hours of lahor for 
women and children were sustained and three statutes were declared unconstitutional. 
(An extensive listing of the decisions appears in "Hours of Labor and Realismll by 
Felix Frankf~rter, 29 Harvard Law Review 353). The Willingness of the courts to 
accept the right of the state to legislate regarding labor conditions in private 
employment appears related to the type of industry involved. Courts seemed in favor 
of statutes regulating dangerous employments and employment of women and children. 
But in 1905, the New York Supreme Court invalidated a 10-hour law for bakers, in 
Lochne~ v. New York, 198 u.S. 45. One justice noted that "to the common understanding 
the trade of baker has never been regarded as an unhealthy one". The court held the 
statute an arbitrary restriction of liberty not related to the public welfare. and 
intolerable to the 14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution. (Recent decisions have 
been able to make use of more scientific evidence than "the conunon understanding" 
in determining dangerous employment conditions.)·" 

Constitutionality of Minimum Wage Legislation - Federal Court Decisions, 

Much of the debate about the constitutionality of ~inimum wage legislation 
revolved around whether such laws interfered with due process and the rights of 
contract. Originally, state courts upheld minimum wage statutes. especially for 
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women, until 1923, when the United States Supreme Court handed down its decision in 
Adkins y. Ch~.~lren~_Hospital, 261 U.S. 525, 671. ed. 785, L.3 S. Ct. 3% (1923). 
The Court invalidated an act of Congress :wthorizing a minimum vlage for \vomen in 
Washington, D.C. The act \,'as thought to be repugnant to the provision of the Fifth 
amendment prohibiting taking of liberty and private property without due process of 
law. Thereafter, there continued 8 trend of state courts invalidating minimum \vage 
laws which ended when the Adkins decision h'8S overruled by I'lest Coast Hotel Co. v. 
Parrish, 300 U.S. 379, 81 L. (;'-3, 703, 57 S.Ct. 578, 108 AI.R 133-0--(l93-if'-w'1;ich11eld 
that a Washington statute based upon a wage sufficient to maintain women in health 
was valid. The constitutional attack was based on a violation of the freedom of 
contract, but the Court held that the freedom of contract is a Qualified and not an 
absolute right. The Court also mentioned several economic considerations regarding 
the class of women workers, such as their lack of collective bargaining powers, and 
the effect of their unemployn0nt on industry. Although the Court did not appear 
to base its decision on these economic considerations, the fact thal they were 
mentioned is interpreted by some to be of prime importance. A law review article 
"vlage and Hour Legislation in the Courts" in 5 "G..co~_J{~~sh~}~aw P'Ey_ievl 865, sets forth 
the import of these considerations. 

liThe importance of the case lies not alone in its value as a precedent or prin
ciple-establishing decision but also in the step it takes toward the recognition 
of the use of the police power of a state to reach a definite economic goal. .. "(2) 

"Hhile it (Parrish) emFhasizes the il71portance to society of its women workers 
and their well-being and health, and perhaps places the decision of the case 
on this ground, the opinion specifically provides another ground for decision 
in that it recognizes thnt industry, the economic condition of the workers, and 
the effect of unemployment on the state Dnd society at Llq;e are of sufficient 
concern a.nd so intimately tied \vith general \velfare that the state's police 
power may reach out to correct evils therein." (3) 

The U.S. Supreme Court said, in U.S. v. Darby, 32 U.S. 100, 85 L. ed. 609, 61 
S. Ct. 451 (1941) 

"Since our decision in 1)~s.l= Co.§_st Ho..te~]J<1~ri~h, 300 U.S. 379, 81 L. ed. 703, 
57 S. Ct. 578, 107 ALR 1330, it is no longer open to question that the fixing 
of a minimum wage is within the legislative power and that the bare fact of 
its exercise is not a denial of due process under the Fifth more than under the 
Fourteenth Amendment." 

Constitutionality of Section 34 - Ohio Decisions 

The first minimum wag," legislation was enacted in 1933 by the 90th General As
sembly. General Code 154-45d to 154-45t provided minimum wage standards for women 
and minors. The law did not itself establish a min:·."1~ wage, but it permitted an 
actual minimum wage to be established by administrative action. The 1933 legislation 
remained the prevailing minimum wage legislation until repealed in 1973 and replaced 
by a new law. 

The constitutionality of the m~n~mum \'lage law was upheld by the Ohio Courts 
in Walker v. Chapman, DC Ohio, 17 F. Supp.308 (1936). The court noted thrt the 
constitutionality of the 1mv rested on the requirement of the law for the payment of 
a "fair wage" which was defined as " a wage fairly and reasonably commensurate with 
the value of the service or closs of service rendered," ~o]hereas in the Adkins case, 
the decision was based on minimum wage requirements of a sum sufficient to ensure 
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employees "subsistence, health and morals". The court noted that if the Ohio iaw~· ~ 
were indistinguishable from the law at issue in Adkins, the court would have had no 
choice but to declare the Ohio law unconstitutional. In fact, however, the two laws 
were distinguishable, and the Ohio law offered a measurable standard. 

Sections l54-45d through l54-45t of the General Code were declared valid in 
Strain v. Southerton, 148 Ohio St. 153, 74 N.E. 2d 69, (1947). In that case, a 
challenge was mn~e to the right of the General Assembly to delegate, under law, 
authority to an administrative agency to investigate and determine minimum wage 
policy, the party pleading that this delegation violated Article II, Section 26 of 
the Ohio Constitution: "All laws, of a general nature, shall have a uniform oper
ation throu;hout the State, nor shall any act, except such as relates to public 
schools, be passed, to take effect upon the approval of any other authority than 
the General assembly, except, as otherwise provided in this constitution." 
In that case, the Court said: 

"Ohio Constitution, Article II, Section 26 inhibits General Assembly from 
delegating its power to make a law, but that body may properly enact a law 
conferring authority or discretion on a designated governmental authority to 
carry provisions of such law into execution and granting such agl'ncy power 
to inquire into and determine facts under rules of its own creation which 
conform to standards and policy contained in law." 

Current Laws 

Chapter 4111. of the Ohio Revised Code~ entirely rewritten by the llOth General 
Assembly, defines the minimum fair wage standards and related regulations. All employ
ers and employees are governed by the minimum wage laws set forth in this chapter, 
except for these persons: federal employees; baby-sitters and live-in companions who 
are tiOt housekeepers; outside salesmen compensated by commission or in a bona fide 
executive, administrative or professional capacity; agricultural employees working 
for an employer ~vho during any calendar quarter of the preceding calendar year did 
not use more than five hundred man-hours of labor, of an agricultural employee working 
for a member of his i~~ediate family; persons doing charitable service; students em
ployed part-time by political subdivisions; member of police or fire protection agency; 
employee of non-profit camp or recreational area for children under eighteen. 

State, county and municipal employees were formerly exempted from the minimum 
wage laws, (138 OAG 2979) but are included under the current statutes. }wny state 
and local employees and public inst~tutional employees are covered by the federal 
minimum wage law now, as well. 

Minimum wage rates have changed over the years, and the newly revised sections 
fix the minimum wage in the statutes at $1.60 per hour, except that employers em
ploying persons in counties of less than three hundred thousand population may pay 
employees an amount equal to $140 per hour until January 1, 1975. Persons who are 
classified as "learners", during the first 90 days of their employment, and some 
agricultural workers who are paid on a piece-work basis, may earn less than minimum 
wage according to the law. The significant change j.n the new law is that the mini
mum wage rate is fixed in the law as opposed to the former law which just granted 
the authority to an administrative agency to convene a board to fix wages for a par
ticular industry under specific conditions. 

Other chapters of the Revised Code regarding employment of minors (Chapter 
4109); Division of Workshops and Factories (Chapter 4107); Division of Elevator 
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Inspection (Chapter 4105); Division of Boiler Inspectic~ (Chapter 4104) appear, in a 
tancential ~vay, to have emerged from the lc:gisl&turc's D.uthority, by virtue of 
Article II, Section 34, as well 3S Article II, Sc-::tion 35 (examined in another memo
randum) to regulate safety and other conditions of crnployn:ent by lay}. 

Conclusion 

Section 34 is a statemenj- of the ?olicy of the. ~;tate of connnitrnent to rcgulp, e 
labor conditions for t.he vJelf2re of the ciU.ze:ls. Some cons titutionnl revisionis tG 

Etrgue th:tt ~.Jhen a policy is deeply imhedded, there is no longer any nl ed for consti
tutional support of the policy. Cn t:.1<2 other hand, revision :'lUSt be appr.oved by the 
voters, who might be reluctant to d21cte the specific rett'rd1ces from the Constitution. 

At the time the section was drafted, there was debate over two 0uestions: whether 
such regulat:iD!1('; intcfered "iith ot.heJ~ constitutional rLghts; Clnd whether it ,vas possibJe 
ta implement l":'iinlr.ll'm vJ:<Y~ lcgislati'~n so that it woulci. be beneficial rother thc~n 

harmful to both skilled i:;nl! lln;jkil:Lcd l£1bor. 

Regarding the first 0ueslion, the courts have upheld the right of the state to 
regulate 16bor to sust~in th~ welfare of ~tB citizens. Secondly, the desirability 
of minimum vJa~~,e legisLsU.on j'~, still b(inl~ dd)C\Led todriY. and ttlCre are some ~"ho 

feel that ~~uch J.Ci;""S '.;or." to U<,; cic!tr:i.~:,~n~ of ;1 Lli:gc sector of the L:~bor cL;,ss. In 
spite of thiS, h,)'t~·~~cvcr, rJ~in:r·,u.Tn \\18r:;e l(:~i~;l.atio,(l 11'-::8 been oper3tJ.vc, as have other 
laws reguln tin.g 1.3bor in th(: ·s ti<, te:., fJr 2 i1:"~~11ber of years, 8ud the fears of the 
delegates l.n 1912 for f"ll'ri1crs clI.d Gom,:stL':: 'v)()rkers appear to hQ.Vf~ b-;en resolved in 
the present 18.\'18. It is sigr-iLLcC1Clt to note that tile: language of Section 34 is 
permissive - should the lcgiGiature desire to jmplci~:r:nt legislation, it he's the 
power. Our research has not lli~overed probl~ms WhLCh appear to emanate from the 
constitutional langu<ige of Section 34. 

II. Section 37 

Early History 

Proposal No. 209 (now Section 37) to regulate the hours of employment on public 
works, was co~nented upon by its allthor, Delegate letlow, BS follows: 

"it is quite evident that 'vie des ire this propos i tion to become a cons ti tutional 
provisioa to safeguard this right, and to circumvent the decisions rendered 
by the courts of this state." (4) 

Hr. Tetlow refers to the case of City~~ Cle·~_l.<md__,,-. Clen.~_nts Bro_s_~__<;;"0E_~J:.t:"_uct~~~.Qo-=-, 

67 O.S. 197 (1902), in ~vhich the Supreme Court of Ohio declared null and void an act 
limiting the hours on public works. In that case, the city of Cleveland withheld 
money from a contractor because the con!-ractor let his men work more than eight hours 
per day, in times vJhen no emergency eidsted, ~"hich action was contrary to an Act of 
1900 (94 Ohio Laws 357) limi ting the service of all laborers, \vorkmen and mechanics 
on public works for the state or a subdivision by contract or athen-lise to eight hours 
a day. The law required contracts to contain a provision stipulating that, under 
penalty of law, not more than eight hours of labor may be permitted or required, The 
plaintiff cl.aimed 'that being a mere subdivision of the state, the legislature may 
stipulate what contract.s it may make and what provisions the contracts shall contain. 
The Supreme Court responded: 
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"The fallacy of this contention lies in the assumption that the compulsory 
authority of the legislature over municipal cQrporations is so absolute 
and arbitrary that it may dictate the specific terms upon which such muni
cipality shall contract, and may prescribe what stipulations and conditions 
its contracts shall contain, although such contracts may, as in this case, 
relate only to matters of purely local improvement. This is a misapprehension 
of the legislative authority, for no such right or power has been delegated 
to, or is possessed by, the general assembly." (p. 211) 

The court held the statute unconstit~tional, noting that it violates and abridges 
the right of parties to contract; invades rights of liberty and property; and denies 
to contractors, subcontraators and municipalities the right to agree with employers 
on terms and conditions of contracts. 

In an earlier case, Bramley v. Norton, 50NP 183 (1897), a Cleveland city or
dinance prescribing a minimum wage of $1.50 per day and a maximum of eight hours on 
pub~.ic works and improvements was declared unconstitutional, violating Section 19 
of Article I of the Ohio Constitution and Section. 1 of the 14th Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution. 

Hr. Tetlow observed that at the time of the convention, eight states had adop
ted constitutional and statutory provi.sions regulatimg the hours of labor on public 
works, and that a federal court had declared in a Kansas case, similar to the cir
cumstances in Clements Bros. (~onstruction Co., that the state had the right, under 
its police power, to regulate the hOurs of labor for workmen engaged on public works. 
In that case, Atkins v. Kansas, 191 U.S. 207 (1903), the court's reasoning appeared 
to finally resolve the question of the state's power in this regard, for all future 
questions. 

"It is within the pO~i.er of a state, as guardian and trustee for its peorle 
and having full control of its affairs, to prescribe the conditions upo· ,;hich 
it will permit public work to be done on behalf of itself or its munil.'~.. ' les. 

In the exercise of these pmvers it (the state) may by statute provide 
that eight hcurs shall cons titute a day I s work for all laborers employed by 
or on behalf of the State or any of its municipalities and making it unlawful 
for allY one thereafter contracting to do any public work to rC('luire or permit 
any laborer to work longer than eight hours per day except under certain spec
ified wages. And one who after the enactment of such a statute contracts for 
such public work is not by reason of its provisions deprived of his liberty or 
his property tvithout due process of laH nor denied the equal protection of 
the laws within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment even where it appears 
that the current rate of wages is based on private work where ten hours con
stitute a day's work or that the work in excess of eight hours per day is not 
dangerous to the health of the laborers." (p. 207) 

The proposal considered by the standing committee on labor read as follows: 

Proposal No. 209. Not to exceed eight hours shall constitute a day's work and 
not to exceed forty-eight hours a week's wo~~, on the construction, replacement, 
alteration, repair, maintenance and operation of all public works, buildings, 
plants, machinery at which laborer~, workmen and mechanics are employed, car
ried on or aided by the state or any political subdivision thereof, whetlEr 
done by contract or otherwise, except in cases of extraordinary emergency. 

In the debate, the view was offered that the subject mEtter of Proposal No. 209 was 
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already covered by Proposnl No. 122. Vlhich ~,lDS "clcpted by the committee earlier, since 
the legislature ~ve8 thereby authorized to rE';!uLstc' Lbor for both publtc and priv3te 
industry. The proponents of the measure reguialiLg tile hours (Il public h10rk f(~ared 

that the proposal adopted earlier night llO[ p;,Sf-;, due co the min:iJ:mm wage cli'wGc, and 
wanted to protect themselves, by t:,.;tlLn,·~ l:ilis TI'.on' spf:cific propo:,<Jl mk'[1ted. The 
consensus oE th,~ convention appearcd to be tb,:lt i.X: ::,'·':l)?q~;;]:.b Ii,.,., 122 pE,ssed, Proposal 
No. 209 ~hould become nu,',.! ani Yule, ii: it:, tuo, p,~',;~;ed. l.,. su;_;gc:stion ;·las mzde that 
the telO pro?osals be co,noined, ii ;;w CU:::,1.Lttee on "cungemt2i1t Clnd phr~seology felt 
that ~oJas necessary. The lE.11Eua~;c !~c'colr~;~c~(h:d by ~he corwTlittee on arrangement and 
phraseology ~.;as substantiolly diLi:crcmt frc;7l \Iflat the corrmittee on labol· proposed. 
Tht~ committee all ::r;:~i.ngen":'nt and phraseol:.:gy prcposcd: 

"Except in cases of E:~:t~:;;crd:i.i1A(,Y (,n.;;r(~E.ncy, not to exceed ei.ght hours shall 
constitll~e a d8Y~S ~~ork, 3~d not to exceed forty-ei~ht l18tlr"S a w~eicls ~ork, 

for l;:;bcn."er:, cngfl2:r:c1 on any ;:ub U.c ,·wr;: cpcried on or edGed by the s tel te, or 
any poiiticnl sub.livision t:'\:reo:c, ~~lv~ther done by contract, or othcn-lise." 

The revised !ii:oposnl ,vas not dcLc-!ted, c,zcc~~t thai: i\ :rr:cornmendatton ',Jas m:clcle to change 
the ~}ord 1I1acurer.sd to '\·;c·,}'krrtf;n,l, Li:!d t;·!>t :"Pl.'>:)l:I[~lE;;n(:ation t.-'JilS approved.t- lrhc proposal 
Has approveu by the convention, e,::opted by the voterJ, ;;mo is nO\-l Sectj.on 37. 

Among the e~l!~lies t (;~:<;es relatiTl~~ to fhi:; :;cc lion ~,'as ~~~I~s....Y_~.. C--':.!LoJ~_Cleve 1..€md 
94 Ohio 0t. 377 (1916). TLc court held ~_;,,~ j·:~;cc Lion 37 of Artie 1e II 

" ••• ,18.8 not sel£-(~xr~cutin:; w'.th:Ln thp- deLLni tion that a self-executing pro
visiol1 1s oue \.;hich suppl i{~.s the rule or D~C::·\~-;'.':' ~)y t,~hicb i..:~1r..~ riGht gi'tCfl rnay 
be. enforced or PY.'otc-.c ted o:~ by \,?hich n cillty en.jc,i ..1ed r;~~jY he pcrforrnc.:.d. But 
ne\7C1~tll~:?less, 0.£t("~'r tbe cdc\ption of tha.t pro"\}·j,.S:toll. irL th(~ cO:1stitution, the 
lcgislGtul"e \·;8S ~'Iit»ut PO!cl: ::'0 affLnr<:,tl_veiy nake lmvtul a ,wrking day of 
more than ei~ht hou'·s." (p. 380) 

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 37 of Article II, adopted in 1912, the 
General Asscn01y in 1919 adopted General Code Section 17-1: 

"Except in cases of extraordinary emergency, not to exceed eight hours shall 
constitute a day's w~k 2nd not to exceed forty-eight hours a week's work, 
for \vorkmen ensaf?;ed on any pubUc (~ol'k c.':rric.d on or ai(;e:cl by tbe state) or 
any political subdivision I:hc,'3of, \ih;3th~r done hy contr~'ct or other,vire; and 
it shall be unlawful for any person, corpor2tion or associ~tion, whose duty it 
shall be to employ 01~ dirC'ct and control the [;ervices of such Horkmen, to 
require or permit any of them to labor more than eight hours in cmy calendar 
day or more than forty-eight hours in eny week, except in cases of extraor
dinary em(;:rgency. This sec tion sholl be cons trued not to include policemen 
and firemen." 

The sec tion was mrrended in 1941, adding after "firemen", "in cities and villages and 
policemen in villages." 

In 1925, the Director of Public Service in Akron was charged with unlaNfully 
requiring and permi tting a laborer to w~Jrkon the ofE ration of a waten-wrks plant 
more than forty-eight hours during a week when no emergency existed. In g?_i.~~ 

Peters, 112 o.s. 249, the Court found that Lhe original and final versions of the 
1912 constitution~l convention with respect to Section 37 differed regarding con
struction and maintenance of a public utility. 
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The original proposal (No. 209) was deemed to be much broader in coverage, and 
the Court held the view that the language as adopted should not be broadened beyond 
the natural impor~ of the language. 

"Section 17-1 General Code, has no application to the employment of labor by 
a municipality. The expression "workmen engaged on any public work carried 
on or aide'<H by the state, or any political subdivision thereof, whether done 
by contract or otherwise, relates to the construction of public improvements 
and not to their maintenance or operation." (5) 

Clements v. Sherwood, 70 Ohio App. 266 (1942) held that persons employed in the oper
ation of state institutions were not under Article II, Section 37 and General Code 
17-1, which apply only to construction. 

Current legislative action 

Section 4115.01 of the Revised Code (formerly ~c 17-1) implemented the consti
tutional provisions of Article II, Section 37, limiting the hours of labor on public 
works and later excluding policemen in villages and firemen in cities and villages 
from its restriction. The section was repealed in 1969 by House Bill 436. The 
reason =or the repeal is given as follows: 

"Repeal of \vorkin,g pours sp_~cific;ltiC!E~' The bill repeals section 4115.01 
which prOVides tlla t, except in c< traordinary emergencies, eight hours con
stitutes a (.,'ork day and forty-eight hours a work week for persons employ~d 

on any public work carried on or aided by the state or any political sub
division. 1be stated purpose of this change is to allow working hours more 
in accord with current practices in the construction industry.11 (6) 

After the repeal of section 4115.01, no new law was passed implementing the 
provisions of Article II, Section 37. The Ohio Supreme Court, in §'t,:_ang v. CJ=-ev~l~nc!, 

94 Ohio St. 377 (191.6) s2id that Section 37 of Article II is not self-executin:,~ and 
was not carried into effect until the adoption of G.C. 17-1 (R.C. 4115.01). Tne Court 
added, however, that the legislature did not have the power to make lawful a working 
day of more than eight hours after the adoption of Article II, Section 37. By virtue 
of the ~;~:£.,~3 decision and the repeal of section 4115.01, the const:!.tutional section 
is inoperative at the present time. Section 37 refers to a six-day work week snd 
was incompatible vlith the hours of construction workers. In <ldditian, there is some 
ambiguity in the language "not to exceed eight hours shall constitute a day's work ••• " 
cmd as to whe ther thA t provis ion <lC tUB lly limi ts the ~wrk day to e igh t hours. The 
legislature, realizing the inherent difficulties in Section 37, and noting that the 
section would be ineffective without further statutory implementation, chose to re
solve the [Jr-oblem by repealing the 1m" and rendering the secti.on inoperative. 

Conclusion 

There appear to be several good reasons for repealing Article II, Section 37. 
The proponents of the section, in 1912, clearly believed that section 37 granted no 
additional power than was permitted the legislatur~ by the adoption of Article II, Sec
tion 34. Judicial interpretation has limited the application of the section to con
struction of public works and held that it does not apply to maintenance and operation 
of them, as was anticipated by the co~ittee on lsbor at the convention. More recently, 
the repeal of the state implementing the constitutional provision reflected the at
ti tude of legis 18 tures and mewbers of indus try a like tha t the provis ions of Ard.c Ie II, 
Section 37 were not desirable. 
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If the constitutional language were re?e~led, what might happen if the 
legislature desired at some future time to ado?t legislation limiting the hours 
of labor on public works? It wOllld appcar th~t ~bs~nt the specific eonstitutional 
grant of authority in Section 3/, the legislntlll"e '.}ollJ.d still be recognized as 
having the pm"er to regulate hou:cs of labor on lJuhlic ;.;arks, particularly if Secdon 
34 is retained. Both state and federal court dccisioas have upheld the right of 
the state to make such regulations, <:md have denied thet these regulations intefere 
with the right of contract in a manner intolerahle to the constitution. 
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APPENDIX 

Constitutional Provisions - Other States 

Hours of Labor 

Arizona - No child under 16 shall be emp lGyed for more than eight hours a day. (XVIII, '2) 

Louisiana - For women and girls not engaged in agriculture or domestic employment, the 
legislature or a commission may regulate hours. (IV, 7) 

Michigan - The General Assembly may enact laws regulating the hours and conditions 
of employment. (IV, 49) 

Colorado - Legislature to provide for period of employment not to exceed 8 hours in 
24 (except in emergencies. where life or property in imminent danger) for 
persons ernployed in mines, blast furnaces, s~elters or other branches of 
industry or labor that legislature may consider dangLrous. (V, 25a) 

Montana - Eight hours to constitlte day's \",ork in all employment except farming and 
stock raising, legislature may reduce hours constituting a day's work but 
denied the power to increase hours. (XVIII, 4) 

Oklahoma - Except in emergencies, 8 hours constitute a day's work in underground 
mines. (XXIII, 4) 

Wyoming - Eight hours constitute a day's work in mines. (XIX, 1) 

Hours of Labor on Public Works 

Ari;~ona - Eight hours to consti tute lawful day's work in employment by state or 
subdivision. (XVIII, 1) 

California - Eight hours to constitlltE day's work, not more than 48 hours a week's 
work on all public works. Legislature to provide th3t stipulation be 
inserted on all contracts for public works. (XX, 17) 

Idaho - Eight hours constitute day's work on state and municipal works. (XIII) 

New Mexico - Eight hours constitute day's work on state, county, and municipal worRs. 
(XX, 19) 

Minimum \-lage 

California - General Assembly may provide for women and minors. No prov).s~on of the 
constitution may be construed as a limitation on the power of the general 
assembly to appoint a commission to carry out the provisions of the section. 
(XX, 17~) 

Kentucky - Mandate to general assembly to provide m~n~mum wage for children employed 
in places dangerous to life, health, or injurious to 'morals. (Sec. 243) 

Nebraska - Permits legislature to provide minimum wage for women and children. (XV, 8) 

Utah - Permits legislature to regulate minimum wage for women and minors. (XVI, 8) 




